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IN T ROb U CT ION:'

NOTWITHSTANDING the high rank which our countryman Ray occupies in the

annals of Natural History as a tounder of systematic ichthyol9gy, that branch of

science has been greatly neglected in this country,-yet Britain owes much of her

wealth to her fisheries; and her seamen, traversing the ocean in oJl directi~s, are

familiar with the finny inhabitants of almost every river in the world, as well as

with the wonders of the deep. .While the fish of, the English seas were imper~

fecdy known, it was not to be expected tha' those frequentWg the waters of a

remote colony would be more fully described; and, in fact, this volume of the

Fauna owes comparatively little to the labours of previous writers in respect of

the determination and description of species, though the w:angement .and generic

groups are adopted wholly from Curier. Forster, in the Philosophical Transaetiolli

of 1773, gives an account of four Hudson's Bay fish, three of which he errone~

ously identifies with European species; and he is the only ichthyologist U1a.t I

have been able to cite respecting the fish which sport in the sea-like lakes and

magnificent livers of the portion of North America lying north of the St. Law~

rence, and exceeding the whole of Europe in extent of territory. There is, I

believe, no scientific account of the Canada fish, with the exception of M. Le

Sueur's and Dr. Mitchill's descriptions of a few lacustrine species. Some of those

inhabiting the seas of Newfoundland are included in the published volumes of the

Histoire des Poissons, by Cuvier and Valenciennes. Fabricius's and the work

last mentioned are my authorities for the Greenland fish, and I am indebted to the

Appendices to the late Arctic Expeditions for those found on the northern shores

of America. Pallas, Steller, and Tilesius have described the fish inhabiting the

sea of Kamtschatka, and such of them as are known to range over to the Ame-

h



INTRODUCTION.

rican coast are included in this Fauna. Eschscholtz's description of a fish taken in

Norfolk Sound is quoted, and as I can refer to no work containing any notice

sufficiently detailed and accurate to determine the species, or even the genera, of

those in the waters of New Caledonia, the popular accounts of voyagers and travel

lers, who have visited that country, have been occasionally transcribed at some

length, to supply the want of scientific information.

The specimens described and figured in the following pages were chiefly col

lected by me at Cumberland House in latitude 54°, at Fort Enterprise in latitude

64°, and in the Arctic Sea at the mouth of the Coppermine River in latitude 67°,

on Sir John Franklin's first journey·; at Penetanguishene on Lake Huron in lati.

tude 44°, in Great Bear Lake in latitude 64°, or in the canoe route between these

places, on his second journey; and in the following quarters by the exertions of

others, viz., on the Labrador coast of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, from whence I

obtained a collection of the Salmon and Coregoni of the Mingan and Musquaw

rivers, prepared by Mr. Cuming, of the Hudson's Bay Company; at Penetangui

shene, where Mr.Todd, surgeon ofthe Naval de~t, procured me a suite ofspecimens

which I submitted to the inspection of Baron Cuvier, together with those obtained

on Sir John Franklin's second journey; and in the Albany River district latitude

51°, from whence I have very recently received a series of fresh-water fish in excel

lent condition: in addition to these, Dr. Gairdner, surgeon of the Hudson's Bay

Company's establishment, at Fort Vancouver, on the Oregon or Columbia River,

&ent me a cask full of specimens, which, though much damaged on the voyage, have,

.with the aid of his valuable notes, furnished the only means I possess of obtaining

a knowledge of the fish of that river, and enabled me to understand in part the

popular descriptions given in Lewis and Clarke's narrative; Dr. Scouler, of the

Dublin Institution, presented me with a curious salmon, which he obtained on the

coast of New Caledonia; and I am indebted to Peter Warren Dease, Esq., for

several kinds of trout from the interior of that country; by the kindness of Captain

• The fish oblerYed on Sir John Franklin'. first jonroey are dumbed, and a few of them figured, in the Appendix to
hit! Narrative; but the Ip8cimenl, which would have been or great UI8 lor comparison with thOle afterward. obtained,
were destroyed by vermin duriog my abHoce on the aecood journey.
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James Ross I have had the opportunity of describing and figuring the salmon pro

cured by him on Sir John Ross's recent expedition; and still more lately I have

obtained some useful specimens of the heads of fish, prepared by Mr. King during

Captain Back's overland journey -. It will be observed, that these different col

lections consist almost exclusively of the fresh-water, or anadromous species, that

supply a principal article of diet to the natives and residents in .the fur-countries,

the smaller kinds which escape through the pretty wide meshes of.the gill-nets in

ordinary use there having been mostly overlooked. I am, however, indebted to

John James Audubon, Esq., the celebrated American ornithologist, for a small

but interesting collection, made on the coasts of Newfoundland; and Lieu

tenant-Colonel Hamilton Smith favoured me with sketches and notes of several

Canada fish. But even with these advantages the work must be considered as

very defective in marine species, and by no means complete even in the fresh-water

ones. As it was not until after I returned to England from Sir John Franklin's

last expedition that I entertained the idea of publishing a work of this nature, I

had no inducement to avail myself of the opportunity which was afforded by our

journey through Can~a and the State of New York, for the collection of mate

rials in aid of such an undertaking; and my numerous subsequent attempts to

remedy this deficiency, by procuring specimens through correspondents, have been

unsuccessful, except in the instances above mentioned. Upwards of four hun

dred species of European fish are described in the Histoire des Poissons, or

noticed in the Regne Animal, and it may be fairly inferred, that a still greater

number inhabit the fresh waters of British America, or the Atlantic, Arctic and

Pacific seas which bathe its shorest. The present work contains only one hun

dred and forty species, so that much remains to be accomplished by resident natu

ralists; and with the view of facilitating the labours of those who may undertake

• May of the Ipt!cimen., having arrived at different periods, and when the printing of the work was conlliderably
aetnnced, could not be notieed in their proper places, and their deaeriptioDi have therefore been introduced either at the
end or the famillel to which they belong, pr in the Appendix; but IU1 attempt has been made to remedy thil irregularity
br anauging the table of eontentl.

t De Witt Clinton estimate. the lpeeiel of fish ip the United Statel at four hundred, and Dr. Mitchill deKribel one

hundred and I8veuty that are brought to the market of New Yor~

h 2



xn INTRODUCTION.

, .

the task, I have endeavoured by minuteness of description, aided by.correct figures,
to render their recognition of the fish already named more certain. I have, also.

in consideration of the difficulty of procuring books in remote districts, entered

more fully into generic details than is usual in a local Fa~, and likewise given

compendious notices of ·most of the families mentioned in the Regne .Anima/,

borrowing largely not only from that work, but also from the Histoire du

PoUSonB. euvier divides the class in the following manner:-

First &rieB. FISH PROPERLY SO CALLED.

A. Upper jaw formed extemall:r of interm~Uaries and moveable labials; and
posteriorly of a palatine arch composed of palate bones. pterygoid processes,
jugal, petrous, and squamous bones, eonstituting a sort of interior jaw as in
birds and snakes, and furnisRing posteriorly an articular cavity for the con
dyle of the lower jaw.

a. Gills in leavel.

Order J.. ACANTHOPTERYGII. (vide p. lOS. F. B. A.)

2. MALACOPTERYGII ABDOMINALES. (p. 109.)

3. MALACOPTERYGII SUB-BRACHIATI. (p.241.)

4. MALACOPTERYGII APODES. (p.267.)

b. Gills in tuj'b.

6. LoPHOBRANCHII. (p.276.)

B. Labials soldered to the intermaxillaries: palatine arch united to the cranium
by suture and not admitting of motion.

6. PUCTOGNATHII. (p.277.)

Second Series. CHONDROPTERYGII or CARTILAGINOUS FISH.

A. Gill openings of the ordinary form, having a moveable gill.plate. (ELEUTHR'

ROPOMI.) (p.278.)

7. STURIONIDE.tE. (p.278.)

B. Canals communicating with gills having fixed edges, and opening exteriorly by
one or several holes. (TREMATOPNEONTES.) (p.287.)

8. SELACHII. (p.287.)

9. CYCLOSTOMATA. (p. 292.)
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As this arrangement· is very different from the quinary one advocated by

Mc Leay, the nomenclature of that gentleman and his followers, which is adopted

in the second volume of this Fauna, is inapplicable here, and Cuvier's names are

therefore given to the various groups, except in a few instances. where the French

term used by him did not readily admit of a direct Latin translation, as in the case

of c< P0i8sons Plats," for which Plate880UktB is substituted.

I gladly avail myself of this introductory chapter to notice the kindness of

various gentlemen by whom I have been assisted in the progress of the work. In

the first place, I have to express my gratitude to the Right Honourable Lord

Glenelg, Secretary of State, for his recommendation of an additional grant in aid

of the publication, and to William Hay, Esq., Under Secretary for Colonial Affairs,

for his efficient support of my application, and invariable personal kindness when

ever I have had occasion to address him. I have likewise to express my obliga

tions in an especial manner to Captain Pelly, Governor of the Hudson's Bay

Company, and Nicolas Garry, Esq., Deputy Governor, for the liberality with which

they have always pro~o~ my endeavours to illustrate the zoology of the fur

countries; also to James Keith, Esq., of La. Chine, and to the other gentlemen

already named, to whom I am indebted for specimens of American fish. My thanks

are also due to the following gentlemen, who procured for me, in most instances

with considerable ~culty and trouble, specimens of European fish for the pur

pose of comparison, viz.: Dr. Graham, F.R.S.E., Professor of Botany, Edinburgh;

Mr. Scobie, of Kioldale, Sutherlandshire; Mr. John Burnet of Dumfries; P. J.

Selby, Esq., F.R.S.E., of Twissel House; G. A. W. Amott, Esq.• F.R.S.E.; Cap

tain·Barou. Royal Engineers; John Lloyd Wynne. Esq., of Coed-Coch, Denbigh

shire; the Rev. T. W. Booth, Vicar ofFriskney, Lincolnshire, and W. Yarrell, Esq.,

• Prof_r Agauia, of Neufchltel, baa recently giftD to the world au entirely new urangement of filh, fOUDded
chiefty on the form and Btrueture of the BcaleB, upon which he eBtabliBheB four orden :-1. CTIIIfOIDUIfS, which ue the

ACOJIIlloplnoJllii of euyier and Artedi, with the exception of thoae which have BlDooth Bealea, and with the addition of the
PIoJ-fiU, or Plalt!uoitktl!, remond from the Ma/acoplt!t7!Ji.i. 2. CTCLO"iDIA1'I8, which ue priucipally Malacoplerygii, but
take in allD the Bmooth-lCaled fishes excluded from tbe 4Cfl11thoplnoygii. 3. GA.lfo·iDU,lfB, eompriaiDg the LAp/tolwtJllCllii,
Plcetogrtatltii, and Stllriootidftr, together with a great aumber of extinct geBelao 4. Pu.oolDLUlB, which ue the &Iocltii

aucl e,c/Nt.... of Cuyier.
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whose beautiful, able, and accurate work on British Ichthyology, now in the course

of publication, wiu, it is to be hoped, be a means of reviving, in this country, a

taste for that branch of natural history. Lastly, I have again to acknowledge the

attention of the officers of the British Museum. whenever I have had occasion to

consult its library. or natural history collection. and particularly that of my friend

J. E. Gray, Esq., upon whose valuable time I have had occasion frequently to draw

very largely. Part of the specimens described in this work were, as I have already

mentioned. examined and named by the truly iUustrious Cuvier, and I would gladly

have submitted the rest to his inspection as they arrived; but in common with

other naturalists. and the civilized world in general, I have had to deplore his

death. which. notwithstanding the vastness of his labours in zoology, must be

considered as premature for the interests of science; though we look with

confidence to his able coadjutor. M. Valenciennes, for the completion of the

unrivalled Histoire des POisSOWl. I may also notice here, the deaths of two

naturalists to whom the former volumes of this work are much indebted.

Their walk in science was indeed far beneath the lofty platform which Cuvier

constructed, but they were unrivalled in the paths they chose for themselves.

I allude, in the first place, to Mr. David Douglas, to whose researches in

North California, and on the banks of the Columbia, we owe many of the most

beautiful hardy flowers which ornament our gardens. He perished miserably in

the Sandwich Islands. by falling into a pit in which a wild bull had been pre-

. viously taken, where the infuriated animal gored him to death. Thomas

Drummond. of Forfar. the other gentleman whose loss I have to record, was my

friend and associate on Sir John Franklin's second expedition. An enthusiastic

admirer of animals and plants. he was eminently qualified for a collector of objects

of natural history, by an extreme quickness and acuteness of vision. and a wonder

ful tact in detecting a new species. His favourite pursuits were carried on under

circumstances of domestic discomfort and difficulties, that would have quelled a

meaner spirit,-the contemplation of the works of God on the mountain top. or in

the bosom of the forest, serving to soothe the sorrows of his wounded mind. In

his company. and by his aid, most of the birds described in the second volume of
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this Fauna were procured: by his unremitting industry and strenuous exertions a very

great proportion of the plants included in Dr. Hooker's Flora Boreali-Americana

were obtained; and the Musci American;·, published on the same plan with his

beautiful Musci Bcotiei, will be a lasting monument of his activity and penetration

as a cryptogamic botanist. After making very large collections of plants in various

parts of the United States, and in the province of Texas, he died in the Island of

Cuba, where be had landed on his way to the Florida Keys.

• In tw. volumea q1l&I'to.
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PART III.

PIS C E S.

ACANTHOPTERYGII.

PERCOIDEAt

[1.] 1. PERCA FLAVESCENS. (Cuvier.) Amet'ican Perch.

FAIIlL'!', Pereoide.. 6I1NVI, Perea, Cvv.
Yellow perch (BodifUlu.jlafJ~.ceru). MITCBILL, PII. TN.... NnD YOf".t, i., p. 421. No.7.

SKITS, FiM of MaM.
Perea fiaV8IceDI. Cuv. &g. JIll., ii., 1" 133.
La perche jaunAtre d'Am6rique (PWCtJjlafJ~~eru). Cvv. et Vll, ii., P. 46.

PLATB LXXIV.

THIS'fish has a close resemblance to the river Perch of Europe. Our specimen
was taken in Lake' Huron, where it frequents steep banks and affords much sport
to the angler from the eagerness with which it snaps at the bait. In the month of
May it spawns and then resorts in great numbers to the mouths of rivulets. It
does not, as far as I could learn, exist in any of the streams that flow into Hudson's
Bay or the Arctic sea, and most probably it does not range farther north than the
49th or 50th parallels of latitude, between which the rivers that fall into the chain
of Great Canadian Lakes originate. Dr. J. V.C. Smith, author of a popular work
on the Fish of Massachusetts, enumerates the Perca fluviatilis among the fish of
that State, but he has most likely been misled by the report of anglers who have
mistaken the P. flave6cens for it. It is certain, that no naturalist who had the
opportunity ofcomparing these two species with one another, would have placed them
in different genera, as Dr. Smith has done. Dr. Mitchill includes in Bodianus fish
of several genera together with the subject of this article, which is a true perch;
while under Perca he places only Lahrax lineatus and Centropristis' nil(ricans of

B
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'uri r. Th mi take of onfounding th with th ir Europea
r pI' ntative i a. very e' tI lie on , f compari on d not
e. it; and Baron uvier, aft r d cribin P. jia es en , P. 'o1'rafo-gra1ulata, and

. g1'anulata, 1 hich inhabit tb Atlantic ark and the nigh ur-
in tat, add .. Elle era' nt certainement confondu avec Ie notre, par ll1l

tOya «r qui lc ob ervora't clta U1 i olement et a1' pou uir en /aire, C01t1ll1
ou , ten 1'approcltement et uno compara' an immidiate."

DE Rl1'TI0

f a .pecimen tll.KeO at P netangui helll', ke Ruron, May I ~5.

n

inut

o h lateral lin
b 11 The cale
(8 rice en e nt il)
n rrm bord r of th

b l' .

• • L .- ber at ixty 1
h fi. t do a.l aod c ntte of the
nd furrow d to n ar th midell
. ute 10 c of th m n.

OLO R.-G n ral tint of th back "'reenish- eIlow; of tb ide D'old n- ello with minute
lack ck; an I of t11 b lly hit' h. rine or t n dark bands d nd from he baCk to

til id and tap r a a tow rd the b lly; h alt mate one are hortel', and Oil the tail
{ld hou1d r- th yare Ie distinctly de6n d: the long st band is oppo it to the po terior

1art of tbe fir t dor'a! fin, on which there is a lara black mark.
ORM.-Th body is mod ratel compressed, it "'reate t thickn being om b t roor

than on half of it depth, It profile i oblong, tap ring mol' to~ ard the tail, whicb is
II arl r: ,lindrical: it gr at d pth i at h entr ,and rath r one-fourth of th
fotallength, caudal included.

he h ad COn titute two- " nth of tb total length, an it h iabt, at tb ye, i qual
on -half it len lb, from tb ti f til nout to th poin r th 'n· 0 .. r. Th forehead
flat but ap a d pr ed,o in to Ill. nvexit orth nape. 'h out' a litt! con ex.

orbits a1' lat ral, ill tant mar than aD r th ir 0 n diamet from the tip of the nout,
more than two diame r from th point of tb gill-cover. The ja' arc qual. Th

tnwUa d c nll a it run backward, i s po terior an Ie bein'" und r th centre of the orbit.
'f KTH.-Th infef'm.a.xillari g lower-jaw, knob of the vomer, and d"'e of tb palate-bone,

are ca,er d wit v ry mall, strai h or li btl ~ ur nsely-crowd d teeth (en "elours).
, he ault of the palate, po terim' p rt of the vo n th pointed ton u, re mootb.

ILL· 0 E .-The preoperc l m i nart Ip r limb ri ing rtically for a
ricrbt an I ,ith th lower ODe; an i d r ith 11 pin u h th on th
lower limb bein di t d forw rd . h bouy op cui m t nninate in a n row ub- inOll

int, h 'ne th, hie there l' th e denlicul tiOD witb groove runnina bac ward from
1. n ut ~pointed embranous flap prolong d from the mat'gin of th subop rCl1htm

" nce 1 th a i th r n fi h. Th ed e of the interoperculum and po tenor at

r t uhop ctdum are minutely dentic 1 t d. The tl of fh humeral bones ar licrhtl
an d ti ula-ted, h d nticulation being mol' obviou in m individua than in

Dgi ized by Google
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streaked, producing teeth on the margin, visible under a lens. The length and breadth of a
scale, taken from the side, are about equal, being two and a half lines. A linear inch mea
sured on the sides or belly, longitudinally, contains twelve scales, the scales on the belly
having, however, less vertical breadth. On the back an inch includes seventeen or eighteen.
The asperity of the seales is perceptible to the finger, when it is drawn over them from the
tail towards the head. The lateral-line is thrice as near to the back as to the belly, and is
slightly arched till it passes the dorsal and anal fins, when it nlDS straight through the middle
of the tail. It is marked on each scale by a tubular elevation, which is divided irregularly by
an oblique depression.

FINS.-B,. 7-7; D. 13/ - 1/13; P. 14; Y. ]/5; A. 2/8: C.17f.
The jWd doraal commences a little posterior to the point of the gill-cover and to the pec

torals: its fourth and fifth rays are the highest: the first ray is slender and not half the height
o£ the second; the last ray is so short as to be detected only by a close examination. The
aecond dtw,al commences a quarter of an inch from the first, the space between them being
occupied by two or three inter-spinous bones without rays: its first ray is spinous, and i.
closely applied to the base of the second, which is thrice as long, distinctly articulated * and
divided at the tip: the remaining rays are all divided at their summits, but at their bases the
articulations are obsolete. The pectorals originate opposite to the spinous point of the oper
culum; they are somewhat longer than the ventrals, which are attached opposite to the
second spine of the first dorsal. The anal is rounded: its first ray is one-fourth part shorter
than the second, both being spinous: the succeeding rays are articulated and branched, the five
anterior ones being longer than the second spine, the others becoming successively shorter: its
termination is opposite to that of the second dorsal. The caudal is distinctly forked, its base
is acaly, the scales advancing farther on the outer rays and covering one-third of their length.

DllUXuc.a.

LlDn.
1

11
2

10

8i
lIt
s
2
4
96
4
1

2
o
1
o
o
o
1
1
1
o
o
2

JacheL
Length of attachmeut ofjirn tltw.u •

.. loagwt IpiDe at ditto •
" attachm.nt of M:COfItl dontIJ
" Iongeat ray or ditto
" attachment or aDR
" longest fay or ditto
" pectorall
" ftJltrals
" lobea or caudal
.. eeutAl lara of diMo

Depth of caudal fork, fin extended
Height or body at the tint donal

68.."

Jnche.. Linea.
Length from tip or upper-jaw to tiPI or cau

dal ..
end oraealel on ceD tral ra11

or ditto 7 5
" " end of donal aDd anal &ua 6 0
" " aDUi. 5 2
" " origin oC Snt donal. 2 6
.. .. tip of gill-cover 2 36
.. .. nape 1 8

" " meqia '" .-bit 0 81
.. oCorhit. 0 Iii
.. ODe intermuillary 0 9
.. ene labial 0 lit
.. lower-jaw to it. artie. with preop. 1 1

Our .econd ,pecimen, nearly of the same size, has only seven vertical lateral bands, with
merely a little clouding in place of the intennediate shorter ones. Mr. Todd infonned me
that some 9J>OOimens were covered with mlaIl black spots.

• lu the Billeire _ p~. the tWQ Snit lara of the _lid donal _ delcribetl&I 1piDoaI; but ill ow two IpICimeaI
they ue &I we han mentioDecL Our lpIlCimeaa were _ and named by Baron Cuvier.

B 2
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[ .J 2. ER CT. (eu i 1'.) 7tarp-n d Perch.

L rch" mil u pointu (P~ acutlJ). ttv. et .u.. ii., p. 49, pl. 10.

Thi P Ie wa found in LuI< ntuI'io, by I 1. l\filbert and L .... ueur. It
t1' n Iy r mbl th P. jlaves en., but it 10 I'-jaw i prop rti 0' bl Ion r.

and it nout m re point d. t waut the black p t n th 61' t d l' a1.
Perca grac'Zi,,' (CttV. et Val., p. 50) i prob bly 0.1 0 a anadian fj h, but it ha

hith rt b n found nly in Lal' kan ateI , on the - "ork id fLak
Ontari. It al 0 re mbl P. jla e8cens, bu its pI' perculum i not d nticu-

ated' the pin of th nd dol' 0.1 i v ry 11 rt and 1 nd r, und the pot 11

Ii fir t d r 1 all.

[ .J E CA ( R) IGRIC ( u"i I'.) TIL Hu 01 •

F.um. •P~coide • G NlJH, Perea. ub-gehu' lIuro,
Huron (Huro fligrit=ll). C • I VAL, ii. p. }%.:I, t. I .

rOD u ire tabH h d thi ub-aeou

• Reg. If, ii., p. I ;I.

imu
ur n.

Dum rat r.
that th f. urou would

11

d In

f til. t

tn'
Tb w nt at d nlleulalio in th pr op<'reulum is to m r Iy e diltinet10n in the P~jI<J ,
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division which has the ventrals placed under the pectorals. the small genera of
Etelis. Aprion, Grystes, Aplodaetylus, Bryttus, and Chironemus, alone resemble
the Huron. in having the preoperculum without either crenatures, denticulations,
sharp points. or spines: some Pomoti, however. have the crenatures of this bone
scarcely perceptible, and in PomatomuB its edge is finely ciliated. Of the Per
coidere whose ventrals are jugular or abdominal, Aphritis, Bovichtus, Sphyzama,
and Paralepis, have also a smooth preoperculum; Trachinus and Percis have two or
three small bony points which are not perceptible through the soft parts, and Per
cfYJJhis has the edge of its bony preoperculum even, but there is attached to it a
narrow border of dentated membrane. It would be easy, the Baron observes, to
modify the characteristic phrases of the larger generic groups, so as to include the
Huron and other similarly-isolated species; but this practice would lead to the
erroneous belief of there being a more intimate connexion between these aberrant
species and the types of the groups than actually exists; and as he aims at express
ing, even by the subdivisions of his families, the affinities of the different being8
composing them. it is more in accordance with his plan to give to every peculiar
form a proper generic name. A smooth tongue is one of the characters of the
genus Perea, which we·have not been able to identify in the Huron, that member
having been removed from our specimen, as has also the branchial apparatus. Mr.
Todd mentions two plates of teeth on the superior pharyngeal bones and one on the
lower. The figure in the Histoire des Poissons represents eleven soft rays in the
second dorsal, three of them in dotted lines; there are only eight now existing in
the specimen, but the skin immedia~ly behind the last one is a little damaged. and
from the contour of the fin. one is induced to think that at least one posterior ray
has been destroyed.

This fish is known to the English settlers on the borders of Lake Huron, by the
name of Black bass-the word " bass" being almost synonymous with perch.
The same appellation is given, at New York, to the Centropristis nigrieans, to
which our fish has a general resemblance. The Huron is highly esteemed as an
article of diet, its flesh being white, firm, and well-flavoured, and it is, in fact,
considered to be the best fish that is caught in the lake during the summer months.
It haunts deep holes at the mouths of rivers or edges of banks, and readily takes a
hook baited with a small fish, or a piece of white rag trailed after a boat, as in
fishing for mack.erel. It does not exist to the northward of the Great Canadian
Lakes.
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DE lUPTlO

or th~ dri~d pecim D.

FOR .-Profil elliptical. the ellip i commencing acute} 10 the om what pointed
chin and onieal head but p iog gradually into tbe thieki h tail. The depfh of th
Lad,)' i gr t t under tll first dar aI, and appear to b about equal to the h'Dath of the
b d, or one-third of th total 1 ngth, excluding the caudal. Head flat above, cover d jtb
eale as far 1b£> po terior margin of th orbi : the forehead how a sliuht median ridg

1\ itb a mar promin ot lateral on , and there are many fine !real< on tb up er margin of
h orbit. Th ant rior ub-orbitar bone i mark d by orne bart div rging ridge and tbl"
IOd r and po terior margin of th orbit i mar distinctly roughened by an mall irregular

pro inences. 11 orbit i circular, ituat d clo to the for h ad, and two of it 0 dia-
l rs and a half ahovl" th articulation of th low r-jaw: it i also a diameter and a half

hehind th extremit of th upper·jaw, and four diam t r from the point of the suboperculum,
or rna t po trior part of th gill-co er. The mouth acquir a omewbat ,-ertical et from
h chin or ip of th lower-jaw, proj cting about a quarter of an ineb b and it and from it

o ning de cending from Ih plane of th foreh ad at a can 'derabl angle as i rUll back
w rd ; tb articulation of th lower-jal ' oppo ite to the po terior margin of the orbit. The
tabial hav a ) n~then d triangular form, th nano\ ap x only pa iog und r the ed ofth
ub-orbitarbone: th po t I'iordila dandtl'uncatedextrcmityproj ct con ider bly yondth

tip of th interma.~illary and .'tends farther bac than he orbi : it - further wid n d by
he addition of a superior pi , or apophy i., hose corn r i round d. 'Ill r ar no por

in h IOllJ -jaw. ut two circular openin of canal in th bone are 'ibl through Ih dri u
in which cove them.

T TlI.- be oppo iog ur~ c of th intermaxillari and 10 er-j w ar covered with.
n 1 - r w d, eun d, fin card-1ik t tb, or, as thl'Y ought perhap to b all d. in con

Corroit wid uvi r' Domend ture, ratber coars If dents e-n velours "-the d nta! mfac
l in hI' ad ant riorly, and narrowin to a point b hind. Th tran verSe, ant rior, projectin

ity of the orner, and tb out I' dge of the paiat -bon , ar arm d ith fi er te th
elo r "h n rfac f tb lat r narrowin to a point lik tho of

h m dibl ; th re i er, a d tach d but contiguous pa ch ju t and thi point on
h dge of t t . ,hoI vault of th alat is mooth, he tongue, \ e ha

< lread m ntio , her a d, and if r. Todd' account of th phar ng 1 t th b
carre t th at not i tribut d into tbe am numb l' of p teb a in the perch,

GILL-OOVER ,-Preopf1' ulum baving a narrow upright limb, ov red \ 'th smooth kin,
there bein a in I mall ale anI , ju t abov it nule: the lower limb' ider, and ha
thr cal in a ioO'l row, hich do not cover half i urface: th whole dge of the

on is smooth and even, with th e caption of ry shallow 'd no ch at tb b e f the
r limb. Th 'n! rop r ulum i cpr ti ely br d, i d pth e c ding that of ither

11 r p r ulunl or b r lum; it ivy ro~ of t n al 5, , weh lea
nd r b r n d. h on OJ r lum h nt, 0 Ii ue notch in it po t ri r
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margin producing two thin points: the lower point is closely applied to the apex of the sub
opereul.um, forming with it one thin obtuse plate, which, together with the upper point, ar£'
concealed by the membrane which borders them. The under margin of the lJUbopercullJm i8
slightly waved, forming two obscure lobes. As in many, or perhaps in most, of the percoidere
with scaly gill-covers, the margins of the pieces composing them are covered with smooth
skin: there is even a wider naked space than usual behind the points of the operculum, and
the anterior border of that bone is as wide and prominent as the limb of the preopereulum to

which it adjoins. The forehead, snout, infra-orbitar bones, and margins of the orbits, man
dibles, labials, branchiostegous membranes and edges of the different opercular bones, are
covered with smooth skin; the rest of the head, including the temples and top of the cranium
as far as the linea rmtn basalU*, are clothed with tiled seales. The bones lining the posterior
edge of the gill-openings are likewise scaleless, and their edges, though undulated, are des
titute of spines or serratures. The nape is supported by a median ridge of the cranium, and
a thin lateral one on each side equally high. There are also several inter-spinous bon£'8
anterior to the first dorsal. The Branchio,tegOUB membrane contains six curved rays, thp
anterior ones cylindrical, the posterior ones becoming more and more flat and wider.

FINs.-Br. 6; D. 6/ - 2/8?; P. 15; V: 1/5; A.. 3/11; C. 171-.
The pectorals consist of fifteen rays, the first of which is short, and its articulations very

obscure, being visible only at the tip and with a lens. The "entmll are attached directly
under the pectorals, and contain six rays, of which the first is spinoul and one-third shorter
than the succeeding ones. The fir,t dorlal consists of six acute spinous rays, having the
connecting membrane notched between them: the first ray is one-third shorter than the third,
which is the longest, and stands about an inch behind the insertions of the pectorals and
ventrals: the fourth and fifth are nearly as long as the third. The ,econd dorwZ is one-third
higher than the first, aud commences nearly an inch behind the posterior insertion of the
membrane of the latter: the two anterior rays are spinous and separated by membrane,
the first of them equal in height to the corresponding ray of the first dorsal: the third ray is
simple but articulated; the succeeding ones are branched at the tips, and nearly equal to
each other, the seventh being, however, rather the highest: the fifth ray is opposite to the anus,
and the tenth (it is not certain whether this be the last or not, as the specimen is injured) is
opposite to the fifth of the anal. The aool contains fifteen rays, the two first of them shorter,
spinous, and very acute: the branched rays equal thoee of the dorsal in height: the first
spinous ray stands half an inch behind t.he anus. If the fish, exclusive of the caudal-fin, be
divided into three parts, the head will form one, and the first spine of the anal will stand at
the commencement of the third. The space between the anal and caudal considerably excl'eds
that occupied by the attachment of the former. ThE! caudal is somewhat rounded and very
slightly emarginated: its base is covered with small seales, which terminate by an even line
rounded off on the three exterior rays, while they cover the acce8flOry short rays, above and
below, to their tips, thus producing a notch at each end of the line.

ScAU8.-The seales are rath£'r large, the exterior edge forming a segment of a circle and
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b iug quit mooth, t11 id alma t parallel, and the base truncat d and crenated in cor
l't' pondenc ith ten or le\'en fUlTo\' which divercre from the centr lik tb tic of a fan.

'her r ixt cal 00 the lateral line, e, du i e rabout nine smaller one, fOl'Dlin a con-
tinuation of th arne row all the ba e of tbe caudal, and tw nty-si in a v rtical ro beneath
the fir t dor aI, of \ hich ven are above the row which forms the lateral line. A linear in h
m asur d along the ide in Iu 1 fl." cale and a half. Th cal s on th gill-cover are a
little small r than tho e on th body: tho on th cheeks are till I , and th cal s on the
caudal J and on the pa b fore the \'eotral ,at tb mall t of all. cale lak n from th
lateral line und I' the fir t dorsal i four nd tbr -quarter line wid and thr and. a half
lin long. h 1 leralline run ~arallel to the currature of th back an . dj-tant from th
hell : it i m rkecl by a tubular I \' tion on a.ch scale.

W R.-Back oJ side dark, \ 'th a faint longitudinal tr ak througJ the centre reach
row of seal . Belly ellowi h hit.

Dl liN ION

or the pT pared lIpllcimen.

Illthl> Lin , I""he&. Lill •
Length from tbl! til' of fue upper.jaw to &- Length of peetol1ll 2 1

tNmity of caudal .11 4t "
¥l!ntral • 2 3

" "
eDdof e 1 00 dilto 15 2 "

allaehme.lIl of firrl d.or al 1 8
~ "

end of ann! fin • 11 5
"

third or hi/{h lipiD oC ditto 1 4

" "
an1l5 9 3

"
altachment of nd donal 2 6

" "
fi t pice of lIeCOod dor III 2

"
itll middle nray . 2 3

,. " first 'Pine of fir t do I 5
"

attarhm nt of anal 2 2

" "
tip or rubopcrculum 4 7~ "

il middle ray 2 0
,.

"
end of RUllle 00 for he d 2 1

"
IarAlrll1 Yaye of cau.da1 3

"
antedor mlll'gin of orbil 3 bet en aoalllnd blLle of c udal 3 ()

.J of intermaxillary 2 0
"

from end of .eale 10 tip of lalernl

"
I bi I 2 3 caudal tily. at

Breadth of ditto at low r nd 0 9 I t, centrlll ditto 2 2
Length of lower-jn.. to iIB articulation 3 1 m ler of orbit . 0

[.J 1. L RA OT,T mith.) Tlte Bar-fi" 01' anad' n (J,8 t!.

F.&JIIl.Y, P reDid • Gmrv, Labru C rlI1R.

Lalmu: not.atua. Lieutenant- olooel C. H. 'lOTH.

Th g u LabJ'Q.x, 0\' Bae. bIng t the am ti n of THOR Ie PE -
OIDEiE with Perea, from ~ hich it j di tin uih d by cal gill-cov r that r

uu at in doubl pinou point, th \ ant f d llticulation on the ub-orbitaJ\.
ub p reul· ,an iut p r ula, but pl'incip.l1y by part f th ton u b in r u h

lik file with a crowd f "tr mely m 11 te tho u itlr remark, th t the Ba
h 10 an affinity t tIl l1U P rca that it miO'ht be tCl'm d ea-pe It with
mol' pr pri ty D ~eJ'ramt', hich ha mU h 1 r mll DC to h p r h in
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organization. The common Basse of Europe (L. lupus) spawns in bays of the
sea. preferring those into which rivulets of fresh water flow; but it occasionally
ascends rivers. and the lupi of the Tiber. taken between the two bridges. were in
vogue, at some periods. with the epicures of ancient Rome -. The Rock-fish, or
Striped Basse (L. lineatus) of New York. frequents the coasts of that state all the
year; but. as Dr. Mitchill informs us, "the ~reatest run is in the fall. Instead of
going away on the approach of winter. the Striped Basse seeks refuge in bays,
ponds, and recesses. where he may remain warm and quiet. Here the fishermen
find him and make great hauls during the coldest season. when many are brought
to market in a frozen state." The dread of cold was ascribed, by the ancients. also
to the lupus, and Cuvier thinks that their opinion is founded on facts; but I should
judge that the Striped BasEle, at least. seeks quiet rather than warmth. by quitting
the sea in winter, for in northern climates the temperature of the ocean exceeds
that of shallow bays or rivers in the winter-time. Had Dr. Mitchillobserved that
the Basse resorted to the southern states in greater numbers, or launched out into
the Gulf-stream, in the cold season, we might have attributed its movements to a
IQve of a higher temperature; but if its change of residence be not owing to its food
being more abundant in the bays and rivers at the periods of its resort to them, it
probably arises simply from the fact, that it prefers still-water to the turbulent
waves of the ocean, excited by frequent storms. Cuvier has stated the matter more
simply, and perhaps more correctly, in saying that this fish ascends rivers in the
spring to spawn, and in the winter for the sake of shelter. I do not know how
high up the St. Lawrence the Bar-fish goes. but the river ceases to be salt far
below Quebec. where the fish is taken. Many of the lupi are covered with brown
spots, and these were noticed by Cuvier to be females: it would be interesting to
know if the different sexes of the American Basses have peculiar markings. The
L. notatus derives it name from the resemblance of its spotting to musical cha
racters. Lieutenant-Colonel Smith has obligingly furnished me with the following
note respecting it.

«The Bar-fish of the Canadians at Quebec differs from Mitchill's Basse (L.lineatw. Cuv.).
in being much more robust. and in being marked with rows of spots. five above and five below
the lateral line. so regularly interrupted and transposed as to appear like ancient churcb
music. The back is brilliant with iridescent greeD. gold. and pink colours: the BidC8 silvery.
Head covered with strong scales. On the latCTal line. which is quite straight, I reckoned
fifty-eight scales."

u FINS.-D 9/ - 1/12; P. ?; V. 1/6; A.. 1/12; C. 17." (Smith in lit.)

• Vide HUt. dn Paiu., ii., p. !l9.
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[5.] 1. LUCIO~PERC IERI A A., (uviec,) The Aner'can ndre.

UV. -"L., ii., p. 122, pi. Xli.

Th g nu Lucio-perea al 0 bel n to that clivi' n of TnoRAcI PERCOIDE

V n branchi t gOll ray antI t\ 0 d r al , bu it and in ubdivi ion
\ hi h h r t riz d by th pc f long nin te th, in additi n to the
rdin ry n "n velour." Th of thi , nu ,lik th of Per a

t' trict d by eu i r, r pr babl II i b bitant of fre h- ater ex lu i el , .fi r
hou haL. 'II Qrina of t11e la k a i noticed in the H' toire deff Po' 011' i i

includ d in thi nu with doubt, b . g known to uvi r only by the de riptioD
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given of it by Palla8, who considered it to be a Labr~. ExclUBive of this uncer
tain speCies, there are three others which are each peculiar to a separate quarter or
the Northern hemisphere. The European one, L. 8andra, is found in the rivers
and lakes of the north-east parts of that quarter of the world, and in the rivers that
fall into the Caspian, being, however, unknown in Great Britain. France, and Italy.
In this species there are no scales on the cheeks, lower· part. of the operculum, or
suboperculum; and the preopereulum is the .ooly piece of the gill.cover that is den
tated, or shows spinous points. The vomer is atmed only with teeth cr Mi vNoura ;"
and there are one hundred and twenty scales in a row between the gill-openingslI.nd
the caudal-fin. The Asiatic species (L. volgenBis) inhabits the rivers and lakes which
flow into the Caspian Sea, has smaller and less unequal teeth than the preceding, but
larger scales, there being only ninety in a longitudinal row. The cheeks and the
gill-covers, with the exception of the suboperculum, and the limb and lower edge
of the preoperculum, are covered with small scales. The L. Americana differs
remarkably from these two in·the tip ofitebony operculum, being a sharp point or
spine, showing, as Cuvier obse~, that this sort of arming furnishes a character
of very secondary importance.· Other distinctive marks will appear in the detailed
description which follows. The specimen described in the Hi8toire iles Pois8ona
was procured by M. Milbert from the fresh-waters of New York, but no account
is given of its habits: ours is from Lake Huron, and was prepared by Mr. Todd
at Penetanguishene. This gentleman states that it spawns in April and May, when
it collects in numbers about the mouths of rivers. It takes a hook readily, and its
flesh is white, firm, and wholesome.

DEflCRIPTION

or a drilld Lab HUlOIl 'lJ8Cimen', ldeDtilec! by Cuvier.

FORII-iengthened. The profile of the back is straight from the shoulder to the second
dorsal, it then inclines slightly towards the tail, but also in a straight line *. The anua is
under the fit\h and sixth rays of the second dorsal, and just posterior to the middle point,
between the gill-opening and base of the caudal. The centre between the tip of the snout
and end of the lateral line is under the eleventh ray of the first dorsal. Head.-The inclina
tion of the forehead equals the sloping upwards of the under-jaw, thus giving a conical profile
to the head, its apex formed by the extremities of both jaws being obtuse. The orbit is large
and oval, and is placed once and a half the length of its axis behind the tip of the upper
jaw, and three lengths from the apex of the gill-cover. Each labial is composed of a: single
strong bone without any supplementary pi~ce: it is dilated towards its extremity, and its
under edge curves round the tip of the intermaxillary: it does not reach quite so far back as

• Mr. Todd dates the body to be" rouDdiah aDd thicker UpOD the back, but Iharper about the belly." The renrte of
ou. ia indicated by the Iedion nlpnlllented in the Hin. tkr Poiu.

c 2
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the rticulation of the lower-ja , or po t riOT margin of tbe orbit. whi bare oppo ite to each
other. The anteri r suboTbitar i marked by five or ix fiat ridge radiating from a centr ,
which, , hen the oft part are dri d up. app r as d ntieulation on th dg of the bone.

GILL-COVERS.-Th preop r lum ba he form of a thin cr cent, itb it a ending limb
v ry ligbtly uodulat d but entir , and i 10 red ply rrat d, producing ix or v n
coar te tb Ii htly dir t forw rd. Ther are some carc I rc ptibl creoature on

h ed of th inleTopereuIum. Tb op "cuIum and boperculum to ther form an equi-
1 tera! ph ri I triangl. Th former n in a pr tty trong flat pine, hich' th

tremit of a thin, though tron rida. that tren th n til ne intl'rnally. bUI is ven

\ ith the urf: e abov ; th edg of t11 bon above th pine i cut away uy a d ep 10pinO'
not h, who e upper COToer i a thin acute point, ituated half an inch b bind the tip of th
pin. and an inch bov and b hiod tbe m mbranou a of lbe gill-co r: t e untler dge

of th operculum form a lightly convex per~ cUy even line. The mbop reulurn ha , al 0, an
ven eel • bieh i bord red bam mbranou flap that e. tend be ond tb pine of the

opt'rculum and cone it. Th notch of t . bon i al 0 ov red by the oft part, Th

upra- apular, 8 apular, aod hUmf'ral bones are d void of th Ii hI . t ind otatioo 01 cr na-
ure *. th 0 a1 Ie b lb d e of the upper one i a little wa and rojcet

1i btl on the id of th nape. Ther r irr gular p teh of mall cIon the osterior

rt of th frontal bone the t mple ,ch k, operculum, and uOOp r ulum; th po trior
margin of tb 1 tt r piee , th whole int 10 reulum, and til b ad b tw n and anterior to
Ib orbi ,ar co er d, i h oath kin.

TEETR.-Th 'nlermaxillarie ar arm d po teriorly i b a iog! I e, ev n row of ver
short cur d te th, 'lb, on aeb ide f the noul, a 10nO', tron canine tooth ,bo e point

fit into a d pin of tb low r-jaw; and on th 'tr mit of til ja , b tween tb canin
the ar Ii or ix mall r nical t tho 0 tb under-jaw and dO' of th palat~bone

ther i al a row f minute, cro ded t th, and ju t within th m of 1ar e t tb,
imil r and m tl ual in iz • to th upp r auin ch limb of tb 10 t r-ja nlain

bout tw Ivt> of th and a pal I -bone i ht: til tand, aener lly, about the breadth

f tb ir b apart fr mach otb r, but th low r cauin , or foremo t pair on the 10 er-ja\,

re parat by a wider pace from tho b bind, and hut in jll t anteriorly to the upp I'

anio. he fir t pair on th alat (on tooth on nch bon ) i the larg t of all. The

ttan tremity of th mer i injur d in our pecirn 0 bu it app ar to ha 'e been fur-

u' h d i b mall t th tb i dl , an with one la I' on on ea h anale, of hieb th
k t r main and ar id th ~ ek t oftb 1 t ra! t h of th palat t. he aul

f th pala i smoolb. h . tongue h

• Iu tbe fi • in Hi.,. tiu Poiuo... th Y f" lien ted.
t In the Hli/. d~. J .•, thi IIJltci i simply 'd to mble Ih Europl!3n ndreln i d ntition. Tb th orlh

t_tler af t.h d crib..!d :_tf lA. f1IdcltDirel onl ga,"u" ,f.,,,e IND'tir /1' ~Iroi.lc tic deRI' til ~clolf.rI, pQrmi (t"1uell, iI, tit

UII r ng de n"i'lNe CI ""i"'Ncr C/lC4rC (J • /I til Ii t Nlad/. ire '" 'IV' cl rI~' "Itt" IIrlCl tl fl,,/bie re el atl.t'

flint"... : eltlU: elf ~t denl lJtg ..~ tR a 'a,iI d I.. 1/f (hnlrt II/plor, utI' qUl1.lrt d ri"/tcrieNN:, (I delQ /lIW/l7I1 de CM'llUl
paluWf. ,II" f'altd#, tltCln't qlle III (IUlre ,/Q,,,,mt de .. crtla61" C 'IlC; I'll I a lu "gflt Iran rrrtale du Irr &J" N /til a
'/ t de ptlltt ('10 clowr,. 1A t Rfl <11' lJ Oltf.t, elle /1 "fl d4llcr. ~lJe de l'''ar#''oi 111'0 1 carde••"

o 1l'ILed 1y GoogIe
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}<'lNs.-Br. '1; D. 14; -If..n i P. 13; V. 1/5; A.. 1/13; C. l'1tt.
The firttt dor,al is arched and contains fourteen spinous rays. In our specimen the third,

fourth, and seventh are the longest, the fifth and sixth, though acute, being rather shorter,
probably from their growth having been accidentally impeded: the first stands over the tip
of the giR-cover and insertion of the pectorals, and is not half so high as the third, but longer
than the thirteenth, and twice as long as the fourteenth. The second dorsal commences an
inch, or seven scales breadth, posterior to the membranous termination of tQe first, or to the
middle point between the end of the snout and tips of the caudal: its rays are longest from
the third to the seventh, the posterior ones becoming gradually shorter: the first is very
short and appears to be spinous, the two next are simple but articulated, and the remainder
are branched at their summits: the twenty-two rays are supported by twenty-one interspinous
bones. The anal terminates opposite to the nineteenth ray of the second dorsal: three or four
scales are interposec.l betwixt it and the anus: its spinous ray is very short and closely applied
to the second, which also appears, at first sight, to be spinous, but its articulations are per
eeptible through a lens *. The 'Ventrals are situated a very little posterior to the peetorals~

and contain five thick articulated rays, with a spinous one closely applied to the lower half of
the first. Caudal slightly crescentic at the extremity, composed of seventeen rays, with
eleven additional short ones at the base above and below.

ScALES.-The scales are of a form approaching to semi-orbicular, but more or less oblique;
a narrow border round the uncovered portion is rough, with little crowded points sensible to
the touch, but which require the aid of a lens to render them visible; the fruncated base is
marked irregularly with a variable number of crenatures corresponding to faintly impressed,
nearly parallel streaks. There are ninety scales on the lateral line t, and forty in a vertical
lOW just behind the ventrals-eleven of them above the lateral line. The latter is almost
perfectly straight, and is on a lev{ll with the upper edge of the gill-cover. The scales above
it are not only smaller than those on the sides, but also more closely tiled, so as to appear
much smaller when in situ; they are also rounder with much less obliquity. The ordinary
scales terminate on the base of the eaudal by a semicircular outline, and there are also some
very small ones on the membrane beyond, extending farthest between the outer rays. A scale
from the back measures two lines and three quarters, both in length and breadth. On the sides
they are about three lines and a half wide by three lines long. A linear inch lDE'BSured on
the .sides iJlcludes seven scales; on the back there are nine or ten in an inch.

CoLOUll.-Mr. Todd describes the back as dark, the sides dark yellow, and the belly
whitish. In the dried skin the scales, as low as the lateral line, appear blackish-green, with
very narrow pale exterior margins. On the sides the dark colour is confined more to the base
ofeach scale, producing an obscure reticulation. There is a black patch on the membrane of
the three posterior rays, and traces of dark clouding on other parts of the fin, particularly
hehind the first ray.

• CUYier marb the raY' oftbil fin 2/11, but our lpeeimen 1h0Wl the above YfIlY diatinctly. Tbe I8COIld donal i. a1Io
marked 1/20 by him.

t Between each pair of eeales proper to tbe later..lline, the edgel of two adjoining seal. iatenene &Dd overlap. Tbml
are ODe lumdred &lid twel,. __ ill the row iaaediately beneath the lateral li.ae.
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ngth fyom tip of no to eztremiti of h of lower-jaw 3 5
eaudallin • .23 6 " pl!Ctoral. 2 10

" "
mdof 1 on central ra " ventral•• ~ 10

of ditto 20 9 ,. longest 18 oflint doTllli 2 7

" "
end of seeond do 1 • \1 2 .. at thm nt of ditto . . 5 10

" .. end or anal 16 4 10 rays of nd do t 2 2

" IJ anus . • 1 0 erior ray of ditto · \ 0

" "
end of membrane of tint II attachment of ditto 4 6

dors 1 11 9 " Ion r y. at' anal • · 2 3

" "
tim .pin of ditto 6 3 po rior ray of ditto 0 11

II II tip of gill-e:o'l'er • 6 2
"

attachment of ditto • 2 3
Jl "

lU1terior margin of orbit 1 8
"

10 of caudal 3 6
Jl of ail of orbit 1 1

"
central ray. of ditto • · I 10

on Intel'lJlUillary . 2 4 Depth of caudal rork . 0 \0.. one lAbiu . 2 3

THE OKO • or HOR -FI s-.

The Okow inha it tb riv r and lakes of the fur c untrie up to the fifty-eighth
parall I. and i in all pr ability. the arne pe ies 'th th L. A ricana.

im n that 'ep r at Cum 1'1 nd-h u • in 1 0. would h e nabl d me
to d ide thi rna t r, u, I av mention d in the pr fae th y have b en
accid ntally d t 'oy d; and n r fI rrin to my riO'in 1 n of the characters of
h l' ent fiJ h, I P I'e i Ii w discr pan ie b twi t them and the de cription in

ding pa e f L, Am icana, p rticularly in the p ition of he anu ein
th corom Deement of tb c nd do al. and DO und r it fifth ray. A tIle

n t in qu tion, though r full drawn up, wer m fir t att mpt at i hth ological
de ription, I do n t found mu huon tb m. ut I d m it afer to . la e tb In

before t e reader, rath r than to run the haz rd: on th De lland, of cre tiog a
min I p ci n the oth r of oDfoundin tw t ., th r, < nd tIm producin

an rror in ur account of their g 0 rapbie 1 eli tribution and habi. y not •
l' er. contain an cc unt of th vi cera. whi h i omitted in the Histoire de .

Poi son.
he k w pawn in fa, oon after th i e hI' ak up.

durin the ummer m nth, it i taken abundantI in ill-n t

or n ver ninth int 1'. it ry pr ably p that
re e of he la e. It i a ll-fla. d. d Ii te fi b. thou

Po:rca flavi tili, t. ?? RIC r, Jo " p. 725, A .. 1 23.
Okow, C . Pi~/, OT Dari, CANADI !. nom-fi h, FUR.'I'BAD
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please the palates of those who have been accustomed to feast upon the White-fish
(Ooregonw allnu), Mathemeg (PifMlodU8 borealis), or Sturgeon, it is very often
abandoned to the dogs, with whom, for the same reason, it is no favourite. Even
an Epicurean ichthyophagist would relish it when fried; but from the sca.rcity of
lard, butter, or suet, this is not an usual mode of cooking in the fur-countries.

DBSCRIPl'ION

Of_t IpIlCimeDI tabD in PiDe-Ialand Lab, !at. 54°, May, 18110.

COLOUR.-Back and side, greenish-grey alternating in small spots with king's yellow:
belly whitish. Firtd dorsal beautifully streaked and clouded with different shades of yellow
ish-brown, and marked on the three posterior rays by a dark patch of venous-blood red. The
atJeOnd donal, the pectoral, and 'caudal fins are coloured and dotted like the back, the lower
tip of the caudal being, however, whitish. The centrals and anal are while, the latter also
tinged with red, and both marbled with king's yellow. The top of the 1aead is coloured like
the back, and the cheeks present some shades of light cherry-red. The iride, are lilac-purple,
streaked with pearl-white, and the inside of the mouth is bluish-white, with a coating of
nacre shining through in patches. The ICalu are rough on their exterior edges.

FORM..-Body compressed and oblong; the back sinks slightly at the end of the first dorsal,
and the lateral line, which is parallel to it, has a corresponding depression. An"" situated
rather before the commencement of the posterior third of the fish, exclusive of the caudal.
Head.-When the jaws are closed, the profile of the head is a cone, whose apex, including the
tips of both mandibles, is rather obtuse. The al\terior 'llMal opening' have small opercular
margins, shaped like the ear of a mouse, and placed so as to catch the stream of water when
the fish moves forwards. The eye. are large and prominent. The mouth is rather large, its
gape extending backwards with a curve downwards as far as the centre of the. orbit. The
jaw, are equal in length, the somewhat pointed extremity of the lower one fitting into a
depression formed in the more obtuse upper one.

TEETH.-The two largest teeth of the upper-jaw project one on each side of the snout, like
the canine teeth of some quadrupeds, and are visible when the mouth is shut: they stand OD

the intem&azillariea, which are further armed with small teeth in a single crowded.row. The
lower-jaw presents, on each limb, a series of teeth like the upper canines, set rather widely,
and the intervals are occupied by minute ones. The edges of the palate-bones, and the
transverse ridge of the vomer, are armed like the lower-jaw. All the long conical teeth are
very acute and have their points inclined backwards. The tongue is smooth, has a triangular
form, and its tip is free, or projects considerably into the mouth. The three inner brand&iat
archei are set with a double row of tubercles' covered with small teeth; the onter arch has one
row of tubercles, and also a roW of rakers half an inch long, armed on their interior surfaces
with a multitude of hook-shaped teeth. The auperWr and inferior phaf'yngeal honea are like
wise rough with innumerable minute teeth.

GILL-COVERS.-The preoperculum has a prominent semicircular edge, which is armed with
irregular tooth-like processes. The rest of the gill-cover is triangular, its apex being a mem-
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branous flap. he opm-culum i armed with a pine, hich scarcely proj cl throuah the kin,
amI. al wi h three mall r points, vi ibl only when th kin drie. Th " ttroperculum aud
ub 'Jlf'Tculum are unarmed, and the latter is terminated b th m mbrano tip of the gill

c "r. The tropra- capular i rough with a projectina d e, and the humeral bones have al 0

promin n edge which i toothed. Ther ar vari us patch of cal on th top of tb
head, ch k, and gill-cover, and t11e frontal. bone e.'hibi ,. ral furrow through tb thin
in egum nt. Th Branchiosteg()u$ membran ov rlap each otb r at their in ertion into tbe
i tbmu I and c ntain yen c lindrical curv ra .

1 .-BT. 7; D.lo/-21 or2 ; P.140r 15; V.I/5· A.l/I . C.160rl .
Th fir t dorsal b firt en pinou ray. The $econd, commencing an inch behind the

t l'mina ion of he other and over th anu contain twenty-one or twenty-two ray. Tb
raud 1fin i cre ntic at its extremit , and' artially aly to\ ard the base.

On layinlT open the abdomen the Ii er app a ) ing tran " lyon the stomach and c a:
trianaular flap hanas from its centr but it i no otberwi e divided. Th bile is pale; th du t

of tb gall-bladder open in 0 on of th ca The O!llophagu.a i distingui bed internally from
the tomach by it lomritu inal fold : it i hort, and before it i lit op n ap ear to b con
tinuous with the fir t inte lin, the tomacb 1 king like a litt! ba lT attach to the id of

th canal. The lining of the tomach ha a light red colour, and being mor amp) than tb
erior oats, i d' po ed in larg crowded nd convolute fold : tb pylonu i near th car·

di c orifi ,the greater part of th tom ch bing a blind bout an inch below th
p ,loTUS three Cd! 'U * op n into the int tine, which the ual in cali r. Th it tructure i

iOlH r to that of the inte tine, con istin of a riton al co t \ ith Ion itudinal fatty band a
rou ular coat with Ion itudinal fibre, a firm aelatinou coat, much tbi k r than the others,
and all in mal lining di po d in v ry minute fold . b inte ·tine m k two con olution ,
in tb econd of, bich it coa come gradually thinner and i calibre 1 ,until it termi

na e in th r ctum by a circular proj ction or val\". The rectum' hort, and it diam t r
qual to hat of th ul n ar th toma h. The ~pleen lie in h fir t duplicatur of lh

tine. air-bladd i fork d at i upp r encl, and a mall duct, proc eding from i
middl , terminat s in the ame CCECU7Il with th gall.duct t. Th re ar a number of
coloured fatt ub lane attached to tb lining of the air- la der.

• L. «mdr/J hQ follJ' em ,
t Thit p II land 0 in my nO • I adenowt that my <fu te:tiOIlll being earned On in cold w tb r IllId in

partment into which th Ii ht a dmitt through a small p rchment wiodoW' I may h ve nili en a fold of perito
n urn, or a band of, I for a duet Bu if th duc:L rally termin t in tbe eeeum it to fumi h an ar ument
againllt .1. i' OpiOlOn of Ill.! air.bladder being all organ of c pinatioD, lmo t equally strong with th t derived from.
the entir abs nee of thD.t ville in man)' Ii b.

o 11'ILed by Google
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DnoKuo"..

IacheL LIDet. IDdI& LI-.

• 22 0 Length or alimentary canal from pharyu to

19 0 anlll .20 0

• 12 0 " from pharynx to pylorua . 2 0
2 6 " pylorua to orifices of_ . 0 9
1\ 0 " " nln of rectum 16 0
2 0 " of rectum 2 0

· 4 0
2 0

· 2 0
3 0

· 3 0

Totallengtb including candal fin
Distance betweeo Inout and caudal

aDIII
" "Height of first donal •

Length of attachment of ditto •
Height ohecond donal
Length of attachment of ditto •
Depth of anal fin
Length of ibl attachment •

l'eDtrals
pectorala

Lieutenant-Colonel C. Hamilton Smith made a drawing at Quebec of a Lucio
perea which has some of the peculiar characters of the Okow, and which he thinks
is either a marked variety of L. Americana, or a distinct species. .. It is known
by the name of Poisson dore. The specimen was fourteen inches long, its anus
situated exactly beneath the first spinous ray of the second dorsal, and the fourteenth
ray of that fin opposite to the termination of the anal. The cOlour of the fish was
deep gold-yellow, with the black mottles ru~ning irregularly and obliquely down
wards from the back towards the belly and tail, being quite in a contrary direction to
the streaks represented in the figure of L. Americana, in the Histoire des Poissons.
There is a black spot behind the first ray, there is another before the last of the
anterior dorsal, and there are five longitudinal streaks on the secoI!-d dorsal, but none
on the caudal or ventrals. No spine was observed on the gill-plates." (SMITH in lit.)

[6.] 2. LUCIO-PERCA? CANADENSIS. (Smith.) Oanadian Sandre.

Lucio-perea Canadenli., C. H. SIIlTJL GRIFl'. C.Ilier,:Eo, Pl. I, p. 275.

This fish, well-known at Quebec under the name of" Green pickering," is very
different from any described species of Lucio-perca, so much so, that we are ready
to join with its discoverer in suspecting that it may prove to be the type of a pecu
liar genus. In L. Americana the under margin of the bony operculum is perfectly
even; but in the Green pickering it is armed with four remarkable, acute spines,
similar to the one that terminates its point, and nearly as large. The preoper
cu1um appears to have no serratures that show through the soft parts. The fir8t
dor,al commences with a strong spine, which is higher than the succeeding ones,

D
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and tand' farth r back than the corre p din pine of L. Americana. The
10 cond dor al r erol.>le the anterior one in it fir try. , hi hi pin u ,bein th
hi h t, the uee din rti ula.t d on radu lly dimini hill' in !titud. h
wo fin ar equal in hei ht, hil in L. m 1'icana the p terior one i lov e t.

(u pI' til ,th r n hI n e f th r n pick rin to tl dr i retty 10 •
hut it pr nt a v ry £Ii imilar ecti n of th body. Lieut nant- 0100 1 mith

rem r1 , tbat it bn a trong similarity in £ t'Dl to th Aspro vulgari, h ugh it
·a n t rank in th aUle "eou , aid ntiti 0 i t 11 differ nt, nor d . it._

lik n to that fi he tend t tbe form f't ja\ and au al. b

favour d ith th fo11o ·ng .. tr ct fr Lieutenant- 1 n I ori inaJ

n t r p tin thi i t r

< Th P imen wa can hI at u b c in the month of 0 tober, and me ur d about rour-

t en inch in length. The ba k W II road an tti h it breadth nearly equalling tb

depth of body, Th gap I r , t ndin to tb y ; the t elh trang, obtu and
tanding i aly. osirUs d u I • f th gill-plate armed ith row of five pin ,

hieh do not • ud bond th b r 1 nnll' . Head al: an th bod ron band

i itb very roall e . h \\ d . 18 b \' an in n'al b 1 n t nd th fi
lOar ed itb thr e r w of lar ,r u d, bl '; th cond' h r. r t of th
col ur: the ta'l i lunat, wit b If-bl < r on th upper and lower ra ;- h e three

fin • to titer with the pectoral, h i a yen \V around colour. The ana.l, ommenein

under the vent ra of th 01 d d 1 J,' hre- 110 ; tb ventrals ar roun ed an
hav a bri ht oran e ti t. Th irid nr black wi h a golden rina. he upper art of 1h
body' ark olive-gre n, th I w r hiti b, joinin the la k b a in Line; ther r

r. w } al llow pot blow th lat ral lint:> hieh eun' dO' 'll " r
« 1 .-P. 12· V. 1/5; D. I / - 1/17 j • 12; C. 11." (MlTH in lit.)

[7.] 1. 11 .IE E ( uvi I',) BfoJ d Centrarch t •

p
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lowing rema.rk upon it. ,. CgeMa amea de Le Sueur» Centrarcku. dlnelt', NOB."

Since that period, however, the seventh volume of the Hiltmre de. PoUlIOnB bas
appeared, wherein the genus CeHtrarohus is revised by M. Valenciennes, and some
changes made in the specific names, in consequence of many more specimens
having been sent to him from various parts of the United States. In the third
YOlume it is said, "Les centrarchus ont Ie eoT]J' ovale, Cf11IIJJ1"ime, un dorsale unique,
de, dents en fJelours au mackoires, au-defJant du fJ01J1er, au.r palatins et tnt:/' lea

hale. de /a langtUJ; le prlJopercule entier; f a1tffle de l'opercuk dimsi en deN.r
pointes plateB. Nou. les afJon. nOf1lf1MJs centrarchus ou anus epineux, acavle clu
nom/we assez considerable des epines de lettr anak, qui fJa a cinq ou lit, tandi. que
dam la plupart deB gem·e. voisin8 il n'ed que de troi•." In the l5eTenth volume
this character is modified as follows :-" Nou8 avons fJU dtm.r especes de c81ttrar

~s qui n'ont que trois epines d fanale, cmnme c'eat fordinaire chez Ie plU8 grand

nomlJre de. oeanthopthygiens; mail ce genre ft'ed pall moiM facile cependllnt d
reconnaaW6 par fabsence de dentelure. au priopercrde et surtout paroe que de.
dBnls eft velour. ras e.ristent But Ie. palatina, le vomer et fa base de fa Irmgve."
(p.456.) Bryltu. is diatinguished from the preceding genua solely by the want of
teeth on the tol'lgue; and Pomona is known from both by the tongue and palate being
smooth, the preoperculum slightly toothed, and the operculum ending in a rounded,
membranous ear-like lobe. Some of these characters·, so far from being of generic
importance, will scarcely serve to distinguish species; and it will be seen, by the
description given below, that our specimen of Cmtrarohw aneua has the preoper
eulum distinctly serrated or denticulated. It a.ppears, therefore, to u8, that it
would be more conTenient and better to re-unite the three genera into one, which
will stand in the division of Thoracic Percoidem having five fiOft rays in the
pectorals; fewer than seven branchiostegous rays; only one dorsal; and no canine
teeth.

On comparing our Ltke Huron Ilpecimen of CentrarchU8 anetls with the
deIlcription of the specielS in the Hiatoirede8 Poiuona, the only discrepancies are,
that there the anal is said to commence opposite to the sixth dorsal spine, while in
Le Sueur's original figure, as well as in our specimen, it begins opposite to the
tenth; no notice is taken by the- Baron of the singular oval plate of teeth on the
centre of each palate-bone, and he says, " c'eat apeine.i fon peut dire qu'i/ 11 a

fine denteltlre au preopercule." The edge of the preoperculum, in our. specimen,

• Eyen tile cbuacter of teeth OIl the palate is or Iible importance u a plMric diltluction mlOlDe familie. Itf lah. See
1'hptaJJJU lig1&ifer, which resembles the Common Grayling very clolely in ita general form, but diffiln from it in having
palatine teeth.

D2
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has been cleared by insects, and the serratUreB are very evident; while the descrip
tion in the Histoire des Poiss01Ul was taken, most probably, from fish preserved in
spirits, and, consequently, with the soft parts entire. Le Sueur also describes the
gill-covers as without spines or denticulations. The Baron states the scales to be
" striee8 en eventail, a huit crenelure8;" whereas we observe fourteen or more
crenatures. M. Le Sueur's figure represents a more elongated fish than our
specimen. I have been particular in noting these minute and apparently trivial
differences, because of the following passage in the Hisloire deB PoiBsons, which
requires that the species of the individual we have to describe should be deter
mined with the greatest possible precision.

" Le centrarchus que 1WUS Msigniona sous Ie nom de sparoide (t. iii., p. 88, et
pI. 48,) c'eBt trouve parmi leB poiBsom recueilliB danB fe.zpblition Hi hardie flu
Capitaine Franklin. It avait etepeche dat~. Ie lac Huron: leB naturels Ie donnbent
au Docteur Richardson sous Ie nom anglais de' rock basse.' Nous avons reconnv
que cette esp~ce n'est pas Ie veritable lahre sparOide de M. de Lacep~de; aim;
nous fappeIJeron81e centrarchus 8. six epines (centrarchus hexacanthus, Noh.), et
mJU8 reporterons Ie nom de sparoide a f eapece qui nous e6t recemment parvenu et
qui a, comme Ie dessin original de M. Bosc findique, neuf epines a fanale." A
mistake has here occurred as to the origin of the specimen now called C. hexacan
thus, which was not procured by us, but was very likely sent by M. Le Sueur
from the Wabash (see Hist. de. Poiss., t. iii., p. 88). The only one we saw is
the one described at length below, and which, as I have mentioned above, was
labelled C. tlmeUB by the Baron himself: it was then returned to us, and could
not have been examined by 1\1. Valenciennes in his revision of the genus. C. he~

acanthus is readily distinguished, not only by having but six dorsal spines, but
also by the great length of the soft portion of the anal, and many other particulars
which will at once appear on comparing our figure with t. xlviii. in the Hid. du
Poiss. M. Le Sueur's original name of nigro-maculatus might have been retained
instead of the new one of hexacanthus, had it not been applicable to most species
of the genus.

DESCRIPTION

or a dried Ipl'eimeu rrom Lake Huron.

FORll..-Body short and much compressed: its profile oval, the back, however, more arched
than the belly, with a short strap-shaped tail issuing immediately behind the dorsal and anal
fins; the profile descends in a rapid curve from the dorsal to the snout, with a slight gib
bosity between the orbits. The length, excluding the caudal fin, is a little more than twice
the height of the body at the fore part of the dorsal, where it is greatest.
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The Hun measures a little less than one-third of the total length, including the caudal
fin. and is twice the length of the tail, from the anal to thi! end of the scales. Eye. large and
rather prominent, placed about a diameter of their orbits apart from each other, the same
distance from the tip of the upper jaw, and also from the articulation of the lower one, and
two diameters from the tip of the gill-covers *. The infra-orbital' bones form an irregular,
uneven plate before the orbit, but merely a narrow margin beneath it. The cheek, are rather
large, and are entirely covered with scales. The snout is short and obtuse. The mouth,
when closed, descends obliquely towards the articulation of the lower jaw, which is opposite
to the centre of t.he orbit: its orifice commences in the axis of the pectoral fins, and is about
twice as much below the ridge of the back, as it is above the rim of the belly. The infer
mtU:illariu form the whole upper margin of the mouth. The labiala project more than half
tOOir length from under the anterior infra-orbitar plate, are strong, become gradually wider
towards their lower ends, which are truncat.ed and cover the corners of the mouth. The
under jaw has a little depth vertically at its extremity, forming a kind of chin when the mouth
is closed: there are five orifices in each limb of the bone communicating with an internal
canal, two of the holes on each side of the chin being connected with pores in the recent
specimen. The two jaws, the snout anterior to the centre of the orbits, the infra-orbitar
bones, the labials, preoperculum, some ridges and margins of the other opercular pieces, and
thfl branchiostegous membrane, are cove.red with smooth skin, but the rest of the head is
sealy.

TEETH small, short, not very acute, but numerous and crowded like velvet pile (en velour.
t"GI) into stripes or plates, which cover the edges of the jaw, and chef,ron of the vomer to the
breadth of a line. The outer edges of the palate-bonn are covered by a narrower band of
rather shorter teeth, and there is an oval pateh of them, a quarter of an inch long, near the
middles of these bones. Our specimen has lost the tongue.

GILL-COVERs.-Preop.erculum having its upper limb ascending vertically, nearly at a right
angle to the lower one, which is shorter and wider. The anterior edge of the bone is elevated,
its surface is uneven, and its inferior margin is very regularly and distinctly denticulated with
fine grooves running upwards from between the teeth. In the recent specimen these are con
eealed by the smooth skin. The interoperculum has a row of 'scales along its upper border,
which are partially covered by the serrated edge of the preoperculum: the under part of the
bone, exceeding the scales in breadth, is smooth with an even edge. The mboperculum is
very small and of a triangular form: its upper angle is covered by two small scales; its lower
border is smooth. The operculufA, forming by far the largest part of the gill-cover, is also
triangular, its posterior apex terminating in two thin lobes or plates separated by an acute
notch: the upper of these plates is truncated; the lower one projects farther, is more acute,
and is slightly jagged, or obscurely crenated on its under edge-these plates are edged with a
membrane which lengthens them out and alters their form a little, at the same time conceal
ing the crenatures. The anterior border of the operculum is raised into an even smooth ridge,
which has a row of threil scales between it and the slightly-overlying edge of the preoperculum.

• The eye is conliderably larger than in the Pomotil described in a aubllequent page,
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The posterior ft.at points or plates are also covered with smooth skin, but the bordering mem
brane, and aU the rest of the operculum, are scaly. The Npt'a-acapulaf', and bones lining
the posterior margin of the gill-openings, are smooth and toothless.

The ScALES have their exterior edges fonning a segment of a circle, their sides parallel,
and their bases truncated: exteriorly they are smooth to the naked eye, but under a len!;
their surfaces and edges are covered with minute teeth: on the covered base8 there art!
diverging furrows with fourteen corresponding crenatures of the edge: the size of the scales
is greatest on the sides, smaller on the back, belly, and tail, and smallest on the head, par
ticularly the cheeks: they cover the occiput, terminating between the eyes. One from the
sides is nearly five lines wide, and rather more than four lines long. The lateral line follom
the curve of the back at the distance of an inch. It cootains forty-three or forty-four scales,
and there are forty in a longitudinal row on a line with the tip of the gill-COYer. A vertical
row under the beginning of the dorsal contains twenty-one scales.

FINs.-Br. 6; D. 11/11; A. 6/10; P. 14; IT. 1/5; C. IOf.
The dorsal commences a little behind the base of the pectorals, and just anterior to the tip

of the operculum: its eleven anterior rays are spinous, very acute, and gradually increase in
height from the first, which measures four lines to the sixth, which i. nine lines in' height:
the soft rays are an inch and a quarter long, and the outline of that part of the fin is rounded.
There are three interspinous bones anterior to the first dorsal spine, but no vestige of rays
belonging to them. The 'Vmtrals stand opposite to the third dorsal spine; and the anal,

beginning opposite to the tenth, contains six strong, tapering; and very acute spines, the fifth
of which, being the longest, JDe8.8ures nearly an ineh: the soft part of the fin is one iDeh and.
a half deep, and is rounded-three or four of its rays are posteriOl' to the last I'&y of the donal
The caudal is very slightly two-lobed, unlelll when spread to the utmost, when it is almoet
even: its length equals the part of the tail behind the donal, or constitutes one-sixth of the
total length of the fish. The hues of the caudal, donal, and tmal, are scaly for a abort
space.

COLOUR.-Not having had an opportunity or examining a recent specimen. I am indebted
to Mr. Todd fOl' the following description of the colours:-" Baa dam; aida laoney."ellmr,
with a quadrangular black mark on the base of eaeh seale, sometimesinc~ the tip of the
overlying scale. These marks are most distinct OIl the sides, where they form rows," M.
Le SueU1' Bl1Js, <~ The general colour is brilliaDt coppery, with megulaz spots 01 a blaclliah
brown, and olive upon the hoek, the heed, and opercula; the jaws, lips, IIDd thrcJat are black;
thorax bluish-grey: these eol<JOl'5, which are very beaatiiul Wring lite, disappear WDft it
dies, and become of a bluish-grey, brown. or blaek; lateral seales with their base aad u.tft.

mity black, so as bY' their junction they produce the lines of black spots whieh omaDlent tBia
fish. Pectoml, vmtraJ, and t.mOl jiM marbled wit*.- reddisb--brown and bNe; the ual and
dorsal have a bl'ack border with their bases dark brown.,. the rays diatiaguished by t8eir ¥t
colour; th~ soft part of the dorsal is maculanm with small irr~ spots. Pvpel dark bl.;
iris red and hlack."
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Duo1cI1lll'l"

rneba LIDw. IIIC!la. lADw.
LuBtlt from it Q' .lIUt to utremiUIlI of 1ADgtIl of lower jaW' to its uticWatiGII .it1l

eaudal fin 9 0 the preoperculum I 4.. "
end of leal. OD eaudal 7 1&

"
attachmt'llt of who'" cJornI 3 8t

It .. ..- . 4 2 .. .. .,iDou pari .f ditto 2 4

" .. beginning uf anal . 4 ii "
hig1leat aoraailpine 0 9

" .. first 10ft raT ofanal lj 7
" " 10l'f rllYI I 4.. .. lui d*a, ditto II 31 ". .....t.faul . . 2 1

" "
bolginning of dorsal 3 4 II- .. of loft rays of ditto 1 0

" "
lint 10ft ray of ditto 5 lj

"
lOft raYI of ana! 1 lj

" .. lMt~lii'" 4 2
" I**aala 1 6

" "
orbit 0 8 .. ...eatrala 1 lj

.. "
tip of giU-co'l'er 2 8

"
caudal from leales on longest rays 1 6.. of chin to ditto . 2 11 .. ditto from origin of longest rays 1 10

"
orbit . l) 8 ,. ceatml ,.,_ofcaudalfrom their baeel 6

"
nrticaldia~r of orbit . 0 7; Greatest height of body 3 8

"
intermuillary 1 I) Vertical diameter of tllil I "

" laJrial . 1 0 Diat_ bet.- ......d first anal apiaa 0 6

M. Le Sueur has described, in the Journal of the Philadelphia Academy of
Sciences, two Lake Erie fish, which he associates with his Cichla amea, the Cen
trarclnu anetU of the preceding article. The presence of palatine teeth excludes
them from PomtJIis. but as he does not mention whether the tongue be toothed or
not, DOl' the presence of sen-a.tw'es on. the preopereulum, it is impossible to say
whether they belong toa~ or Bryttu6, 01" even. to the same group. We
abridge M. Le Sueur's deseriptions. His fu!t species relJembles PM1t8ti8 Csisshei
(Cuv. et Val.) in the streaks on the gill-covers, but differs from it in its palatine
teeth, and from all the species of the group described in the Histoire de8 POU801&8,
in its transverse bands on the sides.

CICHLA FASCIATA. (Le Sueur.)

FORK.-Body compressed, tapering at the two extremities, three and a half times as long
as the head, by one length in depth. Head narrow, scaleless between the eyes and upon the
snout, which is short. Jaw' large, truncated posteriorly, intermazillary long and narrow.
Inferior jaw hardly longer than the superior one, mandible strong, enlarged, spoon-shaped.

TEETH ~ry small, numerous, card-like on the jaw., palate, and extremity or the "orner.
PINB.-Br. 6; P. 18 to- 20'; 1". 5; D. lO/15; A. 3/12; C. 1'l8.
DDrMl· jift high, roURded behiaQ, linked belere, and very low at its junction with the l!IIl!fII

put. ..4.flfIl rollllded. shortltr~ ,he m& part. of the tUnal. Caadal. Blightly euiarginated

with roud.ed lo8n.
ScALES rounded, not toothed, rather irregularly placed, large on the aides, smaller on the

back, sman on the back of the neck, very small under the belly, on throat and 'cheek, and a
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little larger on the preoperculum and suboperculum; there are also very small ones between
the rays of the anal and caudal fins. Lateral line undulated, oblique.

CoLOUR general brownish-olivaceous, deep and fuliginous 011 the back, lighter on the .ide.,
the middle of the BcaleB brown, the margins black; anal fin greenish, the posterior part of the
dorBal and caudal violaceous, abdomen and throat bluish and violaceous, thirteen, fourteen, or
fifteen transverse brown \lands on the side, a little deeper than the general tint; the opercula
are also traversed with many olivaceous bands. When the fish dies the colour changes, and
is then sometimes all blue or black, and the bands disappear.

LENGTH eighteen or twenty inches. It is one of the best fishes in Lake Erie, and is salted.
It is taken at all seasons of the year by the seine or hook and line.

CICHLA MINIMA. (Le Sueur.)

FORM.-Body very long, sub-compressed, elevated before the dorsal. Read arched, very
large. Eye very large. Teeth very small in many ranges on the jaws and palate. Mov.th
large.

ScALES very small. Lateral line straight in the middle of the body. CoLOUR deep grey,
tinted with bluish on the back, with metallic reftexioll8 on the .idea and abdomen, and with
points, or small black and brown spots on the abdomen and back, and a spot on the neck.

FINs.-Br. ?; D. 9/14; P. ?; V. ? A. 3/10; C. 17 to 18.
Dor.al fin long, divided into two equal parts, the anterior of spinous rays much lower than

the soft part, which is rounded. Anal large, equal to the posterior part of the dorsal.
Pectorals large, placed very low near the operculum. Yentrals much smaller than the pec
torals, and placed exactly beneath them. Caudal subtruncated.

LENGTH nine lines. Lives in the small lagoons of tranquil water which discharge by narrow
channels into Lake Erie.

[8.] 1. POMOTIS VULGARIS. Northern Pomotis.

F~y, Pereoidee. GIIIf11I, Pomotil. V&10. HUt. de, Poi"., vii. p. 454.

PLATE LXXVI.

This fish frequents the sheltered inlets of Lake Huron and the ponds in that
vicinity, concealing itself, in the summer time, beneath the broad leaves of the
nuphar and water-lily·, where it may be readily taken with a hook baited with a small
fish or worm. I found fragments of fresh-water shells (helix, planorlJis, limnetu,
&c.) in the stomachs of several individuals which I examined. In the third volume
of the Hutoire des Poiasona. Baron Curler referred a number of specimens which

• Camby laYS of the species he detected in Carolina, the original of the 1AJJru GlInt..., LiDD., that it coven i_If with
mud or land, and i. therefore called " ground.perch." .
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he had received from various parts of North America to a species which he desig
nated 'VUlgaris, and our Lake Huron ones were examined among the rest and
returned to us under that appellation. As has been mentioned, however, in the
preceding pages, M. Valenciennes found it necessary, on receiving an additional
number of good examples from different localities, to distribute them into several
species, and to revise the characters of the genus Pomotis, of CentrarcltUs, so closely
allied to it, and to constitute an intermediate genus, which he named Bryttus.
He says, " Les pomotis serQ'Rt ceux des poissO'ns de ce groupe qui auront quelques
dentelures plus ou mains marquees au bord du preupercule, les palatins et la langue
lisses et sans dents. lis n'oot de dents que sur Ie chevr01I du tJomt!1'. Le nombre
des rayO'ns Ipineu.r de l'anale ne sera plus qu'un caractere secondaire; car nous
avons deja parle d'un pomotis qui a quatre (pines a cette nageoire." The den
tition furnishes, in fact, the only means pointed out of distinguishing these three
genera -, for we have already seen that our specimen of the Clmtrarchus ameus has
its preoperculum as conspicuously denticulated as the Pomotis vulgaris figured in
the Histoire des Poissons, though the latter is described by the Baron as di~laying

this character more distinctly than its congeners. On the other hand, the pomotis
described below, has the denticulations very slight indeed, and in one specimen
scarcely perceptible. Our Lake Huron examples also want the crenatures of the
upper humeral bone, represented in the Histoire des Poissooll (t. xlix.); their
bodies are more nearly orbicular in profile, the greatest depth equalling the distance
between the preoperculurn and the posterior part of the dorsal and anal fins; the
ventrals are under the third or fourth dorsal spine, while in the figure referred to
they are opposite to the first spine of the dorsal, and the numbers of the scalel'l
differ as well as the rays of the fins. These discrepancies were perhaps sufficient to
have authorised me to give a new specific name to the Lake Huron fish which
appears to be the most northern of the genus, but our figure was engraved previous
to the publication of 1\1. Valenciennes' revision of· the genus under the name by
which Cuvier had himself labelled the specimen, and I have therefore, for the
present, continued to it the appellation of vulgaris. (;grrect and minute descrip
tions of recent specimens are particularly necessary to complete our knowledge of
this group of Percoidea, owing to the rapidity with which the fish composing it
lose their brilliant colours after death. M. Valenciennes describes his P. vulgaris
liS having no coloured streaks on the cheeks, and this, if there be no mistake,

• In the operculum ending by two points, and in the smallnea. of the 5uboperculum, C. lrIIeau dift'era remarkably from
our P. nlgari6, whOl8 operculum ends in a round lobe, and the auboperculum is prolonged so &8 to fonn the under margin
of the gill-eover. We do not know how fdr these characters prevail in other species.

E
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would at once distinguish ours; but his observations necessarily relate to specimens
preserved in spirits, and his correspondents may readily have committed errors in
their accounts of species so similar to each other. His Pomotis Catesbei " se
distingue de toutes lea autres par lea lignes brunea et obliques des joues," but its
fonn is lengthened. In ours the side of the head is ornamented by alternate wavy
lines of azure blue and gall-stone yellow. I have to remark, that my account of
the colours was noted down after comparing the fresh specimen with Syme's book
of colours, but that the artist, having no other guide than my brief description, has
fallen far short of the beauty of the original tints and markings. Our figure, how
ever, does every justice to the fonn of the fish, and agrees minutely with the
measurement of the specimen, in which no traces remained of the original brilliant
colouring. Mr. Todd was informed by the natives, that many small land-locked
lakes or ponds, in the vicinity of Lake Huron, contain no fish whatever but the
Perea fluviatilis and this pomotis.

DESCRIPTION

Of a recent lpecimen taken at Penetangui8hene, April 20, 1825.

COLOuR.-Back and aidea for a short space below the lateral line blackish-green, thickly
interspersed with ill-defined, roundish spots of deep bluish-grey and gall-stone yellow (one
on the middle of each scale), and also with some obscure tints of indigo-blue. On the cheek,
and gill-covers the blue tints are brighter, approaching to azure, and are disposed in longitudinal
wavy lines alternating with gall-stone yellow. The lower parts of the sides are lighter than
the back, and exhibit some greenish reflections with larger and more distinct roundish spots
of yellow. The belly presents the pure gall-stone yellow without spots. On the tip of the
gill-cover there is a large bluish-black spot, edged posteriorly with bright scarlet. The iridea
are silvery shaded with yellow.

FORM.-Profile broadly oval, the anterior apex rather acute and formed by the lower jaw,
which projects slightly beyond the upper one: the posterior apex of the oval is lost imme
diately behind the dorsal and anal fins in the slightly tapering tail, whose height is one-third
of that or the body. The height of the body is greatest at the fourth or fifth dorsal spine,
where it measures three inches and three quarters, and the long axis of the oval, from the chin
to the setting-on of the tail, is five inches and a half. The height is to the whole length,
excluding the caudal fin, as 3'7 to 7 *. The body is much compressed; its greatest thickness
is on a level with the tip of the gill-cover, or in the middle of the height, and does not exceed
an inch: the ridge of the back is acute, the belly is obtuse, being nearly an inch broad. Th£
lateral line is arched, gradually though slightly approaching the back as it recedes from thl"
operculum, until it arrives opposite to the posterior part of the dorsal fin: it is there broken
by two or three successive descents of a scale's breadth each, and afterwards takes a straigbt
course along the middle of the tail: it is marked out by a tube on the basal half of each scale.

• In'p. t1VIgari, (c. et V., vii., r. 465) ",a hallleIIT failla rnoitir tk,a Ioragwur, la caudale 110ft rompri«."
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The ScALES adhere finnly to the skin and are rather large. On the sides and tail there is
no great difference in their sizes; on the gill-covers, though more rounded, t.hey are nearly as
large, but the cheeks, ridge of the back, and flattened surface of the belly, are covered with
smaller scales; while the smallest of all are on the bases of the fins and on the membrane
connecting their soft rays. The form of the scales is the segment of an oval approach
ing to a semicircle--their bases are very evenly truncated, and are marked with fifteen
or sixteen faint furrows or lines, corresponding to minute crenatures of the margin-the
rest of their surface appears rough under the lens, particularly towards their exterior semi
circular margins. A scale taken from the side measures four lines longitudinally, and five
transversely. A linear inch, measured on the side on a line level with the tip of the gill.
cover, contains nearly eight scales, and there are thirty-eight in all, in that row, exclusive of
four or five small ones on the caudal fin; there are fort.y-two or forty-three on the lateral line,
also excludin~ the latter. At the greatest depth of the body there are twenty-two scales in a
vertical row, of which six are above the lateral line, and twelve between it and the first ray of
the ventral, with three scales for the half breadth of the belly.

HEAD small, fonning one-third of the length of the fish, excluding the caudal fin. The
scales of the nape terminate on a line with the posterior edge of the orbits; the rest of the
upper surface of the head, the infra-orbitar bones, the mandibles, the preoperculum, the inferior
margins of the other bones of the gill-corer, and also the anterior ridge and ear-like tip of the
operculum, and the branchiostegous membrane, are smooth; the other parts of the gill-cover
and the cheeks are scaly. All the bones lining the gill-openings posteriorly, and thOse sup
porting the pectoral fins, are withput serratures on their edges: the anterior surface of tht'
latter is covered by a row of scales. The orbita, exactly circular, are close to the forehead,
and more than their own diameter above the articulation of the lower jaw, one diameter from
the tip of the snout, and two from the tip of the gill-cover. The anterior infra-orbitar bone is
rather large, has a rhomboidal shape, with the lower angle rounded off, and is marked with
irregular ridges and furrows. The nostrils, situated in the angle between the eye and snout,
have their two orifices rather distant from each other. The mlJuth is small: the intet'maXil
laries, forming its upper border and attached to the snout by pedicels, are capable of a slight
protrusion. ·The labials, proportionably much smaller than in Centrarcnw <B1'I.eU$, slide uoder the
sub-orbitar bone, leaving only a fourth part uncovered. The lower jaw shuts in before the
intermaxillaries, giving the commissure of the mouth nearly an angle of 45°. The articula
tion of the jaw is opposite to the anterior margin of the orbit. There are no pores on the
lower jaw, though there is a canal in the bone with two orifices covered by skin.

TEETH.-The opposing surfaces of both mandibles are ('overed with small teeth crowded
closely together; the outer ones are nearly cylindrical and rather obtuse. the inner ones more
awl-shaped, slender, and acute. The vomer forms a strong, horse-shoe shaped projection,
chevron, or gorget, and is armed like the jaws. The palatine bones and tongue are smooth.
On the upper pharyngeal bones there is a pair of triangular plates of teeth Ie en pave '" there
being forty or fifty cylindrical teeth with flat crowns in each triangle; behind which there is
a pair of smaller irregular plates of more minute teeth. On the inferior pharyngeal bone'

E2
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there is one pair of rectangular plates of teeth similar to the anterior plates above, and, like
them, larger than the teeth on the jaws. The branchial arches are each furnished with a
pair of rows of very small tubercles, which are rough with teeth so minute as to be invisible
to the naked eye.

GILL-COVERS.-The upper limb of the preoptrculum. descending almost vertically, termi·
nates by a curve in the lower one, whose inferior border is scarcely crenated, being only •
slightly and minutely undulated. The interoperculum has a row of scales adjoining the
overlying border of the preoperculum, the largest scale being opposite to the angle of that
bone. The suboperculuffl, instead of being small and triangular, as in centrarchus t.meu8, is
long, and is attached to the whole under edge of the operculum: it is covered by a row of
scales which leave a narrow under border naked. The operculum is triangular with the
posterior apex rounded: in the recent specimen this rounded tip is lengthened out by mem
brane into the coloured ear-like appendix from whence the generic name is derived. The
anterior margin of the operculum rises into a smooth ridge, between the lower end of which
and the angle of the preoperculum there are two scales, being a continuation of the row which
exists on the interoperculum. The under margin of the operculum also forms a smooth line
betwixt the scales on its surface and the row covering the sUboperculum.

FINs.-Br. 6-6; D. 10/12·; P. 13; V. 1/5; A.. 3/10; C. 17f.
The branchio.tegOUll rays are considerably curved; the posterior one is flattened, the otht>rs

are nearly cylindrical. The dorsal fin commences opposite to the tip of the gill-cover and
base of the pectorals: the ten spinous rays occupy nearly one-third more space than the
twelve articulated ones, but the latter are considerably higher. Three interspinous bones
without rays fill up the space between the first dorsal spine and the thin, elevated occipital crest
which supports the ridge of the nape. The fir&t ray of the pectorals is spinous, though as
slender as the others; it is about half the length of the longest soft ray. The tJentrals
attached opposite to the fourth dorsal spine consist of five articulated rays, supported anteriorly
by a moderately stout spinous one one-third shorter. The anal fin commences a quarter of
an inch behind the anus, and terminates opposite to the last dorsal ray: its three first rays
are strong, somewhat compressed, awl-shaped acute spines, of which the third is twice. the
length of the first, but scarcely half as long as the articulated rays that follow: the outline of
the fin is rounded. The caudal fin is slightly sinuated at the extremity with rounded lobes.
Small scales cover its outer rays two-thirds of their length, but they extend only a short way
on the central rays.

INTESTINES.

Stomach a roundish sack bent up on the resophagus and having its internal coat longitu
dinally plaited: the pylorus is wide, and is surrounded by a collar of six cylindrical, obtuse
cmca each an inch long. The gut is a cylindrical tube bent twice upon itself between the
p)'lorus and anus: its coats, like those of the stomach, are rather thick, and its lining also
fOrms longitudinal folds.

• Another _pecimen hu ODiy eleven 10ft ray_, but it hal au adUitioD&! ahort apine at the beginning of the fin.

1
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DnoxIIO.1
Of the Lake Huron specimen.

lllOhea. LID... Iacbee. LiDeo.
Length from tip of lower jlw to eud of caudal Length of longett dorsal spine . 1 0

6n 8 6 .. "
soft rlYI of donal 1 4

" " upper jaw (protruded) to
"

pectorals 2 0
end of acals on middle caudal rlYS 7 0

"
fint Ipinou. ray of ditto 0 lot

" " anu. . 4 6
"

spine of ventrall 1 0

" "
anl16n 4 9 "

10ft ray. of ditto . 1 6

" " "
doraal . 3 0 "

attachment of anal 1 5

" " "
orbit 0 7~ "

third anal spine 0 11

" " "
tip of gill-eover 2 !)

" aoft raYI of anal 1 4

"
chin to ditto . 2 7

"
langeat caudal rays ] 3

.. and breadth of orbit 0 ~ "
central ditto ] ;,

"
of intennuillary 0 ~ "

tail from behind donal and anal
"

labial 0 ~ 6n. to base of caudal 1 S

"
lower jaw 0 11

" "
to estrernity of ditto . 3 0

"
attachment of dorsal 3 !) Greaten height of body 3 9

" OfapinOUI part of ditto 2 ~ Diameter of tail, vertically, at bull of caudal 0 11

[9.] 1. TIUCHODON STELJ,.ERI. (Cuvier.) Steller'8 Trichodon.

FAXILY, Percoidelll. GIlNtl., Trichodon. CVVIllR.
" Trachinul triCbodOD. PALLo, Zoogr., t. iii., p. 235," TILUIt18, MEm. tk P~lerI6.,

iv., p. 466, PI. 15, f.8. Alt. ]813.
I.e trichodon de SleUer (Triclaodora Sltll"i). Cuv. et V.u.., iii., p. 154.
Anamchlyk. ALIlVTIAX•.

TIle genus Trichodo1t, first indicated by the unfortunate Steller, stands in Cuvier's
system among the Thoracic Percoidet:e, which have five soft rays in the pectorals,
fewer than seven branchiostegous rays, and two dorsals. Pallas and Tilesius,
suppressing Steller's genus, ranged the only known species as a Trachinu8, or
Weever; but the Weevers in the Baron's scheme of arrangement are Jugular
Percoidere, and have besides the operculum armed with a remarkable spine; while
in Trichodon that bone ends in a flat point, and the preoperculum is armed with
four or five strong spines. The lateral direction of the eyes distinguishes Trichodon
from another genus of the same division with the Weevers, namely, Urano8copus,
to which its flat head and vertical mouth ~ive it a resemblance. The position of
its ventrals again under the pectorals, and the want of scales, seem to ally it to
COitu8; but its cheeks are not mailed by the sub-orbitars, which form only a .
narrow border to the orbit.

The only Trichodon hitherto discovered inhabits the most northern part of the
Pacific, being found both on the American and Kamtschatdale coasts, and abound
ing particularly at Unalaschka. It resembles the Weevers in its habits, buries
itself in the moist sands at low water, and is dug up by the natives with their
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hands. The females deposit their roes in holes in the sand, where the males fecun
date them, and it would appear that the parents look after their offspring, as they
are often dug up in the same pits with their little ones.

We shall conclude our notices of the PERCOlDElE with some general observa
tions on their GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION. Previous to the appearance of the
Histoire des Poissons such an attempt would have been entirely futile, and even
that splendid memorial of Cuvier's transcendent genius, a model for works on
Natural History, does not afford all the data we require, but is to be considered as
merely a frame-work to be filled up by future observers. It contains five hundred
species of this family, three hundred and twenty-seven of which, or about two
thirds of the whole, are inhabitants of the' Indian Ocean and warmer latitudes of
the Pacific: forty-nine frequent the eastern side of the Atlantic (including the
Mediterranean). and one hundred and eighteen have been detected on the American
side of that sea, the greater part of them within the tropics. Few of the Per
coidere attain high latitudes. Perea vulgaris, one of the most northern, exists in
the Siberian rivers which fall into the Icy Sea; Lucio-perea sandra, Aeerin.a
vulgaris, and Traehinus draco, are found as high as Sweden; and Lahra.r lupus *
reaches the Danish coast. In the New World the Lucio-perea Americana (or
rather the Okow, if it be a distinct species) is the only one that has a range north
ward at all approaching to these t. for in America the true perches are not so
a.rctic as the Sandre, though in Europe they are more so. Eight other percoid
fish, described in the preceding pages of this Fauna, inhabit the St. Lawrence,
or the Great Lakes from which that river issues, but none of them go to the north
of the fiftieth parallel, while the Okow extends to the fifty-eighth. One species of
perea is found in Patagonia. and Triehodon Stelleri inhabits the sea of Kamt
schatka, stretching over to Russian America.

Before speaking more particularly of the distribution of forms, or the range of
species, it is advisable that we should enumerate the fresh-water genera, though
the line of division betwixt them and the oceanic ones cannot be drawn with pre
cision, because some genera, composed mostly of freshrwater species, contain one
or two which exclusively inhabit the ocean:; or, on the contrary, a marine genus

• In page 10 the lOuthem shores of Britaiu are lUlSih'l1ed u the uorthern limit of the range of tbis lpeciel, on the autho.
rity of the Hut. de. Paiuotu; but Profl!8lOr Reinhardt enumerates it among the Danish fiahel, in a paper recently read
before the N lilural Hillory Society of Copenhageu.

t The Okow does not, however, exist in the riven that flo... into the Polar Sea.
t All the East-lodian Duk, inhabit the fresh ....ten. but the two Americ:an. epeciel are found in the Caribbean Ita.
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may include One or more fresh-water species •. Even the species cannot be strictly
arranged as belonging to salt or fresh-water, several that habitually reside in
rivers or lakes occasionally straying to the sea or into tidal waters t ; while of the
marine species, some are regularly anadromous, ascending the rivers every season
to spawn, others quit the sea occasionally, only, entering the fresh waters in quest
of food or shelter at uncertain periods t. Allowing for these cases, then, fourteen
of the sixty genera which compose the family may be said to belong to the fresh
waters, namely, Aspro and Acerina peculiar to Europe; Huro, Grystes, Aphro
dederus, Bryttus, Pornotis, and Centrarchus, found in North America §; and
Amhassis, Aphrites, and Dules, belonging to the East Indies. Perca has species
in Europe, Asia, the Indian Archipelago, North America, and in the '\\'est Indies;
Lucio-perea has one representative in Europe, another in Asia, and a third in
North America; and Grystes has one species in the rivers of Carolina and Georgia,
and another in the Macquarrie of New Holland. Lates may be considered either
as a fresh-water 01' marine genus, one species existing in the rivers of Northern
and Tropical Alrica, and two others in the sea and rivers of the East Indies II·
It may be gathered from the preceding paragraphs, that in temperate climates the
majority of percoidere are found in rivers or lakes, while within the tropics there
is a vast preponderance of marine species.

After the above cursory review of the fresh-water genera, an equally compendious
notice of the marine ones, that are common to various districts of the ocean, will
enable us to single out the genera 01' modifications of the percoid form, which have
the widest distribution. &rranus (which includes a fourth part of all the species
in the family) is much more common within the tropics than elsewhere, but it is
known in the Mediterranean, on the Atlantic coasts of Europe, Africa, and of
North and South America, in the Red Sea, the Indian Ocean, Polynesia, and sea
of Japan. though not on the American side of the Pacific. Labrax, which con
tains only seven species (some of whieh are littoral or even ascend into fresh waters),
is also widely diffused, having representatives in the Mediterranean, on the Euro
pean, and North and South American coasts of the Atlantic, in Polynesia and the

• Twenty species of Apogmo are marinI', while A. thermali, hal the very extraordinary re.idence of warm fresh-water
springs.

t PW''Q " ..l/faru has been taken in the Sol....ay firth, and is reported by Pallas to inhabit the Caspian Sea. LMcio
perea ",,,dra, and the common pike, are also sa;,l by the same naturalist to remain in a bay of the Caspian even in the
.pawning season, without entering the neighbouring rivers, although there is no nbstacle to their ascending them.

: As some species of Labraz, or B...se. CmJropom..' frequents the mouths of riven.
§ Two of the genera are not exclusively North American. PofftOiU hall a Brazilian species, llnd CellJrarcll.., a West.

Indian one.
N Liwtenant Allen fouDd !l Late. in the Niger, exactly re8llIDbling that of the Nile aud Senegal, and Mr. Collie observed

a 1pIlci~ llIDOD~ the Loo Choo Islands.
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northern Pacific, but none in the African Atlantic, Red Sea, or Indian Ocean.
Ten other genera, containing one hundred and fifty-eight species, are common to
the warmer latitudes of the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific Oceans, viz.: Plectro
poma, Meaoprion, Polyprion, Centropriatis, Priacanthus, Myripriatis. Holocentrum,
Uranoacopus, Sphyrama, and Polgnemus -. Dulea, which we have already men
tioned as an East-Indian fresh-water genus, is not exclusively so, as two species
exist in the Caribbean Sea. Pinguipes has one species in the Brazilian Sea, and
another in the sea of Chili. Rypticus, confined to the Tropical Atlantic, has one
species peculiar to the Brazils, and another common to the Caribbean Sea and
Cape Verd Islands. Trachinus has species in the Mediterranean, and also in
the European Atlantic as far north as the Cattegat. The remaining genera are
either peculiar to a single district of the ocean, or consist of only a solitary species
each, and will be mentioned in the subsequent paragraphs.

We have next to notice a few facts respecting the range of individual spe
cies. It were to be wished that we could throw an additional interest into this
inquiry, by pointing out the peculiarities of organization by which certain species
are adapted to inhabit a variety of climates, while others thrive in very confined
localities only; but our acquaintance \lith the habits and anatomy of oceanic fish
is by far too slight for such a task. One might be led apriori to imagine, that as
the ocean affords, as it were, a high way so easily traversed by the finny tribes,
many species would be common to both sides of the Atlantic, yet this is far from .
being the case. Not one of the percoidere of European seas has hitherto been
detected on the North American coasts, and there are but four which cross the
Atlantic even in the warmer latitudes. These are Holocentrum longipinne,
which has been taken on the coasts of Carolina, the West Indies, and South America,
and also off the islands of Ascension and St. Helena: Sphyroma picuda, which
occurs in the Gulf of Mexico, in the sea of Brazil, and at Goree, on the coast of
Africa: Polyprion cernuum, which ranges from the Mediterranean to the Cape of
Good Hope, crosses to the Rio de la Plata, and is found also at Queen Charlotte's
islands in the Pacific: and lastly, Rypticus saponaceus which has been taken at
Martinique and among the Cape Verd islands. Two species double Cape Horn,
or at least they exist on both the Atlantic and Pacific sides of South America,
namely, Centropomus undecimalia, which frequents the mouths of rivers in the
'Vest Indies, Brazils, and Pent: and Bovichtus diacanthus, which has been taken
off Tristan d'Acunha and on the coast of Chili.

• PoIJ- apfWM:i_ wu ob.rYed by Mr. Collie on the coaat g( California. (App. Beecbey'. Voy., p. 57.)
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One species may be supposed to travel round the Cape of Good Hope, viz.,
Apogon rerc-mullorum, which exists in the Mediterranean, among the Canaries, in
the Indian Ocean, at the Marian Islands, New Guinea, and New Holland, but has
not hitherto been discovered in the American seas. It is, however, by no means
certain that a species which is found on both sides of a continent, or at a succession
of distant places, actually exists in the intennediate seas, or traverses them, for
Urano8copu8 Bcaher is common to the Mediterranean and Indian Ocean, without
having been detected in the Atlantic; and there are speci~s of other families which
frequent the Mediterranean coasts of Egypt, as well as the Red Sea, though they
are unknown in other districts of the ocean. The range of the percoidea, and of
many other Acanthopterygii, is much greater in the Indian Ocean and wanner
parts of the Pacitic than in the Atlantic. Thus species which exist in the Red
Sea, at the Seychelle Islands, and the Mauritius, range by the Indian peninsula
and archipelago to New Guinea, the north coast of New Holland, and through the
Polynesian group to Otaheite, and even to the Sandwich Islands. A continuous
coast, or a chain of islands lying nearly in the direction of the zones of equal tem
perature or parallels of latitude, seems to favour the spreading of a species over a
great extent of ocean. The shores of the Atlantic, which have a direction the reverse
of this, afford no such facilities to the migration of tish, the beds of sargasso, or
sea-weed that occur in the lower latitudes being but an imperfect substitute for
islands, and available to those fish only which feed on or near the surface.

Having made these very general remarks on the diffusion of the genera, and on
the range of individual species, we have next briefly to notice the forms peculiar to
different quarters. Europe has tive genera proper to itself, Aspro and Acerina,
inhabitants of fresh waters, and Pomatomu8, Trachinus and PaTalepis of the sea:
add to these PentaceTo8, frequenting the Cape Verd Islands, and Apsilu8 the Cape
of Good Hope, and we have seven different fonns, containing in the aggregate
fifteen species peculiar to the east side of the Atlantic. The genera proper to
North America all belong to the fresh waters, and are, Huro, Aphrodederus,
Bryttua, Centrarchus, and Pomotis; while the Gulf of Mexico and Brazilian
seas contain Pinguipes and Percophill, in all nine fonns and twenty-one species
peculiar to the American side of the Atlantic. Centropomu8 and BovichtU8 are
proper to South America, but they occur in both oceans. Aplodactylus is pecu
liar to the sea of Chili. Trichodon has been found in the Kamtschatdale Sea
only, and Niphon nowhere but ill the sea of Japan. The Red Sea, Indian Ocean,
Polynesian and Australian seas, or the lands which they wash, contain twenty-three
percoid genera, not known to exist in the Atlantic or its arms, the Mediterranean,

F
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1
3
2

12
1

Rhynchichtys
Beryx.
Trachichtys
Percis .
Aphritis.

Black Sea, Baltic, and Hudson's Bay; nor in the Pacific north of the tropics.
The following list of their names exhibits the number of species belonging to each,
amounting in the aggregate to one hundred and thirty-one.

Etelis 1 Priopis. 1 Therapon 13
Enoplosus 1 Grammistes . 2 Datnia 3
Diploprion 1 Diacope 36 Pelates. 3
Apogon * 20 Aprion 1 Helotes 1
Cheilodipterus 3 Cirrhites 6 Nandus . 1
Ambassis 12 Chironemus . 1 Sillago 7

.g ." . -5 "CI 'tel .., Jj
.~

.. .;
r'

.., CI
g

"
.# ~ ~a ~~ ~ ~ ~1.., :: .. :l .~ 'Eel .. ....

~
"'-11:< ..

j~ ~l!
Totalo

GENERA. iii
~li

';J

~~d ~~
;:]"8 of;l <OIl 01 .... ."

~l! t. s7J CI .;<~ H.:I .. ]g~ Specie..

i~ f! ......~ ....'" .... " '" .
!~ ~ l:= d ii!. ~U H [dCI" :l!iil ~.il< .. "\IilOl: Z<OIl Z~ lllrll~ ""'0------

Perea •• • F 1 1 2 0 2 5 0 0 0 2 11
Labrax .A 0 1 2 0 ] 3 1 0 0 ] 7
Lates .. · . .A 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 3
CentropODlus • · . 0 0 0 0 ] 0 0 0 ] 0 1
Lucio-perea • . F 2 1 1 ? 0 0 1 0 0 0 II 30r4
Huro • ]0' 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
Niphon 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
Apogon • 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 20 2]
Pomatomus · . 0 0 ] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Aspro • • F 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
Serranus • · 0 2 6 7 31 2 3 0 0 85 131
Pleetropoma · . 0 0 0 0 5 0 ] 0 0 9 ]5
Meaopnon • Sand F 0 0 0 3 ]8 0 0 0 0 28 49
Acerina •• • ]0' ] 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
Polyprion • · · . 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
Pentacertll • · 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Centropriltia • · . 0 0 0 0 4 2 ] 0 0 3 10
G'1"l1tea ••• · • • F 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 ] 2
Apailua · . · · . 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Rypticus • · . · . · . 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 2
Aplodaetylus • · · . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 ]
Centrarchus · · • F 0 0 0 0 1 6 0 0 0 0 7
Pomotis •• .F 0 0 0 0 ] 7 0 0 0 0 8
Bryttua ... · F 0 0 0 '0 0 3 0 0 0 0 3
Aphrodederua • • F 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
Priacanthus · . · . 0 0 0 1 4 0 2 0 0 8 15
Dules •• · • F 0 0 0 0 2S. 0 0 0 0 9F 11
TrichodoD • · · 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
Myripristea • · · 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 10 12
Holocentrnm · 0 0 0 3 3 1 0 0 0 14 19
Trachinua 0 2 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
Pinguil:a · · . 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 ] 0 2
Percot is · · · 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
Bovic tua · · 0 U 0 0 1 0 0 0 ] 0 1
U ranoacopus · · 0 0 1 0 ] 1 0 0 0 9 Jl
SphYl"lllna • 0 0 1 2 3 0 0 0 0 5 ]0
Parelepis •• · 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
Polynemua •••••• 0 0 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 9 ]4
Gen. peculiar to India, &c. U 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 III III------ ------ --- .

4 B 28 24 851""35 11 ] 4 327 5Ul

088. The letter F follows the names of the genera which are wholly or mostly inhabitants of fresh watl\l'. A points
out those whoMe apecies are anadromous, ascending oCC&llionally into rivers; and S signifies sea or manne species.

• One lpeciel of Apogora is, as we have already mentioned, found in the Meditenanean as well as in the Indian Ocean.
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The preceding table presents a general view of the diffusion of the Percoidere.
We have found it convenient to divide the ocean into nine districts, the divisions
being made, as far as we could, to suit the distribution of this family of fish. To
shorten the table, twenty-two genera peculiar to the Indian Ocean and tropical
regions of the Pacific, enumerated above, are omitted, the aggregate number of
their species merely being inserted. The fresh-water species are included under
the head of the seas into which the rivers flow.

Cuvier, considering the MULLI to have some relations to the Percoidere, has placed
them as an appendix to that family, though he says they constitute a perfectly
natural genus, which is so isolated that it may be considered as a peculiar family in
itself. The genus MulluB is distinguished from other groups of Acanthopterygii
by two distinct dorsals; large and easily detached scales on the head and body;
but principally by two barbels attached to the chin or symphysis of the lower jaw.
The term Mullu8 is retained for a sub-genus which wants teeth on the upper jaw,
and that of Upeneus is given to one which has teeth in both jaws. Mullus, in its
geographical distribution, is confined to the Black Sea, Mediterranean, and Euro
pean Atlantic, including the Baltic. Upeneus has twenty-seven species in the
Red Sea, Indian Ocean, and Pacific·, including the seas of Australia and Japan;
four in the West Indies and Brazils, and one at the Cape Verd Islands, but none
of either sub-genus belong to North America.

• A new specie, of Upeneus ill indicated in Mr. Bennett', Appendix to Beechey'. VoyagE', as occuniug at Oahu, one of
tile Sandwich lalanda. •

---------
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CO'ITOI DELE.-MAILED-CHEEKS·.

THIS family, having many characters in common with the Percoidere, is dis
tinguish,ed by the sub-orbitars being united to the preoperculum, and so expanded
as to cover a large p~rt or the whole of the cheeks. A family likeness prevails
among the fish possessing this cheek-mail, notwithstanding the various forms of
the head, that result from its greater or less development. In one group of genera,
the head has the form of a cube or parallelopiped; in another it is round or
depressed; in a third it is compressed; and a fourth group is composed of fish of
a hideous aspect, having a large or even monstrous head and vertical eyes. Gaa
teroateus, though belonging to this family, because it has the cheeks protected by
the sub-orbitars, does not enter any of these four groups, there being neither spines
nor tubercles on its head, nor anything very striking in its form: in this genus
the first dorsal is replaced by free or detached spines. Monocentria, which has a
large cuirassed head, and the whole body protected by scales of stony hardness,
forms a genus apart, whose affinities, owing to our ignorance of its anatomy, are
unknown: it resembles the gasterostei in its free dorsal spines. The percoid genus
Uranoscopua approaches this family in the development of the sub-orbitars, but
they are united to the temporal bone posteriorly, and not to the preopercululll.

The only forms among the Cottoidea that have anything like a general distri
bution are the larger genera of Trigla, Cottus, Aapidophorus, Scorpana, Sehastes,
and Gasterosteus, containing the majority of the whole species. Minous, Pterois,
Apistes, and Synanceia, belong to the Indian Ocean, a single species of each of the
three latter extending to the Pacific. Platycephalus and Pelor are also genera of
those seas, a greater proportion of their species, however, extending to the more
temperate latitudes of the Pacific, three of the former existing on the extra-tropical
coasts of New Holland, and four with one Pelor in the sea of Japan. The Japanese
Sea also nourishes some forms peculiar to itself, as Oplichthys, Bemhras, and

. Monocentris, and the sea of Kamtschatka alone produces Blepsiaa and Hemilepi
dotus. Periatedion is peculiar to the Mediterranean. The European Atlantic
posse8ses no cottoid form exclusively; but on the American side, Hem,itripterua

• JOWl CMinuai". (Reg. An.) Curier haa not fumiahed '18 with a Latin equivalent to thil phralltl, which might be
tranl1ated Pareioplottidat or Pareioplit_, (from ..-e..... g~, et ...A..,-"-, or "''''"''' Gl"lIIClIw,) but to avoid introducing
a DeW term, I have I1I8d Cottoi.w., which will be re&dily UDdentooci, being derived from the molt familiar gezlUl of the
family.
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is widely spread in the higher northern latitudes, CephalacanthUl/ ill proper to
South America, and Prionotus is common to both these districts. The habitat of
Tanianotus is unknown, and it is consequently scarce, and most probably found
only in one locality. Of the twenty-five genera, therefore, which compose the
family of Cottoidere, sixteen are peculiar to certain limited portions of the ocean;
and eight of the remainder have species in two or more distinct districts. Hop
lostethus has one Mediterranean species, and the only known specimen of a second
was taken from the stomach of a shark, caught in the Atlantic at some distance
from the coast of South America. Agriopus has one species not uncommon off
the Cape of Good Hope, and another in the sea of Chili. &hastes has species in
the Mediterranean, and also in the Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific oceans: this
form, which approaches nearer to the Percoidere than the other Cottoidere, having
a very general distribution. Aspidop'horU8 has several species in the more northern
latitudes of the Pacific, and on the European and American sides of the North
Sea. The Trigla are known in the Mediterranean, on both sides of the northern
Atlantic, at the Cape of Good Hope, in the Indian Ocean, the Australian Sea, and
in the seas of Japan and Kamtschatka *. Cottus, a genus either littoral or frequent
ing tidal estuaries, with some entirely fresh-water species, has a very widt" distri
bution in the northern hemisphere, existing in the rivers and lakes of Europe, Asia,
and America, in Lake Baikal, the Icy sea of Asia, the Baltic, the North Sea, English
Channel, the seas of Iceland, Greenland, and Baffin's Bay, the Polar Sea, on the
~tlantic and Pacific coasts of North America, and in the seas of Kamtschatka and
Japan; but it is unknown in the Mediterranean and more southern districts of the
ocean. Scorpana, again, is comparatively a tropical genus, most of its species
being inhabitants either of the Red Sea, the Indian Ocean, and Archipelago, or of
the Polynesian seas; it is known, however, also in the Mediterranean, in the
Atlantic, on the European side from the English Channel to the Canaries, and on
the American side from the United States to the Brazils; it bears, like its sub
genus Sebastes, a close resemblance to the Percoidere. Gasterosteus, consisting
principally of anadromous species, has a wide range in the northern hemisphere,
being found in the rivers of Europe, Greenland, and America, in the Baltic, both
sides of the North Atlantic, and in the sea of Kamtschatka. A new species has
even been detected at Otaheite by the naturalists of Captain Beechey's Expedition,
though there is none mentioned in the Histoire des Poissons, as occurring in the
southern hemisphere.

• A 1peCie. of Trigla i. mentioned in the AppeDdis to Captain Beechey'. Voyage, u oeeurring in the harbour of Rio
Jaueiro, but it wu IDOIt probably a Prioraoht', perhap. the pvaetlJlu, whieb iI known to WIt there.
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The range of individual species is more remarkable in this family than in the
more extensive one of Percoidere, as is evident when we consider the number of
species which cross the Atlantic, and in this respect there is some analogy between
the Cottoidea anrl some of the higher classes of animals, it having been observed
that the quadrupeds and birds common to the 0111 anll New Worlds are species
that have a high northern range. Trigla pini exists in the Mediterranean, on the
Atlantic coasts of France, and at New York. Dact!llnpterus floljtans is common
in all parts of the Mediterranean, and ranges on the American coast from the
Brazils to the banks of Newfoundland, probably pursuing the course of the Gulf
Stream. Aspidophorus Europau8 is found in the Baltic, English Channel, the
Iceland Sea, and Davis's Straits. Scorpana porcus ranges throughout the Medi
terranean, and from the English Channel to the Canaries, and it also occurs at
New York. Sehastes NorfJegicus extends from the sea of Norway to that of
Greenland and the Gulf of St. Lawrence. It seldom approaches the surface,
living habitually at a great depth. Gasterosteu8 leiurus, which may be reckoned
an anadromous fish, prevails all over Europe, and has been taken in the
Baltic, and also in Greenland, if one of the very nearly resembling American
species has not been, in the latter case, confounded with it. The G. trachuru8 has
probably an equally extensive range. CfJttU8 gohio, a fresh-water species known
throughout Siberia, and in Europe from Italy to Sweden, is, according to Fabricius,
also an inhabitant of Greenland; but we need careful comparisons to establish
the identity of the Greenland species: our C. cfJgnatus, which can scarcely be dis
tinguished from C. goUo, inhahits Great Bear Lake. C. quadricornis is common
to the Baltic, the Icy Sea at the mouth of the Jenisei, and Lake Baikal. Besides
some that have already been particularised, several Cottoidere are common to the
Mediterranean and Baltic, particularly of the genus Trigla, as T. lineata, hirundo,
lyra, gurnardu6, and cucltlus; and also SCfJrpana scrofa. Coitus scorpius,
C. 6uhalus, and Gasterosteus Spinachia are common to the Baltic and North Sea;
while Platycephalus .fuscus has an extensive range in the Pacific, being found at
Port Jackson, Otaheite, and Japan.

But one specimen of the very singular genus Oreosoma has been seen. It was
brought from the Atlantic by Peron. The cheeks are but very imperfectly covered
by the sub-orbitars, hence it scarcely belongs to this family, though it appears to
have a greater affinity to it than to any other.
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TRIGI,A, placed by Cuvier at the head of the family, is, in fact, the genus in
which the sub-orbitars most completely cover the cheek, these bones being arti
culated anteriorly to the snout, projecting more or less beyond it, and united s?
firmly posteriorly to the preoperculum that it moves along with them. It belongs
to the group having a parallelopipedon head and two dorsal fins, being, with its
two sub-genera, distinguished from the rest of the group by the presence of free
rays under the pectorals. The Trigla, as we have noticed in the preceding pages,
have a wirle range in the Mediterranean, and on the European side of the Atlantic,
from the Canaries to Norway. One species, at least, ranges also to the American
coast, for a Trigla pini, or one so like it that no distinguishing marks could
be perceived in the prepared specimen, was sent to Baron Cuvier from New
York; and as this species ranges on the European side as high as the Dutch coast,
it is probable that it extends on the American one to Nova Scotia or Newfound
land; but until it has been actually detected on the coasts of British America, it
would not be proper to enumerate it iu our Fauna. The sub-genus Prionotus,
distinguished by the presence of palatine teeth, en velours, belongs entirely to
America, and though three of the four known species reach New York, yet their
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range being to the Southern states, and some of them to the West Indies and
Brazils, it is not so likely that they go northwards beyond the influence of the Gulf
Stream.

[10.] 1. DACTYLOPTERUS VOLITANS. (Lacep.) Common Dact!JlopterulI.

FA.n.T," Jones cuiruBeea" GSlCUB, Dactylopterus. CUVJ111l.
Trigla volitans. LINN. Le Daclyloptere common. Cuv. et VAL., iv., p. 120.

The genus Dact!llopterus differs from Trigla and its two sub-genera, Prionotull
and Peristedion, in the different shape of the helmet-like casing of the head, which
is long and broad, but flat and of small depth: the sub-orbitars do not project on
the sides of the snout, neither do they entirely cover the cheeks, while the preoper
culum is so connected with them, that instead of being entirely fixed, it retains
sufficient mobility to point its enormous spine, when required, as a defensive weapon:
the operculum is unarmed; the teeth confined to the jaws are small, rounded, and
low, like paving stones (" dents en paves"): there are only six branchiostegous
rays; the ventral fins have only four soft rays (an unusually small number in Acan
thopterygious fishes), and the supernumerary rays under the pectorals, instead of
being free, are united by membrane into a kind of parachute equalling the body in
length. The whole body is cased in large hard scales, which rise into longitudinal
ridges in various parts.

The common species enters into our list as it occurs on the coasts of Newfound
land. It ranges also through the seas of the United States, and is particularly
abundant in the Mediterranean, but does not appear to frequent the British Channel
or the Atlantic coasts of France. A second species exists in the Indian Ocean
and Archipelago.

[11.] 1. COTTUS COGNATUS. (Richardson.) Bear Lake Bull-head.

F,UllLT," JoueB cuirauees." GIiNUB, Cottus. LIIQI. et Cwv.

The genus Cottus is characterised by a large depressed cuirassed head, variously
armed with spines or tubercles, a more slender, tapering, almost naked body; two
dorsals either quite distinct or very slightly united; ventrals of three or four rays
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only under the pectorals; six branchiostegous rays; and teeth on the forepart of
the vomer, but none on the palate bones. The stomach is an obtuse sac, the pylo
rus is surrounded by from four to eight creca, the ovaries have a blackish colour,
and there is no air-bladder belonging to the fish of this genus. Platycephalul/
differs from Cottus in having a still more d.epressed head, which is also differently
cuirassed, large ahdominal ventrals of five rays, a row of sharp palatine teeth, seven
branchi08tegous rays, and a scaly body.

The Cottus which forms the subject of this article was taken in considerable
numbers in the clear waters of Great Bear Lake during the month of May, at
which period it resorts to the stony shallows to spawn. Specimens which we sent
to Baron Cuvier were returned with the remark, that they belonged to a species of
Cottus, and were" tres semhlahks au.x C. gohio .," and they indeed correspond in
most particulars with the extended description of the latter in the Histoire des
Poissons. I have since compared these specimens minutely with an English gobio,
kindly lent to me by Mr. Yarrell, and the principal difference that I have been
able to detect in the American fish is the greater height of its dorsal and anal fins.
There is also a discrepancy in the number of ~he rays, but this can scarcely be
accounted a specific distinction, since different individuals of gobio show equally
extensive variations. The Bear Lake specimens having been long in spirits have
lost much of their colour, but the following particulars may still be noted. In
C. gobio the rays of the pectorals are variegated with rings alternately dark and
light; in cognatus the colour is almost uniform, but varies in intensity in different
individuals. In one small female specimen of the latter, however, there is a slight
indication of these rings, and its body likewise is marbled in a more lively manner
than the rest, having a greater resemblance to gobio. The males are darker than
the females in the American as well as the European species. The specimen which
we have described in detail was the largest we obtained, and was eelected for
description from its being exactly of the same length with· the gomo with which it
was compared.

DESCRIPTION

Of a ..Ilk specimen taken in Great Bear Lake, lat. 64!° N., May 26, 1825, and a comparison of it with an
English C. gobio.

FORM.-Head corresponding exactly with that of gobio in size and shape, except that the
mouth is rather larger: it forms one-third of the whole length excluding the caudal, and it is

• envier, speaking of C. ",i,..11... of Pallas from the sea of Ochobk, says, .. Sa ,.~u~/tnIcea,,~ re."ece comrntnU de
.. _ ,u",ct. eli teOe gtIe ""IU ..'OIeri_ fe.. dilti..gu~"," and I ahould have thought in a aimilar way of C. COfl'UlllU;

but u Cuvier did not conaider it to be the aame with the common apeciea, although greatly reaembling it, it appean wer
to give it a diatinct appellation.

G
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as broad as it is long: its height is two-thirds of its breadth. The javn are equal. There
are no conspicUOWl 'Pines on the head, but the preopercadum ends posteriorly in a little point
that is bent upwards, and is concealed in the thickness of the skin. The operculum terminates
in a rounded process, whose membraneous edging has two acute angles. There are six slender
cylindrical rays in the branchiostegoull membrane: in gobio the rays are stronger and flatter.
The membranes can be inflated: the isthmus, or space between their insertions, measures half
an inch. Body moderately compressed, and tapering gradually from the broader head to the
caudal fin: its greatest height, which is at the beginning of the dorsal, is nearly the same with
its transverse diameter there, but the compretl8ion is more decided towards the tail, whose
thickness at the insertion of the caudal is little more than half its depth. The belly and
unW!r surface of the head are flattish, the back is more acute, particularly the posterior part of
it. The anus, situated precisely as in gobio, is rather nearer to the snout than to the insertion
of the caudal. There are no ,1calel1, the body and head being covered with soft skin. The
lateral line consists of a series of little depressions with raised margins, and runs parallel to
the ridge of the back, and nearer to it than to the belly.

TEETH.-The intermaxillaries, lower jaw, and vomer, are armed with short teeth, en velours.
The tongue is smooth, very broad, short, and fixed.

FINs.-Br. 6; P. 15; JT. 1/4; D. 8/ - 18; A. 14; C. 15.
The pectoral flna are large and fan-shaped, their longest rays, as in gobio, equalling the

head in length. They are all articulated and unbranched. The ventrals, arising a little
behind the pectorals, contain five rays; the first of which, a slender spine half the length of
the others, is 80 closely applied to the succeeding articulated one as scarcely to appear dis
tinct until the integuments are removed. Cuvier describes gobia as having one spinous ray in
each ventral, and only three articulated ones; but in Mr. Yarrell's English specimen these
fins correspond exactly, in the number of their rays, with cognatus.

The first dorsal commences a little farther back than the ventrals, and exactly at the same
distance from the snout as in gabio, but it extends about a line farther along the back, and
contains two more rays than in that species. All the rays are very slender and flexible, but
not articulated, and are connected to their tips by a delicat.e membrane. The longest mea
sures one-third of the height of the body. The ,econd dot-ml arises within.less than a line of
the first, and has an attachment twice as long, reaching to within three lines of the insertion
of the caudal. Its rays (eighteen) are articulated and simple, except the two central on£'s,
which are very slightly forked. [The English specimen of gobio has only six rays in the first
dorsal, but Cuvier says they vary from six to nine: and the second dorsal has sixteen rays all
articulated and simple, though Cuvier describes the last ray as forked, and some of the others
as branched. There is a space, measuring two and a half lines, between the first and second
dorsals, and their rays are one-third shorter than the corresponding ones of cognatw.]

The anal fin, similar in form to the second dorsal, has fourteen rays all articulated and
simple. It COmmences opposite to the sixth ray of the second dorsal, and does not reach
quite 80 near to the caudal fin. The caudal unites with the tail in a straight line, and con
tains fifteen rays, all more or less forked. It forms one-sixth of the total length as in gobw.
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CoLOUR.-The under surface is silvery-grey minutely spotted with dark brown: on the sides
the dota are intenningled with crowded irregular blotches of the same colour, and on the back
and top of the head the colo\lr is dark brown, nearly uniform, few spots of the light colour
appearing.

DnrInfIJOM. C. cogrtat.... C.gobio.

IllcheL LIIl... IIlCheo. LlIle•.

Total length including caudal fln 4 0 4 0
Distance between tip of muule and posterior edge of operculum I 2 I 2

" "
orbit 0 3! 0 3!

" " first donal I 2i I 2i

" "
anus I 11 1 11

Length of attaehment offl.nt donal 0 71 0 5!
" "

seeand dorsal I 3 1 3!
"

longest rsyl of pectorall 0 IOf 0 IOf
,.

"
ventrals 0 7 0 '1

" "
caudal • 0 at 0 at

" "
fl.nt donal 0 4i 0 3!

" " second donal • 0 6. 0 4f
" "

anal • 0 5+ 0 4f

Some individuals of C. cognatus, which are full of roe, measure only two and a half inches
of total length. All our specimens agree with each other in the number of rays in their fins.
There are four pretty long ca:ca round the pylorus, and the viscera correspond with the
description of those of C. gobio in the Hiatoire des Pois.01&8. The stomach contained frag
ments of dytisci, and of other fresh-water insects and cnutacea:, and also of some small fish.

(12.] 2. COTTUS POLARIS. (Sabine.) N01'th Georgian Bull-head.

Cottus polaris. SABIK&, Jpp. PaNy'. Fir" ropge, ccmi. J. C. Ro18, .App. liii.

This species is compared by Captain Sabine to C. gohio, but that has the head
almost unanned. It agrees with C. cla."ip in the number of rays in the dorsals,
but its ventrals are described as having more rays than usual in this genus.
Captain J. C. Ross infonns us that it seldom exceeds two inches in length, and
that it is very abundant on the east side of the peninsula of Boothia, affording a
plentiful supply of food to the numerous water-fowl which breed there.

" Cottus capite spinis duahus, operculis spinis quatuor armatis."

" A species of Coitus, similar in habits to C. gobio, was very abundant on the shores of
North Georgia (lat. 75"), inhabiting the pools of water left by the tide, and the mouths of
small rivulets by which the snow on melting found its way to the sea; the largest individual
did not equal two inches in length; the head is more compressed and not so much flattened
as in the Cottus quadricornia, and is armed with two strong spines placed before and between

G 2
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the eyes: the gill-covf.>rs are also armed with four strong spines; the pectoral fins are larger
in proportion than those of C. gobio, and the upper jaw rather exceeds the- lower; the lateral
lines are furnished with a seriaa of small tubercles directed backwards: colour light, with clus
ters of minutf.> dusky spots.

" FINS.-D. 6-13; P. ]5; V. 5; A. 14. C. 14." (SABINE, l. c.)
8-]3; 15; 5; 15. 12 to 14. (Capt. J. C. Ross.)

[13.] 3. COTTUS HEXACORNIS. (Richardson.) Six-lwrned Bull-head.

Cottua huacornia (Si.r-luJ,.,.etl B"IJ.llea,f). RICHAJIIM•• FwmItI. loa,.,.., p. 126. .A... 1823.

Numerous specimens of this fish were caught in a net set in the mouth of a
small river near the Coppermine, and the following description is drawn up from
notes written on the spot :-The subsequent calamities which befel that expedition
having occasioned the loss of all the specimens, no actual comparison has been
made with other species; but after an inspection of the Gotti brought home by
Captain Beechey, and an attentive perusal of the Histoire des Poissons, I am
satisfied that it differs from all other described species in the form of the horns, or
processes which arm the head, and in other particulars. From the peculiar shape
of these horns in our species, it might bear the name of clafJiger, still more appro
priately than the one so termed by M. Valenciennes.

The individuals that we caught ret$ed life long after they were drawn from
the water, leaping vigorously over the sands, and when touched inflating the head.
In this operation the branchiostegous membrane is distended, and the several pieces
composing the gi11-eovers are separated by the extension of the intervening mem
branes. Our Canadian voyageurs were both astonished and alarmed by these fish,
and termed them Grapauds de mer, probably from a kind of croak they uttered
when first handled.

DESCRIPTION

Of eight or niDe _t IpICimenI taken at the mouth of Tree Ri,,_, Deal the Cow-mme, lat. 67" 12' North.

July 23rd, 1821.

SIZE.-About seven inches in total length.
COLOUR.-Of the upper aspect a clouded admixture of brocoli-brown and olive-green tints:

of the belly white. The fins are streaked with bluish-black. Irides tinged with red.
FORH.-Heat( large and depressed. Eyea large. Six club-shaped, or rather nail-shaped

processes st.and erect on the top of the head: their summits flattish, minutely cancellated, and
scabrous. The smallest pair stand between the nares: the largest over the posterior anglf.>s
of the o~ts; and the third of intermediate size on the occiput. The mouth is capacious.
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Its margins are formed by the intermaxillaries and lower jaw. The rnaxillaries have an
elongated wedge-form, and lie in a membrane behind the intermaxillaries. Both jaws and
the vomt:r are set with bands of fine teeth, en velours. Tongue obtuse and smooth, as are the
palate and maxillaries. The preope-rculum is armed beneath with three strong divaricated
spines, the posterior one, which measures half an inch, being the longest. The gill-covers are
composed of several bonl'S connected by membrane, and armed on their exterior edges with
four or five small spinous teeth. The bones which support t.he pectoral fins are also armed
with small spines and have sharp rough edges. The branchwtegous membrane contains six
slender cylindrical curved rays. The Body is much narrower than the head, and tapers to
the insertion of the caudal fin. The anus is situated midway between the mouth and the
caudal. The lafJeral line is rough and runs near the back-above it there is a row of small
orbicular, scabrous, bony plates, the row being doubled opposite to the second dorsal. There
are no other perceptible scatei.

FINs.-Br.6. P.16. V.3. D.7-13. A. C.12.
The pectoral fi'IU are sub-orbicular and contain sixteen rays, none of them branched. The

upper ray is scabrous throughout. The others are scabrous only near t.heir middles. The
ventral., soft and whitish, have three rays, of which the first is the strongest, but none of them
are spinous"'. The first dorsal commences posterior to the pectorals and terminates opposite
to the anus. It has seven simple rays. The second dorsal is larger and has thirteen rays.
Its commencement and termination corrf'SJlOnd with those of the anal, and most of its rays
are scabrous. Both dorsals are rounded or arched. The anal fin occupies about two-thirds
of the space between the anus and caudal, commencing near the former. This fin becomes
slightly lower or less deep posteriorly. The caudal is cuneiform and has twelve rays, most of
them forked.

OBS. In the form of the bony processes, on the top of the head, this species approaches
closely to C. quadricornis of the Baltic; but it does not appear, from the descriptions I ha,-e
consulted, that there is a distinct pair on the nasal bones of the latter. There are also differ
ences in the form of the spines of the preoperculum, those of C. hexacoruis being quite simple,
while in the other they are truncated, or divided at the point. In the C. quadricornis, also,
there is a thick spine on the supra-scapular bone, which is likewise truncated; while in C. hexa
cornil, that bone, the humerals, and the gill-covers. are merely armed with small SpinOlls
teeth. And the rows of scales on the body are different.

It appears to me likely, that the C. quadricornis, Sabine (Zool., App. to Captain Parry's
First Voyage, p. ccxiii), may be really the C. hexacornis. Captain J. C. Ross, who con
siders it to be the same with the C. scorpioides of Fabricius, says that, though very abundant
on the GTeenland coast, it is more rare in the higher latitudes, but several were taken on
both sides of the peninsula of Boothia. The natives prize it highly as an article of food,
preferring it to cod-fish or salmon. The Esquimaux of Boothia call it Kaneeok, the same
name which the Greenlanders give to C. GramlandicU8.

• It ill poaible that a lUIall .pine might be attached III c10Iely to the fll'8t ray of th~ ventral u to elCape my Obae"atiOD,
or, U Cuvier I&Y' or the Yentrall of C. .corp;1U, " BOe, _I ~troilt" etltll,. ~piJlt e,' ,i i"timtMtIIt _it <I kllrp,.tfIIitr ""1011
_, ",'tIk, paroilltlll lI·mloi,. 'lilt lroi, ""JOIII"
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•
[14.] 4. COTTUS OCTODECIMSPINOSUS. (Mitchill.) The Sculpin.

ScorpiOl Virginianua, W'tlImt91lh" t. So, 15.
Le Grand Chaboiaeau l dix.huiUpweI de l'Am6riqull du Nord. CliV. el VAL, iv., 181.

This species has been confounded by several naturalists with the European
C. scorpius, but it is quite distinct and of a considerably larger size. Its preoper
cular spine is longer than in that species, its point equalling or surpassing the
spinous extremity of the gill-cover. The spines of its dorsal are, also, strong
and pungent, instead of being flexible; and it differs much in its viscera from the
European species. The stomach is a large thin bag, ana the six creca are so short
as to look like a fringe: in C. 8COrpiUS the coats ofthe stomach are thick, and the
pylorus is surrounded by eight creca. The Sculpin· abounds on the coasts of the
United States, and is also plentiful at Newfoundland. It is a pity that Cuvier did
not retain the original specific name given by Willoughby, who figured it correctly;
it is preferable to octodecimspino8U8, which may lead to error, there being, in fact,
twenty spines on the head. C. 8corpius has exactly the same number, ten on each
side, viz., one at the nostril, one over the orbit, one on the nape, three on the pre
operculum, one on the operculum, one on the suboperculurn, and two on the scapular
bones.

FINS.-B,. 6; D. 8 or 9/ - 1/15; A. 14; C. 12; P. 18; V.l/3. (Hilt. de, Pais,.)

[15.] 5. COTTUS GR<ENLANDICUS. (Cuvier.) Greenland Bull-head.

Cottoa 8corpiu8. F&JIKlCIVS. F_ Grtn/tmdica, p.156.
Le Chaboilllleau du Gramland (Cottu ~CJU). CUV. et V.u.., iv., p. 185.
Kaniok. Ga(B}fLo\M)KRII.

It has been usual to enumerate the quadrupeds and birds of Greenland as
belonging rather to Europe than America; but the fish existing in Davis's Straits,
even on the Greenland side, associate more naturally with the American ones.
The C. Gramlandicu8 is known only by Fabricius's description, which agrees well
with the Sculpin of the United States above mentioned, except that he counts
only sixteen spines on the head and shoulder, and mentions obtuse, rough tubercles

• QIItIIi Scorpion.
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on the cranium, but no spines. It is abundant in all the bays and inl~ts of
Greenland, but prefers a stony coast clothed with sea-weed. It approaches the
shore in spring and departs in winter. It is very voracious, preying on every thing
that comes in its way, and pursuing incessantly the smaller fish, not sparing the
young of its own species, and devouring crustacea and worms. It is very active
and bold, but does not come to the surface unless it be led thither in pursuit of
other fish. It spawns in December and January, aud deposits its red-coloured roe
on the sea-weed. It is easily taken with a bait, and constitutes the daily food of
the Greenlanders, who are very fond of it. They eat the roe raw.

FINs.-Br.6; D. 10/ -17; A. 14; C. 17; P.17; V.3. (Fauna Graml.)

[16.] 6. COTTUS .scORPIOIDES. (Fabricius.) The Pokudleelt.

I.e Jl8tit Ch..boi_au du Gzwlland (Celtw~). CUT. et VAL, iv., P. 187.

This species, according t<> the description given of it by Fabricius, approaches
some of the European species, and a comparison of specimens is required to esta
blish it as distinct. It is named " Pokudleek" by the Greenlanders, and frequents
muddy places near the mouths of rivers, preferring brackish water.

The rays of its Fins are D. 10 - 15; A. 12; C. 15; P. 15; V.3. (Fauna GTaml.)

[ 17.] 7. COTTUS POROSUS. (Valenciennes.) Porous Bull-head.

I.e Chaboiueau JlOIIIlI][ (eel",. poroa",). CUT. et VAL., viii., p. 498.

This species resembles the C. 8corpius of Europe in the armature of the top of
its head and gill-covers, and C. Gramlandicus, or scorpioides, in the great number
of its dorsal rays. A specimen, six inches long, was taken in Baffin's Bay, which
had several hundreds of very small shrimps in its stomach.

FINs.-Br. 6; D. 11 - 1/16; A. 13; C. 17; P. 18; V. ]/3. (Rist. des Poiss.)
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[18.] 8. COTTUS POLYACANTHOCEPHALUS. (Pallas.) Man!l-horned Bull-head.

, "Cottua polyacanthoeephalut. PALl•• Zoogr. Ro••, p. 133, No. 1M, pl. 23."
La cotte l !@Ie!rea ~pineuae. Cuv. et VAL., iv.,p.177.

This species was taken' on the north-west coast of America, in the 60th degree
of latitude, off Cape St. Elias, by Billings. It approaches to quadricornis in its
characters, but its opercula are better armed.

FINS.-D. 10 - 1/14; A. 12; P. 17; V. 4; C. 15; and some small ones.
(Hist. de3 Poua.)

[19.] 9. COTTUS PISTILLlGER. (Pallas.) Antlered Bull-head.

,1 Cottus piltilliger. PALL., Zoogr. Rou, t. iii., p. 143, pl. 20, r. 3 and 4."
Le Chabo~u l bois de ch6vreuil. Cuv. et VAL., iv.p.193.

This very curious Bull-head, which resembles C. diceraus in some of its cha
racters, is found at Unalaschka, and also on the Kamtschatka coast.

FINS.-D. 9/ -13; A.16; C. 13; P. 18; V. 1/3. (Hist. des Poisa.)

Cottus diceraus of Pallal:l, and C. claviger and ventralis found by Mr. Collie at
Kamtschatka, and described by Mr. Bennett in the Natural History Appendix to
Captain Beechey's Narrative, and also in the Histoire des Poissons, together with
C. Mertensii and C. marmoratus of the latter work, may possibly exist on the
eastern as well as on the western entrance to Behring's Straits; but as they have
not been actually detected on the American coast, they are not entitled to a place
in the Fauna of that country.

[20.] 1. COTTUS (ASPIDOPHORUS EUROP.£US.) (Cuvier.) Tl:e Pogg~.

GIUfUI, CottwI. &h-gmlU, Aapidopborus. Cuv., !.AcaP.
L'Aapidophore d'Europe (.bpid. Europtn4.). Cuv. et VAL., iv. p. 201.

The Aspidophori are considered, in the Regne Animal, as forming merely a
sub-genus of Cottus, from which they are distinguished by the want of vomerine
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teeth, and by the body being cased in large keeled, angular scales, and acquiring
thence the form of a slender, many-sided pyramid. The latter character gives the
Aspidophori a totally different aspect from the Cotti. The only species that has
been discovered in the European seas, is .well known to naturalists as the Cottus
cataphractm of Linnreus. It is very abundant on both sides of the English
Channel, particularly on the Lincolnshire coast. and ranges northward to the Cat
tegat and Baltic. and westward to Iceland and Greenland. Its occurrence on the
Davis' Straits' side of the latter country entitles it, according to the plan of our
Fauna. to be mentioned here.

This species varies in length from three to six inches. The anus is far forwards, and the
bod}", between it and the hinder part of the anal and second dorsal. is octagonal; the slender
tail and the forepart of the body are hexagonal; the mouth opens transversely under the
muzzle, and there are small barbels, or fleshy points, covering the whole surface of the bran
chiostegous membrane, the corners of the mouth, and border of the interoperculum; there are
two at the extremity of the snout, and a minute one before each orbit. .

FINs.-Br. 6; D. 5 - 7 j A. 7; C. 11; P. 15; Y. I/~. (Some specimens have only
six rays in the second dorsal and anal.) Hist. de. Pois•.

[21.] 2. COTTUS (AsPIDOPHoRus) ACIPENSERINUS. (Cuvier.) Sturionic
Aspidophore.

L'Atpidopholll esturgeon. Cvv. et YAL., jt'., p. 207.

This species is common at the Island of Oonalaschka, and on the coast of Kamt
schatka. It passes under the name of lisitza, or the " fox," among the Russians,
and of koschadanguisch among the Aleutians. It is distinguished from the pre
ceding by many characters. the most striking of which are the want of barbels on
the branchiost.egous membrane. and the numerous polygonal plates, marked with
st.ellifonn streaks, which cover the breast before the ventrals; while in the Euro
pean species that part is covered by four plates only. arranged in a square form.

FINs.-Br. 6; D. 9/-8; A.8; C. 11; P.I7; Y.1/2. (Hut. desPoias.)

H
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[22.] 3. COTTUS (ASPIDOPHORUS) MONOPTBRYGIUS. (Cuvier.) .Aspidoplwre
tDith one Dorsal.

L'Aspidophore il une seule dona1e. Clll'. et V.u.., iv., p. 224; vi., p. 554, t. 169.

'fhe two preceding Aspidophori have the second dorsal commencing close to the
end of the membrane of the first, and the mouth situated rather behind the tip of
the snout; three other species, with approximated dorsals, are described in the
Histoire des Pois.ona, but they have the under jaw longer than the upper one, and
the snout neither projects beyond the mouth nor supports spines. Three species
also 'are des'cribed with their dorsals some distance apart, and these have the jaws
of equallengt;h,; and thick spines in the first dorsaL

The species we have now to notice is distinguished from all others by having only one
dorsal placed in the middle of the body, over the anal, both these fins consisting of few rays,
all fle",ible, the first ray alone not appearing articulated. It is the most slender of the genus,
the height of the body, at the ventrals, not exceeding one-fifteenth of the total length. Beforl'
the dorsal the body is four-sided, or if the facets produced by the keels of the scales be takl'n
into account, eight sides may be reckoned: the tail is six-sided. The snout projects beyond
the mouth.

FINs.-Br. 6; D. 1/4; A. 1/4; 1'. 1/2, C. ; P. 11.
This Aspidophore was supposed, by Bloch, its first describer, to come from India,

and it was named by Lacepede Aspiduphoroide Tranquehar; but it has lately
been discovered to be an inhabitant of the Greenland Seas, so that this sub-genus
belongs entirely to the Northern hemisphere, and' 'chiefly to the higher latitudes.

(Hist. des Puiss.)

[23.] 1. HBMITRIPTERUS AMERICANUS. (Cuvier.) The Ses-raven.

FAKILY, Cottoidellll. GBNIl8, Bemitripterua, CIlVBR.

Acadian BnIl-head. PBKM.,4rc1. ZJoI., ii.• p. 118. No. 101.
Yellow Scorplllln& (ScorptIma flava). MilcAil/, PA. Tnull. NerD York, i. p. 382, t. 2. r. 8.
L'HemitripUre de l'Ammque (Hefllitn"tertu 4-"_). Cvv. et VAL., it'. p. 268.

The genus Hemitripteru. is ~onsidered by Cuvier as exaCtly intermediate
between the Cotti and Scorpomce, the two distinct dorsals with the broad head
giving it a resemblance to the former, while its many and various tentacula, or
barbels, and its palatine teeth, bring it near the latter. The head is bristled,
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spinous, and garnished with many shreds of skin; and the first dorsal is so deeply
notched, that three dorsals have been reckoned by some. Only one species is known.
It attains the length of two feet, and inhabits the cod-banks on the coast of New
York, Nova Scotia, and the Gulf of St. Lawrence, where it is often taken by the
hooks set for cod-fish. Its skin is soft and finely granular, with little- conical
tubercles scattered over the back and sides. The flanks have a bright carmine
tint, at least in certain localities, as at the Magdalene Islands.

FINs.-Br. 6; D. 15-12; A. 14; C. 12; P. 18; V. 1/3. (HUt. de, Poin.)

[24.] 1. HEMILEPIDOTUS TRACBURUS. TIre Hiekejak.

F.uur.'l, Cottoidelll. GBlfVI, Hemilepidotua, CUVlBRo
" CottUi traehlllUlo PALLo, Ztiogr. Rou., t. 3, p. 138, pL i5."

This is another genus intermediate between Cottua and Scorpama j but which
has, on the whole, more affinity to the latter. In the form of the head, and in the
distribution of its spines, there is a resemblance to the Gotti j but in the solitary
dorsal, and the teeth on the palate bones, as well as on the vomer, it partakes of
the ~haracters of the Scorpana: it is distinguished at once from both genera by
two broad longitudinal scaly stripes on each side alternating with stripes of smooth
skin: the scales become visible as the skin dries. Captain Billings obtained one
specimen among the Kourile Islands, and another on the American coast, where
the species was observed also by Steller, who says that the inhabitants of the
Aleutian Islands name it kiekejak. Pallas described Billings' specimen, and
Cuvier states the description to agree exactly with his H. Tileaii, except that it
gives two rays more to the soft dorsal, and that a division is mentioned between
the first three spines of that fin and the eight succeeding ones. The rays of
C. Tileaii are Br. 6; D. 11/18; A. 1/14; G. 12; P. 17; P. 1/3. Steller
gives the following anatomical details of those he examined. The liver had three
lobes and many biliary ducts, but no gall-bladder was detected. The stomach of
an individual, a foot long, was no bigger than an acorn, and it contained a small
Bounder, some crabs, and a madrepore. There were five pretty long caca at the
pylorus. (Hiat. dea Poiaa.)

B 2
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[25.] 1. SCORPAi:NA (SEBASTES) NORVEGICA. (Cuvier.) Northern Sehastea.

F.lIIILY, Coiloidt'lil. GaNUS, Scorplllna, LINN. Sub-gnu,., Seb&lltea, CI:V.
Sea Perch. PaNN., Bro. Zoot., iii., p. 349, pI. 59, r.2.
La Sebasl.. septentrioD.l1c (Sebao/~. NorvegiCVI). Cn. et VAL., iv~ 1'. 327.

The ScorpamlB have a strong resemblance to the Cotti in possessing a large
spiny head, large pectorals, and. in part, the thick simple rays of these fins, but
they differ in the compressed form of the head, the undivided dorsal, and in tht'
presence of palatine teeth. They have seven branchiostegous rays. The clumsy
head and soft spongy skin of the SCOrplBnlB give them a hideous aspect, and the
spines with which they are armed are formidable to those who attempt to handle
them. Setting aside the bony armour of the cheeks, the spines of the head, and
the simple inferior rays of the pectorals, they have much affinity with some of the
percoidere, particularly Gr!lstes and Centropristis. None of the true Scorprenre
are mentioned by authors as existing within the limits which we have assigned to
our Fauna, but the ScorplBna porCfJ,s; which has an extensive range in Europe,
throughout the Mediterranean, and from the British Channel to Teneritfe, occurs
also at New York.

\Ve have, however, to notice two northern species of Sehastes, a sub-genus,
which possesses all the characters of ScorplBna, except that the head is scaly, is
less studded with spines and crests, and wants the skinny shreds or appendages.
The resemblance of the Sehaates to some of the Percoidere with a solitary dorsal
is such, that they have been considered as congeners by naturalists of the first rank.
The Seoostes Norvegica inhabits the Icy Sea. and Northern Ocean. It is plen
tifu'l on the Norway coast, and is found at Iceland, Greenland, in the Gulf of St.
Lawrence, and off Newfoundland. It inhabits the deepest bays of South Greell
lanel, and does not approach the shore, except when driven thither by tempests. It
leeds upon the pleuronectes cynoglossum, and readily takes a hook. Its flesh 'is
dry but agreeable. The Greenlanders eat its'lips raw, and were formerly accus
tomed to use its spines as sewing needles. It has a swimming bladder, which the
Scorprenre have not, and which does not exist in all the Sebastes.

Its colour, when quite fresh, is a bright cannine, which is paler towards the belly, and
mixed with brown on the back; there is likewise a blackish mark on the tip of the gill-cover.
In form this Sebastes resembles the perch, that is, its body is somewhat compressed, and its
profile oblong, the dorsal and ventral curves being slightly convex j the mouth is oblique and
the lower jaw projects a little. The posterior sub-orbital' bone sends a process obliquely back-
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wards towards the preoperculum, which it does not quitE.'! reach, so that we can scal'cely say
that t.he cheek is mailed. The whole fish is clothed with small rough scales, even to the
extremity of the snout and on the labials, the only naked parts being the. branchiostegous
membrane and the posterior borders of the gill-opening, including the base of the pectorals.
Belts of minute scales cover the basal halves of the vertical fins. .

FINs.-Br. 7; D. 15/ - 15; A. 3/8; C. 14; P. 19; V.l/5. (Hut. des Poi8s.)

The Mediterranean possesses a species of Sebastes which differs from the above
in a few characters, and at the Cape of Good Hope there is one which very closely
resembles the northern species, and another which is more like the Mediterranean
one. There are two or more in the Indian and Polynesian seas, and several in
the sea of Japan. The following one is from the sea of Kamtschatka.

[26.] 2. SCORPlENA (SEBASTES) VARIABILIS. (Cuvier.) The Tockoo.

La Sebute variable (&lHule, ",.,.ill6iJ~). Cn. et VAL., iv., p. 341.

This Sebastes has the head less armed than any other species; there are not
even crests on the cranium, or over the orbits, and no teeth on the sub-orbitars:
the preoperculum has five short, obtuse teeth, and the operculum two points. That
it belongs, however, to this genus is evident from the narrow process which the
posterior sub-orbitar sends towards the preoperculum, and which may be felt
through the skin, and also from the nine simple rays of the pectorals. FINS.
D. 13/15; A. 3/9; C. 17; P. 1/5; P. 18, of which nine are simple. It is
taken plentifully among the Aleutian Islands, and is named kakootaheek by the
inhabitants, and tockoo on the American coast. Vancouver found a " sea-perch"
at Port Discovery, in the Straits of Juan da Fuca, which may be this species; but
the name is too vaguely applied by sailors to render ·even the genus anything more
than conjectural.

[27.] 1. BLEPSIAS TRILOBUS. (Cuvier.) Three-1IJhed Blepsias.

FAIIILT, Cuttoid881. GBlfU9, Blepeiaa. CUVIB..
Le Blepliaa trilobe (BlqJWu lri""-). Cuv. et VAL., iv., p. 315, pI. 90.

The spiny preoperculum, compressed head, mailed cheek, palatine teeth,
short, simple, and half-detached lower rays of the pectorals, and fleshy appendages

•
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of the snout, connect this genus with ScrnpOJnD, from which, however, it is dis
tinguished by its five branchiostegous rays, and its high dorsal divided into three
unequal lobes, as in Hemitripterua; whilst the compressed head prevents it from
entering the latter genus. The detailed description of the species in the Hiatoire
des Pouaons is founded on the examination of two individuals which were taken
on the north-west coast of America by Merk. Steller observed the same species
at the entrance of the sea of Ochotsk. The general aspect of the fish recalls that
of some Blennies with which it was associated by Steller. The skin is destitute of
scales, but is rough, with fine grains, which appear to be disposed in three longitu
dinal stripes, separated by very narrow intervals. The specimens were five inches
long.

FINs.-Br. 5; D. 7/24; A.. 20; C. 11; P. 11; Y.l/3. (Hiat. dea Poiu.)

Another species (B. 6iloOOa, Cuv. et Val.) occurs in Awatska Bay, Kamt
schatka. It has been described and figured as the type of a new genus by Mr.
Bennett, in the Natural History (Appendix) to Captain Beechey·s Voyage, under
the name of PeropuslJilobus, on account of the form of its dorsal, indicated by its
specific name, and its six branchiostegous rays; in other particulars Peropus
coincides almost exactly with Blepsias. In P. bilohua there is a short spine over
the nostril, and there are six fleshy appendages to the lower jaw, and two to the
upper. The skin is hispid with short rigid bristles without any smooth stripes.
Its FINS contain Br. 6; D. 7 -21; A. 19; C. 13; P. 14; V. lI3. The fol
lowing anatomical particulars are from Mr. Collie's notes. Air Madder wanting.
Stomach a large membraneous sac. COlca several, ventricose. Intestinal canal
short. Liver light clay colour. (App. Beech. Voy., p. 59, pI. 16, f.3.)

["28.] 1. GASTEROSTEUS. Burnstickle.

Guteroateua aculeatul. FABRICIUS, F_. ar-i., p. 169.
Kakilisak. GItUJfL.lJ(DBR8.

'£his.genus wants the family aspect of the Cottoidere, for the sub-orbitars being
smooth, and not distinguishable through the integuments, the cheek-mail is not
apparent, neither is the head armed with tubercles or spines. The dorsal spines
are detached, each having a separate membrane, and the pelvic bones are united to
the more than ordinarily large humerals, so as to form a kind of breast-plate. The
ventrals, situated posterior to the pectorals, are almost entirely formed of their
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single spinous ray, and the gill-rays do not exceed three. The Burnstickles, or
Sticklebacks, are the smallest of European fresh-water fishes, and probably also
the most abundant, as they exist in almost every rivulet and. piece .'Of water. They
are active, lively little fish, and when any obstacle obstructs their way, will leap a
foot out of the 'Water, in endeavouring to surmount it. They are exceedingly vora
cious, and commit great havoc in fish-ponds, where they devour vast numbers of
young fish at the instant of their exclusion from the roe. The G.'ac'Uleatua (L.),
or the Three-spined Stickleback, the largest species, abounds in every cOmer of
Europe·, and even extends to Greenland, if the Kakilisak of Fabricius, above
referred to, be actually this species, and not one of the very similar American ones.
This author states, that it inhabits every pool and rivulet of Greenland, and even
those into which the tide enters, feeding on worms and aquatic insects. In Europe
two species were long confounded under the appellation of aculeatus, until Cuvie~

distinguished them by the names of G. traclturua and leiurus.

In both species the forepart of the back is covered by five bony plates, on the second, third,
and fifth of which stand the three dorsal spines. The third spine is sometimes wanting, and
at other times the fourth plate gives origin to an extra spine. The flanks are protected by a
series of oblong plates having their axes vertical: in G. trachurus these plates are con
tinued along the sides of the tail, there being ill all twenty-five or twenty-six, exclusive of five
small ones that cover the keel of the tail and render it more prominent; in G. leiurus the six
anterior plates only are present, the posterior parts of the fish being smooth.

FINs.-Br. 3; D. 1/-1/-1/-10 or 11; A. 1/-9; c. 12-t; P. 10; IT. 1/1.
Fabricius says that the Kakilisak seldom exceeds the little finger in length, that its forehead

is marked with black in form of a spade, and its anal fin contains ten soft. rays besides the
spine: in other respects he refers to Artedi's description (Sp., p. 96), which is that of G. tra
churus.

Five other European three-spined Burnstickles are described in the Histoire de.
Poissona, and there is one in the sea of Kamtschatka, which, at the summer sol
stice, ascends the rivers of Awatska, Paradunca, &c., in such dense shoals that it
may be taken up with a pitcher in equal quantity with the water itself. It is named
G. ooolariua t, but the detailed descriptions of Steller, Pallas, and Tilesius do not
indicate any characters so decided that Cuvier could pronounce it to be a distinct
species. It derives its name from the smooth silvery spot which intervenes

• In certain places it appears occaaioaally in eaormOlU moab, 10 that it it taken tor the purpose ot mlll1uriDg the land.
A labourer, hired by a LincoIMhire farmer to collect it in the river Weiland, at the rate of oue halfpeDDy a buehel, earned
four 1Ihilliag. a day. (Brit. Zool.)

t " Obolarifl' amJeatru, STBLLER, M"." " GatenJC4JIIltlll calcp1tractfll, PALLo, F.llm. R~II." Gulere"nu caJ..-
, ...... TII.URI., Mm... Pet.r,b., iii., p. 22li.
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between the pectorals and gill-openings, having the form of a piece of Greek money.
It has thirty-one vertebrre and the same n~mber of lateral scales. The four dorsal
spines are serrated. 'The Kamtschatdales collect it to serve as food for their dogs,
and, they also prepare excellent white soup with it for themselves.

G. Noveooracensis is, as the name indicates, a New York species.

It has a very strong resemblance to the G.trachuf'UlJ, its most obvious peculiarities being
the narrow dorsal plates, the more prominent keels ofthp. tail, and the position of the lateral
line, which is nearer to the back.

FINS;--:-D. 1/1/-1/11; A. 1/8;, C. 12; P. 10; P. 1/1. (Hilt. des Poin.)

[29.] 2. GASTEROSTEUS NIGER. (Uuvier.) Black Burndickle.

L'Rpinoche noire (GlUtWOaJnI' ";gtr). Cvv. et VAL, iv., p. 503.

This species, which has also an armed tail, inhabits Newfoundland. It has a
more elongated form, and more slender spines than its European representative.
Its lateral scales amount to thirty-three, and its colour throughout is blackish.

(Hilt. des Poiss.)

[30.] 3. GASTEROSTEUS BIACULEATUS. (Pennant.) TfDO-spined Burnstickle.

Gasteroateua biaeuleatul. FORlna, Cat. M1TCIDu., PIN. 'lr., N"" Yor.t, i., p. 430, pl. 1, f. 10.
Two-apined Stickleback. Pam<.. .Jrct. Zlol., ii., p. 132, No. 147.
L'Epinoche l deta 6pinea. Cvv. et VAL., iv., p. 503.

This Stickleback is said, by Dr. Mitchill, to inhabit the salt waters of New
York, and to consort with the Killifish, or Cyprinodons. M. Pilaye sent it from
Newfoundland to Cuvier. It is one of the smallest of the genus, Dr. Mitchill
assigning it a length of scarcely an inch, and the Newfoundland specimen mea
suring only seventeen lines.

I t is distinguished from the other species by a sharp flat tooth on the external base of E'ach
ventral spine, the European species having simply an enlargement there. Notwithstanding
its name, it has three dorsal spines, the third being small and joined to the soft dorsal.

FII's.-D. 1/1/ - 1/12; A. 1/8; C. 12; P. 9; V. 1/1. (Hist. de, PoisB.)
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Pennant mentions the Three-spined Stickleback 88 very plentiful at Hudson's
Bay (Arct. Zool., ii., p. 132, and [ntr., p. cxci), but it did not come under my
notice, and as the species in that naturalist's time were-- but imperfectly discrimi
nated, its reference to G. aculeatua must be doubtful. Hutchins speaks of Stickle
backs three inches in length, which constitute food for the pike and turbot.

[31.] 4. GASTEROSTEUS CONCINNUS. (Richardson.) Tiny Burmtickle.

Uawe-atheek-llhMah. Cau III'DlAlfB.

This diminutive species. perhaps the smallest of fresh-water fishes, is found at
the commencement of summer in ponds and rivers, and is supposed to be washed
out of the lakes by the floods of melted snow which accurat that period. It ranges
from the Saskatchewan in lat. 530

, to the Great Bear Lake in the 65th parallel,
and probably through a still greater extent of cOuntry. In 1820, many sledge
loads were taken from a small pond in the vicinity of Cumberland-house for the
purpose of feeding the dogs. Although it has a strong general resemblance to

G. purtgitiua, or rather lavia of Europe, it exhibits differences which justify us in
considering it as a distinct species. It has a still smaller size than G. lavia, a. more
slender and elegant form, stronger and higher spines, and lower second dorsal and
anal fins, the portion of the tail behind these fins being thinner as well as longer.

DESCRIPTION.
or lpeeimeDll taken at Great Bear Lake, \at. 64t N., and comparilOD with an English specimen or G. Until,

belonging to Mr. Yamll. .

FORM.-Similar to that of G. lCI!Vu, but the head smaller, being only a fourth part of the
total length, and the body, and especially the tail, more slender. The mouth is also smaller,
and the teeth, although perceptible to the touch on both jaws, are much less conspicuous than
those of laroi&. There are no scales whatever on the body. The lateral line is a straight
furrow until it passes the anal fin, when it rises into a very slender ridge that keels the tail.
The anus is equidistant from the snout and end of the tail: in G. laroi& it is a little farther
back. The abdomen is protected by a bony cuirass, formed posteriorly by the bones of thE'
pelvis, and anteriorly by two narrow cubital bones which join in an acute angle bE'hind thE'
median insertion of the gill-membranes. In concinnm the posterior angular point of thE'
pelvic bones is narrower but stronger. and the space enclosed by the cubital bones is trian
gular: in he-vis this space is triangular only towards the apex, the two bones being parallel
posteriorly. The smooth space between the insertion of the pectoral and the gill-opening is
smallE'r in concinnus, its nine dor,al 'Pine, are both stouter and 10ngE'r. and the triangular

I
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membrane which is attached .to each of them posteriorly, is thickEll' and larger than in ltJit>u.
In both species the seventh and eigh\h spines are, smaller than the p~ding ones, aIld t,he
njnt~~ which is contiguous to the second dorsal, is rather longer than any of the others: in
~nnU8 it is only one-third lower than the second dorsal; while in kev~ it i~ two-thirds
lower. The second dorsal and a~al begin and te~inate opposite to each other, and have
similar triangular shapes: the posterior angle of these fins in llEVis is more prolonged or acute;
while in concinnuB the fins have an equilateral outline, in consequence of their attachments
being shorter, and the naked tail longer. In concinnus the soft dorsal has nine rays-in
ltevis it has eleven. Contiguous to the anal fin of the former there is a separate spine, fur
nished with its proper membrane, like the dorsal spines, the largeat of which it equals in size:
in ItmJis this spine is comparatively small. The 'Ventral8 are each represented by a spine
articulated to the pelvic bones, and a small triangular'membrane in which there is imbedded
a v~ry indistinct soft ray: the ventral spines do not reach quite to the point of the abdo!pinal
cuirass in either species. All the spines, both dorsal and ventral; are moveable, and n~rte of
them are'serrated. The caudalfin is even at the end and has an elongated wedge shape.

CoLOUR nearly as in G. lo:vis, olive green, with a silvery belly, and the whole body and
soft parts of the head speckled with black dots. \.

FIN8.-Br. 3 i D.l/-I/-lf-l/-l/-1/-1/-J/~1/9; A.l/-9;. P.IO; C. 121; V.I/l.

DDIlUrUIK80
G.~. G. Ir.r.viI.

lD<!beL LiD... IDeb... UDeL
.Length from tip of lIIOut to end of caudal . 1 at 1 8t

" " anus . 0 8 0 Hi
" " tip of giU-co". . 0 41 0 4'
"

of attachments of second dorsal and anal 0 21 0 ~

"
naked tail between donal and caudal ; 0 2t 0 2l

"
from anus to end of caudal 0 8 0 9i.. of longest rays of caudal 0 2. O· 2l

" " second dorsal 0 1l 0 2~

" "
anal 0 Il 0 2h

"
anal spill8 • 0 Ii IT 1

" ventralepinel 0 It 0 Ii

[32.] 5. GASTEROSTEUS OCCIDENTALIS. (Cuvier.) N(J1lJfoundland Burnst;clcle.

L'EpiDochette de Terre Neuvll (G• •~). Oov.etVAL.,iv.,P.609.

This species, which was discovered in Newfoundland by M. Pilaye, is very like
the nine-spined Stickleback of Europe with an armed tail: its form is merely more
lengthened. FINS.-D. 8/9; A. U9; O. 12; P. 11; IT. 1/11. (Hi,t. de,
Pot".)
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COTTOIDB&.

1. TEMNISTIA VENTRICOSA,. .NO'I'th.-UJeBt Notchfin.

F.UIIL'I', Cottoideae. GlINII8 KOVUK, Temni8Ua* prope Hemilepidotum.
Bleplial ventrico8111. EICB8CBOLTZ, ~/. Atllu, dritt" A~ft, p. 4, t. Ill.
B. corporeJV-; laciil f'UIIIIor.ft-w-~ f>OIIic4 ndwU; abdoIIIiroe iltjItuD aIlJo

IIIICOfW ",anJlOnllo j ,n-il ~oIoraliinulaciu tribw AepaticU pallidiMju a/lnorum
tib".. Escu./. c.

This fish frequents the north-west coast of America, having been taken in Nor
folk Sound, and oft'the island of Sitcha, by the Russian Expedition under Captain
Kotzebue. Eschscholtz states it to possess all the characters of Blepsias, but
though it does in part correspond with the short notice of that genus in the Regne
Animal-, it differs both in habit and in stcucture from the only two species of
B1epsias hitherto discovered. It belongs to that group of Cottoidere which is
characterised by the compressed form of the head, and has much resemblance in
external form to Hemilepidotus and Scorprena, between which it will probably
stand in a natural arrangement. It is separated from the former by its body being
wholly scaly, and the presence of barbels on the head; and from the latter, by
having only five gill-rays and a three-Iobe'd dorsal. The want of scales on the
head distinguishes it from Sebastes, and its habit, which is very unlike that of a
blenny, its long pectorals and scaly body, detach it from Blepaias. The other
Cottoid genera, with compressed heads, are· still more dissimilar in external cha
racters to this fish: Pterois has seven gill-rays, and is remarkable for the extreme
length of the rays of its dorsal and pectorals; Apistes and Minous are anned with
a large, moveable, sub-orbitar spine; Agriopus has a scaleless body and unarmed,
imperfectly cuirassed cheeks; and Hoplostethus has its deep body protected infe
riorly by keeled scales, and six soft rays in its ventrals. We have, therefore,
ventured on giving Eschscholtz's fish a proper generic name; but as the Zoolo
gUcher Atlas contains no account of its dentition, nor any anatomical details, we
shall not attempt any further enumeration of the characters of the genus, than what
may be gathered from the following description of the species, which is compiled
partly from the text of the work just cited. and partly from an inspection of the
plate.

• Th. ",.HI, 6CiNJo, et Ir:.., tiMan.
t LeI Blepaias otU la tik cmoo"ntllie, fa JONe cuirau,e, tk. barbilloru elM'll'" 60Id la mdcAoire irt/mtllt'e, ciot9 rtl1Qft• .......

• i"e., de tm ~tite. tJnI/raJe., et lIote dor.ale tn. Itaute, dl"ilie m 1'1'01". ptJr de. eclta"Cf'IIf'~.. Reg. An.
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DESCRIPTION.

FORM.-The head is much compressed, the eye, large, lateral, and closely approximated,
as in Hemilepidotus. The interma:cillarie, -appear to be capable of some protrusion, and to
be connected with the snout by a whitish membrane; immediately behind which. on the
upper surface of the snout, there is a pair of brown, short, cylindrical processes, and before the
eyes two pairs of white ones, all of them said to be tubular. There are three pairs of short,
slender, acute barbels on the lower jaw; a thick one with a fringed end on the lower extre
mity of the labial, and one like it, though smaller, on the lower part of the cheek. The plate
also represents six prominent, obtuse, though small teeth (or, perhaps, barbels) on the margin
of the sub-orbitar bone; three large acute teeth, or spines, and two intervening small ones, on
the preoperculum; a notch on the margin of the suboperculum; and an acute angular tip to
the gill-cover. The head is entirely naked; but the body is covered with large tiled scales,
which are described as being roundish, finely toothed, and biggest on the sides, where there
are fitly-eight in a longitudinal row. The form of the body is that of a Hemilepidotus, or
Scorpama, exclusive of the greatly-inflat.ed stomach or belly, which is pendulous and hemi
spherical. The dor,al fin commences a very short way behind the nape, and extends nearly to
the caudal: it is supported by thirty-one rays, all spinous, and is notched anterior to the twelfth
ray, by the gradual decrease of the six preceding ones. There is another, but less decided
notch at the third ray, the membrane of which reaches only to the middle of the following
ray. The rays of the anal, pectoral&, and 'Ventrals, are also represented as spinous, or at least
simple, the caudal ones alone being forked at the tips. The vent-rals are long and slender,
and are supported by five rays, the first of which is short and closely applied to thf' nf'xt.
The caudal is slightly rounded at the end.

FINs.-Br. 5; D. 3lf; P. 16/; V. 5/; A. 16/; C. lit·
CoLOUR.-The head is mostly brown, the body is also brown, with scattered darker spots,

and four transverse, broad, waved red bands, the first of them crossing just before the dorsal:
there is also an imperfect band, or large patch, of the same colour, between the dorsal and
upper base of the caudal. The beUy is white, studded laterally with brown spots, which
towards its middle diminish to specks. The dnrsal, anal, and caudal are reddish, thf' two
former being marbled with brown. The pectora" are marked transversely with three dark
reddish-brown bars, and as many alternate pale ones.
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THE members of this family have almost all the external characteristics of the
Pereoidem: the spiny or denticulated operculum: the toothed or armed preoper
culum: the double, deeply-notched, or single dorsal: the scaly body; and even
the divisions of the family which spring from the various combinations of these
characters are but repetitions of those into which the Percoidere are distributed.
The distinctive character of the Sciamoidea is the total absence of vomerine and
palatine teeth. Moreover, the cavernous structure of the cranium, and arched
form of the head, and especially of the nose, give a peculiar physiognomy to the
fish of this family, which is rarely observed in the Pereoidere: the scales, also, are
less rough, and extend more generally over the head and vertical fins: but these
latter characters are not so essential as the perfectly toothless palate, and are,
indeed, mostly present in the pereoid genus Polynemus. The Scirenoidere have
much resemblance to the Pereoidere in their internal structure, also, though their
air-bladders exhibit a greater variety of forms, being in many species complicated
with hornlike processes, or branched or fringed appendages, which Cuvier thinks
have some connexion with the grunting noises that the Scirenoidere emit in a more
remarkable degree than even the gurnards. The SCUenoidere are numerous, have
similar habits to the Percoidere, and are equally useful to man, almost all of them
furnishing a wholesome food, and many being remarkable for their exquisite
flavour.

Cuvier divides the Scirenoidere into two series, the first of which is characterised
by a double or divided dorsal. The Maigre (Sciama), Carvina, and Umbrina,
three Mediterranean nsh, are types of the principal genera of this series: several
smaller genera are associated with them; and all have the cranium heightened by
salient portions, the lower jaw pitted with eonspicuous pores, the soft dorsal pro
portionably long, the anal, on the contrary, very short, the preoperculum denticu
lated, at least in tlte y{)unger individuals -, the bony operculum terminated by two
flat points and seven branchiostegous rays; in short, they have a close resemblanct'
to the perches, except that their palates are quite smooth. Moreover, their dorsal

• This muat be undentood with -latitude, for Ndf'il and Ekgifta, or thil -ies, ha'f8 the preoperculUDl IJllUoth,
-.r, .. CU'lPier "YI DC that or the latter, " IHI ~:' 10 the secood series, GlnAilodon, Etropl"., lod Htlirut., also want
'lIeotic¥latioos 00 the preoperculum.
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spines are robust, the scales strong as in the perches and spari, and the whole head
is scaly. Many of them have their pharyngeal teeth" en fQ'1m8 de pafJe," like the
labri; but they differ from the labri in wanting the double lips, and in having
crecal appendages to the pylorus. Their air-bladder is very large, and is fur
nished, in many of the species, with appendages of very curious forms. The
presence or absence of canine teeth, the form of the snout, and the existence or want
of barbels on the lower jaw, serve to characterise the minor divisions of the first
series. The second series is composed of genera which have a single cI'mtinuou8
or very slightly-notched dorsal. They differ more from each other than those of
the first series, and it is among them chiefly that combinations of characters
analogous to those of the Percoidere occur. Three genera, having seven gill-rays',
constitute one subdivision, and are distinguished from each other by the number of
pores on the lower jaw, or the presence-or absence of scales on the vertical fins.
Another subdivision, comprising the Scirenoidere with fewer than seven rays in the
gill-membrane, is broken into smaller groups, which are characterised by the form
of the lateral line, according as it is continuous or interrupted, or by the presence
or absence of simple rays in the pectorals, and by the preoperculwn being smooth
or toothed.

The Cottoidere, notwithstanding the peculiarity of their mailed cheeks, foml the
connecting link between the Percoidere and Scirenoidere. Thus the cottoid
Sebastes are so like the percoid Serrani in form, as to be often mistaken for them,
and the Scorprenre and Sebastes have palatine teeth like the Percoidere; while
other Cottoidere, the Synanceire for example, have the smooth palates of the Scire
noidere.

When we speak of the families in reference to the distribution of the majority
of their forms and species, the Percoidere may be considered as belonging prin
cipally to the South Sea and Indian Ocean, the Cottoidere, as affecting the higher
northern latitudes~ and the Scirenoidere as being more peculiarly an American
family, for more than one-third of the genera are proper to the Atlantic shores of
that continent, and there are only eight of the thirty· which compose the family
that have not one or more species there. The genera peculiar to America are,
Ancylodon, Nehris, Lepipterus, BoriditJ, Conodon, and Equea, inhabiting the
intertropical districts, and Leioatomua, Pvgotliaa, Micropogon, and Ht2mt1lort,
common to them and the seas of the United States: all these have two d011lals and

• Cll'rier includpi thirty-one genera in the Family, bnt the origin of Lottf!""', whim eousisb of one, or perhaps two,
species, i. unknown. ~,a gellllll of the Indian and South lIeU, and oBe-lir die eight whidl han no repreaDlaUft
"n the Al1autic .ide of America, has & llpeCieI on the cout of Chili.
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1

I!eVml bta.Dehi08tegous rays. ~aide8. Amphiprion, Prem1W8, DascyilUll, and
EtnJplus, which are peculiar to the Red Sea,· Indian Ocean, and Polynesia, h~ve
one oontinuous dorsal, and fewer than seven gill-rays. Diagramma and Poma
t:e1itnu, which have also seventeen or eighteen species each in th~ seas, have
also & single dorsal, but the former has seven gill-rays. Maquaria, containing a
solitary species which inhabits the Maequarie, a river of New Holland, belongs to
the same subdivision with the genera peculiar to the Polynesian seas. We have
enumerated eighteen genera, twelve only remain, and of these Sciama, Otolithus,
CortJina, Umhrina, and Pristipoma, typical fOrIns of the Sciamoidere that have
seyen gill-rays, and all but the last, having a double dorsal, are the most widely
diffused, as the subjoined table shows. GI!IPhisodon and Heliases, which have the
widest distribution among the genera with fewer than seven gill-rays, have smooth
preopercula, and are aberrant fOrIns leading to the Sparoidete, or in some points of
view to the Labroidere.

j ~J §o '8
H "!cl

il U. j~
lil !i

... :gee
1~.. s i ~

T6IaIlo
GENERl\.

~
.......

of-cl

~ilH j ~ ~lod
.. 8pedeL
'" ..

]~" :! 0 0

)l os tJ.I~ UJ ! J

l~··· .. 1 ] - 1 - - 1 - - - 3
OtolithUl •••• - - 1 ] 8 2 5 - - - 15
AncylodoD ••.• - - - - 2 - - - - - 2
Comna .••• 1 - 4 - 4 4 19 - 1 - 31
LeW,tom..... - - - - 1 2 - . - ' - - 2
I.arimua •••• - - 1 - 1 - - - - - 2
NebrU •••• ~ - - - - 1 - - - - - 1

Ll~ ... - - - - 1 - - - - - 1
Do ••••• - - - ~ 1 - - - - - 1
C01IIIdoa •••• - - - - 1 - - - - - 1
Elegiolll •••• - - - - - - 1 1 - 1 3
EqDell .••••• - - - - 3 - - - - - 3
UmbriDa •••• 1 1 - - 4 ] 4 - - - 10
Pogooiaa •••• - - - - 2 2 - - - - 2
Micropogon. • • - - - - 3 2 - - - - 3{B.lJlaloD .... - - - - 11 2 - - - - 13

II. Priltipoma • • • - - 7 1 11 1 13 - 1 1 35

J~:::
- - - - 1 - 18 - ] - 20
- - - - 2 ] 2 - - - 4

Sco1opaldel • • • - - - - - - 19 - - - 19
Cheilodactyllll. • - - - 2 1 - - 1 1 3 7
I..ati.Iu • • • • • - - - - 1 - 2 - - 1 4
Haquaria •••• - - - - - - - 1 - - 1

"'·l~::: - - - - - - 13 ~ - ... 13.
3 3- - - - - - - - -

Pomaceotru. • • - - - - 'l - 17 - - - 19=.... - - - - - - 3 - - - 3
Glyp' on •• - 1 ] - 3 - 26 - - - 30
EtloJ'lua .... - - - - - - 3 - - - 3
Heh_ .... - ] - - 1 - 1I - - 1 8

Totala. 3 4 14 5 65 17 154 3 4 7 262
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Few fonns, or even species, exist in the European seas. Sciama and Umlwi1ltil
have each a species common to the Mediterranean -and Atlantic coasts of Europe,
Oo",ioo, one peculiar to the Mediterranean, and Glyphuodon and Helia8e8, one
each in the sea of Madeira, making but five European species in all. . None of the
Scimnoidem appear to have a wide range; none cross the Atlantic, and none are
common to that sea and either the Indian or Pacific oceans.

[34.] 1. SCIlENA (CORVINA) RICHARDSONII. (Cuvier.) The Maltukegane.

F....lLy, 8ci8enoidelll. GJIK1lI, Scilllna. 5Mb-tI-, ConIi... CUVIBR.
Le Corb de RichardlOn. Cuv. et V"'L., v., p. 100.
Malasheganeh. CRBlI mUIII.

PLATE LXXVII.

Oo",iua belongs to the first series of the Sciamoidece, or those which have a
double dorsal fin and seven branchiostegous rays. We have here followed the
Regne Animal in considering this series as constituting one large genus, named
Scicena, and divided into sub-generic groups, which are raised to the rank of genera
in the Histoire des Poissons. The characters of the series" o.r .of the extended
genus Scicena, are given at some length in a preceding page (61).' Co",ina differs
from the sub-genera Scicena and Otolithus, in the robust fo~ ,of its anal spine,
and from the latter by a second character, viz., the want of canine teeth: the
absence of barbels on the lower jaw distinguishes it from Umhrina and Pogonia8.
The teeth of Corvina also, when closely examined, present a peculiarity of distribu
tion; they form stripes "en velours" on both jaws, but the outer rows, though
even and pointe~, are stronger than the others. Boridia and Oonodon have the
form and other exterior characters of Corvina, but differ in the teeth, the latter
having a row of conical teeth exterior to the stripe" en velours;' and Boridia, the
jaws armed with several rows of short, thick, blunt teeth, which ally it to the Spa
roidece, and render it a connecting link between that family !,lnd. the Scicenoidece.
The form of the air-bladder. varies considerably in different species of CorvinR,
being quite simple in some, while in others. it sends out horn..:Iike processes which
are pointed, branched, or even fringed. The remarkable drum-like noise which
the Maigres, or true Scimnm have the power of producing, at ~ ,'C0I!8iderable depth
in the water, has not been ascribed to the Corvinre. In some Corvinm the pre·
operculu:m has merely a slightly undulated edge, in others it is denticulated or even
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decidedly spiny. By far the greater number of the species are inhabitants of the
Sell exclusively, some have been observed to enter the rivers of India and Africa,
hut not to ascend beyond the tidal waters; the two species which occur in our
Fauna are inhabitants of fresh water only, being found in the Canadian lakes
above the falls of Niagara.

The Malashegane inhabits Lake Huron. It is taken jn the Georgian Bay, on
the north side of that lake, during the summer months, in gill-nets set in deep
water, or by hooks baited with worms. It feeds much on cray-fish. It is a firm,
white,. well-tasted fish, but ·never fat, and requires much boiling. It is called
" Sheep's-head " by the Anglo-Canadians, probably for the reason that the same
appellation is bestowed on the Sargus ov;s in the United States, viz., from its
having an arched nose, and "some smutty shades of colour on the face •." I had
no opportunity of examining the intestines of the Malashegane, though I can bear
testimony to its excellence as an article of food, in which respect it may be com
pared to the turbot of Europe. My specimen was prepared by Mr. Todd.

DESCRIPTION

of' a lpecimen taken at PenetanguiBhene, on Lake HurOD.

FORM.-Profile, exclusive of the short and rather deep strap-shaped tail, irregularly oval :
the curve, from the snout to the dorsal fin, is quadrantal and abrupt, the head and shoulders
being very prominent. The greatest depfh is at the attachment of the ventrals, where it
exceeds a third of the total length including the caudal. The head is rather small, and
higher than long; the forehead flattish, the snout short, the lower jaw projecting a little, the
mouth cleft nearly as. far back as the centre of the orbit, and the lips somewhat flabby and
sparingly protrusive, but folding back when closed. Eyes lateral, situated more than two
diameters of the orbit from the extremity of the snout and one above the mouth: the iride, are
silvery. The n08trils are near the eyes, and the anterior opening is the smallest. There are
four pore' beneath the end of the lower jaw, apparently leading to cells in the bone, but none
are perceptible on the muzzle, at least in the dried speci~en.

TEETH.-The opposing surfaces of both jaws are covered with small, slender, erect,
crowded teeth, the exterior row, and a small cluster on the tip of each jaw, being of a larger
size, though similar in form: H the outer ones have their points rounded, but from their slen
derness they appear acute: there are also two patches of teeth on the upper pharyngeal
bones, and two on the lower." Mr. Todd,-(who does not describe their form, though it is
probable that they are «en gro8 paves roods," as in the nearly allied C. 08CUla.) Tongue
pointed and smooth.

GILL-COVERs.-The posterior edge of the gill-cover is irre~larly curved, the tip of the sub
operculum forming a small projecting angle on a line with the upper ray of the pectoral fin •

• Mitchill.

K
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and there is a rounded lobe about midway between this a~d the upper angle of the operculum.
The preoperculum is broad below, but its upper limb, rising at a right angle, becomes gra
dually narrower. Its whole free edge, that of the interoperculum, and of the suboperculum
anteriorly, are finely denticulated, and the teeth, being the tips of very short marginal ridges,
are very conspicuous in the dried specimen. The anterior border of the operculum, to the
width of half an inch, is scaleless and marked with fine vertical streaks: the under margin of
the bone is concealed by scales, and there is a deep rounded notch on its posterior margin
which is also covered by membrane and scales, but a rounded lobe above the notch, and
another below, are more evident from their edges being finely ridged and somewhat denticu
lated: the tip of the suboperculum is closely applied to the lower lobe and passes it a little.
The bones lining the posterior edge of the gill-opening are scaleless and have smooth edges :
the humeral bone is remarkably large and cavernous, the cavities occupied by a net-work of
fibres. There are seven brafIChioategDU8 ray', all somewhat fiattened; the first ray is one
inch and a: half long, the last one measures above four inches.

ScALEs.-The whole head except the lips, intermaxillaries, labials, branchiostegous mem
brane, and anterior border of the operculum, is scaly, the scales varying much in size, small
and large being crowded together. The seales of the body are also unequal in size, though
mostly very large and strong, particularly on the sides, where their general form is that of a
square or recblngle, with the exterior side a little convex, and the two outer comers rounded
oft': many are somewhat oblique, the lower side being the longest. The smallest seales,
excepting those on the fins, are OD the humeral bone, and next those on the top of the head
and before the dorsal. There are fifty-three or fifty-four scales on the lateral line, exclusive
of fourteen or fifteen very lIDall ones on the base of the caudal; and about twenty-eight
in a vertical row behind the pectorals, eight of which are above the lateral line. A scale
taken from under the posterior third of the first dorsal and beneath the lateral line, is seven
lines long by eight and a half wide, and is marked with about ten furrow., which converge
towards the centre, but do not meet: the corresponding crenatures are not prominent, the
basal edge being nearly a straight line: the middle third of the exterior slightly convex edge
is crowded with fine ridges, visible under the lens, and apparently jointed, but the whole edge
appears smooth to the naked eye and to the touch. A linear inch measured lengthwise on
the sides, includes from three to six scales, according to the place that is chosen. The lateral
line follows the curve of the back at the distance of one-third of the height of the body, until
it comes opposite to the middle of the anal, whence it runs in a straight line through the
~entre of the tail, and is continued between the middle rays of the caudal for more than hair
the length of that fin. It is formed by a small tubular ridge which divides, in a radiated
manner, on the outer border of the scale, into several irregular winding branchlets. The
OfIW is at the commencement of the· posterior third of the fish excluding the caudal.

FINs.-Br. 7; P. 15; Y. 1/5; D.9/-1/18; A. 1/7; C. 17•.
The pectoral.r taper to a point and are considerably longer than the ventrals, or than the

rays of any of the other fins. The fJentrau are attached a little farther back than the pee
torals. their upper ray being opposite to the under one of the latter, or nearly under the fourth
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dorsal spine. The ventral rays are robust: the first is bony, and is about two-thirds of the
height of the second, which is the longest, and, like the remainder, repeatedly divided towards
the tip. The ji,..t dorMl commences about a spine's breadth posterior to the tip of the gill
cover, and nearly as much anterior to the pectorals: its rays are very stout, compressed,
acute spines; they gradually diminish in height from the fourth or longest to the ninth,
which is about one-third as high, but almost equally robust: the fifth equals the second, and
the first is very short, obtuse, involved in membrane, and closely applied to the base of the
second. The membrane is scolloped between the rays, and is attached to the first ray of the
second dorsal for about one-third of its height, the two fins not being distinct but merely sepa
rated by a notch. The second dorsal is higher than the first: it contains nineteen rays, the
first of which is spinous, and is rather more than half the height of the succeeding soft rays,
but equals the seventh spine of the first dorsal; the soft rays are forked at the tips. A low
process of membrane is prolonged for about two inches beyond the last ray of the second
dorsal, in which there are imbedded eleven obtuse cartilages, or rudimentary rays, which
increase in length as they are more posterior, from one line to three and a half: they have
twelve interspinous bones *. The base of the dorsal fins is covered with small scales which
gradually encroach on the rays as they are more -posterior: the two or three first rays of the
first dorsal are visible their whole length; but the ninth, and all the rays of the second
dorsal, are more than one-third imbedded in the scales; the prolonged membrane of the
latter is scaleless. The anal is supported by a very robust, tapering, bony ray, deeply
grooved behind: there is no short spine anterior to it: the first soft ray is about one-third
longer, the remainder decrease gradually in length, the last one being shorter than the bony'
ray. All the soft rays are repeatedly divided at their summits. The caudal terminates
evenly, its corners being slightly rounded oft': its rays begin to divide below the middle into
five or six branches.

COLOUR.-Top of the head and the back greenish-grey, with darker bands descending a
short way from the latter: sides ash-grey with silvery tips to the scales: belly cream-yellow.

DlllUlalo"a.

IIICbee. u- IDCh... LIDeo
l.eRgth from II1I011t to end of caudal tln • 23 0 Length of ftntrala • . 3 3

• " origin of ditto • 19 0
"

inaertion of lit donal 4 4

" " end of memb. or 2nd doraal 17 9
" " 2nd donal 8 8

" • end of anal 14 6
"

naked apace between do. and caudal 1 6

" " beginning of ditto . • 12 10
" " anal and caudal 4 4

" " aDllI 12 0
" longeahpine or lilt donal 2 0

" " &rat ray of 2nd donal • 10 6
" " ray 2nd donal. 3 2

" " " ht donal 8 0 " "
anal :I 3

" " tip or gill-eover 5 10
" CIllItral caudal raY' 4 0

" "
orbit I 8 " exterior ditto 4 0

" or axia of orbit I 0 Breadth of caodal at ita bale 2 4

0' lower jaw 2 3i " utremity. 5 6

" pectorala 4 5 Depth of body at the TlIDtralII • 8 0

• I cJeteded the rudimentuy raY' by IOfteDing the membrane and diueeting it after the specimen .... returned to me
by Buon Cuner.

K 2
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[35.] 2. SCI..£NA (COBVINA) OSCULA. (Le Sueur.) Le Bueter's C01'f1ina.

Sci.na !*lUla, La SnUB. JOII,.. dc. Sc. PIri/., ii., p. 252. .1".1822. PI.
Le Corb de Le Sueur (CortNfIG 0Icu/a). Cuv. et VAL., '., p. 98.

This fish inhabits Lake Erie lIf, where the specimens taken by M. Le Sueur had
their stomachs filled with fragments of river shells of the genera Cgclaa, Paludina,
&c. This fresh-water species resembles the Corv'mJ nigra of the Mediterranean
in its form, though its nape swells out still more.

Its usual size is about seventeen inches in length, by nearly five in height. There are five
pores on the lower jaw, and its pliaryngeal teeth are large, round, and flat (en gros p(Jf)es
rands), serving to bruise the shell-fish on which it feeds. The stomach is a large, round,
blind sac, and there are seven thick creca at the pylorus. The intestine is almost as wide as
the stomach, but its coats are very thin. The air-bladder is very large, without appendages,
and is covered with nacre. M. Le Sueur describes the colours of some specimens which he
found on the beach, where they had been left by the fishermen, as "bluish~grey on the head and
caudal-fin, drawing upon black on the snout and above the eyes, more grey towards the back
and above the pectorals: all the other fins are of a lighter grey: there were some red tints on
the cheeks, and a yellowish reflection on the sides of the back, tail, and opercula; the abdo
men beneath the throat was white." (LE SUEUR, l. c.)

[36.] 1. SCI..ENA (OTOLITHUS) REGALIS. (Cuvier.) The Squeteague.

F.ulJLY, SCilllDoidrlll. GJucua,8cilllnL &JJ..gtJllU,Otolithua. CUT. Reg. A".
Seuteeg, or Weak-&ah. ScaoEPF, BtfrrcA,.. #!iraig" Nord, <te., riii., p.169. A". 171S.
Johniua regalia, ScaNBIDa&, S,n. [cltIA. Bloemi, p. 15. .1".1801.
Labrua aqueteague (Wt!Qk-jW1), MJTCHJLL, N_ York r,.., i., p. 396, pI. 2, f. 6. A". 1815.
L'Otolithe royal (OtolilJnu rt!gali,). Cuv. et V,u.., v., p.61. Aa.1830.
Squeteague. NAlUUo.uraJlT INDJAMa. Checoutl. MOHlloAMa.

The Otolithi are distinguished from all t the other Scirenoidere by the presence
of a tooth on each intermaxillary bone much longer and stronger than the others,

• Curier ..ya Lake Ontario, but M. Le Sueur, in the paper abaTe cited, aaya Lake Erie, which ia material, aa it cannot
aacend thither from the aea, though it may into Lake Ontario.

t Aae,/edoraiocu/itlnu ia considered, by Curiel, aa being really an Otolithua with a pointed tail, but diftllring from the
othen in the ahorlDeaa of ita anout, and the extreme length of aome of itl teeth. A. fJG"'ipilt,m reaemblea the Otolithi
81ao, but dilFlln from them, aDd &lao from A.jaculidenl, not only in the donala being very aman, but a1ao in their being per
flldly ~ated from each other.
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and therefore termed a eanine. They resemble the maigt'e8 in their structure. and
especially in the smallness of the anal spine; and have. like that sub-genus. the
exterior eharaeters of the Sehenre in general. the bulging head, the eavernOU8
cranial bones. and the long second dorsal. The pores on the lower jaw either do
not exist, or they are so small as to be impereeptible. The air-bladders of those
whieh have been examined possess two pointed horn-like arms. originating laterally
~nd running forwards. The Otolithi inhabit the Indian Oeean and Atlantie coasts
of America, one species existing however in the sea of Goree, and another at tht
Cape of Good Hope. The Indian ones have canines on both jaws, the American
species have only the upper canines, and it often happens that one of these is broken.
or. from some eause, does not grow. The two African species have smaller-sized
canines, and in one. O. a1quiden8, they are so little remarkable that the genus might
readily be mistaken.

Dr. l\fitehill informs us that the Squeteague " is a fish of a goodly appearance,
wholesome and well-tasted, though rather soft. He is taken both by the line and
seine, and is brought to the New York market in great numbers during the summer
months. He is ealled weak-fish. a.s some say. because he does not pull very hard
after he is hooked; or, as others allege, because labouring men. who are fed upon
him, are weak by reason of the deficient nourishment in that kind of food. Cer
tain peculiar noises under water, of a low rumbling or drumming kind, are aseribed,
by the fishermen, to the Squeteague. Whether the sounds come from these fishes
or not, it is certain, that during their season, only, they may be heard from the
bottom of the water, in places frequented by the weak-fish and not elsewhere. The
swimming-bladder is eonvertible into good glue. I have eaten wrfine blancmange
made from it as from the isinglass of the sturgeon." From the same author we
learn, that this fish keeps within the limits of the salt water. never going into fresh
streams or ponds. It is known along the whole coast of the United States from
Rhode Island to New Orleans, and Lieutenant-Colonel Hamilton Smith has taken
it in the Baie des Chaleurs, near the mouth of the St. Lawrence.

" Its size is commonly from a foot to fiR:E'en inches, but it often grows larger. OnE', twenty
seven inches in length by seven in depth. weighed heavier than six pounds. The head and
back are brown, with frequently a tinge of greenish; faintly silvery with dusky specks abo\'E'
the lateral line, which gradually. disappear on the sides, until on descending to the belly, a
clear white prevails from the chin to the tail. The eyes are large and pale yellow."
(MlTCBILL, 1. c.) There are two strong canine teeth in t.he upper jaw, one of which is often
broken, the rest of that mandible is armed with a single row of teeth, which are very small
but distinct and pointed. The under jaw is also furnished with a row of small teeth which is
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doubled anteriorly. The two dorsals are well separated, and the second, as well as the ("audal
and anal, is in a great part covered with small scales. The lateral line is" straight, and i.
continued to the extremity of the caudal, which is slightly. notched. There are four cllBC&!
appendages to the pylorus, which is very near the cardiac orifice of the stomach. The coats
of the air-bladder are very thick, soft, and nacry.

FINS.-D. 9/-1/29; A. 1/13; C. 17; P. 16; .". 1/5. (Hilt. de. PoiBa. *)

• Mr. Drummond IMlIlt me an OtolithOi from New Orleans (0. Dr-dii nob.), "hich ap~ to be quite cliItiDct
from ~aIiI and CaroIifutuU, the only two apeciel that are mentioned in the HMtllire tlaP~u fnlquentiDg the rout.
of the United States. It iI more alender than ,.~aJU, and con8iderably more 80 than e-oIiMtuU, the height of the body
~ing little more than a 8ixth of the total length, n:c1nding the CAndal. In tbe lwgth of the head, which iI eudly ODe

fourth of the whole length, including the caudal, it reaemblfJll Ccro/illnilU and 8lIrpaal8 ~a/ia. It dift'en fiom the1atter
in having t"o diltinet ron ohmall pointed teeth round the upper jaw, the onter row being more widelyeet. There ia only
one canine tooth in our apecimen, moderately long, alender, and very acutll, but relldered 'fery coupicUOU8 by it. "hitenea
Two very acute flat pointe, divided by a dllllp angular DOtch, 8how through the integnmenta ofthe operculum. The caudal
ia rouuded at the end, and the latera1line rDDl to the tip or the central raye. There are about Bixty-Bix Bca1ea on tbe
lateral line, u:cllllive of the minute onea, which u:tend pretty far over the CAudal: there are 1ClIlCt'ly any 1IC&1.. perceptible
on the lIIlCOnd donal and an&!. The 8pine of the latter i8 8mall; being 8lender and not above on&-third or the height of
tile 110ft ray "hich 8ucceed. it. There are many 8m&1l roundillh blackish-brown apota on the back above the lateral line,
and on the II8COnd doraal and caudal fi.u& The back appean to haft been dark and the BideB ad belly BilverJ. The
labi&1B and aub-orbitar bollllll haft much nacry luatre. The total length of the specimen iI eleven inchea and a hair, o(
which the caudal fln occupica one inch and a half. The Jut ray of the Yenhal iI dirided into four branches to the hue.

Flllfl.-D. 9/-lt25; A. 118; P. 16; Po 1/5; C. ITf.

SPAROIDE..£.

:Il

!
~ 1" ll.t- ,,'"

d II

U
II :!j

J
'" cI~ ~ :elf SJ i Totab<OIl "",GENERA.

I jl~ !~' iji
ll~ • 01

j <OIl .. ~ Specieo.

J !.i ~:lll U :lZJ '5
.J= ! " "'g JIII < oS o < Z< <2.--

r~···
.. 1 2 - 6 2 - - - 14

Charu ••• 1 - - - - - - - - I
I. Chryaophryw. 2 I I 4 - 1 II - 2 20

Pagru8 •.• .. - 1 I - I 3 3 - 12
Pagellu8 •• 6 3 1 I 2 - - - - 12

{Dentes: ••• 3 - I 2 I - 16 - 2 24
II. P~ntaJlU8. • - - - - - - 3 2 - 5

LethnnWi •• - I 1 - - - 40 - 1 42
II. Cantbaru••• 3 2 I 2 - - 5 - - 12

{BOS, or Boop8 2 2 3 - - - I - - 4
IV Oblata ••• I - - - - - - I - 2

. Scatharu8 •• I - - - - - - - - I
Cl'lIniden8 •• - - - - - - I - - I

27 10 II 10 9 4 80 6 5 150
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THIS family is characterised by the oval form of the body. a spiny. undivided,
scaleless dorsal. jaws not protractile. a toothless palate, unarmed opercular pieces.
gill-rays not exceeding six. and few creea. It is distinguished from the Scirenoidere
by the unarmed gill-covers and the form of the cranium. which is not cavernous
and does not bulge out: from the Chretodontoidere by the vertical fins not being
enveloped in scales; and from the Scomberoidere by the largeness of the scales 011

the body. The dentition supplies characters for the division of the family into four
tribes, or genera as they are reckoned in the Rep Animal. The first (Sparus)
has the sides of the jaws armed with molars, or round teeth like paving stones.
The anterior teeth may be either cutting, or conical, or like the pile of velvet, and
the molars may be in many row~, or in two, or in a single row, and very small
the sub-genera being characterised by the combination of these various kinds of
dentition. The llecond tribe, or genus (Dentex), has conical teeth, even on the
sides of the jaws, several (two, four, or more) of the anterior ones being longer and
more or less hooked, resembling canines. There are also generally narrow strips
of card-like, or velvet-like teeth, behind the others. The third tribe (Cantharus)
has the teeth in form of velvet pile only, or in card-like plates. Lastly, the fourth
(Boop8 and Ohlata) has the edges of the jaws armed with cutting teeth in a single
row, either with or without velvet-like plates behind, or small tubercular teeth, but
never accompanied by rounded molars.

The Sparoidere belong more to the European and Indian or South seas, than to
the American side of the Atlantic. Four species, viz., Sargus O11is, S. rlwmhoi
daliB, Chry80phrys aculeata, and Pagnu argyrop8. frequent the coasts of the
United States as high as New York; and some of these, it is probable, may range.
as far north as the British possessions. but we have no evidence of such being the
fact. Some of the trivial names by which these fish are known in the United
States, such as" Sheepshead," or" Tete de mtJuton," are used in the Canadas to
designate fish of other families. No one Sparoid species is known to exist on both
sides gf the Atlantic.
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MJENOIDE.£.

rrHlS small family has many characters in common with the Sparoidere, from which,
however, it is at once distinguished by the very protractile mouth, and, in some
instances, by the presence of teeth on the vomer, or denticulations on the preoper
culum. The Mrenoidere have scaly bodies, thoracic ventrals, a singl~ dorsal,
clothed with very small scales, from four to seven creca, and a large air-bladder,
which is often forked at its posterior extremity.. The mouth, when protuded, forms
It. tube, whose rounded orifice faces downwards in some genera, and directly for
wards in others iff. The teeth are en fJelou"s on the jaws with, in some cases, two
or four small canines: the MamfB have in addition small teeth on the vomer, but
in the other genera the roof of the mouth is smooth.

Gf!'fres aprion, a species belonging to the Caribbean Sea, ranges as far north as
the Carolinas, but none of the family have been taken in a higher latitude. Mr.
Couch states, in a memoir published in the Linnrean Transactions, that the GerreJl
rhombeu8, a West-Indian species, follows drift-timber to the coast of Cornwall ;
but in Mr. Yarrell's beautiful and able illustrations of British Ichthyology, the fish
that Mr. Couch speaks of is described as a new species of Serranus (S. Couchii).

GENERA. I Total.
of

8pecieo.

M.na .••••

Bmw•••••

C.sio •••••

au- .. ..•

4 - - - - - - - 4
5 2 1 1 - 1 - - 10

- - - - - 10 - - 10

- - 1 5 1 8 1 3 18

1------1--9-2-2-~ 1 119 I 1 13 42

Aphueua. • •• - - 2 I - I - 2

• The genua _. and partieulsrly ita lOb-genua tlJllllla, among the Scomberoid_, and tpi6tdJa among the Labroidll8l!,
u well u some othln, have similarly protractile mouths.
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CH£TODONTOIDEJE.-SQUAMMIPENNAI.

73

THE fish composing this family are recognisable, at first sight, by the articulated,
and often the spinous portions of their dorsal and anal fins being thickly enveloped in
scales. and uniting so gradually with the compressed body that the line of junction
becomes almost imperceptible -. Their intestines are pretty long and the creca
numerous. They are divided into three tribes. In the first, comprising the Cha
todonte, of Linnreus, the long, slender, flexible teeth are disposed in several
crowded rows on the jaws, like the hairs of a brush; the mouth is small; the
palate and tongue are toothless; the gill-opening moderately cleft; and its mem
brane supported by six rays only. This tribe forms a very natural group of fish,
many of which exhibit the most varied and brilliant colours, being. in this respect,
not in the least inferior to the most gay a.nd shining of the feathered tribes. The
presence or absence of a preopercular spine; the form of the dorsal, whether entire,
notched. or double, the extent to which it is scaly. and the elongation of its spines by
filaments; the number of anal spines; the form of the body; the size of its scales;
the form of the muzzle; protuberances on the head, lLnd some other varieties of
structure. furnish characters by which the genera that enter into this tribe are dis
tinguished from each other. The genus Platax has a row of cutting teeth
exterior to the bristle-like ones, P,ettu, has teeth like the pile of shorn velvet,
and both these genera have the toothless palate of the rest of the tribe. The ,e~ond

tribe contains two genera with cutting teeth in the jaws, viz.• Pimilepteru" which
has the incisors in a single row, with cutting edges rising vertically from horizontal
bases that project backwards and fix them to the jaw: a &tripe of velvet-like teeth
behind, and also some asperities on the vomer and palate; and Dipterodon, of which
the only one species that is known has teeth like those of the Sparoid genus Sargus :
its vomer and palate are smooth. The third tribe is characterised by the presence
of vomerine and palatine teeth, and by teeth in shorn velvet, or cardlike bands on
the jaws. Scorp;', enumerated in this tribe by Cuvier, has a row of strong, cylin
drical teeth exterior to those in a velvet-like stripe, and is, in many characters,
similar to Platax, from which it is separated by the presence of palatine teeth.

• Some ofthr sa-idelll, thr Nt/we" Lepi1'/m. and EqttiII!I, for instance, have fins much like those of the Cluno
~, but they have not fine, flesible, bristlt'-like tevlh, and in general they have a protntwrant Bnout and CayeruouB
CIllIlium. The H.-dM14 have al80 scaly fins, but they are oat 80 thick at the hue u to look like a part of the body, 10

that the geueral aspect of the fiah i• .ery diffe...,OI.

L
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The Chretodontoidere belong chiefly to the Indian and South seas: the Brama
Raii. which abounds in the Mediterranean. and ranges on the Atlantic coast as far
north as Denmark, is the only European fish of the family; comparatively few exist
ill the Caribbean Sea. and only four species range northward to the coasts of the
United States; Ephippus faber and gigas are found as high as New York. and
Holocanthus ciliaris and Pimilepterus Boadi have been taken on the Carolina
shores. None are recorded as visiting British America.

•
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GENERA,

I
ChllltodOO.
Ch,,1moo •
HenioehDll
Zaoclua •
Kphippua ••

1 Dre.pane•••
• 'SeatOl'hagUB.

Tauriehthya •
Holocanthllll •
Pomaeeotrua •
Platu,
Paettua ••.•

II {Pimilepterus..{~~~:o~o~ .
III, Scorpis." •
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Toxotea ••
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ANABASIDElE.-PHARYNGIENS LABYRINTHIFORMES.
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THIS very remarkable, though small family, offers a curious peculiarity in the
structure of the superior pharyngeal bones, which are partly divided into lamina
that intercept cells of various forms, capable of containing a certain quantity of
water. This apparatus, situated under the cranium, and secluded from the external
air by swelling gill-covers which press firmly against the body, furnishes the means
of moistening the gills when the fish leaves the water. In fact, fish of this family
have the singular habit of occasionally travelling some distance through the grass,
and it is said, even of ascending palm-trees, for the purpose of entering the pools
of wa~r that collect in their cabbage-like tufts of leaves after a shower.

The genera are distinguished from each other by the form of the ventrals, or of
some of the other fins; the presence or absence of denticulations on the Bub-orbitar
bones and opercular pieces; the form of the mouth; and insertion of the teeth.
Almost all the species, forty in number, are found in fresh waters, and they are all
Asiatic, with the exception of Spi1'olwanchUlJ, which exists in the rivers of the
Cape of Good Hope, and differs from the rest in possessing palatine teeth. The
genera are,

Anaha,
Helostoma
PolyacanthUII

1
I
3

Coli,a
MacropodUl
Osph1'omenu,

9
2
3

T1'ichopiu
Spi1'oh-ranchUI •
OphiocephalUl

L 2

1
1

19
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SCOMBEROIDEiE.

....

THERE are few characters that are common to all the fish of this extensive family;
but as even the most discordant of its members are connected by a continuous
series of intermediate forms, it is impossible to separate them, and there is, indeed,
a certain family likeness which extends to all, arising principally from the small
ness and thinness of the scales, and the peculiarly soft, smooth aspect of the
integqments; the vertical fins are not scaly; the opercular bones are destitute of
spines or denticulations; and the pyloric ereca are numerous and often clustered.
Most of the Scomberoidere have the sides of the tail simply keeled, or with the
keels covered by seale-like plates which are the~lselves keeled: many have the last
rays of the second dorsal and anal fins detached, forming spurious finlets, as they
are termed; others have the spinous rays of the first dorsal destitute of connecting
membrane, and capable of moving separately; very generally the caudal is remark
ably large and powerful, and the tail tapers greatly and is very muscular; and in
the greater part the spinous rays of the anal form a small fin distinct from the soft
portion. These characters are not all to be found in anyone fish or group, but
their various combinations and modifications furnish the means of dividing the
family into several tribes, which are capable of being more exactly defined than
the family itself.

In the first tribe, of which the common mackerel is a typical species, the first
dorsal is continuous; but both that fin and the anal are succeeded by spurious
finlets, and the tail, though keeled, is unarmed: the body is fusiform, and the
vigorous caudal fin gives great natatory power. LepidopUII and Tricl,;uNU are
considered as supplementary to this group·, though they want not only the spurious
tinlets, but even all the soft rays of the dorsal: in other respects they closely
resemble Thyraitea and GempylUII, which are legitimate members of the tribe.

In the Hiatoire des Poiaaona, the small tribe of" Espadons" (Xiphida) follows
next. It is characterised by the elongated foml of the snout, resembling the
flat blade of a sword, a javelin, or spit. The fish composing it are like the Tun
nies in the minuteness of their scales, the keeled tail, the very powerful caudal fin,
and iIi their interior organization. They have a continuouR dorsal, the keels of the

• Tbey are 80 placed in thO! HiMwt •• .PoiI1O"" but in the R~ "*"-llhey fann· the 6rIt tribe of the Tl8IIioidee,
or PoU- til rw6u.
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tail destitute of sealy plates, teeth like the pile of shorn velvet, and a peculiar struc
ture of the gills.

The 8econd grand tribe has the spinous rays of the dorsal standing solitarily
without a connecting membrane, so that they can move separately, ClwrinemuN
has, in addition to these, spurious finlets behind the dorsal and anal, as in the first
tribe. R!lnclwlxJella and MQ.8tacembelus want the ventrals, and Notacanthus has
the anal united to the caudal, and all the rays of the dorsal detached from each
other.

The third tribe has the lateral line armed in part, or for its whole length, but
chiefly on the sides of the tail, by keeled or hooked shields, or strong scales. This
character, in passing through a succession of genera, becomes gradually less
marked, until the armour is reduced to scales so small, that they are remarkable
merely when viewed in comparison with the more minute seales of the body. The
extensive genus Caran.r exhibits this kind of armour in the greatest perfection;
while Vomet' may be considered as the type of that section in which it becomes
less and less· conspicuous.

The fourth tribe is not 80 easily defined as the preceding ones, for though the
genera composing it form, by easy transitions, a natural series, there are few posi
tive characters common to them all; so that recourse must be had to negative ones
for the limitation of the group, such as the want of spurious finlets, or free spines,
on the back, and of keeled scales on the sides of the tail. The genera Senola and
Temnodon of this tribe have much affinity with Lichia of the second tribe; while
Stromateu8 has the exterior form of many of the Chretodontoidere. Coryphoma
seems to differ widely from both in the compression and vertical height of the head;
but Lampugus and Centrolophu8 are links which connect it on one side to Lichia,

.and on the other to Stromateus.
The habits of the Scomberoidere are quite in accordance with their great powers

of natation: we find among them many fish that pass their lives remote from the
land in the middle districts of the ocean, and the family may be termed pelagic,
with as much propriety as 80me of the preceding ones have been named after the
countries where they most abound. The Bonitos and Dolphins, or Coryphrenre
especially, roam about within the Tropics, pursuing shoals of various kinds of
flying fish. Several of the Scomberoidere (Coryphana equisetu, C. do!f!ln,
C. azorica, Lampugu8 punctulatu8, Centrolophus cra8sus) have been taken in the
middle longitudes only of the Atlantic, 80 that they cannot be said to belong to one
~ntinent more than another; and there is a greater number of species that cross
the Atlantic belonging to this family than to any preceding one. Among these
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are, Scom!Jer gre.r, Pelamys sarda, Trichiurus!eptunu, Elecate Atlantica, Lichia
glaucus, Caram: carangus, and Nomeus Mauritii. Several not only traverse the
Atlantie from side to side, but alBo range through other seas: thus Thynnus
pelamyB and Seriola cosmopolita are known on both Bides of the Atlantic and in
the Indian Ocean. Auxis fJ'Ulgaris, which is common to the Mediterranean and
Caribbean seas, also extends to the Indian Archipelago, if the Taso of New Guinea
be the same species. Vomer Broumii visits both sides of the Atlantic, and also
the sea of Peru. Many of the species mentioned above as traversing the Atlantic,
exist also in the Mediterranean; and there are several others which have an exten
sive range in the latter sea, and through the whole eastern side of the Atlantic,
though they do not cross to America, such as Scomher scomhnu, Lepidopus argy
reU6, Xiphias glad;us, and Naucrates ductor -. Trachurus Baurel exists in the
Mediterranean, and on the east side of the Atlantic, from the English Channel to
the Cape of Good Hope: it is also found in the Indian Ocean, and in all parts of
the Pacific, but not on the American side of the Atlantic. PelamYB Clailemi. has
been taken on both sides of the Pacific, namely, at Japan and Valparaiso. The
genera peculiar to a single district of the oc~n may be known by a reference to
the subjoined table. They are fewer in proportion than in the preceding families,
and mostly contain only a single species. There are very few fresh-water or river
fish in the family. Rhynchohdella and Mastacembelus inhabit the rivers and
pondB of India, one species of the latter existing in a river near Aleppo. Nota
canthus is supposed to inhabit the rivers of Greenland.

• Iipiiu glu4iMa ia enumeraled by Dr. Smith in hit lilt 01 the flIh or 1I•••eh1llletb, but .. he baa iDdudlld -u
other Buropeu specieI in bit list, on 'ftry inau1licieDt gJOWId., further evidence it required of ita being lID Americ:u. flIh.
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[36.] 1. SCOMBER GREX ET VERNALIS. (Mitchill.) Chub and Spring
Mackerel.

F.UUL'I', Scomberoidelll. Gova, Scomber. Cl1VaL
Thimble-eyed, Bull-eyed, or Chub Mackerel (&om"" gru), MlTCBILL, N_ Yorj 7r., i., p. 422.
SpriDg M~ekert'l (Scorrabn- vWlf4lu). In••, p. 423.
I.e petit Milquerellu de I'Atl&otique (S. grez). Cuv. et VAL., viii., P. ~.
I.e Maquereau priDtannier (8. lI.,...atU). In••, p. 48.

The well-known Scomher scomhrus, or Common Mackerel, is the type of the
first tribe of Scomberoidere, which is characterized by spurious finlets situated
behind a continuous dorsal, a fusiform body, a compact, very taper, keeled but
unarmed tail, and a large and powerful caudal fin. The tribe comprises the best
known fish of the family, and those which are most useful to man. viz., the
Scomhri, Tk!lnni, and Orcgni. that traverse the seas in immense shoals, and form
the object of vast and expensive fisheries. The CommoI;l Mackerel ranges on the
European side of the Atlantic, from Iceland to the Canaries. and penetrates into .
the Baltic, Mediterranean, and Black seas. but not into the sea of Azof. I t wants
the air-bladder, but there are two Mediterranean species, S. pneumatophorUli and
coliaB, which possess that viscus, although they are extremely similar to the scorn
hrus in external form. Two American mackerel, named S. grex and vernalis by
Dr. Mitchill, also provided with an air-bladder, have precisely the exterior form
II.nd number of parts· of pneumatophorus, and even their skeletons exhibit no
sensible variations. though there are some differences in the viscera, the stomach
of the American fish being shorter.. and the length and number of the pyloric
creea greatet. The only differences betwt'en S. grex and vernml8 seem to be
in their size and colour, and they are very probably different ages of the same
species. S.grex frequents the whole of the Atlantic coast of the United States,
the Bermudll.s, the West Indies, the coast of Brazil, and the Cape of Good Hope.
It is highly probable that it also ranges to British North America, for mackerel
exist on the coasts of Nova Scotia and Newfoundland, and La Hontan enumerates
" maquereaux comme en Europe" among tb~ fish taken in the estuary of the St.
Lawrence. I have not been able to discover if there be mackerel on the Labrador
coast, and hav~ never heard of any having been seen in Hudson's Bay.

• lu PII~aloplumu,FIN..-Br. 7; D. 10/-1/11-6 fiuleb; A. 1/11-5 b1etlll C. 17; P. 19; F. I/oi.
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Dr. Mitchill describes S. gTw as about ten inches long, having the back marked with
meandering lines ofpale and dark green, the green becoming lighter and less mottled towards the
lateral line : the rest of the surface exhibits changeable tints like a pigeon's neck, or variegated
copper ore. This species occasionally visits the coast of New York in the autumn, as was
memorably the case in 1781 and 1813, when the bays, creeks, and coves were literally alh'e
with them, and the markets overloaded.

The same author says, the S. vernalis is a very elegant fish, sixteen or seventeen inches
long and three deep. Its back is marked transversely by deep-blue curved parallel bands
reaching below the lateral line. The intervening spaces are of a paler blue and reddish·
brown. The head is bluish with dark spots and shades of green intermixed. The belly is
silvery-white and iridescent, and all the hues are beautifully changeable. This fish is caught
off the New Jersey capes with the hook, and is brought abundantly to the New York market.

Pelam!/6 sarda and C!/hium maculatum, also belonging to the first tribe of
Scomberoidere, frequent the coasts of the United States as high as Massachusetts·,
but we have no account of their ranging northwards to the British possessions 011

that side of the Atlantic. Pennant gives Xiphias gladius a place among the
American fish, in his Arctic Zoology, for no better reason than because it exists
in most other seas; and Cuvier. though he has traced it fmm the Baltic through
the North Sea, and the whole European and African Atlantic, and also in the
Mediterranean, never saw an American specimen.

Of the second tribe of this family, Naucrates Noveb01'acensis, as the name
implies, has been taken on the New York coast. It is most probably, according to

the Histoire des Poissons, the same species with the N. ductor of the Mediter
ranean and the Tropical Atlantic. Gasterosteus Ca'lladUS of Linnreus, which
Cuvier refers to his Elecate Atlantica t (a South American fish that is supposed
to range to the Guinea coast), was sent to Linnreus from Carolina. and not from
Canada, as its appellation would lead us to suppose. It exists, however, as far
north as New York. having been described and figured under the name of Cen
t1'OOotus spino8Us, or Crab-eater, by Dr. Mitchill, in the New York Transactions
(i., p. 149, pI. 3, f. 9). Three species of Trachinotus are also found on the coasts
of the United States, viz., T. fuscus, argenteus, and pampanus, which also range
southwards to the Caribbean Sea and Sea of Brazil.

• Lieutenant-Colonel H. Smith informs me that Tunnies, mOBt probably belonging to the Brat of these speciel, are
taken off Cape Cod, and the latter or the two is euumerated among the fiah or lUaaachU8Btts. by Dr. J. V. C. Smith.
Cuner received specimens of both hom New York.

t EUcat~ blme-. Reg. AJI.; ii, p. 203.

M
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[38.] 1. NOTACANTHUS NASUS. (Cuvier.) &oked Notooanth.

FAJUL'I, Scomberoidelll, CUVmRo GaNUs, Notacanthus (ACQlltltOflOha), BLOOR.

Acanthonotua nll9\l9. BLooR, t. 431. 8CR!fBlBJIR, BIoc/i, p. 390.
I.e Notacanthe neB (Notactlfltlua_IU). Cll". et VALo, Yii.i., po 4,67.

The genera RhyncholxJelia and Mastacemhelui, are arranged in the Hiitoir8
de, Poi88ons as an appendix to the second tribe of Scomberoidere, to which they
bear nearly the same rela.tion that the Xiphidffi do to the first tribe, by the want of
ventrals; and they also, by a singular coincidence, show an analogy to the Xip
hidre, in possessing a somewhat prominent snout. Notacantltu8 resembles these
genera in having a series of free spines, unconnected by membrane, in place of a
dorsal fin, free spines before the anal, which is long and joins the caudal, small
oval scales, and a prominent snout; but it differs from them in having ventrals,
and from the rest of the Scomberoidere in these fins being attached to the abdomen
far behind the pectol'als. It has also some other extraordinary characters.

Its form is riband-like, being greatly elongated and compressed. The anus is about one
seventh of the total length, nearer to the snout than to the tip of the caudal. There are
about eighty rows of scales in a longitudinal line.

FINs.-Br. 8; D. 10/0; A. 13/116; C. 8; P. 17; 1': ]/8. (Hut. des Poiss.)
8; 10/10; A. & C. 13/149; 16; 2/10. (Schneider.)

There are about thirty cylindrical, slightly-flattened teeth crowded into a single row on each
Mde of the upper jaw, and more slender, p6inted, and slightly eu"ed ones in the lower jaw,
disposed in taree or four rows anteriorly, and in one on the sides. (Hist. deB' Pein.)

This fish was supposed by Bloch to be an inhabitant of the Indian Ocean; but
it is, in fact, the native of a widely-distant country. Fabricius received a specimen
from GreenlMlti, and described it under the generic appellation of Campylodon.
It waf! found in the winter time, lying dead near a hole in the ice, on one of the
rivers of that oountry, but it was not known whether it had come out of the water
by itself, 01" had been taken and abandoned there by a fishennan.

Four of the third trihe of Scomberoidere, or those which have the sides of the
tail and part, or the whole, of the rest of the lateral line armed with scaly plates,
are known to frequent the coasts of the United States; viz., Caranx punctatus,
C. chry8QS, A"gpeytJ8UIt vomer, aod VOMef' Broomii, but the limit of their range
northwards is not ascertained. Zeus gallu8, L., is mentioned by Fabricius in the
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Fauna of Greenland; but, in the first pI.o.ee, it cannot now be determined wha.t
the specie. was to which Linnreus gave that appellation, as in his list ofSynonyma
he has referred to fish of different genel'a ., and from various seas. In the second
place, Fabricius did not see the fish himself, but merely learned from the Green
landers, who called it " KolliOO8euternak," that it was extremely rate, and wu
furnished with four very long threads or tendrils, two of them placed forwards,
and two behind. Cuvier thinks that it may have been the Lampm guttatu",
which forms the subject of the next article.

The following ~sh of the fourth tribe of Soomberoidere frequent the Atlantic
coasts of the United States :-Seriola Boscii. fasciata, leiarchus, awnatus, and
connopolita, Temnodon laltator, Corgpkama Swurii, PteMclis Carolinus, and
R'kontlms longipinruu and C1'!Jptosus.

[89.] 1. ZEUS (LAMPRlS) GUTTATU8. (Retzius.) T/ae 0pM.

FA.IL'I, Scomberoidelll, CUVIBIl. 611Nua, Zeus, LINN. SIIb-gnuu, Lampria, !UTzIUS.

PUcia maeulia aure. aspII'8ua, nOR aariptuB. SUlBALb, &elia m., t. vi., t. 3. .All. 1683.
A curious fiah, 1Ir.c. BIOU.ND and MOIlTl.BR. PlUt. n-., .bi.. po 51B. Alto 1750.
Opah doree. PBNN. Br:. &101., iii., p.299, t. 46.
Zeua opah. ID••, Aret. z.ot.IItfIrJI., p. 4111, N.. 102. .d". 1785.
" Zeus guttatus. BIlUN1UCB ill Nya &mt/i"g, iii., po 398, t. A."
"Lampria gu'tatus. RIITIIVa, Ny- H4Itd/., iii.. p. 91. .4It. ]799." ClIv. IWg. Iflt., u., po 211.
Z8Ul11IIl8. SOJU(IID.... B/oclaii ~., p.1I6. .11.,.. 1801.

The Linnean genu8 Zeul, as restricted by Cuvier, comprehends fish which have
a r.ompressed body, a very protractile mouth, small scales, and few and feeble
teeth. In the protrusive jaws it resembles the Mrenoidere, and differs from the
Scomberoidere, with which, indeed, it is not connected by many other external
characters than the sma.llness of the scales. It is divisible into several 8ub-genera,
as Zeu8 (Cuv.), in which the spines of the notched dorsal are accompanied by long
strips of membrane, and there is a row of forked spines along the base of that fin
and of the anal. The type of this sub-genus is the well-known If John Dory"
(jauue doree), which has stood high in the estimation of English epicures, since
the time th~t Quin made the discovery of its excellent flavour. A second sub
genus, the Capros of Lacepede, contains only the Zeus aper of Linnreus, a Medi
terranean fish. It has the notched dorsal of the dories, with still more protractile
jaws, but wants the forked spines at the bases of the dorsal and anal: its whole
body is covered with rough scales. The sub-genus Equula contains small fishes,

M2
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many of them inhabitants of the Indian Ocean. They have a single dorsal with
many basal spines, the anterior ones sometimes very tall, a compressed body, a
very protractile muzzle, and the rims of the back and belly denticulated. The
genus Lampria of Retzius, or Ckrysoto8U8 of LacepMe, has also only a single
dorsal, with one small spine at the base of its very high anterior rays. The ven
trals have ten very long rays, and the lobes of the caudal are also greatly elongated,
but all these prolonged fins wear down with age. The sides of the tail are keeled.
The opak, the only known species, is an inhabitant of the North Sea. Sir George
Mackenzie informs us, that it frequents the Iceland seas; and if Cuvier's conjeG
ture, alluded to in a preceding page, be correct, it is an occasional visiter of the
Greenland coast. Pennant states that it has been taken at Newfoundland; and
Dr. J. V. C. Smith enumerates it among the fish of Massachusetts. It has been
several times driven by storms upon the shores of Great Britain, and we have given
several references to authors who have noticed it·. Their descriptions, however,
differ in so many particulars, that it excites a doubt whether they had all the same
species under examination. Sir Robert Sibbald's figure, which is the earliest, has
the high commencement of the dorsal separated from the lower part of the fin by a
small space; and Pennant's differs in several respects from that in Griffith's
Cuvier. The colours also vary with the describer.

In the Regne Animal the body is said to be spotted with white, and the fins to be red.
Sir Robert Sibbald calls the spots golden. Dr. Mortimer states the back to be dark blue or
violet, and. as well as the bright green sides, to be dotted allover with oblong white spots;
the jaws pale red; the nose, gills, and belly silvery; and all the fins bright scarlet. One
caught in Torbay is described by Pennant's correspondent as being in general of a vivid
transparent scarlet, varnished over with burnished gold, and bespangled with oval silver spots
of various sizes. Mr. Harrison, of Newcastle, speaking of another which was cast upon the
sands at Blyth, says" all the fins are of a fine scarlet, but the colours and beauty of the rest
of the body, which is smooth and covered with almost imperceptible scales, beggars all
description; the upper part being a bright green, variegated with whitish spots, and enriched
with a shining golden hue, like the splendor of a peacock's feather; this by degrees vanishes
in a bright silvery tint, and near the belly the gold again predominates in a lighter ground
than on the back." (Br. Zool.) This fish attains a great size; the one mentioned above, as
being taken in Torbay, was four feet and a half long, two feet and a quarter high, but only
four inches thick: it weighed one hundred and forty pounds.

FINs.-Br. 6; P. 21; V. 18; A. 36; C. 19; D. 14/48. (Schneider.)
Br. 6; P. 16; V. 16; A. 36; C. 26; D.56. (Retzitu.)

• The rollowing may be added rrom the lUg"~ 4tfifllQ/. Z- regiw, BOIflfAT. ErtC.lc"'''yoI~ r.I55. ~ iIrtperi
aN, SUAW. NaI. MiM:., No. 140. Z.1wca, GlIaL. SCO'IIfber~ GUlfNBR, "fem. tie DrOft/~ iY., zii., 1. Le Crpo
1_ Iat, LAO"., iY., iL, 3. Le Poiaotc tlehaw. DvUAIOL, Sect. iY., pl. ,ie, f.6.
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THE publication of the HiBtoire de8 POiSSOlUl having as yet advanced no farther
than the Scomberoidere, we are unable to continue the tables of the geographical
distribution of the species; but taking the Regne Animal as our gQi,de, we shall
give brief notices of the characters of the few remaining families of Acanthopte
rygii. In the latter work the PoiS8onS en ruban, or Tanioides, immediately
succeed the Scomberoidere, with which they are nearly connected; indeed, this
affinity is considered to be so strong, that LepidopU8 and Trickiurus, which form
the first tribe of the Trenioidere in the Regne Animal, are transferred to the Scom
beroidere in the Hi8toire des Pois8on8. Only four genera remain, and the species
they contain have, as the family name denotes, a riband-like form, that is, a greatly
elongated body with very flat sides: the scales are very small, the gillprays are six
in number, and the ventrals thoracic. Gymnetru8 and Stylepkoru8 form one tribe,
characterised by a small and slightly-cleft mouth. They are distinguished from
each other by the shape of the tail, which, in the former, terminates in a little
hook, and in the latter is prolonged by a slender cord that exceeds the body in
lel!'gth. Gymnetru8 is remarkable for the form of its fins, which are very long,
and so fragile that they are perfect in young fish only. The anterior rays of the
dorsal standing on the nape look like a tall plume; the caudal, which contains few
but long rays, rises vertically from the extremity of the tail; the ventrals are al80
very long, but the anal is wanting: the mouth is very protractile, and is armed
with a few small teeth; the lateral line gives origin to a series of small spines
which are most prominent on the tail; the creca are numerous, but there is no
air-bladder. Four species of this very curious genus are indicated in the Regne
Animal, one of them being common to the Mediterranean and North Sea, two
proper to the latter, and two to the Indian Ocean. StylepkOru8 contains only one
known species, which was taken in the Gulf of Mexico. It had no ventrals, and
the caudal fin was shorter than in the preceding genus. Another tribe includes
the two remaining ~enera, which have a short muzzle and an obliquely-cleft mouth.
Cepola has but two or three non-articulated rays in the long dorsal, which are as
flexible as the others; but the ventral spines are pungent. The anal is long like
the dorsal, and extends to the base of the caudal; there are six gill rays, con
spicuous teeth, some creca, and an air-bladder. One species is indicated as inha-
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biting the Mediterranean, and another the sea of Japan. Lopkote8 contains only
a single species, which inhabits the Mediterranean, but is very rarely caught. It
has the top of the head elevated by a high bony crest, to which there is articulated
a long and strong spine, having a membranous border; the dorsal, continued from
this spine to the point of the tail, has short, simple rays, and there is a very small,
distinct caudal: the ventrals are scarcely perceptible. The teeth are pointed and
widely set.

SIGANOIDE.tE.-LES THEUTYES.

THIS family, which is peculiar to the warmer districts of the ocean, is as closely
allied to the Scomberoidere as the preceding one; but by other characters, such as
the lateral armature of the tail in some genera, or the spine imbedded before the
dorsal, in others. In all, the body is compressed, oblong, and surmounted by a
single dorsal; the mouth is but slightly, or not at all, protractile; each jaw is
armed with a single row of cutting teeth; the palate and tongue are toothless; and
the gill-rays are four or five in number. The Siganoidere live on fud and other
sea-weeds, and their intestines are capacious, in conformity with their herbivorous
habits. The genera are few in number. The first, Siganu8, is distinguished from
every other genus of fish by the ventrals having an exterior and interior spine
which enclose the soft rays between them. It has an unarmed tail, as has also the
genus Priodon. Acantku'fU8 has a moveable spine on each side of the tail, which
is capable of making a wound like a surgeon's lancet, and some of the species have
also a brush of coarse hairs on the forepart of the lateral line. Prionuru8 and
Nas8U8 have fixed cutting laminre on the sides of the tail, and Axinurus has but
one of these laminre on each side; it also differs from the others in its teeth being
very slender. Acantlturua kepatu8 is enumerated by Sch~pf among the New
York fish. There are some other species in the warmer parts of the Atlantic,
but the greater pait of the family inhabit the Indian and Pacific oceans. The
Acantkuru8 trio8tegu8, and four others of that genus, were seen at Otaheite by the
naturalists of Captain Beechey's expedition\
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TUB Linnean genus Mugil exhibits so many peculiarities of or~anizatioD, that
Cuvier thinks it ought to be considered as a distinet family. The fish composing
it have a nearly cylindrical form, large scale&, two distinct dorsals, of which the
foremost contains only five spinous rays, and ventrals situated a little posterior to
the pectorals. The gill-rays are only six in number, the head is slightly depressed,
and is protected by large scales or polygonal plates, the snout is very short, and
the orifice of the mouth is transverse, with a re-entering angle formed by a keel
like eminence of the lower jaw, fitted to a corresponding depression on the upper
one. The teeth are extremely fine, and often nearly imperceptible, but the pha
ryngeal bones are much developed, and give to the- entrance of the <esophagus the
form of an angular slit, resembling the orifice of the mouth, through which liquids,
or very attenuated food, alone can pass. The stomach is muscular like the gizzard
of a fowl, the pyloric creca are few in number, and the intestine is long and doubled
upon itself. The Mullets are esteemed to be fish of an excellent flavour. They
enter bays and the mouths of rivers in large shoals, and have the habit of leaping
high out of the water. Six species are noticed in the Regne Animal, as inhabit
ants of the European seas: viz., M. auratus, saltalor, and lalJeo, proper to the
Mediterranean; M. capito and ckelo, common to that sea and the North AtlantiC" ;
and M. cephalus, likewise found in the Mediterranean, but ranging through the
Mrican Atlantic to the Cape of Good Hope, and existing also in the Red Sea, if
it be the same species with the M. our of Forskal, as is most probably the case.
Five or six epecies 1lelong to America, which have been c:ontOunded by authors
under the name of M. albula. One of them, M. /ineatus, frequents the coasts of
the United States, where it attains the weight of two pounds and a half. Many
species exist in the Indian Ocean, and one was observed in the harbour of Mazatlan,
South California, by the naturalists of Captain Beechey's expedition.

The TETRAGONURUS CUVIEIU (R08si), a fish inhabiting the greatest depths of
the Mediterranean, is an isolated species, which appears to be the only indication
of a peculiar family. It derives its name from two salient ridges on each side of
the tail, and in its structure it partly resembles the Mugiloidere, and partly the
Scornberoidere.
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ATHERINA is also a genus which does not associate well with any other. It
comprises small fish, whose young assemble in crowded shoals, and are greatly
prized "for their delicate flavour. They have an elongated body, two dorsals very
widely separated, ventrals posterior to the pectorals, a very protractile mouth,
which is armed with exceedingly slender teeth, six gill-rays and no creca. All the
known species have a broad silvery stripe on each flank. Four species, hitherto
confounded under the name of A. kepsetus, exist in the European seas, and there
are a considerable number in the Indian, Polynesian, Australian, and American
seas. Dr. Mitchill enumerates three among the fish of New York, A. morda.x,
viridescens, and notata, the latter being the A. menidia of Linnreus. They are
known by the names of" Silver sides," or " Silver fish." .

GOBIOIDElE.

THE Gohioidea may be recognised by the slenderness and flexibility of their dorsal
rays. They have an uniformly wide intestinal canal, no pyloric creca, and no air
bladder·. The family is divided into the following genera :-Blenniru, Anar
rkickas, GOhiU8, Callionymus. and Platyptera.

[40.] 1. BLENNIUS (CLINUS) PUNCTATUS. (Fabr.) The Akooliakeet80M.

F.uIILY, Gobioide&l. GKICV8, Blennius.~ Clinus, CUVlIIJl.
Blenniu8 punc:tatus. FUR. F_ GtYmU., p.153, N. 110.
Centronotus punctatus. ScHlmlDKR, Bloch, p. 166.
A1too1iakeetBok. GRUlfUlfDK...

The genus BLENNIUS has a well-marked character in its jugular ventrals, com
posed of two rlloys only. The body is elongated and compressed, the dorsal single,
and its rays are almost all simple, though flexible. The skin is covered with
mucus. Many of the species are viviparous, and both sexes are provided with a
tubercle near the anus. The Blennies in general have the habit of swimming in

• MOlt or the Gobill have. limple air-bladder.
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small parties among rocks near the shore, and of leaping about on the strand, being
capable of existing for sonie time out of the water. They are in no repute as
articles of food. Eight sub-genera are indicated in the Regne Animal. The first
(Les Blenniel proprement dill) is characterised by the single row of long, equal,
crowded teeth in each jaw, terminated posteriorly, in some species, by a long curved
tooth. The head is obtuse, the snout short, and the forellead vertical; the dorsal
may be either two-lobed, or almost or altogether even. Most of the species have
a barbel over each eye, often in form of a tufted fringe, and many have also a tuft
on the temples. In others the superciliary tufts are scarcely perceptible, but the
head is surmounted by a membranous crest which swells and reddens in the nup
tial season. Others again (Pkolil, Artedi) have neither crests nor superciliary tufts.
Seven species belonging to this sub-genus are particuIarised in the Regne Animal
as inhabitants of the European seas: one as belonging to the Indian Ocean, and
another to the Sea of Brazil. There are doubtless·many other foreign species, and
fleveral have been noticed by American naturalists, as inhabitants of the coasts of
the Uoited States •. None are mentioned by authors as frequenting the coasts of
British America.

M!I,xode, and Salarias, the lecond and third sub-gene,ra, differ from the pre
ceding chiefly in the form of the head. The former comprises some non-descript
species, and the latter fish of the Indian Ocean. The fourth sub-genus, Clinu8,
has several rows of short pointed teeth, the first row being the longest. In some
species, which have tufts over the eyes, the foremost rays of the dorsal are sepa
rated by a notch from the rest of the fin, or the anterior bit of the fin may be
altogether detached, so as to appear like a crest on the back of the head. In
others, the dorsal is continuous and even. The species indicated in the Regne
Animal inhabit the North Sea, the South Atlantic in the vicinity of the Cape of
Good Hope, and the Sea of New Zealand. The" akoolia-keetsok " of the Green
landers belongs to this sub-genus. It inhabits deep waters, and is often found in
the stomachs of the gadi, pleuronectel, and other large fish. The following
description of it is abridged from Fabricius.

LENGTH six inches, depth one. BoDY thicker than the head, and nearly or equal girth
throughout. Snout thin, the jaws equal, the forehead flattish. The dorsal and anal are con
tinued to the caudal fin, the former being joined to it by membrane, but the anal distinct.
Skin lubricous with minute imbedded scales. The COLOUR is tawny; the head is dotted with
white, the throat, pectorals, and caudal are striped with the same, and there are about seven

• BIMfaiw pWU, MrroHILL. N_ Yori 1r., i., p. 314. B. IwrtIs, L& 811&11.. ItMf'ft..tk. So. PIal., iT., p. 361. BltJIII_
g~B."..., PWUII~,aDd PIt. ftUldrjftMilUlllU, W00II. 10.,.". At. Sc. PIaiJ., iv., p. 218-

N
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brown streaks on the cheeks. There are five black spots, joined to as many white one'S, on
the dorsal, and about twelve less conspicuous, and all black, on the anal.

FINs.-Br. 7; D. 50; P. 17; 'P. 4 *; A. 38; C. 18.

[41.] 2. BLENNIUS (CLINUS) LUMPENUS. (Fabr.) The Lumpen.

BleJmiua cirri. IUbgula pimJitormibaa quui biAdil, lII90lis doni trannwsis. AaTBDL

Bp., p.46.
Bleuniuslumpenus. FABI100 F_ GtwN.. p. lfIl.
Teyamak. GIlIIBXUIlDU8.

This is another Greenland species which is considered to be the same with one
that exists on the Dutch coast. In calms it rep08es on the clayey or sandy bottom
of the places it frequents, witli its body bent backwards and forwards; at other
times it conceals itself among the sea-weed. It spawns among the fud in the
month of July.

DESCRIPTION

Abridged from the FaUDa GnlDlandiea.

LENGTH eleve~ inches and a quarter, the thickness being scarcely one. Its body is round,
nearly of equal diameter from the head to the anus, from whence it becomes more lanceolate.
Head narrower than the body, mouth small, the upper jaw scarcely longer than the lower one.
The ventral fins are 80 80ft, white, and slender, that they may be readily taken for gular bar
bels; they contain, however, three ra,ys, the lower of which is the longest, and is divided from
the next by a fissure: the upper ray is so small as to be scarcely perceptible. The even
dor,al occupies the whole back, but is distinct from the obovate caudal: its spines curve back
wards. The .caleB are small, round, and finnly imbedded in the smooth skin. The back
and sides have a palish colour, and are marked irregularly with brown spotted eirclell: the
head and pectorals are yellowish, and the belly white, with a yellowish tint behind the anus.

The fifth mb-geft'U8 of the Blennies is Oirrkiharha, which is founded on a single
Indian species, having the form of Clinus, but teeth like velvet pile, a small barbel
over each eye, another at the nostril, three large ones at the extremity of the snout,
and eight on the tip of the ja.w.
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[42.] 1. BLENNlUs (CENTRONOTUS) GUNNELLUS. (Linn.) Spotted
Gunnelle.

FAIIJL1', Gobioidee, CllVDtB. G811111, BIerm1118, LDIX. &iIJ.g_, Centronotus, 8cmlBmIR.

B. guoll8111ll. LIJIIf. 8,•• Nat., ed. xiii., i. p.442. Faa. F-. 0.--., p. 149.
Spotted Blenny. Poll., Br. ZooJ., iii, p. 282-
KorbauDak. GRBBJILAJIDIlBa.
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Cent1'Qnotus, the sixth sub-genus of the Blennies, has still smaller ventrals than
the rest, these fins being scarcely perceptible, and often consisting of only a single
ray. The head is small, the body elongated like the blade of a sword, and the
dorsal, which extends the whole length of the back, is sustained throughout by
simple rays. The dentition is similar to that of Clinus. The Spotted Gunnelle
abounds in the European seas, is common in the gulfs and bays of Greenland, and
probably frequents the whole American coast down to Newfoundland. Fabricius
infonns us, that in Greenland it dwells among the sea-weeds which grow near the
shore, and that though it swims swiftly, after the manner of an eel, it often becomes
a prey to the Bull-heads, Motellre, and other littoral fish, 88 well as to various sea
birds. It feeds upon marine insects and small crustacere. The only American
specimen that we have seen was brought from the Labrador coast by Mr. Audubon,
and is now in the possession of Mr. Yarrell. From long immersion in rum, in the
same jar with some eckini, it has beoome totally black, 80 that a comparison of its
markings with those of the European fish cannot be made, and we are also ignorant
of its internal structure. In external fonn, however, it beaz:s a very close resem
blance to a number of British specimens belonging to Mr. Ya.rrell, except that its
head is proportionably somewhat longer, and its gill-cover rather more pointed.
Fabricius mentions that large specimens taken on the Greenland coast are nine
i~ches long, and that he saw one which measured a foot; but his description agrees
80 well with the English gunnelle, that there is no ground for believing it to be a
distinct speeiel;l, although the latter does not· usually exceed six inches in length.

DESCRIPTION

or a Labrador spec:m-~ in rum.

FOIUl-elongated, much compressed, particularly posteriorly: profile almost linear, the
head rather obtuse, the tail slightly lanceolate, its tip, to which the caudal is attached, being
rounded. The depth of the body, at any point between the nape and midway between the
anus and caudal, is about one-eleventh of the total length, excluding the caudal The (J7IW

is situated under the thirty-third or thirty-fourth dorsal spine. The head forms one-seventh
N 2
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of the length, is narrow, and tapers to a ridge before the eyes, the tip of the upper jaw being.
however, rounded. When the mouth is closed, the under jaw ascends considerably. and the
commissure of the lips is at the extremity of the h~ad; but when the under jaw is depressed
it is longer than the upper one. The lip' fold back on the mandibles. The opereulum is
heart-shaped, its apex having a membranous margin which fonns the acute tip of the gill
cover. Gill-membTane, united under the isthmus forming a transverse loose flap. A row of
pore, runs along each limb of the lower jaw, round the orbits, up the preoperculum, aud
across the napE.'.

TEETH-short, erect, and acute merely from their slenderness, disposed in a single row on
the sides of the jaws, but aggregated anteriorly into two l'OWS on the lower jaw, and into three
in the upper one. There is also a transverse, two-rowed cluster of rather smaller teeth on
the vomer, but the palate-bones are smooth.

ScALEs-minute, not tiled, and in most places scarcely touching, enveloped in the mucus
which exudes from the skin. LateTalline straight and nearer to the beily than to the back.

FINs.-Br. 5-5; D. 78/; A. 2/43; P. 12; 'Y. 1/1, C. 20.
The dorsal fin comm~nces opposite to the tip of the gill-cover, and extends to the caudal,

to which it is united by membrane: it is about two lines high throughout; its rays are all
spinous and scarcely flexible, with their acute points protruding beyond the membrane. Mr.
Yarreil reckons from seventy-six to eighty dorsal rays in the English Gunnelle; but Fabricius
enumerates eighty-eight, which is almost the only discrepancy betwixt his description and
our fish. The pectorals have an acutely lanceolate outline, and are attached opposite to the
first dorsal spine. The 'VentraU are very small, and contain one conspicuous spine, with a
minute branching ray imbedded in the membrane. They are situated a little before the ppc
torals. The aflal commences close to the anus: its two anterior rays are spinous * and shorter
than the others, which are forked and as long as the dorsal spines: the membrane of the anal
unites with the cuneiform caudal, which is rounded at the end.

CoLOuR.-Fabricius gives the following account of the Spotted Gunelle of Greenland. The
body is greyish-yellow, with pale yellowish marks on the sides before the anus, and whitish
ones behind: there are also twelve white marks with black centres upon the base of the dor
sal fin, and as many totally white ones of a smaller size., The fins are yellowish, the anal and
forepart of the dorsal being tawny; a black stripe crosses the gill-covers and crown of the
head; there is another between the eyes; two white stripes alternate with these; and the
throat is white. Mr. Yarrell says. If The uniform dark colour of my American specimen
obscures every trace of spots. In the British fish. the black spots of the dorsal fin are partly
encircled with a white line; but these markings do not occur on the anal fin, which rather
partakes of the mottled alternate dark and light brown of the body."

• One of Mr. YamIl'. BDgliah IpICimeDa bu two miDute 'P- imbedded in the membraDe behind the two ordiDary
oa. at the l:Ommenc:emeat of the fin. FabrioUi llI1UD1eratea siX gill-raya; the Labrador ftsh appean to me to collwa
ft" ia meh membraae; while Mr. Yarrell ..y. there. " aothiDg~ the DlUDe ur brauehiOlltegoul ray. beyond four,
ia either the Americ:aD or BritiIh apeeimeu."-Fabrieilll'. word. are:-"~ 1wacAioIt"8fJ, .. fllidaR ......"",
.. ;"fwitltw ...1i..", ,_etfakprrt~"
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Of the Labrador specimen.

IDcbM. LIDeo.
IADgth ftom tip of upper jaw to lIIId or caudal 1 4 Ltmgth or caudal liD

" "
tip or tail 1 0 Depth ofbody

.. " aDUI 3 6

" " tip or gi1l-cover 0 101
" " nape . 0 7

" " tip or labial . 0 4
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The Kamtschatka "BUTTER-FISH," the Ophidium ocellatum, or Bleftnius
ocellatru of Tilesius (Mem. de St. Petersb., iii., p. 237, t. 8, f. 2), which has six
round spots on the dorsal, is. considered by Cuvier to be akin to the Centronoti.
It inhabits the harbour of St. Peter and St. Paul. THesius alludes to other spe
cies that frequent the sea of Kamtsohatka and the vicinity of the Kurile Islands,
as having been described by Pallas in his unpublished Fauna Rosaica.

The PUSTULATED BLENNY, noticed by Pennant in the Supplement to his
Arctic Zoology, p. 115, as an inhabitant of the sea of Newfoundland, is said to
have a pale, dull, yellow colour, with the whole body spotted in form of pustules;
but no character is given by which we can infer that it belongs to any of the pre
ceding sub-genera..

The Zoarces have no spinous rays whatever; yet Cuvier thinks that they cannot
be separated from the Blennies, which they resemble in having an anal tubercle,
intestines without creca, a smooth oblong body, and six gill-rays. Their ventrals
are three-rayed, their teeth conical and arranged in one row on the sides of the
jaws, but in several rows in front; the palate is toothless. Their vertical fins are
united, the dorsal being, however, depressed at its junction with the caudal. The
Z. vif1iparua; guWer, or eelpout of the European seas, is about a foot long. The
z. labrosU8 (Mitchill, pI. 1, f. 7), which frequents the coast of New York, attains
the length of three feet and a half.
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1. BLENNIUS (ZOARCES 1) POLARIS. (Sabine.)

F"KILY, Gobioidelll. GSJfU8, BleDDiIlll. sw.-g-, ZOareM. CUVIBR.
Blenniul polam. Snnm. App. Pany' FirW YOJ., p. ccxll.

Roell, (Captain J. c.) Parry'. Polar Yoy.; p. 200.
IDS., App., liii. b. 183~.

On Captain Parry's memorable expedition, which first explored the way into
the Polar Sea through Lancaster Sound, a blenny was found on the shore of North
Georgia, where it had been left by the tide. We subjoin Captain Sabine's account
of this individual, which is not sufficiently minute in the description of the teeth,
and some other particulars, to enable us to refer the species positively either to
Zoarces or to any of the Bub-genera. In the want of scales it agrees with Zoarces.

(( It bears a very near resemblance to the description and figure of B. "ivipanu in Mul
ler's Zoologia Danica, but differs in the following particulars: the dorsal fin is united to the
anal and caudal: the pectoral is not orbicular, as its length exceeds twice its breadth: the
number of the rays fifteen. The teeth, though small, are sufficiently conspicuous to the
naked eye: the colour a yellowish ground, lighter under the belly, having eleven large saddle
shaped, brown markings across its back; the middle of these markings being much lighter
than the edges; the whole back and sides have a marbled appearance; the yellowish ground,
when viewed in a microscope, is thickly sprinkled with minute black specks. No scales were
discovered, but they may have possibly been removed with the sand which had adhered to
the mucous coating of the skin, and wRich was washed oft: Length seven inches. The
upper jaw projects rather more than the plate of the B. m.npa7'UB in the Zool Dan. Ven
tral fins of two spines enclosed in a lax skin. This species is distinguished from the B. lum
penus, by the union of the dorsal and caudal fins, and by the upper jaw being cOnsiderably
longer than the lower; and from B. ocellatus, Mem. de Petenb., 1. 3, pt- 8, £ 2, by the ven
tral fins, which are wanting in the ocellatus, as well as by the absence of the spots on the
dorsal fin of the la.tter.

II B. imberbiB, pinnil anali, cmadali, donalique unW,"-SABINE, l. c.

Captain James C. Ross, on his recent expedition, took a specimen of this fish from the
stomach of a. gadua eaUaria" which was caught on the west side of the peninsula of Boothia ;
and he also discovered it in the Spitzbergen seas, when accompanying Sir Edward Parry on
his most adventurous boat excursion over the ice.
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[44.] 1. ANARRHICBAS LUPUS. (Linn.) Ctmimon Wo?f-fisn.

FAJUL'I, GofJioideII, CllVDJ&. G_, AaarJ'hichu, Lnnv.
A.DarrhichulnpUl. P.uaa. FIJIIII. cnv.J., p. 138, No. 97.
KlllI8OOteeleek. ~.
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Cuvier considers the genus Anarrnic11a8 to be so nearly allied to Blennius, that
the principal difference is in the absence of the ventrals. The dorsal extends from
the nape almost to the caudal, and is supported throughout by simple, but not stiff
rays. The anal also nearly reaches the caudal, which is rounded as well as the
pectorals. The whole body is smooth and slimy. The jaws, vomer, and palate
bones are armed with large bony tubercles which support on their summits little
ffiamelled teeth, but the anterior teeth are conical and longer. There are six gill
rays, and neither creca nor air-bladder. The fish of this genus being generally of
a large size, and furnished with jaws so well ~ed, are dangerous.

The Common Wolf-fish inhabits the North Sea, being common enough as low
as the French coast; and it is not rare in the southern bays of ,Greenland. Fabri
cius says that the largest one he saw was two feet long; but in the European
seas, according to Gtonovius, Cuvier, &c., it reaches the length of seven feet. One,
three feet long, weighs about twenty pounds. On the Greenland coast it asso
ciates itself with the Conunon Lump-fish, migrating along with it; that is, retiring
from the coast to the deep sea in autumn, and returning again in spring. Its
great size and formidable teeth do not protect it from the assaults of the Lump-fish,
for the latter, when alarmed for the safety of its offspring, pursues the Wolf-fish, and
fastening upon its neck persecutes it to death, at least, such is the account given by
Fabricius. It feeds upon crustacem and shell-fish, which it breaks in pieces with
its ~h. Its motion is serpentine, like that of an eel, and when it is seen reposing
in the cleft of a rock its body is undulated. It sp8W118 in May, among the larger
sea-weeds, a short way from the shore. It has a hoary colour with a !Vhitish
belly, dark head with white specks, and two rows of large blackish lateral spots;
but there is considerable variety in the depth of the tints.

F'INs.-B·r. 7; D. 73/; P. 20; Y. 0; A. 45; C. 18. (Fauna Graml.)
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[45.] 2. ANARRHICHAS MINOR. (Olafsen.) Lesser Wolf-fish.
I

I' Rlyre (.A. ). OLUDXlog Bjantc, <\'c. ~ 1772, P. 592, t. xlii."
Anarrhicba. minor. FABRICIUS. Fa_. Gram/., p.139.
Kcmrak. GR1UIML.UlnIlRS.

This species was seen in Greenland, and described by the Missionary Glahn in
the year 1766, but it did not come under the notice of Fabricius. Its teeth are'
said to be different from those of the preceding species in form and arrangement.
and to have a more cartilaginous texture. The fish was first described and figured
by Olafsen, in the account of his voyage to Iceland.

'FINS.-D. 70; P. 20; .d. 44; C. 21. (Fauna Graml,)

GoBlUS. (Linn.) Fish belonging to this genus may be recognised at first
sight by the union of their thoracic ventrals, either along their whole length, or
merely at their bases, so as to form a singfe, hollow, and more or less funnel-shaped
disk. Their gill-flaps, furnished with five rays only, are generally only slightly
open, and, like the blennies, they can live for some time out of the water; they
resemble these fish likewise in the structure of the intestines, the presence of the
same little protuberance behind the anus, and in some of the species being vivi
parous. They are fish of a small or middle size, which live among rocks near the
shore. Most of them have a simple air-bladder.

There are several sub-genera. Gobiw (Lacep.) or the troe GobieB, have the ventrals most
completely united. the disk extending even before their bases, where it is margined by a trans
verse membrane. The species are numerous, many inhabiting the seas of Europe, and some
evt>n the fresh waters. Olivi, who studied the manners of one which inhabits the lagoons of
Venica, observed that it preferred a clayey bottom, in which it excavated tunnels for its winter

retreats. In the spring it selected a place abounding with fuci for its nest, and covering it with
the roots of the Zoatera maritima, he male shut himself up therein to wait for the females,
who came in succession to deposit their roe which he fecundates, watches, and defends
courageously. From these facts Cuvier judges this goby to be the pllyciB of the ancients, the
only fish, says Aristotle, which oonstmcts a nest. G. boac (LaoopMe) inhabits the bay of
New York *.

The Gobioide, of Lac6pMe ditrer from the true gobies in the union of the dorsals into a
,

• It ia the Ge6M~ SomfJUJlBR, BI., and the G. viridi-pol/itJMl, MrrclDLL. NftD YorA 7r., p. 379, pi. I, r. 8.
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single fin, and the more lengthened form of tbe body. The third sub-genus Tamioides
(Lacepede) contains but one species. which has a very extraordinary aspect. It has tlle
single dorsal of the Gobioides with a stilllon~er body. The lower jaw rises before the upper
one, which is very short, and both are armed with long hooked teeth. The minute eyes are
concealed beneath the skin, and the fish inhabits the muddy bottoms of ponds in the East
·Indies. A fourth sub-genus Periophtalmus (Schn.) contains fish of the Moluccas which have
the whole head scaly, and the pectorals also scaly for half their length, so that these fins
appear to be supported upon arms. Their gill-openings being still narrower than in thE.' othE.'r
gobies, these fish can live longer in the air, and they often creep and jump upon the mud to
E.'scape from their enemies in the water, or to catch the small craw-fish, which form their prin
cipal nourishment. Some of them have a ventral disk like the gobies, ot.hers have the ventrals
separate almost to their bases. The fifth sub-genus, EleQtris, differs from the others in
having distinct ventrals and six gill-rays. There are species in the East and West Indies.,
Africa, and the Mediterranean, most of them inhabitants of fresh water, and often of mud.

CALLIONYMUS. (Linn.) The fish of this genus have two remarkable charac
ters in their gill-openings, being restricted to a hole on each side of the nape, and
in their ventrals being placed widely apart under the throat, and exceeding the
pectorals in size. Their eyes are vertical, their intermaxillaries very protractile,
and their preoperculum elongated posteriorly and terminating by spines. Their
teeth are small and crowded, but there are none on the palate. They have the
tubercle behind the anus, and want the creca and air-bladder like the blennies.
They are pretty fish with a smooth skin, and their first dorsal, which is supported
by a few setaceous rays, is often very elevated. There are several species in the
European seas, and others in the Indian Ocean. Tj'ickonotus setigerus (Schn.)
appears to be merely a very elongated Callionymus, but the gill-openings are said
to be fully cleft. CaOion!lmus Baicalensis (Comepkorus, Lacep.) has wide gill
openings, with seven rays in the membrane, very long pectorals, and, what is a
peculiarity in this family, no ventrals. It is thrown up dead from the bottom of
Lake Baikal after a storm.

PLATYPTERA contains two East-Indian fish, which have the large and distant
ventrals of Callionymus, a short depressed head, small mouth, wide gill-openings,
large scales, and short dorsals placed far apart.

o
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1. CHIRUS MONOPTERYGIUS. (Cuvier.) Even-finned Chims.

FAMILY, Gobioidelll? CUYlER. GlllfUB, Chirua. STELLER.
Labus monopterygius. PALL.U, Mim. de Ptlenb., ii., p. 391, pl. niii., r. 1.

The indefatigable Steller discovered two species of fish in the sea of Kamt
schatka, and left descriptions of them in manuscript. under the names of Lehius.
Chiru8 vel Lahra.x, and He.xagrammos. Tilesius also saw two in the same seas.
one of which he described and figured as the Hexagrammos Stelleri. in the
Mbnoires de L'Academie des Sciences de St. Petersburg for the year 1808. In
the mean time Pallas. receiving specimens of six different species from the same
quarter, read an account of them in 1809 to the Society just mentioned. under the
generic appellation of LiJbra.x, which was published in the same volume with
Tilesius's papers. Cuvier having appropriated the word Labrax to the Basses of
the percoid family. distinguishes the present genus. in the Regne Animal. by the
name of Chirus. and attaches it to the Gobioideffi, expressing an opinion. however,
that it may prove to be the type of a distinct family. The characters of the genus
are,-A pretty long body clothed with ciliated scales; a small unarmed head; a
slightly-cleft mouth, furnished with small, conical. unequal teeth; and the spinous
rays of 'the dorsal. which stretches along the whole back. almost always slender.
Several rows of pores. resembling or forming so many lateral lines, give a peculiar
character to the fish of this genus. Their intestines are destitute of cffical appen
dages -. and some species have superciliary tufts. resembling. in that respect, cer
tain blennies; but their ventrals contain five soft rays as usual.

Pallas says that all the known species live near the craggy shores of Kamt
schatka. on the opposite American coast. and round the Kurile and Aleutian
islands; but in his accounts of particular species he restricts some of them to cer
tain parts of the Kamtschatka Sea.

Chirus monopterygius was taken off the island of Unalaschka.

It differs from the other species in its forked tail, and in its perfectly e\°en, unnotched dorsal
fin, supported by forty-six rays, which are all simple, setaceous, and flexible, the first twenty
being, however. more slender than the rest. ·The rays of the pectoral and anal are also simple
and setaceous. Those of the ventrals and caudal are forked. Gill-membranes conjoined and
forming a loose flap under the isthmus. Teeth small, acute, and crowded on the jaws and

• St~ll~r describes Clilca &I Wll shall mention below.
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"orner *. Scales small, closely tiled, very rough, and ciliated. Very small ones cover the
top of the head and opercula. There is one porous row above the lateral line, and two
some distance beneath it. In all the species the lateral line is prolonged between the rays of
the caudal, and the membrane of that fin is minutely scaly. The scales do not extend to the
other fins in this species, though they do in some of the rest.

FINs.-Br. 6; P. 24/; P. 6; A. 24/; C. 17; D. 46/.

DIIIBNltIONB.

Total length
Length of head and gill-cover

" from tip uf 8nout to donal
" of attaehmeut of donal

Inch.s.
15
3
3
6

LInea.
10
o
5
6

LeDKth from dorsal to caudal
" of attaehment of anal
" from anal to caudal
" of lobes of caudal

IDchr.. LiD...
i 7
4 3
I 8
2 3

(Mm. d~ Pilenh.)

[47.] 2. CHIRUS DECAGRAMMUS. (Cuvier.) Tim-lined Chiru8.

Labru: der.agrammus. PULU, Me-. Ik peltfnh., ii., p. 386, to uii., f. 2.

This species was taken by .Billings off Cape St. Elias.

It is covered with small roughish scales, which are least on the belly, top of the head, and
gill-covers: there are also minute scales on the bases of all the fins betwixt the rays. The
rows of pores are five on each side, including the lateral line, and one of them is interrupted
b~tween the ventrals and middle of the anal. The dorlJal is deeply notched in the middle,
the twenty rays of its anterior portion being simple, the twenty-four of its posterior one
forked. The gill-clYVer ends in a membranous point. The body is bluish above, the back
and sides being marked with pale and dusky blotches: the belly is whitish. The dorsal is
spotted, the pectorals yellowish and clouded, and the anal and caudal blackish.

FINs.-Br. 5; P.24; V.6; A.24; C. 16; D.20/24=44. (Mem.de Pefersb.)

Inche.. Lines.
Length of attachment of 8eCOnd part of dorsal 4 1

fJ "anal 4 3
" from dorsal to caudal . • 1 5

(Mem. d~ pelerlb.)

DDlBNSIOlllS.

Lin...
11
9
o
o

Iochra.
13
2
3
4

Total length
Leogth of head and gill-cover

" from tip of soout to dorsal
of attachment of first part of ditto

• Labra:r lagocep1t4llR and M:ragr_ are aIao mentioned by Pallas u having teeth on the vomer, .. we Uft ren
dered the llXpretlsion areola pa/aJi; but in the accounts of the other 8pecies maxillary teeth only are noticed. Tilesiua's
Iignre of He:ragrammtJI SteUm represents the vomer and palate smooth, and two crowded groups of teeth on the upper
pharyngeal bones. Pallas speaking of C.lae:ragrammua says, "Areola pa/ali i/itkrn tUpff'ala," which refers to the vomer,
and not to the palate-boneK, as is evident from Steller's more precise language: "palalo medlo 11011 prOM a labii, paril"
ttrroIa dmtic~/I;, obaila til, ul ~I hIhercuittm imo ori tkl8ticulatum aupro fIIII- ipaana."

o 2
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3. CHIRUS OCTOGRAMMUS. (Cuvier.) Eight-.lined Cllirus.

Labrax octogrammWl. PALUS, Mm.. de Piler.b., ii., p. 393, t. xxiii., f. 2.

'This species abounds on the eastern coast of Kamtschatka, and also among the
Aleutian Islands. It is named Terpugh, or "the file," by the Russians, on
account of the roughness of its scales, and Idgajuk by the Aleutians.

Jaws rough with crowded teeth, the anterior ones of the lower jaw a little longer. Gill
C01leT8 ending in a membranous tip. Gill-membranes separate. Scale8 middle-sized, very finely
ciliated, and exceedingly rough. The top of the head, gill-covers, and suborbitars, are covered
with minute scales, as are also the membranes of the dorsal and caudal. There are two
porous lines above the lateral line, and two below, the one next the dorsal fin short and incon
spicuous. The dorsal is notched, the posterior part being higher than the anterior one, but
both are supported by setaceous rays, as is also the anal fin. The rays of the pectorals and
caudal are bifid. The colour of the back is olivaceous, and it is thickly dotted, as well as the
sides, with brownish spots; the belly is yellowish.

FINs.-Br. 5; P.19; V. 7;A. 24/; C. 15; D. 19/24/=43/.

Length from dorlal to caudal
" of attachment of anal
" from anal to caudal •

Total length
Length of head and gill-cover

" from tip of Inout to dorsal
" of attachment of dorsal

DUlBNIlON&.

Inche.. LiDeo.
15 8
3 3
3 5
6 3

Incb.... Lin....

1 It
4 8
1 7

(MM. de Nimh.)

[49.] 4. CHIRUS SUPERCILIOSUS. (Cuvier.) Tufted Chirus.

" Lebius, Chirus vel Labrax. STBLI.Ba, Obi. IC//ryol. M«:r."
Labru SUperciliOlUl. PALLAS, Me... de Peterlb., ii., p. 388, t. xxii., f. 3.

'This species was taken abundantly off Unalaschka by Billings, who sent many
swcimens to Pallas. That author has added to his description, Steller's account
of the evlours of the recent fish, and also some anatomical observations, which, if
there be no mistake as to the identity of the species, are incompatible with the pas
sage in the Regne Animal, which denies creca to this genus. Steller describes
sixteen long pyloric creca, and two shorter ones. He also says that there is no air
bladder, and that the fish feeds upon crabs and worms.
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The TUFTED CHIRUS is distinguished by a sub-cartilaginous six-cleft superciliarly barbel.
In this respect, in the thickness of its fins and skin, as well as in its general habit, Pallas
thinks that this species is allied to the Blennies. The scales are small, thin, adhering firmly,
and are finely streaked and ciliated. The top of the head and the gill-covers are scaly, but
there are no scales on the fins, the caudal excepted. There are two thick porous lines above
the lateral line and two below. The dorsal is notched, the rays of the anterior portion being
simple, those of the posterior articulated. The rays of the anal are thick and scarcely forke<.l.
Colour of the body brownish-olive, with transverse irregular blotches of pale green. The
under jaw, throat, and anterior part of the belly, are tawny-yellow. The dorsal is clouded;
the pectorals have two broad brown stripes towards their bases, and the anal is marked with
about five wavy bands of sea-green.

FINS.-P. 19; P. 5; A. 22; C. 16; D.20/23=43.

DIlRNBION8.

Inch... Linea.
4 10
I 10
I II

(Mi",. de Pll"JJ.)

Length of attachment of aual
" from anal to caud,"
" of caudal

Lin...
7
4
o
o
4

InchH.
16
3
3
:;
4

""

Total length.
Length of head and gill.cover

" from tip of Inout to donal
of attachment of first parlof ditto

8t'cond ditto •

C. lagocephalus. Pall.
C. hexagrammus. Pall.
Hexagr. Stelleri. Tiles.
Hnagr. asper. Stell.

Mem. de Pitersb.

Chi'TU8 lagocephalus and hexagrammus are not mentioned as having been taken on the
American coast. The lat~r is considered by Pallas to be the Hexagrammos asper of Steller,
and is said to be very frequent during the autumn, in the harbour of St. Peter and St. Paul.
Like the C. octogrammus, it is named Terpuck, on account of the roughness of its scales; and
in Pallas's opinion Steller confounded these two species together. In C. luxagrammus the
dorsal is deeply notched, and the rays of both parts, and also of the anal, are simple and
setaceous. Steller describes it as wanting an air-bladder, and having ten or twelve pyloric
ceca. The stomach, which was a sac of t.he size of a pigeon's egg, with the pylorus on the
right side, contained Nereides and roe of fishes.

The Hexagrammos StelleTi of Tilesius is also called Terpuck at Kamtschatka, and is con
sidered by its describer to be the HexagrammoB asper of Steller; but it differs from Pallas's
figure of t.hat species in having a three or five-cleft superciliary tuft, and indeed from all the
species of that naturalist, in the number of its rays and several other particulars. THesins's
figure was drawn from a living fish, and ought to be more correct than Pallas's, whose speci
mens were dried, and who may therefore easily have overlooked the superciliary tufts. It
deserves to be remarked, however, that the number of rays in Tilesius's figure do not cor-
respond with his own description. •

FJNs.-Br. 5; P. 19; V. 5; A.22; C. 17; D.20f24.
6; 17/; 6; 22/; 14; 22/21/.
6; 18; 6; 23; 20; 30,12.

17/; 5; 23; 19; 44/.
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BATRACHOIDElE.-LES PECTORALES PEDICULEES.

THIS family is composed of monstrous-looking acanthopterygious fish, whose pec
toral fins are supported upon a kind of ann fonned of the elongated carpal bones
which in some genera perform the functions of hind feet, enabling the fish to creep
over sand or mud like small quadrupeds. The ventrals are jugular, and the gill
plates and rays (four, six, or seven) are enveloped in loose skin, which restricts the
gill-opening to a small hole. Cutaneous appendages or barbels generally fringe
the lips, or whole lower jaw to the pectorals, or even the entire body. The skin,
except in some Batracki, is destitute of scales, but is sometimes partially, or even
generally, studded with bony tubercles. The skeleton is. for the most part, but
imperfectly osseous. The pyloric creca, when present, which is rarely, are short,
and do not exceed two in number. Some genera have an air-bladder, others want
it. In almost all there are two distinct dorsals; and in Lopkius and Ckironectes
an interspinous bone, lying horizontally forwards on the head, supports several
moveable free rays, whose summits are often swelled and fleshy, or even foliated or
tufted. Batrackus has a spiny operculum and suboperculum, and a flat head
broader than the body, but not very disproportionate in length: its gill-opening is
situated before the ventrals, and it has two dorsals, the anterior one being supported
by spinous rays. Lopkius has a depressed fonn, and Ckironectus a compressed
one, and both have monstrously large heads, with a small hole behind the pectorals.
for an opening to the gills. In Maltke the head is flat, and greatly lengthened
laterally by the projection of the large subopercula. Its gills open by a hole
above and behind the arms which support the pectorals.

The Batrachoidere can live long out of the water, in consequence of the small
ness of their gill-openings. The Chironectes, in particular, are able, even in warm
countries,. to pass two or three days in creeping over the land. All the Batra
choidere conceal themselves in the mud or sand, and lie in wait to take their prey
by surprise. Those species which have free rays on the head, with summits
resembling worms, are said to move them backwards and forwards for the purpose
of enticing small fish within their reach, and hence the name of " fishing-frogs"
has been popularly applied to them. The Batrachoidere exist in the Atlantic,
Indian and Pacific oceans. Several inhabit the European seas. Lopkius pisca-
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I

I
l

toriu ., Clril'QlleCtes lamgatlU (or lAp/UtU giblnu, Mitchill), .vaJI],~ ff~t;rU)

(LopA. 'CU?rt., Schrepf.), BatracAlU tau (Loph. lnIfo, l\Iitch., or Batr. ffNttlt>i/,
Le Sueur), B. "amgatlU, Le Sueur, and Bairaelat" grvnniem (or Cothu Knln

niem, L. Schrepf.) frequent the sea of New York.

The TuGTINAMEG, or Wind-ph of Hudson's Bay, which is said to come to the
surface in windy weather only, belongs most probably to this family. It is, indeed,
referred by Pennant to LophiIU pUcatorius, but on the authority merely of a short
notice by l\Ir. Hutchins. It does not occur in the FauJUI Gr-tznla1UUca.

[50.] 1. LoPHIUS (l\IALTHE) CUBIFRONS. (Richardson.) Square-hrotL'ed
1Halthe.

F.UIILT, Batlacboidee. (hM'CS, LophiUL Lllno. &J>.g~, Maltbe. Cn.

The sub-genus Malthe has the following characters assigned to it in the Regn~

Animal. The head much depressed and greatly widened by the jutting out of the
elongated subopercula; the eyes far forward; the snout projecting like a small
horn; the protractile mouth, of a moderate size under the snout; the gill-mem
branes sustained by six or seven rays, and opening on the dorsal aspect by a hole
above each pectoral; a solitary, small, soft dorsal; the body studded with bony
tubercles and furnished along the sides with barbels, but no free rays on the head;
neither pyloric creca nor air-bladder.

l\Ir. Audubon has very kindly presented to me a fish of tlus sub-genus, taken
on the Labrador coast, which appears to belong to a species hithel"to undescribed.
I have compared it with the figures of ~/althe veapertilio (HI. 110 and Edwards
283), of .l.lf. nasuta (Seba., i., 74, f. 2), and of M. atellata (Krusenstern's Voy.,
lxi., lower fig.), to all of which it is very dissimilar in the form of the cranium,
and particularly of the snout. Three other species are indicated in the Regne
Animal, which are still unpublished; viz., M. notata, angusta, and truncata. The
last of these names is the only one which is in any respect applicable to our new
species, in which the forehead may be said to be truncated, instead of gradually
narrowing into a projecting snout. I have received no account of the habits of
the Square-browed l\flllthe. Its intestines were filled with small crabs and uni-

• The Loplli,.. pUcator, or BelloWll.flsb, of Mitcbill, at far .. his description goes, does not appear to difFer from the
L.pUcatorill. of tbe European seas. His vs.riety,!uliahU, is most probably a diltinct Ipedes.
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valve shells, none of them crushed, the shells passing entire, per anum, after their
inhabitants have been digested.

DESCRIPTION
Of a specimen taken on the Labrador coast and preservrd in rum.

FORM-much depressed, the head very wide posteriorly from the spreading of the sub
opercular bones. The body tapers gradually from behind the pectorals to the caudal fin,
becoming at the same time less and less depressed, the extremity of the tail at the insertion of
the caudal fin being decidedly compressed. The gill-openings are about midway between
the snout and end of the tail, and the anus is halfway between the pectorals and anal fin, or
very little posterior to the gill-openings. The head (excluding the gill-plates), or rather the
cranium, which is slightly moveable on the spinal column, is not at all disproportioned to the
size of the fish; it has a cubical form, and the large eyes, having a perfectly lateral aspect,
occupy the anterior halves of its sides. The upper surface of the cranium is flat, slightly hol
lowed between the orbits, where it is narrower, becomes again wider before them, and arching
a little in a longitudinal direction, terminates abruptly and evenly, being supported on each
side by a vertical pillar that forms the anterior margin of the orbit. On the edge of the
forehead, between the tops of these pillars, there is a rounded knob about the size of a grain
or duck-shot, coarsely granulated like the rest of the skin, and very unlike the tapering, acute
snouts of M. veapertilio, nasuta, or even stellata. Beneath the knob-like snout, and between
the shafts of the pillars above mentioned, there is a deep circular cavity, which is lined by a
whitish membrane. A canal capable of receiving a crow-quill passes from the bottom of the
cavity between the orbits to the back part of the cranium. From under the orifice of the
canal there proceeds a long barbel, composed of a bony ray with a thickened tip and a coating
of soft skin: it is apparently capable of being protruded from the cavity, or retracted within
it, at the pleasure of the fish. The nostrils open by two small orifices before the base ofeach
of the orbital pillars. The mouth is situated directly under the anterior margin of the fore
head when it is closed, and from the lower jaw inclining upwards the commissure of the lips
has then a crescentic form; but when the mouth is open the descent of the lower jaw causes
the intermaxillaries to advance on their pedicles, so that its orifice, which is then circular and
about equal in diameter to one of the orbits, is protruded beyond the snout. The labiall lie
in the membrane behind the intermaxillaries.

TEETH-like very fine shorn velvet, cover the opposing surfaces of the intermaxillaries and
lower jaw, the whole upper surface of the tongue, a broad rectangular plate on the vomer, a
smaller cOntiguous plate on each palate bone, and four convex plates on the upper side of the
gullet-the pharyngeal teeth being rather coarser than the others.

G1LL-COVERs.-The very thick, nearly semicylindrical subope1'culum extends from the cheek
to the middle of the arm that supports the pectoral fin, rendering that part of the fish
much wider than the body. The thin, flat, nearly horizontal operculum, fills part of the space
between the suboperculum and the spine. The gill-opening is a small round hole, situated
between the arm of the pectoral and the spine, and opposite to the extremity of the suboper
culum.
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The SKIN is every where closely covered with rough roundish grains, which are much
smaller on the under surface of the fish. On the dorsal aspect of the head and body there
are also many scattered, conical, granulated, bony tubercles, the largest being about the size
of a split pea, occupying the middle of the ba.ck, and the roughest ones margining the sides of
the tail. There are no vestiges of any barbels on the sides of the head or body.

FINS.-D. 5; C. 9; A.4; V. 5 j P. n.
The rays of the fins are with difficulty discernible through the thick and partially granu

lated skin which envelops them. They are all articulated. The pectorals have a fan-like
form; their rays, which are jointed but undivided, being about equal in length to their carpal
elongation or arm. The "en.trall, attached opposite to the middle of the preopereulum, are
dilated and truncated at their ends. The anal fin is far back, and is about half the size pf
the ventrals: all its rays are articulated. The doraal very small, and situated a little pos
terior to the anus, but a considerable distance before the anal fin contains five undivided
rays, all articulated a.t the tips. The caudal is rounded at the end: its rays are forked and
project a little beyond the membrane.

CoWUR.-The specimen has been 80 long immersed in rum, that its original colour cannot
be determined. At present, its upper surface is greyish-white, with some brown blotches, as
if of dirt, adhering to the grained skin. The caudal and pectorals are whitish, with small
round brown spots. The under surface of the body is uniformly greyish-white.

INTESTINBs.-The stomach is a thin bag, an inch and a half long by an inch wide; the
pylorus much contracted, being at one side of the fundus; the rest of the gut is delicate, bav
ing a diameter of about a quarter of an inch, and a length exceeding thrice that of the fish,
being twice doubled upon itself. There are neither cmea nor air-bladder. The liver is large
and oily.

DUOIIIIOJl'a.

IIICh.... LI...... IDChe8. LiD".
LeDgth from frontal tubercle to tip of eauda1 7 8 Diameter 01 orbit · 0 7

" " baH of caudal . 6 5
"

orifice of mouth • 0 6

" " donal 4 0 Dlatanee of ditto beneath aDout • 0 3

" " gill-openinga 3 2 Length of intermulllary 0 6

" "
tip of aubopereulum 3 2! "

labiall 0 7

"
tip of under jaw to tip of caudal 7 6 " limb of UDder jaw 0 7

" " anal fin 4 10 " aubopercular bollAl . 2 3

" .. anue. 3 4 " raY' of pectorala 1 3

" " ventrala 1 10 ,. .. caudal • · 1 6

" " bue of raY' of " " ventrala 1 3
pectorala 4 10 " " anal · 0 10

" " ape of ditto . 5 0
"

atomach 1 6

" of amall inteatineB .24 0

p
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LABROIDE.t£.

THE fish of this family are readily recognisable by their general aspect, their
oblong scaly body, and single dorsal, whose anterior rays are spinous, with often
a shred of membrane. attached to them. Their pharyngeal bones are armed
with teeth stronger than usual, but varying in fonn in the different genera. They
have a strong air-bladder, and either no creca or only two very small ones. The
Linnrean genus Labrus fonns a group which is distinguished by having one set of
lips attached to the sub-orbitars, and another to the jaws, close gill-membranes
supported by five rays, conical jaw teeth, the anterior and middle ones longest, and
pharyngeal teeth in fonn of paving stones. The minor groups are characterised by
combinations of several varieties of structure, such as the smoothness or scaliness
of the head, the presence of denticulations on the preoperculum, the protractility of
the mouth, which, in several sub-genera, can be projected in a tubular fonn, so as
to seize small fish that are swimming within its reach, the straight or broken
lateral line, the encroachment of the seales on the caudal, or even on the other
vertical fins, as in the Chfetodontoidere, the prolongation of the first dorsal rays by
long filaments, and some differences in the dentition. In the sub-genus Anamps8s
the jaws are armed with only two flat teeth, which project from the mouth and
curve outwards. The genus Xiriclzthys differs from Labrus chiefly in its very
compressed fonn and the vertical profile of the head: it has large scales and an
interrupted lateral line. Chromis resembles Labrus except in the jaw and pharyn
geal teeth being in card-like plates, the vertical fins filamentous, and the lateral
line interrupted. Cychla has all the teeth like velvet pile and in broad stripes.
Plesiops differs from Chromis in having a compressed head and very long ventraIs.
Malacanthus, with the general characters and jaw teeth of Labrus, has the pharyn
geal teeth of ChrQmis, the operculum ending in a small spine,. and a long dorsal in
which the spines are very few, slender, and flexible. Scarus is remarkable for
convex jaws covered anteriorly and on their edges with teeth like scales. The
pharyngeal teeth are in transverse plates, the sub-orbitar lips of the preceding
genera are wanting, there being only those on the jaws, the scales are large and
the lateral line interrupted. Calliodon and Odax, with some of the characters of
Scams, have others more closely resembling Labrus.

Many of the Labroidere are remarkable for the intensity and purity, as well as
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brilliancy of their colours. They are very generally distributed, being found in all
parts of the ocean, and also in lakes and rivers. Upwards of forty species exist in
the European seas, chiefly in the Mediterranean, though there are several in the
North Sea. The following occur on the coast of the United States: Lahrua
Americanua (L. "tautoga, Mitch.), Ckeilinua radiatua, Lachnolaimua suillua.
Crenilabrua burgall (L. chogaet, Mitch.), Xirichtkya p8ittacua, X. lineatua, and
some others.

Fabricius, while sailing along the Greenland coast, saw a fish of a shining
blue colour swim "past. The Greenlanders named it Kehlernak, and Fabricius
supposes that it may have been the Labrus exoletua of Linnreus, a North Sea fish,
which is a Crenilabrus in Cuvier's system, and is remarkable for having five spines
in its anal fin. The sub-genus Crenilabrua is distinguished from the true labri
solely by having a denticulated preoperculum. Its numerous species were included
by Bloch in his genus Lutjanua.

FISTULAROID~.-LESBOUCHES EN FLUTE.

THIS family is characterised by a long tubular muzzle, formed of the prolonged
ethmoid, vomer, preopercular, interopercular, pterygoid, and tympanitic bones, at
the extremity of which is the mouth, composed as usual of the palate bones, inter
maxillaries, labials,"and lower jaw. The intestinal canal is either straight and
furnished with two crecal appendages, or destitute of creca, and twice or thrice
doubled upon itself. The air-bladder is in some extremely small, in others of a
moderate size, or even very IMge. The gill-rays are six or seven in number, or
only two or three, and very slender. The scales are of a moderate size or small, or
even so minute as to be invisible. The forepart of the back is more or less per
fectly protected by osseous or scaly plates, which, in some instances, exist also on
the flanks. The dorsal is either single and supported, like the anal to which it is
opposed, mostly by simple rays, or it is preceded by free spines, or there are two
dorsals, the soft one being generally far back. There are two generic groups, Ji'ia
tularia, in which the body is cylindrical, and Centriacua, in which it is compressed
and oval.

Fiatularia tahaccaria frequents the coast of the" United States, F. aerrata the
West .Indies and sea of Brazil, Centriacua acolopax inhabits the Mediterranean.
Most of the others belong to the Indian Ocean.

p 2
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The preceding family is the last of that division of the OS8EOUS FISHES which
is named Acantkopterygian, or Spiny-finned, on account of the spinous rays
which support the whole of the first dorsal, when there are two of these fins, or the
forepart of the fin when there is only one: in some instances all the rays of a soli
tary dorsal are spinous, and occasionally the spines are free or unconnected by
membrane. The anal has also one or more spinous rays, and there is generally
one in each ventral. Several genera, howe\'er, are admitted into the division,
although the spinous character of their fins is very imperfect, and also some whicl;t
are absolutely destitute of spines -, because their habits and their anatomical struc
ture, in general, ally them intimately with groups that are decidedly aeanthoptery
gian. .

The exposition of Cuvier's system of arrangement .occupies more space in
the preceding pages, than may appear to be necessary in a local Fauna; but we
found it difficult to give, in any other way, correct characters of the various groups
of spiny-finned fish which fall within the proper scope of the work, or to exhibit
their true situation in the system, without a reference to the intermediate or con
neeting families. For it happens that this great division, though richer in genera
and species than any other, does not admit of being split into orders, its only
practicable subdivision being into natural families, which are so intimately linked
to ea~h other, that, as Cuvier says, the whole division might be considered as one
great family. Owing to this close dependence of one group of acanthopterygii
upon another, they are often more readily distinguishable by comparative cha
racters than by positive ones, thus requiring the whole series to be noticed. These
remarks are not 80 applicable to the remaining divisions of the class, and we shall,
therefore, in treating of them, greatly restrict our quotations from Cuvier.

• z.r..oe, and Mllte ror iDltaDce.



MALACOPTER\"GII ABDOMINALES.

THE second division of osseous fishes is named Malacopterggian, or &fl-finned,
because all the rays of the fins are articulated, excepting sometimes the first of the
dorsal or pectorals. It can be conveniently divided into three orders, named
A6dominal, Jugular, and Apodal, from the position of the ventrals on the hinder
part of the belly, their suspension to the humeral bones, or their total absence.
The first order, or that in which the ventrals are attached to the belly behind the
pectorals, but unconnected with the hump-ral bones, is the most numerous of the
three, and includes most of the fresh-water fish. It contains five families, of which
the first is the

CYPRINOIDE..£.

FISH of this family are readily distinguishable by their slightly-cleft mouth, fur
nished with weak and frequently toothless jaws bordered by the intemlaxil
laries; by their strongly-toothed pharyngeal bones; and by the fewness of their
gill-rays. They have a scaly body, no adipose fin, a stomach destitute of a cui de
sac, and no pyloric creca. They abound in the fresh waters of all quarters of the
world, and are the least carnivorous of fishes. They exist in the arctic regions of
the North American continent, as high as the 68th parallel, though it is remark
able that none occur in the Fauna Grcenlandica, nor were any detected on the
North Georgian islands, or Boothian peninsula, by the recent expeditions. The
following North American species are indicated in the Rogne Animal :-Barhu8
l]H!Cie8 fiOOa; Laheo cyprin~ (Cata8tomus cyprinuI, Le Sueur); Cata8tomu8,
17 species ; LeucisCU8 species nova; Pacilia mvltiinBala, Le Sueur; LehifU
ellip8oidea, Le Sueur; Fundulus ccenicolus, Valenciennes (Cobit;, laeteroclita,
Linn., Mud-fisla, Schrepf.); Fundulus !a8ciafMIJ, Valen. (&o.x pisciculus et
r.onatru, Mitch.); Molineria latipinntJ, Le Sueur; C!lJWin~ Jla"ulus, Valen.
(Eso.x jlavultu, Mitch., Paciua majali8, Schn.); C!lprinodon ovinus (Esor
Ot1intu, Mitch.). In Dr. Mitchill's paper on the New York fish, we find the fol
lowing, which are not in the above list~ Cyprinus~, very probably a Labeo;
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and C. chr,vsoleucas and atronasus, which are most likely Leucisci. Notwith
standing that Dr. J. V. C. Smith has mentioned as inhabitants of the waters of
Massachusetts the Gold-fish of China, and the species so well known to European
anglers by the names of Roach, Dace, Bleak, and Chub, we require more circum
!\tantiul evidence before we can venture to affirm that any of the Cyprinoidere are
common to the Old and New Worlds.

(51.] 1. CYPRINUS (ABRAMIS?) SMITHII. (Nob.) La Quesche.

F .UIILY, C11'rinoidellB. G&I'lVa, Cnlrinus. 5Mb-getaU, Abramil, Cvnu.

The Cyprini form a very numerous and extremely natural generic group, and
may be easily recognised by the small mouth, toothless jaws, a.nd three flat gill
rays. The tongue is smooth; the palate is lined by a thick and highly-irritable
lluhstance, known vulgarly under the name of the carp's tongue; and the gullet
exhibits a powerful masticatory apparatus: viz., large teeth attached to the lower
pharyngeal bones, and fit for squeezing the aliments against a stony or enamelled
disk, which is set in a process of the basilary bone. The dorsal is· single, and the
body covered by scales which are often of a great size. The Cyprini inhabit fresh
waters, and are perhaps the least carnivorous of all fish, living in a great measure
on Reed~,herb8, or even mud. Their stomach is continuous with the intestine,

Digitized by CoogIe
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which is destitute of creca, and the air-bladder is divided into two by a contraction.
Cuvier distributes the fish of this genus into nine sub-genera, which are distin
guished from one another by the extent of the dorsal and anal fins, the spinous or
articulated structure of their second rays, the position of the dorsal, the smallness
of the scales, the presence of barbels on the upper jaw or angles of the mouth, and
the size and form of the lips. The sub-genus Ahramu is characterised as having
a short dorsal situated farther back than the ventrals, and a long anal, but neither
spinous rays nor barbels. To this sub-genus I have, for the present, referred the
Queaclte of t~e Canadians, a cyprinoid fish, of which Lieutenant-Colonel C. H.
Smith has sent me a brief notice, accompanied by a drawing, which is copied in
the annexed wood-cut *. In profile, and in the relative size and position of the fins,
the Queache bears a resemblance to the common Bream; but one of the rays ofits
dorsal and anal being spinous, it does not correspond in ~hat respect with the cha
racter assigned to Ahramia by Cuvier; and the size of its anal fin excludes it from
the sub-genus which contains the true Carps. The very forward position of the
nostrils is unusual, and its toothed tongue is at variance with the definition of the
genus Cyprinua. Its specific name is intended as a compliment to its highly
talented discoverer.

•r The specimens were taken in the Richelieu, at its confluence with the St. Lawrence, and
were all about nine or ten inches long; in form much compressed, the back arched, the dor
sal nearer the tail than head, the anal long and oblique, extending to near the caudal 6n,
which is forked with pointed lobes, the eye very large and near the snout, the nostrils opening
on the tip of the latt«.>r, the under jaw longest, the tongue toothed, gill-covers round and
smooth, lateral line straight, containing sixty scales, scales comm«.>ncing on the forehead above
the eyes, rather large, shining, and p«.>llucid, reflecting a brilliant green on the back, but
having a silvery lustre on the sides and abdomen. I do not know in what division to place it,
for though it has the form-of an AbramiB it has a spinous ray in the dorsal and anal, and
teeth on the tOllA'ue.

trFINs.-Br.3. P.12; V.7; D.l/12; A.l/27; C.18." (SMITH in lit.)

• The wood-eut i. a coned eopy of Colonel Smith'. Retch acept in tM lealea, which are too .mall and crowded on
the posterior part ofthe body. There ought to be only sixty ICBln on the lateral line, 81 mentiont!d in the text.
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[52.] l. CYPRINUS (CATASTOMUS) HUDSONIUS. (Le Sueur.) Greg
Sucking-carp.

FAIIILY, CyprinoidellJ. GBNUS, Cyprinus, Cuv. Sub-g_, Calaatomul, LE SUBU"
cyprinua catastomus. Founa, Phil. ""'.,63, p.158, t. Yi. b. 1779.
N amaypeeth and Sucker. PUN., ket. 7AoI., lttlr., p. ceuiL, and ii., p. 402.
Cataatomus HudBonius. La SUEUR, Ae. &. Phil., i., po 107• lUCIURD8ON, Fr. Jowrt. p. 717.

b.I823.
Grey Sucker. FUR TK.UlBKa. Carpe blanche. CAN.A.DLUf1l. Namaypeetb. CRUS.

In the Regne Animal the sub-genus Catastomu8 is characterised as having the
same kind of thick, pendent, fringed or crimped lips with Laheo; and the short
dorsal of LeUci8CU8 opposed to the ventrals •. The species inhabit the fresh waters
of North America. The first that we have to notice is the Greg Sucking-carp,
or Namaypeeth of the Cree Indians. It is a common fish in ;all parts of the fur
countries, abounding in the rivers, and even in land-locked marshes and ponds,
but preferring shallow grassy lakes with muddy bottoms. In the beginning of
summer it may be seen in numbers forcing its way up rocky streams, and even
breasting strong rapids, to arrive at its proper spawning places in stony rivulets :
soon afterwards it returns to the lakes. I ts food, judging from the contents of the
stomachs of those which I opened, is chiefly soft insects; but in one I found the
fragments of a fresh-water shell. In the winter and autumn it is caught in nets,
and in the spawning season (June) may be readily speared, or even taken by the

• Mr. Le Sueur'a a.c:eount of the genus ia aa follon :-" &u:II with • lingle fin. Gi/J three-rayed. Head
and opn-eu/a amooth. J_ tootbleaa and retractile. MOIItA beneath the wout; lip' plaited, lobed, or c:aruDculated,
suitable for aucking. Tllroat with pectinated teeth."-He adda lOme particulars applicable to the sixteen apeciea which
he detected in the watera of the United State.. "&01.- in almoat all marked with radiated linea, and fimbriated oa their
"dgea j th~ir form more or I.. rhomboidal or roundish. G1I~ large, and compoaed of three piecea; the anterior
one small in BUme, aa in -.crokpidlJlIIII, large in othera, aa in _N: opening wide. Treth none in the jawa, but thOle
of the throat, on each side, are compoaed ofa range of bonea generally blunt and thick at their alUJlDlita, placed in a pecti
nated form on an lIIIeOU8 arc:uated bone, of which they are a component part, and aumetimea terminated in a booked point
as in -'_. The teeth are enyeloped in a thick maa of a whitiab aubdance, which coven the throat and auppliea the
place of n tongue. MlMth generally lunated: to the palate ia attached a membrane. YIIlln'<I.-The iJlt«tiwll c-' is
very mnch developed, and it baa ita origin near the throat; the atomach ia aimple ud without plaitll or curvaturH, being
a continuation of this canal., and appearing to be confounded with it. The inteatinea make a numbw of convolutionl: in
a macroiepidtJ_, sixteen inchea long, they meaanred. three feet ftye incbea. The liYer is dWiqueaClDt and lOOn panes into
oil after expoaure to tbe atmosphere. The air-bladtkr is aub-cylindric and is diyided in moat apeciea into tiro parta:-in
IIttJCrOkpidohu it ia diyided into four. In tbe inteBtinea river-ahella (Lf-ea, &Ii_, &c.), which dwell on aquatic planta
and on roe:ka or bottoms of riVI!l'8, are found. The Cat<at_i are enabled to take these shells by meana of their lipa,
which are protruded forwarda by their jaws. It is neceaaary to remark, that in all the speciea which 1 have examined,
there is a line that l'UDI from the nape beneath the eyea, and another along the head abcml the eyea, of amall orificea for
the passage of mucna; which linea are well defined after the fiah ia dried and deaiccated, but IIOt 10 conspicuolll when
recent. Some species abo, in • dried state, have • tuberculated appearauce on the held, not diacernible in the living
fiab." LB SUBUR, I. c.
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hand, in shallow streams. It is a very soft watery fish, but devoid of any un
pleasant flavour. and is considered to be one of the best in the country for making
soup. Like its congeners it is singularly tenaeious of life. and may be frozen and
thawed again without being killed.

DESCRIPTION

Drawn up tiom recent lpec:imena at Cumberland-HoUle. lat. 54°. March 10th, "1820.

FORK.-The head is smooth, flattened laterally and on the vertex. convex before the eyes,
with an obtuse snout: it increases in thickness, gradually, from the nose to the nape, which
is broader than the shoulders. The greatest girth of the body is about half way to the dor
sal fin. from thence it tapers till it passes the anal fin, and the tail is nearly linear: the depth
of the body exceeds its thickness rather more than one half. The sides and back are some
what flattened. The lateral line runs equidistant from the back and belly, straight till it
comes opposite to the anal fin, when it inclines upwards at a very obtuse angle, and passes
along the middle of the tail, giving that member a direction slightly different from that of the
body. ScALES for the most part broadly oval, or nearly obicular, and of a medium size, being
one quarter of an inch in diameter. They are larger towards the tail, and smaller on the
belly, particularly between the pectorals. The uncovered portion of each scale is vertically
oval, and is marked with diverging lines corresponding to obscure crenatures on the edge.

HEAD constituting one-fifth of the total length. The eyes are situated about one diameter
of their orbit distant from the upper part of the gill-opening, and twice as far from the tip of
the snout. The fIO.triU are placed immediately before the eyes; the anterior larger opening
has a soft skinny lid which shuts it when thrown forwards, and when turned backwards closes
the posterior smaller opening. GILL-roVERS.-The operculum is thrice the size of the BUb
operculum; their free edges unite into an even elliptical curve. The interoperculum has a
narrow upright limb connected to the whole anterior edge of the operculum. The preoper
culum, somewhat crescentic in form, is broader but shorter than the interoperculum, being
included within its limbs. Various lines and tubercles, very evident on the ht'ad of the dried
specimen, are not perceptible in the recent fish, the whole head being covered with a thick,
smooth, mucous skin. The brain is protected by a piece of cartilage which. on maceration
or boiling, drops out, leaving a rect.angular opening before the nape one inch long and a
quarter of an inch wide *.

MOUTH retractile, placed under the snout, and capable of being protruded a very little
beyond it Lip. attached to the intermaxillaries and lower jaw, studded with large soft
papillie, most conspicuous on the lower lip, which is much more developed than the upper
one, and expands into two pendulous flaps. The commissure of the closed lips is shaped like
a horse-shoe, but when the jaws are extended, the orifice of the mouth is nearly quadrangular,
and wide enough to admit the point of the fore-finger. There are no barbels. The palate

• When the head il cooked the braiu becom. vilible through tbil openiDg, and i.IUppoled, by the Indianl, to be a
-.11 frog, which reaidea witbiD the head of the tbh.

Q
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is lined by a thick, gelatinous, light-red membrane, which rises anteriorly into two uvula-like
eminences. A furrow which commences between these is closed at the back of the palate by
a large pulpy cushion, against which the branchial arches ('an be pressed. This cushion
conceals a number of small bones and cartilages that lie between the extremities of the
branchial arches. Attached to the posterior part of the cushion there is a white, firm, cor
diform substance, which lines an irregular cribriform plate projecting from the basilary pro
cess of the occipital bone. There are no teeth, but their place is supplied in the following
manner. The two inferior pharyngeal bones have, when united, the form of a horile's hoof,
and go nearly two-thirds round the pharynx. From the edge of each bone thirty-six pro
cesses spring in a pectinated manner; they are compressed laterally, somewhat chub-shaped,
a little worn on their summits, and gradually diminish in size as they recede from the median
line: two or three of the lowest and largest project through the very soft lining membrane,
exhibiting narrow crowns of a very compact texture resembling enamel: the smaller pI'&
cesses are tipt with 80ft. pulpy rakers, having the form of those on the branchial arches. A
strong muscular apparatus surrounding the pharynx, serves to press these parts against the
cordiform cURhion above mentioned with sufficient force to bruise the substances on which the
fish preys. There are no mperior pharyngeal bones, unless the irregular expansion of the
basilar process may be so denominated. The rakers consist of a double row of thin and
rather rigid crests, wilh scolloped edges springing from the inner margins of each branchial
arch.

FINs.-Br. 3-3; P. 17; D. 12 to 14; V. 10; A. 7 or 8; C. 18J..
The gill-membranes are united to each other by a plicated skin, destitute of scales and

separated from the integuments of the abdomen by a transverse superficial furrow. They
contain on each side three broad flat rays. The pectoral fins are elliptical, and contain seven
teen crowded rays, of which the first is the strongest, its articulations being scarcely percep
tible towards its base, and the fifth or sixth is the longest, the more posterior ones diminishing
rapidly in length and strength. The 'Ventrals, placed a little nearer to the gill-openings than to
the caudal fin, have an obovate outline: their second ray is the strongest; the first, which is
half the length of the second and closely applied to it, appears upon a cursory examination to
be spinous; but when it is divested of integument, some articulations may be perceived with a
lens. The anal, extending to within its own length of the caudal, contains eight, or some
times only seven, thick rays, the first short and scarcely perceptibly articulated; the others
divided at the tips. When this fin is turned backwards its tip reaches the base of the caudal.
The caudal has eighteen rays, with three short ones above and below: its margin is slightly
crescentic. The dorsal is nearly quadrangular, and contains generally thirteen rays, though
some specimens have one over or under that number: the second ray, about half as long as
the succeeding one, appears to be spinous, or, at least, its articulations are not perceptible
even through a lens: the first is so short as not to be readily discovered, and is closely
applied to the second; the other rays are distinctly articulated, except at their bases, and
divided twice or thrice at their summits, which spread slightly.

COLOUR.-Back and ,idea bluish-grey with considerable lustre, the back being darkest, aDd
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the tint of the sides grll,dually passing into the pearl-white of the belly. Donal and caudal
fins bluish-grey: pectorals and ventral. ochre-yellow tinged with red: anal flesh-red. [ride,
saffron-yellow with pearly lustre.

INTE8T1NEs.-The we,tinal canal, in its course from the gullet to the anus, makes four
convolutions and a half, and bears a proportion to the length of the fish, t'xcluding the caudal
fin, of 50 to 18: the proportions, however, \'ary a little in different individuals. At the com
mencement of the canal there is a very short, thick, glandular cesophagus, succeeded by a
,tomaeh whose diameter exceeds that of the rest of the intestine only so much as to leave a
gibbosity at what may be termed the pylorus, or first turn of the intestine. From this turn
the diameter of the gut, and the strength of its coats, diminish gradually: its inner mem
brane forms delicate and minute longitudinal wrinkles, waved and indented into each other
in a very beautiful manner. There are no ct1!ca. The lobes of the liver are numerous and
greatly involved in the folds of the intestine: the colour of the liver is pale. The gaU-bladder
lies between the intestines and air-bladder: its duct enters the stomach within an inch of the
gullet: the bile is pale. The spleen is large and lies in a semicircular form round the exterior
convolution of the intestine. The air-bladder extends the whole length of the cavity of the
abdomen, and consists of two divisions, united by a very short tube which is bound to the
spine by a strong fold of peritonmum: the upper division is the shortest, and is enveloped by
a remarkably thick, shining, white capsule, which adheres strongly at its upper end to the
spine and septum of the thorax: the bladder may be thrust from its capsule by a slight force.
The proper coats of the air-bladder are much thinner, but firmer and stronger than the cap
sule. A small tube proceeds from the top of the lower division of the air-bladder, but its
tt>rmination was n~t traced. The kidneys, as long as the cavity of the abdomen, are connected
superiorly by a transverse lobe; and the urinary bladder is a long tube whose calibre scarcely
exceeds the joint diameters of the ureters. The lining of the abdomen is white. Many small
parasitic worms were found attached by a kind of proboscis to the interior of the intestinal
canal.

DuoxIIOII'Io

Incb... Line.. Iucbn. LIDo.

LeIIgth £rom llIId of Inout to tiPI of caudal 21 9 Length of pectorall . 3 2

" "
end of 1IClL1e1 on ditto • • 18 9 Height of doruJ • 2 2

.. "
beKinning of anal . 15 6 Length of itl attachment • 3 0

" "
first ray of 'l'llIItralI • 10 1 " 'l'entrall • 2 2

" "
ditto of dorsal 9 0 Depth of anal . 2 11

" "
edge of gill-cover 4 0 Length of ill attachment 1 4

" "
nape 3 6 Space between it and bue of caudal . 2 1

" "
centl'll of orbit · 2 3 Depth of body before doraal • 3 1

Breadth of nape • 2 2 W ~ight of recent fiah 51b1.

Dr. Gairdner has forwarded to me from the Columbia and its tributaries several specimens
ora catastomu., which agrees both externally and internally with the preceding, except in the
belly being tinged with ochre-yellow. The stomach of one of them is filled with very young
shells, apparently of an Unio. There are from 74 to 77 scales on the lateral-line, 46 vertebrm
in the spine, and from 15 to 11 rays in the dorsal fin.

Q 2
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2. CYPRINUS (CATASTOMUS) FORSTERIANUS. (Rich.) Red
Sucking Carp.

CyprinUI eatastomu., var. FOIllTBIl, PItiI. 'lr.,lxiii., p. la8. .Aft. 1779.
Mithomapeth. PJRIN., .Am. Zoo/.btI,.., p. eexeix.
Catastomu8 Forsterianu8. RICHARD80N, F,.. JOUt'1J., p. 720. .Aft. 1823.
Red Sucker. FUB TJu.UIIBS. Meethqua-maypeth. CllUS.

This fish is well known in every part of the country that lies north of Canada:
we found it in Lake Huron and Great Slave Lake, and north of the latter it exists
in greater abundance than the preceding species, which it entirely resembles in its
habits. It makes a more gelatinous soup than any other of the northern fish, and
is the best bait for trout or pike. It spawns in June. Though Forster has ranked
it merely as a variety of the preceding, it is perfectly distinct, both in external
appearance and in various internal characters.

DESCRIPl'lON

Drawn up from recent specimen. and reviled from prepared OD4lI.

FORM.-The back is broader and straighter than in the foregoing species, and the depth of
the body is less, being about one-fifth of the length exclusive of the caudal, or scarcely exceed
ing the thickness: the back and sides are a little ftattened, and the profile tapers gradually from
the shoulders to the tail. Head contained five times and a half in the total length including
the caudal fin: it is not so much compressed as in the for<'!going and following species, and
the snout is longer and more acute, as well as more moveable. The forehead is straight, not
arched, and the anterior margin of the orbit is exactly midway between the tip of the snout
and posterior edge of the gill-cover. Mouth larger than in C. Hud80niUII and farther back,
the upper lip, when protruded to the utmost, being scarcely even with the end of the snout.
The pendulous ftaps of the lower lip are also broader, and the papilllB larger. The interior
of the mouth and gullet are similar to the same parts in C. Hudsonius.

ScALES broadly oblong, their sides parallel, their ends segments of a circle; their surfaces
impressed with lines radiating from the centre to all sides; their margins nearly even, instead
of being crenated as in C. Hudsonius. They are considerably smaller than those of the latter
fish, the difference being most apparent in the scales which cover the forepart of the back.
Their size increases with their distance from the head, and those on the shoulder are but little
larger than those between the pectorals. A scale taken from beneath the lateral line, midway
between the pectorals and ventrals, is four lines long and three broad. A linear inch mea
sured on the side near the gill-openings, contains nine scales, seven over the ventrals, and five
over the anal. There are from 98 to 101 scales on the lateral line, thirty in a vertical row
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I behind the pectorals, and twenty-three just before the ventrals. The lateral line is straight,
making no perceptible angle at the junction of the tail and body.
~INS~-BT. 3-3; P. 18; D. 12 to 14; Y. 10; A. 8 or 9; C. 1st. .
The height of the dorsal exceeds the length of its attachment; and its eighth or ninth ray

is opposite to the first of the tJentrals. The anal, when turned back, does not reach quite to

the base of the caudal.
CoLOUR of the back intermediate between honey-yellow and oil-green (like old olive-oil) ;

the sides are occupied by a series of patches of light lake-red, more or less continuous. forming
a broad irregular stripe: the belly is white. The under fins are tinged with ochre-yellow.
and at some seasons have a red hue; the dorsal and upper part of the caudal have nearly the
tint of the back.

INTEsnNES.-The lining of the abdomen is covered with a pigment similar to that which is
attached to the choroid coat of the human eye: it is most abundant on the capsule of the air
bladder. and soils the fingers, but is easily washed off. As it is not present in the foregoing
or following species, it forms a convenient distinguishing character. The air-bladder is
divided into two sacs, the lower of which sends a slender contorted tube to the resophagus.
The spleen lies in the centre of the convolutions of the gut. The length of the whole alimen
tary canal is to that of the fish, excluding the caudal fin, as 47 to 17.

I>nrmtuOXI.

In.h.... Llnel. Iochea. Une•.

Length from end or .BOUt to tips of cawlal W 4 Length of ventrrJa • 2 9

\ " .. end of lICa1ea on ditto • • 19 3 .. longe.t rap of anal 3 0

I
" .. end of anal 16 7 "

ita attachment • 1 3

.. aBUI • 16 2 .. longest ray. of caudal 3 5

.. .. ventralI J1 3 "
central rayw of ditto • 1 10

" "
dorsal 9 9 Depth of body where greatest 3 6

"
posterior edge of gill-eover 4 0 Circumfereace there 10 0

" .. nape 3 7 Longitudinal un of orbit 0 7

"
orbit 2 0 Vertical ditto 0 6

"
of pectoral. 3 4 Spread of caudal flu. 5 0

.. longest rayw of dorsal 2 3 Length of aliment. canal from gullet to anul 47 0

"
itl attachment 2 2 Weight of recent fiah 7,lh•.
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[54.] 3. CVPRINUS (CATASTOMUS) SUEURII. (Rich.) The Picconou.

Catastomua Le Sueurii.. RIC!lAJWSON, Fr. J"",.,.., p.772. 471. 1823.
PiCCODOUo VOYAGl111as. Wawpawhaw-Keeshew. CUBS.

This handsome species was observed by us only in Pine-Island Lake, lat. 54°,
long. 110°; but it is not unknown in other parts of the fur-eountries, though much
more rare than the two preceding species. It may be at once distinguished from
them by the size and lustre of its scales and the form of its lips, as well as by the
anatomical peculiarity of having its air-bladder divided into three portions. There
seems to be considerable variety in the form of the air-bladder in this sub-genus;
in C. macrolepidotu8 of Le Sueur it has four divisions; but in the majority of the
species only two. The habits of the Picconou are the same as those of the pre
ceding species. It spawns in June.

DESCRIPTION

Of recent specimenl at Cumberland I!0U&e, April, 1820, revised from prepared ones.

COLOuR.-Back, sides, and gill-covers wood-brown, reflecting when opposed to the light
many brilliant tints, in which emerald-green and gold-yellow predominate; bases of the scales
bluish-grey, producing an appearance of reticulation; belly reddish-white. The dorsal has the
hue of the back with a red~ish margin, the other fins are almost entirely red.

SCALES large, quadrangular wit.h parallel sides and irregularly curved ends: their length
and breadth nearly equal. Except in the pectoral region, where they are small, their size
when in situ appears nearly the same over the whole body: the vertical height of their un
covered portion considerably exceeds its length. A linear inch measured longitudinally on the
sides includes three scales, but vertically only two. There are 47 scales on the lateral-line,
and about 10 in a vertical line under the dorsal. A scale detached from near the lateral-line
above the ventrals measures eight lines and a half in length, and seven and a half in width.
The lateral-tine turns up decidedly at the anal as in C. Hudsonius.

FORM more compressed than in the preceding species. Profile oblong, having the greatest
height, (which is about one-fourth of the total length, including the caudal,) at the beginning
of the dorsal. The head is smaller than in either of the preceding species, forming scarcely
the sixth of the total length. The very small mouth is farther back than in C. Hudsonius,
being, when the jaws are retracted, an inch behind the tip of the rather narrow snout, and just
even with it when they are protruded. The lips, instead of being papillated, are furrowed
vertically in a very regular and beautiful manner. The palate and gullet resemble the same
parts in C. HudsoniuB, but are smaller, the comminuting apparatus being more delicatE', and
the msophagus remarkably coutracted at its origin. '

• The original lpeCific: Dame hal been altered by dropping the prefiDd article, as being more agreeable to the UIUll1
ellltom.
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FINs.-Br. 3-3; P. 16; D. 14 j V. 9 or 10 j A. 9 j C. ISJ.
The dortal fin is larger than in the foregoing two species, and is nearly in the middle of the

fish. The pectoral" measure rather leas than one-fifth of the distance between the gill~pel1.

ings and caudal fin. The 'fJentrala are under the middle of the dorsal. The tip of the anal,
when' turned back, rather overlaps the base of the caudal: its last ray is very small, and ibJ
first one short and applied to the hue of the second. The caudal is more forked than in the
preceding species. The rays of all the fins are thick, particularly those of the anal.

INTESTlNEs.-Lining of the abdomen white. There is no distinction between the stomach
artd rest of the gut. The alimentary canal makes four convolutions between the gullet and
anus, and bears a proportion to the total length of the fish, excluding the caudal, of 41 to 16.
The lining of the intestine has the same minute longitudinal ruglB as that of the preceding
two species. The Gir-bladder is divided into three portions, the central one being the largest,
and communicating with the msophagus. The upper one alone has a thick shining capsule.

lneJaeo.
• 12

I
• 41

Gruteat depth of body
It cireumferellC8.

Leugth of alimentary caoal

DDO~SIONS.

lnw..
• 19

16
• 12&DUIJJ

..
Length from snout to til" of e&udal •

caudal •

l55.] 4. CYPRINUS (CATASTOMUS) AUREOLUS. (Le Sueur.) Gilt
Sucking- Carp.

Catutomua aureo1ua. La SnUB, JOWfl. Ac. Be. PAil., t, P. 95. b.1817.

M. Le Sueur, who discovered this fish in Lake Erie, gives the following account
of it, which we quote because no specimen came under our notice.

« Anal fin long, poinred, and passing considerably beyond the base of the caudal, which is
forked with pointed lobes, the inferior lobe being the largest: abdominal fin truncated."-
" Body sub-cylindric, elevated at the nape; head quadrangular, gibbous above the eye, almost
as high as long; the rays of the anal fin are very 8trong and large; .cale, rhomboidal, equal;
body of a beautiful orange colour, which is deepest on the back, the base of the seales dark
red; the sides are heightened with golden reftection8; pectoral, ventral, and anal fins of a fine
red orange, caudal fin of a deep carmine colour-the dorsal is paler than the rest of the fiDS ;
the lateral line is nearly straight, and commences on a level with the eye. Length of indi
vidual described sixteen inches: its depth three, and its thickness two inches and a half.

.. FINs.-P. 18; D. 14; V. 9; A. 8; C. 18." (LE SUEUR, l. c.)
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[56.] 5. CYPRINUS (CATASTOMUS) NIGRICANS. (Le Sueur.) Black
Sucking- Carp.

Catutoml1ll nigricaDl. L. built J_ Jlc. Sc. Pltil., i., p. 103. 4.. 1817.

This species is, like the preceding one, an inhabitant of Lake Erie, where it is
known to the fishennen by the names of "Shoemaker," and" Black Sucker:'
M. Le Sueur gives the following description of it.

~r Head large, quadrangular; anal fin str~ght, its extremity reaching to the base of the
caudal; eyes oblong; the lateral line straight, below the level of the eye."-_H Body sub
quadrangular near the head; tail straight, short;. caudal fin forked with pointed lobes;
dorsal quadrangular and small; 'cale' roundish; colour of the back blackish, of the sides and
abdomen reddish-yellow, with dusky blotches; pectoral, abdominal, and anal fins reddish;
caudal and dorsal dashed with black. Length of specimen thirteen inches.

<C FINS.-P. 18; D. 11; Y. 9; A. 8; C. 18." LE SUEUR, l. c.

[57.] 1. CYPRINUS (LEUCISCUS) GRACILIS. (Richardson.) SfUkat
ch61JJan Dace.

F.um.'lr, CypriDoidew. G.Kt1., Cyprinoa. Svb.g_, LeuclICUI. CUl'mR.
No-Datcheegel. C... ItmU!l'L

PLATE 78.

The Leuci8ci, or Daces, have a short dorsal and anal, are destitute of spinous
rays or barbels, and exhibit nothing peculiar in the structure of their lips. The
species which we have figured abounds in that part of the Saskatchewan which
flows through the prairie district, and is taken at Carlton-house in nets during the
summer. It is but an indifferent article of food. Our specimen having been sub
Initted to the inspection of Baron Cuvier, was returned with the following note
attached to it: " E8peee particuliere de Cyprin voiain de notre Cyprinus micro
cephalus."

DESCRIPTION

01 a tpeeimeD taken in the SubtebeWlUl, April, 1827.

FORII..-Profile approaching to fusiform, most gibbous between the head and dorsal fin:
beUy flatter. Head small, crown broad and flat. muzzle rounded. The length of the head is
contained five times in the total length from the snout to t.he tips of the central caudal rays.
In the dried specimen lines or sutures can be obeen·ed on the top of the cranium, dividing it
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into nine rectangular pieces. Eye' large and lateral: the orbits are two lengths of their axis
from the t>nd of the snout, and three lengths from the tip of the gill-cover; the space between
them is fiat. Nodf'ill close to the orbits. Mouth small, toothless: its upper margin, formt'd
by the intermaxillaries, has a slight motion, shutting within the labials. The labial. form,
as it were, an outer lip, which is continuous with the rounded extreniity of the snout that pro
jects about a line beyond the orifice of the mouth. Palate and tlon&er smooth.

GILL-COvERS.-Preoperculum a narrow crescent, exhibiting in the dried specimen five or
six pores on its surface, connected with an internal tube which pervades the whole bone.
Operculum four-sided, larger than all the other bones of the gill-plates taken together: its
anterior and under sides are the longe!!t, and the latter overlaps the margin of the strap
shaped ,uboperculum its whole length. A membranous border edges the gill-plate and forms
a flap at its apex.

ScALES large, thin, and, when dry, semitransparent. They vary little in size, and their
length, which scarct>ly exceeds their breadth, is about eight lines. Their extt>rior edges are
semicircular and uneven, but not regularly crenated, and their bases are cut almost trans
versely, but with a slight point in the middle. The surface of their uncovered segment is
marked with ten or twelve fine streaks radiating from the centre. The lateral line is straight
and contains fifty-five scales: there are seventeen scales in a vertical row under the dorsal, of
which seven are above the lateral line. In the dried specimen there is a clear longitudinal
streak along the centre of each row of scales, occasioned by the narrow space which intervenes
between the adjoining rows becoming apparent from thfi transparency of the covering scale.

COLOUR pale oil-green on the back, fading to white on the belly.. Sides of the head naery.
FINs.-Br. 3; D. 9; P. 17; Y. 8; A. 10; C. 19t.
The dor,al commences opposite to the attachment of the ventrals, and consists of nine rays,

the first short and concealed by the skin; the second almost spinous, its articulations being
only faintly visible at the tip; it is about half the length of the third, and is closely applied to
it without the intervention of membrane. The articulations of the other rays are also obsolefe
towards their bases, but their summits are more or less branched. The pectorah have seven
teen rays, the first one being much stronger than the others, and its articulations visible only
at its summit. The ventrals are attached exactly midway between the gills and the anal fin:
their rays have strong bony bases. with their upper halves distinctly articulated. The anal
has ten rays, the two first being very short; they are all articulated, and the posterior ones
are much branched. The caudal fin is forked and has nineteen rays, with four short basal
ones above and five below. The depth of the fork equals the length of the central rays.

D••SRaloNa.
IDCbn. Ll-. r...... u-.

Length from tip of snoot to the tips of the IAlDgtb of pectorall · 1 7
caudal . 12 2 JJ 't'8ntrall 1 6

" » baH of central caudal raya 10 4 "
attachment of anal • '0 9l

" "
anOl 7 0 .. 1cmgeat rays of ditto 1 7

" "
doraal or ventrala 4 10 .. lobes of caudal • · 2 4

" " tip of gill-cover 2 3 ,. central raJa of ditto 0 11

.. » centre of orbit 0 11 .. extent of acalet on the tail beyond

"
rJl attachment of donal 1 2 the baaa of the caudal • 0 6

" third or longMt ray of ditto . 1 10

" ... raJ or ditto 0 7 R
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[58.] 2. CYPRINUS (LEUCISCUS) CBRYSOLEUCAS. (Mitchill ?) NetI1
York Shiner.

New York Shiner (CyprinUi ehryaoleueu), MlTOBILL, N_ YorA P1IiI. 'fr., p.459?

Mr. Todd, of Penetanguishene, sent me a short notice of a small fish which he
considered to be the same with the New York Shiner. It is caught in the month
of May, while spawning, on the shallows of Lake Huron, and is said to associate
with the Pomotis v*aris •. It evidently belongs to the group of Leucisci which
have the dorsal far back, but the descriptions given by Dr. Mitcbill and Mr. Todd
are not particular enough to enable us to infer, with any degree of certainty, that
these gentlemen had the same species before them. They do not agree in their
enumeration of the rays of the fins.

DESCRIPTION

By Mr. Todd of the 1argeIt individual which he .w.
I< Head smooth, small, depressed on the upper aspect. Maull small, even, tootl1leu.

Eyu large: irides yellow. Body deep, its depth being an inch and three-quarters in a fish
six inches and a half long. Lateral line taking the curve of tpe belly. DorBal fin far back.
Tail forked. Colour of the back dark, of the sides golden-yellow.

<l FINs.-Br. 3; P.IO; Y. 9; D. 8; A. 12; C.13. (Mr. Todd.)
3; P. 17; Y. 9; D. 9; .04.14; C.19." (Dr. Mitchill.)

Under the appellation of EXOGLOSSUM NlGRESCENS, or Black CiulJ, M. Ra6
nesque describes a Cyprinoid fish which inhabits Lake Champlain. His aeeount
of it is exceedingly brief, and his genus Exoglos8Um, founded chiefly on the
Cyprinus ma.rilingua of Le Sueur, is not adopted in the mgne Animal.

" Head short, forehead smooth and convex; lower lip trilobated. Body oblong, blackish;
lateral line nearly straight. Pectoral fim short, obovate; dorsal fin in the middle of the
back; t4il slightly forked." (Rafinesque, Journ. Ac. Sc. Phil., i., p. 417.)

• Dr. MitcbiilllQ'S th4t biac.·~ is found in the eompauy 01 the P/lI'O&~_all. Pollftlli,...,.,.....
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FISH of this family want the adipose fin, and the border of their upper jaw is
either formed solely by the intermaxillaries, or if the labials enter at all into its
composition, they are destitute of teeth. Their· intestinal canal is short, without
Cleca, most of them have an air-bladder, and, with the exception of the Microatoma
of the Mediterranean, all that are known have the dorsal and anal fins opposite to
each other. The Esocidte are voracious fish, many of them inhabitants of rivers.
Most of the family is comprised in the Linnean genus Esox, which is subdivided
in the Regne Animal into ten sub-genera, that differ from each other by many
striking characters, such as the form of the body, which varies from a tolerably thick
shape to a very slender one: the size of the scales, which may be moderately large,
or quite imperceptible, or there may be a series of strong scales on the lateral line,
or a row of keeled ones on each side of the belly: the mandibles also vary greatly
in form, and somewhat in composition; thus both jaws may be moderately long
and of equal length, or the upper one may be very short and the under one either
simply projecting beyond it, or having its symphyms lengthened out into a half
beak, or both jaws may be prolonged in the shape of a slender bill; the labials
may form almost the half of the upper border of the mouth, or they may be alto
gether posterior to it, or even fixed to the cheek: there is an equal variety in the
dentition, the teeth being, in some cases, small and confined to the margins of the
jaws, in others long, card-like, and densely crowded on the mandibles, vomer,
palate-bones, base of the tongue, branchial arches, and pharyngeal bones, or the
pharyngeal teeth may be en pave: the gill-covers have also very different forms in
the different sub-genera, and in one case they are reduced to little membranous
ftaps: the gill-rays vary in number from three to eighteen or more. The stomiiU
barbatuB differs from the rest of the genus Esox in having a very long barbel on
the lower jaw.

The following species, among others, belong to the seas or fresh waters of the
United States. Esox eator, reticulatus, niger, plta/eratus, and lucius, Belone
'runeata, Scomher-esox scutellatus, and perhaps equiroatrum, Exoctetus e.xiliens,
E. fUrcatus, Mitch. (or E. Nuttallii, Le Sueur, I. c., f. I), and E. comatu8,
Mitch. (or E. appendiculatu8, Wood, Journ. Ac. Sc. Phil., iv., p. 278). Several
Ipecies of Belone, Hemirampku8, and Exocatus frequent the Caribbean Sea. The

R2
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sub-genera Alocepltalua, Microstoma, Stomias, Cltauliodu8, and Salanx, contain
one, or, at most, two species each, and belong to the Mediterranean, with the excep
tion, perhaps, of Salanx, whose habitat is not mentioned in the Regne Animal.

[53.] 1. Esox LUCIUS. (Linn.) The Common Pike.

F.UULT, ElIOCidlll. Gnus, Reos:.~ EIOX, CUVIBR.

EIOS: lucinl, AUCTORUII. ]hCHARDIOK, Jil'. JfMt7I., p. 716.
Eithinyoo-caDDOO8IuBoo. Can IKDlAKs. Gedd, ScOTIS. Gedde, D.uo:..

The true Pikes form the first division of the Linnean genus E80X. Their
slender intermaxillaries, armed with small pointed teeth, occupy two-thirds of the
border of the upper jaw: the labials which lie Oil the sides of the jaw are tooth.
less. The vomer, palate-bones, tongue, pharyngeals, and branchial arches, are
stuck full of teeth in card-like plates, and the sides of the lower jaw are armed with
a row of long pointed ones. The snout is oblong, obtuse, broad, and depressed:
the solitary dorsal is opposite to the anal. The stomach, wide and plaited, is con
tinuous with a slender intestine, which is twice folded upon itself and has no creca:
the air-bladder is very large. .

The Common Pike, a well-known inhabitant of the rivers and lakes of Europe
and northern Asia, and even of the Caspian Sea, exists also in the United States of
America, and in every piece of fresh water up to the arctic extremity of the con
tinent; but it has not been found on the islands of the Polar Sea, nor is it men
tioned by Fabricius as a native of Greenland. As it takes a bait set under the ice'
more readily than any other fish of the same districts, it forms an important
resource to the Indian hunter in the depth of winter, when the chase fails him.
In the summer it is occasionally shot while basking in shallow waters, but except
in very urgent cases, powder and ball are of too high value in the fur countries to
be thus expended. No quadruped, bird, or fish, that the pike can capture, seems
to be secure from its voracity, and even the spiny perch is an acceptable prey to
this water tyrant. The pike rarely weighs more than twelve pounds in the north
ern parts of America. Our specimen, taken in Lake Huron, was submitted to
Cuvier's inspection, and it has also been carefully compared with English pike,
without any specific differences having been detected.
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COLOlJR.-Back tinged with blackish-green, which changes on the sides to light greenish
grey, and on the belly to pearl-white: on the tip of each scale there is a bright speck having
the form of the letter v, and there are seven or eight longitudinal rows of oblong yellowish
grey spots on the sides of the head, body and tail. The cheeks yield brilliant emerald-green
reflections; the under jaw and. gill-membranes are white: the irides greyish-purple with a
gold-)'ellow circle round the pupil. The dorsal and caudal fins are blackish-green, the former
marked with four patchy, longitudinal bands of oil·green, and the latter striped between the
rays with the same: the anal is pale greenish-grey with two or three horizontal bands of yel
lowish-grey, or buff.orange: ventrals the same, with brownish-orange tips; and pectorals
mostly brownish-orange shaded with grey.

ScALES thin, broadly oval, their outer edge semicircular, their covered portion deeply divided
by fissures into three or four lobes whose edges overlap *. The cheeks and upper half of the
operculum are scaly, the rest of the head is covered with smooth skin. The scales on the
sides, which are somewhat larger than those on the back, me~ure three lines and a half in
length by two and a half in breadth. There are 124 on the lateral line, and 36 in a vertical
row before the ventrals: a linear inch, measured on the sides, contains seven scales. The
lateral line is straight and rather nearer to 'the back than to the belly; it is formed by a deep
notch in every third or fourth scale, and a groove in the subjacent one: there are several rows
of these emarginated scales on the back and sides, resembling laterallilles.

FORM..-Profile oblong or lanceolate. Body four-side<J, the back broader and flatter than
the belly; the vertical diameter of the fore and middle parts of the body is about equal to one
seventh of its total length, caudal included: the transverse diameter is two-thirds of the ver·
tical one, and the body carries its thickness to near the anal and dorsal fins, where it thins oft'
into the compressed, tapering tail. Head forming one-fourth of the total length, caudal
included. Orbit. lateral, close to the crown and midway between the tip of the snout and the
gill-openings. The space between the orbits is concave; the maut is broad, rounded, and
depressed, and its tip is formed of a narrow cartilage covered by smooth membrane attached
to the end of the vomer, and lying between the intermaxillaries. There are upwards of

. 'sixty pores on the head, disposed round the orbits, on the preopercula, occipital suture, and
along the limbs of the lower jaw. The mouth is capacious. The inf.ermazillarie. are very
narrow, and are separated from each other by the somewhat dilated extremity of the vomer to
trhich they are articulated: they are the only portion of the upper lip which is toothed. The
labialB have an oblong form, and are thrice the length of the intermaxillaries: their posterior
piece is very moveable a~d projpcts a little beyond the anterior one. The under jaw is longer
than the upper one by the thickness of the lip merely. The palate-boftu are connected to the

• In ~ur Eoglilb Rpecimenl there are only three label to the lealel: in the Lake Huron one, most oftbe lWei have
four lobel, and tbllir tuture il more compact. Th_ variationl are, perhapt, to be attributed to a difference in the age of
the flth. The Lake Buran lpecimen ia larger, and may tberefore be conlidered u older than the Bnglilh 0_with whieh
we compued it.
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"omer by membrane which allows a free hinge-like motion. The tongue is broad and trun",:
cated at the tip.

TEETH.-The intermaxillarie, and rorepart of the 10t0er jaw are· furnished -with a single
crowded row of small slightly-hooked teeth: on the sides of the lower jaw there is a row of
rather remote, long, straight, v~ry sharp, awl-shaped teeth, implanted into the bone, with IIOtD8

pretty large ones merely adhering to the gums. The palate bonea and vomer are armed with
card-like bands of teeth, the interior rows on the former, and ant~rior one on the latter, being
longest: the teeth on the vomer become fin~p, and the band narrower, posteriorly, until it ter
minates in a point opposite to the angles of the mouth. The base of the tongve, the inferior
and superior pharyngeal bone" and a aerie, of ,mall plate, at the inferior union of the bran
chial arches, are rough like a fil~ with minute teeth. The branchial archei are destitute of
,.aker" but a row of awl-shaped teeth, tlanked on each side with nacry stripes of teeth, like
yelvet-pile. crowns their acute edges.

GtLL-COVEBS.-Preoperculum narrow, slightly curved, and carrying its breadth to its extre
mities. Operculum quadrangular, four times the height of the lUboperculum, which exceeds it
a little in length. Interopef'culum almost concealed ben~ath the edge of the preoperculum.
The gill-openinga are very large: the left membrane overlaps the right one at their iDsertion
into the isthmus: the rays are cylindrical, the upper one alone being tlattened *.

FINs..-Br. 15; D. 20; P. 16; 1'. 10; A. 18;- C. IS-&- Lake Huron specimen.
13; 22; 14; 10; 20 ; 18t. English specimen.

The cLw,al contains twenty rays, of which the first four are short and closely applied to the
fifth: the fin is considerably rounded, and theJength of its attachment is equal to its height.
The 'lJentrala are situated midway between the tip of the snout and extremities of the caudal.
The anal is shaped like the dorsal, and equals it in the length of its rays, but has a shorter
attachment: it is opposed to the twelve posterior rays of the dorsal. The caudal is sharply
fOl"ked.

INTESTlNEs.-On opening the belly the liver presents itself, having an oblong form without
lobt>s. The duct of the gaU-bladder enters the intestine about an inch below the pylorull. The

atumooh is a straight tube, plieated internally and capable of great distention: its muscular
coat is strong, and several longitudinal bands of fat and blood-vessels are continued from its
peritonEal coat along the rest of the intestine. Below the pylorul, which is much contracted~

the intestine gradually diminishes in calibre aDd in the strength of its coats: but the ,.ectum is
a little wider. A cordiform Ipleen is attached to the stomach. A large ai,.-blacldef' extends
the whole length of the abdomen: it has a tendinous capsule to which it adheres but slightly.
TRe kidney" of a wax-yellow colour, speckled with black, extend along the spine from the
gullet to all inch beyond the anus: the urinary bladder is separated from the kidney by the
lower end of the aU-bladder.

• ODe of our EDiliah specimeDi bu 12 gill'lays, another hu 13, and a third hu 13 OD one side and 14 on the otber.
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Of Lab Huron apecimen, Jriftl.

1Dch... u-. IIICheL IJ_
LeDttIt ta- IIld .. IIIlIIIt to tipI of caudal 26 8 x..,thol ....... i 6

" " tip. ofeentJal and caudal ra.ra 25 8 "
ventrall . . 2 3

" " end of acalea on caudal • 23 8 " attachment of donal 2 10.. " -- . . 18 0
"
~ ra,. of ditto . t 1+

" If 1legi1miDr of donal • . 17 G II &ttacbmlll1t of &Dal • I 1

" " tip of gill-eover . 6 3
"

central raJs of ditto 2 7

" " orbit i 9 " ~ofc:audal 3 11.. ollabiala · i 5 " central ray. or ditte I i.. intennaxillariel 0 9
"

lateral liIuJ . . . 17 3

" lower jaw · 4 1 Extent of acal.. beyond hue of candal • 1 0

or M:dI specimen taken in the Saakatch"raD.

Leqtb from IIld of IBOUt to tipl of caudal • 26 6 Length or CIlIIOJIbagua and atomach • 8 0
IJ " hue of ditto 22 6

"
from pylorua to rectum . i5 e
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offtChull • . t (j
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[54.] 2. EsoX ESTOR•. (Le Sueur.) The MtUkinong~.

Our 6~i~en Q{ this pike was obtainM at Pene~nguishene,on Lake Huron,
where it is' rather scarce, being more common in Lake- Erie and the southern
Canadian 'waters. We .did not meet with it in any of the. rivers OJ' lakes that dis
charge themselves into Hudson's Bay or the Polar Sea: Mr. Todd informed me

, . ,

that in the spring, which is its spawning season, it frequents the small rivers that
ran into Lake Simcoe, and that it feeds on "8mall, gelatinou8, green baRs which
grow on the sides of bank! under water, and on small nshe8." It attains the weight
of twenty-eight pounds, and is comridered as much preferable to the common pike
for the table. It is a curious circumstance, that though the Maskinonge mat
received a distinct specific name from M. I.e Sueur, his original description (Journ.
Ac. Sc. Phil., i. p. 413), quoted in the Regne Animal, applies exactly to the
E. lum," I and not at all to estor. Our specimen of the latter was identified by
Cuvier.

. DESCRIPTION

Of a Lake B_1pIUiea.

CoLOUR.-lt differs from the Common Pike, in the general tint or the body being lighter
than the markings: the back is rather dark, the sides ligbt bluish-grey, interspersed with
nHHldiBh distinet OP eonIuent apota about the tize of buek.-sbot. Wbeg eqJ-' .. a ......
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light, a quadrantal segment of each scale reflects bright colours, which change their place
when the fish is moved, but there is no fixed pale angular mark on the tips of the scales, as in
E. lucius. The BcaleB are about half the size of those of the latter, and of a different form,
their length, and breadth, being equal: and their middle lobe is the smallest; whereas in
the Common Pike the middle lobe is rather the largest. The lateral line, measuring fifteen
inches and a half, contains 162 scales, and there are about 45.in a vertical row before the ven
trals: a linear inch on the sides contains a little more than ten scales. The structure of the
gill-COf)ef' is nearly that of E. lucius, but the suboperculum' is slightly, broader and more
rounded posteriorly, giving a curve to the edge of the plate, which is almost straight in E.
lu.clus: there is also Ii distinctive mark in two rows of scales .which descend on the anterior
edge of the operculum in E. estoT, until they reach the upper angular process of the suboper
culum. The length of the head is contained four times and a half in the total length, includ
ing the caudal.

FlNs.-Br. 18;' D. 21; P. 12; A.. 21; C. 1~.
The five anterior rays of the dorsal are short and applied closely to the base of the sixth.

The four anterior rays of the anal are in like manner applied to the fifth.

DunKSlon

or a dried specimen.

lu.u.. "!DeL ~ LLa-..
Length from tip or mout to utrem. orcaudal 23 3 Length or attachment or donal · 2 Ii

" "
central caudal rays 22 10

" central rays or ditto 2 7

" "
&DUB 15 6

" attachmentor&Dll1 . · 2 0

" "
beginning or dorsal 14 6l " central rays or ditto 2 7

" .J tip or gill-eover Ii Ii .. lobes or I:audal · 4 0
J' " orbit 2 4

"
central rays or ditto . I 8

" or intermuillaries . 0 lOi Extent or lCB1es beyond baaes or caudal · 0 11.. labiala 2 1 Depth or caudal rork . I ..
"

lower jaw . 3 6

" ventrals 2 .q

M. Le Sueur describes three other species of E80X which inhabit the fresh
waters of the United States: viz., reticulatua, niger, and pka~atfu; the first of
which is known by its scaly opercula, and ~ts flanks marked with brownish lines,
which cross occasionally so as to form meshes.

t55.] l. SCOMBER-ESOX SCUTELLATUS. (Le Sueur.) Nf!fJJfoundlaniJ
Saury-Pike.

The 8comlweaocea of Lacepede have a general resemblance to the Belonea, gar-:
Dab, or sea-needies, the same kind of long, lI1ender bill, the upper border of which
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is entirely formed by the intermaxillaries; and also a row of keeled scales on each
side of the belly~ the scales which cover the rest of the body being scarcely appa-'
rent; but they are like the mackerels in the posterior rays of the dorsal and anal,
being distributed in detached finlets.

The S. acutellatua, described by Le Sueur, was taken from the stomach of a cod
caught on the banks of Newfoundland; and the S. equiroatrum of the same natu
ralist is known only by 1\ specimen in the Boston Museum. Nothing is' said of
their habits, but they are probably similar to those of the European species-the
G01JJdnook, or Egypl-l,erring of the Scottish fishermen, which enters the Firth of
Forth in considerable shoals almost every autumn. "It is," says Mr. Neill, " 1\

stupid inactive fish, which is left on the shallows at the ebbing of the tide, with its
long nose sticking in the mud, and is picked up in hundreds by the people from
Kincardine, Alloa, and other places -."

[56.] 2. The BRAZILIAN PIKE of Pennant is most probably a &omher-e8ox.
It resembles, it is true, a Hemiramphus in the great prolongation of the lower jaw;
but this sub-genus is characterised in the Regne Animal as having moderately
large round scales, and no detached finlets behind the dorsal and anal: the known
hemiramphi, moreover, inhabit the tropical seas, and it is, therefore, less likely that
one should be found 80 far north on the Labrador coast as Croque Harbour, where
Pennant's fish was taken. The following is that naturalist's account of it.

•
.. Pike with the under jaw very slender, and twice as long as the upper: the head smooth:

body covered with nnaU scales: the dorsal and anal fins opposite: between them and the tail
a row or small spurious fins like the mackerel. Tak!'n off Croque Harbour, and communi
cated to me by Sir Joseph Banks." (Arctic Zoology, Suppl., p. 145.)

[57.] 1. EXOCETUS EXILIENS. (Bloch.) North American Fl!Jing-fi6h.

The Exoceti, or Flying-fish, are readily known from all the other groups of the
lI8Dle order by the very great size of their pectoral fins, which spread out so as to

. • WernerilUl TranaactiODJ, i., p. 542.

s
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form a kind of wings capable of sustaining the fish during a short flight through
the air. They have scales on the head and body, and a raised line of keeled scales
along each flank, as in the gar-fish and saury-pikes; the head is flattened above
and on the sides; the dorsal is over the anal; the upper lobe of the caudal is the
shortest; the eyes are large; the intermaxillaries have no pedicles, and form the
whole border of the upper jaw; the teeth are small and pointed on both jaws, and
" en paves" on the pharyngeals; there are ten gill-rays; the air-bladder is large,
and the intestines straight without creeR. Some species have barbels on the lower
Jaw.

The Flying-fish inhabit all the warm and temperate districts of the ocean.
Cuvier remarks that their wing-like pectoral fins serve as parachutes merely, but
after daily observation of their flight, during a voyage of several months within the
tropics, I can give my testimony to the correctness of Mr. Collie's statement, made
in the Appendix to Captain Beechey's voyage, that these fish not only possess the
power of descending and rising in the air without touching the water, but also of
suddenly changing the direction of their flight, and going off even at a right angle
previous to alighting in the sea. Their flight can extend to several hundred yards,
and is very rapid, being apparently scarcely inferior to that of a swift bird: their
descent into the water is sometimes sudden, as if they dropt down from exhaustion,
at other times gradual like their ascent, and they occasionally bury themselves in
the brow of arising wave. They often rise from the water in a perfect calm, but
they seem to take to the air more frequently during the prevalence of a moderate
breeze, though this may be partly accounted for by our field of observation being
increased when the ship was in motion. The approach of the vessel often occa
sioned the flight of a shoal of these fish, and we could then easily ascertain that the
angle of the course with the wind varied, though I never saw them fly directly
against a breeze, however slight. In the moonlight nights many flew into the ports
of the small frigate in which I was then serving, and furnished a very agreeable
addition to our breakfast.

The e3:ocetus exiliens, which Bloch obtained from Carolina, is distinguished by tbe position
of its long ventrals behind the middle of the body. It is figured by Dr. Mitchill CpL v~, f. 3)
under the name of the New York Flying-fish, although he makes no mention of it in his text.
The young have black bands on their fins, and M. Le Sueur's E. fasciatuB, taken in tbe
Gulf-stream, is, in Cuvier's opinion, merely one of these. It is probably this species which,
keeping in the warm waters of the Gulf-stream, ranges northwards to the banks of Newfound
land. Cuvier observes, that the E. e:tiUens and mesogaster of Bloch resemble each other so
much that it is not easy to distinguish the species by the descriptions and figures of voyagers.
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Dr. Mitchill mentions the fTleBfHJatlte1" as an inhabitant of the sea of New York; and Dr.
Smith enumerates it among the fish of Massachusetts; but the notice of the former is too
slight to prove that he has applied the name rightly, though sufficient to show that he is not
speaking of the species which he has figured as the New York Flying-fish; and the latter writer
gives no descriptions or figures in his work, whereby a naturalist may judge of the correctness
of his determination of the species. The E. fJolitam, the most common species in the Atlantic,
has small vent~ situated before the middle of the body. Both forms occur in the Pacific.
Lieutenant-Colonel Smith makes the following remark on an e:rocem. which he obser\'ed oll'
the Isle of Sable, near Nova Scotia. "I would have taken it for me'ogatlter or nilienl, but
the wings, instead of being rounded beneath, were very unequally and acutely two-lobed, by a
notch extending obliquely to near their lower margin; the eye was very large, the scales
broad; the colo01' greenish-grey; and the length about ten inches.

s 2
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SILUROIDE.IE.

'fHIS family is distinguished from the others of the same order by the skin being
either naked, or protected by large bony plates, but always destitute of true scales.
The intermaxillaries, suspended under the ethmoid bone, form the border of the
upper jaw. while the labials are lengthened out into barbels, or are simply rudi
mentary. The intestinal canal is wide, without creca, and doubles upon itself;
the air-bladder is large, and adheres to a peculiar bony apparatus; the dorsal and
pectorals have almost always a strong spine, with a joint for their first ray, and
there is very often an adipose fin as in the Salmonoidere. The family contains four
genera, Silunls, Malapterurus, ASJWedo, and Loricaria, the first of which, being
by far the most ~xtensive, is divided into twelve sub-genera. The species abound
in the rivers of warm countries and are numerous in America. The following

• species have been detected in the United States. Bagrus marinus, Pimelodus
catus, albidus, nebulosu8, ameus, cauda-furcata, nigricans, natalis, and insigne
(livree, Le Sueur). Doras costatus, Callichthys (Silurus callichthys. Linn.) and
Aspredo (S. aspredo, Linn.). The Mysti, Hypostomes, and Loricarice, are South
American fish. The Schilbes, Synodontes, Heterobranchi, and Malapteruri, are
inhabitants of the Nile, Senegal, and some Asiatic rivers. The Plotoses are Indian
fish. The Silurus glanis is the largest fresh-water fish that exists in Europe, being
sometimes upwards of six feet long, and weighing three hundred weight.

[ 58.] 1. SILURUS (PIMELODUS) C<ENOSUS. (Richardson.) Huron
Pimelode.

F...IIILy,Siluroid••• GBlfVB,Silurua. L. s..,~, Pimelodu.. L.l.CBP., CtJT.

Fish belonging to the genus Silurus have the mouth at the extremity of the
snout; and in most of the sub-gen.era the first ray of the pectoral fins is a strong
spine, articulated in such a manner to the shoulder-bone, that the fish can at plea
sure lay it along the body, or fix it perpendicularly, so 88 to render it capable of
inflicting a very dangerous wound. The head is depressed, the intermaxillaries
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suspended to the ethmoid, and not protractile, the labials very small, but almost
always prolonged into a fleshy barbel, besides which there are other barbels attached
to the lower jaw, and even to the nostrils. The gill-covers want the subopercular
bones; the strong, heart-shaped air-bladder adheres by its two upper lobes to a
bony apparatus belonging to the first vertebra. The stomach is a fleshy cul-tIe-aac ;
and the gut is long and wide, without creca.-Characters to distinguish the sub
genera from each other may be found in the number and extent of the dorsal, or
the presence or the absence of the adipose fins, the spinous or soft structure of the
first dorsal ray, the fonn of the head, the number of barbels or their absence, the
nakedness of the skin, or the presence of bony plates on the head, nape, lateral
line, or whole of the sides, the dentition and the structure of the gills.

In the sub-genus Pimelodua, which is very rich in species, the body is destitute
of lateral armature, being clothed merely with a smooth skin; the jaws, and fre
quently the palate-bones, are furnished with teeth like velvet pile, but there is no
band of teeth on the vomer parallel to that on the upper jaw, as in the sub-genus
bagrua. There is very great variety in the fonn of the head, and in the number of
barbels appended to it. The Pimelodua ca!noau8 inhabits Lake Huron, where it
frequents muddy rivers and attains the weight of several pounds. It takes a bait
readily and is excellent eating. A somewhat mutilated specimen, taken at Pene:'
tanguishene, Bnd presented to me by Mr. Todd, having been sent to. Baron Cuvier,
was returned with the following remark: " PimeWde tres voisin du Silure noi,: de
Lac Erie de La Sueur. Notre travailaur les Silures n'itant paa encore termini
MUS n'avons paa fixe son nom." This pimelode belongs to the division or tribe of
the sub-genus, in which there is only a single band of teeth on the upper jaw, and
the head furnished with eight barbels, has an oval shape, without any bony plates
appearing through the smooth skin.

DESCRIPTION

or a 1pIlc:imen from PenetaDguishtoe.

FORM.-Profile oval, tapering into the tail. Head broadly oval, forming two-ninths of the
total length. Orbits small and nearer to the snout than to the gill-opening. NostribJ situ
ated some distance before the eye; a slender barbel, half an inch long, springs from their
posterior margin. Snout obtuse. Labials ending in a tapering barbel, which is an inch and
a quarter long and reaches to the gill-opening; there. are also two slender barbels on each
side of the· chin. Both jaws are armed with a brush-like band of short teeth, very con
spicuous in the dried specimen. The palate and vomer are smooth. The bones of the skull
are firmly united together, and it is difficult to distinguish the pieces of the gill.covers through
the skin. The upper gill-ray runs under the edge of the operculum, and is firmly joined. to
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it at one corner, thus supplying the place of the suboperculum. which is wanting in this genus :
the preoperculum. though firmly connected to the operculum by bone, is marked out by its
slightly-elevated edge, but the interoperculum cannot be traced through the skin. There~
nine gill-rays, all cylindrical except the two superior ones. which are flattened at their upper
extremities. The gill-openings are rather confined. The humeral bune8 are strong and
spreading, with a process which can be felt through the skin, extending backwards above th~

pectoral; the nape is smooth.
FINs.-Br. 9; D. 1/7-0; P. 1/8; V. 8; .A.. 24; C. 17fi.
The dorsal contains seven branched rays, the first ofwhich is sheathed in the de~ posterior

groove of a strong acute pointed bone. that can be erected or depressed at the will of the fish.
This bony spine is a little shorter than the first soft ray. The adipose fin corresponds to the
hinder part of the anal. The pectoral is armed still more strongly than the dorsal. by a
bone which is triangular at the base and compressed towards its acute tip: its posterior edge
is serrated by ten or eleven acute teeth pointing downwards. The ",entrals are posterior to

the dorsal, and a little nearer to the caudal fin than to the end of the snout. The anal
and caudal are large, and their outline. like that of the dorsal. is· slightly rounded: the former
has twenty-four rays, including three short anterior ones. and the caudal has many short basal
ones. with seventeen long ones.

DuoICUOICI.

rachel. Uuea. IDc:he.. L1......
~ from ead of IDOUt to tips of eeatral Length of adipoae tia 0 7

caudal raYI 10 4
"

pectoral spiue 1 0

" "
ceDtre of orbit 1 1

"
1'&ys of pectoral 1 3

" " poaterior aDgle of gill-coyer 2 4 "
_trala I 1

~ "
donal fia 3 2i "

attac::hmeat of aaal I 9

" "
YeDtralll 4 8

"
ita central rays 1 2

" "
aDal 6 0 ,. lateral caudal raYI • 1 8i

"
of attachment of donal 0 9! "

itl ceatral rays I 6

"
ceDlDl rays of ditto I 5

" donallpiae 1 0

[59.] 2. SILURUS (PIMELODUS) NIGRESCENS. (Le Sueur.) Black
Pimelode.

Pimelode Jloiritre (P.lIigreIc_). La SuBVB, K6m. MlIIo d'lIiat. Nat. Pn, Y. po 153,
Pl. 16. Lo'ftlt figure.

The hlack pimelode described, together with six other species. by M. Le Sueur,
in the work quoted above, inhabits Lakes Erie and Ontario and their tributary
rivers, frequenting places where the bottom is muddy. It is said to attain a great
size, and is a sluggish. inactive fish, generally lying still for a long time in one
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spot, 80 that it can be very readily captured by passing a noose over its head. It
is also speared in the night time, by torch-light, which is a common mode of fishing
in the lakes.

M. Le Sueur distinguishes this species by the orbicular shape of its head, the form of its
body, which is broad anteriorly and compressed posteriorly, and by the black co19ur of its
iris. It has eight barbell in the ordinary situations: the two pairs on the lower jaw are of
equal length; the eyes are small; the anterior nasal opening. are tubular, and, as usual, a
barbel springs from the hinder margin of each of the posterior ones; the cheek, are rounded ;
the mout is broad and depressed; the upper jaw projects beyond the inferior one, and both
are provided with fine, long, closely-crowded teeth, which are buried to their tips in the thick
integuments: the gullet is also furnished with tubercles covered with teeth; the donal, broad
and rounded, has its bony ray set postt'riorly with teeth which point toward its base; the anal
and "entral. are al80 rounded: the former is very long, the latter and the adipose fin are of
medium size; the caudal is slightly crescentic at the end; all the rays of the fins, except the
bony ones of the pectorals and dorsal, are divided and concealed by the very thic~ skin in
which they are enveloped.

FINs.-Br. 8; D. 7; P. 10; V. 8; A. 25; C. 16. (LE SUEUR, l. c.)

[60.] 3. SILURUS (PIMELODUS) BOREALIS. (Richardson.) The
Mathemeg.

Cod mathemeg. PaNIf., Arct. 7Ao1. SuppI., p. 115. No. 94. I'llJr., aci.
Silurua Celis? RICH., FraU. JotnfI., p. 723.
Le Chat. C,UI.u>U.1f VOnOBVRJI. Mathemeg. COSI.

The mathemeg, or land cod of the residents in the fur countries, is taken spa
ringly, during the summer months, in the lakes through which the Saskatchewan
flows. It is the most northern American species of the family, but does not range
higher than the 54th parallel. It is prized ~ a well-flavoured, rich fish, though
its aspect is by no means prepossessing to one who is a stranger to its good quali
ties. Its Cree appellation signifies" ugly fish." A specimen which I brought
home in 1821, is not now within my reach, but the species differs manifestly from
the two preceding ones in the shape of its dorsal fin, and in its pectoral spine being
void of serratures. The size of its head also requires it to be' included in that tribe
of the sub-genus which is indicated in the Regne Animal by the name of Lea
Chats, or Cats, in which the head is very broad, covered with naked skin, and fur-
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•

uished sometimes with six, sometimes with eight barbels: there are no palatine
teeth.

DESCRIPTION

or & specimen caught in PiDe-III1&Dcl Lake, lat. W N.

COLOUR dark greenish-brown on the back and sides: on the belly whitish.
FORM. .-Body oblong, tapering posteriorly; belly tumid before the ventrals. No ,caw:

lateral line straight. Head flat and broad, its breadth equalling its length. There is a small
lengthening of the cranium at the nape, which is concealed by the thick smooth skin. Snout
obtuse, almost semicircular. Mouth at the extremity of the head, the upper lip slightly
overlapping the lower one. There are eight barbell, two formed by the tapering labials and
reaching to the gill-openings; two springing from the upper borders of the nostrils, about an
inch long; and two pairs on the lower jaw, the outermost and longest measuring two inches
and a half. Teeth small and erect in brush-like plates on both jaws: the palate and vomer
smooth. Donol sub-quadrangular: its bony first ray smooth. The pectoral spine also free
from denticulations. .Adipo,e fin rather large and opposed to the posterior third of the anal.
Anal large and long, terminating one-third of its own length from the base of the caudal.
The latter has a wide shallow fork with obtusely-rounded lobes. The length of the speeilJl('n,
excluding the caudal, was thirty inches.

FIN8.-D. 1/6; P. 1/6; V. 9; A. 25; C. 17t.
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TUB fish of this family were collected by Linnmus into a Single great genus, which
is concisely characterised by a scaly body; a first dorsal having articulated rays;
and a second small one, not sustained by rays, but formed merely of a fold of the
skin enclosing fat, and hence named the adipose fin. The Sa/monoidea have
numerous cmca and an air-bladder; they almost all ascend rivers, their habits are
voracious, and most of them are highly esteemed as articles of food. The sur
prising variety which exists in their dentition, and in the structure of their jaws,
furnishes characters for. the numerous sub-genera into which Cuvier has divided
this extensive genus: but owing to the absence of obvious peculiarities by which we

. may distinguish one species from another of the same group in this family. and the
difficulty of collecting specimens from various countries for comparison, inextri
cable confusion has crept into the synonymy. The loss which science has sus
tained in the death of Cuvier has deferred the rectification of this. which must
be accomplished by some ichthyologist of adequate means and talents, before a
precise statement can be made respecting the geographical distribution of the

species.
In the TROUTS. or TRUE SALMON, constituting the first sub-genus (Sa/mo, Cuvier),

the labials form a large portion of the border of the upper jaw, and there is a row
of pointed teeth on these bones. the intermaxillaries, lower jaw, and palate-bones,
and two rows on the vomer. tongue. and pharyngeals, so that the dentition is more
complete than in any other tribe of fish. In the old males the point of the lower
jaw is incurvated, and lodges in a cavity formed in the forepart of the roof of the
mouth, anterior to a transverse membrane. The shape. of the trouts is known to
every one. Their ventrals are opposed to the middle of the dorsal, and the adipose
is over the anal. They have about ten gill-rays. Their long. narrow stomach
doubles upon itself, and the pyloric creea are very numerous; the air-bladder
reaches from one end of the abdomen to the other, and communicates with the
upper part of the <esophagus. The trouts have almost always spotted bodies, and
they are generally excellent food. They ascend rivers to spawn and surmount
cascades, thus attaining the rivulets and small lakes of the highest mountains.
Such is the compendious character ofthe sub-genus contained in the Regne Animal,
to which we may add, that the group is an exceedingly natural one, 80 much 80,'

T
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that very minute observation and much practical skill are requisite for the due dis
crimination of the species. No attempt that has hitherto been made to frame
proper specific characters for the trouts has succeeded, and a great number of
names have consequently been introduced into science which it is almost impos
sible to appropriate correctly. In some instances, several nominal species have
been created, by the description of different states of the same trout under separate
names, and as frequently two or more species have been confounded together.
Most of the American trouts, though perfectly distinct, have been detlCribed 88

identical with the common European ones. The rectification of this confusion is
a matter that concerns the legislator as well as the naturalist, for nothing certain
can be learnt of the habits of a trout until we have the means of recognising it iJl
its various stages of growth; nor without such knowledge can the legislative enact
ments which abound in North America, as well as in Europe, be of much utilityt
or indeed fail of being actually injurious. Figures, unless perfectly correct in all
the details, do not aid. us much in distinguishing species which are so similar in
external form; and descriptions of colour, if unaccompanied by notiees of peculia
rities of structure, as is the case in many ichthyological worbt are of still less "ser..
vice. The hues and markings of the trouts are modified by their age, food, and
other circumstances. The younger individuals are generally more spotted thaD the
older ones, which have a more uniform and often a deeper colour. When a trout
has abundance of its proper aliment, as must be generally the case before it can
attain a spawning condition, its scales acquire a splendour, and its markings an
intensity and distinctness very different from what the same fish exhibits when out
ofseason-so that we might say with M. Agassiz, these fish bedeck themselves, like
birds, in a nuptial garb. This gentleman also observes, that the tints of the trouts
are most brilliant, and their colours most vivid in the autumn, and at the time of
the greatest cold, or in the months of October, November, December, and January;
which is the precise period of the development of the spawn in many of the species.
He likewise states that the most beautiful Salmon-trout are found in waters which
abound in small crudacea, direct experiments having shown to his satisfaction
that the intensity of the red colour of their flesh depends upon the quantity of
gammarina which they had devoured. Dr. Knox's researches give a nearly
similar result, by proving the red substance which is generally to be found in the
intestines of a salmon that has recently quitted the sea to consist of the eggs of
eemnodermata and crustacea. To this rich aliment he attributes the brilliancy C?f
the scales of a salmon in prime condition, and the high flavour and deep colour
of its flesh.
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Being convinced that much assistance in diBCriminating the different species of
trout may be obtained by carefully observing the forms and relative sizes of the
various parts of the head, particularly the opercular pieces, the heads of the Ame
rican trouts, described in the following pages, are figured of the natural size, and
two plates of the heads of British trouts are addedfor the purpose of comparison.
The proportion of the head to the whole body, the dentition particularly of the
vomer and tongue, and the form and size of the scales, have also been carefully
noted in the descriptions. I have recently been led to conclude that the number
of the pyloric creca ought to be taken into account as a specific distinction; but
living as I do in a part of the country where there are no trouting streams, and
far d,istant from waters affording a variety of species, I have been unable to carry
my anatomical researches to the extent that I could have wished; and I much
regret that I did not tum my attention to this subject when I had it in my power
to examine recent American specimens. I have been indebted, it is true, to kind
friends for numerous presents of trouts from the Orkneys, Sutherlandshire, Kin
rosshire, Dumfriesshire, and Wales; but such distant land-carriage was productive,
in many cases, of so much injury to the specimens, that I could not always satis
factorily determine how far differences in the number of the creca were connected
with variations of external form.

The following species of trout are mentioned in the Regne Animal as existing
in Europe. Salmo ,alar, hamatua, Schiefermulleri, hucho, lemanua, trutta,fario,
punctatu., marmoratu8, salvelin"., alpinu., salmulu8 (samlet or par), and um6la·.
From the want of continental specimens for comparison, I am unable to say, with
any pretension to correctness, how many of the British trouts ean be arranged under

• Niluon enumerates as inhabitants of the waters of Scandinayia,-I. TauTT" :-Sahto liJlar, oela, tnIII4, '''''hIJa,
FW.1'fI'IC'atw. II. S4LVBLlIfl :-SaIrIeo lJmtriconu, carbo1l4rUu, aIJIi-, pa//itlM, raJv,}i,"U, and rutilw. M. Aguaiz,
hewe1'er, reduCt'S the species on the continent of Europe to six, but admits that he baa I88n additional ones in Great Bri.
tain. His species are:-
"I. 8.u.xo UIIBLA, Linn., the Char of England, the Ornbrt! CMvalier of the Lake of Geneva, the RatMli of 8wiIB Ger

_y, and the SclnDarlz rnntll of Sallzburg.-Synonyms: s. •a/ue/imu, a/piJuu, Linn., mlmtJri_ (but not thll S.
alpimu of Bloch). This fiah is found in England, Ireland, Sweden, Switzerland, and in all the lOuthern parts of
GermaIIy•

.. 2. S. PAIUO, Linn.-the Trout of brooks, Common trout, Gillaroo trout, and Par. Synonyms: SalMo Ii/Mlic...,
Schrank, alpil.,", Bloch, ptdlclaltu and marmoratw, Cuvier, and erylltrimu, Linn. It ill found lUI utensi1'llly as the
first 1pllCies~

II 3. S. TaVTT4, Lion. Sea Trout-Salmon Trout. It is the same as the SalfllO1_ of Cuvier, and the S. a/bQtw of
Ronde1etiua. It is found as extensively as the two preceding species•

.. 4. S. L4CU8TIUB, Linn. The same as the S. ilI_ and SclaiefeNllldleri of Bloch. It ill found in the lakes of Lcrtrer
Austria, and in the Rbine aboft Constance.

.. ~. 8••ALd, LiDo. The true Salmon. The &lmo A--. of Curier i. the old ftah, and the 8. lkdatii of Bloch is the
young. Found in the northern seas, whence it _da the riv.. evm as high as the SwiJa lakes•

.. 6. 8. Bt1CBO, Linn. Peculiar to the wat.. of the Danube." (Agum. Papc Jead before the Britillb AROCiatioD at
the Bdinburgb meeliug, reported in Lit. Gu.)

T 2
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the preceding names: but to serve as an explanation of plates 91 and 92, and also
as an introduction to the descriptions of the American trout, I shall give a few
notices of the British ones that I have had an opportunity of examining. Of the
correct designation of our most important trout,

1. SALMO SALAR there can be no doubt. The head of a" run fish," or of one taken on
its way to the sea after spawning, is represented on Plate 91, f. 1. The posterior edge ofthe
gill-cover is the segment of a circle, into the formation of which the suboperculum enters
largely, and there is but one tooth on the vomer. The specimen was taken in the Water of
Urr, a river of Galloway, in the month of December: some other· particulars respecting it will
be found in our account of the Quebec Salmon. Mr. Yarrell informs me that the Common
Salmon has 60 vertebrm in the spine *. The number of pyloric creca appears to vary. The
gentleman just mentioned having sent me the viscera of two large female salmon, brought to
the London market, in prime condition, in the month of April, I found 63 creca in the one,
and 68 in the other. The gut and larger cmca of the former were filled with botriocephali.
the roe Was about one-third grown: the latter, which was not quite so far advanced towards
the spawning state, was not infested with tape-worm: the alimentary canal of both was
thickly lined with a tenacious mucus, mixed with some specks of a red matter resembling
lobster spawn.

2. SALMON-TROUT. Under this name a fish is brought in large quantities to the London
market in the beginning of summer. It has a very close resemblance to the Common salmon,
of the same size, but has nevertheless an aspect so peculiar as to be readily recognised by the
fishmongers. Its head is proportionably somewhat larger than that of the .alar, but ita
vomerine teeth are nearly the same, that is, tbey vary in number from one or two to five or
six, and are placed, in the latter case, two in front, the others in a single row, but turned
alternately to opposite sides. The teeth generally are more slender and acute than those of
the Common salmon. The gill-cover differs from that of the latter in the curve of its pos
terior edge being elliptical, in consequence of the suboperculum being much less rounded off.
According to Mr. Yarrell, the Salmon-trout has only 59 vertebrm, or one fewer than the S.
,alar. One specimen from the Nith had 59 cmca, anotber 61. The head of the latter is
represented in Plate 92, f. 1, A, with a view of its open mouth (f. 1, B), to show the denti
tion. The scales of the Salmon-trout are thin and delicate, and the spots on the sides have
sometimes a slender crescentic form; at other times they assume the shape of two crescents
turned back to back, or that of the letter z. I have obtained specimens from Loch Stennis,
in the Orkneys, from the rivers Nith and Medway, and from Wales. In the latter quarttlr it
is confounded with another species, under the name of Sewin. It feeds more upon fish than
the Common salmon t. I took a young coal-fish and a fragment of sand-stone from the

• Artedi I&Y' of the Common .almon of the Baltic (Lu SIlllCOrum). " 1'",,/e6,. i. lIlIi~~awz."
.. t Lieut.enant-Colonel Lawrence, an ardent and esperienced angler, inform. me that the aalmon i. more in the habit of
.pringing oot of the water than the SalIDOll-trout, and will do 10 either to take the artificial ily. or to dileugage itaelf from
the book when it f'eela the amart j bot the Sal_trout, U lOOn as it ia atruek by the angler, deacencla directly to the b0t
tom of the pool, and can Karcely be dialodged.
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mGmaeh of an Orkney specimen. Some British ichthyologists consider our Salmon-trout to
be the Salmo m.tta; but it is certainly not the species so designated on the continent, which
has a prolonged double series of vomerine teeth. The brief remark. in the Regne Animal, on
the Tf'Uite de mer, or Salmo Schiefenn.ulleri, applies in all points to our Salmon-trout.

3. The HIRLING of the Nith, and Whiting of the Esk, Phinoc, or Salmo albus, of Fleming,
Salmo Curnbft-land, or Le 8aumon blanc, of La~pede, resembles the two preceding so'much
as to be readily mistaken for either. The head bears the same proportion to the body as in
the Common salmon, and its seales are larger and still more delicate than those of the Salmon
trout, but the colours and markings are nearly the same. It is most readily distinguished ~
its vomerine teeth extending farther back. in two rows, and being clustered in front. In
several specimens the cmca were found to be 49. The intestines were lined with the same
kind of grey mucus, mixed with spots of the red substance which is found in the guts of the
salmon. This species enters the rivers in July and August, its flesh has a deep salmon colour
and a very excellent flavour. The usual size is from one to two pounds. Larger individuals
are confounded with young salmon, and are sold indiscriminately with them in the Dumfries
market, under the name of "grilses." Salmon-trout are also frequently sold by the name of
Hirlings.

4. Plate 91, f. 2, represents the head of a trout which is in Mr. Yarrell's possession. It
was taken from a Glamorganshire fish, said to be the SKWIN (Salmo CambrUcus of Donovan),
which is very probably the same species with the Bull-trout of the Tweed, and the Salmo
llamatus of Cuvier. We have already remarked that the Salmon-trout is also called Sewin in
Wales; indeed, the whole article in Pennant's Briti&h Zoology on the Grey evidently refers
to the Salmon-trout *. As I have not seen an authentic specimen of the ,almo hamatus of
the Regn. Animal, I am unable decidedly to controvert M. Agassiz's opinion that it is merely
a nominal species, founded upon a change of form which takes place in the old males of Salmo
talar; but the evidence I have gleaned from authors induces me to follow Cuvier in consider
ing it to be quite distinct. There can be no question that the two heads represented on our 91st
plate belong to different species: now the lower ODe is very like the head of the Tweed trout,
which, in the whole shape, as well as in the markings of the body, closely resembles Bloch's
figure, 1. 98, quoted by euvier as his Salmo hamatus. Were the peculiarities of the latter merely
the effect of age, we should not find it more thickly and generally spotted than even the younger
individuals of the Common salmon, which is in fact the case. The following passage, quoted
from the Lachesis Lapponica, tends to prove, not only the northern range of the Salmo hama
tur, but also that the hook of the lower law is developed even in young fish; but the old
~ales of the Common salmon that we usually see in the Nith, and some other British rivers,
have a comparatively slight hook. "Here," in Lulean Lapland, "the Common salmon is
found with the under jaw occasionally hooked. I inquired whether this variety was esteemed
a distinct species, or whether a differen~e arising from age: bot.h of which questions I WlUl

• Pem1ant quotes doubtfully Sa/lIfO mo., Linn., AI IYDOIIYmous with his Grey. It is described by authors AI baving a
deeper body than tbe Common salmon, I(rlIY spots, and an eveD tail, characten which al1 occur in an old Salmon.trout.
The caudal fin becomes even in ,"era! species of trout AI they advanee in age.
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answered in the negative. I was shown a fish of the smallest size, which had in proportion
as large a hook to the lower jaw as the largest. I inquired whether the hooked 88lmoa were
furnished with roe or milt. I was answered they had always milt. On opening seYen of
them I found this verified; whereas four salmon which were not hooked had roes. The
hooked or male salmon is so ealled because the point of its lower jaw is bent inward and has
a taper form resembling a finger, while, on the contrary, the upper one is formed with a cavity
to receive the point, embracing it like a sheath for about half its length."
. The Bull-trout of the Tweed is in little repute for the table; and Cuvier says that the flesh

of the Salmo hamatw, though red, is not so rich as that of the Common salmon, and is held
in less estimation. The Bull-trout of the Orkneys is also said to have the Hesh hard and
dry, and consequently to be little sought after by the country .people ; but as it had not
entered Loch Stennis in the spring, at which time the other trouts of that lake were sent to
me, I have not been able to procure a specimen, and am consequently ignorant how far it
resembles the Tweed fish bearing the same name.

5. NITH TROUT, &C. Plate 92, f. 2, A and B, exhibits the head of a trout which was
taken in the latter end of December in the river Nith. The entire specimen measured four
teen inches to the tips of the tail, or twelve inches and a half to the end of the scales on the
base of the caudal fin.. Figure 4, A and B, represents a young fish from the Clouden, a tri
butary of the Nith: it measured seven inches to the end of the scales on the caudal, and
three-quarters of an inch more to the tips of that fin. I have received fine specimens of pre
cisely the same kind of trout from Loch Crosspiel, below the manse of Dumess, Loch Kes
caig, which discharges its waters into the Atlantic Dear Sandwood in Sutherlandshire, and
from Loch Stennis in the Orkn,ys. It is a handsome fish, not so deep in the body as the
Salmon-trout, and assuming a different general aspect, from its much darker colours and its
smaller scales. The colour of the back is a dark mixture of oil-green and brocoli-brown, the
sides are greatly paler, and the belly is whitish with dusky shades. In some localities, or at
certain seasons, the sides have a reddish-brown tinge, and the belly is more or less deeply
glazed with orange. The forehead, snout, and gill-covers are crowded with rather large
round or oval blackish-brown spots, and there are many roundish or stelliform marks on the
back ana sides, for some distance below the lateral line, some of which are surrounded by a
paler circle, or tinged with aurora-red. The dorsal is variegated by several rows of smaller
brown spots of different shades, and the adipose fin and upper lobe of the caudal are also
spotted. The scales have an oval form, are considerably smaller, less flexible, and not 80

caducous as those of the Salmon-trout, and have a beautiful golden lustre. In the dried
specimens an acute, prominent median ridge extends from the nape nearly to the tip of the
snout, and the lateral ridges of the cranium are also conspicuous: in the fresh state, the bead
is smooth and rounded above, and the IInout is very obtuse. The under jaw is exactly equal
in length to the upper surface of the head. The vomerine teeth run back ill a double row
about half way to the gullet, and there are six teeth on each ·side of the tongue. The head
-in the females constitutes somewhat less than one-fourth of the total length excluding all the
caudal beyond the scales: in the males the head is larger, four ot its lengths extending from
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the tip of the snout to the centre of the middle caudal rays. The doraahre1'tebne are 58 in
number, lUld the pyloric cmea varied, in ten individuals, from 49 to 53. The young have
paler colours, silvery scales, and about seven arterial blood-red spots on the lateral line, with
pale areolae. They descend to the sea and return into the rivers to spawn in the winter time.
Individuals varying from sixteen to twenty inches in length contained mature roe. This trout
is not very choice in its ll8lection of fGOd., the stomachs of those which I opened containing
river shells, larvlIl of insects, seeds of various vegetables, bits of straw and charcoal, much
sand, small pebbles, the common coralline of our sea-shores broken doW'll, and the roe
apparently of its owu species. The intestines of the young were filled with minute crustacelll,
flies, river-sheUs, and eod-bait, the last appearing to be a favourite food of the young of the
salmon tribe.

Our Nitb Trout po888I888 many of the charaeters ascribed to the SalflU} tndta by continen
tal ichthyologists *, but in the abaence of the power of referring to authentic specimens
for comparison, I am unable to give it that appellation with confidence, especially as the
descriptions and figures of trutta, by many authors, apply nearly as well to our Salmon-trout.
The liberality and kindness of Captain Barou have furnished me with a beautiful stuffed
specimen of the SaZmo Lm'ltJRtU of Cuvier, which is said by M. Agassiz to be merely a par
ticular state of Salmo trulta. It has at first sight a very different aspect from our Nith trout,
owing to its much paler general colour, smaller and more numerous spots, and somewhat
larger scales; but on examining the details of external structure, the relative proportion of
pans, and the dentition, they are found to be very similar to th08e of the Nith trout. The
posterior angles of the gill-cover are, however, more rounded, giving a couyexcune to its edge
approaching to that of the Salmon-trout, and the length of the under jaw rather exceeds that
of the top of the head. I have bad no opportunity of examining the viacera of the Swiss trout.

6. LOCH LEVEN TROUT. I am indebted to Mr. Arnott for very fine specimens of this
eelebrated trout, which, in external form, the proportional size of the various parts of the head
and gill-cover, the size of the seales, and the dentition, agrees with the Salf1&O Lemamu; the
only difference that I can perceive, between the specimens that I have compared, being in the
alm08t white hue of the one, and the deep shades of colour in the other. The scales in both
dry in the same manner, producing a small ridge in the centre of each, which I do not per
ceive in other trouts. Three individuals of the Loch Leven trout, that were dissected, had
each 73 pyloric C89Ca) and in one of them 59 vertebflll were counted. The largest of the spe
cimens measured twenty inches and a quarter including the caudal fin, and two inches less
to the end of the scales. Its colours were as follows. The back liver-brown, nape hair-brown,
top of the head wood-brown, sides of the head and body silvery tinged with rose-red, under
jaw, throat, and belly whitish, partially glazed, particularly near the ventrals, with Dutch
orange. The top and sides of the head are marked with round blackish-brown spots, which
are largest on the gill-covers, where they equal swan-shot in size. The whole side of the dsh.
from the ridge of the back to half way between the ventraIs and lateral line, is ornamented with

• Ni~lOn'B character or the Uultirirtg of the Swede8, which is his s-.. tndIc, applies aactly to oar Nith Trout.
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many larger spots of venous blood-red margined.with crimson. These spots are roundish;
stelliform, or cruciform *. There are nine or ten rows of small brown spots on the dorsal, and
some on the adipose fin and upper lobe of the caudal. The ridges on the top of the head.
visible in the dried specimen, resemble those of the Nith trout in form, but they are more
acutely prominent, particularly the lateral ones. The scales are broadly oval. The stomach
contained the larvm of insects, the remains of a fish, much sand, a bit of charcoal, and two or
three fragments of sand-stone.

7. SUMO FEROX.. Sir William Jardine and Mr. Selby have recently given this name to
a northern Scottish trout, of which a specimen has been kindly transmitted to me by Mr.
Selby, the well-known ornithologist. It resembles the Loeh Leven trout in its dentition and
the proportional size of the head; there is also a resemblance, though not a perfect one, in
the form of the gill-cover; but the labials are much stronger and more curved, and the cra
nial ridges much less prominent and acute. The most decided ditrerence is in the form of the
scales, which in Salmo ferO'Z are broadly oval, more nearly approaching to circular than in
any of the preceding species; they are as thin and flexible as those of the Salmon or Salmon
trout, though being more thickly covered with epidermis they are not so cadUCOUB. In colour.
this fish is described as resembling the Loeh Leven trout, but the spots in the specimens we
have seen are fewer and larger. The caudal fin is even at the end, as in the old individuals of
many other species of trout. The Salmo fer~ inhabits Loeh Awe, in Argyleshire, where it
attains the weight of twenty-eight pounds. It spawns on the sides or near the gorge of the
lake, rarely entering the feeding streams; and although it is occasionally taken in the river
Awe, by which the lake discharges itself into the sea, it is said that it never attempts to reach
the salt water. Its stomach is generally filled with fish. The colour of its flesh is orange
yellow, its flavour coarse and indifferent. There is a good account of this great trout in the
last edition of the Encyclopmdia Britannica, under the article AngliRg.

8. SALMO FARIO. The Common trout, the Burn trout of Scotland, is generally known
throughout Great Britain. It varies very greatly in the hue of its body and the colour and
~lliancy of its markings. Plate 92, f. 3, A and B, represents the head of an individual nine
inches and a half long to the end of the scales on the caudal, and ten inches and three quar
ters to the extremity of that fin. The under jaw is shorter than the top of the head, and the
ridges of the palate bones and vomer, into which the teeth are implanted, are much more
prominent than in any other species that has come under my observation. The vomerine
teeth run far back in a double row. The specimen was taken in the Lake of Loehenbreek, in
Galloway, and had the dusky yellowish hue of this trout when it inhabits dark waters. A
much more glittering kind is taken in the Nith, Tweed, and other clear rivers, but T have not
the means of ascertaining whether there be any structural difference or not. Mr. Yarrell
informs me that. the Salmo farW has 58 dorsal vertebrm.

9. CHAR. Torgoch, or Red-bellied trout. Plate 92, f. 5, A and B, exhibits the head of
a female char taken in Llyn Cawellyn, near the foot of Snowdon, on the 17th of January.

• The 'Pots of my apecimen of the &riwuI~ are collliderably amallet thaa thoae of Loch Leven trout, but the
cue might be diffilrent were a greater number of iDdiriduala compared.
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when ready to spawn. The scales of this trout are small, the 001001'11 peculiar, and there ia
merely a tuft of fine teeth on the forepart of the vomer, the rest of that bone being perfectly
smooth. lowe the specimen to the kindness, of J. L. Wynn, Esq., of Coed Coch, in Denbigh.
shire. The Ta'l'Togan from Loch Borley, in. Sutherlandshire, has a deeper body and larger
scales than the Welsh Torgoch, but the want of good specimens has prevented me from insti
tuting a fair comparison between the two. They agree in dentition, and differ from the pre
ceding trouts in the scales being less crowded, and in many parts of the body not tiled but
simply in contact.

The want of a sufficient number of specimens of the Par, and of some other Scottish trouts,
causes me to pass them over without further notice *.

[61.] 1. SALMO SALAH. (Auctorum.) The Common salmon.

FAJltLY, Salmon. (Salmouoide.), CVVIBR. (Salmonaeei, N IUlIOX.)

Salmon abound in the rivers of Labrador, Canada, Newfoundland t, Nova.
Sootia, the New England States, and in the waters of New York which fall into the
St. Lawrence. Previous to the colonization of America, they appear to have
ranged more to the south on the Atlantic coast than they do at present. rrhe cele·
brated but unfortunate Hudson says, that on the 14th of September, 1609, while
sailing up the magnificent river which bears his name, he saw" great store of
salmons;" but in recent times even a solitary salmon has rarely been known to
stray thither, and the most southern stream on that coast which this fish now fre
quents, is Connecticut river, in latitude 41tO N:t. Even there, however, it is
becoming daily more scarce, the erection of weirs, milldams, and other obstacle!! to
its ascent in the spawning season, having impeded its reproduction, and the New
York market is now supplied with salmon from Kennebec river in the state of
Maine. The salmon ascends the St. Lawrence and its tributaries as high as Lake

• Sir William J areline haa published an inten'sting paper 011 the Sutherland.hire trout. in the New EdinbUl'Kh Philo
IOphical Journal. which I did not IIetl until the preceding ob8ervationa on the Salmonoide. had mostly gone to the press.
Be gi'es the following u the most cOIl'fellient dilltillguisbing marks oC the Par, or Sahno IQ/".,.., Ray :-" The great
rAze of the pectoraillns, the .horlnell of the maxillary bone, and cOllsequent diminutin gape, and the breadth between
the rami or the lower jaw." III Pennant'. Britl.h Zoology (8'f0. ed., 1812), the figure in pl. 70, judging Crom the con·
figarati01l8 of the markings and gelleral habit, ill that of a young ulmon, while the lower figure, in pI. 87, ill the true Par.

t The earliest account we have of Cabot'. disco'fery of tbi. island in 1497 (recorded on Adam... map) mentiona 1a1m0ll
IJDOIIg in natural productioDlo Hakluyt, iii., p. 6.

t " White lalmOIl8," noticed by Smith in his accnnllt of Virginia, and by snbaeqnent writers, .. abounding ill the ttellb
of Penmylvania, &1'8 erident1y the LaJJr..u-itk or Lac6pede, or GryrIu MlUAoi'dn of eUYier, a percoid filb, which we
bne already alIwled to in p. 31. It ill called "trout" by the inhabitant. of Carolina and the IIIlirhbouring atalell.

U
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Ontario, its progress farther up being effectually barred by the faUs of Niagara.
It has been noticed as a remarkable fact in the history of the fish, that it has never
been known to enter the Niagara, or even to have been taken within thirty miles
of its mouth, though there is nothing to hinder it from ascending to the foot of the
falls, about fifteen miles from the lake. De Witt Clinton has, however, accounted
for this fact in remarking the want of gravel beds in the Niagarat fitted to be
depositaries of the salmon-spawn. Salmon are found in Lake Ontario at all sea
sons, and they have been caught in the Seneca, or Onondaga river, which falls into
the south side of the lake in every month of the year. 80meUmea weighing thirty
seven pounds. "They pass," says De Witt Clinton, "Oswego at the entrance of this
river in April, are then in fine order, and spread over all the western waters in that
direction, returning to Lake Ontario in October, much reduced in size and fat
ness." "Numerous conical erections of gravel, found in several of the western
rivers, must have been raised by them." Another account states, that these fish
make their appearance in Lake Oneida, which communicates with the Onondaga,
in May, and that they eat nothing during their residence there. which continues
till winter·. Mr. Todd informed me. that they enter the shallow, gravelly rivers
in the vicinity of Toronto, on the north side of Lake Ontario, in August, are taken
in great abundance in September, and continue to ascend until November. Their
average weight is about eight pounds, and their length two feet and a half. They
are taken in nets or speared by torch-light. Some years ago, a eonsiderable fishery
was established at the head of the lake, and great quantities of fish Were cured for
exportation, but the establishment was broken up by the war. No salmon have
been seen in the Mississippi or its tributaries.

Salmon enter the rivers that fall into Hudson's Bay north of the 58th degree of
latitude. According to Hearne, they are very numerous, in some seasons, in
Knapp's Bay and Whale Cove,· so that a vessel might speedily be loaded with
them, but they are very scarce in other years. They are, he 88yll, sometimes so
plentiful in Churchill river, that upwards of two hundred fine fish have been taken
in one tide, from four small gill-nets set within a mile of the fort; but at other
times they are so rare that twenty nets have scarcely yielded the same number
during the season, which begins in the latter end of June, and clOl188 about the
middle or end of august. The commencement of the season coincides with the
breaking up of the ice t. The weight of the fish varies from eight to twenty pounds.

.. Lit. and Phil. Trau... 01 New York, i., p. 147 &lid p. 500.
t The followiag date, __ extra.cted from a Joumal kept by Mr. Toppin! at CIlurchill fMtary, ive or IiI: mi.. &boY.

the mouth of the riVIll':-
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Having seen only dried llpeoimens of the Salmon of the Atlantic roam of Ame
rica, I cannot unequivocally refer it to the StJ1IIO ,alar of European ichthyologists.
though popular writers affinn them to be the same. The identity of the Hudson'f;
Bay salmon rests on more uncertain grounds, as I am not aware that it has been
examined by any naturalist. I have for many years usoo every endeavour to pro
cure a specimen in vain. An argument may even be adduced against the specific
identity of the HudllOn's Bay salmon with the ,alar, from the fact of its being
unknown farther BOuth in the bay than the Churchill river, in latitude 580 47' N.,
though Nelson, Hayes, Albany, and MOORe rivers, lying between the 50th and
57th parallels, abound in the gravel-beds which salmon delight to epawn in. Dried
salmon are among the articles of traffic brought to ships by the Esquimaux of
Hudson's Straitl, and the Salmo ,alar is mentioned in the Fauna Gt-amlandica,
though Fabricius states it to be so rare that he never MW it there, and had merely
heard of its existence in two baye. It was not ta;ken on any of the late expeditions
to the arctic coll.8ts of America or the Northern Georgian islands. It ie said to
frequent the Kamtschatdale rivere, and though in much smaller numbers than
any of the many other anadromous trouts that are known there, it may, perhaps,
range to the American side of the sea of Kamtsehatka. Every voyager who has
visited the north-west coast speaks of the great quantities of salmon taken by the
natives; and Langsdorff mentions that" several sorts" of salmon resort to the bays
and rivers of Oonalashka, Kodiak, and Norfolk Sound. Eschscholtz, however,
who stayed from March to the middle of August in one year, and during the latter
part of August and beginning of September in another, on the island of Sitchka,
in Norfolk Sound, observes that" there is no great variety in the kinds of fish, but
the individuals are numerous, especially a well-flavoured sort of salmon." We
shall have occasion hereafter to quote some of Lewis and Clark's notices of the
trouts of the Columbia. The accounts given by authors of the habits of the Ame
rican salmon are so very meagre, that it is necessary to borrow what we have to
say of the natural history of the Salmo ,alar from the ichthyologists who have best
described it as it exists in European waterS.

Few nsh have attracted more attention than the Common salmon of the Old

1809. JUDe 17. River broke up.
1810. 19. River clear. July 3. Caught the first salmon.
1811. 23. River clear. July 31. Plenty or Sea·trout. Auguat l~. Sea-tront (COne.
1812. 10. Rivlll'bqpDDingtoopBn. July 5. Rivlll'clear.
1813. 20. River clear. JUDe 30. Fint ulmon caught.

It it to he obllerved, that the ice accumolatea at the mouth or the river Cor lOme day. after it baa broken up oppoaite to
the rort.

u 2
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W orId, its excellence as an article of diet, and the variety of interests involved in the
fisheries established for its capture, rendering a correct knowledge of its natural
history an object of much importance in an economical point of view. A well·
authenticated and connected account of its growth, from the newly-evolved fry to

the full-sized fish, is, however, still a desideratum, for, although many facts have
been established by competent observers, there are several gaps in the history of
this trout, and in particular the form it assumes when half grown has not been fully
discriminated from the young of other species. It is greatly to be regretted that
our acquaintance with the Salmon of the American rivers is so very limited, for
should it happen that the Salmo hamatus and trotta, or other closely-resembling
species, are unknown in America, we might more readily ascertain how many of
the forms known in Great Britain by the local names of amelta, amolts, or amouts.
pawls, gillies, grilses, salmon-peel, kippers, liggers, &c., actually belong to the
salar. 'fhe natural history of the Salmon, prosecuted in a country where conflict
ing interests have not as yet sprung up to cause the perversion of facts. would
furnish a rich field of research for ichthyologists, and afford the means of clearing
up many mistakes which have crept into the works of naturalists,-great care being,
of course, taken to ascertain the correct specific appellations of the subject under
observation.

The Common salmon is aD inhabitant of all the northern European and Asiatic
Beas, from the entrance of the Bay of Biscay round the North Cape, and along the
coast of Asia to Kamtschatka and the sea of Ochotsk, including the Baltic, White
Sea, Gulf of Kara, and other inlets. It is found in Iceland, and, according to
Guldenstredt, it also inhabits the Caspian. At certain seasons the Salmon quits
the sea, and ascends the rivers towards their sources for the purpose of spawning,
preferring those streams which have stony or rocky bottoms, and convenient gra
velly banks for the reception of the spawn. Nilsson, however, informs us, that in
some instances the Salmon resides permanently in fresh water, for it is known, says
he, to winter in the interior Swedish lakes, named Wenern and Siljan, from
whence it ascends the rivers at the close of spring, without entering the salt water
at all-.'"

As the Salmon is never taken on the British coast except in estuaries, rivers, or
lakes, the depths of the sea to which it retires are unknown t; but the microsco-

• In interioribUII quibusdem lacubul, WnterII, SiljaA hiemem degit, unde vere pret..rlap80 fluvial adlCendit. Lac:ubU9
igitnr ut mari, pro hibemil utitur, aquam la!Jam nunquam attingeDl. Vemlll horum laeuum dicuntur pinKUioru et carne
satllratiorel, quam marini, qui, itinere t'l impedil1ll'ntol fatigati, dictoe 1acos inturdem attingunt. NILS.OlO, Pilf:~.

ScanrJ.
t The following extract from Leeml'. Journey into Danitih Lapland may throw I{1me light on the maIler. "At the
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pica! researches of Dr. Knox have shown, as we have already mentioned, that its
food, previous to its quitting the salt water, consists of the eggs of various echino
dermata and Cf'Ustac6lB, this rich aliment giving the colour and flavour for which
its flesh is so highly prized. On entering the fresh water for the purpose ofspawn
ing, it seems, like many other animals in the nuptial season, to lose its appetite for
food, but will rise occasionally to the natural or artificial fly, and has been known
to take both the minnow and worm·. Salmon in prime condition are taken in
estuaries at every period of the year, but they do not quit the sea in considerable
numbers until the summer is well advanced, and they continue in the tide-way,
ascending with the flood and descending with the ebb, until the spawning season
approaches. At first the fish has a bright silvery hue, with deep black spots on the
back and sides, a head small when compared with the girth of the plump body
loaded with juices and fat, the spawn occupies but little space, the salmon-louse
(Caligus pi8cittU8) adheres to the gills, and tape-worms fill the intestines. As the
reproductive organs advance to maturity, the salmon hastens up the river towards
the gravelly deposits in the upland streams, which are its proper spawning places,
surmounting the natural and artificial barriers that oppose themselves to its pro
gress with surprising agility. Pennant mentions the perpendicular falls of Ken
nerth and Pont Aberglasslyn, in Wales, Leixlip, in Ireland, and East-eivel on the
Tummil, in Scotland, as salmon-leaps, which evince the extraordinary muscular
efforts that the fish is capable of making; and travellers have recorded with admi
ration its perseverance in working its way up the cataracts of the Norwegian and
Lapland rivers. Soon after its entrance into the fresh water, the dark spots on

dOle orthe autumn, when the ulmon taken in the riven are lean and no longer laleable, the mnritilDl! Laplauden are
accunomed to row out a little from the shore into the deep, to take the salmon (who at this time of the year remain im
moveable at the bottom of the sea), with an iron-headed spear, called in Lapland Harul. Lett the darkness of the night
Ihould obstruct them in this bUJiness, a fire is made on the prow of the veleel of pieces of fir·tree and the bark of the
birch, which they call harQ/." (Pinkerton's Voy., i., p. 427.) The ulmon while feeding upon the ova of ecltillOdermaJa
will, DO doubt, remain almost Itationary; bnt if they continue in a moderate depth of water, so aa to be attracted by th..
light of a torch, or eaaily -peared, one would apect them to be occaaionally taken in the trawl-netI in such conltant lIae
iD. the Britilh Channel.

• Mr. Niell relatel that salmon kept along with other sea-Iish in a saIt-water pond in Galloway, were fed with eels,
sheU·fi.ah freed from the .hell, and herrings cut into piece.. The habits of fiJh in captivity do not fumi>lh correct indica
tions of the food they woold prefer when at liberty; but the following paasage in Sir William Jardine's paper kndJ to
prove, that ulmon do not feed a:clulively on cnutaCt'e, tlIIDfltoMrlJCtJ, or the ova of rcltiJt~a,during their residence
iD. the _, though it is certain that it is the remains of these aubstances which are chil'fly distinguishable among the
mucUll which thickly lines the intestineJ of salmon when theyaacend rivers in tpa'tl'Ding condition. "In the north of
Sntherland &. mode of fiJhing salmon is sometimes suceetlsfully practised in th.. firthl, where aand-eela are used for bait:
a line i. attached to a buoy or bladder, and allowed to float with the tide up the narrow estuaries. The aalmon are also
Rid to be occaaionally taken at the lines .et for hsddocka, baited with aand.eels. At the mouths of riven thl!y rise freely
at the artificial fly withinMy yard. of the sea, and the common earth-worm is a deadly bait for the clean salmon," The
following additional remark occur. in a note: " Faber, in hil Natural Hiatory of the }'iJhes of Iceland, remarks, that
the Common ulman feedl on Imall fishes, and various Imall marine animala-F1emiug uys its favourite food in the sea
ill the sand·eel." (J~RDIlO,/. c.)
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the back and sides are effaced, the salmon-louse shrivels and drops off, and the tape
worms die and are discharged. As the spawn augments in volume, the flesh of the
salmon deteriorates, growing lean, flabby and insipid, and the bright silvery tints of
the scales are replaced by brownish stains, giving rise to the epithet of .. red-fish,"
in contradistinction to that of" clean," which the fish had on its first arrival from
sea in high marketable condition. The gravelly shoals selected as spawning places
are generally as high up the river as the fish can aseend. Furrows about eighteen
inches deep being formed in the gravel by the male, according to some observers,
or by both male and female as others report, the latter depOl~its in them her roe,
and the former his milt, and carefully covers them up. The Dsh has been said to
plough up the gravel with its fins, but it is more probable that it uses the nose for
this purpose. Mr. Potts (quoted by Pennant) thinks that the tail is the instru
ment by which the gravel is filled in over the spawn, as he had observed the skin
rubbed off that part; this abrasion, however, may be the result of friction against
mnes, in the efforts the fish makes to ascend the shallow streams. After securing
the spawn, the salmon commences its return to the sea, being now named, in the
language of the fishermen, a " foul fish," ligger, kipper, or kelt; its gills are in
fested by the gUler, or brachie1la salmonia, and it continues to have a dark colour,
lank form, and to be unfit for food during the remainder of its stay in fresh water.
The period of a salmon's stay in a river is determined by various causes. The
ascent of most streams is facilitated by the land-floods of wet seasons, or rendered
impracticable for a time by droughts; and Dr. Fleming thinks it probable that
circumstances which favour the upward passage of the fish tend also to accelerate
the ripening of the spawn •. In returning to the sea the fish keep the middle of
the stream, and seek the deepest and saltest water of the estuary.

The following observations on the spawning of the salmon, and subsequent
evolution of the young fry, in one of the tributary streams of the Tweed, are re
corded by Dr. Knox in the paper we have already cited. rr In November the
river Whitadder, which has its source in a mountainous country nine hundred feet
above the level of the sea, abounded in all the different kinds of salmon usually
taken in the Tweed, with which this stream communicates at a short distance from
Berwick. They were engaged every where in spawning, this being the usual
time in which the act is carried on. A pair, seemingly t of the ordinary Tweed

* Ed. Phil Jouru., L, p. 375, in a paper which giVeI a detailed account of the mOYemenb of the Sslmon in the river
Tay. The facta therein .tated coincide genllrlllly with Mr. Potts's history of the Tweed salmon in Pennant's British
Zoology.

t The~ BuD·trout, M SaJ_ "-tau, might be readily mistaken for the SaJ_ 101...
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salmon, flOm fourteen to sixteen pounds in weight, were watched. 'The Ova were
observed to be deposited near the sources of the l5tream on the 2nd of November,
and covered up with gravel in the usual way. The spawning bed was placed at
the foot of a pretty long and plaeid pool, and just at the top of a stream where the
water first begins to feel the effects of the approaching descent. The water was
about fifteen feet broad, with a depth of six inehes. The breadth of the bed seemed
to be about eight feet, and its length three or four, the whole having rather an oval
form. It had the appearance of washed gravel, in consequence of the whole mass
having been turned over by the salmon during the process of depositing the ova.
On the 25th of February, or one hundred and sixteen days afterwards, hundreds
of ova were turned up with the spade froID the depth of from nine to twelve inchetl
below the surface of the gravel. They were clear, transparent, and seemingly
unchanged. On the 23rd of March the ova were found to be changing; the outer
shell east; the fry lying imbedded in the gravel &8 fishes, being ,.,enty tHen from
the period of their deposition. By the 1st of April most of the fry had quitted the
bed, by ascending through the gravel, and on the 19th of that month many
were taken eight or even nine inches long, in excellent condition. Fry of the
same size, but probably of a later deposit, were abundant in the same streams on
the 6th of May. In a former year the roe was found unchanged on the 10th of
April, but on the 17th the excluded fry were imbedded in the gravel, and on the
22nd smoults were taken about the size of the little finger. The depth at which
the ova are deposited varies, being sometimes about two feet below the surface of
the bed. The food of the fry is exactly the same with that of the trout found in
the rivers at the same period; viz., small insects, larvle of flies, beetles, and cod
bait, with which the gravel of the stream abounds in an incredible degree. In the
gravel-bed the ova of salmon and trout lie safe from every living enemy, and in the
midst of profusion of food, whose habitat is the same 88 their own; and whose
progress of incubation and subsequent rise through the gravel is quite similar. The
great variety and quantity of these insectll, together with the depth of their situa
tion (for the spade which took lip the ova was also full of them), was truly sur
prising. It is probable tha.t as theee 18l'V1e of insects, for sueh they mostly are,
rise above the gravel to assume new forms, they offer ready food for the trout and
salmon fry of all sizes which may be in the river; but I do not suppose that these
fishes dig under the gravel in search of food at any time -.

• He treut aIbrda the young angler more certain amu.ement than the aalmou fry. These ullJlUlpic:ioua _,. haft
keen appetites and rile with avidity at the artificial fly, however rudely made, provided it be lUlall enough-but a eMil
worm, ora gentle impaled on a hackle, il a Ifill more alluring bait. We han known a bare-leased truant kill thirty doIa
in one day with the mOlt inartiflcial tackle.
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r< 'fhe growth of the fry is very rapid. On the 20th of April the rivers were
full of sa!mon-smoults, varying from six to nine inches, having attained that length
in about three weeks. They were in the finest possible condition, covered with
small silvery scales, differing in shape from those of the trout or par. They are
very tender, and constantly die a short time after being touched. During the
months of March, April, and May, the rivers abound with kelts, or spawned sal
mon, descending towards the ocean, and smoults, or fry, pursuing the same course."
Dr. Knox, in the appendix to the able paper from which the foregoing passages
are abridged, remarks that there are two circumstances which persons of sound
judgment and great experience with regard to the salmon question still think un
decided, or at least demanding a more extended proof. The first is a series of
experiments to determine the growth of salmon-fry from the state of the egg to its
attaining the length of six, seven, eight, or nine inches, before which it is seldom
seen by the angler, and after which it ceases to be found in fresh-water rivers;
8econdly, proof that the fish we call salmon·fry, taken in salmon-rivers by angling
during the months of April and May, do really proceed to the ocean and return
after a period to the rivers as grils.e, Salmon-trout·, and salmon. The facts
ascertained by Dr. Knox. in conjunction with the previous observations ofothers who
have attended to the subject, go towards the answer of the first question; and the
following extract from Sir William Jardine's paper may be considered as a reply
to the second. "It has always been a subject of dispute whether the fry returned
to the rivers as grilse in the same season in which they descended. I have had no
doubt of this for several years, but it was very difficult to prove. In the Tweed I
have killed grilse early in the season, 80 small as to weigh only two pounds, and
seen them gradually increase in size as the season advanced; the intermediate size,
however, between the fry and the two pound grilse was wanting. During the two
years which the fisheries of Sutherland have been in the possession of the Duke, a
set of experiments have been instituted by his factors, one of which leaves no doubt
upon the subject. Last spring, several thousands of the fry were marked in the
different rivers, among others by Mr. Baigrie, in the Laxford and Dinard, on the
west coast. In the Laxford, the first grilse (marked in April as fry) returned on
the 25th of June, and weighed three pounds and a half. Many others were got
during the season, from this weight to six pounds and a half, returning to the rivers
where the fry were marked, which was known by a particular mark being used in
each, and showing that a return to their breeding ground was as frequent, or rather

'" Dr. Knox conliden oar Salmon-trout to be merely a nriely orthe SAl., IQ/ar.
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as constant, as among the higher animals. These marked grilse were unfortunately
killed; but next year it is proposed to return them to the river with an additional
mark, and endeavour to take them again a second season."

rfhe spawning season commences in most of the British streams in October, is
at its height in November, and continues through December, comparatively few
salmon spawning in January, February, or March. It is necessary that the dif
ferent kinds or species of salmon should be more fully made out before we can
refer to the history of the Common salmon the statements to be found in authors
of the great differences in the spawning seasons in different rivers·.

The salmon has many enemies, of whom man is undoubtedly the chief, for its
numbers diminish rapidly as civilization and the arts advance on the banks of the
rivers it frequents. Notwithstanding the proverbial t activity of this fish, it is
hard pushed in its own element by several of the mammalia. Captain Cartwright
saw a bear taking salmon in the mouth of one of the Labrador rivers by diving in
deep water t; the otter too, a well-known river poacher, makes great havock
among the salmon of all ages; and the seal has been observed, on the coast of
Scotland, coursing a salmon like a greyhound in chase of a bare, turning it on
every attempt it made to get to seaward, and finally securing it through the exer
tion of superior strength and sagacity. The following anecdote is told by the Rev.
Mr. Hamilton, of a dog leaguing with man against tbis fisb. "In riding from Port

• Dr. Arthur Young informs nl, that" in all the rinn which run into the BaD, the lalmoD IIpllWD about the beginning
of Angult, and U lOOn u thpY have done rnrim to the IPa, where they my till January, when thpY begin to return to
Inm water, and continue doing 10 till Auguat, in which voyage they are taken. The nets are lilt in the beginning of
January, but by Act of Parliament no neta or weira can be hpt down after the 12th of Auguat. The young ulmon are
ea1Jed gratDl., aDd grow at a rate which I Ihould IUppoae acarce any flab commonly knoWD equals; for within the year
lOme ol them will come to Uxteen and eighteen !JOundl, but in gPneral ten or twelve poundl: mch u ncape the fint year'I
tlahery are salmon; aDd at two years old will generally weigh twenty to twenty-fi,e poundI. Thia yeu'l fiahery (1776)
baa proved the greateat that ever wu known, yielding four hundred toni of fLoh; aud they had the largeai haul, taking
0IItl tboll8&l1d four hundred and fifty-two lalmon at oDe drag of a single net."-{Tonr in Inoland.)

Linn.ua statea that the salmon-flahery of the Luholml, or Salmon iallUldl, in Lu1ean LaplaDd, commenee. " a Cort
night before Midlummer (June lOth) Ind endl on St. Bartholomew'l day, Auguri 24, and that during that apace of.time
the lalmon keep &lCPnding the riTer. After that day none of the fiahennen remain. Few of the 61h eaeape being taken,
10 u to return down the river. At Michaelmu (29th of September) the &herman come here again, whelllhey catch a
IIIIa1ler~ of aalmon." (LoeAeli. Lzpportka, ii., p. 118.)

Leeml relatea that in the river Alten, which baa itl rise in the remoteat mountaina of Lapland, the fiahery beR'inl on 'the
Ceatival of St. John (June 24th), at which time the salmon are very fat, and 10 larKe that a tun can acarcely hold lixteen,
but thoae which enter the river aI the autumn il approachinj{, are of a much Imaller lie and alao lellJ)" In the Thana, the
principal river of Eulern Fiumark, the aeuon la»tI from the beginning of Ipring until two Weeki after the feltinl of SL
John the Bapliat (July 8th). The fulh in thia river are peculiar for their bnoadlh and fatnell, and &nl accounted the very
~ of their kind. (LzUIII, Journey into Danish Lapland. An. 1767.) Sir William J ~rdine, in speaking of the apawning
time, remarb that" The northern riYerl, with litUe exception, are the earlieat, a fact well known in the London mark.t....
" It il a miatwn notion to luppole that the apawning BelUlOn il only between Octoher and February. In mllny rivel'll it
would COtllW*lC8 in the end of Anguat, if the ground. and entrance to tbe rivera were l...n opl!n and unmol.,.t...d." JAR

DIll" L c.
t " D;ci,w ..-qwe .tJI_ 4.tJltW." 01..1,'01 MAONVa, Hi.t. Srpt., p. 523•
.: G. C.LJlTWRJOIR', Biz/tea Yell,.,' Rtlidmct .... IAbrtMiMr.

x
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Rush to the Giant's Causeway with some company, we had occasion to ford the
river Bush, near the sea; and as the fishennen were going to haul their net, we
stopped to see their success: as soon as their dog perceived the men to move, he
instantly ran down the river of his own accord, and took post in the middle of it,
on some shallows where he could easily run or swim, and in this position he placed
himself with all the eagerness and attention so strongly observable in a pointer dog
who sets his game :-we were for some time at a loss to comprehend his scheme,
but the event satisfied us, and amply justified the prudence of the animal; for the
fish, when they feel the net, always endeavour to make directly out to sea. Ac
cordingly, one of the salmon, escaping from the net, rushed down the stream with
great velocity towards the ford, where the dog stood to receive them at an advan
tage. A very diverting chase now commenced, in which, from the shallowness of
the water, we could discern the whole track of the fish, with all its rapid turnings
and windings. After a smart pursuit, the dog found himself left considerably
behind, in consequence of the water deepening, by which he had been reduced to
the necessity of swimming. But instead of following this desperate game any
longer, he gave it over, and ran with all his speed directly down the river till he
was sure of being again seaward of the salmon, where he took post as before in his
pointer's attitude. Here the fish a second time met him, and a fresh pursuit
ensued, in which, after various attempts, the salmon at last made its way out to
sea, notwithstanding all the ingenious and vigorous exertions of its pursuer.
Though the dog did not succeed at this time, yet I was informed that it was no
unusual thing for him to run down his game; and the fishermen assured me that
he was a very great advantage to them in turning the fish towards the net. During
the whole of the chase, this sagacious animal seemed plainly to have two objects
in view; one to seize his game, if possible, and the other to drive it towards the
net when the former failed; each of which he managed with a degree of address
and ingenuity extremely interesting and amazing·."

I have been able to procure only four specimens of the American salmon. The
first one, described below, was taken from a tierce of salted fish, which a fish
monger a~sured me was imported from Quebec. The colours of the skin were
remarkably well preserved by the salt, and the specimen, which had been split along
the back with a sharp knife, was easily restored to its original form. It had then
a very perfect resemblance to a British salmon of the same size. Three other
specimens were prepared for me at the instance of James Keith, Esq., of La Chine,

• Rn. W. Hamilton, Hm. oft. BAJa/t. 011 tile Goalt 0/ btrim, &c. 1784. (Pl:MCII:. 0iI1., iii., p. 877.)
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by a gentleman in charge of the fur-posts on the Mingan and Musquaw rivers,
which fall into the St. Lawrence near its mouth. Were it not that the skins
of these appear to have been overstretched in drying, so as to account, at least
in some degree, for the differences of the relative positions of the fins, I should
have considered them as distinct from the Salrno salar, and I still think that their
identity with that species is somewhat douutful.

DESCRIPTION

or a specimen preserved in Ralt, imported from Quebec.

COLOuR.-Head bluish-grey above, very silvery on the sides; two round black spots about
the size of a pea between the eye and the nape, and one upon the operculum. Back and
upper parts of the sides pearl-grey with a strong silvery lustre, reflecting a purplish tint when
opposed to the light: the lower parts of the sides have an uniform pearly tint with much
lustre. There are four rows of black spots above the lateral line, each spot surrounding one
scale, and running into the interstices of the adjacent ones: some of the rows cease towards
the head and tail; they contain about thirty spots on each side. The under jaw, throat, and
beUy are unspotted white. The pectorals and caudal are white at the base, their tips and
the whole of the dorsal being bluish-grey: the anal and back of the "entrals are grey with
whitish rays. '

ScALES thin, flexible, and nacry; the uncovered portion of each on the back and upper
part of the sides is rhomboidal. N ear the dorsal fin there are seven scales in a linear inch,
but adjoining to the lateral line there are only six. On the lower parts of the sides the mar
gins of the scales are segments of circles. A scale taken from the lateral line is. oval, obtuse at.
both ends, and about one-third longer than it is wide. There are 124 scales on the lateral
line, including the small ones on the ba!le of the caudal, and 47 in a vertical row below the dor
sal, of which 20 are above the lateral line, and the same number between it and the ventrals.

FORM..-Head small and neat, forming one·fifth of the total length excluding the caudal :
it is convexly conical when the jaws are closed, the profile of the forehead being a continua
tion of the moderate curve from the dorsal. Tip of the snout rounded but not broad. Drbiu
circular, placed one diameter from the upper end of the labials, two from the tip of the snout,
and three and a half from the posterior edge of the gill-cover. The nostrils are as near again
to the orbit as to the end of the snout. The intermaxillaries are cartilaginous and are one
half the length of the labials. The labials are thin and flat with a slightly curved anterior
edge: they are narrow at their junction with the intermaxillaries, but spread out into ellip
tical plate3 towards the angles of the mouth: the posterior piece, or apophysis, which is
acutely elliptical, forms more than half the breadth of the labial, but does not reach quite to
the tip of the laUer. The distance between the tip of the snout and extremity of the labial
reaches a little beyond the base of the snout *, or a line drawn from the posterior edge of one
orbit to that of the other. The under jaw is acute and projects slightly beyond the snout

• liMa rNlri ~;. of Nilsaon.

x2
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when the mouth is open, but its tip is received within the intermaxillary teeth when the jaws
are closed. The lower jaw is about two lines shorter than the distance between the tip of the
snout and the nape.

TEETH conical, acute, mostly pointing backwards, and placed in a single row on the
under jaw, edges of the palate-bones, and round the entire margin of the upper jaw, except
about half an inch of the lower extremity of the labials: those on the sides of the snout and
towards the tip of the lower jaw are a little longer than the others. There are two teeth on
the anterior part of the vomer, one before the other, and five on the tongue, two on one siele
and three on the other. (In the head of the Scottish salmon, figured on plate 91, there is but
one tooth on the vomer and four on the tongue.) Neither the vomer or palate-bones rise into
ridges where the teeth are implanted, either in the American or European salmon, and there
are no small teeth on the tip of the tongue.

GILL-COVERS.-The free edge of the gill-cover is semicircular, instead of bein~ elliptical or
angled as in many species of trout. Preoperculum broad, being but little narrower in its
middle than the cheek, and more than half the width of the operculum: its posterior edge is
even, but there are five irregular, div.erging, tubular prominences on the surface of its lower
limb. Operculum about one-fourth higher than broad, and marked on its posterior and inferior
borders with fine furrows. Suboperculum about one-third of the height of the operculum, but
equalling it in width. Inferoperculum irregularly triangular, with a long narrow limb pass
ing forwards beneath the preoperculum to the articulation of th.lower jaw. Gill-ray. twelve
on the left side and eleven on the right.

FINs.-Dorsal containing thirteen rays, the first one being very short and with the second
closely applied to the third, which D(·arlyequals the fourth and longest. The ventral. are
opposite to the ninth and three following rays of the dorsal. The anal contains ten rays, the
first one being very short. The adipOle fin is partly opposite and partly posterior to the ter
mination of the anal. The caudal is forked.

A specimen of the MINOAN RIVER SALMON, prepared for me by Mr. Cumming, corresponds
closely with the above description, except in the following particulars. Part of the snout
before the orbit proportionally longer~ Vomer perfectly toothless-Ventrals rather more pos
terior, being opposite to the three last rays of the dorsal. The adipo,e fin is also farther back,
being wholly behind the anal. The caudal is almost even at the end when extended, being
very slightly crescentic. The specimen has lost most of its colours in drying, 80 that its
markings cannot be compared with the Quebec fish.

The kindness of the same gentleman has also furnished me with two specimens of the
MUSQUAW RIVER SALMON.-The largest has quite lost its oclours and has been overstretched
in stuffing, so that the dimensions of its body cannot be quoted with safety, but in the relative
dimensions of the parts of its head it resembles the Quebec fish more closely than the pre
ceding *. It has two teeth on the vomer, one before the other, and two on each side of the

• On comparing the dimemioDl of the larger MlI8quaw River Almon .ith that of a prime Scotti.h ODe or the same
length in the subjoined table, the head ohhe rormer apre..n altogether lIDaller, but, as we have remarked above, the skin
may haft been ovenmtched, aad the total length eonleqnenlly dilJlroportionately inereued.
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tongue. The smaller specimen is in perrect preservation, except that its colours are faded.
The four rows of black spots are, however, distinct enough. There are four teeth on the
vomer, the two anterior ones being abreast. It does not seem that in this specimen the relative
position of the fins could have been in any way altered, yet the ventrals correspond to the
three last rays of the dorsal, and are even partly posterior to that fin. In other respects there
is no material difference between it and the Quebec fish, and a close comparison with a small
Scottish salmon, or grille of nearly the same size, showed an almost perfect similarity in the
scales and external form.

In the following table of dimensions I have given exact measurements not only of the
American specimen but also of several British salmon with which I compared them.

FINs.-Br. 11-12; P. 13; D. 13-0; V. 9; A. 10; C.20g. Quebec salmon.
11-12; 13; 14-0; 9; 11; 19f. Mingan R. ditto.
11-11; 14; 15-0; 9; 12; 19!. MusquawR.ditto.
10-12; 14; 14-0; 9; 12; 19-1. Ditto, ditto.

DIM.IIBIONS.

No. I.

Quebec

No. 1I. No.3. No. .c. No. II. No.6.

Mialaa M""'I__ Maoq.... =~ =..
RlYer Blnr IUnr 8':ft::rra. Bl::.

8almorI. lloImcnl. lloImcnl. r::::.. Aaa-.

No.7. No.8.
VOUlIR

OrU... 8a1moiI,
Rinr Lond01ll
Nilh. "uk.,

Wt,lb.

ADpat. "reb.
I

I

\
\
I

)

1-------------------1-- ------------~
In. lin. In. lin. In. lin. In. lin. In. lin. In. lin. In. lin In. lin

. Length from tipofmouttoextremities of caudal. 26 3 29 1 36 0 239, 38 9 36 !It 24 0 15 6
" " end of centIai eaudal raYI 25 2 28 9~ 35 8 22 10, 37 8 35 5 23 4 14 5
" ,. end of leales on caudal. • 23 9 26 1~ 33 6 21 8, 35 5 33 4! 22 0 13 7
" " end of bas" of adipole fin 19 9 22 5 27 8 J7 7 129 4 28 3 17 8 II 1
.. .. end of attaehment oCanal 19 2 21 10 27 1 17 2 '29 1 27 2 17 9 10 11
" "anua 17 2 18 10 24 6 15 ~!26 1 24 1 16 4 9 7
" " first r.yohentrals • 11 !It 13 8 17 4 11 1 18 10 17 10 12 2 6 9
.. " end of donal • • 13 4 14 3 17 4 10 9 19 7 18 5!12 0 7 2
.. " c:ommenc:rmentofdonal. 10 II 11 7 13 9 8 6 15 11 15 Ii 9 2 5 9
.. " posterior edgol of gil\.conr 4 7! 5 2 5 3 4 2 6 10 6 2 4 6 2 8
.. " nape..... 2 10! 3 2f 3 ~ 2 66 4 4 4 4 2 10 1 ~~
.. " posterior edge of orbitar bones 3 0 3 2. 3 3. 2 8 4 ~! 4 1 3 0 0 II
.. " but! ofmout (hind. part of orbit) 2 2 2 4! 2 5 2 I 3 4 2 II 2 2 1 2
" " eentre of orbit •• 1 10 2 1 2 l! I 8 :.! 11 \I 6 1 10 1 0
" " tipe of I.biala 2 2! 2 4f 2 6! 2 0, 3 6 3 0 2 2! 0 0
"ofintermuillary •• • 0 9t 0 10, 0 10 0 8 1 3! 1 1 0 9t 0 41
" labial • 1 ~ 1 Sf 1 9j 1 3f 2 7 2 3 2 7 1 01
0' Iow~r jaw " 2 7 2 10 3 !I 2 3 4 2 3 7 2 7t 1 7'
OJ pec:loral rays • 2 3 2 3 1 2 7 4 0 3 S! 2 8j 1 10
" Tenttala.. • 242~i271933!2113215
.. ventral appendage •• 1 0 1 ~ 1 4 0 9 1 3. 1 6 0 11 0 0
" attachment ofdors.I • 2 5 2 .~~ 3 7i 2 3t 3 8 3 4i 2 5 0 0
OJ longest raya of ditto • ••• 2 6 2 10 3 0 2 2 3 61 3 1 l! 6 1 8
OJ lut ray of ditto •• • 0 11 1 I 1 3 1 0 1 4 1 5 1 0 0 7
" attac:hlDt'nt ofadipoae • 0 9 0 7 0 8, 0 6, 0 8! 1 2 0 86 0 5
" height ohdipos" • 1 2 1 2 1 0 0 9 1 9! 1 8! 0 9 0 7
" attachment ofanal. •• • 1 8i 2 2 2 4 1 76 2 10 2 6 1 3! 1 1
" longest ray of ditto •• 2 2! 28 26 1 9~ 35 210 110 15
" apaee betwe.n anal and ~audal 3 0 4 0 5 0 3 8! 4 10 4 6 3 I! 0 0
" lobes of eaudal • • • • • 4 3 4 !I 5 0 3 4 5 10 5 5 4 2 0 0
.. Ct'ntral rays of ditto from end of leales • 1 5 0 11 1 10 1 3 I 6 2 O! 1 4i 1 5

tnePih of eaudal fork • • • • • • 1 3 0 7~ 0 4 0 11 0 11 1 1 1 2t 0 7

0... The di11lf1lliona of the intntinn of two English salmon are given in a subeequent page, at the end ofour ac:c:GWlt

of the Tnt! trotd&.
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[62.] 2. SALMO SCOULERI. (Richardson.) Observatory Inlet SalmtJfl.

F....IlLY, S&1monoidee. G&1'II1S, Salmo. CVVl&IIo &lb.,-, Salmo. 10.

PLATE 93.
Fig. A, entire fish, one-thUd nat. size. B, head, and C, roof of the. mooth, nat. sise.

I am indebted to Dr. Scouler, of the Dublin Institution, for a specimen of this
very interesting salmon, which he obtained when on the north-west coast of Ame
rica, in the ~ervice of the Hudson's Bay Company. It was taken in the month of
August in Observatory Inlet, and Dr. Scouler remarks that " this arm of the sea
was frequented at the time by such myriads of the salmon, that a stone could not
have reached the bottom without touching several individuals, their abundance sur
passing the efforts of imagination to conceive. The little brook that empties itself
into the inlet was swarming with the fish ascending to spawn, and in the course of
about two hours we killed sixty with boarding pikes. rrhe hump before the dorsal
fin consists of fat, and appears to be peculiar to the males, who acquire it after the
spawning season, when their snouts become elongated and arched." Having
directed Dr. Scouler's attention to Pennant's notices of the Kamtschatka salmon, he
favoured me with the following second communication. "I will endeavour to answer
your questions seriatim. I think the Observatory Inlet salmon comes nearest to
the gorbuscha· of Kamtschatka. According to the best of my remembrance, the
colour of the belly is white, inclining to yellow, and the back is of a bluish leaden
colour. Nothing can be more different than the appearance of the two sexes in the
spawning season. The female is round and beautiful, with the jaws of equal
length; while the male is compressed laterally and has a long arched snout with
powerful teeth. The flesh of this salmon is red, and we thought it excellent, quite
equal to that of the English salmon,-no one on board objected to it." " The na
tives of the Columbia use two modes of cooking sa.lmon. One consists of steaming.
which is accomplished as follows: A number of heated pebbles are thrown into a

• "Tbegor6wda, or hunch-back, ascends the rivera in July. In form it reeembles the Grayling: never gceeds a
foot aud a halfin lengtb: ia ofa silvery colour, and unspotted: the tail forked; the flesh white. After it has been some
time in fresh water it changes ita shape (the male elpecially) in a most RurprisinR' manner. The ja.wI and teeth grow
prodigillUlly long, especially the upper, which is at mit Ihortest, but soon shoots beyond the under, and grows crooked
downwards: the body becomes emaciated and the meat bad: hut what is molt characteristic, an enormous buuch rien
just before the 6rat dorsal 60, to which it owe~ its name. Its flesh ia bad, so that this fish falls to the share of the clogs.
RDJI. D.14-&; P. 15; 1T. 11; J. 18." (PUN., 4rcl. 7AoI., l"lr.. p. an.)
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wooden trough, and ~me bits of wood or small branches placed over them; the
pieces of fish are then put in, a little water added, and the whole covered with
mats until the fish is cooked. The second mode is broiling the salmon. The
intestines are taken out, and two or three bits of wood inserted into the body of the
fish to keep it expanded transversely; a stronger stick is passed through the tail
and head, and its lower end stuck into the ground at a convenient distance from
the fire. The salmon is to the north-west Indians what the cerealia are to us, the
fishing season being their harvest. During the summer the natives reside near the
coast, or on the banks of rivers in which the salmon are abundant, and occupy
themselves in curing the fish for winter use. They cut two long and broad slices
from each side of the fish, dry it in the shade, and eat them like bread. Vast
quantities are thus prepared, and though no salt is used it forms a palatable food.
which I have often eaten. Sometimes the dried fish is broken down, kept in bags,
and eaten by handfuls, when it may be called the pemmican of the north-west
coast. After the salmon season the Indians retire inland with their abundant
store.

H Pennant says the Kamtschatka salmon die without returning to the sea, after
spawning. I never heard such an opinion mooted on the north-west coast, and
saw nothing to confirm it; but as the streams which the American salmon ascend
are often extremely shallow, and as they spawn in Observatory Inlet during the
months of July and August, when the water is at the lowest, I should suppose that
great numbers must perish from emaciation (for their flesh then becomes white, or
at least a great deal less red and of bad quality), and from the extreme difficulty
they must experience in returning to the sea from the want of water, and perhaps
from its high temperature. Thousands must also be devoured by the osprey, the
white-headed eagle, and the otter, in the fresh waters, and by the seals in the sea,
so that I should think few survive. I am unable. however. to say whether any
return to the sea or not; or whether the large teeth drop and the incurvated snout
returns to its former dimensions. The females want the large teeth, and so do the
males before spawning, at least I saw none with large teeth in the Columbia in
April or May. We left that river in June, and did not return until September."
(Scouler, in lit.)

The following extract from Sir Alexander Mackenzie's Journey to the Pacific.
describe~ the mode in which the salmon roe is prepared for food by the natives of
New Caledonia. "He took the roes out of a bag, and having bruised them be
tween two stones. put them in water to soak. Hill wife then took a handful of dry
grass in her hand, with which she squeezed them through her fingers; in the
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meantime her husband was employed in gathering wood to make a fire, for the
purpose of heating stones. When she had finished her operation she filled a
'fIJatape Iff kettle nearly full of water and poured the roes into it. When the stones
were sufficiently heated, some of them were put into the kettle, and others were
thrown in from time to time till the water was in a state of boiling. The woman
also continued stirring the contents of the kettle till they were brought into a state
of consistency; the stones were then taken out, and the whole seasoned with about
a pint of rancid oil. The smell of this curious dish was sufficient to sicken me
without tasting it, but the hunger of my people surmounted the nauseous meal.
When unmi,xed with oil the roes are not unpalatable."

We have no means of ascertaining whether the Observatory Inlet salmon be one
of the several kinds seen by Langsdorfi' at the island of Kodiak and on the adjacent
coast, nor whether Dr. Scouler's conjecture, that it is the same species which abounds
in the Columbia be correct; but Lewis and Clark's account of the salmon they
observed in that river is subjoined to the following description of Salmo Scouleri.

DESCRIPTION

Of a Ipeclmen taken in Oblervatory Inlet by Dr. Scouler, 1825.

FORM.-The profile is much arched between the nape and the dorsal fin, and the body th~re

is thick but gradually tapers to the caudal. Head convex, transversely between the eyes, but
in profile descending nearly in a straight line from the nape to the nostrils. Orbit ovate, situ
ated more than thrice its length from the posterior edge of the gill-cover. The posterior Mbifar

bones reach backwards to the upper angle of t.he preoperculum. The 1IJ)8trils open about half
an inch anterior to the orbit. The jaws are very long, and, in our specimen, the intt>rmaxil
laries are greatly prolonged and incurvated, projecting beyond the lower jaw: they are about
two-thirds of the length of the labials. This prolongation and incurvature is said to be pecu
liar to the male after spawning t, and is accompanied by great enlargement of the teeth which
are implanted in the intermaxillaries and knobbed extrt>mityof the lower jaw. The labial.
are linear-Ianceolate and st.raight: their posterior tips pass a little beyond the upper angle of
the preoperculum, or within half an inch of the nape: the union between the two pieces of
the labial is so complete that the suture cannot be distinguished. The under jaw is termi
nated by a dilated and slightly incurved knob which is armed with very strong hooked teeth:
its articulation is about an inch posterior to the nape, and its length exceeds that of the upper
surface of the head, including the snout, by about thrt>e quarters of an inch. The head, mt>a
sured from the tip of the lower jaw "to the edge of the suboperculum, forms one-fourth of the

• Wafape iI the root of the pine-tree, and the kettle iI a baaket made of the tlesible tlrigI woven 10 compactly together
&I to be water-tight. ,

t A avecimen oC a ..lmoD, probably &u- MmaM. onee 1lelabging to Donovan, and now in the Brililh MUIIWll, hal
a hooked note very like &hat of&/_ &:o«/eri.
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total length including the caudal, or if the measurement be made from the knob of the lower
jaw to the tip of the central caudal rays, the head still constitutes one-fourth part. '

TEETH.-There are nine very strong and considerably incurved teeth in a row on each
int~lary, exclusive of four smaller ones which occupy the tip of the snout on both sides
of the principal row. The labia18 are closely set with much smaller teeth in a single series,
and the teeth on the limbs of the lower jato are likewise close, numerous, and curved: those
on the dilated knob of the jaw are very much curved and are the largest of all, being upwards
of a quarter of an inch long. The palatine and lIomerine teeth equal the posterior ones on the
lower jaw in. size, and are implanted in double rows: there are none on the anterior knob of
the vomer. The tongue is long and narrow, and is armed with distant teeth on each side,
about the size of those on the labials.

GILL-COVERS.-The posterior edge of the gill-cover is formed by the union of three small
segments of large circles. The open:ulum is strongly marked with lines which radiate from
its anterior upper angle: its lower edge slants downwards and forwards, so as to interpose
itself between the preoperculum and IUboperculum. The latter forms an acute spherical tri
angle, its convex side occupying nearly as much of the edge of the gill-cover as the operculum:
the borders of both these bones are finely radiated. The interoperculum is shaped much as
in other trouts, but its pos~rior angle reaches the edge of the gill-cover instead of being sepa
rated from it by the suboperculum as usual. The preoperculum is broad, being at its greatest
width nearly equal to the operculum, and it is marked, as well as the adjoining part of the
interoperculum, with close raised lines and furrows, very different from the short diverging
tubular ridges of this bone in other trouts. The bones of the head, in general, have an un.
usually fibrous texture. Gill-ray. flat. but narrower and shorter than in most other species:
the longest are the central ones under the articulation of the jaw, the more posterior ones being
a little shorter: there are 12 on the right side and 13 on the left.

FINs.-Br. 12-13; P. 16; D. 14-0; Y. 11 ; A. 17; C. 191.
The pectora18 .contain sixteen rays; the dorsal fourteen, the height of the fourth, fifth, or

sixth, which are the longest, equalling the length of the attachment of the fin. The adipose
fin is opposite to the three last rays of the anal. The fH!nlrals are under the· ninth, tenth, and
eleventh dorsal rays. The ventral appendage. are long, reaching to within one-=third of the
tips of the fin. The anal contains seventeen rays, the first one short, and the eecond nearly
equalling the third, which is the 10ngeRt; the last one is half as long as the third. The caudal
fin has an unusually tapering base, and is forked at the end, the depth of the fork being half
the length of the central rays; it contains nineteen rays exclusive of nine short basal ones
above aDd below.

The ScALES are small and vary in form, some being oval, others four-sided with the comeN
rounded. They are most regular and closest on the tail, being in contact but not tiled: on
the anterior part of the back they are separated by spaces equal to their own breadth, but on
the sides they are not so far apart. Under the dorsal fin, and near the lateral line, a linear
inch includes eleven scales, the intervening spaces occupying about one-third of the inch.
There are 170 scales on the lateral line, and 70 ill a vertical row anterior to the ventrals, of

y
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which 30 are above the lateral line. The lateral line marked out by a small raised tube OIl

the anterior part of each scale, is equidistant from the dorsal and ventral fins. The aAUa ~

situated at the commencement of the posterior third of the fish, caudal included.

DIX.IUIONS.
IlIehet. LiDeL IDeha IJDeo.

Length fromtipoCmout to upper tip ofcaudal 29 0 Leogth of tnDIYlII'Ill ais of orbit 0 lot

" "
bue of central caudal rays • 26 6 n lower jaw :; 4

"
commencement of donal • 14 0 "

toothed margin of ditto 2 5
" edge of IUbopercuJum '1 , 2l "

attaehment of donal 3 1
" "
" "

uape. • 4 8 "
lougeat ray of ditto • 2 10

" "
bue of mout • 4 0

"
Iut ray of ditto 1 81

" "
lower tip of labial :; 0

"
adipose fin . 1 2

" "
centre of pupil 3 B+ peciorala . 3 2

" "
anterior edge of orbit 3 3

"
ventrals ;1 6

"
from tip of· lower jaw to lower tip of

"
ventral appendages 1 6

CBlldal 28 6 .. &tW:hment of anal • 2 94

" "
bale of central caudal ra~ 26 0

"
longest ray of ditto 1 9'

" "
anUl . 19 0

"
laat ray of diUo 0 101

"
from centre of pupil to edge of giU-

" central ray of caudal 1 6
cover 3 '1

"
louge&t ray of ditto • 3 '1

"
from orbit to ditto . 3 2

"
lobes of ditto 4 6

" of intennuilWy • 2 1 Depth of caudal fork 1 0
n labial • 3 1 Diatance between anUl and hue of ealldal 6 2

II vertical uia of orbit • 0 8

The anadromous trout of the Columbia river are described by Lewis and Clark under the
names of the Common salmon, Red char, and Salmon-trout, which they state to be inhabitants
of both the seas and rivers.

H The CoMMON SALMON are usually the largest, and weigh from five to fifteen pounds: they
extend themselves into all the rivers and little creeks of this side of the continent (Pacific
coast), and to them the natives are much indebted for their subsistence. They begin to run
early in May. They are never caught with the hook, and we do not know on what they feed.
The body of the fish is from two and a half to three feet long, and proportionably broad: it is
covered with imbricated scales of a moderate size: the eye is large and the iris of a silvery
colour: the pupil is black, the rostrnm or nose extends beyond the under jaw, and both jaws
are armed with a single row of long teeth, which are subulate and inflected near the extrenii
ties of the jaws, where they are also more closely arranged.: there are some sharp teeth of
smaller size, and the tongue, which is thick and fleshy, is armed with sharp points: the fin8
of the back are two; the first, placed nearer the head than the ventral fins, has several raY8;
the second, situated far back near the tail, has no rays. Both the fins and the belly are some_
timE'S red, particularly in the male. The flesh of this fish, when in order, is of a deep flE!tlh
'eoloured red, and every shade from that to ·orange-yellow; when very meagre it is almost
white. The roes are in high estimation among the natives, who dry them in the sun, and pre
serve them for a great length of time: they are of the size of a small pea, nearly transparent,
and of a reddish-yellow cast: they resemble very much, at a little distance, our common gar
den currants, but are more yellow.

er The RED CHAR are rather broader in proportion to their length than the Common
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aalmOD: the scales are also imbricated, but rather larger, the rostrum exceeds tbe under jaw
more, and the teeth are neither 80 large nor so numerous ~ those of the salmon. Some of
them are almost entirely red on the belly and sides; othE.'rs are much more white than the
salmon; and none of them are variE.'gated with the dark spots which mark the body of the
other: their flesh, roes, and every other particular with regard to form, are those of thE.'
salmon.

" Of the SALMON-TROUT we observe two species differing only in colour. They are seldom
more than two feet in length, and much narrower in proportion than the salmon or red char.
The jaws are nE.'arly of the same length, and are furnished with a single series of small, subu
latE.', straight teeth, not 80 long nor 80 large as those of the salmon. The mouth is wide, and
the tongue is al80 furnished with small subulate teeth, in a single series on each side: the fins
are placed much like those of the salmon. One of the kinds, of a silvery-white colour on the
belly and sides, and a bluish light brown on the back and head, is found below the Great
Falls, and associates with the red char iu little rivulets and creeks. It is about two feet eight
inches long, and weighs tE.'n pounds. The eye is moderately largE.', the pupil black, with a
small admixture of yellow, and the iris of a sUvery-white, and a little turbid near its border
with a yellowish-brown. The fins are small in proportion to the size of the fish. FINS.
D. 10-0; P. 13; V. 10; A.. 12.-The other kind is of a dark colour on the back, and its
sides and belly are yellow, with transverse stripes of dark brown: sometimes a little red is
intermixed with these colours on the belly and sides towards the head. The E.'ye, flesh, and,
roe are like those of the salmon. Neither this fish nor the salmon are caught with the hook,
and we know not on what they fE.'ed. The white kind, found below the falls, is in excellent
order when the salmon are out of season and unfit for use." (LEWIS and CUR, iii.,
p.66-68.)

[63.] 3. SALMO RossII. (Richardson.) Roaa's Arctic Salmon.

Salmo Rollii. RICBUDIOIC, ill Nat. Hid• ./pp. to ilIJu'l 1'0yagt!, p.lvi.
Bablook. E8qVJJLUl:lr. ofBOIlIU. Fttb.

Pu.ra 80, Oll~uarter ut. me. PUTS 85, r. i, head or nat. lise.

t

)

This species is named in honour of a highly-valued friend, Captain James Clark
Ross, an officer who has had the singular fortune of being engaged in five succes
sive expeditions of discovery in the Arctic seas: whose professional skill, exertions,
and pel'8everance, are the subjects of Sir Edward Parry's eulogium, and whose
scientific acquirements and contributions to Natural History are so generally known,
that any attempt of mine to commend him would be want of taste, were i~ not
allowable for one who has also spent the prime of his life in the same regions and

v2
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in similar occupations, to add his meed of praise to retiring merit. To his friend...
ship and liberality lowe the acquisition of this and three other trouts, taken in
Regent's Inlet on his last expedition. The Sa/mo Roam is so extremely abun
dant in the sea, near the mouths of the rivers of Boothia Felix, at certain seasons,
that three thousand three hundred and seventy-eight individuals were obtained at
one haul of a small-sized seine. They varied in weight from two to fourteen
pounds, and rather exceeded, in the aggregate, six tons. In some the colour of
the flesh was of a dark red, in others it was very pale, the dark ones being the
firmest and best flavoured. As an article of food this salmon was mueh relished
by the crew of the Victory. The malma, or golet of the Russians, whieh enters the
rivers of Kamtschatka, agrees with the Salmo Roasii in its comparatively slender
cylindrical form, scarlet spots on the sides, and the colours of some other parts; but
we cannot, from the short notice of the malma by Pennant, offer an opinion respect
ing the identity or difference of the species. The habits of the two are evidently,
unlike, if it be true that the malma never congregates in shoals·. The Green,,:
landers give the same name to the Salmo carpio of Fabricius, that S. Roam
receives from the Esquimaux of Boothia Felix; viz., Eekalook.

DESCRIPTION

Of a dried tpeeimen from Regent'l Inlet.

FORll, as compared with the Common salmon, more slender, with a straighter back, much
less arched forehead and shoulders, and slightly larger head. The remarkable length of the
under jaw, and the truncated snout, give a peculiar appearance to the fish, and in conjunction
with the nature of the scales, and the colour of the skin, readily characterise the species.
Head, when viewed from above, appearing broad and flat, there being very little convexity
either longitudinally or transversely. The mout is very obtuse. The head, measured as
usual from the tip of the snout, is ope-fifth of the whole length to the end of the scales on the
caudal, and if the measurement be made from the tip of the lower jaw, which is an inch longer
than the upper one, five }('ngths of the head reach to the extremities of the caudal. In the
dried specimen there is a smooth median r~dge extending from between the eyes to the nape,
and an even lateral ridge on each side, commencing at the nostrils and curving down behind
the orbit. A series of pores runs along the lateral ridge, and down the scapular bones to the
lateral line; a row crosses the nape, another runs down the preoperculum, and lastly, one,
beginning at the nostrils, curves under the orbit, and upwards to the middle of ~he lateral

• " The _-. or ,oIa of the RUlliana, groWl to the night of tweney ponntil, and to the length of abuut hrenty~
inch.. It il the IDOIt Ilender and cylindrical of all the genua. The huad reaembl. that of a trout: the 1C&1. are very
amall: the back and aidel bluiah, with aeattered lpota of lcarlet red: the belly white: ventral and anal flnI red: tail
alightly forked. It illIpOradle, going diapenedly and not in ahoala, ueeJldl rivera to their very 1OUml" f*1 npoll the
apawn of other lpeeiea, and growl very fat. The nativea Alt tboae they take in autumn, and preae"e froun thOle which
are caught when the boat eomDl8DCtll." (Aret. Zool. Intr., i., po CD'ri.)
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ridge, passing through the middle of the sub-orbitar bones. These pores exist in other trouts;
but are rendered conspicuous in this species by the prominence of the ridges with which they
are connected. Eye equidistant from the tip of the snout and nape. The orbit has an oval
shape, and the nostrils are rather nearer to it than to the tip of the snout. Labiah thin and
of a narrow lanceolate form. The distance from the snout to the tip of the labial reaches
from the formE.'r to the nape, and extends beyond the posterior sub-orbitar bones. The lowe1'
law is long, exceeding the length of the upper surface of the head by an inch and a quartE.'r :
its tip is a small incurvated knob. In the general form of the head the S. Roam strongly
resembles the British species figured in Plate 91, f. 2: it differs in the greater length of the
jaws, in the whole margin of the intermaxillaries being toothed, and in other partieulars
readily discoverable by comparing the plates,-the British fish has an edentate depression at
the extremity of the snout for the reception of the knob of the lower jaw.

TEETH.-In the only specimen I have had an opportunity of examining, part of the tE.'eth
have been injured and removed. They appear to have stood in a single series on the upper
and lower jaws: the remaining ones are short, straight, and mostly obtuse, as if worn; there
is also a single row of short, conical, but very acute teeth on each palate-bone; and though the
vomer has been broken in preparing t.he specimen, two similar teeth remain on its anterior
extremity, and one farther back. The teeth on the tongue, amounting to about thirty, are
smaller and more crowded than the palatine ones; they form two or more rows across the tip
and one down each side.

GILL-COVERS.-Ope1'culum rhomboidal with the comers rounded, its height being nearly
twice its breadth. The mlJoperculum has the same form in a different position, its length
corresponding with the breadth of the operculum. Both these bones are marked with cir
cular indented lines crossed by straight ones radiating from the centre. The posterior edge
of the interoperculum is indented and somewhat concave, Preoperculum rather wide, its
breadth being about half that of the operculum: on its middle there are raised divE.'rging
tubular ridges, and fine lines radiating from its centre to its posterior margin. The posterior
edge of the gill-'cover is inclined to the under one at an acute angle, the corner formed by the
suboperculum being rounded. The gill-ray. are 6at, twelve on the right side and thirteen
on the left.

F1N8.-Br. 12-:-13; D. 13-0; P. 14; P. 10, A. 11; C.21t.
The dorml has thirteen rays, thE.' first scarcely perceptible, the next also short, the third

one quarter shorter than the fourth, which is the longest: the ninth ray is exactly opposite
to the origin of the ventrals, and stands midway between the tips of the snout and of the cen
tral caudal J:'llys: the last ray is divided to the base. The adipose fin is apposite to the
penultimate anal ray. The pectorals are scimitar-shaped and contain 'fourteen rays. The
ventral. have ten rays and the usual scaly appendages. The anal has eleven rays, of which
the fourth and fifth are the longest The caudal fin is forked, and cont.ains twenty-one broad
deeply-divided rays, with six short 'basal ones above and below.

ScALEs.-This species differs remarkably from all the American trouts that have come
under my observation (except, perhaps, S. Hearnii) in the scales. They are small, particu-
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larly on the forepart of the back, where they are also.most remote: and though rather larger
and more crowded on the sides they are nowhere tiled, each scale being surrounded by a
distinct space of smooth skin. Their general form is ovate or oval, and they are covered with
a mucous skin, except a round or oval spot on the tip. The naked tips are larger on the
sides, where they often assume a slightly crescentic form, and many of the seales thETe are
truncated. As the skin dries the tips of the scales become elevated and rough to the touch.
There are 134 scales on the lateral line, and 78 in a vertical row under the dorsal, 30 ofthem
being above the lateral line. On the forepart of the body each seale on the lateral line cor
responds to two rows above and below, so that there are in all between 240 and 250 rows on
the sides. A linear inch includes about ten or eleven scales on most parts of the body. The
lateral line is an inch nearer to the ridge of the back than to the upper ray of the ventral: it
is formed by a series of ovate, dilated, acuminated scales, each having an eleYated. tube pos
teriorly, and a small pore on its. tip. The distance between the anus and the base of the
inferior caudal ray is contained two times and a half between the anus and gill-opening.

CoLOuR.-The back, top of the head, dorsal and caudal fins, have a hue intermediate be
tween oil-green and hair-brown; the cheeks are nacry, and the sides pearl-grey, with a blush
of lilac and a silvery lustre; there are a number of scattered dots of carmine in the vicinity
of the lateral line ; the colour of the belly varies in different individuals from faded orange to
tile-red and arterial blood-red. These colours are described partly from the dried skin and
partly from two drawings made by Sir John Ross.

J>oonIO.1

01 the dDed apecimm.

~1IehM. LtD.. IDChea. u-.
~ ftom tip 01 upper jaw to tip 01 caudal 33 0 Length 01 lower jaw 4 7

" "
end 01 aca1elI • 29 4 " ita toothed margin 2 II

" "
anUi 21 0

"
attachment 01donal 3 0

" "
commancemnt 01 donal 13 11 " longeat raya of ditto 3 9

" "
tip 01 IUboperculum 6 0

" laat ray 01 ditto I 11

" " nape · 3 5
"

pectorala 5 2

" "
C8Iltre 01 pupil 2 ~ "

V8Dtrala • " 2

" "
orbit · I 9

" VIlIItrai appendagea 0 81
"

tip of under jaw to tip 01 eaudal 34 2
"

attachment 01 anal 2 2i
" " tip olauboperculum I 10+

"
longeat raya of mtto 3 II

"
centre 01 pupil to ditto 3 10

"
laat ray 01 ditto I 2i

"
poaterior edge 01 orbit to ditto • 3 41 10bea 01 cawlal 4 8

"
oltran_ axil 01 orbit 0 10,

"
central raYI beyond the __ II 2

"
VIIltical axil ofditto • · 0 7

"
from anD to bue of caudal . 6 8

"
intermuillulbone 0 11 Breadth olocciput • 2 3

"
labial · 2 10

" between the orbitl 2 &
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[64.] 4. SALMO HEARNIl. (Richardson.) Cuppermine River Salmora.

167
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I

\

I

1

This, which is another anadromous trout, was taken in the Coppermine River
and adjacent sea, on Sir John Franklin's First Expedition. Its flesh is red, and,
though similar in flavour to that of the Common salmon, is, perhaps, less firm and
more oily. Our party subsisted upon it for several days, but the Indians who then
accompanied us, being unused to it, thought it unwholesome, and our Canadian
voyagers were soon infected with the same apprehension. The well-known cala
mities that befell us on our return, prevented me from bringing home specimens of
the fish, and I can introduce the species to natura~sts, only through the medium
ofa description hastily drawn up on the spot, which does not altogether coincide
with the account of any other salmon that I have seen or read of. The affecting
story related by Hearne, of the slaughter of a poor old Esquimaux woman, by the
Indians of his party, while she was engaged in taking this salmon at a cascade
near the mouth of the Coppermine, subsequently named, from the transaction,
Bloody-fall, may be appropriately quoted here; as it contains the earliest notice of
the fish, and, indeed, the only one previous to the publication of Sir John Frank
lin's narrative.

ce It ought to have been mentioned in its proper place, that in making our retreat
up the river, after killing the Esquimaux on the west side, we saw an old woman
sitting by the side of the water taking salmon, which lay at the foot of the fall as
thick as a shoal of herrings. Whether from the noise of the fall, or a natural
defect in the old woman's hearing, it is hard to determine, but certain it is, she
had no knowledge of the tragical scene which had been 80 lately transacted at the
tents, though she was not more than two hundred yards from the place. When
we first perceived her, she seemed perfectly at ease, and was entirely surrounded
by the produce of her labour. From her manner of behaviour, and the appearance
of her eyes, which were as red as blood, it is more than probable that her sight
was not very good, for she scarcely discerned that the Indians were enemies till
they were within twice the length of their spears of her. It was in vain that she
attempted to fly, for the wretches of my crew transfixed her to the ground in Ii few
seconds, and butchered her in the most savage manner. There was scarcely a man
among them who had not a thrust at her with his spear; and many in doing this
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aimed at torture rather than immediate death, as they not only poked out her eyes,
but stabbed her in many parts remote from those which are vital. It may appear
strange, that a person supposed to be almost blind should be employed in the busi
ness of fishing,' and particularly with any degree of success; but when the mul
titude of fish is taken into account, the wonder will cease. Indeed, they were so
numerous at the foot of the fall, that when a light pole, armed with a few spikes,
which was the instrument the old woman used, was put under water and hauled
up with a jerk, it was scarcely possible to miss them. Some of my Indians tried
the method with the old woman's staff, and seldom got less than two or three at a
jerk, sometimes three or four. These fish, though very fine and beautifully red,
are but small, seldom weighing more, as near as I could judge, than six or seven
pounds, and in general much less. Their numbers at this place were almost in
credible, perhaps equal to anything that is related of the salmon in Kamtschatka,
or any other part of the world."-After murdering the helpless old woman, toge
ther with upwards of twenty of her countrymen, and destroying all the property
left at their tents, the party sat down to feast on the salmon, or, in the words of
our author, "After the Indians had completed this piece of wantonness, we sat
down and made a good meal of fresh salmon." (Hearne, Journ, &c., p. 158.)

DESCRIPTION

Of a recent Bah tabD at Bloody-fall, Lat. 67" 421' N., on July 16, 1821.

CoLOUR.-Back olive-green; sides pale; belly bluish; several longitudinal rows of flesh-red
spots on the back and sides, largest on the latter, where they are as big as a pea; cheeks and
gill-covers nacry. ScALKS firmly imbedJed in a mucous skin and very small, but possessing
much pearly lustre.

FORM like that of the Common salmon, with a proportionably larger head.. Eye. small,
situated opposite to the middles of the labials, and half an inch above their toothed edges.
Nostril8 midway between the eye and end of the snout. The int~larie8form a compa
ratively small portion of the margin of the mouth, and project somewhat from the rest of the
jaw: the labial. are strap-shaped. The lower jaw terminates in a small knob, which is
received into a depression in the intermaxillaries. The gill-membrane contains ten oblique
rays: the openings are wide.

TEETH subulate, in a thin row on the labials and lower jaw: a solitary tooth of the same
size stands on each side of the intermaxillary notch: there are likewise rows of teeth on the
palate-bones, a few on the anterior part of the vomer, and some stronger ones on the tongue.
all subulate.

FlNs.-Br. 10; D. ; IT. ; A. 10 *; C.'

• In the Appendix to Sir John Fr&IIkliD's Fint Journey, the anal ill stated to have 18 rays, from aD error in the tran
acription or my original notes.
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The space between the anal and caudal is greater than the length of the base of the former.
The caudal is large and very entire, being truncated with a slight rounding of the angles.
The dorsal is opposite to the ventrals.

INTESTINES similar to those of the trouts; stomach rather small: between thirty and thirty
six cylindrical CIllCa from one to two inches long.

[65.] Ii. SALMO ALIPES. (Richardson.) Long-jinned Char.

)
l

l

,
1.

GBNV8, Salmo. ellV. Sub-ge'"u, Salvelinu8. NIL880N.
Salmo alipea. RwHABJJ80N, Nat. Hin• .lpfJ. &u', Yoy., p. Ivii.

PI.AT. 81, OnNlaird 1IQJ. Ii:e, and PLAn 86, r. 1, tloe Iotad of tloe nat. au.

This trout evidently belongs to the Salvelini, or Chars, a sub-generic group
characterised by the smallness of the Bcales and the arrangement of the vomerine
teeth in a cluster on the anterior extremity of the bone, without running backwards
along a median ridge in a single or double row. The European chars have a
peculiarly neat aspect from their small bright scales; and in the spawning season
their bellies generally assume a deep red or orange colour, agreeing in these re
spects with the majority of the American trouts that have come under our notice.
The Salmo alipes, though it differs from S. Rossii in the smooth manner in which
the scales are imbedded in the skin, in the relative proportion of the jaws, and in
other particular8, resembles it closely ill the general form, and especially in the
shape of the various bones of the face and gill-covers. It is remarkable for the
great length of its fins, but in the opinion of M. Agassiz this cannot be regarded as a
specific distinction, trouts inhabiting rapid, rocky streams, having their fins always
much developed. Our specimen was taken with many other individuals in a small
lake which discharges itself into Prince Regent's Inlet by a stream about half a
mile long. It most probably visits the sea, though the fact of its doing so was not
ascertained. Several hrachiell(JJ adhered to the inside of its under jaw. The
Esquimaux of Boothia Felix included it with several other kinds of trout, under
the general appellation of eekalook-peedeook.

DESCRIPTION

Qr a prepared IpIICimeD from a amalilalre in the peDinaula or Boothia.

FORM slender. The head forms more than a fifth of the total length, caudal included: It IS
convex above, both in profile and transversely, the cranial ridges being similar to those of S.
Roalii, but more prominent and acute. Snout very obtusely rounded, receiving the knobbed

Z
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extremity of the lower jaw in a toothless space. Orbit ovate, situated twice its length from the
end of the snout, and about three lengths and a half from the posterior edge of the gill-cover:
its transverse axis is contained six times and a half in the total length of the head, but rather
less than four times in the distance between the tip of the snout and nape of the neck: its
upper margin is marked, in the dried specimen, by a few raised diverging lines. NOIltril. twice
as near to the orbit as to the end of the snout. Jaws nearly equal, the lower one appearing
longer than the other when depressed. Interma:cillaMes one-third of the length of the labials,
each containing four teeth. Labials of medium length, thin and slightly curved, so as to
approach the form of an italic f; their appophyses do not reach quite to their tips, and are
as broad again as the limb of the bone to which they are attached. The distance from the
tip of the snout to the posterior end of the labial nearly equals the length of the upper sur
face of the head. Lower jaw moderately strong, tipped by a small knob, and extending
about half an inch beyond the snout, when depressed to the utmost.

TEETH.-The labials, intermaxillaries, and lower jaw are armed with short, conical, acute,
and very slightly-curved teeth in a single series: there is also a row of rather larger teeth
intermixed with smaller ones on the elevated outer edge of each palate-bone, and a projecting
cluster of six or seven on the knob of the vomer, the posterior part of that bone being flat,
smooth, and toothless. The tongue has six teeth in a row on each side, equal in size to those
on the jaws, and three or four clustered rows of smaller ones on its tip: it is smooth in the
centre.

GILL-COVERS.-The forms of the opercular pieces, though similar to those of S. Ro.ni, differ
in their relative dimensions, the breadth of the operculum being greater in proportion to its
height, while that of the suboperculum is less: the preoperculum is also wider. There are
twelve flat gill-rays on the left side, and eleven on the right.

FINs.-Br. 11-12; P. 15; D. 13--0; Y. 9; A. 10 or 11; C.191.
The pectorals contain fifteen rays, and twice their length reaches from the gill-opening

to the middle of the ventrals. The 'Ventral., when turned back, almost touch the anus.
The fifth dorsal ray is the longest, the first one being minute: the attachment of the fin is
two-thirds of its height. The adipose fin is opposite to the last rays of the anal. The anal
is small in proportion to the dorsal, its rays being about one-fourth shorter than those of the
latter. The caudal is forked: it contains nineteen broad deeply-divided rays, and six short
basal ones above and below. The eighth dorsal ray is midway between the tip of the snout
and extremities of the central rays of the caudal.

ScALES small, thin, and roundish, firmly and smoothly imbedded in the skin: they are
mostly in contact but not tiled, those on the back small and more remote; they are also small
on the belly, but more crowded and of an oval form: on the sides they are somewhat trun
cated. The lateral line is formed. of 126 scales similar to those of S. ROIlsii; there are about
285 scales in a row close to the lateral line, and 70 in a vertical row anterior to the ventrals
29 of which are above the lateral line, and ten below the upper edge of the ventral. ThE"
anterior scales on the lateral line are so large and remote, that they correspond to two or three
of the rows which descend from the back.
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COLOUR, as far as one can judge from the dried skin, hair-brown on the upper parts, the
sides paler with yellowish marks, the belly while or yellow, and the under fins orange with
some darker streaks.

DIJlBIfIlOIfI

OC the dried lIpIlCimen.

IDCbeo. LlDeo. IIlCheL LiDel.
Length from tip of upper jaw to utremitie8 Length oC lower jaw 3 9

oCcaudal • 26 10
"

toothed margin of lower jaw 2 3

" "
end oC aeale8 on caudal 24 3 " attachment oC dOl'l&l 2 8

"
anUi 17 6 " its loogllSt ray 3 8

"
commencement of donal • 11 4 " ita last ray 2 4~

II· "
edge oC luboperculum 5 6 " pectorall 4 8~

" ,- nape 3 5 "
Yentrals • 3 11

" "
centre of pupil 2 2 "

ventral appelldagea 0 7t

" "
edge oCorbit • I 8 " attachment oC anal I 8i

"
under jaw to tipl oC caudal • 27 0 " ita longeet ray 3 0

" " edge oC mboperculum 5 8t "
ita last ray I 4t

,. Crom centre oC pupil to ditto 3 6 " loDg"t caudal Tarl 3 6i

"
Crom poBterior angle oC orbit to ditto 3 I "

central ditto . 1 IO!

"
oC tralllVene axil or orbit 0 91 Breadth oC occiput 2 0

"
vertical asiB oC ditto • 0 7 "

between orbitl 1 at
intermaxillary bone 0 91 Diltance betweeo anul and tip DC caudal • 9 4

i la,bial 2 7 Depth oC body at the donal 3 8

I

[66.] 6. SALMO NITIDUS. (Richardson.) The Angmalook.

Salmo nitidUl. RICJLUU)80If, Nal. HUt. IIpp. Roa'. Poy., p.lYit
Angmalook. BlQUllUlllt.

PUTS 82, f. 1, ooe-third nat. me. Pun 86, C. 2, head oC nat. lize.

,
t

\

This Char was found in the same lake with the preceding one, to which it is
similar in the size and fonn of its head, and in the general appearance of its scales.
If one may judge, however, from the inspection of a single prepared specimen of
each, it has a thicker body, shorter upper jaw, and shorter fins. It is possible that
these differences may be owing to age or individual variation, but the colours
appear also to be dissimilar: hence it seems safer to describe the~k as a
distinct species.

DESCRIPTION.

FORK.-Back nearly straight as in S. alipes, but the body is thicker, the belly more pro
minent, and the fins shorter. The middle of the tip of the snout and of the central caudal ray
falls under the ninth dorsal ray, and a very little posterior to the origin ofthe ventrals. The

z2
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adipose fin is placed at the commencement of the fourth quarter of the fish, including the
lobes of the caudal, and the anus is nearly twice as far distant from the snout as from the
latter, being consequently farther back than in S. alipes. Head less arched above, both in
profile and transversely, than in S. alipes : the mesial ridge and lateral porous curves are less
prominent, and there are no radiating lines above the orbit: the head forms less than a fifth
part of the entire length of t,., fish. The ovate orbit is the length of its axis and a half
from the tip of the snout, and 1. ~ee lengths and a half from the posterior edge of the. gill
cover, being proportionally nearer the snout than in S. alipes: six diameters of the orbit are
equal to the extreme length of the head. In this, as in S. alipes, the upper surface of the
head measures just the same with the distance of the posterior edge of the suboperculum from
the centre of the pupil, while in S. Rossii the top of the head is half a diameter of the orbit
shorter. The nostrils are a little nearer to the eye than to the tip of the snout. The upper
jaw is shorter than in S. alipes. The snout is rounded. and there is a small edentate space
tbr the reception of the slightly-knobbed extremity of the lower jaw, which is a little shorter
'than the upper one when the mouth is shut, and scarcely surpasses it when the jaws are open.
The intennazillaries are less than one-third of the length of the labials; and the latter are
shorter, stronger, and less curved than in, S. alipes. The total length of the lower jaw exceeds
th& distance between the tip of the snout and nape by about two lines.

TEETH as in S. alipes, the cluster on the knob of the vomer being, however, less prominent
and not so crowded: the form of the cluster is triangular, three teeth wide anteriorly, and
one tooth in the posterior angle.

GILL-COVERs.-The opercular bones greatly resemble those, of S. Rossii and al'ipes, though
the breadth of the operculum is less, being only half its height, and but just equal to the
greatest width of the preoperculum. The height of the subopereulum is half its length. There
are eleven gill-rays on the right side, and twelve on the left.

FINs.-Br.1l-12; D.I4-0; P. 17; Y.IO; A.12; C.19t.
The fifth and sixth dorsal rays are the longest, the first being scarcely perceptible. The

attachment of the anal is equal in length to the space between it and the base of the caudal.
The adipose fin is opposite to the last rays of the anal.

ScALES tiled, small, roundish: truncated on the sides: smaller and more pointed on the
belly. There are 120 on the lateral line of a larger size, and about 270 in a row adjoining to
that line, or 19 in a linear inch under the dorsal: a vertical row there contains 92, of which
36 are above the lateral line, 42 betwixt it and the ventral, and 12 or 14 below the first. ray
of the latter.

CoLOUR, according to Captain J. C. Ross, as follows: " Body above the lateral line deep
green, softening towards the belly, which is of a beautiful yellowish-red tint posterior to the
pectoral fin: throat and region of the pectorals white, slightly cloudl'd by yellowish-red.
There are several rows of occellate red spots, confined principally to the space between the
lateral line and yellowish-red of the belly: they vary in size, the largest being as big as a pea.
Dorsal fin coloured like the back. Under fins dusky-red, the anal paler, and the first rays of
the pectoral"" ventrals, and anal white."
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DulKlfllOJl'I

Of the prepared tpeeimen.

Inch.... LIDeo. Inchn. LID•••
LenKth from tip of upper jaw to upper estre- Length of lut ray of donal I 3

mity of caudal • 20 4 "
adipose fin 0 7

" end of central caudal raY' 19 6 JJ pectoralt 3 5

" n end of tcalet on ditto • • 18 3 "
ventrala 2 10

" " &DUt . 13 6 " ventral .ppendaget 0 7

"
beginning of dortal 8 3 " longeat ray of anal 2 3

" " edge of tubopercuium 4 3l "
latt ray ofditto 1 0

" "
nape 2 8 "

attachment of ditto 1 5t
" " centre of pupil I 7 "

lobeI of caudal 3 4i
" "

edge of orbit I 3 " IongBllt raYI of ditto 3 0

" " centre of pupil to edge of aub- " central raya of ditto 1 6
operculum 2 81 Depth of caudal fork . 0 8

" poaterior &Dgle of orbit tu ditto 2 5 DiatanCll between anua &lid tip ofcandal . 7 2

" of tranavene uit of orbit II 81 " between anal or adipote fin and

"
..ertical ditto 0 5 bue of caudal 2 0

" intermuillary • 0 6l " ditto or ditto to end of acalet on late-

"
labial. I 101 ralline .. 3 3

"
lower jaw 2 9 Depth of body at the dortal . 3 6

"
toothed margin of ditto • 1 5 Breadth of occiput • 1 7-1

"
attachment ofdonal • 2 3 " between the orbits I 5

" longeat raY' of ditto 2 6

[67.] 7. SALMO HOODII. (Richardson.) The Maaamacuah.

The MlII8Dlscush. HUTCBn"I'a Mu.
Salmo Hoodii. RICBARD80K, NtJI. Hilt. API'. &a', Yo,., p. I..iii.

PUTa 82, f. 2. PLAn 83, f. 2, one-third nat. aize. PI....n 87, f.l, head nat. aUe.

1

This Char, well known in the fur countrie8 by its Cree appellation of Masa
mecoos, is common in every rivel' and lake from Canada to the northern extremity
of the continent. It is voracious, and readily takes a cod-hook baited with a piece
of sucking-earp, pork, deer's heart, or the belly of one of its own species. We
took many at Fort Enterprise in March, in gill-nets set under the ice, in the neigh
bourhood of an open rapid by which the waters of Winter Lake were discharged
into a river that remained frozen up until June. At that time their stomachs
were filled with the larvre of insects. During the summer this fish is supposed to
retire to the depths of the lakes, but it reappears in smaller numbers in the autumn,
and is occasionally taken in the winter in nets, but seldom, by the hook, except
in the spring. The spawning season is in April or May, judging from the great
development that the spawn then acquires, though the spawning beds are unknown
to us. The maaamaCUlJh attains a weight of about eight pounds, but begins to
spawn before it weighs more than two or three. . •

Two representations are given of this species, the one (Plate 82, f. 2) being
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copied from a coloured drawing by Lieutenant Hood, of a recent fish taken in Pine
Island Lake, lat. 54°, the other is of a dried specimen, brought from Boothia Felix
by Captain James Clark Ross, who took it in a small lake. The figure of the
latter (Plate 83, f. 2), and particularly that of the head in Plate 87, f. 1, exhibit
the correct forms of the opercular bones, and the relative size of the head and other
parts which were not so rigidly attended to in Mr. Hood's spirited drawing. The
arctic fish differs a little from the one common in the more southern parts of the
fur countries, in having shorter labials, more crowded and brighter scales, with a
different arrangement of colours, and longer fins; but the proportions of the other
parts are so nearly the same, that I have not ventured to separate them in the
absence ofa comparison of their internal structure. The shortness of the head dis
tinguishes S. Hood;; from the two preceding species, to which its general resem
blance is very close. For the purpose of comparison I have added the dimensions
of a British Char in Mr. Yarrell's possession. That specimen, as well as the one
from Llyn Cawellyn, the head of which is represented in Platp, 92, f. 5, has shorter
labials, and a larger eye than any of the American Chars which I have seen.

DESCRIPl'ION

or a .pecimeD &om Boothia Felix.

FORM.-The body is more slender than that of S. nitidw, and the head is a little more than
a sixth of the total length, caudal included. The orbit is nearer the end of the snout than in
S. nitidus, the intermaxillaries are shorter, and the labials shorter and somewhat wider. The
lower jaw, when the mouth is closed, projects beyond the upper one by the depth of the chin,
and it appears Htill longer when the mouth is open: its length, applied to the upper surface
of the head, passes about a quarter of an inch beyond the nape.

TEETH smaller than in S.nitidus, but otherwise very similar, except on the tongue, that organ
being armed with a single row on each side which meet in a cw"Ve at its tip: there are also two
or three scattered teeth on the centre of the tongue, but no double or triple rows anteriorly.

GILL-COVERs.-The operculum is narrow, its transverse diameter being scarcely half its
height. The height of the suboperculum exceeds half its length or transverse diameter.

ScALES much like those of S. nitidus but somewhat brighter. There are 126 on the lateral
line, 268 in a row immediately above it, 53 in a vertical row before the ventrals, of which 12
are below the first ray of that fin, and 28 above the lateral line.

FINs.-Br. 10-11; D. 12-0; P. 15; V. 10; A. 11; c. 191- From Boothia Felix.
Br. 10-11 ; D. 12-0; P.13; 'P. 8; A.. 10; C.191. From Mingan River.

A larger individual from Mingan River, which falls into the estuary of the St. Lawrence,
differs from the preceding in having more remote scales, there being only 120 on the lateral
line ~ shorter labials: shorter fins; and caudal even at the end. In other respects the resem
blance is complete. The Mingan River fish is the ordinary form of the masamacush, and the
one from Boothia Felix ought, perhaps, to be considered as a variety with 10D~er fins, arising
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from the nature of the rapid, rocky streams which it frequents: it is not, however, unlikely
that an examination of recent specimens may reveal differences of internal structure sufficient
to prove it to be a distinct species. A female specimen of the masamacush, taken in a small
lake a little to the northward of the 64th parallel of latitude, on the 16th of August, exhibited
the following tints of colour. Back and sides intermediate between olive-green and clove
brown, bestudded with yellowish-grey spots as big as a pea: a few of these spots on the gill
covers. Belly and under jaw white, the latter thinly dotted with bluish-grey. Dorsal and
upper lobe of the caudal marked with smaller spots. Irides honey-yellow. Scales rather
dull. This individual was twenty-one inches long, its flesh was red, and its roe but little
de\"eloped. The intestines had the structure usual in the trouts, the creea were numerous,
their insertions occupying about three inches of the length of the canal, the oolfJ~ conni·
'OfmUB occupied two inches, and there was about an ineh of smooth gut next the anus. The
liver, small and triangular, had several small ineisions on its inferior edge. The rakers and
pharyngeal bones were armed with short teeth like velvet pile.

DUlKI'IUOXL

J

! Length from tip of IDOut to tip of C1Ludal • •
" " end of central caudal rays •
" " end of acalea ou ditto •
" " anUi
" " beginning of donal
" " edge of lubopereulum
" " nape....
" " centre of pU'pil • .
.. " edge of orbit • • •
" lower jaw, ileprelled, to tip ofcaudal
" "edjt8 of lubopereulum
" centre of pupil to edge ohubopereulum
" poaterior edge of orbit ditto • .
" of trana,.erl8 axil of orbit
" ,.ertieal ditto •
" intermaxillary
" labial • •
" lower jaw • •
" toothed edge of ditto
" attachment of donal
" lon~ raYI of ditto
" itl rut ray. •
.. adipose fin •
.. pectorall
" 1'8ntrala
" 1'8ntral appendagel
" attachment ofanal
" lonpt ray of ditto
" italutray
" 10bel of caudal •
" longeat raYI of ditto. • •
.. ita central ray (from end ofaealel)

Depth of caudal fork • • • •
Diatanee between anul and tip of caudal •

" anal and lower tip of ditto •
" adipoae and upper tip of ditto •

Depth of body at the dorIal fin • • •
Breadth ofocciput. •

" between the orbita •

From
Mlngan
River.

I... lin.
24 0
23 9
22 2
16 7
10 2
4 2
2 9
1 61
1 3

24 8
4 4
2 fij
2 3
o 9
o IS
o 7
2 I!
3 1
I 8
2 4
2 2
1 I

g ~t
2 0
o 7i
1 8
2 4
o 9i
3 6
2 6
o 71
o 0
7 10
6 0
IS 11
3 6
1 71
1 5

I'lom
Boothia
Fells.

I... lin.
20 6
19 6
18 2
13 9
8 IS
3 8
2 2
14t
1 0

20 9
3 9i
2 41

~ U
o 5
]6!
2 IS
1 2
1 II
2 41
] 4
o IS
3 2
2 3
o 7
1 lSi
2 2
o 11
3 8i
3 0
141
1 1
7 4
11 7i
5 8.
3 4
1 6
1 ]

Brlti.h
Char.

In. lin.
]8 3
17 7
17 0
11 10
7 7
3 0
1 11
1 2
o ]Ot
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 6!
o 0
o 4
] 3
] 10
o 0
III
2 ~

I 0
o 7
2 4
2 0
o 0
1 3
2 2
o 0
o 0
2 7
1 5
o 7
6 0
o 0
o 0
3 6
o 0
o 0
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8. SALMO FONTINALIS. (Mitchill.) New York Char.

COmmoD Trout (&lrMfOllJilflJlu). MITCWLJ., NftD Ywj PII. Tr.. i., p. 435.

PLATa 83, C.I, balr Dat. .ise. PLAn 87, C. 2, head Dat••i.e.

Dr. Mitchill describes this trout in the paper above referred to, making the fol
lowing observations upon it. "He is reckoned a most dainty fish. They travel
away to Hempstead and Islip for the pleasure of catching and eating him. He is
bought at the extravagant price of a quarter of a dollar for a single fish, not more
than ten or twelve inches long. He lives in runnin~ waters only, and not in stag
nant ponds; and therefore the lively streams, descending north and south from
their sources on Long Island, exactly suit the constitution of this fish. The hea
viest Long Island trout that I have heard of weighed four pounds and a half."
One caught near New York, measuring twenty-four inches in length, weighed four
pounds eight ounces: the average weight of those usually caught is about three
quarters of a pound. No opportunity occurred during the progress of the expedi
tion of obtaining this trout in a recent state, but Mr. Todd kindly sent me a pre
pared specimen from Penetanguishene. He states that it ascends the rivers from
Lake Huron in the month of May, and r~adily takes the hook during the summer;
that the flesh is red, and that he never saw one exceeding the weight of a pound and
a half. Mr. Todd's specimen was submitted to the inspection of Baron Cuvier, who
returned it with the following remark: "II noua parait bien nomme Salmo fonti
nalis de MitchilJ. C'eat probahlement Ie Salmo Gredenii de Block" The latter
synonym appears very strange, and must have originated in some mistake, for not
to mention other differences, the S. Gredenii has tolerably large scales, while the
scales of S. fontinalis are so small, that in Dr. Mitchill's description the skin is
said to be "scaleless." The S. Gredenii inhabits the Baltic, and is considered by
M. Agassiz to be the young of the Common salmon. The Sa/mo fontinalia may
be readily distinguished from the other species that we have already described, by
the smallness of its scales, the shortness of its intermaxillaries, and the length and
narrowness of the labials, exclusive of its colours, which are peculiar.

DBSCRIPl.'ION

OC a JllllPIl8d apecimeD from PeDetlLllgUiaheue, OD Lake HuroD.

FORM thickish. Head rather small, being contained five times and one-fifth in the total
length. Mouth large. Jaws of equal length. Intermaxillaries very short, being scarcely a
quarter as long as the labia18. The latter are long, linear, and straight, with still narrower
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appophyses; their tips go beyond the posterior orbitar-bones and reach nearly to the articu
lation of the lower jaw. The distance between the tip of the snout and the extremity of the
labial equals the length of the upper surface of the head, and the lower jaw is about two lines
longer.

TEETH rather long, slender, acute, and slightly curved, those on the labials smaller: the pala
tine teeth run far back on a slightly prominent ridge, and there is a triangular cluster of about
ten teeth on the anterior part of the vomer. The tongue is armed with six teeth on each side.

GILL-covERs.-Inleroperculum short and triangular. Preoperculum narrow and much
curved, with an even edge. The nbopercul1tm is half as high as the operculum, and its angle
touches the preoperculum. The right gill-membrane contains twelve rays.

FlloiS.-Br.12; P.13; D.Il-0; V.8or9; A.IO; C.I9i.
The fifth dorsal ray is the longest, the first being almost imperceptible in a recent fish.

The adipole fin is about its own breadth behind the anal. The latter equals, or rather ex
ceeds the dorsal in the length of its rays, and is more remote from the caudal than usual,
there being almost twice the length of its insertion betwet'!n it and the base of the latter.

ScALES small, roundish, in contact, but not tiled, and firmly imbedded in a mucous epidermis
which almost conceals them: they are smallest on the forepart of the belly. There are 244
rows of scales meeting at the lateral line, which contains only 116: these are longer than the
ordinary scales, and have each a mucous canal elevated above its surface. A vertical row
under the dorsal contains 95 scales, viz., 41 above the lateral line, 42 between it and the upper
edge of the ventral, and 12 below the level of the first ray of that fin.

CoLOUR.-(" Back mottled, pale and brown: sides dark brown with yellow and red spots
above and below the lateral line, the yellow surrounding the red, which appears like scarlet
dots: sides of the belly orange-red: lowest part of the Ilbdomen whitish with a smutty tinge.
First rays of the pectoral, ventral, and anal fins white, the second black, the rest purplish-red :
"dorsal fin mottled with yellowish and black. Eyes large and pale." Dr. Mitchill.)

Dur."'.lo",a
or a prepared L..ke Huron apecillllln.

loch... Lio... loch... LID"'
Length from tip of aROnt to tip of caudal 14 3 Length of attachment of donal 1 4

" " end of central caudal raya 14 0
"

itlloogeat raya 1 51.. .. end of aealea 13 0 "
ita I.at ray 0 8

" .. anua 9 2 .. adipose fin • 0 5

" .. c:ommeneement of donal 5 10 "
peelorala 1 81.. .. edge of auboperculum 2 9 "
ventrala 1 4

.. "
nape 1 8i "

ventral appendagea 0 4f
" .. eentre of pupil 0 11 "

attachment of anal I 1

" "
edge of orbit 0 9 .. ita loogut ray 1 71

"
from CfJIItre of pupil to edge rI aub- "

italut ray. 0 6
opercnIum 1 101 ., lobea of caudal 2 0
.. poaterior edge of orbit to ditto 1 71 "

italoogeat raya 1 8

" rI traDnene uiI of orbit 0 6i "
ita middle raya 1 0

II vmtical ditto 0 4! Depth of caudal fork 0 6·

"
iDtermuill.ry 8 4 Diatance from aoua to tip of caudal 5 1

.. labial 1 6 "
anal to lower caudal tip 4 0

II lmrer jaW' 1 9 .. adipolll to uppw tip ofcaadal 3 7
.. toothed margin of diUo 0 11 Depth of body at the donal 1 8

2A
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The Salmo jontinaris is probably what is called in the narrative of Lewis and
Clark's Journey to the Pacific, the MOUNTAIN, or SPECKLED TROUT of the United
States. Another species, which inhabits the upper waters of the Missouri and
Columbia, is thus described in the same work. cc 'Ve caught in the Falls half a
dozen trout resembling in form and the position of the fins, the M8V"tain, or
speckled trout of the United States, except that the specks of the fanner ate of a
deep black colour, while those of the lll.tter are of a red or gold colour: they have
long sharp teeth on the palate and tongue, and generally a small speck of red 00

each side, behind the front ventral fins; the flesh is of a pale yellowish red, or,
when in good order, of a rose-coloured red. We never saw this fish below the
mountains, but from the transparency and coldness of the Kooskooskee, we should
not doubt of its existence in that stream, as low as its junction with the south-east
branch of the Columbia. It is not so abundant in the Columbia as in the Mis
souri." (i., p. 358, and iii., 601.)

I am lln&bJe to decide from Fabricius's account of the Greenland trouts, whether
they are identical With lI.ny of those described above, or whether they ought to be
reckoned as distinct species. His S. CARPIO, named 'Eekallook, Kebleri/uoak,
Satooack, and Sardlooak, by the natives, is probably S. Hoodii. It is an Inhabi
tant of the rivers, lakes, estuaries and bays of Greenland, and feeds upon caplin,
herrings, sticklebacks, small crabs, worms, and spawn of fishes. It is named LaIr,
or the Salmon, in the histories of Greenland, and is supposed by Fabricius to be
the same with the Kundaha of Pallas, a trout which abounds in the gulfs of the
Icy Sea and of Kamtschatka, but is said not to ascend rivers.

Another Greenland trout with an orange "belly, named by the natives E6kallook
and lviksarok, was considered by Fabricius to be the same species with his S.
carpio, but he changed his opinion, in some degree, after leaving the 'eouotry, and
referred it to the S. ALPINUS of Linnreus, when he had no longer an opportunity
of comparing it with carpio. It congregates with the preceding, and may possibly
be the trout I have described under the specific name of S. ttitidtN, ..he tawny
orange colour of the belly in both being confined 'to the spawning season.

The S. stagndU8 (FauttlJ "Graml., p. 175) agrees best with our B. tdipe~. It
inhabits alpine waters, and never descends to the sea. It is named ifJeIcallooltak.
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The SALlIIO RIVALIS (FGtlna Gram/., p. 176), named by the Greenlanders
AuaardJelc and Eelcalloogalt:, if it be not the young of some of the preceding, i.
most probably distinct from any that we have described. In the minuteness of it!
scales it resembles S. fontinalu. It inhabits rivulets and ponds, feeds upon insects,
and buries itself in th~ mud in the winter, where it is frozen up, never visiting the
Ilea. It is only six inches long. The word Eelcallook seems to be the general
Greenland and Esquimaux name fur the trouts of the middle or smaller size.

[69.] 9. SALMO NAMAYCUSH. (Pennant.) The Namaycu,h.

NamaJCU8b. HOTOH1"". N.... p. 115.
Salmon oamaycuah. PaJOC., A,.ct. ~., Ii., SMppI., po 139, No. 165 j and 111I,.., p. ali.
Salmo amethyatu.. IlITOH1LL, J-w. .IIo. &. PtriI., i., p. 419. Aft. 1818.
Nammec:ooa. Ca.. !KDI.uc,. ThlOCMlll8inoeh. CK&nWTAIQ. K1l)'!ee1eek.

ESQOIKAIlX. Salmon.trout. CANADIANII. .

Pur. 79, gae·thiI'Ilnt. -. P~n 86, r. 1, IIlIlIIi oat. aiD.

This magnificent trout, which equals or surpasses the Common salmon in size,
is a denizen of all the great lakes that lie between the United States and the Arctic
Sea, but it does not exist, as far as I have been able to ascertain, in any tidal
waters. According to the report of fishermen on Lake Huron, seventeen pounds
is its average weight, but they occasionally capture individuals weighing sixty
pounds; and Dr. Mitchill states, that at Michilimackinac it has been known
to attain the enormous size of one hundred and twenty pounds. Such a weight
must, however, be very rare, for Carver, who passed a winter at Michilimackinac,
does not appear to have met with any at all approaching to that magnitude.
c, One of my chief amusements," says he, "was that of fishing for trouts.
Though the straits were covered with ice, we found means to make holes in it, and
letting down strong lines, of fifteen yards in length, to which were fixed three or
£our hooks baited with small fish, we frequently caught two at a time, of forty
pmnth weight eaCh, but the common size is from ten to twenty pounds." Particular
lakes in the fur countries were mentioned to us as yielding trout of sixty or even
ninety pounds, but none exceeding forty pounds came under our own observation-.
The namtlyCfUk is the tyrant of the lakes; no fish inhabiting the same waters can

• According to La HOIJt&n, " Ln,.. gr_ Trui!. M' 1_ o"t ci"'l pfftU et ckMi M 1tMgu__ wt ....pi" tk cl"'-tn;
eIIn 011I '" eMi,. ~." (Mia... l'AfMt'ifw, ii.• p. 58.)

2 A 2
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resist its voracity. The grey sucking-carp is most frequently found in its stomach;
in the month of March, in lat. 64°, we saw that capacious receptacle crammed with
the young of the Iota macu!o,a, and Mr. Todd says that the Herring salmon forms
its principal food in Lake Huron.

The habitual residence of the namaycush is in the deepest parts of the lakes, but
at certain seasons it resorts to the shallows to spawn. This movement occurs in
Lake Huron about the 10th of October, and in the course of three weeks it retiree
again to the centre of the lake. During its stay in the narrow channels which
separate the innumerable islands that skirt the northern borders of the lake"
the Indians spear it in the night, by torch-light. In the fur countries it is taken
occasionally in the autumn, in nets, and from March till May more abundantly by
cod-hooks baited with sucking-earp, and set through holes in the ice in eight or nine
fathoms water, but it is rarely seen in the summer or winter monthA, except when
fished for at great depths. It resorts to the shallows in the spring, most probably in
quest of food, as at that period many fish, upon which it preys, seek the borders of
the lakes where the ~ce first breaks up, to feed upon the larvie of insects which
then swarm near the shore. The flesh of the namaycush is reddish or orange
coloured, being paler when out of season. When in good condition it yields much
oil, and is very palling to the appetite if simply boiled, but roasting renders it a
very pleasant article of diet. The Canadian voyageurs a.re fond of eating it raw,
in a frozen state, after scorching it for a second or two over a quick fire, until the
scales can be easily detached, but not continuing the application of the heat l<;mg
enough to thaw the interior. The stomach when boiled is a favourite morsel with
the same people.

The American trouts described in the preceding pages are, with the exception
of S. Scouleri, similar to European species in the forms of the different bones of
the face and gill-covers, but the na.maycush exhibits much peculiarity in these
respects, and its cranium is composed of much stronger and firmer bones than is
usual in the genus. The coats of its stomach are remarkably thick, though they do
not equal those of the Coregonus alhus.

DESCRIPTION

OCapeeimen (Plate 79) taken in Lab Huron, October, 1824.

CoLOUR.-The head, back, and sidl's have a dark greenish-grey colour, which, when l'n- .
mined closely, is resolved into small roundish yellowish-grey spots on a bluish-grey ground,
which covers 1l'S8 space than the spots: the latter are most l'vident on the sides, where they
are as big as duck-shot, each of them including three or four scale&. The uncovered portion
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of each scale is roundish, and its'convex centre, having a greyish hue and. silvery lustre, is
surrounded by a dark border of minute dots which are deficient or less' numerous on the yel
~wish'grey spots, and also on the bluish-white bf!lly. The dorsal and caudal fins have the
greenish-grey tint of the back, and the 'Ventroo and anal are muddy-orange, this colour also
partially tinging the pectoraLr. The irides are bright honey-yellow with blue clouds. The
teeth, gums, and roof of the mouth have a tinge of purple, whence Dr. Mitchill gave the
name of amethystw to the species.

'ScALES moderately small, thin, tlexible, obtusely oval. tiled, and firmly imbedded in the
skin; the uncovered roundish part of each scale measures less than a line. The scales on
the under surface of the tail, and adjoining part of the belly, are rather larger, and those on
the lateral line, 133 in number, are mostly elliptical, being narrower and somewhat ,longer
than the others. About 221 rows of scales met't at the lateral line, and a vertical row be
neath the commencement of the dorsal contains 82, of which 32 are above the lateral line.
There are thirteen scales in a linear inch measured on the sides, and a single detached scale
measures about one line and three-quarters. The lateral line is about an inch nearer to the
dorsal than to the upper ventral ray. _

FORM much like that of the Common salmon: the profile of the head and body bulges a
little, and the sides are somewhat tlattened. The head forms one-fourth of the total length
from the snout to the tips of the caudal: it is tlattish above and slightly convex in profile.
Radiating lines on the frontal bone appear through the dried skin, but the elevated central
ridge and curved lateral uneven ones, conspicuous in several of the trouts already described,
are nearly obsolete in this species. The skull is more bony than that of the Common salmon,
and the snout, instead of being cartilaginous, is formed of firm bone. Eye midway between
the tip of the snout and nape, and twice as near the former as to the hinder edge of the gill
cover, the measurement being made from the centre of the pupil. There are seven diametel'8
and a half of the circular orbit in the total length of the head, and five and a half in that of
its upper surfllCe. The nostrils, consisting of two small contiguous orifices on each side, are
sitnated before and a little above the angle of the orbit: the foremost orifices have a soft ele
,ated edge, and are the largest.

The jaw. are very strong. In the male the upper one overlaps the conical knob of the
lower one by about half an inch: in the spe<:imen now under consideration, which is supposed
to be a female, the jaws are nearly equal, but the soft parts have been partly eaten by insects.
The labial., not quite thrice the length of the intermazillaries, are strong and nearly cylin
drical (not a thin plate as in other trouts), and the appophysis, attached above like a crest.
projects beyond the limb oftbe bone, in which reRpect also this trout differs from its congeners.
The distance between the tip of the snout and lower extremity of the labial reaches from the
snout to about an inch beyond the orbit, falling fully three-quarters of an inch short of the
nape. The under jaw, thick and rounded, is articulated to the lower end olthe preoperculum,
and also by a hinge-like joint to the jugal-bone. The length of the lower jaw is equal to that
of the upper _"ace of the head. The porous lines on the heads of other trouts exist like
wise in this, being mostly connected with foramina in the bones.
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TEKTH.-The bordel'B of the interm.axillarifJ8, labial., lower jaws, aad palate-bones ar.
armed with very acute, slightly-curved, stro~ conical teeth: there is a eircular eluater on the
knob of the vomer, a double row extending at leaet half an inch backwards on that beQe, ami a
row on each side of the tongue equally strong and mMe curved than the othen: a deep furrow
runs down the centre of the tongue between the rows of the teeth, and the soft parts Conn a
smooth median ridge in the roof of the mouth, without any corresponding elevation of the
bone. All the teeth are surrounded by soft g-ums, in which some small mMeable teeth art"

implanted. The following is a scheme of the dentition in the individual ander eumination.
TZzTJr.-IlIIermaz. 7-7; Labiale 19-19; Lower JaW' 19-19; Tongue 8-8; V_ 1-7·; eaclusiw 01 tM

lmaller teeth, W'hich faU oft' with the 10ft part..

GILL-<X>VERS.-Preoperculum moderately curved, nt=arly vertiC81. Suboperculum deeper
than in the other trouts, articulated at its inner angle to the operculum and preoperculum by
Ii slender process which is concealed by these bones: its edge forms fully one-half of the free

border of the gill-cover and is finely grooved. The gill-raya, 12 in number, an tat, those
nearest the gill-cover being the broadest: seven of them are inserted into the long appopbysia
of the hyoid bone, one or two into the intermediate cartilage, and the remainder iute the
posterior appophysis.

FINs.-Br. 11-12t; D. 14-0; P.14; V. 9; A. 11; C.19f.
. The dortal fin is situated in the middle of the fish, the exact middle between~ end of the
snout and tip of the central caudal ray, being opposite to the eighth dorsal ray and a little
anterior to the ventrals: the height of the dorsal exceeds the length of its attachment: iu
fOllrth ray is the longest, the third is half Il8 high, and is, together with the two very shOtt
lUlterior ones, closely applied to its base. The ad~ fin is small and has a elub-sbaped
I,rofi.le. The ventrals contain nine rays each, the first being about twice as stout as the others.
The (lnal contains eleven rays, the first of which is one-third shorter than the second and i.
closf'ly applied to it: the last ray is two-thirds shorter than the seeond and is opposite to the
adipose: the space between the anal and caudal measures more than the attachment of tbe
tormer.

INTESTINES.-(Of a male killed in Winter Lake.) Stomadu. large .. COIItinwous with
the reeopbagus and not to be distinguished from it, bent upwards and bulging a little at the
bend: its inner membrane is longitudinally plaited. C~ numerous, their insertioRe oeeu
pying three inches and a half of the intestine. The internal coat of two inebes of the lower
part of the gut is disposed in circular "alvulQ! ronniventa. The air-b~ conununicMes
with the OlSOphaguS by a tube as big as a crow-quill. In a female specimen I fouad a
number of long, slender, opake worms in the air-bladder, of a whitish colour, with a slightly-

• The vomer i. iDjunJd, 10 that the nact muDher of its Weth canDot be -eertaiDed, but the above IIlI1IIIIer Mill...
"p"n it.

t The apt'Cimen from which the figure W'81 taken cuuiab of the left aide of the fish ooly, and abo.. twelve gill-raya ;
but &8 that lide of the membrane I(t!aer~lly hal a I'lly more than the right lide, I have marked it &I aOO"e. I noted aD
iAdiridual whieh I examined at Winter Lake, !at. 6~D N., •• having only eleven raye, not a4vllltiDg to My diAlllle_
bet_o tbe t"o aides. Dr. Mitchill'lcheme of the raYI of his Lake Buroo .lpecilJ\ftl ia &I follow.:-

t·1NM.-Br. 13; D. 13-0; Yo 9; A. 13; C. 19i or ;.
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cuned s'tripe tunniog u.ng one lide: they were· pointed at both enck, the Jeaat acute being
,the end that. moved moet, au hILvin~ appareatly an orihe ill its ILpex. The male. namaycush
meaaured thirty..five inches, iw:luding the caudal, awl sixteea from the tip of the snout to the
dorsal. The colours mentioned in the preceding description are thOle of this individual at
the time of capture; the spots become more evident as the skin dries. The trout described
by Dr. Mitchill was brought from Michillimackinac, and weighed thirty-two pounds and a
half after the intf'stines were removed. It was fifty-four inches long, nine deep, and twenty
four in ci'l'cumference.

D..KMIIlOlta

or the Lake H UllIn IpllCimen delCribed abo.e.

Inehel. Line.. lathe.. Llae..

~ IIiaID tip ofMftt to tip '" eaDdal • 29 6 ~aflabial . 3 0

" "
end of.~ea • 26 0 ., loW'~r jaW'. • 4 8

,. "
anu. • 19 0

"
toothed edge of dittO 2 II

" "
dona1 . 13 6 .. altlIA:~t ol4o_ J 0

" .. edp of lUopl!reulum 7 4 " ib lourst ray • 3 9

" "
nape 4 9 " ib I..t ditto I 2

" "
tip ot'labl.l. 3 10 "

ventntl•• , ,.
" "

b....1em! of lIIIOut 2 11 .. attachment of aD&1 2 2

" "
COlD!re of pupil 2 6 "

it. longed ray • 3 7

" "
amterior edge oC orbit 2 I " it. laat ditto I 0

"
een&reofpUpil to edge et gill-co_~ 0 "

lot- oCClIIlclal ~ 0

"
hind edge oC orbit 10 ditto 4 2 "

central raya of mtto I 9
o( trauvrhe axil of orbit 0 II Di.lance betweeD anUi and hue oC candal • 5 10

" 'ettlOl1 ditto G 10 D.ptb oC caudal Cork 2 2
,. iDt~maxillary I 0

[70.] 10. SALMO MACKENZlI. (Richardson.) TIte Inconnu.

Inconnu. MACXBKZ1K, roy. ita N. AJMr., p. 9, and elleW'here.
$a1tIJo Macke11dl. RIOJU1UMOK, FraU. J_, p. 707, plate.

Pu... 84, UD&third nat. tize. f. a., aat. aiae.

This, according to Indian information, is ananadromous species, and is only
kM\Vni:o~ in 'the Mackenzie and its tributaries, to which it can have access from
the sea. It is never taken above the cascades of Slave River, in latitude 600 N. ;
but it fonns an important article of food, at certain seasons, on Gre~t Slave La~e

and the Mackenzie. Its flesh is white, and when in good condition tolerably
palatable, though rather soft and oily, and soon becoming disagreeable when used
88 daily food; it is finnest ·and best near the mouth of the Mackenzie, and when
em of-season· i. ·OODIlidered by the natives ,to be very unwholesome. The Incon-
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nues usually taken in the nets vary in weight from five to fifteen pounds, but indivi
duals are reported to have been caught of thirty or forty pounds.

The Inconnu differs from the typical trouts in its general aspect, and in the small..
ness of its teeth, which are crowded like velvet pile, and are altogether wanting
on the labials: it seems to stand on the confines of the sub-genus, and to connect
th~ trutta with the coregoni. It disagrees with the latter in the number of its
gill-rays, in having palatine and vomerine teeth, and in the form of the body.

DESCRIPTION

or a specimen taken in Great Slave Lake in the epring or 1822.

CoLOUR or the back and sides changing from bluish-grey to greenish-grey when moyed in
the light: of the belly bluish-white; the sides have a strong silvery hue. Scala sub-orbi
cular, four lines in diameter, and possessing much pearly lustre. Later-alUne straight.

FORM.-Body roundish; in profile lanceolate. Head long and compressed with a flat
tened vertex. The' sagittal line rises between the orbits into a smooth acute ridge. Orbits
large, oval, situated as near again to the tip of the snout as to the edge of the gill-cover. The
lIUb-orbitar bones, apparently about six in number, form a circular plate mostly posh·rior to

the eye; a narrow process runs under the eye to the anterior orbitar, which is sub-orbicular
and radiated on the surface. Nostrils close to the orbit: the anterior opening has a raised
margin, and is contiguous to the posterior one, The intermazillaries, forming about one-third
of the border of the upper jaw, lie transversely, overlapping the curved articular ends of. the
labials, amI giving a truncated form to the snout. The labiaU, thick and strong, have alan:
('eolate shape; they are articulated with the cartilaginous ends of the palate-bones through
the medium of a small curved process. The under jaw is strong, and has broa~, lIat sides
with an obtuse and slightly-knobbed extremity, which projects four or five lines beyond the
upper jaw: its articulation being aR far back as the posterior edge of the orbit, admits of con
siderable depression, but the opening of the mouth is not of corresponding magnitude, for it is
contracted by a fold of integument which extends from the middle of the labial to the side of
the lower jaw.

TEETB.-The intermaxillaries, extremity of the lower jaw, vomer, palate-bones, and tongue,
are armed with narrow bands of teeth" en velours," as are also the root of the tongue and
the superior and inferior pharyngeal bones.

GILL-COVERS.-The operculum and BUboperculum form a very regular semicircle by the union
of their posterior edges. The preoperculum is much curved, and includes a naked cheek,
not wider than' itself, between it and the sub-orbitars. The gill-opening. are large: the mem
branes contain ten lIat rays. The branchial rakers are rigid, awl-shaped, and rough interiorly,
with minute teeth: those on the upper arch exceed haIr an inch in length, the others are
smaller.

FINs.-Br. 10 j D. 15-0; P. 17; V. 12; A. 18; C. 22,.
The dorsal, opposed to the ventrals, is about its length nearer to the caudal fin than to the
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snout: it is obliquely quadrangular and higher than long: its three first rays are short and
lie closely against the base of the fourth. The anal has a slightl)'-crescentic margin, and occu
pies more than half the space between its last ray and the caudal fin: its three anterior rays
are minute. The caudal is large and forked.

INTEsTJNEs.-The CBSophagus and stomach three inches long, have nine internal longitu
e1inal folds, and make a short turn upwards before terminating in the pylorus. A space of
two inches between the pylorus and the insertion of the gall-duct is surrounded by crowded
cteca; beneath the gall-duct the insertions of the cleCa are confined to one side of the
intestinal tube: the cmca are very numerous, slender, conical, and about a quarter of an inch
long. The remainder of the intestine descends in a straight line to the anus: the valwL:e
conniventes occupy an inch and a half of its lower end, a small piece next the anus being
smooth •• The air-bladder is large and communicates by a wide tube with the msophagus.
ThE're is a large spleen attached to the curvature of the stomach.

DIMENSIONs.-The length from the tip of the snout to the end of the caudal is twenty
inches and a half, or to the end of the scales on that fin, eighteen inches.

[71.] I. SALMO (OSMERUS) EPERLANUS. (Artedi.) The Smelt.

F.UlILY, Salmonoide.. GBIf1lI, Salmo. Lncx. &6-9_, OImerua. Aanm.
0Im_ radiiI pinn.ani .eptemdecem. A.Jrnm, 8p«., po 46. Sp., p. 21.
Salmo epmau_ Lunl. AVCTORV.. Spirling. ScOTt..

According to Cuvier there is only one known species of this sub-genus, the
highly-prized Smelt of the European seas and estuaries of the larger rivers.
It exists as far north as Sweden, and is enumerated by Lawson and Catesby among
the fish of America, but it does not occur in the Fauna Grwnlandica. M. Le
Sueur has described a smelt taken between Newport and Boston, under the name
C)f Onnenu "irideacena; but as Cuvier, though well acquainted with that gentle
Illsn's ichthyological papers, bas not noticed this smelt in the &gne Animal, we

• The rollowing cliuIeuioDI or the inteItiDel or two EDglilh fllllla1e aalmoD, omitted to be iuerted iD a preceding page,
'KD9 be cootruted with the above.

\

Laugth nom gullet to bend of Itomach
" bend to pylorul
" pylorul to Jut CIICDIIl •

" IllIII&inder of gut

" or ....hol. alimentary canal

" IplICll occupied by the thirty or bty flalfIttk co-a-tea
" longut_

No. 1.-63 c-..
IDchea. LID8o.

10 6
3 10
~ 9

17 0

37

9 0
6 0

No. 2.-68 CIIC&.

locI>.. Lm-.

10 0
3 9
~ 3

UI 10

3~ 10

o 0
5 3

2u
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may infer that he did not consider its title to rank as a species sufficielltly esta
blished. Lieutenant-Colonel Hamilton Smith has sent me a drawing of a smelt,
which having been taken at Halifax, in Nova Scotia, is therefore likely to be the
same with the New Englalld one: this bears an almost exact resemblance to the
European fish, except that the ventrals al'e farther back, commencing uuder the
sixth ray of the dorsal. Steller and Mr. Collie mention the common smelt as fre
quenting Awatscba Bay.

The European Smelt has a row of small, short, closely-set teeth on the intermaxillariesand
labials; somewhat longer and more remote ones on the lower jaw; and a rowan both edges
of the palate-bones, the teeth of the outer row being long and distant; there are four long
teeth on the anterior end of the vomer, viz., two on each side continuous with the outer row of
the palatine-teeth. The triangular tongue is armed with about ten strong teeth, two largE'
ones being implanted in the apex, one before the othE'r. The branchial arches are attachE'd
below to a narrow isthmus proceeding from the root of the tongue, and having two rows of
minute teeth on its surface, but the upper pharyngeal bones are smooth. The slender rakers
are rough with teeth internally, as in the trouts. The roof of the mouth and the head gene
rally have some resemblance to the same parts of a pike, and the palate-bones have a similar
membranous attachment to the vomer) admitting of lateral moveWl'Rt ail in that fish. The
under jaw is longer than the upper one, even when the mouth is closed. The gill-covers are
those of a trout, the rays being however fewer. The firHt rays of the dOl"Sal and ventrals are
opposite to each other, and stand midway between the tip of the snout and termination of the
scales on the caudal. The adipose fin is attached a little posterior to the middle of the anal,
which is long. The tail is slender lloud the caudal fin for1)..ed, with acute, widely-spreading
lobes apd a t<!-pering base. The scales are large, thin, very decid,uous, and brilliant, reflecting
beautiful gfl'en tints on the upper part of the body; the sides and belly are silvery. The
body is unspotted. The smell of the fish, when recl:'ntly taken from the water, is like that of
a cucumbet.

F1NS.-B,.. 7'-8; P. 14; D. 10--0; P. S; A. 16*; C.19H

'" AlteUi rtlckoRs ~tten anal mys, aDd Lieutenant-Colonel Smit" count~{l the .,.m, number in ~ Hallfu: lm4l1t.
In our specimen oCthe European fish, the lut ray is divid~d to the baae, so tbat there appeal to be aeventeeD on a cunory
eumination.

••

• •
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[72.] 1. SALMO (MALLOTUS) VILLOSUS. (Cuvier.) The Capelin.

F.UIR.y, SalllHlooidnl. GaNtls, Salmo. LI1'IN. s.b-g.mu, Mallelu.. CVVIIUl.

" Clopea villHa. HiiJ.L, Prodr., p. 425."
Salmo aretieu8. FABRICIU8, FtlUlttJ Gram/., p. 177. No. 128.
Capel.n. PAlIN., Am. Zool., ii.. p. 141. No. 175.
8almo Gramlandieu8. BroOCH, t. 381. RICH.LRD80N, F,.Q1IIr. J,,"rn., p. 710.
Angmaggl!nek. EallUIIAt1X. Angtnagaalc,-St-nnel'lll1l1k (male). GRKIllu.ANDER8.

187

\

This sub-genus, like the preceding one, contains only a single ascertained
species, which freqUfmts the northern seas. It swanns on the coasts of Norway,
Lapland, Iceland, Greenland, Newfoundland, the Welcome, Coronation Gulf, and,
if the Ouiki, or Sa/mo catervarius of Steller be the same, it inhabits the Sea of
Kamtschatka. It has not been mentioned by travellers as existing in the Icy Sea
of Siberia, but is very probably an inhabitant of that sea also, thus completing the
circuit of the arctic coasts. It approaches the shore in dense shoals in the spawn
ing season, the females preceding the males. The latter, at this period, acquire
elevated bands on the sides, composed of soft, twnid, elongated scales, by which it
is said they adhere together, sometimes to the number of ten or more, and in this
state they are occasionally driven on shore by the wind in immense quantities.
Some males, named sennersuitsut by the Greenlanders, want the ridges of enlarged
scales. April, May, June, and July are the months in which the Capelin ap
proaches the Greenla.nd coast. In the beginning of August we observed mul
titudes of the males congregated on some sandy shoals near the mouth of Back's
River, which falls into Bathurst's Inlet. Many of them leaped into the canoes and
furnished a very acceptable dish of fish for our table, much relished by the whole
party. Mr. Anthony Parkhurst, who is said by Pennant to be the first author who
has noticed this fish, in a letter to Hakluyt written in 1578, after indulging in
IlOme facetious remarks respecting his skill in charming it and the squid or cuttle
mh to come ashore, observes, that the nature of the squid is to come by night as
'Well 88 by day; but the other, which is like a smelt, and is called by the Spaniards
-AnchovalI, and by the Portuguese Capelinaa, "commeth also in the night, but
chiefly in the day, being forced by the cod that would devoure him, and therefore
for feare comming so neare the shore, is driven drie by the surge of the sea on the
pibble and sands. Of these being as good as a smelt you may take up with a
shove-net as plentifully as you do wheate in a shovell, sufficient in three or four
houres for a whole citie."

The Malloti are very nearly allied to the Onnen, the principal difference being
2 B 2
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in the smallness. of their teeth. Their resemblance to each other in the form and
structure of the hea.d is very close: both have, when fresh, a strong smell of cucum
bers, and both are said to emit, occasionally, a very noisome stench. Nilsson states
that the stinking smelt, named Nora by the Swedes, is a smaller kind, but differ
ing only in size from the larger, which is named 810m. The Capelln is much used
in the Newfoundland fishery as a bait for cod, and it is also dried in large quan
tities and exported to London, where it is sold principally in the oyster shops.
Dried capelin forms so important an article of food in Greenland, that it has been
termed the daily bread of the natives.

Although authors have taken it for granted that there is but one species of
Capelin, we do not know that the fact has been fully established by a comparison
of specimens from different seas. The description quoted below from my notes, of
the appearance of a recent individual taken in the American polar sea, differs from
the Newfoundland fish (of which through the kindness of M. Audubon, I possess a
number of specimens preserved in spirits) in the appearance of the scales on the
back, and in the top of the head being granulated; but when I recollect the dis~

advantages under which that description was originally drawn up, I cannot venture
to consider it as sufficient to warraht me in concluding that it relates to a new
species.

DESCRIPTION

ora., IlpeCimen taken in Bathunt 1Dlet, Jat. 67° N., Auguat 4, 1821.

FORM.-Profile of the body linear, the head forming a lanceolate termination on the one
side, and the attachment of the anal fin sloping suddenly up towards the tail on the other.
The back is broad. Head. The eye is large, and the centre of the pupil is eight lines dis
tant from the obtuse extremity of the upper jaw. The under jaw, acute and longer than the
upper one, is capable of considerable depression. When the mouth opens its sides are formed
by the labials, whose posterior piece is very moveable, as in the CorefJuni. The jaws, tongue,
palate, and vomer, are furnished with minute teeth, which are more readily felt than seen.
The branchial archu are set with a single 'row of bristle-like rakers, which appear to be
smooth under the lens. The gill-openings are very large: the membranes contain nine rays.

ScALEs.-Instead of scales of the ordinary form, the back is covered with small smooth
grains like shagreen, but soft to the touch, which are continued along tht' upper surface of the
bead to the snout. A prominent obtuse ridge, of nearly equal breadth throughout, extends
along the lateral line from the gill-opening to the caudal fin: it is composed of soft, tumid,
semi-lanceolate, &cutt', diaphanous processes, or altered scales, minutely spotted with black
and densely tiled, with the points turned towards the tail. There is a similar but less promi
nent ridge between t.he pectorals and ventrals, which re-commences behind the latter fins, and
is continued, though less conspicuously, to the anal. These ridges cause the sides to appear
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hollow as if pn>88ed in. They are said by euvier to be peculiar to the male in the spawning
season, and to be produced by a modification of the scales. The sides and belly are covered
with delicate and very bright silvery scalPll, which are dotted on the margins with black specks:
they are tiled and adhere firmly.

FIN8.-Br.9; P.17; D.I4-0; V.8; A.22; C.
The pectoral. are largt>, sub-orbicular, and placed near to each other. The fif'lJt dorlJa/

commences about midway between the occiput and caudal: it measures three-quarters of all

inch in height, and contains fourteen rays, of which the two anterior ones are short, and thl'
remainder forked at the tips: the connecting membrane is very thin and transparent. Thf'
"entral., situated opposite to the dorsal, resemble the pectorals in size and form: they contain
eight bifurcated rays, and measure, when expanded, an inch in diameter. The anal is sup
ported throughout by rays of nearly equal length, but owing to the form of the part to which
it is attached, its margin forms a convex curve: it contains twenty-two rays, the anterior bt"illg
the strongest, and having the membrane scollopE'd between them, the posterior ones are dt"li
catt": its attachment exceeds an inch in length, being thrice as long as the space between it
and the caudal. The adipolJe fin is five HnPll long and one line and a half high: it is situated
a little anterior to the tl'rmination of the anal, and is compoSl'd of a thin membrane attached
to a small ridge of the smooth tuberclps that cover the back. The caudal is deeply forked.

CoLOUR of the back and top of the head dull leek-green, with bright green and yellow
reOexions when moved in the light. The sides and belly are silvery, minutely dotted with
black. The gill-COVPfS and jaws are mostly bluish-black with some bright silvery spots; til('
irides are silvery.

INTEsTINEs.-The Cl!lJophagu. opens into a forked stomach,'both partl! of which point down
wards; one is a blind sac, the other, of equal size, terminates in a delicate gut, which is con
tinued in a straight line to the anus. Six ctP.ca of unequal length surround the pylorus. Tht'

JfBCelJ are of a honey-yellow colour. The melt of the s}X'Cimen was large and mature.

D,.IISSIOJfS.

"

Longth euladiag the Clludal •
from tip of anout tu auU8

" of longest dorsal rays
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1
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I neb...
1
o

• 0

In my Newfoundland specimens, which are all males, the teeth are small and acute, set in
a single seriPll on the intermaxillaries, labials, lower jaw, across the front of the vomer, and 011

t.he anterior part of the outer edge of the palate-bones and posterior part of their inner edge.
-J'be tonyue has a flat oval surface, which is surrounded by about twenty teeth, there are
two or three minute ones scattered over the central space, and two rows exist on the isthmus
~hich supports the branchial arches, as in the smelts. A small median ridge extends tht'
"Whole length of the upper part of the head; the lateral ridges, more prominent, rise into
even, acute-edged, bony crests over the orbits. The back is covered with small, round,
thin, flat scales, of a different colour from those on the lower part of the body, and having
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no' lustre. Were these seales lo become tumid they would MlUme the granulated appee.l"'
ance noticed in the account of the Bathurtlt Inlet fish. The top of the head is covered
with smooth skin on which there are many black specks. The pectorals almOlit touch below,
and include an acutely elliptical space between their origins and the gill--openings. The anal
is attached to a compressed, acute, and somewhat projecting portion or the tail In other
respects the description of the Bathurst Inlet fish applies exactly to those from Newfoundland.
The rays vary in different specimens, lUI may be obse"ed in the following table.

FJN8.-Br. 9-10; D. 14-0; P. 20; Y. 8; A. 23; C. 19H. No.1.
9-9; _ 14-0; 20; 8; 21; 19#. 2.
9-9; 13-0; 19; 8; 21; 19:~-. 3.
9-9; 14-0; 18; 8; 23; 19H. 4.
9-9; 13-0; 20; 9; 21; 19M. 5.
9 - 8 ; 13-0 ; 19; 8 ; 22 ; 19M. 6.
8-8; 13-0; 18; 8; 23; 19». 7.

In all, the last ray of the donal is divided to the base, aDd that of the anal nearly so. The
caudal is much forked.

DIJlBIC.IOIC8.

Inch... Line.. Inche.. Line•.
Length from tip of Inout to tip of caudal 6 9 Length ot peetoral. 0 10

" "
tip of central cauclalrsy 6 4l "

venlralB 0 !Ii
end of seale. 6 I. "

attachment of d01'll1 0 8.
"

anUI . 4 2l "
its longest ray 0 9

" "
donal 3 3 "

attachment of adipOllll 0 ~

"
ventrala 3 2 "

it. height . 0 2

" "
edge of gill-cover I 3! "

attachment of anal 1 2+
" ,. nape 0 11 "

ita longwt ray 0 6

"
tip ot labi4l. 0 7 "

lobe of caudal • 1 I

" "
rentre of pupil 0 7, "

ita longe.t ray 0 9l
of intermuil1aries 0 21 "

it. lIhortelt ditto 0 4i

"
labial. 0 51 Depth at caudal fork 0 4,

"
under jaw 0 Sf

[73.] 1. SALMO (THYMALLUS) SIGNIFER. (Richardson.) Back'IJ

Grayling.

FAIULT, SalmonoidllllB. GUlli, Salmo. LUfIt. &b-IeMI', Thymallu.. CllVDlR.
Coregonua .ignifer. RICH., Fr. JOIlNl., pI. 26, p. 711. CUVIKR, Reg. All. (M. 7lpuUlo.)
Hewlook-powak. BlQllIJlAllX. PoillOn b11!11. OAIUDUI'I VOTAG....

PLATE 88.

This very beautiful fish abounds in the rocky streams diat flow through the
primitive country lyiDg north of the 62nd parallel of latitude. between Mackenzie's
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. River and the Welcome. Its highly-appropriate Esquimaux name, denoting
" wing-like fin," alludes to its magni6cent dorsal, and it was in reference to the
same feature that I bestowed upon it the gpeci6c appellation of Signifer, or the
" standard-bearer," intending also to advert to the rank of my companion, Captain
Back, then a midshipman, who took the first specimen that we saw with the arti
ficial fly. It is found only in clear waters, and seems to delight in the most rapid
parts of the mountain streams. In the autumn of 1820 we obtained many by
angling in a rapid of '\Vinter River, opposite to Fort Enterprise. The sport was
excellent, for this grayling generally springs entirely out of the water when first
struck with the hook, and tugs strongly at the line, requiring as much d~xterity to
land it safely as would secure a trout of six times the size. The stomachs of the
indiyiduaJs that we then took were filled with a black earthy-looking matter, mixed
with what appeared, on a cursory examination, to be gravel, but which was perhaps,
in reality, fragments of the shells that abound in the waters it inhabits. The roe~

of individuals caught towards the end of August were considerably developed, but
neither the spawning places, nor the precise period of spawning, were ascertained
by us. The Indians say that it spawns in the spring, and that its winter residence
is in the lakes.

The characters by which the Gl'aylings are distinguished from the trouts in the
Regne Animal, are the smallness of the mouth, the fineness of the teeth, the great
~ize of the dorsal fin, and the largeness of the scales. The stomach is a very thick
~ac, the gill-rays are seven or eight in numher.

The plate which is given of Back's Grayling in the narrative of Sir John Frank
Jin's First Journey, was executed from an individual taken in Winter Lake, and
~arefully skinned and dried. [much regret that that specimen baving gone to
.-iecay, I cannot compare it with the one brought by ~he last expedition from Great
-!Jear Lake, of which the figure in the present work is an exact representation,
drawn on a scale of half the natural size. The two figures differ in the relative
size of the head, depth of the body, and some other particulars. The dorsal fin in
the first plate is incorrect, not from any fault of the skilful artist who drew it, but
owing to a part of the fin, which was broken off in the carriage, haloing been sup
plied by guess. The individuals taken in Great Bear Lake were much duller in
t:.lleir tints of colour than those we obtained in \Vinter River, probably because the
latter being nearly in a spawning condition, were more brilliant than at other
Seasons.
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DESCRIPrION

or a specimen from Great :&ar Lab, latitude 6d' N.

CoLOUR.-Back dark; ,ide, of a hue intermediate between lavender-purple and bluish
grey; belly blackish.grey with several irregular whitish blotches. There are five or six
quadrangular spots of Prnssian-blue on the anterior part of the body, each tingeing the margin
of four adjoining seales. The head is hair-brown above, the cheeks and gill-covers the same,
combined with purplish tints, and there is a blue mark on each side of the lower jaw. The
dorsal fin has a blackish-grey colour, with some lighter blotches, and is crossed by rows of
beautiful Berlin-blue spots; it is edged with light lake-red. The fJentrala are streaked with
reddish and whitish lines in the direction of their rays.

SCALES covered with a thickish epidermis and consequently ha\·jng little lustre; they are
semi-oval, their exterior edges being a segment of a circle, and appearing under a lens finely
but irregularly toothed or serrated: their bases are trnncated, and ~how three lobes or teeth
corresponding with four deep grooves that converg-e in the middle of the seale: the fine con
centric lines of strncture are waved. The seales are smaller on the fort>part of the back
and belly: on the sides they measure four lines transversely, and rather less from their
exterior edge to the base. There are 87 on the lateral line, including three or four small
ones on the base of the caudal, and 27 in a vertical row anterior to the ventrals, of which nine
art' above the lateral line. The scales do not end on the caudal as in the trouts, lavarets,
&c., but extend farthest on the lobes, having the same forked termination with the fin itself.
In this respect, and in the roughness of the scales, the Graylings have an analogy with the
PercoidetB and other rough-scaled fishes. The lateral line is 8traight, and the scales com
posing it, though of equal size with the others, show only half as much surface when in their
place.

FORl\l.-Body compressed with an elliptical profile, the head, when the mouth is shut,
ending acutely, but when viewed from abo\'e, or in front, the snout is obtuse. The greatest
depth of the body is scarcely one-fifth of the total length, caudal included. Htad small,
being one-sixth of the total length, excluding the caudal, or one-seventh including it. In the
dried specimen there is a slightly-elevated sagittal ridge, the occiput is radiated, and the
tubular lateral ridges extend conspicuously from the nostrils to the upper angle of the gill
co\'er. A line of tubes also passes along the middle of the infra-orbitar bones, another down
the upper limb of the preoperculum, and there are three diverging tubes on the lower limb of
that bone. Orbit large, distant half its own diameter from the tip of the snout, and two dia
meiers from the edge of the gill-cover. Nostrils midway between the orbit and tip of the
snout. The infra-orbitar bone' consillt of four distinct radiated ones behind the eye, a Darrow
tubular ridge beneath the orbit, and a small thick plate with diverging tubular lines before
t he eye. Mouth not cloven as far back as the edge of the orbit. Interma:x:illarie, narrower
and longer than in the coregoni, but overlapping the articular ends of the labials less than in
the trotta:. Labial. thin elliptical plates, the posterior piece lanceolate and as broad as the
anterior one. Under jaw tolerably strong and rounded at the tip, which, when depressed,
projects about four lines beyond the snout.
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TEETu small, subulate, pointed, and slightly curved, standing in a single crowded series on
the intermaxiUaries, labials, and under jaw; in two rows on the acutely projecting edge of the
palate-bones; and in a cluster of six or seven on the anterior extremity of the vomer; the
lattt'r bone is flat and smooth posteriorly. The tongue is also smooth, but the pharyngeal
bones and the cartilaginous raktrB of the upper branchial arch are rough: the rakers of the
other arches are smaller and softer.

GILL-CoVERS.-Preoperculum having the form of a moderately-curved and rather wide
crescent. Suboperculum more than half the height of the operculum, and not exceeding it in
length. Inferopercu.lum small and acute-angled. Eight gill-rays on the left side and nine
on the right.

FINs.-Br. 9----8; D. 23-0; P.15; V. 9; A. 13; C.I9j..
The dorsal contains 23 rays, which increase in succession from the first minute one: the

three last and longest ones exceed in height the greatest depth of the body: the commence
ment of the dorsal is far forwards, or about half way between the gill-openings and ventrals,
and its attachment is equal to the distance betwe~n i~ firs"t ray and the centre of the eye, or
between its last r.ay and the adipose fin. The adipOle fin is partly behind the anal. The
tJmtrals originate a little anterior to the middle between the snout and the base of the caudal,
or under the eighteenth dorsal ray. Their ICale-like appendages are long, thin, and pointed.
..4nal rather small and rounded anteriorly. Caudal deeply forked.

INTESTINEs.-The alimentary canal, having its lining disposed in five large longitudinal
folds, descends from the gullet for two inches and a half, when it dilates considerably, bends
upwards upon itself, and terminates in a narrow pylorus: the dilated part. resembles the
stomach of the coregonuB albus, or attihawmeg, in its structure, but its coats are thinner. The
intestine, having very thin coats, runs in a st.raight line from the pylorus to the anus, being
exactly equal to the abdominal cavity in length. It gives origin, within three-quarters of an
inch of the pylorus, to eighteen CIllC8. and between two and three inches of its inferior part
are furnished with internal circular folds, or 'Valvula: conni'Vente,. The li"er is small, without
lobes, and there is a large spleen attached to the curvature of the stomach. The air-bladder
is large and communicates with the oosophagus. The freees were black.

On comparing the American specimen with a fine English grayling, for which I am
indebted to Mr. Yarrell, the following were the most obvious differences. The English fish is
much lighter in colour, with more lustre, and exhibits about sixteen faint longitudinal bands
passing through the centres of the same number of rows of scales. Its body is thicker, its head
larger, and the distance between the orbit and end of the snout measures double to what it
does in Back's grayling. The tubular ridges on its head are less conspicuous, and its mouth
is wider; but its under jaw does not not project so far as in the latter. It also presents a
nmarkable difference in the want of palatine-teeth, these bones being quite smooth and
~ounded on the edge. The teeth on the mandibles are smaller than in the American gray_
ling, and those on the vomer are perceptible only by the aid of a lens. Both have teeth on
the pharyngeal bones and rakers. There are 81 scales on the la~ral line of the English

2c
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grayling, the scales are more nearly smooth on the edge tahn in the Ameriean fish, and the
teeth of their bases are smaller and more numerous, being four or more.

DUlSK.IOKI.

!lack', EDgUoh
Grayling. Gra}'lilljr.

------------------1-----1
Length from tip of loout • to tip of caudal. • •

" " end of caudal rays or ditto •
" " end of Bcales on central rays •
" ,. anUi
" " ventrall
" " donal
" " edge of gill-eover
" " nape..
" " edge of orbit
" " nostrill •

Breadth between articulatiol1l of labiala
" of occiput •

Leugth of labia1a • •
" lower jaw •
" attachment of doraa1 •
" its penultimate or longelt ray
" adipose fin • •
" pectorala • •
" ventrals
" ventral appendages
" attachment ofanal
" ita lon~ rays
" lobes of caudal. • •
" ita central uYI beyond the lcales

Depth of caudal fork • • •

lD. liD.
17 6
16 6
15 6
II 0
7 3.
411
2 5
I 10
o 4l
o 3
o st
I 2
o 8t
2 4
311
4 0
o 91
2 6
2 2
o 1
I 4
I 8
2 !ij
I 0
o 10

In. UD.
17 6
16 3
15 6
II 3
7 6
5 5
2 9
2 2
o 8
o 7
o 8
I 2
o 91
2 4
311
2 4
o 8
2 3
2 3
o 1
I 5
I 8
2 7
o 9
1 2

[74.] 2. SALMO (THYHALLUS) THYMALLOlDES. (Richardson.) Lesser
Grayling.

Coregonllt thymalloideat, RIOJLUlD80K, PraM. Jotmi., p. 114.

A much smaller grayling was taken in Winter River along with Back's gray
ling, from which it differed in its tints of colour, brighter scales, and in the shape
and size of its dorsal fin. At the time, I thought these variations sufficient to
characterise it as a distinct species, but having since ascertained that the dorsal fill
varies greatly in size, and even in shape, in the European graylings of different

• Or articnlatioo of Iabiala, and not iac1udiDg tile iDtermuillariel. which project beyond the mout wben the mouth
open..

t TftymalJoida il objectionable aa a Ipecific name in the lub-genul 71!f'11G/ltu, but 1 did not consider neceBBlry to aUtr
it, aa the Ipea is a doubtful one.
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ages, I think it probable that it may have been the young of the TkymallfU Big
nifer. The subjoined imperfect description is all that I have to guide me in
fonning a judgment on this matter now, as I neglected to prepare a specimen in
the autumn, when this small fish was plentiful, and none were seen in the spring.
The Lesser grayling rises eagerly at the artificial fly. The stomachs of those
which we opened were filled with sand and black earth.

DESCRIPTION

Of a recent specimen taken in Winter River, August, 1820.

FORM.-Body compressed with a lanceolate profile, belly rather broader than the back.
The dorsal fin has, like Back's grayling, from twenty to twenty-four rays, but the posterior
ones do not branch out so much, and scarcely exceed the others in height; the three first rays
only being shorter: the height of the fin is one inch. Ventrau situated under the middle of
the dorsal.

CoLOUR.-Sidu bluish-grey with purplish reflections, belly white. The ,cale, have a bright
pearly lustre. The head is hair-brown, and the gill-coven exhibit some purplish tints. Dor
aal fin dark bluish grey, with several rows of purplish spots bordered by lighter red. VeBtrall
streaked with opake white.

FINs.-Br. 8; D. 23-0; P.17; V. 9; A. 10; C.19f.
LENGTH, excluding the caudal, eight inches and a half. Distance betweell the tip of the

snout and anus six inches.

[75.] 1. SALMO (COREGONUS) ALBUS. The AttihaUJmeg.

F.uoLY, Salmonoidelll. GBlfUS, Salmo. LDfN. Suh-g_, CoregonUB. COy.
Salmo lavaretus (GIIi,,"'tl and TacjDfNg). PBNN" bet. ZooI., llttr., 1'0 298,

and ii., p. 293, excluding .ynonymea.
Coregonus albua. LB SOBOR, loti,.,.. .Ar. Sc. PAil., i., p. 232. Cov., Reg• .Art., ii., 1'0308.
White fish. Full TJUDBllS. PoiAOn blanc. C.ul.lDJAN..

Attihhawmegh. Cau INDLulS.

PU;TB 89, r.~, A and B, half nat. size.

Several species of this sub-genus have been celebrated for the delicacy of their
flavour, but none have been more justly 80 than the AttikaUJmeg, which is an in
habitant of all the interior lakes of America, from Erie to the Arctic Sea. Several
Indian hordes mainly subsist upon it, and it forms the principal food at many of
the fur posts, for eight or nine months of the year,-the supply of other articles
of diet being scanty and casual. Though it is a rich, fat fish, instead of producing
satiety it becomes daily more agreeable to the pala.te; a.nd I know, from experience,

2c 2
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that though deprived of bread and vegetables. one may live wholly upon this fish for
. months. or even years, without tiring. Its good qualities were known as early as

the time of La Hontan, who says, .. LeB poiBBOnB des LacB Bont meilleures que
ceu.r de la mer et des ri"ierea, surtout les Poissons blanca; qui aurpa8sent touie.
les autres e8pece8 en bonte et en dilicate88e." ,The colour of its flesh is bluish
white at all seasons, changing to a pure opaque white when boiled, whence its
appellation of "white-fish," for though there are many other white-fleshed fish in
the northern waters of America, this is by far the most important one.

In certain lakes, and in some seasons.. the Attihawmeg is loaded with fat,pat
ticularly about the shoulders, where it produces a hump. After the spawning season
its flesh becomes lean and rather watery, but not unwholesome, and it may be im
proved by suspension in the open air for a month or six weeks. Though the cool
ness of the weather, at that time of the year, prevents putrefaction from proceeding
far, the fish acquires a strong taint, while it becomes richer, firmer, and altogether
more agreeable to the palates of the icthyophagists of the fur countries than when
fresh. The mode of cooking the Attihawmeg is generally by boiling. After the
fish is cleaned, and the scales scraped off. it is cut into several pieces, which are
·put into a thin copper kettle, with water enough to cover them, and placed over a
slow fire. As soon as the water is on the point of boiling, the kettle is taken off,
shook by a semicircular motion of the hand backwards and forwards, and replaced
on the fire for a short time. If the shaking be not attended to exactly at the proper
moment, or be unskilfully performed. the fish coagulating too suddenly becomes
comparatively dry to the taste, and the soup is poor. The stomach~ when cleaned
amI boiled with the rest of the fish, is a favourite morsel with the voyageurs.

The Attihawmeg does not exist in the St. Lawrence below the falls of Niagara,
and, according to Mr. Hutchins, it is never seen in the tidal waters of Hudson's
Bay .; but it is common enough, and of fine quality, in the mouths of the Mac
kenzie, Coppermine, and other rivers that fall into the Arctic Sea. We did not
actually take any in the salt water, but it most probably can live indifferently
in fresh or salt water, like several species of trutta, and coregoni that occasion
ally wander to the sea, though they are not strictly anadromous. Many lakes,
either absolutely land-locked, or cut off from the sea by lofty cascades which fish
cannot surmount, contain fine Attihawmeg, together with the Round-fish, an allied
species to be afterwards described, which we also found in the Arctic Sea. In

• The" Titymeg u big as a Herring," mentioned in the narrative of the Voyage of the Dobbt and Califomia as
abouDdiog in Hayea and Nel-an rinn, within reach of the tidal wattoN of HudlOn'. Bay, is, I hellen, of a diflilrent ape
des, named by Mr. Hutchina WUWpeg-4lliA_" and by PenDant &a-pillituL
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October the Attihawmeg quits the lakes and enters the rivers, for the purpose of
depositing its spawn. It ascends the stream in the night-time, and returns to the
lake as soon as it has spawned. Dr. Todd informed me that it enters Severn
River from Lake Huron about the 25th of October, and retires to the depths of the
lake again by the 10th of November; but that in some rapid rocky rivers of that
lake individuals are taken throughout the year. A few spawn in the summer. It is
a gregariou!5 fish, and resorts to different parts of a lake according to the season of
"the year, its movements being in all probability regulated by its supply of food.
In winter the" fisheries are generally established in deep water, remote from the
shore; towards the breaking up of the ice they are moved near to the outlets of
the lake, and in the summer comparatively few Attihawmeg are caught, except
what are speared in the rivers. After the spawning period the fall-fishery, as
it is termed, is more productive in shallow bays and on banks near the shore.
I was informed, in the fur countries, that this fish prfiYs on insects, and that
it occasionally, though rarely, takes a hook baited with a small piece of meat.
The stomachs of some taken in Pine Island Lake, under the ice, contained a
dark-coloured earth mixed with the slender fibrils of vegetable roots, and a few
soft insects or larvre like white worms. Dr. Todd found fresh-water shells and
small fishes in the stomachs of the Lake Huron Attihawmeg; indeed, shelly
mollusca (Helix, Planorbis, L!lmneu8, Paludina, &e.) appear to be a favourite
food of sevel'8.1 trout and coregoni, both in Europe and America. The Attihawmeg
has some resemblance to the herring in the structure of its jaws and gill-covers,
and, like that fish, it dies speedily when taken out of the water. The usual
weight of the Attihawmeg is from two to three pounds, and, when very fat, it
attains to seven or eight pounds; but these large fish are confined to particular
localities. In certain lakes it reaches a much greater size, having been taken in
Lake Huron of the weight of thirteen pounds, and in Manito Lake, it is said, of
twenty pounds. The largest seen by Mr. Hutchin!5J in the vicinity of Hudson's
Bay, weighed between four and five pounds, measured twenty inches in length, and
four in depth. One of seven pounds weight, caught in Lake Huron, was twenty
seven inches long.

The Attihawmeg is taken in the winter time in gill-nets set under the ice. Each
l1et is fifty or sixty fathoms long, and of a depth proportionate to that of the water,
and in setting it for the first time a series of holes are made through the ice, at
such a distance apart, that a long stick can be readily passed in the water from one
to the other: a line, rather longer than the net to which it is fastened, being attached
to the stick, is carried along and brought out at the extreme bole. The net being
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buoyed up above by thin oblong pieces of fir, and loaded below with !tones, is drawn
beneath the ice by means of the line, and firmly fixed at each end to stakes thrust
through the holes. After the first time the intermediate holes in the ice, being
useless, are allowed to freeze up, but the extreme ones are opened daily, and the
net examined by the fisherman, who draws it out at one hole, while his assistant
veers away the line at the other. A careful fisherman changes the net every second
or third day, for the purpose of drying and repairing it. Occasionally two or more
nets are attached to each other, and set in the same way as a single one. As the
ice in the fur countries varies from three to six feet in thickness, the labour of set
ting a net is considerable, and when the cold is severe, even the re-opening of the
holes occupies much time. Most of the fish enter the net by night. They freeze
as they are taken from the water, and are thus preserved in a perfectly sound state
until spring; but the newly-taken fish are superior in flavour to European palates.
'fhe Copper Indians strike the fish through holes cut in the ice, using a very
ingenious fish-gig, constructed of rein-deer horns, on the same principle, but supe
rior in its effect, to the " stong" with which eels are commonly taken in Lincoln
shire.

The Attihawmeg differs from the other known coregoni in the extraordinary
thicknesl:l of its stomach. which resembles the gizzard of a fowl. Baron Cuvier
having examined my Lake Huron specimens, returned them ticketed, .. Core/(one
f'oiain de Ie PaMe de Lac de Geneve." The sub-genus Coregonua is characterised
in the R~gneAnimal as having a mouth like the Graylings, but less perfectly armed,
being often entirely destitute of teeth. The scales are large and the dorsal is not
80 long as it is high anteriorly. The C. oxyrhinchfU is distinguished from other
European species by a soft prominence on the tip of its snout, and the C. maramula
by the lower jaw projecting beyond the upper one, agreeing in that character with
the Salmo clupeoidea of Pallas: the rest have the snout blunt as if truncated, like
that of the Attihawmeg and most of the American coregoni.

DESCRIPTION

Of a specimen taken in Lake Huron.

FORM.-Profile ovate, more or less gibbous before the dorsal fin, with a slightly-tapering
tail inclining a little upwards. The greatest depth of a well-grown Attihawmeg is between a
third and a fourth of its length, excluding the caudal, but when very fat the depth is greater"'.
The body is compressed, the transverse diameter being considerably less than the vertical one.

• In an Attihawmeg of the ordinary aile, taken in Pine Island Lab, the depth of the body wu to theleDgth of the fish,
aclUlive of the ca1ldal, u &.". to lIlI1'eDt-.
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Head narrow below, with a moderately wide frontal bone, and forming one-fifth of the length;
l'xcluding the caudal. The upper surface of the head is smooth and even, in the recent fish,
but in drying, the straight, lateral, tubular ridges become visible, traversing a depression over
each orbit: the saggital crest is scarcl'ly perceptible, even in the naked skull, and it is cut
short anteriorly by a groove which is widest at its termination between the nostrils. The eye'
ara large, and situat.ed a little more than a diameter of the orbit from the tip of the snout, and
near thrice as far from the edge of the gill-plate. The infra-Mbitar bones cover more than
two-thirds of the cheek: they are traversed by a tubular ridge with short lateral branches.
The noBtrill are placed midway between the tip of the snout and the orbit. The anout is
blunt when seen in front, but its profile is more acute: it projects a little bl'yond the shut
mouth, but when the jaws are separated the intermaxillaries descend from it perpendicularly,
the tip of the lower jaw being then in the same line also. .The rrwuth has a small orifice, and
when shut its angles are depressed. The intermazillarie• .are higher than they are long, or
they measure more vertically than they do transvl'rsely, so that the orifice of the mouth is
farther beneath the snout than in the succeeding species. The labiala thin, broad and pyri
form, are articulated by their narrow end to the palatine-bones, in contact with the ball and
socket joint of the intermaxillaril's: the posterior pil'ce, or appophysis. is as broad as the
anterior one and about two-thirds as long. The limb of the under jaw expands into a thin .
plate, which glides under the anterior sub-orbital when the mouth closes.

TEETH.-The jaws and tongue are furnished with a few teeth, which are too minute to be
readily seen by the naked eye, and too slender to be very perceptible to the finger. The
palate and vomer are quite smooth.

GILL-COvERS.-The preopereulum is sharply curved and rather broad, its width in the
middle equalling the height of the suboperculum. A tubular ridge runs along the anterior
edge of its upper limb, and separates on the lower one into four diverging branches. The
other bones of the gill-cover are thin and smooth. The operculum measures one-third more
vertically than it does horizontally; while, on the contrary, the BUboperculum is twice as long
as it is high. The inleroperculum is triangular. The gill-membrane is rendered thick by the
quantity of muscle and a shining membrane which line its eight thin, flat, curved rays. The
branchial archeI have each a single row of erect, subulate rakers, a quarter of an inch
long, and rough on their inner surfaces. The pharyngeal bone. are inconspicuous and
toothless.

ScALES rather smaller on the fore part of the belly and back than elsewhere: they are
irregularly orbicular on the sides, and about half an inch in diameter. They have a bright
pearly lustre, and are thin and very deciduous. The lateral line contains 80 scales, including
those on the base of the caudal, and there are 24 in a vertical line before the dorsal, of which
10 are above the lateral line, and as many bet.ween it and the upper ray of the ventrals. The
scales on the lateral line are somewhat smaller, and differ a little in form from the adjoining
rows. Lateral line slightly arched in its course along the body, but after passing the anus
running horizontally through the tail.

COLOUR, in the shade, bluish-grey on the back, lighter on the sides, and white on the belly,
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giving place to a nacry and iridescent pearly lustre in a full light. Cheeks, opercula. and
irides thickly covered with nacre.

FlNs.-Br. 8; D. 15-0; P. 16; 'P. 11; A. 15; C. 19+.
The fifth and sixth rays of the dorsal are the longest, and the three first are closely applied

to the base of the fourth. The middle between the tip of the snout and base of the caudal
fin, is opposite to the ninth or tenth dorsal rays, and posterior to the attachment of the ven
trals. The adipose fin is rather largE', an~ is situated oppoeite ~the termination of the anal:
it contains no rays whatever, and is not supported by interspinous bones: its base is clothed
with small scales. The ventral. contain eleven rather stout rays. The anal, shaped like
the dorsal, contains fifteen rays, of which the thr~ first are applied to the base of the fourth,
and the last one is divided to its origin. The anal occupies a little more than half the space
between the anus and caudal. The caudal is forked and spreads widely. The scales ter
minate upon it by the same outline as in the trouts, being three sides of a rectangle *.

DDllIlfaIO!fS.

Inches. Li_ Inchea. Lin...
Lmgth &om tip of anout to tips of eaudal • 19 3 Length of lower jaw · 1 3

,. "
end of centml rays • 18 3

"
attachment of donal 2 3

" "
anus • 12 6

" ita longeat raya 2 7

" " ventrala . 8 3
"

ita 1ut ditto 0 9

" "
dorsal 8 0

"
adipoae lin · 0 9

" "
edge of gill-eover 3 8

" peetorala 2 9

" .. nape 2 3l ,. ventrala • · 2 10

" "
orbit . 0 106 "

attachment of anal 2 0

" "
noatrila . 0 4t "

ita longest ray 2 4.. of lateral line to end of lIC&1es on " ita lut ditto • 0 7l
caudal 13 9

"
lobea of candal 3 8

"
intermuillarilll, .,ertic:ally • 0 4i ., ita central rays 1 3

"
labia1s 0 11 Depth of caudal fork 1 0

INTESTINES

Deac:ribed from a specimen taken in Pine leland lAke, in lato 54· N., in the winter or 1819-20.

On opening the abdomen a multitude of Cd1CO present themselves, involved in the folds of a
membrane which is a production of the peritoweum, bearing a strong resemblance to the
omentum of quadrupeds, and, like it. most commonly loaded with fat: it descends about half
way down the belly. concealing the stomach and liver, and is closely connected with the former
viscus by numerous vessels. A narrow spleen is attached to its right border. The alimentary
canal descends from the gullet in form of a wide tube five inches long, having its lining dis
posed in six longitudinal folds. An inch of the upper part of the lining has a red colour and
glandular structure, and may be considered as belonging to the cuophagus. The remainder of
the tube may be termed the upper .lomach: it crosses the liver by a sudden tum. and bend
ing upwards terminates in an oviform bag two inches and a half long, which may be denomi
nated the proper stomach. It has, from the thickness of its substance, a strong resemblance to

• The engraVt'-r hal not reprlll8Dted thia happily in lUJy of our plates of coregoni; but the form that ia mlllUJt may be
_ by turning to plate 84, or llJy of the other trouta.
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the giznrd of a fowl, and consists or a thin peritomeal coat; a thick tirm semi-transparent
one, which, when boiled, separates into layers; a thinner, but tirmer and almost cartilaginous
one; and, lastly, an inner membrane of a grey colour and spongy substance, difrenng mate
rially, in appearance, from the lining of the upper stomach: its folds are nearly obsolete.
The pylorul is in the fundus of the stomach, which touches the upper extremity of the abdo
men. From this a slender inteatme, with thin coats and a few internal longitudinal folds,
descends to the anus. If is encircled, at its commencement, by clustered cceca, which con
tinue to be inserted, on one side, for two-thirds of its length. There are in all about one
hundred and tifty of them, an inch long, of a conical form, and tilled with a yellowish mucus.
The lower part of the intestine is furnished internally with circular folds, or "alwltB conniventel,
b~t a small portion next the anus is smooth. The lwef' is small, obtusely triangular, and
without lobes; it lies anterior to the msophagus, and-posterior to the CIllCQ. and intestine. The
gall-duct, which has remarkably thick coats, terminates in the intestine about half an inch
below the pylorus. The air-bladder extends the whole length of the abdomen, and is con
nected with the upper part of the stomach by a pretty wide tu~.

DDOIIlIIO_

"
"
"

,
)

IDe_
LeDgth or alimeDtuy canal from gullet to

Ionr Itomach • 5
10_ .tomach • 2
upper iDtemue with nnooth lining 9
lower ditto with circular rap 3

LI.....

o
6
o
o

I .....
Length of .hole alimentary c:aualfrom gullet

to anD. • • • • • 19
" lab from mout to '- of eeDtnI

caudal rays • 1&

u...

6

o

[76.] 2. SALllO (COREGONUS) TULLIBEE. (Richardson.) The Tullihee.

This fish is very generally diffused through the waters of the fur countries. but
nowhere is it taken in such numbers as the Attihawmeg. The fishermen know it
at once, but as I was a novice in ichthyological pursuits when the recent fish were
before me. I failed in detecting discriminating external characters. and my pre
pared specimens having gone to decay. the deficiency cannot now be supplied. In
the appendix to the narrative of Sir John Franklin's First Journey. I referred the
TuUibee doubtfully to ~he COf'egonfU Artedi of Le Sueur; but on re.oonsidering
the description of that fish, it appears to be decidedly unlike the former in its
pointed snout and round scales. The Tullibee differs from the Attihawmeg in
having a much thinner stomach and a smaller number of CfBC8. yet its food and
general habits are the same with those of that fish. It is much inferior as an

2n
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article of food, being generally lean and watery, though it is wholesome anel desti
tute of any disagreeable flavour.

DB8CRIPTION •

Drawu up from an aaminatioD ofrecent male tpeeimeua in the winter of 1819-20 at CumberlaDd.H01lll,
PiDe IslaDd Lab, lat. 54° N.

CoLOUR.-In the shade, the back is greenish-grey, the belly white, and the sides of an inter
mediate hue; but when opposed to the light, the whole body is silvery, with much lustre. The
top ofthe head L'I covered with smooth bluish-grey skin. ScALBS'oblong, half an inch long.
and of nearly uniform size.

FORK much compreBBed, the belly rounded, the back rather more acute. The profile is
broadly oblong, tapering suddenly at. the anal; the head conical. Eye. large, and rather
more than their own diameter from the end of the snout. The orifice of the mouth is tran&
verse and rather small, and when the jaws are open the mout appears truncated. The inter
maa:iUaria are small and cartilaginous; the labials oblong, and when thrown forward by the
opening of t.hp mouth their under ends project beyond the snout. The lototr jatD is a little
longer than the upper one: its knobbed tip fits into a depression between the intermaxiUaries.
The gill.membranu are plaited at their insertion into the isthmus. The cMek. are nearly
covered by the sub-orbitar bones.

TEETH not perceptible on the jaws, but there is a small plate of minute ones on the centre
of the tongue: there are also two rows of minute teeth on the inner sides of the cartilaginous
Taken. Each branchial arch is furnished with a single row of rakers, the central ones of the
upper arch, which are t.he lon~ measuping half an inch.

FINs.-Br. 8; D. 14-0; P.16; P. 12; A. 8; C.
The first two rays of the donal are short. The caudal has a shallow fork.
INTESTINEs.-The alimmtary canal descends from the gullet for an inch and a halt it is

then bent upwards for another inch and is more dilated, but there is no extraordinary thicken
ing of the coats as in the Attihawmeg: its thick lining is disposed in six longitudinal folds,
and forms a prominent ring at the pylorus, where it evidently terminates. Between the
pylorus and the upper end of the abdominal cavity there is a thin bag, having the same width
with the fundus of the stomach; it is lined by a firm, somewhat glaadular, membrane, per
forated by the mouths of numerous e«crJ. The slender intestine runs straight et.nwards to

the anus from this dilated commencement: its under balf, furnished with regular~.con
nitlmU', has a p.ater caliber than its upper half. There are in all about one hundred and
twenty CIICa, inserted into the dilated sac, and a short way down the slender tube of the intes

tine. The gaU.duct opens near the pylorus. The Ipleen is long and large. The melt has a

wood·brown colour.

• I haft omitted .ueh pan. or my originalllCltn u agree with the preceding account of the Attihawmeg aDd are more
~o tbID apeeific.
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[77.] 3. SALllO (CoRBGONUS) ARTBDI. (Le Sueur.) Le Sueur's
Herring Salmon.

CcJntpmI AJtedi. La 8ua., J--. .... Be. PItiI., i., p. 231.

This species having been taken in Lake Erie and the Niagara River, requires
to be noticed in this work. M. Le Sueur says that it is locally known by the name
of Herring-salmon, and is considered to be very delicate food. As it did not fall
under our notice, we shall transcribe the description given or it by its discoverer.

DBBCRIPTION

Quoted from II. I.e Sueur.

" Body sub-fusit'onn, a little elevated at the back; head llDlall, having an oueous radiated
plate which is covered by the skin; snout pointed."-" In form this species approaches the
ICOmbri, a section ot' it is oval. Head 1lDla11 and narrow; snout short, tenninated by small
intennaxillaries; ma:eillane. wide, sbarp-edged liB in the herring, edges entire; mandible.
carinate, producing inwardly a triangular pedunculate expansion; very small conical tet-th

inserted in the skin of the lips at the extremity of the jaws: these teeth were sufficiently mani
fest in a small individual, but not visible in a larger one, a female, which came under my
observation. Rays in the 088eOUS plate of the head tubular, and open at the exterior, 80Dle

tending b8ck.wardB, and others towards tbe end of the snouL A faint carinate we divides the
top or the bead in the dried specimen. 1AIeral lim straight and WBr ~he middle; f1Mtrill
double, eloee to the end of the snout and articulation or the maxiUaries; acaIa round, ap
proxima~ easily falling off; the base o( the tail is covered with them. Colotar ash-blue at
the back, paler and silvery on the rest of the body, with yenow tints on the tail, head and
dorsal; irU whitish, pupil black. Length ten to twelve inches.

" FINs.-Br. 9; P. 16; D. 12-0; Y. 12; A. 13; C. -t-"
M. Le Sueur, in comparing our Attilaarmneg, or his CoregonUII aUnu, with C. ArUdi, says

that it has a less fusiform body, and the back elevated from the nape to the dOl'llll1. " The
C. albuB," he further states, .. bas more depth of body, a greater elevation of back, and much
monger proportions in ita body, fins, and seales. The adipoee fin, which is broad, appears to
consist of delicate rays, much pressed and in pairs," A careful examination of the dried speci
meos of our C. albua from Lake Huron, exhibited IlO ray. wbatever, nor any interspillous
bones to support them, but the fin in drying splits in a fibrous manner.

2 D 2
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[78.] 4.. SALMO (COREGONUS) QUADRILATERALIS. (Richardson.) The
ROUnd-fiSR.

CoregoD.UI~ RwJWlDlO1f, l!raaiJiri. J_, P. 714.
Katheh. Colo... IlQ)WfI, Obuguak. BIQ11DLl1JlL

PLAn 89, £ 1, A &lid B, 0II60ba1f' nt. tiu.

This Coregonus exists in the Polar Sea, off the mouths of the Coppermine and
Mackenzie, and in all the clear rivers and lakes north of the 62nd parallel of lati
tude, being thus an inhabitant of both !alt and fresh water, though we have no
information as to its quitting the one for the other at any stated period·. Our
Esquimaux interpreter, Augustus, informed us that his countrymen who frequent
the shores of the Welcome are well acquainted with it. Though a general inha
bitant of the northern waters, it is not 80 plentiful as the Attihawmeg, nor so
gregarious, neither is it equally prized as an article of food. When in the fresh
waters it preys on larvre and soft insects. I have to regret that the stomachs of
those we took at sea were not eXllrnined, but it seems to obtain food there well
suited to its wants, as the individuals we caught in Bathurst's Inlet, on the 6th of
August, were larger, fatter, and brighter in colour, than those we obtained inland.
It spawns in September.

From the body of this species being less compressed than that of the Attihaw
meg, our voyagers named it the Round-fish, and I have given it the specific appel
lation of quadrilateraliB, on account of a flattening of the back, belly, and sides
being superadded to its general sub-fusiform shape. Baron Cnvier made the
following observation on the specimen which I submitted to his inspection:
" Coregone "oiBine du Salmo marrena. Nous en a"On.Y une tres semhlahle du Lac
Ontario; elles different du poisson des Lacs de Suisse parce qu'elles ont Ie m.ueau
un peu plus pointu."

DBBCRlPTIO~

or a IpeCimeD tabn in Gnat Bear Lake, !at. 64iO N.

ScALES smaller than those of the Attihawmeg and very regularly dispoeed, the uncovered
portion of each having a rhomboidal form. A scale taken from the side measures four lines
transversely, and half a line less in the other direction: its outline presents five or six very slight

• A Scottith apeciea of~ .hich iDhabitl the Clltle Loch of LocluDabeu, &lid it loca1ly moWD by the Dame

of y~ hal been taken in the Solway Firth, but u the 6Ihe1'JlWl in .hoee net itwu caught wu totally UDaCquaiDte4
.• " ' _.'"~-~ .......Iv Rtraved accidentally to the -.
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angular projections, and its surface is destitute of any radiating furrows, having only the usual
fine concentric strim. The scales on the anterior part of the back have short marginal ridges,
causing them to appear as if finely toothed. The lalemlline is straight, equidistant from the
dorsal and ventrala; the scales composing it are smaller than the adjoining ones and trun
~ted, the uncovered portion being nearly triangular; they are ninety-six in number, including
six very small ones on the caudal A vertical line before the dorsal contains twenty-three or
twenty-four s~es, of which nine are above the lateral line and eight between it and the ven
trals. A linear inch on the sides contains six scales or six and a half.

CoLOUR of the" back and sides intermediate between honey-yellow and wood-brown, with a
narrow blackish-grey border to each seale: the tints are paler on the Mea, and the belly is
pearly-white. The scale, are bright. The cheelu, gill-rover'., and irides have a yellow colour
with metallic lustre, and the jim are also mostly yellowish.

FORM elegant. Proftk laneeolate tapering evenly into the tail: the belly rather less curved
than the back, which is moderately arched. The body is four-sided with the angles rounded oft':
'the depth one-fifth of the totallen~h, excluding the caudal, and the thickness two-thirds ofthe
clepth. Head small, being only one-sixth of the length from the tip or the snout to the end
C)f the scales on the caudal: it is of considerable breadth at the nape, and becomes one-fourth
marrower between the anterior edges of the orbits, where it rounds off suddenly into a thin
snout, which droopsin profile. In the dried specimen there is a short sagittal crest between
the orbits, and also lateral tubular ridges as in the Attihawmeg, but the former does not end
I11 a furrow. The orbit is exactly its own diameter from t he end of the snout, and. two dia
~eters and a half from the edge of the gill-cover. The no,trilB are nearer to the orbit than.Cl the tip of the snout. The mouth is remarkably small, and its orifice is quadrangular, the
~nd of the lower jaw being truncated to the same width with the horizontal edge of the small
iIltermaxillaries. The labial, are very small, particularly their appophysis; their tips fall
~ort of the orbit. The under jaw, even when depressed to the utmost, does not reach so far
'-~rward as the tip of the snout. The mboperculum is widest anteriorly, and the operculum is
h4C'art-shaped. No TEETH whatever can be perceived, even with a lens, in the dried specimen:
t.he branchial raker. are small and soft.

FINs.-Br. 7 * i D. l~; P.15; Y. 11; A. 13; C.I91-.
The dO'1'BOI is farther forward than in the Attihawmeg, the distance from the end of the

snout to its first ray, when earried backwards, scarcely reaching the adipose fill, while in the
latter s~cies it passes it. The centre between the tip of the snout and end of the seales on
the caudal is under the penultimate dorsal ra~" The adipo.e is partly posterior to the anal.
The caudal is forked. -

INTESTJNEs.-Stomach like that of the Tullibee, the pylorus very narrow. Cmca eighty
seven, crowded under the pylorus where they surround the gut, and also occupying one-third
of' its length in three or four rows. The lower third of the intestine is fumished with ~ul«
connitlmtes, half an inch of it at the anus being smooth. Ft8CeS black.

• Thia _ma to be the prevalent number of gill-ray., but lOme of the iDdiyiduala taken in' the Amie Sea had eight.
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Dommow..
IIIC-' U- I ...... LIMe.

Length from tip of I11Ol1t to tip of caudal 18 9 Length or at1aehment or donal i 1

" " end of -.tral np • 18 0 .. itl10DgeIt 1&,- i 1

" JJ end of ICa1eI . 17 0
"

itllut ra1 . 0 8

" "
uua 12 9

" pectora1I i i

" "
yeatnia . 8 I

"
_au 1 10

" "
donal • 7 0 • a&trbment or IIIIl I 3

" "
edp of gilkoYer i 9! .. ita loogell 1&,- I 7

" " uape I 11 It lobea or caudal . I 6

" "
orbit 0 7

"
ita IIIItIaI rap beJoDd the __ 0 11

" JJ DOIItrilJ • 0 5 Depth ofcaudal fork 0 8

"
of intermuillariel, vertically • 0 2. BJeadth of mout between the articul&tioua or

" labiala 0 6. the labiab . 0 i

"
la_ja. 0 10

" nape I 3

"
lateral line from gill-openiDg to Depth 01 body • 3 6

end of IC&lea . 14 3

[79.] 5. SALMO (CORBGONUS) LABRADORICUS. (Richardson.)
MU'JfMJtIJ Rif1ef' OMegonu.

Mr. Cumming did me the favour of preparing a specimen of this Coregonus,
which inhabits Musquaw River, that falls into the Gulf of St. Lawrence, near the
Mingan Islands. The colours and exact fonn of the body cannot be determined
from the dried specimen, but in the shape of the scales· and opercular pieces it
resembles the Attihawmeg, though its labials, and consequently the orifice of its
mouth, are much smaller.

DESCRIPTION.

FORM.-Body apparently much like that of the Round-fish: its depth is one-fifth of the
length, excluding the caudal. Head small, constituting only a sixth part of the distance be
tween the tip of the snout and end of the scales on the caudal. The orbit is exactly twice as
.. from the edge of the gill-eover as from the tip of the snout. Cranial ritlgea nearly as in
the Round-fish. The lalMls are a little longer than in that fish, and their posterior pieces are
of a different shape, being ovate, whereas they are acutely elliptical in the other. The
under jaw measures a very little more than one-half the length of the upper surface of the head,
and when the mouth is distended its tip is exactly even with the end of the snout. J a.ws and
palate toothle8.: four longitudinal rows of teeth on the tongue.

ScALES orbicular, thin, flexible, and deciduous, seventy-eight on the lateral line, correspond
ing with an equal number of rows on the back and belly. The middle, between the tip ofthe
snout and end of the scales, is at the thirty-second seale of the lateral line, and opposite to the
third ventral ray, or tenth dorsal one. A linear inch, measured on the sides, includes seven
scales. There are eight scales between the dorsal and lateral line, and as many between the
latter and the ventrals.
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FINB.-Br. 8-9; D. 15-0; P. 15; Y. 12-11; ~. 15; C. l~.
The three anterior rays of the tlorlGl are short, as are a1Jo the two first anal ones. The

first ray of the "entral is opposite to the space between the eighth and ninth dorsal ray. The

adipore corresponds with the end of the oRal, and the attachment of the latter equals the space
between its last ray and the outermost of the nineteen longer caudal rays.

J)qpu_

h.eh"_ LIMe. lache& L10e0.
~ from tip of moot to till of caudal • 14 0 LeDgth of lower jaw 0 8'.. " eentral ray•• 13 0

"
attachment ofdonal 1 5

" "
eDd of IC8Iea • 12 4

"
it. longest ray 1 71

" "
aDua . 9 3 " pectorals 1 4

" "
yeatrala . ~ II .. YeDlrala . 1 5

" " donal • 5 6
"

attachmeDt of anal 1 3t

" "
edge of gill-co"r 2 0 " ita IoD~ ray 1 71-

" .. Dape . 1 5 " lobes of caudal 2 3

.. "
centre of pupil 0 81 "

itllcmgnt raY' 2 0

" "
lMlge .forbit . 0 6

"
c:eDtral raya . 0 8

.. of lateralliDe • 10 8 Depth of caudal fork 0 10

"
iotermuiDari., Yertically 6 3

"
body 2 5

"
labiala 0 5 Spread of caudal 2 I>

£ 8>.] 6. SALMO (CoRBGONUS) LUCIDUS. (Richardson.) Bear Lake
Herring-Salmtm.

Pun 90, f. 1, A IIIId B, oDe-balf oat. me.

Baron Cuvier's remark on our specimen of this fish was, If CortgOflt, tncore pltu
-emhlahle au Salmo marmna qvt Ie Round-fish: Mai8/u ecai/lea du Salmo marama
"onl plru grandea que cellea de Ie Herring-Salmon." We have not had an oppor
tunity of comparing the American species with the marama, hut the lucidfU and
*l"adrilateralia differ much from each other in the form of the body, as well as in
aher particulars, such as the size and shape of the scales, the breadth and com
j)&r8.tive length of the snout, and the size of the labials and aperture of the mouth.
-:The C. lucidua has a compressed body, like a species which we have received from
Lke Leman under the name of La fera, and also like the Ptmdace, or Vendiae·,
tiom Lochmahen in Scotland~ but the scales ofth~ two are smaller; the Fera has
Iarger intermaxillaries like the AttilUJuwneg, and the Vendace has an acute under
~ aw, which fomls the extreme point of the head when the mouth is closed. None

_ • Pi«» ift "- MriNmo, r....... SIBB.\LIJ., Scot. m.... lib. 3, po 26. TnditioR.ya that Kior BobIrt B~
~lJodaced thia fiah into the Cutle Loch from Frace.
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of the American coregoni, described in this work, have the snout 80 decidedly pos
terior to the tip of the under jaw as the Lochmaben fish, the nearest approach to it
being the Lake Huron Herring-Salmon, to be afterwards described.

The Bear Lake Herring-Salmon was seen by us nowhere but in the great sheet
of water whence it derives its trivial name. That lake extends from the 65th to
the 67th parallel of latitude, and is remarkably clear and deep. Its surplus waters
are carried off by a ~arge stream which falls into the muddy current of the Mac
kenzie, and there are no rapids, between it and the sea, that fish cannot surmount,
yet none of the anadromous salmon of the Arctic Sea have been known to enter
the lake; the Salmo Mackenzii confining its migrations in fresh water to the Great
Slave Lake, and the turbid branches of the Mackenzie River. The NamaYCU8h,
Ma8atMC008, AttihatDmeg of large size and very fine quality, Round-jilh, and Back'8
grayling, are taken in Great Bear Lake, but none of them 80 abundantly as the
C. lucidus, of which the nets yielded us fifty thousand in the year 1825-6 Iff. The
lake begins to fl'ee'~ in October, and in the course of November most of its
narrower arms are covered with ice, but, according to Indian report, its centre
is not closed for the season before the beginning of January, and during the whole
winter a small piece of water continues open at the point from whence the Bear
Lake River issues. The ice begins to break up in shallow bays towards the end
of May, and is entirely ~one by the end of June. In September the nets were set
near Fort Franklin, at the influx of a river about four miles from the outlet of the
lake, and their daily produce was between three and four hundred Herring-Salmon.
Though the fish continued to be equally plentiful at that spot during October, the
fishery was discontinued on account of the floating ice, which did not become firm
enough for the nets to be set with safety under it before the middle of November;
and in the beginning of December the Herring-Salmon, resorting in numerous
shoals to the outlet of the lake, were of course followed thither by the fishermen.
At this spot, the water was three or four fathoms deep, but the fish could be easily
seen through the clear ice, which enabled the Indians to spear a few, though more
fell a prey to the otters. In January the fishery was not only unproductive, but
several of our party suffered severely from the bad quality of the fish, whose intes
tines contained at this time a matter so caustic as to blister the hands of those
whose duty it was to clean them. From the end of February the fish daily im
proved in quantity and quality, until the rivers opened in May, when the fisheries
were again removed to the mouths of several small streams which fall into the lake.

• In eightecm monthl we obtained about three thounDd 8" hnudred trout, noDe weighing Ie.. thap two ponnda, aDd
IOIDe Gceeding thirty.
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AttikatMneg and Namaycu,h differ from the Herring-Salmon in resorting to the
greatest depths of the lake in the winter, and it may be here observed, that fish can
receive a free supply of fresh air during that season, even in the centre of the most
extended lake, through the wide rents caused by contraction of the ice at low tem
peratures. Wanner weather causes the ice to expand again, and great blocks of it
are then forced up through the crevices, so as to form walls sometimes twenty feet
in height. The memoranda of various particulars respecting the habits and ana
tomical structure of the Herring-Salmon, that I made during our residence on
Great Bear Lake, were lost in the struggle that we had subsequently with the
Esquimaux, and at this distance of time I cannot supply the 108s from memory.

DESCRIPTION

Of • specimen taken in Gre.t Bear Lab.

FORM in yrofile closely. resembling the Round-fish, but the body is much more compreBSed,
~nd the head large!', being one-fifth of the length between the tip of the snout and end of the
«ales on the caudal, and nearly equal to the greatest depth of the body. In the dried speci
mien, the breadth of the nape equals the distance between the supra-orbital plate of the frontal
hne and the articulation of the lower jaw, and the width between the upper ends of the
Iabials is twice as great as in the Round-fish. The sagittal ridge rises into an acute crest
£rom the nape to the nostrils, and the tubular ridges on the frontal bone and anterior sub
c:»rbitars, are more conspicuous than in any of the preceding species. The orbit is situated the
Iength of its diameter from the end of the snout, and thrice as far from the edge of the gill
~.,.er. The orifice of the mouth is large in comparison with that of the other coregoni, equal
1ing the orbit in diameter: when the jaws are extended, the intermaxillaries are brought into
a. line with the forehead, instead of dropping vertically as in the Round-fish. The labial.~
large, and have a widely oblong form, carrying their breadth close to both extremities; their
t.ips, when the mouth is shut, reach as far back as the centre of the orbit; the anterior piece
is traversed by an obtuse keel, and the posterior one is only half as long, and less than halt
as wide as the anterior one. There are no teeth. Gill-cOf'ers. The preoperculum is broader
than usual, particularly its upper limb: there are four conspicuous tubular rays on its lower
limb. The interoperculum is large, being bigger than that of the Attihawmeg. The posterior
margin of the gill-cover is uneven or slightly lobed.

FINS.-B,.. 8--8; D. 14-0; P.19; V.U; A.14; C.l9t.
The eighth ray of the dorsal, the first of the 'Dentralr, and the thirty-third scale of the

.lateral line, are situated midway between the tip of the snout and end of the scalea on the
ClaUdal The fJentral appendages are slender and unusually long. The adipore is about its
ClWD breadth posterior to the anal, which is smaller than in the Attihawmeg. The caudal is

d~lyfuuoo. .
ScALES transversely oval, considerably larger than those of the Round-fish, but smaller

't.han those of the Attihawmeg; one from the side measures five lines vertically, and four
2B
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longitudinally, the uncovered edge is a segment of a large cirele. the base is rathel' angled,
or widely three-lobed. There are eighty-eight scales on the 1ateralliue; ten rows above that
line at the dorsal, eight between it and the ventral, and three or four from thence to the mesial
line of the belly. The scales on the sides are larger than those of the back; a linear inch
includes six of th{'m. The lateral line is straight and equidistant from the dorsal and ventraL'!.

CoLOUR.-The scales have much pearly and iridescent lustre. In the dried specim{'n
the back is lighter than that of the other coregoni, and the sides of the h{'ad yield strong
greenish and golden reflections *.

DIJIIDIIION••

In.hes. Linee. In.beL LIuL
Length from tip of luwer jawtotip80f caudal 18 4 LeDKth ott- jw.w 1 5

" "
Inout t to ditto 18 0

"
lateral line 13 2&

" "
end of CtlDtral rays 17 0

"
attachment of dorsal 1 71

" "
end of .cales • 16 0 .. ita longest raY' 1 !Ii

" "
lUlU. '12 0

" ita Idt ray 0 9i

" "
TOntrall 8 It "

pectoral. 2 2&

" "
dorllal • 7 4! "

yeatra&8 • 3 ot
" " edge of gill-eover 3 1

"
their appendagel • 0 11

.. "
nape 1 11 .. attachment of anal I 5

.. "
orbit 0 8i "

ita lon~lt ray 1 4

" " oostrila • ° 31 "
ita shortelt ray 0 Ii

"
of intenDuillarie., TOrtically 0 2-i "

10bel of caudal 3 4

"
labia18 e IOi .. centrll1 ray. of ditto • 0 8

"
apace bet..eea artiClI1aboDs of ditto 0 6 De~h of caudal furk 1 3

[81.] 7. SALMO (CoREGONUS) HARENGUS. (RichardsoD.) Lake
Huron Herring-Salmon.

PLAn 90, f. 2, J1 ad B, ~frt4l.au.

This fish is plentiful at Penetanguishene on Lake Huron. but I am unable to
determine whether it be the same with the C. Artedi of Le Sueur. which we have
already noticed as an inhabitant of Lake Erie. Baron euvier's remark upon our
specimen was. " E8p6ce noutJelle voisine de8 Coregones." It resembles C. lucid,"
very nearly, its larger head. smaller seales. and a slight diil'erence in the position of
its ventrals being the principal distinctive characters I have been able to detect in
the dried specimens. Having lost my notes of the· dissections which I made of
d. lucid"8, and having examined the recent specimens of C. harengu8 only cur-

• My notes of the appearance or the recent fish were lolt, u I have stated above.
t The articuIatioltl of the lalIi&1ll IUId~. ue c.naicllrecl u tM ead of tile Illout, DOt the Ollp 01 the

latter, which, wilen the mouth is open, are extended on a line with the upper lUri'ace of the moat.
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sorily, I can say nothing respecting any dHFerences that may exist in their visura.
An argument againet the identity of the species may be addueed from their habi
tats being upwards of twenty degrees of latitude apart.

The Lake Huron Herring-Salmon is gregarious like the Bear Lake one, and
~requents sandy bays during the summer months. It spawns in April and May,
and at that time is occasionally seen in rivers. According to Mr. Todd's obser
vations it is "a timid fish, appears to be in constant rapid motion, and associates
in shoals in pursuit of the fry of the small fishes on which it feeds." As an article
of diet it is well tasted and wholesome, though much less rich and agreeable than
the Attihawmeg.

DESCRIPTION

Drawn up f'rom DOteI made at PmetmguilbeDe, aided by a re-enminetion of the dried 1peCimeua.

CoLOUR, in the recent fil!h, olive-green on the back, silvery on the nde, and beUy, and
blackish-green on the top of the head: the gill-covers, cheeks, and irides are whitish and
nacry.

ScALES of the same form with those C. lucidw, but only of two-thirds the size: on the
sides their transverse diameter is four lines, their longitudinal one rather more than tbree,
and when in litu, eight are included within a linear inch. There are eighty-four on the
lateral line *. and twenty-two in a vertical row under the dorsal, of which nine are above the
Iateralline, and eight between it and the ventrals. The lateral line illlltraigbt.

FORM.-Body compressed, back rounded, belly slightly flattened, the greatest thickness,
bowever, being at the lateral line, which is rather nearer to the baek than to the belly: the
height of the body, at the dorsal, is double its thickness. Profile like that or C. lucid""
tlle head being, however, more acute t. The maul is obtuse, when IOOD in front or from
a.bove, and the vertex is smooth and rounded in the recent fish: in the dried specimen the
radiated tubular lines near the nape, the sagittal ridge and other eminences, appear as in
C. lucidw, but not so prominently. The length of the 1t«Jd is more than one-fourth of the
distance between the tip of the snout and end of the seales on the caudal, and somewhat less
t.han one-fifth oC the total length, including the lobes of the caudal. In the position of the
eye, and the Corms of the jaws and opercular bones, this species scarcely differs from C. lucid",.
When the moo.fJ& is fully open its orifice measures seven lines vertically, and five and a half
transversely: the under jaw, which ill narrow but not acute, then projects about four lines
beyond the articulations of the labials.

TEETH, none on the jaws, vomer, or palate, but three rows of very slender ones on the
tongue may be perceim by the aid of a leu. Bale,.,., stiff, subulate, and rough on the mar
gins, the middle ODeS of the first arch, which are the largest, measuring five lines.

• 0II81pecimeu. had oaly le't'eDty-RftD _let OD the lateral line, but the _ u the ahcrre in a ftriical row.
t fte &gore, .bieh wu tabu from a dried apecimeD, plt'lllDti a Ie. elegut proIle thaD that of the _t lbb.

2£2
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FINs.-Br. 9-9; D. 12 or 13--0; P. 16; V. 12; A. 13; C. 19J.
-The 'fJentrall originate under the sixth or seventh dorMd ray, but the structure and form of

all the fins are nearly as in C. lucidw. The adipose is not supported by interspinous bones,
but it exhibits in the dried specimen a very fine, apparently, fibrous structure, which entirely
disappears when the fin is moistened. In one specimen the centre between the tip of the snout
and end of scales on the caudal, corresponds with the first ray of the ventrals and thirtieth
scale of the lateral line, in another it is a little posterior to the first ventral ray, being at the
thirty-third scale of the lateral line: in the last specimen the lateral line has seven scales
more than the other.

DUDlMI1Ol'l1

Of'two dried Speeimlllll.

No.1. No. 2-
IDCheo. L1..... lacbeo. L1......

Length tiom tip of lower jaw to tip of caudal . 13 10 12 7

" "
SDOut to ditto 13 51 12 3f

" ,. eDel of central rays HI 3 11 7

" "
mel ofeca1es 11 9 11 0

II "
111U1 8 6 8 0

" "
_trala !) lOi !) 7

" "
donal 5 4l 5 2

" ., edge of gill-eoTer . 2 7 2 1)

"
upe 1 71 I 6f

" "
orbit 0 7 0 61

"
DOItrill 0 3 0 3

.' of iDtermuillariea, nrtically 0 2! 0 2

"
labials 0 8 0 8

-, lower jaw I 2. I Ii

"
lateral line 9 3 8 9

"
attachment of doraal I 26 I I

"
ita long<>st rays • 1 7 I !)

"
italaat ray 0 7 g 61

"
adipose fin 0 6 0 4l

"
peetorals I 86 I 76

"
Tentrala . 1 6 I 6

"
ventral appendages 0 7 0 Ii

"
attachment of l11al I 2 I I

"
its longest r&)'lI 1 0 I 0

.. itslaat ray 0 4f 0 41
lobes of caudal 2 8 2 ..

"
ita central rays, beyond the llCales 0 8! 0 6

Depth of caudal fork 1 I 1 I

I subjoin the dimensions of two European Coregoni alluded to in the preceding
pages, that they may be compared with the American species.
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La Fera. The Vendac:e.
IaeheL Lla... lllebel. LIaeo.

Length Crom tip of .oout to tip of caudal 0 0 8 2

" end of central ray. 0 0 7 6

" "
end of ecalel 9 8 6 II

I I' "
poeterior edge ofadipoee fin 8 'I 5 10

" "
anUi 7 4 5 1

" "
venllall 4 9 3 6

" "
donal 4 0 3 21

" "
gill-cover . 2 Ii 1 Iii

" "
nape 1 5! 1 iii

" "
centre of pupil . 0 86 0 61.. .. edge of orbit 0 6 0 at

" of axis of orbit 0 6 0 61
" intermuillarie., 'fertically 0 3i 0 11

"
labia1l 0 7 0 Sf

"
under jaw 0 10 0 7t

" attachment of donal • I 4 0 Sf
"

itt longelt rays 2 0 1 6.. caudal lobe.t 0 0 1 9

II central caudal ray•• 0 0 0 5

The CoregonUljera (Jurine) resembles our Attihawmeg, or C. albus, in the shape of the
bead. cranial ridges and depressions, and opercular bones. but its body is much more com
pressed, having more nearly the form ofour Herring-Salmon. The under jaw, when depressed,
reaches beyond the snout. There are no visible teeth on the labials or roof of the mouth,
llOJDe minute ones exist on the inte~axillaries.and the conical tongue is.covered with teeth,
which, though very slender. can be readily seen. There are about seventy scales on the
lateral line. The ventrals are under the eighth or ninth dorsal rays, and their appendages are
short and three-edged. The stomach of my specimen contained a quantity of sand and the
remains of two fish, one a pereoid fish. the other apparently a coregonus, with seales as large
as those of the fera itself. The following are the lengths of the parts of the alimentary canal.

1acbeo. LIaeo. IIleheL LiaeI.
Dietauce between gullet and bend of domach 3 0 DiJtance between lut CIIlCum and 'IHIlrI.
l.eDgth of thick part or Itomach • 1 2 OtIfIIfitItrtlu. . 2 2
.DiItance between pylorUl aad lat cecum • 2 3 Lengih of gut occupied by ditto 2 2

1&It CIIlCUm and anUi 4 7
"

emooth gut at anUi 0 3

~ngth of whole canal II 0 Length of gut below CIIlCa 4 'I

The Yendace of Loehmaben (COTegonUl vande,iua) has a much larger eye than the Fera.
Its lower jaw projects beyond the upper one. even when the mouth is. shut. There are
seventy-three seales on the lateral line. A male taken in the .Solway FIrth. with the melt
-e,bout one-third of the full size. had llOme small pieces of the st~ms of grass and a few grains
~ f quartzose sand in its stomach, apparently fragments of the ease of the cod-bait. Mr. Yar
reB has found shells in the stomachs of individuals taken in the eMile Loeh, while Dr. Knox
.ascertained that those he examined had been feeding upon minute malacollraca.
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In the paucity of our information respecting the fish of New Caledoaia, the fol
lowing notices, collected from the Journal of Mr. D. W. Harmon, a partner of the
North West Company, are valuable. This gentleman resided for several years at
a fur-post on Stuart's Lake, which lies in the 55th parallel of latitude, and 125th
degree of longitude, and which discharges its waters by a stream, named also
Stuart, into Frazer's River, that falls into the Strait of Juan do. Fuca. As his
remarks upon fish relate chiefly to the Salmon tribe, this appears to be the DlO8t
appropriate place for their insertion.

" 1811. Ma!! 11. STUART'S LAKE. The ice in the lake broke up this afte....
noon. 22. We now take trout in the lake, with set linee and hooks, in consider
able numbers, but they are not of a good kind. It is perhaps a little remarkable,
that pike or pickarel have never been found in ·any of the lakes and rivers on the
west side of the Rocky Mountains.

" Auguat 2. It is impossible at this season to take fish out of this lake or river.
Unless the aalmon from the sea soon make their appearance our condition will be
deplorable. 10. Sent all our people to a small lake about twelve miles off, out of
which the natives take 81Mll ph, much resembling salmon in shape and flavour,
but not more than six inches long. They are said to be very palaiaWe. 22. ODe
of the natives has caught a salmon, which is joyful intelligence to us all, for we
hope and expeet in a few days to have abUDdance. TheBe filth visit, to a greater
or less extent, all the rivers in this region, and fonn the principal dependence of
the inhabitants as the means of subsistence. The natives always make a feast to
express their joy at the arrival of the salmon. The person who sees the first one
in the river exclaims, Ta-loe nasla!!! ta-loe naala!!! Salmon have arrived! salmon
have amved !-The exclamation is caught·up with joy, and repeated with animation
by every body in the village.

" Septemher 2. We have now the Common salmon in abundance. They weigh
from five to seven pounds. There are also a few of a larger kind, which will
weigh sixty or seventy pounds. Both of them are very good. when just taken out
of the water. But when dried, as they are by the Indians here by the heat of the
sun, or in the smoke of a fire, they are not very palatable. When salted they are
excellent. As soon as the salmon come into Stuart's Lake they go in search of
the rivers and brooks that fall into it, and these streams they ascend so far as there
"is water to enable them to swim; and when they can proceed no farther up, they
"remain there and die. None were ever seen to descend these streams. They are
found dead in such numbers, in some places, as to infect the atmosphere with a
terrible stench, for a considerable distance round. But even when they are in a
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putrid statIe the natives frequently ga.tber them up and eat them, apparently with
the same reJi8h 86 if they ftle fresh.

" O"toINJt 21. 'Va have now in our store twenty-five thousand sallDOD. Four
in a day are allowed to eaeh man. I have sent some of our people to take ",/tilt!

fi8h (Attihawmeg).
" November 16. Our fishermen have returned to the fort, and inform me that

they have taken seven thousand white fish. They weigh from three to four pounds,
and were taken in nine Dds of sixty fathoms each. 17. The lake ftole over in
the night.

.. 1812. JafWQry 80. I have retarned from viaiting five villages of the Nateo
tain8, built on a. lake of that name, which gives origin to a river that falls into
Gardner's Inlet. They contain about two thoueand inhabitants, who subsist prin
cipally on salmon and other small fish, and are all well made and robust. The
8aImoft of Lake Nateotain have small scales, while those of Swart's Lake have
none.

" May 23. Stuart's Lake. This morning the natives caught a Bturpn that
would weigh about two hundred and fifty poonda. We frequently see much larger
ones, which we c&DIlot take for want of nets sufficiently strong to hold them.

" Augtut 15. &1mM begin to come up the river. Few salmon came up
Stuart's River this fall, but we procured a sufficient quantity at Frazer's Lake and
Stillas. These lakes discharge their waters into Frazer's River, which is about
fifty rods wide, and has a pretty strong current. The natives paBS the greater part
of the summer OIl a chain of small lakes, where they procure excellent white fish,
trout, and carp; but towards the latter part of August they return to the banks of
the river, in order to take aod dry salmon for their sub8istence during the succeed
ing winter.

.. 1813. Aupt 12. SalMon have arrived.
II 1814. AugtUt 5. Salmon begin to come up the river. They are generally

taken in COD8iderable numbers until the latter part of September. For a month
they come up in multitudes, and we ean take any number we please.

II Septem1Jer 20. We have had but few salmon this year. It is only every
second season that they are numerous, the reason of which I am unable to assign.

.. 1815. Augmt 13. FRAZER'S LAKE. Salmon beKin to come up the river,
which lights up joy in the countenances both of ourselves and of the natives, for
we bad all become nearly destitute of provisions of any kind.

II 1816. SeptemlJer 9. Salmon begin to come up this river.
II 1817. August 6. STUART'S LAKE. Salmon arrived. In the month of June
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we took out of this lake twenty-one 8tuf'geota, that were from eight to twelve feel
in length. One of them measured twelve feet two inches from its extreme points,
four feet eleven inches round the middle, and would weigh from five hundred and
fifty to six hundred pounds. All the sturgeon that we have caught, on this side of
the mountain, are far superior in flavour to any I ever saw in any other part of the
world.

" The Carf'ier Indians reside a part of the year in villages, built at convenient
places for taking and drying salmon, as they come up the rivers. These fish they
take in abundance with little labour; and they constitute their principal food.
during the whole year. They are not very unpalatable when eaten alone, and With
vegetables they are very pleasant food. Towards the middle of April, and some
times sooner, the natives leave their villages, to go and pass about two months at
the small lakes, from which, at that season, they take white fish, trout, earp, &e.,
in considerable numbers. But when these begin to fail, they return to their vil
lages and subsist on the small fish which they dried at the lakes, or on salmon,
should they have been so provident "as to have kept any until that late Beason; or
they eat herbs, the inner bark or sap of the cypress tree (pintU Bank8iana), ber
ries, &c. At this season few fish of any kind are to be taken out of the lakes or
rivers of New Caledonia. In this manner the natives barely subsist, until about
the middle of August, when salmon again begin to make their appearance in all
the rivers of any considerable magnitude; and they have them at most of their
villages in plenty until the latter end of September, or the beginning of October.
For about a month they come up in crowds, and the noses of some of them are
either worn or rotted off, and the eyes of others have perished in their heads; yet
in this maimed condition they are surprisingly alert in coming up rapids. These
maimed fishes are generally at the head of large bands, on aecount of which the
natives call them mee-oo-tee8, or chiefs. The Indians say that they have suffered
these disasters by falling back among the stones when coming up difficult places
in the rapids which they pass. The Carriers take salmon in the following manner.
All the Indians of the village assist in making a dam across the river, in which
they occasionally leave places to insert their baskets or nets of wicker-work. These
baskets are generally from fifteen to eighteen feet in length, and from twelve to
fifteen feet in circumference. The end at which the salmon enter is made with
twigs in the form of the entrance of a wire mouse-trap. When four or five hun
dred salmon have entered this basket, they either take it to the shore to empty out
the fish, or they take them out at a door in the top, and transport them to the shore
in their large wooden canoes, which are convenient for this purpose. When the
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salmon are thrown upon the beach, the women take out their entrails and hang
them by the tails on poles in the open air. After they have remained in this situa
tion a day or two, they take them down and cut them thinner, and then leave them
to hang for about a month in the open air, when they will have become entirely
dry. They are then put into store-houses, which are built on four posts, about ten
feet from the ground, to prevent animals from destroying them, and, provided they
are preserved dry, they will remain good for several years."-HARMON'S TrafJeh

in North America. 1820.

Captain Dixon, who visited the North-west coast of America in the years 1786
and 1787, on a trading expedition, in company with Captain Portlock. mentions
that they took great numbers of fine salmon with the seine in Cook's River, or
Inlet (lat. 6(0). in the month of July. and that in the end of June. in the following
season, they saw large quantities hung up to dry by the natives of Norfolk Sound.
a harbour formed by the Island of Sitka. where the Russian Fur Company's esta
blishment of New Archangel has been since erected. Eschscholtz speaks of only
one sort of salmon as frequenting that Sound, and remarks that it is well-flavoured.
but Captain Dixon thought it inferior to the kind which he obtained in Cook's
River.

After the preceding pages had gone to the press, I received a letter from Dr.
Gairdner, of Fort Vancouver, on the Columbia River. of which the following is an
extract. "My duties at Vancouver prevent me from collecting many Columbia
fish. as I have no leisure for journeys through the country. Such, however, as I
:happen to have by me, I now send you with great pleasure. for your work on North
..American Zoology; they are entirely fresh-water species, my travels not having as
yet extended to the coast. I subjoin a short description of each~ which I made

.nom the recent specimens. the characters, particularly those dependent on colour
and dimensions, being liable to ~lteration by the spirits. The early dispatch of
the vessel leaves me no time for transcribing the anatomical details." Dr. Gaird
ner had used the precaution of wrapping the specimens in tow previous to putting
them in spidts. and of soldering them up in a tin case, which was protected by a
cask. yet all this care, I regret to say, did not insure them against the accidents of
a long voyage. The tin case received some injury, and became so leaky as to suffer

2F
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much of the spirit to run out, and the consequence was, that six specimens of salmon
were incorporated into one mass by the continued motion of the vessel. The 'other
Dsh, heing of a smaller size, leIs oily, and perhaps more indurated by longer immer
Rion in spirits, arrived in better condition. By picking the bones of the salmon out
of the putrid mass, I have been able to make a few additions to Dr. Gainlner's de.
scriptions quoted below. In all the specimens the vertebrre are more numerous than
in the European species. It is to be observed, that the two or three last vertebne of
the tail diminish rapidly in size and turn up, the square fonn of the tennination of
the vertebral column in the Salmonoidue being produced by the dilatation of the
interspinous bones attached to the under side of the curved point of the spine; while
the corresponding upper interspinous bones are slender, awl-shaped, crowded, and
irregular. The reader will find notices of the salmon of the North-west coast by
referring back to pages 158 and 162, as well as in the passages quoted above from
Harmon's Travels; and to complete the history of the fish of the Columbia,
as far as ~nown, I will add the mode of stacking the salmon, described in
Lewis and Clarke's Journal. "Near our camp are five large huts of Indians
engaged in drying fish, and preparing it for the market. The manner of doing
this is by first opening the fish and exposing it to the SUD on their scaffolds. When
sufficiently dried, it is pounded fine between two stones, and is then placed in
a basket about two feet long and one in diameter, neatly made of grass and rushes,
and lined with the skin of a salmon stretched and dried for the purpose. Here
they are pressed down as hard as possible, and the top covered with skins of flsh,
which are secured by cords through the holes of the basket. The baskets are then
placed in some dry situation, the corded part upwards, seven being usually placerl
as close as they can be put together, and five on the top of them. The whole is
then wrapped up in mats, and made fast by cords, over which mats are again
thrown. Twelve of these baskets, each of which contains from ninety to a hun
dred pounds, form a stack, which is left exposed till it is sent to market; the fish
thus preserved is kept sound and sweet for several years, and great quantities of it,
they infurm us, are sent to the Indians who live below the falls, whence it finds its
way to the whites who visit the mouth of the Columbia. W ~ observe, both near
the lodges and on the rocks of the river, great numbers of stacks of these pounded
fish." (Lewis and Clarke, ii., p. 275.) Ie The salmon (S. quinnat) is almost the
only fish caught in great abundance above the falls; but below that place we ob
serve the salmon.trout, and the heads of a species of trout smaller than the salmon
trout, which is in great quantities, and which they are now burying to be used as
their winter food. A hole of any s~, being dug, the sides and bottom are l~ed
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with 8traw, over which skins ale placed; on these the fish, after being well dried,
are laid, covered with other skins, and the hole closed with a layer of earth twelve
or fifteen inches deep." (Idem, p. 278.) It is very probable that the same species
of salmon may frequent the North-west coast and Kamtschatka, but Steller's de
scriptions, as quoted by Pennant, are not sufficiently detailed to enable us to iden:"
tify them.

(82.] 11. SALKO QUINNAT.

811BoOIllfU', Salmo. CUVIIIRo

The Quinnat.

l

.. This is the species which ascends the Columbia earliest in the season, com-
- mencing its run in the month of May in enormous shoals, clearing the greater

Dalles, cascades and rapids innumerable, and making its way to the sources of the
river, where, at the close of the season, it is found dead on the beach in great num
bers. The muscular power of this fish is truly astonishing. even in a class of the
animal kingdom remarkable for vigorous movements, for it may be seen ascending
ahannels at the Kettle Falls so rapid, that when a stone as big as a man's head is
dropped into them, it is shot downwards with the swiftness of an arrow *. Indivi
duals of this species have often been seen with their noses fairly worn down to the
bone, and in the last stage of emaciation, yet still striving, to the last gasp, to ascend
the stream. The selection of particular streams for s.pawning is a remarkable fea
ture in the history of the fish. It ascends the Walamet, Snake, and Kootanie
rivers, &c., and passes by the Kawalitch, Okanagan, Dease's river and others,
seeming to prefer a rapid stream interrupted by falls, to one ofa quieter character,
though other circumstances must regulate its choice, as some of the rivers which it
zefuses to enter have an extremely rapid current. It is this ..lmoD which forms
the main subsistence of the numerous hordes of Indians who live upon the banks
of the Columbia, and it is known by the name of quinnat, for one hundred and fifty
miles from the mouth of the river. It attains a large size, weighing often from
thirty to forty pounds."-G. [The quinnat is evidently the" Common salmon"
of Lewis and Clarke, whose description of it we have quoted in page 162. These
travellers mention the first arrival of the salmon at the Skilloot village, below the
site of Fort Vancouver, as having occurred on the 18th of April. in the year 1806.
-R.]

• In the map publiahed by the Society tor the Durn.ion of UnCal Knowledge, the descent atthe Kettle Falla I. ltated
III twe1ltJoOlI8 teet; bat "-it aud CJ.b wen of opWop that ia big!! t.oodI the wllter below tbe t'alla rim 1I8Il1, t.e •
leftl with tbat abon them.-R.

2F2
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{{ CoLOUL-General tint of the back bluish-grey, changing, after a few hours removal from
the water, into mountain-green: sides ash-grey with silvery lustre: belly white: back above
the lateral line studded with irregular rhomboidal or star-like black spots, some of them oc
cellated. Dorsal fin and gill-covers slightly reddish: tips of the anal and pectorals blackish
grey: the dorsal and caudal thickly studded with round and rhomboidal spots, back of the
head sparingly marked with the same. Whole body below the lateral line, with the under
fins, destitute of spots. Lower jaw and tongue blackish-grey; roof of the mouth tinged here
and there with the same. ScALES large. TEETH disappearing on the mesial line of the upper
jaw, one row on each palate bone, a few small teeth on the forepart of the vomer, and two
rows on the tongue. FORM.-Greatest convexity of the back at the origin of the dorsal; end
of the caudal semilunar; adipose opposite to the posterior end of the anal; dorsal of greater
height than length. FIN8.-B,.. 17; P. 16; Y. 10; A. 16; D. 14-0; C.19'.

" Dunnmll"

IDah... U-. IDCIa... LIa-.

Estreme length . 30 0 Length ofpeclorala 3 7
Gteatlllt height of body 7 0 n nntralJ 3 0.. c:ireumferenee of body 18 0 Height of doraa1 3 0
Cireumferenee of tail at origin of candal 6 0 Length of ditto 3 2i
Breadth between the eyu . 2 8, Height of adipoee • 1 41
Length from tip of mont to noatrila • 1 6

" aual 2 2i.. eyu . 2 31 Length of ditto 3 41'

"
angle of preopercnle • 5 2, Height or caudal 7 8i,

"
angle of open:ule . 6 6 Length of ita margiDi 5 !Ii.. nape 3 !Ii .. centre . . 1 91

n pectoraIa 7 7 Diatance of pectorall from ridgI or the

"
donal . J3 0 back 4 41".. _trail 16 0

" anal 21 0 GWlDnR, ia lit... &dipole 23 0

[The specimen of this salmon, though it is very soft and has lost its scales, still retains its
form, so that I am able to add the following particulars to Dr. Gairdner's description.-
General/arm much like that of a Salmon-trout (p. 140, No.2). The head is exactly one
fourth of the length, from the tip of the snout to the end of the scales on the caudal. The
snout is cartilaginous as in S. sala,., and the length of the lower jaw rather exCeeds that of the
upper surface of the, head. The edge of the gill-plate is an arc of a circle as in that species,
but the suboperculum is still more sloped oft', having much the form of that of S. Scouleri
(pI. 93). There are sixteen gilz.ray. on the right side, and seventeen on the left. The
largest teeth are those of the under jaw, of which there are eleven in each limb, placed at
regular distances, with some small ones in the intervals attached to the soft parts only. The
labial and intermaxillary teeth are similar, to these, and but littl... inferior in size. The
lingual-teeth, considerably smaller than those in the jaw, are placed in two parallel rows, five in
each. The palatine-teeth are a little shorter than the lingual ones, and those on the vomer
are the smallest of all, scarcely protruding through the soft parts in the recent specimen: there
are nine of them-two in front, the others in a single series, running upwards of half an inch
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backwards, or about two-thirds as f'ar back as the palatine-teeth. The gullet is armed with
small teeth above and below. The jaw-teeth are as big as those oC the Salmon-trout, pl. 92,
f. 1. Thel't! are sixty-six vertebrllB in the spine. The pyloric C(2C(J are very numerous, there
being about one hundred and fifty-five oC them, and their insertions surround the intestine
from the pylorus until it makes a bend downwards, below which they continue to be inserted
for a short way on one side of the gut only.

laeheo. LIDeL IDchu. LID•••

Length from llDd of lIIOut to tip of caudal 15 6 Length of alimentary canal 13 10

.. " end or ita central ray. . 14 5
"

from gullet to bend or .tomach 4 0.. .. . end of aeaIea 13 ~ " bead to pylortUI • I I

"
of.twa! iiDe . 10 10

"
pylonu to 1aIt Cllcum 3 6

"
intermuillariea 0 S

"
or remainder or gut . 5 3

"
labi.. 1 ~

"
lower jaw 2 II R.]

[88.] 12. SALMO GAIRDNERII. (Richardson.) Gairdntr's Salmon.

Queaehta. NATIVU althe Bub orthe CoL'I1IIBU ••

[The specific name which I have given to this salmon is intended as a tribute to
the merits of a young though able naturalist, from whom science may expect many
important acquisitions, and especially in the history of the Zoology of the North
west eoast of America, should his engagements with the Hudson's Bay Company
permit him to cultivate that hitherto neglected field of observation.-R. ]

.. This species ascends the river in the month of June, in much smaller numbers
than the quinnat, in whose company it is taken. Its average weight is between six
and seven pounds.

ff CoLOUR.-Back of head and body bluish-grey; sides ash-grey. Belly white. The only
traces of variegated marking are a few faint spots at the root of the caudal. FOIlII.-Profile
of dorsal line n('arly straight, tail terminating in a slightly semilunar outline. Ventrals cor
respond to commencement of dorsal and adipose to end of anal. TEETH.-Jaws fully anned
with strong hooked teeth, except a small space in centre of upper jaw. Vomer armed with
a double row for two-thirds of its anterior portion. Palate-bones also anned with ,strong
teeth.. FINs.-Br. 11-12; P. 13; Y. 11; A. 12. '

• I'Jom an aecidental tranapoaition of the label., the right application of the Indian Dam81 to thia Bah and &J
"."s.... iI _hat doubtful.
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" DlIlBlIlllOlill.

11ICh... LiD... InclIeL U-.

Enreme length · :n 0 Lengt'h from llIId of lIDOUt to anal . 21 ·0
Gre&telt height of body 6 III " .. ~. . ~l 0
Circumference of ditto · 14 0 " of pedorala . 3 4J
Breadth between the eyea 2 0

" ventrala 3 0

" "
noatrila 1 2. " &ttaebmeat at danal a •Length from eod oflDOut to notJtrila 1 2. Height of donal . 2 41.. " eyea 1 !Ii .. &dipole 1 2.

" "
angle ofopercuie ~ 2. x-gth of candal • • 8t

" " pectorall 6 3l I II greateat bree.dth . 4 0

" " dclnal . · 12 0 Length ofattacblent of anal 2 . 41"
" " wlIltrala 12 36 GIoWIIUIa, ill iii.

[In this species the gill-cover resembles that of 8 . .alaf' stiU more strongly than that of the
quinnat does, the shape of the suboperculum in particular being precisely the same with that
of Balaf'. The teeth stand in bony sockets like those of the quinnat, but are scarcely 80 long.
Those of the lower jaw and interma.xillaries are a little smaller than the lingual ones, and
somewhat larger than the palatine or labial ones. The tongue contains six teeth on each side,
the rows not parallel as in the quinnat, but diverging a little posteriorly. The pbaryngeal8
are armed with small sharp teeth. The numbers of the teeth, excluding the small ones which
fall off with the gums, are as follow: Itttenlttul.~; labial. 21-21 ; lower jaw 11-11 ;
palate-bones 12-12; 'Vomer lost; tangue 6-6. When the soft parts are entirely removed,
the projecting under edge of the articular piece of the lower jaw is acutely serrated, in which
respect this spee-.iet dift'ers from all the others receiYed from Dr. Gairdner. There are sixty
.four vertebne in the spirie.-R.]

[84.] 13. SALHO PAUCIDENS. (Richardson.) Weak-toothed Salmon.

Quannich. N.f.TrVU of the Banb oHhe COLUJlBr....

"This salmon ascends the Columbia at the same time with the S. Gairdnerii,
and in equal numbers. It is taken in company with that species and the quinnat,
and has an average weight of three or four pounds.

" CoLOUR.-Back of head and body bluish-grey; sides ash-grey with a reddish tinge;
belly white. No trace of spots on the body or fins. FoR!l.-Commissure of the mouth
very oblique approaching to vertical, dorsal profile quite straight, tail forked. Ventrals cor
responding to middle of the dorsal and adipoSe to posterior extremity of the anal TEETH
sparingly scattered and feeble on the jaws, only a few short weak ones on the anterior extremity
of the vomer, and on the palate-bones. FINS.-Bf'. 13; P. 17; V. 12; A. 17; D. 12-0.

• Dr. Gairdner must have accidentally put do'tt'll wrong figurea here in tranacribing hie notea, at the adipoae it DDt oppo
aite to the commencement oftbe anal, but to it. end_R.
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" DunKIlO"I.

Iachea. LlDM. I ••bet. Liaeo.
BdmDeIngth . . i3 0 Leagtla fna IDd oIl11tut to IIlipeN . 18 0
GIeat.t iuight . 4 6

" of pectorall 2 8t
Circumference ot body • 11 0 " V80trall • 2 2i
Breadtll betftm DOIIriJI . 1 0 " attllChmeDt at ..al 2 ~

" eJlll . . 1 81 Height of Gitto . 1 8f
LeDgth from end ohuout to DOItri1I 0 8t ~of~tof&nu 2 1

" " 8yea . 1 3i Height of ldipol8 • . .. 9f.. " upofOJ*elIle , 6 Extreme le.gth of caudal 3 101
" ., pedonll 5 31 Its greatest breadth 4 2'"
" " donal 10 0

" •eatrdI 12 0 G&l1QIIf'D, .. lit.

[From the lalxols having dropped off, I cannot refer the fragments of any of the specimens
to this species with certainty, but I am inclined to think that a spine, containing sixty-six veor
tebre, belongs to it, and if 80, the gill-cover is extremely like that of S. Seouleri (pl. 93), and
the bones of the heed haye the same fibrous structure which we have noticed in the deoscrip
lion of that species. None of the teeth have been preserved, but those of the lower jaw appear
to have been fixed in cartilaginous sockets, which have separated from the honeo, leoaving a
rough surface. The palate and upper jaw-bones .are lost. The union of the branchial arches
at the root of theo. tongue is longer and narrower than in the preceding two species. and the
gill-openings consequently are more ample. Either this species or the S. Scouleri, or perhaps
both, are named II Red-char" by Lewis and Clarke. See p. 162.-R.]

[62.] 2. SALMO ScOULERI. (Richard80n., 7'ie Elcewan.

SaImo 8eouJert, p. 158. PLAn 93.

" The Ekewan, which averages thirty pounds in weight, ascends the Columbia
towards the end of August and in the month of September. Its flesh is paler and
of in(erior quality to the four preceding kinds." [From Dr. Gairdner's descrip
tion of this species I have little doubt of its being the same with the S. ScotJen of
Observatory Inlet (p. 158), and I should without hesitation have referred to it the
8pinal column and opercular bones noticed at the close of the account of th.e
preceding species, had not Dr. Gairdner mentioned that no specimen ofthe Ekewan
was sent, as he had not obtained one small enough io be put is spirits.-R.]

" CoLOUR.-Bodyabove mesial line smoke-grey, passing on head and tail into bluish-grey:
a slight reddish tinge at the root of the dorsal and between it and the adipose. Fins bluish
grey. and all tingeod with red e'xceopt the caudal, which, with the back, is studded with irregular
semilunar and stellated blackish-brown spots. A large vennilion.red pat.ch in the- oonearity
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of the vertex, and another on the preopercule. Body below the mesial line greyish-white with
a reddish tinge. FORM.-A remarkable flattening over extremity of snout, behind which a
slight concavity to occiput, wbere the body rises suddenly into a hump, and continues rising
as far as the first dors8.1, this elevated portion being accuminated into a ridge; A notch behind
the point of the snout gives an arched outline to the commissure of the mouth. Lower jaw
also arched upwards, so that the two jaws do not approach each other when the mouth is
closed, except at the two extremities. TEETH.-Jaws fully armed with strong hooked teeth,
except a small space in .the mesial line of the upper jaw. Teeth moveable, from being im
bedded in soft cart.ilaginous sockets. Two rows of strong lingual teeth, a single row on each
palate-bone, and a few rudimentary ones can be felt in a single row on the anterior extremity
Q[ the vomer. Teeth on the pharyngeal bones. RAys.-B,.. 16; P. 16; Y. 9; A. 16;
D.l2-0.

" I>uon.-IIOJ'1o

IIlCheI. LiA.... I ..... Uaeo.

Knreme length 34 0 LeDgth from end of IIIIOUt to amp. i7 0
Gteateat height of body 9 0 " of pectorall 5 0
Cin:um£erence of body • 21 0

"
yentrall 4 0

"
tail at root of caudal • 1 6

"
attachment of &Da1 • 4 2,

Breadth between eyee 3 6 Height of anal • . 3 0
Length from end of lDout to eylll . 3 9l Length of attachment ofdonal 4 0

" "
angle ofopercule 8 6 Height of ditto 4 2

" " pectora1a 9 2. " adipolll 2 0

" "
donal 16 0 Length of caudal • 1 0

" "
ventrala . 18 0 Breadth of caudal 8 0.. "
aDlLl 21 0

" This description applies to a female-the male differs in the upper jaw being elongated
into a proboscis, which projects beyond the lower jaw when the mouth is closed: it is formed
of a moveable cartilaginous mass articulated to the extremity of the nasal bones, and is fur
nished with teeth as weU as the T('8t of the jaw. The lower jaw is narrower and entirely
received within the concavity of the upper one when the mouth is shut."-GAIRDNBR, in lit.

[85.] 14. BALKO TSUPPITCH. The Tauppitck.

TlUppitch. N ATIVU of the Banb of the COLtlIlBIA.

" The Tsuppitch ascends the Columbia at the same time with the Ekewan. I
counted 1644 ova in the ovary of a female.

" COLOuR.-Back of body and head studded with oval and circular spots: sides and fins,
including the caudal. destitute of spots: back mesially bluish-grey passing on the back of the
head into blackish-grey. and on the sides into yellowish-grey, with a greenish tinge and silvery
white. General colour of the fins ash-grey. TEETH.-Jaws fully armed with minute sharp
teeth, a single row on each palate-bone, a very few on the anterior end of the vomer in a single
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aeries, and a double row on the tongue. FORM.-Head small, exactly conical, terminating in
a pointed snout. Commissure of mouth very slightly oblique. Convexity of dorsal profile
rising gradually to origin of first dorsal, and declining from thence to the tail. Caudal forked.
Rus.-Br. 13; P. 13; V. 10; A. 13; D. 12-0.

lktmDe length . 21 0 Length from eud of IBOUt to adipOle
ar.teIt height of body 4 91 " of pectorall .

"
cin:umferenee of body . 12 0 "

Yutra1tl .
ar.dth~ tbe.,.. . 1 !Ii " attachmeat of donal
Lcgth fIOJIl ud olll1out to eye 1 71 Height of donal ... " angle of opercula 4 8t " adi(lOlll . .

» to nape • 3 0 IAagth of attIchment of ID&1 •
» » peetorall 5 0 Height of aual •

to " donal 11 0 Leagth of caudal •

" "
_trail 12 0 G_teIl breadth or ditto

" JJ ID&1 • 16 0

IDcheo. LID-.
18 0
2 sl

• 2 31
2 !Ii
2 Ii
o 101
2 6
1 !Ii
3 6
6 2"

GWUlJIIBa, ill lit.

1
J
i

[A spine containing sixty-four vertebrlle, and an under jaw with ten cu"ed teeth in each limb,
are all the bones that I can with any appearance of correctness refer to this species. The
teeth are of equal size with those of S. Gairdneri, or perhaps rather larger, and are attached
to the jaw-bone through the medium of cartilage.-R.]

[86.] 15. SALBO CLARKII. (Richardson.) Clarke'a Salmon.

[Dr. Gairdner does not mention the Indian name of this trout, which was caught
in the Katpootl, a small tributary of the Columbia, on its right bank. I have
therefore named it as a tribute to the memory of Captain Clarke, who notices it in
the narrative prepared by him of the proceedings of the Expedition to the Pacific,
of which he and Captain Lewis had a joint command, as a dark variety of Salmon
trout (see p. 163). In colour this species resembles the Mgkia8 of Kamtsehatka,
and there is no very material discrepancy in the number of rays in the fins. Vide
Arct. Zoo!', Intr., p. cxxvi.-R.]

.. CoLOUR.-Back generally brownish purple-red, passing on the sides into ash-grey, and
into reddish-white on the belly. Large patches of dark purplish-red on the back. Dorsals
and base of the caudal ash-grey, end of caudal pansy-purple. Back, dorsal, and caudal
studded with small semilunar spots. A large patch of arterial-red on the opercule and mar
gin of the preopercult>. Pectorals, ventrals, and anal greyish-white, tinged with rose- red.
TBuB.-Both jaws armed with strong hooked teeth, a single row on each palate-bone, a
double row on the anterior half of the vomer and on the tongue. Dorsal profile nearly straight.
Ventrals opposite to the middle of the first dorsal. Fissure of mouth oblique. Extremity of
caudal nearly even. FINs.-Br. 11 ; P. 12; Y. 8; A.. 13; D. 11-0.

2G
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" DIIlBKIIOIfI.

lllehes. LiDeL IBeb... LiDeL

ElItrlIme leagth . 14 0 LeJIIlh £Jom 8-.! ., IDOut to IIIIIll It t
Greatest height of body 2 lOi .. " edipae 14) 1.

"
thicknelll 1 6

"
of ventrall I 6

Length from end of Inout to eye . 1 It "
attadunent or dorsal I 41

" "
angle of opercule 3 2j

" "
anal 1 ~

" "
pectorall 1 9i "

eaudal • 2 0

" "
dOI'lal 4l 41 GTeatellt breadth or ditto ; ! 1"1"

"
ventrall, 'I 6 G1UD11D, ilt lit.

(There appear to have been two specimens of this species sent to me by Dr. Gairduer. In
both the "Spinal column contains sixty-two vertebrlll. The teeth, which are closely set, rather
long, slender and acute, and, in the ollier specimen, considerably CU"ed, are in aumber as 101
lows: Intermaz. lost; labiais 2B-3O; palate-bones 15--17; "omer 13, two in front and the
others in a single flexuose series, 88 long a.a the deatal surface of the palate-bones; lotoer jow
13-13; toftgae 6-6, in two almost parallel rows. The lingual teeth are the largest and most
curved, those of the lower jaw are next in sUe, tllen fGllow tile YOlMriD~ I"'letioe, and labial
teeth, which are equal to each other. The pharyngeal teeth are alae proportionally Jen(. ami
there is an oblong plate, rough with very minute Onei, OIl the isthmus wbicb. unites the lower
ends of the branchial arches. This spaee is quite smooth in S. 8slaT, ia afJIferal. ifllGt" all
the English trouts, and in S. quinnat, Gairdneri, and in the imperfect specimen which I have
referred to S. Scouleri. In the latter the surface ofthearcbes is also quite smooth, but in the
quinnat and Gairdneri minute rough points become visible with a good eye-glass. In all the
trouts the compressed rakers have their thin inner edp more or less Itrongfy toothed. In
one of the specimens of S. Clarkii the spinal column is nine inches long, in the other sUt.-R.]

[87.] 2. SALliO (MALLOTU81) PACIPlcns. (RicbardsO'll.) Ntwtk.flJt!8t

CapeM.

8UB-oBIroI, Mallotul. CUVIlIR ?

"The Indian name of this fish is Ou1ackan. It comes annually in innnense
shoals into the Columbia about the 23rd ~ February, but ascends DO higher than
the Katpootl, a tributary which joins it about sixty nriles fronl its mouth. It
keeps close to the bottom of the stream in the day. and is caught only in the night.
The instrument used in its capture by the natives is a long stick armed with
sharp points, which is plunged into the midst of the shoal, and several are generally
transfixed by each stroke. It is the favoul"ite food of the sturgeon, which enters
the river at the same time, and never has a better flavour than when it preys on
this fish. The Oulackan spawns in the diB'ereDt small stre&lI18 which fall iDto the
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lower pe.rt of the Columbia. It js mueh prized as 1m article of food by the natives,
altfl arrives opportunely ift the interval between the expenditure of their wintel'
stock of dry safmon and the first appearance of the quinnat in May." [This fish
is noticed by Lewis and Clarke in the following terms. .. The anchovy, which
the natives call olthen. is so delicate a fish that it soon becomes tainted, unless
pickled or smoked: the natives run a small stick through the gills, and hang it to

dry in Ul6 smoke of thei!' lodges. or kindle small fires under it: it needs no pre.
vious preparatiQn of guUiDg, and will be QUred in twenty-fow- hours: the natives
do Dot appear to he ftry sorupulous about et.ting it when a little fmtid."- R.}

cr CoLOUR generally silvery-white, passing on the back into a. blackil'h tinge. Large irregu
lar, but generally oval spots of yellowish-white and blackish-grey on the back. A bluish
black spot over each orbit. Margins of lips black. Back of head greyish-white. Minute
black dots 011 the silvery basis of the cheeks. FORII..-Head small and pointed. Large sub
orbital covering the greater part of the cheek. Opercule terminating in a thin rounded angle.
Mouth opening obliqu.ely upw~rds, its fissure extending as far back as the anterior margin of the
orbit. Lower jaw projecting beyond the upper one, and terminating in a rounded knob turned
slightly upwards. Margins of upper jaw entirely formed by the intermaxillaries. on which
there are a few minute setle in place of teeth. Lower jaw, vomer and palatines devoid of teeth.
Tongue rough, and pharyngeals armed with teeth. FINS.-Br. 8; P. 11; r. 8; D. II-O;
.A. 20. Adipose fin thin and containing little fat. Lateraillne straight and continuous.

,,~..
Inc.... L~. lite... L1a".

EUmuae length. . 7 6 Length trQlIl IDOut to allU8 • "- 4•
Breadth between the eyes 0 4J " " adip0le • 5 7*
Height or body . 1 it Diltance w,,_ baok and peeIioJalI 0 9~

Length &om IDOIlt to orbit • 0 41 " belly and ditto 0 at
" "

Dape 0 tl IAogtb of pectorala . 0 IOf.. "
angle of opercule • 1 4. II "entral. 0 1°1

" OJ· pectorala 1 6 " aUachmllAt .r don-.l- . Q 7.
" "

TlIDtrall, 3 ,Ii Hllight of dpnal . . 0 ~.. "
dorsal 3 6 Lel\gth or attacl=ent of aDa1 1 If'

G.uam'lIB, a./it.
[Five specimens were sent to me by Dr. Gairdner, but they were unfortunately all so much

injured that I can add very few particulars to that gentleman's brief description. In the
general form, the appearance of the scales, the black specks on the head and body, the
form of the anal and its attachment to a compressed projecting edge of the tail, the structure
of the lower jaw and gill-covers, and in the shape of the head as far as it could be ascertained,
this fish closely resembles the capelln (p. 187). On the other hand the ascent of the species
into fresh water to spawn, and perhaps its dentition, ally it to the smelt (p. 185). Head as
in the capello, forming one-fifth of the length between the tip of the snout and end of the central
caudal rays. Caudal forked. Dor.al commencing a very little anterior to the middle between
tbe tip of the snout and end of scales on the caudal, agreeing, in this respect, more nearly with the

2 G 2
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smelt than with the capelin, in which the donal is farther back. its fim ray being equidistant
from the end of the snout and the extremity of the central caudal ray. Anal of one specimen
containing twenty-one rays. Gill·covers thin, papery. and flexible, lined with nacre. In drying,
the surfaces of the opercular-bones are marked with wrinkles parallel to their sides. as may be
observed in the smelt and capelin, but not 80 conspicuously. These wrinkles are most evident
on the square operculum. As the thin lining of the mouth and lips is mostly abraded, from
the putrescency of the specimens. the dentition can be only imperfectly ascertained from them.
In four specim~ns no teeth whatev~r can be discovered; but in a fif\h, a female full of mature
roe, the lower jaw is armed with a single series of very slender. curved teeth. rather more dis
tant. and a little longer than those of the capelln. There is also a solitary tooth remaining on
the vomer of the same specimen. occupying the place of the exterior vomerine tooth in the
smelt, and nearly as large. Tongue conical as in the smelt, and not presenting an oval flat
surface surrounded with teeth like the capelin. In all the specimens the upper jaw was 110

much injured that its structure could not be ascertained, but it is probable that the intermaxil
laries, being small as in the capelin, were not distinguished from the labials by Dr. Gairdner,
in his examination of the recent fish. The rakers of the branchilll are long and slender as in
the smelts and capelin. The stomach resembles that of the capelin: the descending portion
ends in a pointed sac, and a short branch which it gives off in the middle terminates in the
pylorus. The intestine makes a bend, or rather twist, downwards at the pylorus, and runs
straight to the anus. its calibre gradually becoming less as it approaches the latter. There
are nine ClllCa, three of them rather shorter than the others close to the pylorus. the other six.
inserted in a single series down one side of the intestine. are each half an inch long. In three
specimens there are sixty-eight vertebl'lll in the spine. and in two sixty-nine. A male specimen.
with the melt half grown, showed no traces of .,ali. or altered scales, on the lateral.line,
though the skin was apparently entire in that place. Male capelins, destitute of the ridges
of elongated scales, are occasionally taken in Greenland. (See p.187.)

Dnuxllon.

Iaoh... LID...
Length from gullet to tip of dlleelldiDg pan Length from pylorua to lut ellCUm

ofltomaeh • 1 5 .. orndofpt •
" of pyloric bnuch 0 3

I ..... U

.06
II 6

R.]
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CLUPEOIDEA!:.

CLUPEOIDEdE.

THB members of this family may be at once recognised by their having jaws
similar in structure to those of the trouts, but no adipose fin. Their bodies are
always very scaly. The greater number possess an air-bladder and numerous
CIeCa. Only some species ascend rivers. The following are indicated in the
R~gu Animal as frequenting the shores of the United States. Alo8a fJernalis
(Spring-herring. or Alewife, MITCH.), A. mBtifJalis (Summer-herring. MITCH.),
A. menAadtm (Bony-fish, Hard-heads, or Marsh-bankers, MITCH.), A. matotIJaka
(Long Island-herring, MITCH.). Ckato688U8 oglina (Megalop8 oglina, LB SUEUR).
Ck. Cepediana (Melfa/op8 Cepediana, LE SUBUR). Elopa Carolina, ButirinU8
Wlpe8 (CATE8BY. t. 1. f. 2). Hyodon clodalU. H. tergjllU8 (LE SUEUR). Amia
calfJa. LepU081eru fWt,.atUB (E80or 08881U, LINN.). and L. spatula. Dr. Mitchill
mentions in addition to these Clupea luJec. puailla, panJlUa, indiKeM. fJittata, ClnU

lea, alo8a. mediocriB, and 8adina. the last being an Engrauli8, and the two which
precede it Shads. Dr. Smith gives Clupea minima in his list of Massachusetts
fish. and M. Rafinesque's uncertain genera of Pom%hUB. Dor08oma. and Notemi
gontu, are founded on Ohio fish, which Cuvier thinks are more or less nearly allied
to the Aloam. The EngrauliB enc,.aaiclwltu has a place in the Fauna Gramlandica
of Fabricius, from having been found in the stomachs of seals killed in Davis'
Straits far from the shore. All the specimens he saw were much mutilated. and
the species therefore must be doubtful.

[88.] I. CLUPBA HARBNGU8. (Linn.) The Common herring.

F~~, Clupe0ide8. GmnI" Clapea. LDnf. s.6-,-, Clapea. C1mD.
Clupea hareDgaI. FaB10l1l" F_. er-L, po 182, 1lI0.., Fr. J_. po 716.
Kapilelik. GuuL.UmalUo

In the herring8 a small portion only of the upper jaw consists of the short,
narrow intermaxillarles, its sides, which are alone protractile, being formed by the
comparatively long labials; the acute rim of the belly has the scales arranged like
the teeth of a saw. The labials are moreover divisible into three pieces, the gill-
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openings wide, the branchial rakers long, slender, and closely set, the stomach
forms an elongated sac, the creca are numerous, the air-bladder is long and pointed,
and the ribs are more numerous and slender than in other fish. The True
herrings, constituting the sub-genus elupea of Cuvier, have their labials curved
anteriorly, and divisible longitudinally, into several pieces, the orifice of the mouth
of a middle si2Je, and no notea in the upper Rp.

Pennant deeeribes the Oommon lterring all so abundant on the OOftst 01Carolina,
that the inhabitantllliting it ash.ore by shovel8-full, but he at the same time expresses
a doubt whether it be of the same specieslrith the European filllh of the lIlame DftJDe;

and it is indeed evident that this is not the CMe, for he lIlaYS that it leaTe!t the saIt
water in Mareh, and runlll up the rivers and IIlhallow streams in SUM numbers that
tfle passengers trample many un~er foot in crollsing the fords. It is not the habit
of the C01ItfM'II1teffing to enter fresh waters, but several species of akatlare known
to aseend the American rivel'S. The eluptJtI ltareflgtts is, oowevel', included· by
SchOepf and Dr. J. V. C. Smidl in their respective lMts of the fish of New York
ROO Massachusetts; and populal' writers on the Briti8h American oolooies haft'
mentioned, witbont. hesitation, its existeDce in the seas of Newbmdland and Nova
Scotia, yet it is not notieed by Dr. Mitehill. Fabricius says it is ml'& on the
Greenland coast and in Davis' Straits, and that it is bnt of a 8mltJI size in: tltos6
seas, its length not exceeding fhoe inches and a Jilalf. The hemng of the Kamt
8Chatka lIleas, mentioned in the description of that eountry, is, if we may jndge from
its habituany entering mem, most probably a shad·; but Mr. Collie obsenoed a
clupetJ, which he referred to lurrengug, pretty abundant mAwatska Bay; it W8.8

of a smaU size, and had a ventricose belly;
The migrations of the Common herring hS'fe been greedy cele'hrated by if:hthy

ological writers, and the reader will find in Pennant's British Zoology a very cir·
cumstantial and highly interesting detail of its hybemation within the arctic circle,
and of its issuing thence in the spring in a mighty army t, composed of countless
multitudes, tBe ftMgUl"d appearing ofithe She.~ndlsluds,mApril and MSJ,.and
the main body following in June, when it separates into two wings; one proceeding

• "The herring, both the common and the variety, Cound in the Gul( oC Bothnia, called -.brill, ud by the Swede.
IIr"OnlWtg, viait theBe coutI in .boal., perbapl equal to thOle oC Europe. There BIll two 18&1011I, the fint about the end
of 1Ilay, the aeeond in October. The firat lpeCiei are remarkably fine and large; tMy tuCfttd riHn. and eutn the 1akeI:
the a.utIlm1IAIm~ are cJolled 1,Jp. in tbau1 b)' !,be .m.ing of the WId at the JllPutba oC th~ entrUIlll& and. nnai.u con
fined the whole winter. The nativl!I catch them in lummer in neb; and in winter in mOlt amaaing ntuDbera, by break
ing 'oa in tM ice, into wbioh fl~dIop tfJeilo neIlI, tt.n "ver-the~ willl .......~ a IAII1llatle fer CIIa qf
theu COGlp.nioD8 to peep throogh and obaene the comiag of the fulh, ,..hen they dr.,.. up. their booty, ~d IItring part on
packthrealt for dty1ng; and 'rom the remainder they preu an oil ,..hite u the butter of Flnknd."--Pnt~.,An:t• • /.
/alr.. p.~.

t From Pennant we learn the name oC the herring i. derived from the German word hur, .iR"lir~iDgan army.
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to tAte West~ applies the Hebrides, BDd aotiag OIlWUOs to the aartIa -of IrelaDd
divides inro two columns, which take diiferent sides 'Of tile island; the~r wing,
seeking the eastern coasm of Britain, '3nd filling every bay and 'Creek in its progreS!l,
pas~s through the English channel, and, like the western phalanx, disappears
in the expanse of the Atlantic. The whole of this account is now supposed to be
imaginary by naturalists, who assert that the herring fattens in the deptbs of the
ocean. and ,approaches the shore in shooJ.smerely for the purpose of depositing its
apaWIl. Curier, bowever, says" this oolebrUed fish quiU ihe northem seas every
Je8I" in summer, and deecends upon tne western .shores of France in the autumn in
numberless legions, or rather in dense shoals of incalculable extent, which spawn
by tile way, and -anTve, greatly attenuated, at the mouth of the dianne! in the
middle of winter. '1lle fattest are those which are taken farthest to the north ~

when they reach the coaet of Lower Normandy they are empty, and their flesh is
dry and disagreeable." The herring is unknown in the Meditel'nmean.

On Sir John Franklin's first expedition we took several individuals of a clupea
in Bathurst's Inlet. OIl the 5th ofAtagUBt, 1821, which lsupposed to be the ComtnOli

herring. In the absence of specimens I can only subjoin the description which
was drawn up on the spot, although it is too general to serve the purpose of iden
tifying the species. In the Europeau herring the teeth on the intermaxillaries and
lower jaw are sufficiently conspicuous, but none were perceptible on these bones in
the Bathurst IIdet Dsh, "Wh.o!e characters, as far as noted, agree in all other respects
with those of clupea harengus.

DESCRIPTION

ora_t herriag tablaiA~t" Iallt,A~ 5, 181U.

FORM.-Head conical in profile, its not very acute apex being formed by the tip of the
under jaw, which extends about two liaes beyoad the upper ODe. By-large, and situated
laterally at an equal distance from the nlq>e and tip of the snout, Nostril. a small elliptical
opening on each side, lying transversely on the upper surface of the nose, and DOt visible when
the fish is viewed in profile. Gill-cooera and sub-orbitar bones covered with nacre, The
infermuz.1lanea form about one-fourth of the margin of the upper jaw: the labial. are broad,
and their anterior edge is elliptically curf'ed and minutely serrated or toothed; a process
1'lM8 behind the narrow limb ~ the in1lerm&xillary to be articulated to tM snout, and there
are two other pieces or processes imbedded in the fine membrane that forms the anterior por

"tion of the parietes of the mouth: when the mouth is shut, the labials lie upon the broad
limbs of the lower jaw, which are composed of plates having the thinness and Dacry appear
ence of the sub-orbitar bones. The muTOW, membrallOu!l lower lip, which folds over the edge
dthe lower jaw, is stretched out by the opening of the mouth. The edge of the labials is
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finely toothed, and a cluster of minute teeth exists on the vomer, but none can be perceived
on the intermaxillaries or lower jaw. The gill-membrane, thick and nacry, contains eight rays,
of which the posterior ones are 6at, and the penultimate one ends in a transparent obtuse

point.
FINs.-Br. 8; P. 16; D.19; Y. 8; A. 16.
The dor,al commences rather posterior to the middle of the fish, excluding the caudal: its

two anterior rays are short, and closely applied to the base of the third, the others are forked.
The "entrals are small and opposite to the middle of the dorsal. The anal is half an inch
high anteriorly, and gradually lowers to half that height: its attachment is almost twice as

long as the space betwixt it and the caudal. The latter fin is large, cuneiform, and deeply

forked.
CoLOUR.-The back, when moved in the light, yields various beautiful re6ections of green

and gold; the belly and sides are white, with pearly lustre and violet re6ections, and the sides

of the head are deeply tinged with gold-yellow. ScALES readily deciduous, large, thin, and

orbicular, possessing much nacry lustre *.
INTESTINES (but cursorily examined).-Stomach forked, the blind side rather longer than

the other. A considerable number (between fourteen and twenty?) of long, slender Cd!CO

surround the pylorus t. Air-bladder thickly covered with nacre. Roe slightly developed.

Doun1o_

IDCheo. I....
Total length . 15 Leugth of alt.cbmlllt ofaaaI . It
Length or the pectorala • Ii " it. Iongeat ra,.. Oi

" attachment of donal Ii " it. 1ut ditto . 01
"

ita loageat ra,.. I! " Ipace~ it and caucIa1 I

[89.] 1. HIODON CHRYSOPSIS. (Richardson.) T1uJ Nacca!l8n.

F~Y, Clupeoidelll. CUVIIIIl. GBltUI, Hiodon. LB SUGR.
Hiodon dodalia. R!CBARUIOM, F....... J.,.,.., P. 111, ad. ayn.
<>nep.tch_ Caua. Gold~e,Fua TSADBa. NIICC&YIh. VonOBU.I.

This singular and beautiful little fish inhabits the lakes which communicate with
the Saskatchewan, in the 53rd and 54th parallels of latitude, but does not approach
nearer to Hudson's Bay than Lake Winipeg. In my account of the fish obtained
on Sir John Franklin's first expedition. I considered this species to be the same

• Few of the diItincti't'll characten or the Common herring, enumerated in the RipebiM, are comprehended in tbe
abovll deacription :-They are " La can- dtI tlmlre pal fllMpie, Ie~e CfJII¢ ell rcnul; da tlCiMc all' k -ni
ldir/!, Ie~ elle Allld tU foperetde. Sn tlClIIrala fIlIiMClII _ Ie fIIiIietI d/! ItJ~, 14~ tU ItJ tite at cae,
ftU daM Cd~r tolale, ., ell porltJIII ell arrih-e Ie dUIaace tU COlI _ i ItJ FCfltiere dorltJlc, 011 all';'" Ie lIIiIiN lie I.
CtJIId,a/e. Sora tJlItJk tJ mu rayoru." P.318.

t Artedi I&Y. the ceca are Iixtel!n or IIl't'llDteen in numbtlr.
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with the Hiodon clodalu of the Ohio, described by M. Le Sueur; but a more care
ful consideration of his figure and description has induced me to give a distinct
specific name to the northern fish f/f.

The Naccaysh is taken during the summer months only, and in small numbers,
in the gill-nets set for other fish. It bites eagerly at an artificial fly or worm, but
angling is seldom practised in the fur countries. Its flesh is white, resembling
that of the perch in flavour, and excelling it in richness. The want of ail adipose
fin separates the Naccaysh from the Salmonoidere, with which it seems, in some
respects, to have a greater affinity than with the Clupeoidere: it differs from both
in having only one crecum.

DESCRIPTION

or the recent filh taken at Cumberland BoOM, lat. Me N., May, 1820.

FORJI..-Profile sub-oval, the belly more curved than the back; tail much narrower than
the body, its under margin joining the curve of the belly by a considerable slope which is
occupied by the anal fin. Body greatly compM.'Ssed; thickest. above the lateral line, and thin
ning gradually into the very acute even edge of the belly: the back thins off more suddenly,
but its ridge is less sharp than the rim of the belly. The head likewise is much compressed
and has a conical profile, the snout forming an obtuse apex. The vertex is covered with
smooth skin, and there is a large scale on each side of the nape. The large eye approaches
very close to the margin of the mouth. The nostrils are placed above the level of the eye in
the triangular space between the orbit and tip of the snout: the membranous border of the
anterior opening forms a lid to the postt'rior one. The whole cheek is covered by the nearly
circular plate of the infra-orbitar bones. Gill-opening. large; gillrplate edged by a narrow,
somewhat cartilaginous border. The mouth has a wide orifice which...descends obliquely as it

• The roUowing is M. Le Sueur'1 character of the genuI:-
"CHAa. Body u in the genus ClupN, but without the carinat.d abdomen. Tungue lupplied by the 1M ItJoida, which

ia furnished with strong teeth. One dorsal fin. Eyes "ery lar~."-" Bodf comprllll8ed u in the herrings, bUt without
abdomiDBl serratures. HMd narrow; lnout very Ibort, obtuse. without seales; posterior lub-orbits COftring the cheeks,
anterior onel concealing the maxillariel; preoperculum large, triaDgular, curring under the throat, ita posterior angle
rouuded, COftJ'ing almost the whole of the lubopercnlum; the interoperculum -.ery maall, squamiform; opeml1Dm large,
rounded, having a notch in ita upper part. Ey~, very large, situated near the end of the IDOUt, and nearly occupying the
lpace between the lummit orthe head and the angle of the month; they arefumished with a gelatinous, nictitating mem
brane, which utendI on a part of the operculum. NOItrill double, placed at the end of the Inout, abert'll and near the
iatermuillariel. Motdla of a middling lise, jawl sub-equal; interDlUillariel Ihort, articulated with the maxillaries, both
'err narro.... T«tla conic, equal, close Slit, in a lingle row on the maxillaries and intermaxillariel; Itronger and in several
IOWI on the lower jaw; "ery fine on the palate; the "omer equally furnished with senral rangee of nry Itrong onea on its
whole length. TOII9IU! lupplied by the 0' layoitk" which il armed with two principal roWI of very strong, bent, conic teeth,
betwaen which there are &e"eral roWI of very Mmall teeth. B,.tlJIcltiOl~gtM6 f'OJ' short, superiur ones enlarged at th"ir
atmniti_, of the number of eight or mne; branchial arch furnilhed on each lide, anteriorly with denticulationl (raken)
which interlock one with the other. Air·bladder long, .compreased; two small globular air-",uels placed each in a canty
uDder and on each lide of the canty of the cranium: these appear to enable the fi.h to rise with facility to the lurface of
the water to take its prey. It wu not IllCertained whether tbey communicated with the bladder or not. Fi.,: a sinrre
dorsal, plaud opposite to the commencement of the anal; pectural placrd low, near the opercula: "entrsls midway between
tllto p8Ctorala and anal. Sca/nlarge, pellucid at the edges, easily deciduous." L. SUlla, I. c.

2H
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runs backward.. The int~riaand labiah form nearly equal portions of the upper
jaw: the former are almost immoveable, but the ends of the latter are thrust forward a little
as the mouth opens. LoweT jaw strong.

1EETH conical, in a single row on the intermaxillaries and labials, those on the former
being considerably the largest: there are two rows having their points inclined backwards on
t~ lower jaw, with an intervening narrow bony surface covered with minute teeth. The
"Ome1' projects from the roof of the mouth and is armed like the lower jaw. The pal4U-hmta

are rough with minute teeth. The tongue is furnished on its margins with hooked teetlt
which are the largest of all, and its centre is oceupied by a crowd of small cuned onee (" '"""
en carde"). Club-shaped cartilaginous raker" rough with teeth, stand in double rows on
the anterior edges of the branchial arches i and at the union of the arches, both above and
below, there are thin plates covered with small teeth. The thick gill-membrane, contain nine
small cylindrical rays: the left membrane overlaps the right one at their insertion into the
isthmus.

FINs.-Br. 9; P. 12; Y. '1; A.34; D. 11; C.
The first ray of the pectorals is considerably stronger than the otbers. The tJffttrals, situated

half way between the pectorals and anus, are small and contain seven rays, which lWpport a
delicate membrane. The anal, occupying the whole of the upper slope behind the anus, con
tains thirty-foUT rays, which become sllCce8Sively shorter as they are more posterior: the edr
of the fin is slightly waved. The small dorsal, opposed to the anal, contains eleven rays.
The caudal is crescentic, its lower lobe being rather the largest.

ScALES irregularly orbicular and large, being about half an inch in diameter; when in litv
they have a bluish-grey colour at the base with bright silvery tips. The irides and ,ides oj
the head are tinged with honey-yellow. The lateral line is straight till it passes the dorsal
fin, when it is slightly deflected.

INTESTINEs.-The ll:'OPhagu, is distinguished by its more delicate and whiter internal folds
from the ,tomach, which is a long tube that makes a curve at its fundus, and has its lining
disposed in nine or ten longitudinal folds of a reddish colour: its pyloric orifice is much con
tracted. Immediately below the pylorus the intestinal canal dilates considerably, after w8ich
it fOrDls a tube of equal diameter throughout, and nine inches long. without any distinct
rectum: its lining is villous and destitute of 'Oal"t&l~ connioente,. An obtuse ccecum. three
quarters of an inch long, opens into Gne side of the dilated intestine Dext the pylorus. aDd the
gall-duct into the other side. The thin fmces of the lower intestine have a honey-yellow
colour. The alimentary canal makes OBe convolution in its course from the CBIOpbaguS to tbe
anus. The oblong li"er lies mostly 'on the right side, there being merely a small lobe on the
left: it bas a reddish-orange colour. There are tWQ small Ipleens. The air-6laflJn ia
capacious and communicates with the msophagus. The kidM!j' are bluish-grey, thickly
studded with dark brown specks. The lining of the abdomen is of a pearly hue. and the roe
pure white.

J
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DlKa"SIO"••

Length, neluaiYll of the caDdal tin
" from tip of the mout to &Dna

Greatest depth of the body

11ICliMa.

14
9

4f

1

r•

OBSERVATION.-The hiodon clodalil, obtained by M. Le Sueur at Pittsburgh, on the Ohio,
difTers from the preceding, according to bis description and figure, in the snout being mani
festly shorter than the lower jaw, in the smaller depth of the body and less-arched belly, in
the lateral line being slightly curved before the dorsal, and not deflected posteriorly, and in
the number of the rays of the fins, which are as follow: P. 13; Y. 7; A. 30; D. 15. M.
Le Sueur thinks it possible that the hiodoo clodalis may be the same speeies with the tergiml
described below, the notched fin being merely a sexual difference. My d~ription of tbt!
fIlUooy,h was drawn up at Cumberland House before I had seen M. Le Sueur's aceount of
the genus, and I have had no opportunity since of examining specimens from the United
States, otherwise I might have been able to point out the distinctive characters more clearly.

[90.] 2. HIODON TERGISUS. (Le Sueur.) Notch-finned Hiodofl.

Hiodoll tergiaua. La SuauR, JOflt"II• .le. &:.PIoiI., i.,p. 366. h.1817.
Freah.water herring. U"ITIID STATaa, aptuJ 1IIIIgoI.

This species was found by M. Le Suenr at Buffalo, on Lake Erie. 80d by Mr.
T. Say at Pittaburgh, on the Ohio. M. Le Sueur gives the following description
of it :-

.. SPEC. CHAR. Anal fin large and rounded en its anterior part, very narrow on ils pos
terior part, notched in the middle."-u CoLOUR of the gill.covers golden, eyes brown and
golden, back bluish, sides silvery, and fins yellow with metallic reflections on the rays.

« FORlII.-Body lengthened, elevated; back almost straight and parallel to the abdomen; tail
narrow. Latera1line slight, arched towards the back. Donal subquadrangular, elevated on
its anterior part, the three first rays simple, the last double, the intermt'!diate ones d;'ided.
Ptdoml8 faleifonn, pointed, placed horizontally in a longitudinal depression. Yenlrala large,
somewhat rounded at their points, and furnished with a squamiform appendage at their baIle.
Anal long, with pretty strong divided rays, the last one double, the three first simple. (]&udal

"forked, lobes pointed, equal. RAYs.-Br. 9; P. 13; Y. 7; ..4.. 32; D. 15; C. ISf. Length
~hirteen inches."-LE SUEUR, 1. c.

2a 2
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1. AMIA OCELLICAUDA. (Richardson.) Maf'llh-fiih.

PoillOD de marai.. CAIUDUIII••

The genus Amia stands next in the Regne Animal to Ef'ytJ,,"mu, which it is
said to resemble in the jaws and teeth, the hard osseous plates that cover the head,
the large scales, and flat gill-rays·, which are, however, twelve in number.
Between the limbs of the lower jaw there is a kind of osseous shield, which exists
also, though but in a rudimentary form, in megalops and elopll. Behind the conical
teeth there are others like small paving stones, and the dorsal, which commences
between the pectorals and ventrals, extends nearly to the caudal: the anal, on the
contrary, is short. The nostrils have each a little tubular appendage. The
stomach is capacious and fleshy, the gut wide and strong, without creca, and, what
is remarkable, the air-bladder is cellular like the lung of a reptile. Only one
species, the amia calva, has been hitherto described; it feeds upon craw-fish, and
inhabits the rivers of Carolina, probably not ranging far north, as it does not
occur in the published lists of the New York or Massachusetts fish. .

Mr. Todd sent me a notice of a Lake Huron fish, named locally Poisson de
maf'aill. It is speared by the Indians in the rushy shallows which it frequents, but
is seldom eaten by the settlers. A specimen which Mr. Todd prepared, being
unfortunately destroyed by vermin, never reached me, but his short description
corresponds with the characters of the genus Amia, though the gill-rays are fe..er
than in the Carolina species.

" PoiBBOn de marais-Order, ABDOMINALE8,"-" Back and sides dark, belly and fins dark
green. Head short, flattened at top and on the sides; eyes small; jaws even; mouth capa
cious; tongue obtuse. Two short cirrhi on the upper lip, the lower lip notched. One row of
sharp longer teeth on the margin of the jaws, more interiorly shorter clustered ones; two
patches of teeth on the upper part of the gullet. Pectorals near the throat. Ventrala about
the middle of the fish. One anal. One donal extending from four inches behind the Ileck
to the tail, which is oblong and round, with an irregular round spot of the size of a shilling,
bordered with scarlet at the base of the seven upper caudal rays. Scales large, semicircular,
and membranaceous exteriorly; square where inserted into the skin, The inte8tina make
three longitudinal turns in the abdomen. Raya.-Br.8; P. 17; P. 7 ; A.. 9; D. 48; C. 2'2."
TODD, in lit.

• "Th. llrytlrnfli, like the r8It 01 the Clllp«Jidt!te, hue _all iDtermuillarie., the greater put of the lidell of the opper
jaw beiDg formed by the labia1l; a row of coDical teeth occupies the margin of the jaw., and anteriorly there are 10m\!
large 0_ milled with the othen. Bach palate.bone is fami.bed with two p1atel of teeth like velnt.pile; and there are
five broad gill-raYL"-mglN~.
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[86.] 1. LEPlsosTEus HURoNENsls. Northem Mailed-fiah.

F.UIILY, ClupeoidelB. G!ulV8, LepisOste1llo LA.c:bma, CtIVJU"

287

In this genus the intermaxillaries, labials, and palate-bones, united to the vomer
and ethmoid, form a long snout, the under jaw is equally long, and the whole
interior surfaces of both are rough like a file with minute teeth, their margins being
armed with long pointed ones. The gill~covers are joined on the throat by a
common membrane, which is supported on each side by three rays. The body is
invested with scales of a stony hardness; the dorsal and anal are opposite to each
other and far back. The two exterior rays of the caudal, and the anterior ones of
the other fins, are furnished with scales whose projecting edges produce serratures.
The stomach is continuous with a slender intestine which makes two folds and
hll.8 many pyloric creca. The air-bladder, which is cellular as in Amia, extends
the whole length of the abdomen. The LepisolJtei acquire a large size, and
their flesh forms an agreeable article of diet. They abound in the rivers and lakes
of the warmer parts of America.-Regne Animal.

The Northern Mailed-fish inhabits Lake Huron, where it is speared by the
natives in the marshy inlets during the summer season. It also exists in Lake
Ontario, from whence a specimen, now in the York Museum, was brought by
Captain C. Dalton. La Hontan mentions it in the following terms: "Le Poisson
armeest de trois piedIJ et demi de longueur ou environ; it a des ecaillea sifortea et
n dures qu'il est impossihle qu'aucun autre poisson puisse loffemer; sea ennemia
,ont lea Truites et les Brochets, maia it sait Ires-bien se defendre contre leur
attaque par le moyen de son bee pointu qui a un pied de longueur -, et qui eat aussi
dur que sa peau. II est delicat, et sa chair est auasi ferme que hlanche." The
safety of this fish depends more on its defensive than on its offensive armour, for,
notwithstanding the power ascribed to its beak by La Hontan, its jaws are too
feeble to enable it to assail a large trout or pike with advantage. The general
resemblance of its bill to the muzzle of a gavial is very striking; and it is probable
that, like that animal, it retains its prey in its jaws till life is extinguished. The
under jaw being, however, articulated before the orbit, where there is no space for
a strong muscular apparatus, it cannot, like the crocodiles, whose under jaw is pro-

• AD individual three reet and a half long would have the bead lUId bill together a foGt long, if proportional to OUl
~_.
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longed behind the cranium, master animals capable of making strong efforts to
escape. A specimen of the Northern Mailed-fish, which was prepared for me by
Mr. Todd, at Penetanguisbene, having been sent to Cuvier, was returned with the
following remark, " EsolC 08seus, LINN. Lepisosteus rostratus, NOB.;" but M.
Agassiz, who has studied this genus of fishes with great diligence, in connexion
with the closely-allied fossil tribes, is of opinion that the Lake Huron Lepisosteu8
is a distinct species from the more southern one described by Linnreus, and Mr.
Gray has kindly supplied me with a note of the specific peculiarities which he drew
up at M. Agassiz's request.

DESCRIPTION

Of a dried specimen from Penetanguishene, on Lake Huron.

FORM.-Body elongated, roundish, fusiform, slightly flattened on the back, belly, and sides i

deepest at the ventrals, where its vertical diameter exceeds its thickness by about a ninth
part. In profile the back is slightly arched. Head four-sided, its breadth greater by one
third than the height of the gill-covers: it is even and flat above and on the sides, which
taper gradually into a narrow beak, more than twice the length of the rest of the head. The
whole surface of the head and bill is hony, finely furrowed and granulated, except the gill
m,embrane, and its prolonga.tion forwards between the limbs of the lower jaw: the sutures of
the bones are very evident. Orbits circular, situated close to the articulation of the lower
jaw, and thrice their own diameter from the edge of the gill-plates. Noatrila close to the end
of the bill, the posterior orifices on the dorsal aspect, the anterior ones lateral. Cheek,
altogether behind the orbit, covered by about twenty polygonal plates, resembling the rest of
the surface of the head, and concealing the preoperculum and infra-orbitar bones. Edge of
the gill-COtJer semi-oval: BUboperculum and operculum nearly of equal size: interopereulum
larger than either and nearly as broad. Bill flat, or very slightly rounded on its upper sur
face, which is formed by the ethfllOid bone bordered on each side by the lOft~ narrow labia.,
the blunt tip b4eing composed of the small i~larie, that are attached to the ead of
these bones. The uader jaw equals the labials in length, and its rounded tip shuts in bebiad
the intermaxillaries" so that even the nostrils project beyond the mouth: the posterior limbs
of the lower jaw expand vertically, rising nearly as high as the upper- margin of the orbit.
Tongue long and narrow, regularly wrinkled transversely with a median line in the dried spe
elmen.

ThETH.-There· are two contiguous rows of straight, subulate, very acute teeth on the
labials, intermaxillaries, and under jaw: those composing the outer row being unequal in size,
though small aDd densely erowded; the interior ones are distant and all about two lines long.
11le vomer, palat&-bones, and inner surface of the lower jaw are COYered by multitudes et
very Ulinute teeth, which are bouaded on each side by an .,.eo row a little taJJer thea the
others.

ScAT.Bs.-The body is covered with strong thick scales, which look as if composed. of enamel,
but ale not quite so hard, as they yield slightly to the knife. They are thickened in the
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middle, and have a nearly rhomboidal outline, with two processeI at the base which are eon
cealed by the overlying scale. The median line of the back is marked by a row of tather
broader scales, banng a semicircular or heart-shaped edge. From this line the rowl of seales
deecend obliquely down the aides in curves, resembling a reversed italic ". A very DaJ1'OW

depression of the upper edge of each scale, including the two proceaes mention.d above, is
the whole of its lurface tha.t is eovered by the superior scale when in mtl; near the tail tM
uncovered portion of a scale is a very acute rhomboid, but towards the head its outline is~
aearly rectangular, with one slightly convex edge. The IIUrfaces of the scales eotIeriag the
forepart of the back are coal'8ely grooved in a radiated maDDer. The scales 011 the sides are
m lines long by three and a half wide, and a linear inch measured along the oblique row.
iDcludes four of them; but when measured along the lateral line, 01' in the u.is of the back, it
extends to three and a quarter: there are sixty-five on the lateral line. The 1:8rIninalioo Gf
the scales OIl the caudal forms an oblique curved line like the letterf, which eroaes the
direction of the rom at a right angle, the scales extending farthest back OR the uppermtl8t
part of the fin. The eatterior raya of the caudal, and the first rays of the other fiDS, are a:rmed
with a double row of tiled, tapering acales, eDdiDg mshort spinous points which, being very
acute and brittle, are capable oC producing dangerou. wounds. All tbe rays of the fi_ are
likewise studded with minute bristles. Lateral line nearly straight, marked by a clear line
traversing the axis of each scale with a pore in the centre.

F'INs.-B,.. 3-3; D. 7; P. 15; Y. 6; A.. 8; C. 13.
The d01'sal commences opposite to the two last rays of the mral, and is rather smaller thaD

that fin. The "entraU are attached exactly in the middle between the extremities of the bill
and caudal. The latter is rounded at the end, and its rays are twice 01' thrice divided down to

their middles.
CoLOUR of the head 11 light green; of the fins yellowish with roundish black spots half an

inch in diameter. There are also some black spots on the posterior part of the body and tail
The scales bave the light, bluish, semitransparent hue 01 enamel. The m.t:H or ~mis,
which has dried on their margins. gives mallY or them the appearance of MBg" senatled.

a--.
1"""__ Li_ ta.... LiMa.

Lngth from end of bill to tip of caudal · 28 0 Length of attachment of aaal 1 3t

" "
end of .calel au latera11ine 115' 0 " itlIlollpt rara 2 3f

" "
do..... · II a .. caudal (1IlIiddAe ..,.) 3 ..

lJ JI U1UB 20 0 "
ditto upper ray. from 1C&1e. 1 9

" JJ veotrar. . • 13 8 .. ditto lower ra,. 2' !t

" JJ edge 01 Bill-Plate 7 8 Depij1 of bcldy t 3

" .. Dape 7 0 JJ head at the nape 1 4

.. "
orbit 5 3l Width of middle of body • 2' 0

" of intermaxillari8ll 0 2i .. occiput • 1 2

• labial. 4 6 '. head behreeD IUrfacea ot the oper-

"
lower jaw · 5 2 cuIa • . 1 6

" peetonll 2 0 "
between the orbit. 1 (I

"
V8Dtra1I • 2 3 .. of bill at estremiti8ll of labiall 4 ·6

"
attachment ot donal 1 21

" ibklDgeitr&yt1 · ~ 3
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The following is Mr. Gray's notice of the species:-
" LEPlSOSTEUS HURONBNSIS. JawB elongate, slender, with a series of close, small, aeutf'

teeth on the outer edge, and a row of rather distant, larger, elongated, conical, acute teeth,
JUBt within their edge, and within them there is a narrow band of very short, small, velvet-like
teeth, which is contracted to a single series in front. Middle of the palate minutely granular
behind, with smaller velvet-like teeth in front. Head and opef'CUlum granular. Body pale
yellowish (under the epidermis white), with some large black spots on the tail and caudal fin.
Scales rhombic, smooth, with a sub-central, longitudinal convexity, which is sometimes pro
duced into a very slight descending process at the hinder part of the lower edge, the margins
entire, the lower edge arched. The vertebral series rather larger, generally sub-cordate, with
a slight central groove and a posterior notch. Lateral line rather indistinct. The first ray of
all the fins and sides of the tail furnished with a series of elongated. sub-cylindrical scales,
their acute, spine-like tips rather recurved."-" This species is allied to Lepiaodew OInKI,

BLOCH, t. 390, and to a new species which M. Agassiz has lately described from two spe
cimens in the collection of the British Museum, under the name of Lepisoalew gracilis (Proc.
Zool. Soc., 1834), in the form of the beak, and is intermediate between them in the slender
ness and comparative length of that part, as the following measurements will show.

£.-. £.B_. £. grtMJiJN.

IDCheo. IIlllllM. ~.

II LeDgth of the wbole Bah . 35t 28 11

"
upper jaw 6f 41 21

"
bead 11 7t 3i

"
lower jaw 7 5 If

"
rrom tip or DOle to front or Yllntral. 1st J3! 51

" "
anal 27 20i 8,

" "
dorAl 28t 2J1 iii

" LepiBoBteuB Huronew differs from the other two in the scales being quite smooth; while
in L..08leuB the scales of the front of the body are slightly radiately grooved, and their edges
are crenulated; and in L. gracilis the disk of the scales is rather granulated, their margin
smooth and entire. It also differs from both these, and from all the other known species of
the genus, in being spotted. The three long-nosed species are easily distinguished from each
other by their dentition, for L. gracilil has a series of long, rather distant teeth on the roof of
the mouth, on each side, within the two thin velvet-like bands. L. OUeuB, on the contrary,
has no such rows in that place, but the whole hinder part of the roof of the mouth is covered
with rather large, short, conical teeth behind the two marginal velvet-like bands." J. E.
GRAY, in lit.
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'rHE third order of fish in Cuvier's arrangement is named Jugulaf'. from the for
ward position of the ventrals under the pectorals. and comprehends all the soft
finned fish which have the pelvis attached directly to the humeral bones. It
includes the Linnean genera gadus. pleuronectes. c!lcloptef'us. and echeneis, which
are raised to the rank of families in the Regne Animal.-The Gadoidea are most
abundant in the northern seas, some species being plentiful in the highest latitudes
to which navigators have penetrated. but few. comparatively. are known to exist
within or near the tropics. Most of the family are agreeable articles of food. and
their capture finds employment for myriads of fishermen. and investment for a very
large capital. A large portion of the Gadoidea are mentioned by' authors as
common to both sides of the North Atlantic. and even to the Icy Sea and sea of
Kamtschatka; but there is much reason to believe that the specific identity of fish
of this family. inhabiting distant localities, has been very often inferred from a
recollection of the general resemhlance of the type. rather than from an actual
comparison of the specimens. The lists furnished by Fabricius and the ichthy
ologists of the United States seem particularly to require revision. The following
have been mentioned as frequenting the coast of the latter country. but I think it
probable that several of them are different from the European species whose names
they now bear. MORRHU..E.-Gadus mOf'f'hua, Bank cod, PENN.• MITCHILL;
G. callaf'ias. Dorse, common cod of New York. MITCBILL; G. f'Upestf'is, Rock
cod, SMITH (G. callaf'iaa. var. MITCH.); G. af'en08Us. Shoal-cod. SMITH; (G.
callaf'iaa. var. MITCH.); G. tomcod, SCHOEPF (G. tomcodus. MITCHILL); G. agle
finus. PENN.• MITCH.; G. faaciatus. Frost-fish. PENN. (G. fuscus. SMITH, G.
tomcodus, puino8Us, MITCHILL); G. hlennoides, Blennoid cod, MITCH. MER
LANGI.-Mef'langua tJulgaria, Whiting. SMITH; Gadus alhidua, New V:ork
Whiting. MITCHILL; Gadus puryUf'l!U8, New York Pollack, MITCHILL; Mef'lan
gus pollachiua, Pollock, SMITH. MERLUCCII.-Gadu8'mef'luccius. Hake. MITCH.,
SMITH. LoT..E.-Gadua maculo8Us vel maculosa. LE SUEUR; G. compf'eS8U8
vel Molva Huntia. LE SUEUR. BROSMII.-Bf'Oamiua tJulgam, Cusk. SMITH.

21
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PHYCIDES.-GadUB tenuiB, Slender cod, MITCH.; G. punctatu8, Spotted cod,
MITCH.; Blennius ChUSB, SCHOEPF, EncheliopuB Amet'icanUB, SCHN., Gadus
longipeB, MITCH.; RanicepB blennoides, Garter fish, SMITH.

Tilesius mentions gadus macrocephalus, gracilis, morrhua, and lrucus, as in
habitants of the seas of Kamtschatka, but the members of this family that frequent
the north-west coast of America are almost totally unknown. Dixon informs us
that he took hake in Norfolk Sound, which proves nothing more than that the fish
which he so calls resembles a ml!1'luccius.

[93.] 1. GADUS MORRHUA. (Auct.) Common Cod-jish.

FUlLY, Gadoidelll. Cuv. GBNus, Gadu.. Lum. Su!J-gnll'., Morrbua. CDY.
Morrhua yulgaril (maxima aael10rum lpeciel). BEWN, p. 121. All. Hi51.
Gadus dono tripurygio, ore cirrato, cauda lIlquali fere cum radio primo spinolo. ARTIIDJ.
Gadus morrhua. FURIc., F_a Grmrtl., p. 146, No. 102. MiteA., Fult of Nno Y.".A,

i., p. 367, No. I. SJUTH,.iIJt. ofM_la., p.16. 4".1835. Roea,Captain J. C.,
JIpf., p. xlviii. 411. 1835.

Common Cod. PBIOI., Arel. Zoo/., ii., p.114, SMppl., No. 87.
Saraudlirkeoak, or Ekalluarkeoak. GJUlBNLAKDBRI. Kee\iui. SoOTI.

The sub-genus Morrhua is characterised by the presence of three dorsals, two
anals, and a barbel at the extremity of the lower jaw. It contains many species.
The Common cod-fish is probably an inhabitant of all the northern seas, down to
the 41st parallel. It abounds in the North Atlantic, where it frequents Band
banks lying from twenty to eighty fathoms under water. Pennant is of opinion
that its proper range is between the 66th and 50th parallels of latitude, those
caught north and south of these degrees being either few in quantity or bad in
quality. U The great rendezvous," says he, " of the cod-fish is on the banks whicb
lie off the coasts of Newfoundland, Cape Breton, Nova Scotia, and New England;
few are taken north of Iceland, but on the south and west coast they abound, and
they again swarm off Norway, in the Baltic, and off the Orkneys and Hebrides."
It does not exist in the Mediterranean. Dr. MitchilJ states the callarias to be the
Common cod of New York. while the flIOrrhua, or cc Bank cod" as he calls it, is
brought to the market of that city from Nantucket, and the coast beyond., between
November and April only, the summer temperature of the United Stateti' waters
being, in his opinion, sufficient to kill it. Cod-fish, of excellent quality, are found
in the estuary of the St. Lawrence, pretty high up. Fabricius says that the tnOr
f'nua is less common on the Greenland coast than the oallarias; but Captain Jamefl
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C. Ross informs us, that on the west coast of Greenland, in latitude 66!° N., a
number of very fine cod-fish were caught by the crew of the Victory, on a bank
consisting of small stones, coarse sand, and broken shells, with from eighteen to"

thirty fathoms of water over it. He adds that there are several other banks of
considerable extent on that coast, some of them in the vicinity of the Danish colo
nies, where the cod-fish assemble in astonishing numbers. This fish is also found
on the American side of the Greenland seas, for Davis observed many in possession
of the Esquimaux who inhabit the land between Cape Raleigh and Cumberland
Strait, and the following passage occurs in the narrative of his third voyage, when
embarkin"g in the Moonshine of thirty-five tons, he ran to the southward from lati
tude 6']0, across the entrance of Hudson's Strait, to 5T on the Labrador coast.
ce Coasting the shore towards the south, we saw an incredible number of birds:
having divers fishermen aboord our barke, they all concluded that there was a great
skull of fish: we being unprovided of fishing furniture, with a long spike nayle
made a hooke and fastened the same to one of our sounding lines: before the baite
was changed we took more than fortie great cods, the fish swimming so abundantly
tbicke about our barke as is incredible to bee reported, of which, with a small por
tion of salt that we had, we preserved some thirtie couple, or thereaboutes, and 80

returned for England." (Hakluyt, iii., p. 120.)
Small cod-fish, resembling the rock-cod of the British coast, were purchased by

Captain James C. Ross from a party of Esquimaux. who were fishing for them
through holes in the ice on the west side of the peninsula of Boothia, and he was
told that in the autumn full-sized ones were taken farther to the westward •. The
Common cod, or a variety of it, is mentioned by Tilesius as inhabiting the sea of
Ochotsk, but I have met with no account of its having been detected on the Ame
rican side of the Pacific. The food of the cod-fish is very various, consisting of all
kinds of fish that inhabit the banks it resorts to, molluscre, both soft and shelly,
crustacere, and marine insects. The baits most generally used on the banks of
Newfoundland are capelin and cuttle-fish. At certain seasons the stomachs of the
cod brought to the London market are filled with young muscles. For an account
of the important fisheries which have been established for the capture of the cod, the
reader may consult Du Hamel, Pennant, or the several Encyclopedias which are
daily issuing from the press. The cod-fish evidently derives its English name
from its softness, flaccidity, and shape, the word cod (Saxon cO'Obe) still being in
common use in Scotland to signify a bag or pillow.

• Thi. fbh wu tmned by the EllCluimau ....

2 I 2
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Not having access to any variety of specimens of American cod-fish, I shall not
attempt to give a detailed description of the species. A specimen brought from
Newfoundland by Mr. Audubon, to whom it was given by the fishermen as an
uncommon kind or variety, does not appear to differ from the small brown cod
which is taken on rocky parts of the British coast.

Its length is sixteen inches, the head forming one-third part, and the central rays of the
square caudal fin measuring an inch and a quarter. The lateral line is arched anteriorly,
descending at the second dorsal, and then running straight to the tail, keeping rather nearer
to the anal than to the dorsal in its course. The teeth of the upper jaw and vomer are acute,
of various lengths, and crowded into bands: orl the lower jaw they stand almost in a single
series.

FINs.-Br. 7-7; P. 18; Y. 6, D. 15-19-17; A.. 19-17; C. -. Ne1IJf. 31"
7-7; 18; 6; 14-20-17; 19-20; 38 to 40. Da'V.St. &po

The number of rays of the Davis' Straits' fish are quoted from Captain James C. Ross, who
says that the average weight of fifteen individuals was sixteen pounds, and their length thirty
six inches and a half, of which the head formed one-fourth part, and the caudal fin one
seventh. Though the number of rays was various in different specimens, the second dorsal
always contained more than either the first or third. The alimentary canal rather exceeded
the body in length, and the pyloric caeca amounted to two hundred and fifty.

[94.] 2. GADUS CALLARIAS. (Linn.) The Dorse.

Gadua eaUariu. F.ulRlOID., F_ Grmtl., p. 144.
Cadu. eallariaa. Ro... App., p. I.
Baraudleek. GBDlfLAKD.... Beleetok.~ of &0I1a..

The Dorse is mentioned by Fabricius as common on the Greenland coast, and
Captain James C. Ross observed it in the inlet to the west of the peninsula of
Boothia, where it is taken abundantly, though in very poor condition, by the Esqui
manx, who fish for it from the middle of May till near the end of June, through
holes cut in the ice. It is plentiful in the White Sea and along the whole
northern CQast of Europe, particularly in the Baltic. Fabricius states that on the
Greenland coast it feeds upon small fishes, crustacere, and molluscoo, and that it is
most frequently observed at some distance from the bottom, with its tail directed
obliquely downwards. A smaller variety, differing from the larger one.in the num
ber of rays of the fins, is taken in some places only, in the winter time, under the
ice. The callarias of Dr. Mitchill is probably a distinct species.
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Those that Captain James Roes saw on the coast of Boothia seldom exCt"eded fourteen
inches in length, though a few were obtained of greater size. They were provided with forty
two pyloric cmca, and the average number of rays in their fins were as follows.

F'INs.-Bf'. 7; P. J9; Y. 6; D. 12-J9-23; A. 22-22; C. 40 to 44. Ross.
7; 20; 6; 14-19-19; 21-19; 40. Faun.Gf'fnI.,laf'.'Var.

7; 19; 6; 13-24-18; 22-18: 44. Ditto, small ditto.

Du.S1U1oKa

or a apecimen takeu au the cout at Boothia.

IDcML LinCL

• 1 2i
o Sf

• 1 6
c&ptaiD J. C. Roaa.

Length at CllIltral caudal raya
" barbel ou lower jaw
It louger_.

IDehn.

17
8......"

..Length trom tip 01 mout to eud ot caudal
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edge at gill-coYer •
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[95.] GADUS FABRICII. The Meesarkomak.

Gadua egleluua. FnJUcIva, Fawa. ar-t., p. 142. No. 100.
K_karnak, eelralloolk. GI1UKLAJQ)&U.

Fabricius considers this fish to be the Gadus aglejinUl of authors, the haddock
or haddg so abundant in the Scottish firths. The haddock is vulgarly supposed to

have been the fish out of whose mouth St. Peter took the tribute-money, the black
marks at the pectorals being considered to be the impressions left by the saint's
finger and thumb, which the species has retained ever since. The same honour
able origin is commonly ascribed to the black lateral spot on the body of the Dory,
but superstition has entirely overlooked the fact, that neither that fish nor the had
dock exist in the sea of Gennesaret, whose waters are perfectly fresh. As Fabricius
seems to have identified the Meesarkornak with the haddock, solely from its agree
ment with Artedi's very brief notice of the latter, and as it does not possess the
distinguishing marks at the pectorals, I have ventured to name it as a distinct
species, considering the addition of another synonym, even should it prove to be
unnecessary, as less injurious to the interests of science, than the error of ascribing
to a fish too wide a geographical range, or habits which do not belong to it. The
Meesarkomak frequents the northern bays of Greenland pretty abundantly in the
winter season, spawns on the littoral sea-weeds in February, and of course under
the ice, and is of so curious a disposition that it is readily attracted to the surface
by agitating the water, especially in the evening. Sometimes it leaps upon the ice,
when it becomes the prey of the Arctic fox,- which lies in wait for such a chance,
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and is even said to know how to bring about this desired event, by stirring the
water with his foot through a crevice. The Greenlanders take it in a similar way
with their hands, having learnt the art, according to Fabricius, from the fox.

The species attains the length of fourteen inches. The colour of the back is soiled or livid
white, the sides are minutely spotted with black, and the under parts are pure white. There
is a short barbel under the chin.

FINs.-Br. 6; D. 13-15-23; P. 19; 1'. 6; A.. 17-20; C. 32. Fauna lhaml.

•
GadU8 barhatul. FUJUol1lB, l'lJMo. GrIMl., p. 146.
Ogak, or Owak. (1M!JO"1'U cgamk, or owarak, pl. ogarlr.lIlt, or owarlr.lllt.) GB.DIfLAlfDAU.

[96.] 4. GADUS OGAC. The Ogak.

This is a larger species than the Whiting-pout of the English seas, to which
Fabricius refers it, and it wants the black spot at the base of the pectorals: a new
specific appellation is therefore as much required as in the case of the preceding
species. As the Esquimaux of the peninsula of Boothia call the rock-codling (p.
324), which they take near Cape Isabella, by the same name which the Green
landers apply to this, viz., owak, or owuk, it is probable that they nearly resemble
each other, if they are not specifically the same.

The ogak is described by Fabricius as rarely exceeding eighteen inches in length and five
in depth, and as corresponding with the description given by Artedi (sp. 65), except in want
ing the dark spots at the base of the pectorals. It lives among sea-weeds in deep, shady
places, in company with the Cottus Gramlandicus, where it feeds upon capelin, blennies,
launces, and other small fish, as well as upon crustacem. It spawns among the sea-weeds in
February or March, while the ice is as yet entire, and in June multitudes of its young, nO
bigger than sticklebacks, may be seen along the shore. In its habits this fish resembles the
gadWl callarias, but it keeps nearer the bottom, and the male and ft'tnale are said to consort
With each other under the same stone.

FINS.-BT. 7; D. 15-19-16; P. ]8; Y.6; A.22-17; C.32". Faun. Gr., p. 147.

• The following ray. are attrib.ted to tile gil_ bar6aIIII by Artedi. FlIc..-Br. 7or 8; D. 13-24-20 or Ill; P.19;
r. 6; .if. 31-21.
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[97.] 1. GADUS (MERLANGUS) CARBONARlUS. Coal-jish.

F.ullLY, Gadoidetll. Cvv. GBI(11I, Gadus. Lnm. Suh.geMa, Merlangtlll. Cuv.
Merlangul carbonariul (Coa/'i"It). &:s1Kll, .App. Parr!!,' Fi,." roy., p. ccs;i.

247.

1

The merlangi, or coal-fish, differ from the true cod in having no barbels; they
derive their English name from the dusky pigment which tin~es their skin, and
which, when they are handled, soils the fingers like moist coal. Specimens of the
Common coal-fish, from four to five inches long, were taken in a trawl-net on the
west coast of Davis' Strait, on Sir Edward Parry's first voyage. This fish, when full
grown, bears a considerable resemblance to the salmon in the size of its scales and
elegant form, notwithstanding its dark hue. It swims near the surfa~e, and occa
sionally takes a mackerel-hook towed along in a smart breeze. The young resort
to the rocky bays of the Orkneys and Hebrides in immense numbers, where, accord
ing to the period of their growth, they are known by the names of cuddy, sithe, seth,
and sifJock. They rise eagerly at an artificial fly of the rudest construction, and
are secured with so much facility, and in such numbers, that an amateur angler
would think lightly of the sport, even were he to overcome his disgust at the dirty
colour and disagreeable smell his hands acquire in taking the fish from the hook.
They yield, however, a plentif1,l1 harvest to the northern fisherman, who thus obtains
both food, and oil for his lamp, with little exertion. On the Yorkshire coast the
young are called paN's, and when a year old hillets. They are said not tQ attain
their full size until they are four years of age. The species is reported to exist
sparingly in the Mediterranean.

The merlanguB vulgaris, or Whiting, is enumerated in the list of the Massa
chusetts fish by Dr. J. V. C. Smith, and the same, or a very similar one, of the
New York seas, is named gadus alhidus, by Dr. Mitchill. La Hontan also says
that whitings, like those of Europe, exist in the estuary of the St. Lawrence.

[98.] 2. GADUS (MERLANGUS) POLARIS. (Sabine.) Polar Coal-ph.

Merlangus polaris. SABlNlI, Parry'. Fir'll roy.; Ross, .App. Parry'. 1lirtJ roy., p. 11 O.
InUl, Parr,', Po",," roy., p. 199. IDBII, Si,. Joim Rou', &coRd roy., .App. p.li.

This small species was taken on Sir Edward Parry's first voyage of discovery
whilst swimming among the surface ice of Baffin's Bay; multitudes were gathered
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on his second voyage, from the rocky pools of the Duke of York's Bay, in South
ampton Island, where they had been left by the falling tide; it was again found
equally plentiful, on his third expedition, in Prince Regent's Inlet; and on Sir
John Ross's recent voyage great numbers were collected from crevices in the ice
that covered Batty Bay, in July, 1833, and several were obtained, even in the
winter time, in Felix Harbour. 'rhe merlangus polaris is also an inhabitant of the
Spitzbergen Sea, having been found on Sir Edward Parry's polar voyage, as far
north as latitude 82r N., in plenty, in small bays where streams of fresh water run
into the sea. It is highly probable that this is the same fish with the gadus vWens
of Fabricius, or the ordleet, as he supposes, of the Greenlanders, which is said to

swim near the surface, and to be an agreeable article of food. The Polar coal-fish
forms the principal nourishment of the numerous sea-fowl which migrate to the
Arctic regions in summer, its habit of frequenting the top of the water rendering
it an easy prey. The beluga drives it upon the ice in shoals. In the summer it is
much infested by a lernaa, which attaches itself to the gills.

Captain Sabine describes it as being between five and six inches in length, and as being
very nearly allied to the gadul "iTem, from which it may be distinguished by the third dorsal
being larger than the two anterior ones, whereas, in wrens, the middle one is the largest: the
lower jaw rather exceeds the upper one; the tail is slightly forked. Captain .James Ross
says that there is a considerable variation in the number of rays in the fins, the average of a
great many differing slightly from Captain Sabine's enumeration. Its length, he says, seldom
t'xceeds ten inches.

FINs.-P.18; Y. 6; D. 14-16-19; A. 17-22; C.42. SABINE.

18; 6; 13-15-20; 17-21; 42 to 48. Ross.

[99.] 1. GADUS (LoTA) MACULOSUS. (Cuvier.) The Metkg.

F.t.IIILY, Gadoidelll. C'DV. G!mV8, Gadua. Lnnt. ~,Lot&. Cl1V.

Gadua Iota. PlOnc., Arct. Zool., lrtlr., p. aci. RIOH., Fr. JtN,.,.., p. 724.
Gadul maculOlUl. La SVlll1ll, JOM,.,.. Ac. Sc. PIaiJ., i., p. 83. Art. 1817.
Lota maculolL Cl1V., Reg• .Aft., ii~ p. 334. 1829.
Molva maculOlL Cl1V., irt lit. ..4Ja. IS~. .
Melhy. CKBB8. La loche. VOUOB'ORa. Dog-fiBh, Eel-pout. UlfITBD SUT1IlI.

1'he Iota, or lings, have two dorsals, one anal, and more or less numerous bar
bels. Some species are inhabitants of fresh water. The Common ling, or gadtu
molva of Linnreus, is supposed by Fabricius to be a Greenland fish, named by the
natives eevwksoak, but he had not an opportunity of examining a specimen. The
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Methy exists in every riv:er and lake from Canada to the northern extremity of the
continent. It is extremely voracious, and preys on all kinds of fish, which it takes
chiefly or solely in the night. I opened several taken in Pine Island Lake, in the
month of March, which were filled with cray-fish to such a degree, that the form
of their bodies was quite distorted, the soft integuments of theil' bellies admitting
of great dilatation. It spawns in February, and, consequently, at a period when
the water is thickly covered with ice everywhere north of the great lakes of the
St. Lawrence. Its roe consists of very small eggs, which are so numerous that
Mr. Hutchins is reported,. by Pennant, to have counted 671,248 in a single fish:
When well bruised and mixed with a little flour, the roe can be baked into very
good biscuits, which are used in the fur countries as tea-bread. The liver is also
considered to be a delicacy, but the flesh is eaten only in times of great scarcity~

being watery and tasteless, though in the few trials we were obliged to make of its
qualities, it did not appear to be unwholesome. Dogs, accustomed to feed on the
offal of every other kind of fish which exists in those countries, will not eat any
part of this, even when pressed by hunger. Its European representative, on the
contrary, the Burbot, is considered to be a delicate-flavoured fish.

At Fort Good Hope, on the lower part of the Mackenzie, I observed a fish of
this genus, which differed from the ordinary state of the Methy in having much
brighter and more varied colours, forming reticulations; but we were on the eve
of embarkation, the pressure of other avocations prevented me from recording its
characters, or even preparing a specimen,-and, returning by another route, I had
no opportunity of seeing it again.

DKSCRIPTION

or a rer.eDllpecimeD killed iD PiDe bluDd Lake, March 31, 1820.

FORM.-Profile oblong, tapering gradually into the lanceolate, acute extremity of the tail,
whieh reaehes nearly to the centre of the obovat.e caudal fin. The body, unless when dis
tended with roe, or with its prey, is compressed, its gl'('atest circumference being just behind
the pectorals, and nearly equalling one-half its length: the depth of· the body there is about
one-sixth of the length. HEA D broad, depressed, the jaws of equal length and very obtuse :
its length is contained rather less than six times in the total length, or rather more than five
times when the caudal fin is excluded. Eyes small, with a lateral aspect, but from the flat
ness of the forehead appearing partly on the upper surface, The centre of the oval orbit is two
lengths of its axis from the tip of the snout, and somewhat short of four lengths from the pos
terior edge of the gill-cover-there being five lengths and a half in the total length of the head.
N08frila anterior to the orbit, the apertures small, and the foremost furnished with a long, loost',
skinny lid. The upper lip, attached'to the intermaxillaries, fits into a fold of the integuments
of the snout. The iRf~rie.are attached to the snout by cartilages which admit of a

2K
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rotatory motion but no protrosion t their lower ends are with the labia18 which lie in the angle
of the mouth, thrust out a little by the extensioll of the jaws. The labiGll are about half as
long as the intermaxillaries, their p«l8terior extremitiel pass a little beyond the centre of the
orbit. The lower jaw is strong, and there is a small cirrhus attached to the tip of the chio.
TEETH.-The iotermaxillaries and lower jaw are armed with slender, hooked teeth, in evell,
card-like, rather broad belts. A still broader belt covers the knob of the vomer and anterior
ends of the palate-bones. There are teeth of the same kind on the pharyngeal bones, and on
a double row of tuberculous rakers on each branchial arch. The tongue is obtuse, fleshy, and
smooth. GILL-COVERS rounded and edged with soft membrane; the branchial aperture is
large, and its membrane, containing seven ourved rays, is continuous with its fellow, forming
a flap which is loose behind: the rays are semi-cylindrical, being flat exteriorly.

ScALES small, roundish, and so deeply imbedded in a gelatinous epidermm as to be scarcely
perceptible in the recent fish. When examined with a lens, the concentric circles indicating
their growth are perceived to be very regular, but no radiating furrows can be seen. The
epidermis is covered with minute dark specks, most conspicuous though less crowded on the
lighter-coloured sides and belly. In the dried specimen scales are perceptible, either scat
tered or crowded, on every part of the head, body, and fins, except the muzzle, lips, edges of
the orbits, and labials: on the forepart of the body the scales are nearly their own breadth
apart, hut posteriorly they are more close, and on the tail they are in contact or even tiled:
they are also crowded on the oheeks, gill-covers, and caudal fin; but very small and widely
seattered on the dorsal and anal fins, and scarcely perceptible on the giU-membrane. As the
scales dry they become depressed in the oent~or saucer-shaped. Lateral line marked by a
continuous, slender furrow, lined or bordered with minute scales: it is nearer to the back than
to the belly, and is slightly arched till it passes the first third of the anal fin, after which it
takes a straight course and is no longer discernible, when it comes within three inches of the
extremity of the tail. The anus is exactly midway between the snout and tip of the tail (ex
cluding the fin).

FINs.-Br. 7 .; P. 16; Y. 6; D. 12-74; A. 71; C. 50.
The pectorals are unequally obovate and contain sixteen rays. The ventraZr or iMgular"

situated anteriorly to the pectorals, are soft, slender, and tapering to a point: the first of their
six rays is the strongest. The jir,t dorml contains six rays, the first of which is short, and
the last one very slender. The distance from the snout to the anus being divided into four
parts, the first dorsal occupies rather more than the anterior half of the fourth part. The
.eoond dorml, commencing about a quarter of an inch from the first, contains seventy-four
rays, the three or four first ones gradually increase in length, the margin of the rest of the fin
is even, and it is rounded off at its termination. The fin in general is nearly half an inch
lower than the first dorsal. The anal fill, commencing opposite to the ninth ray of the second
dorsal, and close to the anus, is of equal height throughout, except the two or three first rays,
which are short: it is rounded off at its termination like the seco.w. dorsal The rays of tbeo

• 1'-.could fiDd 0lI111is gilkaya ill hia aped__ fro_H~ Bay.
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dorsals and anal are, as in all fish, double, but they are most visibly 80 at their bases, their
summits spreading very slightly. The caudal fin is obovate, its extremity being nearly semi
circular. It takes its origin in contact with the second dorsal and anal, but its form renders
it sufficiently distinct: it contains fifty rays, the four central ones attached to the end of the
vertebral column, the others to slender distinct interspinous bones, nine of the ray. of the base
above and below gradually increase in -length, the other thirty-two are nearly equal to each
other, but originating on the lanceolate tail give the peculiar form to the fin.
CowuR.-H~ad and back dull chestnut brown tending to yellowish-brown, the back mar

bIt¥! with ~ghter spots: belly orange-white, becoming grey towards the sides by the aspersion
of dark brown specks. Yentral8 white.

INTESTINES.

The wide lB80phagus is lined by a white membrane having longitudinal folds: the.tomad&
is distinguished from it by still greater width, a stronger muscular coat, and by the red
dish colour of its lining, which also presents more numerous and somewhat convoluted folds.
The very small pylorus is 80 situated as to leave one half of the stomach in form of a
cul de ,ac. An inch from the stomach the cceca, about sixty in number, encircle the intes
tine, uniting into ten large trunks whose orifices are close to each other: they are filled with
thin feculent matter. The intestine gradually diminishes in calibre, and its coats become
weaker towards the anus; next which, however, there is a more muscular portion -with an
approach to a valvular apparatus at its origin, formed by a contraction of the muscular coat,
and a corresponding projection of the lining of the canal. The whole alimentary canal makes
two convolutions, and its length to that of the fish, excluding the caudal fin, is as thirty-eight
to twenty-two. The liver has a cream-yellow colour tinged with flesh-red: its ·ransverse
diameter is the greatest, and it has a small central triangular flap or lobe; it was observed,
however, that the size and form of the liver varied considerably in different individuals. The
gall-duct terminates in the intestine below the openings of the clllCa; there is a dilatation in
it equal in size to the gall-bladder itself. The spleen is situated near the rectum. The air
bladder has two short horns at its upper end, and its lining is encrusted by a number of stel
liform fatty substances. The firm cordiform kidney, are lodged in a sac between the spine
and lower end of the air-bladder. The urinary bladder is strong and musC?ular.

D_IIO"I.

I ...... Li_ foehn. L .....

Length from eud of Inout to end ofcaudal fin 2 i 9 Length of attachment of lit donal • 1 5.. "
tip of tail 20 4 Il "

2nd ditto 9 I)

" "
eDd of dena! and anal flnl 18 ].Q Il JJ anal. 8 6

JJ It &IIU8 10 3 JJ rays of 2nd OOr8&I, about 1 1

" "
commencement orllt donal 7 10

" "
lLIlal 0 11

" .. .Idge 01 gilH:owr 3 10 .. eeatnl raJa 01 caMal 1 1

" "
nape • 2 ~ "

from bUeI ofcaudal to ita end 3 2.. of intemuWllariel 1 2~ Grestelt girth of body 10 -4

.. labiall 0 8 Length of alimeut. canal from gullet to anul 35 1

" lower jaw 2 0 .. from gullet to pylorue 4 0

"
pectoral fin 2 3

"
pylorul to rectum 29 1

"
Yentrall 1 4 .. of rectum 2 0

2K2
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[100.] 1. GADUS (BROSMIUS) FLAVESCENS. (Le Sueur.) Yello., tfUk.

F.um.y, Gadoidee. CUY. GPlls, Gadus. Luclf. S..,_. Brosmius. Cll'f'.
1A Brwmej&une (B~",jIaHI_). L. 8uaua, Me.. dM Ma., Y. Po 1!l8.

b. 18/7. PI. 16, £ 2.
Tusk, or CUSL NaWllOVIfDLAIfD FISHBRJlIlIf.

The hrosmii, or tUIJk8, have only a single long dorsal.-Fabricius refers the
neyorpalloogak of the Greenlanders to this sub-genus, but a8 he did not see the
6sh himself, and gives no description of it, we have no means of judging how far
it agrees with the YellofD tU8k, which inhabits the banks of Newfoundland spar
ingly. M. Le Sueur, who is our sole authority for the latter as a distinct species,
does not say whether or not it is the same with the cusk of the Massachusetts
coast, which Dr. J. V. C. Smith refers to the hrosmiu. f'ulgaris. In the Yellow
tusk the lower jaw is longer than the upper one, but in the Common tusk the upper
jaw is the longest. The following is M. Le Sueur's description of the Newfound
land species.

COWUR, generally, an agreeable yellow, the dorsal, pectoral, and anal, edged with blark
and white. The very thick skin is furnished with small, round, crowded ,cale" very irre
gularly placed. The lateral line is arched above the pectorals. FORM.-The body is long,
broadeHt next the head, and compressed towards the tail. The head broad and Oat, the
snout obtuse and rounded. The eye large and oblique, the lower jaw has two barbell. The
orifice of the mouth is wide. The teeth on the jaws and palate are sharp, with the points
turned backwards, and are crowded into many rows. The pharyngeal bones, above and
below, are toothed, and the branchial arches are armed on the sides with little tubercles
studded with strong conical curved tet-th. FINs.-Br. 7; P. 25; Y.6. The dor,al and
anal are very long, and their ray. consequently numerous, as is the case also with the caudal,
which is of a large size. The length of the specimen was two feet. LE SUEUR, I. C.

Fabricius mentions one other species of gadfU as an inhabitant of the Green
land seas, the akookelJkeetsok, which he supposes to be the merluccifU, or hake.
but this reference must be very uncertain, as his knowledge of the 6sh was derived
solely from the reports of the natives.
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[101.] 1. GADUS (PHYCIS) PUNCTA'FUS (Mitch.) Spotted pngci8.

FUlLY, Gadoidee.. Cu\". UIINI:6, Ga.1W1. J.n.x. ~ Pbyci.. AaTIID!.

Spotted cod (Gadu ptIIfdaltt.). MITCHILL, i., p. 372.

258

The sub-genus pllgcU is characterised by the ventrals containing only a single
ray, which is often forked. The head is large, there is a barbel attached to the
chin, and there are two dorsals, the second of which is long. The Spotted phycis
is figured and described by Dr. Mitchill as one of the New York fish, though he
says it is the rarest of this family in that quarter. Our wood-cut is from a sketch
made by Lieutenant-Colonel Hamilton Smith, of a ~peeimen which was captured
off Halifax, Nova Scotia.

ff Length ten inches. Colour of the back and sides pale brown or whitish, with lines
between the scales; of the neck and belly dull white with suffusions of cream colour. First
dorsal marked above with a black spot sunnounted by the white tips of the rays. Anal
brownish edged with black. Lateral line distinct and peculiar, consisting of a narrow black.
mark, altemating at spaces of half an inch apart, with white dashes about one-eighth of an
inch long. In some individuals there is an imperfect whitish straight fillet under the lateral
line. The chin has one small cirrhtU. Ventrah two cleft, the second ray two inches long.
RATS.-P. 13; V. 1; D. 9-47; A. 47; C.23." MITcRILL,I. c.

Digitized by CoogIe
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[102.]

NORTHERN ZOOLOGY.

L MACROURUS RUPESTRIS•. (Bloch.)· Rock Grenadier.

FAMILY. G4DOIDIlII AFl'IlCIB. CUV. GIlN11I, Macrouru.l. BLOCH.

Coryphllma ropeatria. FURIClUB, Fallft4 Grmrd., p. 1~4. No. Ill.
M"crouma rupestriB. ScBN., B/ocla, p. 103, t. 26.
" Lepidoleprul CCIllorhynchua. KuBO, pl. vii., r. 22."
Ingmingoak. GRIlIlIIUNDIlRI.

This fish exists in the bays of south Greenland, the European Atlantic, ~nd
Med.iter~·anean. It inhabits great depths of water, and is' fished for with a long
line. When drawn to the surface its body is distended with' air, and it emits a
grunting sound like the gurnard. Its flesh is prized by the Greenlanders.

DESCRIPTION

Compiled from FabriciUl, Schn~ider, and Cuvi~r.

FORM.-Body oblong, thick anteriorly, slender posteriorly. Head large, dt'pressed with a
fiat immoveable Ilnout, formed ·by the uDion of the sub-orbitar and nasiJ.I. bones, projecting over
the mouth. Eye, larie and prominent. Gill-opening. wide. Mmdh wnple. Jaw, move~
able as usual, and armed with very fine short teeth in five rows. Tongue and palate smooth.
Scales silvery, hard, and armed on the head and forepart of the body with several longitudinal
serrated ridges, on the posterior parts with only one ridge: the gill-membranes and fins are
alone free of scales. Lateral line straight and near the back. Anus in the anterior third part
of the fish. Fins pointt'd. The second c1msul and anal, both very long, unite to form the
accuminated caudal: first Omsal short and high. A difference in the number of the second
dorsal and anal rays, as given by Fabricius and Schneider, has evidently originated in the
latter enumerating among the rays of these two fins those of the caudal.

FINs.-Br. 6; P 18 i V. 8; D. 11-112 i A. 112; C. -. FABRICIUS.

7; 19; 7; 1(11-124; 148 i 272. ScHNEIDER.

•



PLATBS80IDEM.

PLATESSOIDE£.-FLAT FISH.

THE fish of this family were included by.Linnams in a single large genus, which
was named pleuronecte8 by Anedi, to denote their peculiar habit of swimming 011

one side. They have, in fact, a character of which there is no example in any
other family of vertebrated animals, that of both eyes being on the same side of the
head, which is the uppermost when the fish swims, and is more or less deeply
coloured, while the other side is always whitish. The orifice of the mouth is
oblique, with unequal sides, and the greatly compressed body partakes more or less
of the want of symmetry observable in the head; the pectorals are seldo~ uniform,
the dorsal occupies the whole length of the back, the anal fringes the under edge
of the body, and the ventrals, which are often joined to one another, appear like an
anterior continuation of it. There are six. gill-rays. The abdomina.l cavity, which
is swall, is prolonged into the substance of the ta.il to give room for the lodgment
of the viscera, the a.nus being far forward. The cranium is composed of the ordi
nary number of bones, though their forms are curious, owing to both the orbits
being on one side. There is no air-bladder, and these fish seldom lea.ve the bot
tom. The laUer circumstance may account for the fish of this family being fonnd
in all climates, the temperature of the bottom of the ocean being comparatively
equable. The Flat fish yield a wholesome and agreeable article of diet to the in
habitants of every coast. The following are reported to inhabit the seas of the
United States; but as many of them have been very imperfectly described, it is not
certain whether they are all proper species, or even rightly referred to the sub
genera. PLATESSlE.-Pleuronecte. dentatfU, Summer flounder. LINN., SCBOEIlF,
MITCHILL; Pleur. Americanu8, SCHN. (Rhode Island flounder, SCHOEPF);
Pleur. melanoga8ter, Black-bellied flounder, MITCHILL ; Pleu,.oblongu8, Spotted
flounder, MITCHILL. HIPPOGLOSSI.-Pleu,.. lUppoglo88fU, Halibut, SCHOEPF,
PENN., MITCH., SllIITH. RHOMBI.-Pleur. argu8 vellineatu8, BLOCH, CATESBY ;
Rhombus marimus, Turbot, SMITH. SOLElE.-Sole, Pie",.. 8olen, PENN. (Solea
tndgaritJ, SMITH). ACHIRI.-P1eur. lineat"", LINN. (Pleur. molli" New York
sole, MITCH.); Pleur. plagiU8a, GARDEN, LINN:

It is highly probable that many of the above extend their l1Wge to the British
American coasts. La Honta.n mentions '.' plie8. et tu,.bou comme en Europe," as
frequenting the embouchure of the St. Lawrence, ap.d Penna.nt enumerates, the
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Common flounder. halibut. plaice. and sole. as inhabitants of the American seas
generally. The halibut and two others exist on the Greenland coast, and two
species have been observed on the arctic coast of America. Four were noticed by
Mr. Collie in the bay of Awatska. " one, allied to the pkuronecte8 plate8aa of Lin
nreus, having a spinous line extending from the posterior part of the eyes to the
hinder and upper part of the operculum. the remainder of the head being smooth;
another, noted as a variety of the last. but having the bead covered with roughly
projecting tubercles; the third. the pkuronecte8 atel/atua of Pallas. and the fourth.
supposed to be the pleuronectea hippogloa8U8. (?) Eschscholtz. speaking of the
natural productions of Norfolk Sound. on the north-west coast of America. says
that there is no great variety of fish, but the individuals are numerous. In his
short list he includes a pleuronectes several feet long, probably the halibut, whieh
is found abundantly in the same neighbourhood. .. While we lay here," says
the author of that voyage, "the natives supplied us very plentifully with halibut.
which we bought of them for beads and small toys. The place where these halibut
were caught is in the offing round the point ofland. Our whale-boat was one day
sent to this place with seven hands on a fishing party. but their success was greatly
inferior to that of two Indians, who were fishing at the same time, which is rather
extraordinary. if we consider the apparent inferiority of their tackle to ours. Their
hook is a large simple piece of wood, the shank at least half an inch in diameter;
that part which turns up, and which forms an acute angle, is considerably smaller,
and brought gradually to a point: a flat piece of wood, about six inches long, and
near two inches wide, is neatly lashed to the shank. on the back of which is rudely
carved the representation of a human face. .They bait their hook with a kind of
fish called by the sailors squid (cuttle-fish), and having sunk it to the bottom,
they fix a bladder to the end of the line as a buoy, and should that not watch suf
ficiently. they add another. Their lines are very strong, being made of the sinews
or intestines of animals. One man is sufficient to look after five or six of these
buoys; when he perceives a fish bite. he is in no great hurry to haul up his line,
but gives him time to be well hooked; and when he has hauled the fish up to the
surface of the water. he knocks him on the head with a short club, provided for
the purpose, and afterwards stows away his prize at his leisure: this is done to
prevent the halibut. which sometimes are very large, from damaging, or perhaps
upsetting, his canoe in their dying struggles. Thus were we fairly beat at our
own weapons; and the natives constantly bringing us plenty of fish. our boat was
never sent on this business afterwards." Dixon also observed another flat-fisR
which is frequently mentioned in the account of the voyage under the name of
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$and-dah. .. Our hooks and lines were generally overbOard, but the only kind of
fish we caught was a sort greatly resembling a flounder, and called by the Bailors
sand-dabs." Lewis and Clark say that a flounder, the same with the Atlantic
species, is well known at the mouth of the Columbia River, where it is often left
<.>n the beach by the recess of the tide. The Indians eat it and think it very fine.
Mr. Collie saw a rhombus on the coast of California.

[103.] 1. PLEURONECTES (PLATESFlA) STELLATUS. (Pallas.)
Stellated flounder.

,,
\

1

F.unLT, PlateuoideBl (PDWo". pla#). euv. a_NUS, Pleuronectes. Lnt\(. Sw6-g_, Plate... Cuv.
Pleuronectes stellatus. PALLAS, NOfJ• .lei. Pdrop., i. p. 347. A... 17S3. Tn.ulva, lib.cit.,

i., t. ix., f. 1, p.387. A... 1787.
Cambala. RUSSIANS. Tanticu. KllRILJAlI'S.

In the sub-genus platessa, or the flounders, there is a row of obtuse cutting
teeth on each jaw, and most frequently some teeth en paves on the pharyngeal
bones; the dorsal does not extend farther forward thau the upper eye, and, like
the anal, it leaves a naked space between its termination and the caudal. The
flounders have a rhomboidal form, and in most the eyes are on the right side.
They have two or three small CffiCa. On Sir John Franklin's mst expedition we
caught a flounder at the mouth of the Coppermine, and of several other rivers that
fall into the Arctic Sea. As the subjoined brief description, which was the only
memorial I could preserve of it, agrees pretty well with the published accounts
and figures of the pleuronectes stellatus of Pallas, I have considered it to be that
species. If this opinion be correct, the stellated flounder is most probably an
inhabitant of the Kamtschatdale seas, and of the whole north coast of America.
It is plentiful on the Kamtschatdale coast, near the mouths of rivers, and in shel
tered bays, where it is most readily taken in May and June. In winter it is said
to bury itself in the sand. It varies in size from ten to fourteen inches. THesius
says that it is distinguished from all other species by the black stripes on the 6ns,
and the forms of its tubercles or scales.

DESCRIPTION

Of a recent lIJIecimen, taken July 16, 1821, dtbe CoppermiDe ~er, !at. 67io N.

FORM.-Profile of the body broadly elliptical, tenninated by a strap-shaped tail and a
caudal fin scolloped between the rays. Eye. on the left side, moderately large. Nonril,

2L
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close to the upper lip, so as to be closed by the retraction of the jaws. The upper margin of
the mm.t.th is formed entirely by the intermaxillaries, the labials lying in a membrane behind
them, and acting as a lever in aid oC their protrusion. Under jaw longer than the upper one.
Teeth small, chisel-shaped, forming an even row on the intermaxillaries and lower jaw.
Tongue conical, blunt, and smooth. Palate also smooth. Five gill-rays, the interior one,
which is the smallest, being united to its fellow in the opposite membrane. The dorsal com
mences above the centre of the orbit, and ends at the strap-shaped tail: it is highest in the
middle, thus having the form of an obtuse-angled triangle. The anal begins half ao inch
behind the anus, and is similar in shape to the dorsal, with which its termination corresponds:
the two fins conjointly give a rhomboidal outline to the fish: their rays are simple but articu
lated, and the membrane is scolloped between them: the central rays of both fins are two
inches long. There is a small spine at the beginning of the anal pointing forwards. The
"mtrals, situated under the pectorals, contain six rays. Scales.-Skin of both sides of the body
studded with stellated, bony tubercles *. CoLOUR of the upper side liver-brown without spots,
of the under surface white tinged with red towards the tail: the fins are reddish with broad
H'rtical black stripes. LENGTH one foot.

[104.] 2. PLEURONECTES (RHOMBUS) GLACIALIS. (Pallas 1) Arctic
.Turbot.

OIlNtl., Pleurooeetee. LlKN. &.h-g_, Rhombus. CllV.
Pleurooectea glaeialil. P~UlI, Rei.e dMrcA "erlC/a. Prot1. tin RIIIC/a, 1772-73, p. 706 t ?

This fish was taken in Bathurst's Inlet, under similar circumstances with the
preceding. No specimens Wf're brought home, and the description is too brief and
general to serve to identify the species completely. Unless Pallas has overlooked
the nearly hidden anal spine, ours is a different species from his.

• Pallu delCribe. these tubercle. u follow. :-" '1'Iiherctda 0tMi1l cmIro glabr4ll1, /ai"c rtulJaIi". -ncata, eztimo rpi,,"'iI
loItgiorilnu,"braditmtill." Tile.iul calls them" tublTClJo. "elill/II," "acll1etdo-.'ellata," or" lien",. actdeatfJ8;" and Mr.
('.ollie, who obllerved the IlJlIlcie. in Awabka Bay, la)'s that they are IUbpeotagonal, IIet round with amaH bluot teeth. The
atomachs of the iodividuals he opened cootaioed amall fishes. The ray. of the fius are counted as follows by the two
former authors.

R.t.u.-Br. 3; D. 56 j 4.37; P. 12; Yo 6; C. 18. Palla•.
6; 52; 40; 8; 6; 16. Tilesius.

t Pal1u's Ihort descriptioo of hil P. glaeiali. is a. followl :-" Dodraotalis, facie Fle.i. Oculi a laten! datro fusco,
luba.spero; Latus album lalVe. Spinlll oulllll, nee ad. pinoas, neque io Iinel laterali. Tractus capitis, pone oculol promi
oulua, IIC4ber, &ed non io tubercula divisul. Radii medii pion. doral aoique a latere fll8Co quasi .pinulis miDu:tisaimis
hispidati. Radii p. dorsi 56, aui 39. Frequens io ori. areoo.i. Oceaoi glaciali....
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DESCRIPTION

or a recut lpecimen, tabn in Bathunt Inlet, lato 67° 40' N., 5th Augnat, 1821.

"~ORM.-P.rofile sOIJ)ewhat ovate, the snout rather acute, and the tail linear or strap-shaped
for half an inch. HBAD.-Eye, moderately large, on the right side, near the snout. NOlltrila

between the eyes. Mouth small, its margin formed by obtuse lips; when closed the small,
callous, obtuse tip 01 the lower jaw projects upwards. Teeth fine, brush-like, in an even band
on both mandibles. FINs.-Dorsal and anal bordering the body to the height or depth of an

inch, becoming narrower before and behind. There is a spine almost concealed by the skin at
the commencement of the anal. The ventrala are under the pectO'l"als; both are small.
Caudal cuneiform, entire. ScALES small, those on the back rough-edged, those on the white
!lides smooth. Lateral line straight. COLOUR.-A mixture of yellowish-grey and dull, green
ish-grey, somewhat clouded but without defined spots. Belly bluish-white. Caudal tin
irregularly spotted with red. Iride, wood-brown.

2 L 2
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DISCOBOLI.

THE union of the ventrals into a disk with which the fish can adhere, as by a
sucker, to stones and other substances, is a distinguishing character of this family.
The species, few in number, are arranged in two genera-Lepadogaater, mostly
European, and not hitherto detected in America; and Cyclopterua, distributed
throughout the northern parts of the Atlantic and Pacific. The following have been
enumerated among the fish of the United States. Cyclopterus lumpus, PENN.,
SMITH (C. cmruleus, MITCHILL); C. minutuB, SMITH.-C. ventricosus, PALL.,
and C. gelatinoBU8, IDEM, inhabit the sea between Kamtschatka and America.

[105.] 1. CYCLOPTERUS LUMPUS. (Linn.) The Lump.

1'.ulILY, DiacobolL CUT. GIIKua, Cyc1opterua. LIKN. 5Mb-gmul, LumpWl. Cur.
Cye10ptenut lumpua. FAll", F-. GrtrAl., p. 131.
Common lump. P&Klf., .4rc1. Zoo/., Supp/., p.llO. No. 13.
Blue lump fiah (C,c/op/cnu CtJenI//!II.). AhTCHIL L, i., p. 480, pl. II., f. 7.
Nepeeaa, Anguaedlolt, __, Amardlok,fcmaie, GKEII!fL.UCDERS.

The genus Cyclopterus possesses a well-marked character in the form of the
ventrals, whose rays surround the pelvis, and are united by a membrane into a
single concave oval disk, or sucker. The mouth is wide, and the jaws and pharyn
geals are armed with bands of small pointed teeth; the gill-covers are small, and
the gill-openings are closed below by their membrane, in which there are six rays.
The very large pectorals unite with each other almost under the throat so as to
embrace the disk of the ventrals. The skeleton acquires little bony hardness, but
the viscous skin, destitute of scales, is sprinkled with small hard tubercles. The
stomach is pretty large, the creca numerous, the intestine long, and the air-bladder
of a moderate size. There are two sub-genera, LumpuB and Liparis, which are
distinguished from each other by the form of the body and the presence of one or
two dorsals. In the lumps there is a very low first dorsal supported by simple
rays, and a second one with branched rays opposed to the anal; the body is thick.
The Common lump appears to be an inhabitant of both sides of the North Atlantic,
in all the temperate latitudes, and up to the Arctic circle; but it seems to be most
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aWndaat about the 60th parallel, being very plentiful among the Orkney islands,
and on the Greenland coast. Dr. Mitchill describes the lump of the New York
coast as a distinct species, under the name of C!Jcloptenu cceruJeua, but his figure
is 8 tolerable representation of the Common lump, and no part of his description
disagrees with this speeies,-the colours of his specimen being very similar to those
of the" pavonian sucker" of Beaumaris Bay, described by the Reverend Hugh
Davies, which diB'el'8 from the common state of the lump merely in the brilliancy
of iu tints. Indeed this fish varies greatly in hue according to its age and sex, the
male being generally more coloured. Lieutenant-Colonel Hamilton Smith ob
tained a lump resembling Mitchill's, in the Bai~ de8 Chaleur8 of the Gulf of St.
Lawrence. Fabricius describes the lump as approaching the rocky bays on the
Greenland coast, in the months of April and May, for the purpose of spawning.
'The female precedes and deposits her roe among the larger algae, and in fissures
Gf the rocks; th.e male shortly follows and fructifies the eggs, adhering so closely to
the mass of roe, that the impression is left upon the hollow surface of the shield
formed by the ventrals; after which be keeps watch over the sacred deposit, and
guards it from every foe with the utmost courage. Ifdriven from the spot by mall,
he does not go far, but is continually looking back, and in a short time returns.
Even the well-armed wolf-fish hazards his life if he approaches the lump's nest ~

for this creature, notwithstanding the smallness of its teeth, is (as we have already
mentioned, p. 95, on the authority of Fabricius) capable of attaching itself to its
adversary's neck, and inflicting thereon a mortal wound. Lacepede denies the
truth of the whole of this story, attributing its origin to the vivid imagination of
some one who having occasionally seen two of these fish sticking to the same
stone in the vicinity of a deposit of spawn, inferred that the cold and sluggish lump
is animated by ardent feelings of constant love, conjugal tenderness and fidelity,
and a devoted attachment to its offspring. But, notwithstanding the eloquence
which this writer has employed to discredit the vulgar opinion of the lump's care
for its progeny, it is not perhaps altogether devoid of truth, and it can be supported,
if not by direct testimony, at least by analogous facts. The gouramy (08phromenu8
olfa.r), one of the anahasidetB, which attains the size of a turbot, is said to dig a pit
in ihe sand wherein it deposits its roe: we have quoted, in page 96, Olivi's aecount
of the male Venetian goby building a nuptial chamber for the reception of the
spawn which he impregnates, as it is, deposited there by various females that come
in succession into his harem: the hassars of Essequibo, belonging to the genera
DM'tu and Callichth!J8 of the siluroid family, not only construct a nest of leaves or
grass to contain their roe, but the male and female (for they pair) watch and de-
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fend it till the young come forth .: the protection which some of the cartilaginous
fishes are reported to afford to their young, by receiving them into their mouths, is
not less remarkable: in short, when we consider the instinct with which various
reptiles and insects are endowed for the preservation of their eggs, there does not
appear to be anything surprising in the fact, that some tribes of fish have been
formed with similar desires and powers.

The food of the lump consists chiefly of soft mollusca, particularly small pter~
pades and acalepha, as clio, medusa, and berQe, which abound in the northern
seas. The Greenlanders eat its flesh, either cooked or dried, and its skin raw,
throwing away only the tubercles, being in this respect less nice than the seals
of the Pentland firth, which devour a great many lumps but reject the skins. If
the authority of Sir Walter Scott is to pass current in gastronomy, the lump, or
cock-paidle as it is named in Scotland, is a fish of good quality, for he makes Mr.
Oldbuck give the same price for one that he does for the bannock-fluke, or turbot.
The epithet of cock-paidle seems to have originated in the resemblance of the' first
dorsal, which is enveloped, like the rest of the fish, in a thick, tuberculated skin, to
the comb of a domestic cock. Sibbald mentions another "gihhoBUS pisci.," .as
known in Scotland by the name of "hush-paidle," or "bagaty." Not having
access to an American specimen of the lump, I shall omit the description.

FINs.-Br. 4; D. 0-11; P. 20; V. 6; A. 11; C. 12. FABRICIUS, l. c.
6 ; -11 ; 17 ; 6 ; 11 ; 9j. Scottish specimen.

[106.] 2. CYCLOPTERUS MINUTUS. (Pallas.) Diminutif'e lump.

Cycloptel\l8 tninutus. P.u.~, Spic. ZuoJ., vii., p. 14, pl. 3, figs. 7-9.
FARRo, Fa.... GrtJml., p. 136. ROBB,4pp., p. x1ri.

N~peesar(lIooarkaook. GUIlIfLAKDIIlUI.

Captain J. C. Ross says" Pallas's description of this ex.traordinary and beau
tiful little fish is most perfect. It is found in many parts of the Atlantic Ocean;
Fabricius observed it in the southern parts of Greenland, and great numbers were
taken by us from among the extensive floating patches of sea-weed that are met
with off that coast; but it has ne\'er been seen at any great distance to the north-

• Thil is not the only analogy that th~se &hel prellel1t to the~/IP. Lib the latter they bani over land in qlll!lt
of water when the pools which they inhAbit dry up, and, according to Indian information, they abo poaeu the po_ 01

.carrying an internal lupply oC water, but we &Ill not informed whether the reservoir be situated over the gills, as in the
~,ore1Rwhere.
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ward oftheArctic circle. It rarely much exceed!! an inch in length, and is there
fore not used by the natives of Greenland as food, but constitutes the chief mean~

of subsistence to the several species of gulls which are seen hovering over those
banks of sea-weed in astonishing numbers." Ross, I. c.

(lOt.] 3. CYCLOPTERUS SPINOSUS. (Fabricius.) Spiny lump.

Cycloptenu IpillOSUl. FADR., F-. GrrnJ., p. 134.
N IIp_ardlook. GRBIINUNDKR&

Fabricius saw but a single individual of this species, which he obtained in the
southern part of Greenland. It is not eaten by the natives.

The tubercles of the skin are not ranged in rows as i~ the lump, their bases are
rough, and they rise into a longish spine in the centre, the largest being upon the
upper parts, while the belly is smooth. The first dorsal is not so high, nor so
thick, as in the lump, and its edge is not armed with tubercles, but its soft rays
are evident enough. The hue of the fish is blackish, the belly whitish, and the
twelve first rays of the pectorals quite white. FINs.-Br. 6; D. 6-11 ; P. 23;
V. 6; A. 10; C. IO.-Fauna Grrenl.

[lOS.] 4. CVCLOPTERUS VENTRICOSUS. (Pallas.) Bellying lump.

CyeloptelUl't'8otrieDIUI. PUL, Spicilrg., II., 1, 2,3.
Lepadogaater ventric:olUll. ScIlKKlD., BIocA, p. 3.

This species being an inhabitant of the straits which separate Kamtschatka from
America, and therefore belonging equally to both continents, ought to be enumerated
in a list of American fish.

[109.] 1. CVCLOPTERUS (LIPARIS) COMMUNIS. (Artedi.) Unctuous BUcker.

F&JIILY, Diaeoboli. Cuv. GBNVS, Cyelopterua. Lnor. Sub-gmw, UP.llUS, AaTBDI.

Cyelopteruslil'aria. FUR., Fa_. GrtmJ., p. 13~. Ross,.4pp. Parr,'. Po/4r TToyage, p. 199.
Liparia eommunil. SABIlQI, .4pp. Parry'. Efrd TToyage, p. eaii.; Ros8, tlpp., Po xlvii.
Abapokeetsok. GJI,JWO.41mKRB. Sea-snail. VOIUtSHIRK FIIHKIUIKlf.

The Unctuous sucker is said to inhabit all the northern seas. I t abounds on
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the Greenland coast, and was taken on the west side of Daris' Strait. in the 70th
parallel of latitude, on Sir Edward Parry's first expedition. and more recently near
Felix Harbour. in Regent's Inlet, by Captain James C. ROM. The same officer
observed it on the north side of Spitzbergen in 801° of latitude. Fabricius says it
feeds upon young fish, small crustacere, and marine confervlE. It is not eaten by
the Greenlanders. The fish of this sub-genus have only one dorsal, which is, like
the anal, pretty long: the body is smooth, elongated, and compressed towards the
tail. I have had no opportunity of comparing American specimens of the unc
tuous sucker with the European fish, but Captain Sabine says that those taken in
Davis' Strait differ in no respect from the unctuous suckers of the English coast.
Captain James C. Ross states that the average length of those that came under
his observation, in his various voyages. was about three inches.

Fabricius notices a liparis of a larger size, which is known to the Greenlanders
by the name of amersulak. Though this kind attains the length of a foot, and
agrees, he informs us, in many particulars with the cycloptBf'U8 gelatinonu of
Pallas. he does not think that it is a distinct species from the preceding one.

The following notice of a fish of this family, which inhabits Behring's Strait, is
from the Appendix to Captain Beechey's Voyage. "Off St. Lawrence Island
was caught in a dredge, a fish apparently allied to the genus Liparis. It had the
ventral fins placed before the pectorals, but united and continuous with them; a
flat, raised, and rough tubercle, of nearly the diameter of an English sixpence, wal
seated forwards between the pectorals, its anterior part reaching as far as the ven
trals: its CfEca were pretty numerous (COLLIE). The roughness of this tubercle
renders it difficult to refer the fish to any known species, but it is probably nearly
related to the cyclopte'f'u,s gelatinosus, Pallas, a liparis which is known to inhabit
the seas in which this was obtained. The existence of caca removes it from
Lepadogaster of GouaD." BENNETT, App., p. 50.
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ECHENEIDELE.
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THE members of this family, which contains only one genus, may be at once recog
nised by a flat disk on the top of the head with which they attach themselves to
sharks, ships' .bottoms, &c.: it is composed of transverse moveable cartilaginous
plates, toothed or spinous on their posterior edges, and divided into two series by a
mesial longitudinal line. The echeneidea have an elongated body clothed with
small scales; a single, soft dorsal opposite the anal; the head altogether flat above;
the eyes lateral; the mouth horizontal and rounded; the lower jaw projecting
beyond the upper one, and armed, like the intermaxillaries, with small teeth in
card-like plates; a very uniform row of slender teeth, resembling eye-lashes, on the
edge of the labials, which form the border of the upper jaw; the vomer furnished
anteriorly with a cardiform stripe of teeth, and its whole dilated surface as well as
the tongue rough. They have eight gill-rays, the stomach forms a wide, blind sac,
the creca are six or eight, the gut is wide and short, and they want the air-bladder.
The echeneidea are very disagreeable-looking fish, the flatness of the top of the
head giving them the appearance of swimming belly upwards: they fasten them
selves upon the shark apparently for the purpose of being conveyed at ease through
the ocean, and of being ready to consume any small fragments that drop from the
monster's jaws when he takes his prey. Great numbers attach themselves to ships'
bottoms in the tropical seas, particularly on the coast of Mrica, and when the cook
throws the washings of his coppers overboard, they dart oft'to feed upon the grease
and boiled pease with which the water is soiled, returning again in a short time to
the ship, swimming with a wriggling motion like an eel, and with considerable
velocity, so as to overtake with ease a vessel going before a brisk gale. They are
wary in taking a bait, but may be occasionally allured by a pellet of fat, or a little
piece of greasy dough, covering a very small hook. The echeneidea inhabit both
the Atlantic and Pacific, being numerous only within the tropics; their northern
limit, in the former sea, appears to be about the 48th parallel. A well-"known
Mediterranean species, which exists also in the ocean, was fabled by the ancients
to possess the power of arresting a ship in its course, whence its name of 'X'lf1j[s,
and echenei8 among the Greek and Roman authors, and of remora by more modern
writers. 'fhe same 8pecies, and another of a larger size named naucrates, are
included by Drs. Mitchill and Smith in their respective lists of the fish of New

2M
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York and Massachusetts, but their identity with those known to European natural
ists by the same names is questionable. Dr. Mitchill enumerates twenty-four plates
in the disk of his Big oceanic sucker (echeneis naucrates). while the naucrates of
Cuvier has only twenty-two; and Dr. Smith's figure of the echeneis of Boston,
which he refers to remora, represents a much more slender fish than the Mediter
ranean one of that name, the number of the plates of the disk being, however,
eighteen in both. Echeneis lineata of Schneider has only ten plates in 1he disk,
and E. osteocheir of Cuvier has the pectoral rays compressed, bony, q,nd terminated
by a slightly crenated little plate.

[110. ] 1. ECHENEIS NAUCRATES. CAuct.) Ship-master echeneis.

F"KILY, Rcheneidelll. GlllCUS, Ecbeneis. ARTIlDI.

A specimen of an echeneis in the Zoological Museum, obtained by Mr. Audubon
on the banks of Newfoundland, has twenty-two pairs of nearly transverse plates in
its disk, agreeing in this and other respects with the accounts of the echeneis
naucrates, to be found in ichthyological works, but I have had no opportunity of
procuring an authenticated example of the latter wherewith to compare it. The
naucratea, or ship-master, inhabits all the warmer districts of the Atlantic, and was
taken by Mr. Collie among the South-Sea Islands.
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ANGUILLIFORMES.

MALACOPTERYGII APODES.

ANGUILLIFORMES.

1. ANGUILLA ROSTRATA. (Le Sueur.) Beaked-~el.

F.uuLY, Anguillifonnes. Cvv. GSNllS, Anguilla. TBvmnmo. S",b-g_, Murillna. L.lcb.
MurlllDa rostral.. La Snvll, JOUrJI• ..4e. &. PftiI., i., p. 81 . ..411.1817.
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THIS order contains only one natural family of which the members have serpen
tifonn bodies, clothed with thick, soft skin in which the scales are scarcely percep
tible, their ribs are few, and they have no creca; almost all of them possess air
bladders, often of very curious shapes.-The EEL family may be recognised by
their small opercula, surrounded concentrically by the gill-rays, and enveloped in
the skin, so that the gill-opening is reduced to a small tube whose orifice is far back.
Their bodies are long and slender, and their scales, embedded in a fat thick skin,
become visible only when this dries up: they all want the ventral fins and pyloric
creca, and their anus is far back. All these fish were included by Linnreus in his
great genus MURlENA, which has been divided and subdivided by subsequent
writers, who have introduced many new designations for their groups, and applied the
generic name murama, each after his own fancy, to divisions of very different extent
and value.-The eels, anguilla of Thunberg, or murama of Bloch, are known by
the double character of the existence of pectoral fins and of the gill-openings being
placed beneath them. Their stomach is a long blind sac, their gut almost straight,
and their elongated air-bladder has a peculiar gland in its middle. The extent
and fonn of the vertical fins serve to characterise the minor divisions of anguilJa,
such as the true eels, or murama of Lacepede, the congers or congri of Cuvier,
and the opltisuri of LacepMe.-The murays, murana of Thunberg (gymnothoraz,
Bloch, muranophis, Lacepede), want the pectorals altogether, their gill-openings
~ merely a little hole on each side, and their gill-covers and their small feeble
rays are 80 concealed by the skin, that their existence bas been altogether denied
by able naturalists: their stomach is a short bag, their air-bladqer small, oval, and
high up in the belly.

2M2
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The Common eel of Europe belongs to the TRUE EELS, or that division of Thun
berg's genus anguilla, in which the commencement of the dorsal is pretty far
behind the pectorals" and to a minor group in which the upper jaw is shorter than
the under one. The French fishermen recognise. in the Common eel of ichthyo
logical writers (murama anguilla, Linn.) four rlifferent kinds or, as they say,
species, viz., ranguille verniautC, which is the most common; the long-beaked eel,
which has a more compressed and pointed snout; the flat-heaked eel, or grig of
the English, in which the snout is flatter and more obtuse and the eye smaller; and
fauguille pimperneautC, or glut-eel, which has a shorter snout and larger eyes than
the others (Regne Animal).-The Common eel is mentioned by Pennant, Schoepf,
Mitchill, Smith, and many other writers and travellers, as existing in America,
and abounding especially in the St. Lawrence, but like many other North Ameri
can fishes, supposed to be identical with the European ones of the same name, the
species does not appear to have been determined by an actual comparison of speci
mens, nor have I discovered in the accounts of American fish, allY notice of the
four kinds or species we have just alluded to. M. Le Sueur describes five species
which inhabit the waters of Massachusetts and New York, under the names of
murama rostrata, Bostoniensi8, sl!1'pentina, argentea, and macrocephala, all of
them, he believes, previously unknown to naturalists *. His murama rolltrata
was found in lakes Cayuga and Seneka, whose waters fall into the St. Lawrence;
but whether it be the species which forms the object of the extensive eel-fisheries
on this river. of which we shall shortly give an account, we have no means of deter
mining. As he mentions that its eyes are large. it is not likely to be the long
beaked eel of the Regne Animal. De Witt Clinton states that the Common eel
has often been observed endeavouring in vain to surmount the falls of Niagara, by
winding its way upwards among the moist and slippery rocks, and that it is alto
gether unknown in the superior waters of the St. Lawrence t. Mr. Todd was,
however, informed that an Indian speared an eel, three feet long and five or six
inches in circumference, at the mouth of the Nattawasaga, which flows into Lake
Huron. He had an opportunity, shortly after it was killed, of conversing with
several Canadians who saw it, and who assured him that it was actually an eel.
The lamprey being well known, both to the Indians and Canadians, could not have
been mistaken by either of them for an eel. The surprise which the capture of

• Dr. Mitchill mentionl tnapi/Ja tndgaril, COIlfir' and O«/Jllica, IS New York fish, the latter being, he IUppOSeB, deteribed
only by him.ell.

t He alia inrurml UI that eell were unknown in the P&II&ic above the great f&l1I until a canal WIUI cut at Paterson,
IiDce which time they have become plentiful in the upper bl'&llChei of that river. Plait. T,.., NI1IJ Yorl, i., p. 148.
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this fish excited, proves that it is very rare in those parts. I never saw any kind
of eel in the rivers of the Fur countries, nor ~eard of one existing there. Although
the gill-nets used by the natives and fur traders in fishing have the meshes too
large to retain an eel, that fish could scarcely have escaped their notice did it exist
in any numbers in the northern waters. The non-existence of the eel in the waters
of the Fur countries is the more remarkable from its being an inhabitant of the
lakes and rivers of the southern part of Greenland, though in small numbers.
Fabricius says it is called neemereeak by the, natives, and that the largest which
he saw was thirty inches long and six in circumference. It is an object of abhor
rence to the Greenlanders, who will not eat it. According to Vancouver, " a small
sort of eel" of a yellowish-green colour and extremely good flavour, inhabits Port
Discovery, in the straits of Juan da Fuca. .

The following account of the mode of fishing for eels, which prevails above
Quebec for fifteen leagues along the St. Lawrence, is from La Hontan. "At
low water they stretch out hurdles to the lowest water-mark, and that space of
ground being then dry by the retreat of the water, is covered over and shut up by
hurdles. Between the hurdles they place, at certain distances, instruments called
ruches, from the resemblance they bear to a bee-hive, besides baskets and little
nets belayed to a pole, which they call houteux and bouts de quievres. Then they
let all stand in this fashion for three months in the spring, and two in the autumn.
Now as often as the tide comes in, the eels looking out for shallow places, and
making towards the shore, crowd in among the hurdles, which hinder them after
wards to retire with the ebb water; upon that they are forced to bury themselves
in the above-mentioned engines, which are sometimes so over crammed that they
break. When it is low water, the inhabitants take out the eels, which are certainly
the biggest and largest in the world. They salt them in barrels, where they will
keep a whole year without spoiling, and indeed they give an admirable relish in all
sauces, nay, there is nothing that the council of Quebe~ desires more than that this
fishery should be plentiful in all years." (La Hontan, An. 1684. Pink. ColI.)
Kalm, travelling through Canada nearly ninety years afterwards, drew up a de
scription of the same fishery, which we shall also quote, as it differs from the pre
ceding in the detailR, and gives us some further insight into the habits of the eel.
" They place hedges along the shore made of twisted osiers, so close that no nsh
can get through them, and from one foot to a yard high, according to the different
depth of the water. For this purpose they choose such places where the water runs
off during the ebb, and leaves the hedges quite dry. \Vithin this enclosure they
place several weels, or fish traps, in form of cylinders, but broader below. They
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are placed upright, and are about a yard high and two feet and a half wide: on
one side, near the bottom, is an entrance for the fishes, made of twigs, and some
times of yarn, made into a net. Opposite to this entrance, on the other side of the
weel, looking towards the lower part of the river, is another entrance like the first~

and leading to a box of boards about four feet long, two deep, and two broad.
Near each of the weels is a hedge leading obliquely to the long hedge, and making
an acute angle with it. This latter hedge is made in order to lead the fish into
the trap, and it is placed on that end of the long hedge which looks towards the
upper part of the river; now when the tide comes up the river, the fish, and chiefly
the eels, go up with it along the river-side; when the water begins to ebb, the fish
likewise go down the river, and meeting with the hedges they swim along them,
till they come through the weels into the boxes of boards, at the top of which there
is a hole with a cover, through which the fish can be taken out. This apparatus
is made chiefly for the eels. In some places hereabouts they place nets instead of
the hedges of twigs." The following passage occurs also in the same work. "They
catch eels and porpesses at Quebec at the end of September and during the whole
month of October. 'fhe eels come up the river at that time, and are followed by
the porpesses which feed upon them." (Pink. ColI., xiii., pp. 632-672.)

As the Common eel thrives and multiplies in ponds from whence it cannot
migrate to the sea, it becomes a matter of interest to ascertain whether there be
any SPeCific distinction between the resident and migratory kinds, and the fact that
the eel exists in North America, in those parts only to which it has access from
tidal waters, is important in such an inquiry.

DESCRIPTION

Of the Bealred eel of Lake Cayuga, quoted from M. Le Sueur.

cr Snout elongated, pointed, and straight; eyes large and situated very near the angle of
the mouth; body tumid in the centre, narrowed to a point at both extremities: upper parts
varied with grey and olive, sometimes of a slate-blue: lower parts white: dorsal and anal fins
roodish, which colour deepens as it approaches the tail; pectoral fins small, acute, and bluish.
Length from eighteen to twenty-four inches."

There is little doubt of the North American coasts being frequented by some of
the numerous species of murama (Thunb.). Murama moringa of Cuvier is figured
in Catesby, pI. 21, from a Bahama specimen, and Dr. M:itchill mentions murmna
meleagris among the New York fish. The black and green murayof Catesby,
pI. 20, is considered by Pennant to be the common mU1'mna helena of Linnreus.
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_[112.] The OPBIDlUM VIRIDE of the Fauna Gramlandica is unknown to
euvier, though he believes it to be allied to the -Eels. The species is said to attain
the size of a cod, but the only specimen seen by Fabricius measured no more than
two inches. It is taken with a hook and bait in deep water, on the southern coast
of Greenland, and is eaten, when of sufficient size, by the natives, who call it
oonernak.

It resembles a blenny in form, the head being broader than the body and grooved betwixt
the eyes. The mouth is wide, beardless, and toothless; the gill-rays are seven in number,
the membrane ventricose; there are eleven rays in the pectorals; the dorsal, beginning behind
the head, is, together with the anal, united to the caudal, whose longer rays are produced to
a point; there are no ventrals; the anus is situated nearer to the head than to the end of the
tail. The whole fish has a green colour except the belly, before the anus, and the fins, which
are white. Fauna Graml., p. 142. '

A fish taken from the stomach of a kittiwake gull, in Prince Regent's Inlet,
was considered by Captain James C. Ross, as identical with Fabricius's ophidiu7Il
"iride, from its accordance with the description of that author. App. Parry'li
Third Voyage, p. 110.

[113.] 1. SACCOPBARYNX AMPULLACEUS. The Bottle-fish.

F.lKII.y, Anguillirormetl. Cuv. GBNt/B, Saceopharynx. MtTcHILL.
OphiognathUB ampullaeeua. H.utWOOD, PA. Tr., An. 18'17, p. 49, pl. 7.

In this singular genus the body, capable of being inflated like a sack or
leathern bottle, is terminated by a very long and slender whip-like tail, edged
above and below by the narrow dorsal and anal which unite at its tip. The
mouth, armed with long sharp teeth, is cleft far past the eyes, which are close to
the very short pointed snout. The gill-openings, having the form of irregular slits,
and large enough to permit the three branchire to be seen, are under the very small
pectorals. The skin is soft, slimy, loose, a.nd slightly granular in appearance.
The extensibility of the jaws and throat _is extraordinary, being even greater
than that exhibited by the serpent tribe. Only two examples of the genus are
known to have been taken, and, with the exception of dimensions, they realise
many of the popular accounts of the great American sea-serpent. They are vora
cious fish, with a capacious stomach and short straight gut. One of the specimens
had recently before its capture swallowed a fish longer than its own body, and the
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other bad apparently exhausted itself in vain attempts to gorge a sea-perch thicker
than itself. The individual described by Dr. Harwood, measuring four feet and a
half in length, was captured in the entrance of Davis' Strait, by Captain Sawyer,
of the ship Harmony, and the other was taken by Captain Hector Coffin, about
midway between the Labrador coast and Ireland, in the 52nd parallel of latitude.
A description of the latter, by Dr. Mitchill, is contained in the first volume of the
Annals of the Lyceum of New York, but it is unaccompanied by a figure, and the
details which are given do not clearly point out the differences between it and Dr.
Harwood's ampullaceu8. Dr. Mitchill, believing his fish io be the d!llephoru8
chordatu8 of Shaw, appears to have intended to retain the specific appellation, and
merely to change the generic name to 8accuphary~, which having the priority of
ophiognathu8 must be adopted.

In Dr. Harwood's fish the anal terminates insensibly fourteen inches, and the dorsal twenty
and a half, short of the tip of the tail, and there are a few slender filaments springing from
near the termination of the latter; but in the .accopharynx chordatua the dorsal and anal
extend in form of fillets, or narrow ribands, quite to the tip of the tail, where they unite with a
very indistinct caudal, of which Dr. Mitchill could perceive only a few hair-like rays. This
author also mentions a whitish longitudinal stripe on each side of the dorsal fin, and another
less evident and disappearing sooner, on each side of the anal. About fifty pairs of slpnder
barbels or threads an inch long depended from the dorsal stripes, all the way from the head
down the back, and along the tail. As soft barbels go to decay generally sooner than other
parts of a fish, the specimen of ampullaceua may have been imperfect in these appendages,
and also in the extent of the vertical fins. In clwrdatus .the tail was sufficiently flexible to
allow several knots to be tied on its tip as upon a piece of whip-cord. It had no teeth on the
lower jaw, while ampullaceua had a single series of long teeth on the intermaxillanes and
lower jaw. Dr. Mitchill's specimen was a female, with large ovaries full of eggs, but the sex
of Dr. Harwood's is not mentioned.
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1. OPHIDIUM STIGMA. (Bennett.) Branded ophidium.

FAMILY, AnKuillifonnes. Cuv. GIINus,Ophi,!ium. LlIoc.
Ophidium sligma. BIllrNIITT, App. B«cJ.~·, 1701' ioed.
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'fhe ophidia resemble the anguilla in the backward position of the vent and the
union of the dorsal and anal to the caudal, which fonns a pointed extremity to the
fish; the body is long and compressed like the blade of a sword, and covered, as
in the eels, with small scales planted irregularly in the substance of the skin.
These fish differ, however, from the eels in the wideness of their gill-openings,
which are furnished with a conspicuous operculum, and a membrane supported by
short rays: their dorsal rays are jointed but not branched.-The genus is sub
divided in the Regne Animal into the tf'ue ophidia, which have two pairs of small
harbels attached to the tip of the hyoid bone and depending from the throat; and
the fierasfers, which want these appendages, and have a dorsal so slender that it
looks like a mere fold of the skin. The CirrhQUs ophidium of Dr. Mitehill, which
is an inhabitant of the New York seas, belongs to the first division; but the Spi
nous ophidium of the same author is evidently a centronotu" and of the same
species, or at least very nearly allied to the Labrador fish which we have described
at page 91.

The Bf'anded ophidium of Mr. Bennett was discovered in Kotzebue Sound, on
Captain Beechey's recent voyage to Behring's Strait, but the only specimen that
,,'as obtained was not preserved.

" The caudal, dorsal, aud anal fins were united into a transparent ridge; the scales '!ere
very small, and the rays of the branchial covering distinct."-Collie. "Its colour dilute
brown with void swathes or spots, and a purplish spot near the beginning of the dorsal fin.
Its snout obtuse, chin with a large gibbosit.y, and teeth small. Its length five inches/'-Lay.
Its peculiar characters, gathered from the notices preserved of it, are thus summed up by Mr.
Bennett.-" Ophidium (imberbe'l pallide brunneum, jasciitJ maculiaque plurimia; macula
magna purpurea ad ortum pinna: dor,alia."-BENNETT, 1. c.

2N
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2. OPHIDIUH PARRlI. (Ross.) Paf'f'Y's Opltidium.

Ophidium Panii. Ron (Captain J. C.), App. P.,.,,·, TAJrcl roy., p. 109, lUId
PoI,.f' roy.. p. 199. lDur, 4pp. ROlf" &ematl roy., p.llvii.

This species, discovered and described by Captain James C. Ross, has not come
under the notice of any other naturalist. It was first seen on Sir Edward Parry's
third voyage in Baffin's Bay and Prince Regent's Inlet, swimming among ice, in
the cavities of which it finds refuge from the sea-fowl, who, from its keeping Deal·

the surface, wO\lld find it an easy prey if deprived of such retreats: a glaucous gull,
shot near Felix Harbour, on Sir John Ross's recent voyage, ejected one, measuring
four inches in length, from its stomach. Captain J. C. Ross informs us that this ophi
dium belongs to euvier's sub-genus Fierasfers, and in its general appearance
approaches nearly to the Ophidium viride of Fabricius (p. 271), but has very much
larger pectoral fins, the numbe.r of their rays being between three and four times
greater than in Fabricius's fish. His description of it is as follows:-

" HEAD very obtuse, being or equal length, depth, and transverse diameter, broader than
the body, flattened and groo\'ed between the eyes, which are lateral and rather large; irides
pearl-white. Mouth rather large, plact'd at the extremity of the head, and armed with numer
ous minute teeth on the palate and either jaw: lower jaw rather longer and without cirrhi.
Bony three times the length of the head, ensiform, much compressed, and gradually tapering
towards the tail, which is pointed. Neck much arched, giving a greater depth to the body
than to any other part. Back of a dark greenish-brown colour, which is lighter on the sides;
belly before the vent white; vent nearer the head; fins partake of the colour of that part of the
hody en which they are inserted. FINs.-The dorsal, which rise!! just behiDd the head, and
anal, which eommences close to the vent, unite with the caudal, and together consist of ninety
five rays, of which there are fifty in the dorsal and superior half of the caudal, and forty-five
in the inferior balf of this fin and the anal. The pectoral fins, which are very large, contain
thirty-seven rays, and when stretched backwards along the body, extend rather beyond the
MIlt, completely covering the whole of the belly and throat. The individuals ,.aried from
four to eight inches in length. The following measurements are of an ordinary-med fish :-

"..

Inebet. L1DeL

" LeDgtb to the eaudal fin
.. of the eaudal

head
body.

• 4
o
1
3

6 LenRth to the nnt •
8t Height of dunal or anal
2i Total length offish
7 GreateBt depth of body

Inch.... Lines.

• 1 8t
o 9t

.56
1 5"
Rou, I. c.

On Sir Edward Parry's Polar expedition a putrid ophidium was found among
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some sea-weed on Walden Island, to the north of Spitzbergen, which was con
sidered to belong to this species, but the pectoral fin, though of large size, contained
only twenty-eight rays.-Ross, Parry's Polar Vo.Y., p. 199.

[ 116.] 1. AMMODYTES LANCEA. (Cuv. ?) Sand lmlnc~.

F.Ulny, AnguilliformeB. Cuv. GBKUB, AmmodyteL LUlIf.
Ammod)"kB tobiaDUB. FA.BRIClllB, F_ Gr(l!lf/., p. 140.
Lance (A_odyte. tobiamu). PEICIC., Arct. ZJoI., ii., &",,1", p. 113.

,

The launces have, as their name imports, an elongated body like the preceding
genera, a dorsal fin supported by unbranched jointed rays occup)'ing a great
part of the back, an anal of a similar appearance, and a forked caudal sepa
rated from the other two by small spaces. The snout is pointed, the upper jaw
extensile, but shorter when the mouth is shut than the lower one.' The stomach
is fleshy and pointed, and they have neither air-bladder nor pyloric creca. They
feed on worms, and bury themselves in the sand, from whence the fishermen dig
them when the tide retires. Pennant states the Ammod!ltes tolJianu8 of Linnreus
to be plentiful at Newfoundland, and Dr. Mitchill enumerates it among his New
York fish; but as naturalists have until lately confounded two species under the
Linnrean name, and the one Pennant has figured as tolJianu8 in British Zoology is
the lancea of Cuvier, it remains to be ascertained to which of the species the
American fish is to be referred, if indeed it belongs to either.-Neither Pennant
nor Mitchill have favoured us with a description of the transatlantic launee.

Fabricius considers the putsrotok of the Greenlanders to he the .Ammod!lt~,

tobianua, and from the number of rays in its dorsal and anal being greater than in
the lancea of Cuvier, it is probably the species represented by Bloch, pI. 72, f.2.
It frequents parts of the sea having sandy or clayey bottoms, in which it hides its
head, and remains quiet with its tail pointing upwards and body spirally twisted.
It rarely visits the surface, though it is occasionally observed swimming near pieces
of ice, and in the month of May it approaches the beach in company with the
capelins. I t searches among the sand with its pointed snout for the worms upon
which it feeds.

FIN8.-Br. 7; D. 67; P.14; 1".0; A. 34; C.16. FABRICIUS.

2 N 2
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WPHOBRANCHII.

IN this, the fifth order of fish according to euvier's arrangement, the jaws, as in
the preceding orders, are complete and free; but the branchire, unlike those of
other fish, are divided. into little round tufts disposed by pairs along the arches:
they are shut in by a large gill-cover bound down by a melu"brane, in which there
is merely a small hole for the exit of the water, and only vestiges of rays. The
Lophohranchii may also be known by their bodies being encased from one end to
the other by shields w:hich give them, in almost every instance, an angular form.
They are gener~lly of small size, and almost destitute of flesh. Their alimentary
canal is even, without creca, and their air-bladder slender, but large enough in pro
portion .to the size of the fish.' 1'he order is divided into two genera, Syngnathus
and Pegasus, the species of the' latter being inhabitants of the. Indian Ocean.
Syngnathus is subdivided into three sub-genera, viz., the Sea-pipes, or True
syngnathi, the Sea-horses, or Hippocampi, and Solenostomus, of which the only
known species is an inhabitant of the Indian seas. Pennant mentions the Lesser
pipe-fish, or Syngnathus acus of Linnreus; as belonging to North America, and
Drs. Mitchill and Smith include Syngnathus typhle in their lists of the New York
and Massachusetts fish. The peculiarity of the s!fngnathicarrying their roe aft~r

impregnation in little pouches under the belly or tail, which are cleft to give exit
to the young when they are hatched, has been long known to naturalists, but Mr.
Yarrell has recently shown that it is the male fish alone which is provided with
these receptacles for the roe.
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THE sixth order of osseous fish makes a near approach to the CllOndropter!lgii in
the imperfection of the jaws and the tardy ossification of the skeleton, which is, '

nevertheless fibrous, and in its general structure the same as in ordinary fis~les.
.Their principal distinctive character consists in the labials being joined immove
ably to the intermaxillaries which form the upper jaw, and in the arch of the palate
,being united by suture to the cranium, and consequently destitute of allmotioll.
The gill-covers and rays are moreover concealed under a, thick skin which leaves
only a small branchial slit; there are no libs; the true ventraIs are wanting, the
alimentary canal is wide, without creca, and an air-bladder of, considerable, siz.e is
,almos~ always present. The order comprises two very natural families, the ,GYM
NOOONTES, which, instead of teeth, ha,ve their jaws armed with a subst~nee like
ivory, divided internally into plates, and having a general resemblance to the beak
of a parrot; and SCLERODERMATA, which are readily. known by a conical or: py,ra
midal, snout projecting from before the eyes, and terminated by a sQlall mouth armed
with a few distinct teeth in each jaw. Their skin is generalJy rough, or,clothed
with hard scales·. The following species have been stated to frequent the coasts

.of the Unite.d States :-Diodon punctatus, CUVIER (D. attinga, SCHOEPF, D.
h!lstrix, .B.I:-.); D. rivulatus, CUVIER (D. maculato-striatus, MITCHILL); D.
piwsus, MITCHILL; Tetraodon geQmetricus, SCHNEIDER Bt.; T. lineatus, BL.,
SCHOEPF; T. hispidus, SCHOEPF; T. turgidus, MITCBILL; T. lcevigatus,
WILLOUGH., SCHN. Bt.; T. curvUB, MITCHILL; Orthagoriscus mola, SCHN.
el.'etraodon mola, LINN., SCHOEPF); Balistes tomentosUB, LINN.; B. vetula.
BL.; .B. hispidu8, LINN., SCHN. Bl.; B. monoceros, .LINN., PENN. (Aleuteres
monoceros. SMITH); B. aurantiaetu, SMITH; B. hroccus, SMITH; B. 8ufflamen,
SMITH; Ostracion triqueter, SMITH; 0 .. hicaudalis, SMITH; O. quadricornis,
SCHN., Bl. There is' considerable confusion in the application of these names,

'some of them, at least, being preoccupied by fish belonging to other quarters of the
ocean.

• The PltctogrtaJloi are included by llJ. Ag.~siz among his GtllloidilUt,.
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CHONDROPTERYGII ELEUTHEROPOMI.

STURIONID~.

THE CARTILAGINOUS FISHES (those whose skeleton contains no bony fibres, but
only small calcareous grains) are considered by Cuvier as forming a series parallel
to the osseous fishes, in the same way that the marsupial animals represent the
unguiculated mammalia. They are not, in his opinion, either inferior or superior
in their organization to the osseous fishes, for many of the genera approach the
reptiles in the stmcture of the ear and genital organs, while others show so much
simplicity of form, and such imperfect vestiges of a skeleton, that one might even
hesitate in ranking them among the vertebrated animals. The two orders intp
which the series is divided are characterised by the condition of the gills. The
eleutheropomi - resemble ordinary fishes in their gill-openings, which are furnished
with a. cover edged by a. greatly-restricted membrane destitute of rays. This order
comprehends only two genera or families, one of which, acipenser of Linnams, or
the SturionidetB. is included by M. Agassiz along with the plectognathi, 8!/f&
gttathi, and fifty extinet genera in his order of Ganoidians; his Placoidians em
bracing the rest of the cartilaginous fishes. The following Sturionidea have been
mentioned by authors as existing in the waters of the United States. AcipenBer
brev;rlHllriB, LE SUEUR; A. ruhicundus, ID.; A. oxgr1l!/nChUB, ID.; A. macv
101118, ID.; P/(,tiroslra edentu/a, ID.; Polgodon spatula, Regne Animal.

[1l7.] 1. ACIPEN8BR TRANSMONTANUS. (Richardson.) Col"mbia Ru,llt'
Sturgeon.

F"'.ILY, Sturiooide.. GaNOI, Aeipenser. AOCT. SttlJ.gnttU, Sterleta. BILUfDT.

The sturgeons resemble the sharks in general form, but their bodies are de
fended by bony shields disposed in five, or in a few instances in three, longitudinal
rows; their head is also well cuirassed extemally; their toothless mouth, situated
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under the snout, is supported upon pedicles, which give it more protraetility than
the mouth of the sharks; the upper jaw, formed by the union of the palate-bones
and labials, contains merely vestiges of the intermaxillaries; the eyes and nostrils
are lateral; the snout is furnished beneath with barbels; there is no vestige of an
auditory opening, the little hole behind the temples, which has been so considered,
being, in fact, only a spiracle leading to the gills; the anal is under the dorsal, which
is posterior to the ventrals; the c&udal embraces the turned-up end of the spine,
and has a broad lobe underneath anterior to the principal point. In this genus, as
in the selacians, there is a conglomerated pancreas, and the lower part of the
intestine is furnished with a spiral valve which serves to delay the passage of its
eontents. The sturgeons are anadromous Dsh, ascending rivers in shoals for the
purpose of spawning. The migrations of some are confined entirely to fresh waters,
others pass a part of the year in the sea. They are particularly abundant in the
seas and rivers of northern Asia, and are of great importance, in an economical
point of view, to the various nations under the Russian sway. Caviar is made
from the roe, isinglass from the air-bladder, the flesh is eaten fresh, salted, or pre
served by aromatic substances, and even the ligamenta-cartila.ginous cord which
pe"ades the spine constitutes a Russian delicacy named fJeaiga.

The sturgeons of North America, though almost equally numerous with those of
Asia, are of comparatively little benefit to the natives. A few speared in the
summer time suffice for the temporary support of some Indian hordes, but none
are preserved for winter use, and the roe and sounds are utterly wasted. The
ingenious methods practised in Asia of capturing the sturgeon by weirs and move
able chambers are not resorted to in America, though west of the Rocky Moun
tains salmon are taken by analogous means, which we have already described.
The northern limit of the sturgeon in America is probably between the 55th and
56th parallels of latitude. I have met with no account of its existence to the north
ward of Stuart's Lake, on the west side of the Rocky Mountains, and on the east
side it does not go higher than the Saskatchewan and its tributaries. It is not
found in Churchill River, nor in any of the branches of the Mackenzie or other
stre.ams that fall into the Arctic Sea, a remarkable circumstance, when we con
sider that some species swarm in the Asiatic rivers which flow into the Icy Sea.
Sturgeon occur in all the great lakes communicating with the St. Lawrence, and
also along the whole Atlantic coast of the United States down to Florida. Pecu
liar species inhabit the Mil!!issippi, and it is therefore probable that the range of
the genus extends to the Gulf of Mexico.
. The sturgeon-fishery of Pine Island Lake, whose waters fall into the Saskatche-
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wan, is most productive in the summer, a stray individual being:very rarely taken
at othel' seasons. . The sturgeons: make their first appearance when the river breaks
up in the spring, and the lake is flooded with muddy water•. The great rapid
which forms the discharge of the Saskatchewan into Lake Winipeg, appears quite.
alive with these fish in the month of June, and some families of the natives resort
thither at that time to spear them with a harpoon, or grapple them with a strong
hook tied to a pole. Notwithstanding the great muscular power of the sturgeon
it is timid, and we have seen one so frightened by the paddling of a canoe, that it
ran its nose into the muddy bank, and was taken by a voyageur, who leaped upon
its back. The Saskatchewan sturgeon weighs from ten to twenty pounds, and
rarely attains the weight of sixty. June is the principal spawning time, but indi
viduals filled with roe have been killed in every season of the year. As this fish
is not taken near Hudson's Bay, it is probable that it winters in Lake Winipeg
without visiting the sea, though we are not aware that there are any cascades in
Nelson's· River which it cannot surmount. On comparing a number of these
sturgeons with one another, considerable variety was perceived in the length and
acuteness of their snouts, and in the intensity of the colour of their bodies: the
older fish had smoother and flatter shields. I brought home specimens of the two,
most distinct kinds in 1821, and on drawing up a few hasty notices of the fish for
the Appendix to the Narrative of Sir John Franklin's First Expedition, followed.
the opinion of Forster in considering them to be specifically the same with the
acipenser Rutltenu8, or sterlet of the Russian rivers. The specimens having gone
to decay, I have no means of correcting this reference, which is doubtless erroneous.
As far as I can recollect, the Saskatchewan sturgeon, known to the Crees by, the
uame of nameyoo, is very similar to one which exists on the west side of the Rocky
.Mountains, which I shall now allude to more particularly.

Two specimens of a sturgeon, which I have named acipenser transmontanuI,
were sent to me from Fort Vancouver by Dr. Gairdner, accompanied by the follow
ing notice :-" The species attains eleven feet in length, and a weight of six
hundred pounds t; the small specimens sent home were chosen for their porta
bility. It enters the Columbia early in March every year, and is caught as high
up as Fort Colville, notwithstanding the numerous intervening cataracts and
rapids, which seem to be insuperable barriers to a fish 80 sluggish in its movements.

• The Saskatchewao. 10181 it, naDJe when it falls into Lake Winipeg,whon superfluous waters are carried to HudJon's
Bay by Nelson', River.

t The IrMro is reported by Pallas to attain a weight of nearly three thousud pounds, ud a length exceeding thirty
feet.
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It disappears about the month of September. It is termed by the Cheenooks
Icatloolc, and in the language of the Cascade Indians nalchun."-The Columbia
River sturgeon belongs either to the sturiones or sterleta, two of the four groups
into which Brandt has divided the genus, the approximation or remoteness of the
shields by which these two forms are characterised not being very precise as a prac
tical mark of distinction"'. rts snout is broad as in the Common sturgeon A. sturio,
but much more depressed, and its mouth is comparatively large. In its general
form and proportion of parts it strongly resembles A. Ruthenus, but whether it be
the same with the sturgeon of Stewart's Lake and Frazer's River, noticed in page
215, we have no means of ascertaining.

DESCRIPTION

Of No. I, lpecimen of 4. Ir_la.... l'rom the Columbia River.

FORK elongated, tapering from head to tail, the body keeled by five rows of shields, the
dorsal row being the most prominent, and the lateral one least SO; the belly and under sur..
face of the head are flattish; the cheeks are also flat, and the snout rounds off laterally from
the nostrils, terminating in a moderately-acute point; the top of the head is slightly convex,
both longitudinally and transversely, with a shallow depression extending from between the
orbits backwards on the mesial line ; the profile shelves off suddenly before the nostrils into
the greatly-depressed snout, which, when seen from above, is semilanceolate, its breadth at the
nostrils being equal to its length anterior to these openings; in profile the snout appears thin
and horizontal, but its flexible point is readily turned up a little. Two pairs of slender, taper
ing barbels, quite simple at their tips t, hang from beneath the snout about midway between
its point and the orbit; the exterior pair, which are a little posterior to the others and rather
longer, measure an inch and a half. A bone, forming a narrow, even, flat ridge, is per
.ceptible through the skin covering the under surface of the snout, and terminates abruptly
opposite to the anterior margin of the orbit, on the verge of the large cavity in which the
mouth is lodged. The snout, if measured from the orbits, forms one-twelfth of the total length
of the fish, but less than one-fifteenth if mellilured only from the nostrils. The mouth is pos
tE-rior to the eye, and when protruded has an oval orifice, whose axis lying transversely mea-

• PlOfl!lllClr Lovetlky, adopting Brandt'l lubdivilion, hal given the following arrangemrnt of the apeciel known to
him • ..-

1. HUBOluI8.-Snout acute or obtul8, "holly or· partly cartilaginona, more or leal pellucid; shields "hich arm the
body distant from one another. 4.ltulO, LINN.; .4./lJutmi/tWWiU, LovBT.; 4. tlatJriat" GBOKO.; 4. obIrmrodn., LB
SUBUIl; .4. ","-lu" Lz SUBUB. .

2. SruJUolfu.-8nout obtul8 or awl-shaped, covered "ith bony ahields not JMlllucid; Ihieldl diatant. .4. Gil/tim.
rJldlii, BRANDT; .4. durio (A. uclainulei,.ii, SoHN., BI.); 4. ,clripa, GULDZNST.; 4. Geelu/ii, FIL%.

3. S'l'zaLJrTa.-Snout a"l-sbaped, covered .itb bony &bields, not pellucid; abielda imbricated. .4. llMtAtJu., LDOf.;
4. IICIIkallll, FlscHBa.

4. HBLopu.-8nout long (one-aixth or one-aeveoth of the length of the body), covered "ith atroog bony shie1da;
Ibields diatant. .4.IIe1/aIJUl, PALL.; A.o:ryrlrgnc/au" MITCH.; 4. -acw/ollll, LII SI1I1I1B. (LovllTaIlY, NowfJ. MifII. til
Mo.cott, iii., p. 257. .4n. 1834.)

t The barbels of .4. RNlh-., have fringed tipl.

20
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sures an inch and a half, or nearly as much as the distance between the anterior nostrils and
the tip of the snout.: when the jaws are retracted the ~ommissure of the mouth is transverse.
and is drawn considerably within the under surface of the head. The lips. thin and pendu
lous at the junction of the jaws, are separated by a fissure on the medial line of the upper jaw.
and are altogether wanting on the middle half of the lower jaw. The tongue is fixed, pro
minent. and smooth. and there are no teeth whatever. The orbits are small and circular and
the nostrils large. particularly the posterior openings. Four lengths and a half of the head
are equal to the entire length of the fish.

The GILL-con:R consists of a pretty large operculum. which has a form more like that of

A. schipa than any of the other figures in Lovetsky's monograph *: a chain of three smaller
bony plates proceeding from the lower corner of the operculum gives firmness to the gill
membrane, which is not to be distinguished from the softer parts of the gill-cover.

SKIN.-The whole upper surface of the head is encased in bony plates of various forms.
which are rough. with radiating, granulated ribs: the plates on the snout admit of a little
motion, the others are fixed; a few small ones exist on the tip of the bone beneath the snout.
and farther back rises into two tubercles. The suborbitar bones. humerals. and scapulars,
have surfaces still more rough than the upper plates, in conjunction with which they
form a firm helmet that compensates for the too great flexibilit.y of a cartilaginous cra
nium. The s.~ield& on the body have rough saddle-shaped bases. with very acute central
ridges terminating in a hook or spine which pointil' backwards, and is longest and most acute
on the posterior dorsal shields; there are also some serratures on the ridge of the shields
beneath the point of the spine. The dorsal row contains fourteen shields. exclusive of one
without a spine, which is incumbent on the first ray of the dorsal fin: the anterior of these
shields is fixed among the plates of the hpad, the others mO\-e with the skin. and are near each
other. though not in actual contact. The shields on the lateral lines have lozenge-shaped
bases. placed obliquely, and are smaller and farther apart than the dorsal ones anteriorly, but
the posterior ones successively diminish and approximate until they reach the curvature of

the tail, beyond which they cannot be easily reckoned. though they can be traced in form of a
.cartilaginous line extending along the under margin of the tail to its tip: excluding the
extreme caudal ones, then, there are in this specimen forty-two lateral shields on the left side,
and forty-seven on the right. The 'Ventral shields, of which there are eleven on the left side,
and nine on the right before the ventrals, are wider apart than the lateral ones, and of
an intermediate size between them and the dorsal ones. There are also five or six sub
orbicular, spineless plates in two rows, between the vent and anal fin, one on the commence
ment of the latter, and another on the upper ray of the caudal. The compressed, turned up
part of the tail is covered above the lateral line by ten or eleven crowded rows of small, rough,
lozenge-shaped plates, which give it a reticulated appearance. The rest of the skin is studded
with small, scattered, stellated tubercles of various forms and sizes; some exist even on the

• In Professor Lovetsky's monograph on Russian sturgeon, no statement is given of the parts that are included under
the name of snout, so that we cannot compare the lellgth of this member in our fi.h with that of his,
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lining of the gill-openings, the skin surrounding the eye and nostrils being the smoothest.
There is a short, smooth groove on the under edge of the tail, between the caudal and anal
fins, the use of which is not apparent.

FINs.-Br. 0; P. 43; V. 34; D. 52; A. 33; C. 27/86.
The pectora" have a greater spread than any of the other fins; their first ray is very strong

and bony, its slender tip, however, being articulated. The tJentrau are far back, being nearer
to the tip of the tail than to the end of the snout:· they have a horizontal position, which, in
conjunction with the size of the pectorals, and the position of the mouth, shows that the fish
is constructed for taking its prey on or near the bottom of the water. The anal begins as far
from the vent as its termination is from the caudal: its middle rays are the longest. The
dor,al commences a little posterior to the vent, and terminates a very little anterior to the end
of the anal. The portion of the caudal above the tail gradually narrows and disappears short
of the point; its rays are rigid and bony, or spinous with very acute points. The under part
of the fin is considerably broader, particularly its anterior lobe; its margin is sickle-shaped,
and its rays are articulated like those of the other fins. The rays of all the fins are very rough.
There are seventeen interspinous bones connected with the dorsal, and eleven with the anal.

COLOUR.-" Body and top of the head of a hue intermediate ·between yellowish and bluish
grey, partially iridescent; shields ash-grey, giving a spotted appearance to the back. Sides
silvery-white, with faint vertical bluish-grey bands.. Belly white." (Gairdner.)

INTBSTlNEs.-The re8ophagus, or upper part of the stomach, is furnished with seven longi
tudinal rows of crenated papillre; the rest of the stomaeh is smooth, with thin coats forming
longitudinal folds, except close to the pylorus, where the parietes of the stomach are thick and
fleshy, like the gizzard of a fowl. The upper half of the gut, below the pylorus, has its lining
finely reticulated. and the remainder is traversed by a spiral' membranous valve. A little
below the pylorus there is a glandular-looking pancreas which communicates with the gut;
when laid open it appears to consist. of honey-combed cells, much resembling the second sto
mach of a ruminating quadruped. The air-bladder communicates with the upper part of the
stomach by a pretty large hole. The stomach was filled with the remains of some nearly
digested malloti paeifici. mixed with the Ji«ht wrack that collects in the eddies of rivers. such
as decayoo leaves. water-worn pieces of wood, and the exuvire of the larvre of neuropterre.

The ,econd Ipecimen has a longer and rather more acuminated snout. twelve dorsal shields,
forty-two and forty-three lateral ones. and twelve ventral ones on each side. There are also a
few roundish plates ranged near the bases of the dorsal shields. In other respects it resembles
the preceding ones perfectly.

. 20 2
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DnRMsIO"S.

No.1, No.2.
Dr.GaIrd-

nl''-'
lDeull!elll

---------
hoi. Lin. In. Lin. In. Lin.

Length from tip of snout to extremity of tail · . . 27 0 23 6 54 0

" "
curvature of tail (excluding caudal) 22 6 19 2 45 0

" " end of dOhal. • • • 19 8i 17 0 39 0

" " end of anal · 19 6 17 3 38 9~

" "
beginning of donal · . 17 1 14 9t 33 0-

" "
&DUS . 15 9t 14 2 33 0

" "
end of ventrals ]5 0 13 7~ 0 0

" "
beginning of ditto 14 0 12 7t 29 0

" "
nape includin~ first donal shield 6 2 6 0 0 0

" ., nape esclwling ditto 5 3 5 2 11 0

" "
pectorals. • • • 5 9 5 9 12 0

" "
posterior edge of gill-openings 5 9t 5 8 0 0

" "
edge of operculum • • 5 7 5 4t ]0 1

" " temporal spiracles • . 3 10 3 8 6 7

" "
posterior edge of orbit · 2 81 2 lot 0 0

" "
anterior ditto • • 2

~
2 6 9 0

" "
posterior end of vomer • · ~ 2 6t 0 0

" " angle of postl!rior sub·orbitar 3 2 3 31 0 0

" " IUperior nual orifices I 8t 1 9* 2 7

"
of pectorala . · 4 0 3 4 7 0

"
ventrala • . · 2 2 1 7 4 4

"
attachment of ditto . . I 2 1 0 0 0.. attachment of anal . . I 4 1 0 2 8

" its longest rays • . 2 4 • 2 0 4 0

"
attachment of dorsal 2 7t 2 2 6 0

" its longest ray. • • ~ 3 I at 3 0

" longest lower raYI of caudal · 3 0 2 7 0 0

"
lower lobe of ditto • · 3 6 3 I 5 0

" upper lobe of ditto . ~ 10 5 2 0 0
Breadth of pectorals • • • · 2 9 2 7 5 5

" between nOlltri1a-upper orifices · I 2 1 2 2 5

"
between eyes. . . · 1 9t 1 9 3 6

" between anterior orbitar bonea • · · 2 0 I 10 3 9
" between te~ral Ifinel". •

.
2 0 1 10 3 9·" between IU aces 0 ICal!ular bones . · 2 7 2 4 0 0

Circumference of body where thu:keat • · 9 0 8 0 18 0

[118.] 2. ACIPENSER RUBICUNDUS. (Le Sueur.) Ruddy sturgeon.

AcipenBel rubicundul. L. SUEUR, PII. no., PlIilatl., New Seriea, i., p. 388, pl. 12.

This sturgeon, which was very imperfectly known to Pennant and other writer~

who have mentioned Canadian animals, was first established as a distinct species
by M. Le Sueur, who found it in lakes Ontario, Erie, Huron, and Michigan.
The individuals inhabiting the three latter sheets of water are of course cut off

• This m8uurement wu probably made by Dr. Gairdner to the &Dferior edge of a lhield incumbent on the dunal
which il nearly opposite to the posterior verIP of the VeAt.
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from all communication with the sea by the falls of Niagara, and even t1le sturgeon
of Lake Ontario do not perhaps descend the St. Lawrence, as I have no notices of
their having been taken in the lower parts of that river. La Hontan says" the
lake sturgeons are commonly five or six feet lon~, but I once saw one of ten feet,
and another of twelve. They are caught by the savages with nets in the winter
and grapples in the summer." August is termed the sturgeon month by the Cana
dian Indians, on account of the productiveness of the fishery at that period. Carver
states that sturgeon of excellent quality may be taken in Lake Superior at almost
all seasons of the year, but whether they are of the same species with the ruddy
sturgeon we have no means of judging. The latter is remarkable for wanting the
abdominal shields, agreeing in this respect with the A. nudiventris of Lake AraI,
which Professor Lovetsky considers to be a variety of A. scllipa. This author
refers A. ruhicundua to the sub-genus sturio, in which the shields are remote and
the opake snout is protected by strong bony plates. It is described by 1\1. Le
Sueur as having

A ypllowish-red colour on the back. and olivaceous-red on the sides. Its head, which forms
one-eighth of the total length, is flat above with a roundish snout, having its four barbels
nearer to its tip than to the mouth. The breadth at the eyes is equal to the distance from
thence to the end of the snout, which in a fish four feet long is only three inches. The dorsal
ridge is much elevated at its junction with the nape. There are nine dorsal shields and thirty
five lozenge-shaped lateral ones. FINS.-P. 50; V. 28; A. 22 j D. 42. (LE SUEUR, 1. c.)

[118.] CHIM..ERA. -- Elephant fish.

Elephant fish. VA.NCOtlVBIlo

The chimarOJ, though placed by Cuvier at the end of the sturionidea, seem to
belong more properly to his second order of chondropterygii, in which the gills are
fixed, for though there is only one apparent gill-opening on each side, the gills in
reality adhere by a large part of their borders, and there are consequently five holes
communicating with the external gill-opening. They have, moreover, a great
resemblance to the sharks in their general form and the position of their fins.
They have a rudimentary operculum concealed by the skin, and their jaws, still more
reduced than those of the sharks, are furnished with hard plates, four above ancI
two below, in place of teeth. The projecting snout is marked with rows of pores.
The males are distinguished by trifid bony appendages to the ventrals, and they
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have also two -spinous laminre in front of these fins, and a fleshy barbel between
the eyes, terminated by a cluster of prickles. The gut is short and straight, with
a spiral valve as in the sharks. These fish produce very large leathery eggs,
having flat velvety edges·. The only two species known to Cuvier were placed by
him in separate sub-genera. The Chimera tn61Utrosa, or king of the herrings.
inhabits the European seas, where it preys on fish that migrate in shoals. The
Callorhgnchu8 antarcticus frequents the southern seas. The researches of Mr.
Collie, during Captain Beechey's recent voyage, render it probable that several
undescribed species exist in the Pacific. One was seen at Coqnimbo, on the eoast
of Chili, and another at Monterey, in California, potsessing characters. intermediate
between Chimrera and Callorhyncbus. Another, inhabiting the northern parts of
the Pacific, is described in the Appendix to the Narrative of the Voyage alluded
to by Mr. Bennet, under the name of chimara Collie;. An elephant fish, taken
by Vancouver in Port Discovery, lat. 48°, in the Straits of Juan da Fuca; may pos
sibly belong to this species.

• Captain King la)"8 that the spawn of CoJ/or/rynclrJR bears a strong reaembhl.nee to a broad leaf of _.weed, within
the coata of which the lilh, already perfect in form, il diacovered luapended in lluid. Griffith'l Cuvier,~, po 97.
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CHONDROPTERYGII TREMATOPNEONTES.

THE CARTILAGINOUS FISHES with FIXED GILLS. forming the eighth order of their
class in Cuvier's arrangement, are the trematopnes of Dumeril, or the placoidians
of M. Agassiz. Their gills adhere by their outward edges in such a way that the
water either escapes by as many holes in the skin as there are intervals betwixt
them, or by a common conduit in which all these holes end. Another peculiarity
in the structure of these fishes consists in the frequent suspension of small cartila
ginous bows in the flesh opposite to the gills. and which may be caned branchial
ribs. The order is divided into two families.

SELACHII.

The selaciens of Cuvier, or plagiostomes of Dumeril. comprise the sharks and..
rays, which have many common characters. They have the ordinary jaw" bones
merely in a rudimentary state, their place being supplied by the palatine and post
mandibular bones, which are alone armed with teeth, and are suspended to the
cranium by a single bone. that represents at once the petrous. jugal, and temporal
bones and the preoperculum. rrhe gill-rays are attached to the os hyoides, as in
osseous fishes, although they are not so perceptible externally, but there is no ves
tige of any of the three opercular pieces. The, ventrals are situated on the hinder
part of the abdomen on each side of the vent. The pancreas is in form of a con
glomerated gland, and not divided into distinct creca. and the short gut is provided
in its lower part with a spiral valve. These fish are either oviparous or viviparous.
and possess well-organised oviducts. The males have curious appendages on the
inside of their ventral fins. whose use is not known. The following species have
been mentioned as inhabitants of the seas of the Uoited States.

SCYLLII.-Scyllium Edwardsi;, Cuv. (Squalus canis, MITCHILL; S. canicula
et catulus, SMITH). CARCHARIJE.-Squalus carcharias, PENN.• MITCHILL;
SMITH; Carcharias 'Vulpes, SMITH (Squalus 'Vulpes, MITCHILL); Squalus glaucul/.
MITCHILL, SMITH; Squalua punctatua, IDEM; Squalua o'hscurua. LE SUEUR;
Squalus littoralis. IDEM. SELACHEs.-Selache ma.ximus. SMITH (Squalus
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ma.ximua, MITCHILL; Squalua elephaa, LE SUEUR). SCYMNI.-Squalua Ameri
canua·, l\fITCHILL; Somnioaua hrevipinnia, LE SUEUR. ZYG~N~.-Zygoma

malleua, VALENC. (Zygoma vulgaria, SMITH; Squalus zygoma, MITCHILL);
Zygoma tiburo, SMITH (Squalua tiburo, PENN.). Squatince.-Squatina Dume
rilii, LE SUEUR. PRISTEs.-Squalua priatia, PENN. RAI~.-Raia torpedo,
ocellata, diaphana, centroura, and honaaua, MITCHILL; Raia ootia and clavata,
SMITH; Raia Sayii, Deamareatii, eglanteria, Chantenay, LE SUEUR; Trygon
Sabinum, CUY. (Raia Sabina, LE SUEUR); Trygon micrura, CUY. (Raia Ma
clura, LE SUEUR); Jfyliobatia Fremenvillii, LE SUEUR; Myliobatia quadriloba,
CUV. (Raia quadriloba, LE SUEUR). CEPHALOPTER~.-Cephaloptera mobular,
CUY. (Ceph. giorna, LE SUEUR; Cephaloptera vampyrus, MITCHILL. Devil
ray, PENN.). From the imperfect descriptions of many of the above fish, and the
want of figures, we cannot be certain of the right application of the names.

[ 119.] 1. SQUALUS (CARCHARIAS) VULGARIS. (euvier.) The
White shark.

White shark. PSlol.,4re/. Zoot., EttppI., p. 105.

The sharka constitute an extensive genus, which is known by the elongated
body, thick fleshy tail, and pectorals of medium size, so that in their general form
they are not widely different from ordinary fishes. Their gill-openings and eyes
are lateral, their snout is sustained by three cartilaginous branches proceeding
from the forepart of the cranium, and their rudimentary intermaxillaries, labials.
and premandibular bones are readily discernible. Many of them are viviparous,
others oviparous. 'fhe spine is divided throughout into vertebrre, and the small
ordinary ribs, as well as the branchial ribs, are apparent. The sub-genera are
characterised principally by the form of the snout and nostrils. the presence or
absence of spiracles on the top of the head, the extent of the gill-openings, the
number and position of the dorsal fins, the existence of spines before these fins. the
presence or absence of the anal, and the form of the teeth, which are either cutting
or en pavea. The carcharice, a most celebrated and numerous group. have sharp

• It it probable that thia is Dot the Stpta_ Ammc_of GmeliD, which is a European 1p8Ci.. 1rrODII: named, from hi,
mi,taking Cape BretoD, Dear BayoDDe, for thll island of Cape BretoD, in the entrance of the Golf of St. Lawreoce.
R~Mbimal.
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cutting teeth. most generally serrated on the edges. their first dorsal is considerably
before the ventrals, and the second one opposite to the anal. They are destitute
of spiracles, the nostrils are under the middle of the depressed snout, and the pos
terior gill-openings are over the pectorals. The Common or White shark, the
terror of all seas, attains the length of thirty feet. and may be recognised by its
teeth, ~hich, in the upper jaw. are in form of an isosceles triangle with rectilinear
sides and jagged or serrated edges; in the lower jaw they have a narrow point
upon a broader base. The rows of teeth are said to increase with the age of the
fish. which, when adult, has six distinct ranges. the outer teeth being then two
inches and a half long. This shark has a Bat head, and a round depressed snout
projecting beyond the mouth. which is underneath the head. The pectoral fin is
large, as it very frequently is in fishes which have large heads and mouths so
situated.

[120.] 2. SQUALUS (CARCBARIAR) TERR.E-NOV.E. (Richardson.)
Newfoundland Shark.

Green-backed .hark (Squabu ptnlClahu). MITCBILL, i., p. 483?

I am indebted to Mr. Audubon for a small and apparently young specimen of
this shark. It is closely allied to the carcharias glaucus by the fonn of its teeth,
which are not however serrated, at least in the young state. and its pectorals can
not be said to be very long and much pointed like those of the Blue shark. The
Green-backed shark of Mitchill agrees with ours in the teeth not being serrated.
but his descri~tion is not particular enough to enable us to say that they are the
same species.,

DBSCRIPTION

Of a lpecimen taken at Newfound1f:nd.

FORK.-Head"arid particularly the snout, broad and depre~ed, the latter rounded at the
tip: the breadth or the head between the eyes is about half its length, and at the nape about
two-thirds. The body tapers considerably, is much comprE!ssed'posteriorly, and the tail, ex
clusive or the fin, is thin and ~arrowly lanceolate. There is ~ n~w, oblong, tlattened space
between the second dorsal and caudal, which, in the aqualUB glmu:w, ia said to be triangular;
a similar tl~t '~ce e1ttends from the anal to the under lo~ of the caudal, and there is a
broader and somewhat triangular one between the ventralS' and anal. The pectorala, rather
larger than'the first dorsal, have~ like it, nearly the form of a latteen salI, but the latter fiu has

2p
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a little slip at its posterior end higher than the portion immediately preceding' it. The feu
trals. second dorsal, and anal are small, and the two latter have each a posterior slip. taller in
proportion than that of the first dorsal. The origin of the second dorsal corresponds with the
end of the anal. The ventral appendages are semicylindrical. covered with the common in
teguments exteriorly, and terminated by a minute, hard, callous tip. The tail at the origin of
the caudal inclines a very little upwards. TIle anterior under lobe of the caudal is as high,
but not so wide, as the first dorsal: it is connected by an even fillet of fin about twice as loog
as itself, to the second lobe, which uniting with the upper portioo of the caudal forms an
oblong lanceolate tip to the tail; the upper haIr of the caudal is widl."st at the extremity. and
gradually becomes lower as it ruos fOl'Wards, bein~ no longer perceptible a little posterior to
the commencement of the under part of the tiD.

SXIN.-The whole exterior of the fish. including the fins, feels rough when rubbed towards
the soout. On examining a portion of the skin with a powerful microscope. it is ohsened to 1X'
completely encrusted by a congeries of small, hard, transparent. lancet-shaped, tricuspid
spines or scales imbedded in a fibrous matter. The roughness extends to the anterior haIr of
the tongue and palate. and to portions of the branchial arches. There are several rows of
minute pores on the head, particularly on the cheeks and at the angles of the mouth. Two
pores larger than the others, but not capable of admitting the point of an ordinary-sized pin,
exist on the hind part of the hl."ad, one on each side of the mesial line. There are no traces
of spiracles near the eyes.

TEETH.-There are four rows of teeth in each jaw, having the form of very oblique spherical
triangles, the posterior side much the shortest, and the acute point directed towards the
corners of the mouth, and overhanging a small rounded lobe of the base. The edges of the
teeth are very acute. but even under a good lens do not appear dentated or serrated. though a
slight inequality, approaching to crenature. may be perceived with a high magnif)'ing power.
There is scarcely any difference in the form of the teeth of the two jaws.

DlJDIUJOKI

Of a apecimen kept in 'Pirita.

IncbeL LhMIL In.h.... IJDeI.
Length £rom tip ofInout to extremity or tail 12 9l Gape of moulh longitudinally . '. . 2 2

" "
beginning of lower part of

"
tranlnnely (from corner to corner) 0 !It

candaI 9 0 Leurth or pectoralI . 1 8

" .. end of IeCOnd donal 8 0 Spread or ditto 1 0.. "
end of anal 7 8 Height or donal 1 1.. .. &DUI 0 6 0 Length or ita attachment 1 01

" "
end of 8rIt donal 5 0 " ventrall 0 5.. .. beginning of ditto 4 0 " ftDtral appendagea, interiorly • 0 1i

" " last gilHlpeninK 2 9j .. attachment or anal 0 6

" .. bue of pedorall . 2 8i Height or anal 0 3i
" .. foremOit gilI-opening 2 2. Length or attachment of IeCODd dorwl • 0 ..
" .. nape . 1 9l Height of anterior, nnder candallobe 0 11
., " anglel of mouth 1 9l Length of IUlCODd lobe 0 10

"
., middle of npper lip 1 1 Dilltanee between the lobes 1 9

" " centn of eye • 1 3 Totallenph of candal tin bEel6 3 9i
" n noatrila 0 8 .. "

abcml 3 6i



[121.]

BELACRII.

1. SQUALUS (SELA-CRE) MAXIMUS. (Cuvier.) The
Basking Sha1'k.

Squalua mwmWlo FuR., F_. Gr.IIi., p.130.

291

j,,

This sluggish shark acquires the name of "basking" from its habit of lying
motionless on the surface of the water. Notwithstanding its great size it is not
ferocious like the White shark, and is little dreaded by man. Fabricius says that
it feeds on the smaller whales and dolphins, which it swallows entire. It is named
Kakaih kan'Rioa by the Greenlanders, and is a very rare fish on the Greenland
coast. It has, in addition to the general form of the carcharitB, spiracles, long gill
openings almost encircling the neck, and small conical teeth not serrated.

[122.] 1. SQUALUS (SPINAX) ACANTHIAS. (Cuvier.) Piked Shark,
or Dog fish.

Squalua acanthiu. Fua., Fa.. Gronal., po 126.

This species, 80 common on the coast of Scotland, where it is named the t< Picked
or Piked Dog," from the strong spine at the beginning of each dorsal, is said by
Fabricius to be an inhabitant of the Greenland coast also. It is named kookeeleek
by the natives, who fish for it in the winter time through holes in the ice. The
fisb of this sub-genu! want the anal, but possess spiracles, and their jaws are
armed with many rows of small cutting teeth. Lieutenant-Colonel Hamilton
Smith informs me that he has taken the Common dog-fish of the English Channel
on the coast of Nova Scotia.

[123.] 1. RAIA FULLONICA. (Linn.) The Fuller.

FlllIL'I', Selachii. Cuv. GBKUI, Rai.. Lnnf. 8fI6.g_, Raia. CuT.
Raia fullonica. FA.B., F_II GraJIIi., p. 125.
Tara1eebeu, Ag1ernak. GaJlDL.UlDBa..

1
I

The Common skate furnishes a characteristic exampie of the peculiar form of
the rays, in which the greatly-depressed body is extended laterally by the addition

2p2
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of wide fleshy pectorals that unite anteriorly with one another, or with the snout,
and stretch backwards along the sides of the belly as far as the ventrals. The eyes
and spiracles are on the dorsal aspect, the mouth, nostrils, and gill-openings on the
ventral one. The dorsal fins are most generally situated on the tail. Their brown
leathery eggs have a square form with projecting points at the angles.

The fuller ray receives its name from the resemblance of its spiny back to the
instrument used in dressing cloth. It is called on the Yorkshire coast white hatUe,
from the colour of its throat. Fabricius mentions it as an inhabitant of the deeper
southern bays of Greenland, but he is not quite certain whether the fish he describes
be the same with that of all the various authors whom he quotes. Indeed, euvier
remarks that the references of Artedi, Linnreus, and Bloch, in respect to the rays,.
must be altogether disregarded, as they are in inextricable confusion, arising from
the number of rows of caudal spines being considered a principal character, though
they vary with age and sex, and cannot therefore distinguish species. Characters
founded upon the roundness or sharpness of the teeth are equally vague and un
certain in their application. There are doubtless many fish of this genus on the
Newfoundland coast; but from the circumstances just mentioned the species cannot
be quoted with any approach to correctness.

CYCLOSTOMATA.

THE IUckera of Cuvier, or cycloatomes (round mouths) of Dumeril, forming the
second family of the cartilaginous fish with fixed gills, have the most imperfect
skeletons, not only of their own class, but of all vertebrated animals. Indeed, they
approach the annelida, both in external appearances as well as in many details of
structure, some of them closely resembling leeches, and others being more like the
red-blooded worms, so that some naturalists have doubted their right to be classed
with fish -. Their fleshy circular, or semicircular lip, placed at their anterior ex
tremity, is supported by a cartilaginous ring, formed by the union of the palatine
and mandibular bones. The vertebrre 'are merely incomplete cartilaginous rings,
scarcely distinct from each other, and pervaded by a tendinous chord which COll-

• Sir Everard Home considen the Lamprey and Myxine as intermediate between the fishes and vermes, and remerb
that they are hermaphrodites, and han much analogy in their mode of relpiration with the leeehea and the op/u'odila
-"11I4. (P1Ii/. TralU., June, 1815, p. 256.) The A_In inhabit the mud ohtreaml,aad resemble worms still more
thau the fish Sir Everard Home melltioDl. They may be Aid to have all skeleton whatever.
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tains a mucilaginous matter. There are no ordinary ribs, but the branchial ribs
are much developed, forming 8. sort of chest for containing the gills, which, in place
of having the usual appearance of leaves, or combs, are united each to the adjoin
ing one so as to form oval bags. The nostrils open by a single orifice, in front of
which there is the entrance to a blind cavity,. that has been erroneously considered
as an air·hole or spiracle. The gut, slender and straight, is furnished with a spiral
valve.

[124.] 1. PETROMYZON TRIDENTATUS. (Gairdner.) Tridentate
Lamprey.

P'.UllLT. Cyclo.tomata (La .-.). Cvv. GzlfVI, PetromylOD. Cvv., Lnclf.
P~tVlmyzon tridentatul. GAIRDNIR, in lit.
Squaqual bDIAI'lI of the bub or the WAL4JIBT.

The lampreys have seven gill-openings on each side; their maxillary ring is
armed with strong teeth, and the inner surface of the circular lip is likewise
provided with tubercles encrusted by a hard shell and resembling teeth. The
wngue, furnished with two longitudinal rows of little teeth, works backwards and
forwards li,ke the sucker of a pump. The water passes from the mouth to the gills
by a membranous tube situated under the cesophagus and pierced by lateral holes.
There is one dorsal £n anterior to the anus, and another behind it which unites
with the caudal ~ the latter looks like a mere fold of the skin, its rays being fine
fibres that are scarcely perceptible. These fishes adhere strongly to stones and
other bodies by' tpelr mouth, and also to fishes, the Jarg~st 'of which they can destroy
by draining them of their fluids. Three species are- described afi European, viz.,
the P. marinu8,jluvialis, and planeri, the two former 'of which are mentioned by
Mitchill and Smith as inhabitants of the United States waters.

The tridentate lamprey abounds at the falls of the WaJamet, which we have
already had occasion to say is one of the tributaries of the Columbia. Dr. Gairdner
gave it the name of tridentatu8, from the upper side of its maxillary ring being
armed with three conspicuous and contiguous teeth, of which the middle one is the
smallest. It resembles P. marinu8 andjluvialis in the dorsals being distinct.

DESCRIPTION.

MOUTH broadly oval, its axis parallel to that oCthe body. The thick obtuse lips are furnished

with a circular row of small nipple-like papillm, about fifty-six in number, each standing in the
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middle of little circular depressions having & raised margin, which are partly concealed by •
rugose, tessellated plate, investing the inner surface of the lips, and of the same homy nature
with that which forms the outside of the teeth,-both are softened and peel off when the s~i

men is kept immersed in spirits. Four small, acute, conical teeth stand in a row across the
upper part of this plate, and four larger ones occupy each of its sides, the upper and lower
pairs being bicuspid, and the middle ones tricuspid: these stand on the sides of the maxillary
ring, or inner orifice, and have their ends turned towards it; the inferior margin of this orifice
is armed with a slightly-curved dental piece, having five acute points or teeth; and opposite
to it, on the upper side of the orifice, is another piece, having two large, acutely-oonicallateral
teeth, with a smaller central one. The tongue is also clothed with & horny-looking substance,
which is edged anteriorly by a row of about twenty fine teeth.

The dorsal flu rise in even curves which are highest in the middle; the first one is about
one-third of its own length distant from the second one, which unites with the caudal, the poil)t
of junction being marked by a depression. A fold of skin becomes perceptible on the under
edge of the tail, a short way behind the anus, and gradually expands into the lower caudal
lobe towards the tip of the tail, where its height, in conjunction with that of'the upper lobe,
equals the greatest height of the second dorsal.

CoLOUR.-" Back and sides bluish-grey with irregularly-scattered yellowish patches. Belly
yellowish-white.'~ (Gairdner.)

Dl1IlIl\'SlOKlo

laeh... U-. beha. L'-
Length from tip of upper lip to extremity of Leogthor.p~between lit and 2nd donal Iu 1 0

caudal fin · 21 6
" upper lobe of caudal I 6

" "
end or eecond donal . 20 1 Height of both lobel or caudal 0 10

" " anus . · I~ 5
" lint dorsal . 0 4t

" " origin of _00 donal 14 11
" lecond donal 0 10

" "
end DC fint donal 13 II Length of axil of mouth 1 2

" "
origin of ditto · 10 8

" itl transverH diameter • 0 9
.. " last gill-opaning 4 10 " diameter of illDV oriiee 01~.

" "
first ditto . 2 8 illary ring 0 5

" .. centre of gye 1 . 8 Distance behnlen the eyn • 0 9l.

"
offil'lt donal . 3 ~3 Greatllllt circumt.nnC8 of bod, 4 Ii

" IBCOnd ditto ~ 2

[125.] 2. PETROMYZON FLUVIALIS. (Linn.) River Lampreg.

Petromyson argenteUlo BLOCH, t. c:cec:rr., t 2-
Petrompon fiIlYialil. RwKAllDlOII, J'irad. Fir.' J--., p. 705.

A lamprey having teeth like jluf7ialu was found in Great Slave Lake adhering
to an Inconnu (Salmo Mackenzii). It was very like Bloch's figure above referred
to, which Cuvier thinks is not different fromjluvialU.
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Page 43, before CoUtu pola'l'ia.

[126.] 2(bil.) COTTUS ASPER. (Richardson.) Prickly Bull-head.

I AM indebted to Dr. Gairdner for this interesting and very distinct sp~cies of
fresh-water Bull-head, which is common in the Columbia River. It resembles
gobio in its general form, but is distinguished from it, at first sight, by the rough
ness of the akin, exclusive of other characters. It is a larger fish.

DESCRlFl'ION

or a mt:Ik Iptlcimen.

FORM.--:aeaanot !Kl m.uch depressed as in gobio, its height. beiqg proportionably ~eater

and its breadth-less; it forms a third part of the length of the fish; excluding the caudal. The
top of the head. is fl~t, OJ:" rather widely concave, the margins .ofthe orbits being smoothly and
roundly elevated j there are no other indications of lateral-ridges, nor any tubercles or spines
on the top 'of die skull. . On .close examination a small spinous point may be detected on the

. lltUaZ bones;' the' open1&lu~ ends in a thin flat point, which is masked by a narrow; flexible,
eartilaginous'p~ess of the suboperculum, imbedded in membrane, and fbrming the tip of the
gill-eover ;. the -auboPercuZum ends anteriorly in an acute poi~t, but its edge is even: the spine
at the angle of the preopprculum is more evident, and when divested of the skin which envelops
it, shows a_very acute, clear point, curved slightly upwards;. the uooer edge of the preoper
culum forms two distinct angular points : the scapular bone ends in an acute point, which can
scarcely be felt through the skin, but none of the bones margining the gill-openings, nor any of
the opercular pieces, are serrated. In the recent specimen- the ~pines are perceptible only to
the touch, bein~ co~cealed from the eye by the integumen~s: The pOsterior tips of the inter
maxillary pedicles may be mistaken for spines. The under Zip projects a little beyond the upper
one when the mouth is closed. The eyes are more than one of their' diameters apart. The
SKIN of the head is quite smooth to the touch, but it is dotted, particularly on the crown, "'jth

minute son warts. The belly, a stripe adjoining the anal on each side, a small space round
the base of the caudal, and the interscapular space anterior to the first dorsal, are also smooth;
but the rest of the skin of the body is thickly studded with very small, subulate, acute spines
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directed backwards. These spines are too minute to be seen distinctly by the naked eye, but
a little fold of skin, raised by each of them, produces a roughness which is very visible; they
resist the finger only when it ill drawn against their points. The lateral line, formed by a
furrow, interrupted by about forty-four contractions, ill very conspicuous.

FINs.-Br. 6-6 i P. 16; V. 1/4; D. 9/-21 ; A. 18; C. 9!.
The ventrala are situated posterior to the three under rays of the pectorals and anterior to

the upper ones. The pectorals are obliquely obovate. The ji-rat dorsal, commencing oppo
site the upper pectoral ray and supra-scapular point, is lower than the second one and not
half its length jits spines are slender, but scarcely flexible, and its membrane is attached to
the lower third of the first ray of the second dorsal; the sixth and seventh spines are the
longest. The second dorsal commences opposite the anus, and extends a little farther back
than the anal.

u CoLOURS, generally, greyish-white; top of the head, back, and sides studded with small
clove-brown spots, in some places confluent and forming patches. Pectorals, dorsals, and
caudal marked with transverse rows of clove-brown spots. Under parts whitish with minute
specks." (Gairdner. )

INTESTINES.-The stomach is a roundish muscular bag, having one-third of its cavity be

neath the pylorus. There are five creca, four of them slender, cylindrical, and of unequal
lengths, the fifth a short oval bag.

DDlUSIOK..

IDCh.... Lines. IDcheL Li_.

Length from tip of mout 10 extremity of can- Height of body at the pectorals 2 5
cial . .·9 6 Length of pectora1ll 2 91
" "

base of caDd&!. 8 3
"

ventrala • I 6

" "
enlt of second dorsal • 7 4 " first dora&!. 1 6t

" " end of anal 7 2 Height of ditto U 7

" " beginning of ditto · 4 6 ~h of second dora&1 3 3j

" " beginning of second dorsal " 2 Height of ditto I 0

" " &Dill 4 2 Length of aDal 2 8i

" "
beginning of f1mt donal 2 7 Height of ditto 1 0

" " upper ray of pector&1s · 2 81 Length of caudal (centre) 1 3l

" " tip of gill-cover 2 8 Spread of caudal . 1 5

" " f1mt ray ohentrala • 2 3
" pector&1s I 9

" "
angle or spine of prllOperculum 2 2 Circumference of head 5 6

" "
nape · 2 1

" body between dora&1s 4 0

" " posterior edge of orbit ) 3 Height at same place I ..
" " end of labial 1 3 " of tail behind second dorsal 0 6

" " anterior edge of orbit 0 9 Length from gullet to bottom of stomach I 9

" "
ups of intermuillary pedicles 0 6i " " pylOlU8 I 3

"
of labia1ll . · I 3

" pylorus to anlll 6 6

" lower jaw 1 4 OJ or whclle alimentary canal 7 9
Breadth between. orbits . · 0 71 "

longest cecum 1 5

" " tip of preopercular spinel ) 9
" shortest dit1ll 0 5

" " pectorals . 1 6
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Page 46.

[15.] 5. COTTUS GR<ENLANDICUS. (Cuvier.) Greenland Bull-head.

297

I am obliged to Mr. Audubon for three specimens of a cottU8 taken at New
foundland, which are almost without a doubt examples of the species described by
Fabricius under the appellation of scorp;us, called Gramlandicus by Curiel', and
known to the Greenlanders by the names of kaneeok and kaneoonak. They have
the four tubercles bounding a square area on the top of the head, and the sixteen
spines enumerated by Fabricius; viz., a nasal, opercular, subopercular, scapular,
and humeral one, with three preopercular ones on each side; the colours of the
body also, and rays of the fins, agree sufficiently well with the description in the
Fauna Grcenlandica. As Captain J. C. Ross informs us that the cottus quadri
cornis of the appendices to Sir Edward Parry's first and third voyages, and of Sir
John Ross's recent one, is named kan-ng-goke by the Esquimaux of Boothia, it is
rendered probable that it also ought to be referred to Grcenlandicus. The scor
pioides of Fabricius, quoted by the authors of these appendices as synonymous with
their quadricorni8 -, is named pokudlek and eegarsok by the natives, and differs
from the true quadricornis of Linnreus and Bloch by many characters; it wants
the nasal, scapular, and humeral spines which exist in Grcenlandicus. Dr. Mit
chill gives so slight a notice of his CottU8 8corpius (the cottU8 Mitchilli of Cuvier),
that it is impossible to come to any certain conclusion respecting it, but the little
that he does say of its colours, and the comparative length of its spines, applies
also to GrcenlandicU8. CottU8 octodecim-spino8u8 may be readily distinguished
from Grcenlandicusby the length of its preopercular spine, which in the latter falls
more than its own length (or nearly three-quarters of an inch in our largest speci
men) short of the tip of the opercular spine. The two species differ likewise
remarkably in the size of the pyloric creca, and in other respects. Their tints of
colour are, however, at times much alike, for the markings in Mr. Audubon's
specimens are very similar to those exhibited by specimens of octodecim-spino8U8,
brought from Newfoundland by M. Pilaye. (Hid. des POiS8., viii., p. 4'59.)

Cuvier remarks that tbe account of the kaneeok and other Greenland specie~

given by Fabricius, forms the ground-work of almost all that has been said by

• In page 45 1 hazarded a conjecture that thit Ii.h might be identical with my "e_llil, under the IUppolition that
the two anterior homs might have been overluoked, but the acquisition of the Newfoundland specimens having dilpelled
the oblcurity which hung over the 1COrJI"'. of Fabriciua, haa rendered a referenee of the quatlricorrril of the reeent Aretie
Voy~s to the Gr-'-dicu more likely to be comet.. .
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Y.lj3; D.IO/-17; .A.. 13; C.ll!. In two specimens.
1/3; 10/-18; 12; lIt. In one ditto.

naturalists of the sea-scorpion and father-lasher (scm-pius and buhalis) of EurO
pean seas. The kaneeok is described as a most voracious fish, and this character
is fully maintained by the individuals from Newfoundland, whose stomachs con
tained the vertebral columns of several small fish, some entire crabs, the peelings of
potatoes, and other substances.

DESCRIPTION.

FORM.-Head large, forming more than a third of the length of the fish, caudal included;
its height at the nape is about a fourth of the length, exclusive of the caudal, and it!! breadth
there, when the gill-covers are closely shut, scarcely exceeds its height. Eyes lateral with a
slight inclination upwards, and placed their own diameter apart. The upper border of the
orbit is much elevated and terminates posteriorly in a rounded, obtuse, somewhat uneven knob.
about the size of a grain of duck-shot. At the foot of this. and so covered by skin as not
always to appear distinct, there is a smaller tubercle which forms the commencement of a low
even ridge, that separates the temples from the crown of the head, and terminates on the nape
by a tubercle similar to the orbitar one. The space bounded by the orbitar and nuchal tuber
cles of each side is flat, and in the female nearly square, but in the males it is narrower, the
posterior tubercles being nearer to each other than the anterior ones. The space between the
orbits is much depressed and is bounded anteriorly by the nasal spines aDd the prominent ends
of the intermaxillary pedicles which play between them. In cottuJ octodecim-spiooaua the
place of the four tubercles on the top of the head is occupied by compressed, curved spines.
There are velvet-like plates of teeth as usual on the intermaxillaries, lower jaw, and vomer,
but none on the palate bones in Grcenlandicm.

SPlNEs.-None of the spines project distinctly through the skin in the ordinary state of the
fish, though all are subulate and acute. The nasal ones are small. The principal one at the
angle of the preoperculum is stout, straight, awl-shaped, and only about one-sixth of the total
length of the head, or rather shorter than the diameter of the orbit; it is inclined a little
upwards; an equally stout spine, only half as long, springs from its base beneath and inclines
slightly downwards; while the lower limb of the preoperculum ends just behind the artic:ula.
tion of the lower jaw in a spinous point directed forwards-the number of preopercular spinel
being the same as in coUua .carpi,". The anterior under spinous angle of the nboperculvm
points downwards, but there are no serratures nor spines on the edge of this bone, which is
continued backwards by a thin, strap-shaped. flexible, cartilaginous process forming, with the
integuments in which it is imbedded, a triangular, but not very acute tip to the gill-cover.
The "percular spine is much concealed by the skin, and falls nearly half an inch short of this
tip. The scapular spine, though shorter than the opercular one, to which it is parallel, is
tully as stout. The tip of the short humeral spine coincides exactly with the tip of the gill.
cover. There are DO serratures on any of the spines. or hones of the head. or shoulder, in
which respect this species differs from bubalis; while by there being only two, and not three,
strong spines at the angle of the preoperculum, it is distinguished from the quadricornu or
Linn~U8 and my liaMconUa.

FINs.-Br. 6-6; P.17;
6-6; 17;
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The pectoral. are large and wide, reaching backwards to the anus and second dorsal. Tb,e
first dorsal, commencing opposite to the tip of the gill-cover, is high anteriorly and rounds off
gradually posteriorly, its membrane terminating exactly at the base of the second dorsal. The
spinous ray of the "entml is short and not easily distinguishable from the first soft ray to which
it is applied.

SKIN.-The top of the head is sprinkled with little soft conical pimples, and on the body
and posterior surfaces of the pectoral rays there are a number of small circular scales, whose
surfaces, and particularly their posterior margins, are studded with very short minut.e spines.
The general tint of the upper parts of the fish is dark-brown, which is mixed on the top
of the head with large clay-coloured patches, and on the gill-covers, nape. and pectorals,
with crimson-red blotches; there are also some smaller spots of the latter on the back. The
sides, belly, and pectoral and ventral fins are ornamented by perfectly circular spots as big as
the point of the finger, of dead-white, generally bounded by a ring darker than the neighbour
ing skin. Some of the white spots on the pectorals are placed excentrically on a lar~er

orange-coloured mark, and there is a row of large orange spots on the under surface of the
tail. The dorsal tins are blackish with oblique dull, yellowish, irregular spots or bars. On
the anal the yellowish bars alternate more distinctly with the purplish-black ones, there being
three of each; and on the caudal there are three transverse rows of contiguous, large, black
spots on a yellowish ground, with indications of a fourth row on the tips of the rays. The
colours of the female specimen are much less brilliant.

INTESTINES.-The stomach is a bag with folds towards its fundus, and minute reticulated
wrinkles round the pylorus, where its parietefl are thiokened. The linings of the msophagus
and stomach hue a very different appearance, and are separated by a distinct line. There
are seven long cylindrical pyloric ceca. The liver is very large, and after long immersion in
spirits retains a bright scarlet colour.

DUilI"SIOl'lS

or a female speeimen.

IDeheI. LiD", IDchaL LIDeL
Lmgth from tip of upper lip to tmd of ean4al 13 II Dittanoe between npper orbitar tuben:lee . 0 9

" "
baas of central ra}"ll of ditto 11 4

" " nuchal tubercle•• 0 81
" "

end of second donal • 10 3
" nuchal and orbitar tubercles 0 10

,. "
end of anal 10 2 Length of preopercular spine . 0 9i

" "
bt'giAniDg of ditto 8 3 It peetonla 3 0

" "
anus 6 II Spread of ditto 4 4

" "
beKinning of second donal 6 8 Length of ventral. 2 2

" "
beginning of first donal 4 6

" attachment 01 I"" doraal 1iI 9

" "
tip of gill-eover 4 71 Height of mIt d01'lA1 . 1 8

"
tip of opercular spine • 4 2

"
second donal • 2 0

" .. tip of preopercular spine • 3 9. Length of ita attachment 3 4

" "
nape 3 IS " attachment of anal 2 4

" n tip of labial 2 ~ Height of anal . 1 6

" " polterior eclge of OIbit . 2 0 Length of caudal . 2 2

" .. anterior edge of ditto 1 ~ Spread of ditto . 3 0
,. of axis of orbit 0 10l Greatest eircumference of body • 8 6
,. l'ertical diameter of ditto 0 7. Length or longest pyloric CIBC1ID1 . 1 8

Distance between upper margins of erbit. • 0 9i aborteet ditto • 1 0

2 Q 2
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Page 52, before Seha8te8 Norve!(ica.

1. SCORPlENA BUFO. (Cuvier.) Sea Toad.

La ICOt'pbw crapaud de mer (Scorptmca lMfo). Cn. et V.u.., iY., p. 306.

Mr. Audubon brought a specimen from Newfoundland of this fish, which is ad
inhabitant of the Caribbean Sea and coast of Brazil, and will, no doubt, be here
after detected in the intervening sea of the United States. I have received no
account of its habits, nor is anything said on that subject in the Hi6toire du
POi880n8.

Cuvier observes that the most obYious distinctive mark of the sea-toad consists in the axilla
of its black pectoral being dotted with round milk-white spots, a character which is not de
stroyed by immersion in spirits, and is very conspicuous in our specimen, though it is injured
elsewhere. The barbels, and the soft integuments of the head in particular, are decayed, so
that the spines and ridges of the cranium are much exposed, and a greater number may be
reckoned than Cuvier enumerates in his description of 8Cltrpllmll. aero/a, but the principal ones
occupy the same situations as in that species, though they are more prominent and robust.
The nasal spines are not denticulated, which is the only circumstance in which the Newfound
land fish does not correspond with the description of bufo in the Hi"foi.,e des Poiss()fVJ. Thirty
two or thirty-three spines may be reckoned on each side of the head and sh01dder, viz., one on
the nasal bone; five on the elevated bony margin of the upper half olthe orbit, the lowest one
before and behind being the sharp terminations of the bone; three in a row extending back
wards from the orbital ridge to the nape, occupying the position of the cranial ridges in the
cotti, and Banking a deep circular depression on the top of the skull; five in a row parallel to
the abo\"e, commencing close to the orbit, passing over the temples and ending on the shoulder;
the posterior part of this row is doubled, adding two spines more; four divergent ones on the
anterior sub-orbitar; three on the ridge of the second sub-orbitar which traverses the cheek
obliquely; six on the preoperculum, as in .corpama pMCUI, the principal one being at the
angle, and the two next in siu standing at equal distances a little way below it; two on the
operculum, tipping its divergent, obtuse keels which are slightly furrowed longitudinally; the
acute points of the subopereulum and interoperculum, pointing downwards and in contact with
each other, ar~ not spinou~; the thirty.second spine tips the humeral bone immediately abeve
the pectoral, and the edge of the bone is widely notched above the spine, so that the upper
corner of the notch, ~bich .is acute and prominent, may be taken for another spine. The
bands of teeth on- the jaws, vomer, and palate-bones are narrow. The upper and lower
pharyngeals B:re also toothed en velour•.

FINs.-Br. 7-7;·P. 20; D. 12/9; A.. 3/5; Y. 1/5; C.l4f.
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The fifth dorltll spine is the tallest, but the third, fourth, sixth, and seventh are scarcely
perceptibly shorter, the eleventh is as high as the second, and the twelfth is taller, being equal
to the tenth, but shorter than the third. The anal spines are very robust, they are deeply
grooved behind, and also furrowed in front, seeming as if they were formed by the consolida
tion of two or three spines, particularly the second one, which is highest and stoutest, and ~

enlarged downwards by the thin expansion of one of the edges.
The .cales are obtusely oval, with crenatures on their basal margin corresponding with from

fourteen to twenty furrows that converge towards the exposed edge of the scale, which, with a
portion of the adjoining surface, appears rough under the microscope, but is not grooved or
toothed. A scale on the anterior part of the body is rather more than a quarter of an inch
long, and thirteen of them, when in ntu, are included within a linear inch. There are forty.
seven on the lateral line, and thirty-four in a vertical row where the body is highest. The
colours have been mosdy destroyed by the spirit in which the specimen is kept, but, exclusive
of the spots on the pectoral already noticed, various large marks on the flanks are discernible,
and there are traces of a large spot on the tips of the soft rays of the dorsal.

DuBNSION..

IDdl... Ll_ ladle.. Lh,...

Legth from tip of upper Up to end of eaudal 7 0 Length from tip olupper lip to begin.ofdonal i 1

" " bP.ginning of ditto · 5 7 " "
nape 1 6l

" "
end of donal • 4 11 " "

eentre of orbit 0 9

" " end of anal 4 9l Di&meter of orbit . 0 6

It " beginning of ditto • 4 0 Length of intermuillary 0 9

" "
anus · 3 7 "

labial ] 1

" .. tip of humeral spine 2 4 Breadth of lower end of ditto • 0 4

" "
gill-eover • · i Ii Length of fourth donal spine 0 9

to "
tip of opereular spine i i

"
IeCOnd anal spine • 1 ;2

Page Ill, after Alwamia Smithii.

[128.] 2. CYPRINUS (ABRAMIS) BALTEATUS. (Rich.) Red-aided
Bream.

This pretty little bream, which is an inhabitant of the Columbia, was sent to me
by Dr. Gairdner.

niSCRIPTION.

CoLOUR.-u Back of head and body mountain-green, with iridescent tints of yellow and
hlue. Belly silvery-white.-A bright gold-yellow band behind the eye on the margin of
the preoperculum, and a broad scarlet-red stripe beneath the iateral line, extending from
the gill-opening to the anal. Fins of an uniform greenish-grey coloor without brilliancy:'
(Gairdner. ) "

FORK much compressed, the depth of the body being equal to one-fourth of the distance
between the" tip of the snout and the caudal iork, while its thickness is only equal to a tenth
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of the same distance. . The profile curveS moderately from the anout to the dorsal, just before
which tht> depth of the body is greatest, but it continues to be couiderable at the insertion of
the anal, the belly running as it were into an acute edge at that pla.ce: the short piece of the
tail behind the anal is narrow. The head, forming exactly one-fourth of the length of
fish, excluding the caudal, has a conical profile when the mouth is shut, the apex being formed
by the tip ot'the lower jaw, which projects a very little beyond the commissure of the mouth.
The top of the ht>ad is comparatively broad and rounded, its thickness at the nape being equal
to that of any part of the body, and the snout, when viewed from above, appearing obtuse.
Eye, large, much nearer to the snout than to the gill-opening. NoatrW near the ey(>8.
Mouth toothless, small, its commiBBUre descending obliquely and not reaching farther back
than the nostrils: the lower jaw, when depreued, projects considerably beyood the upper one.
GILL-COVKRS.-Bony operculum quadrangular, its slightly-convex UDder edge being equal to

the anterior one, and fully one-third longer than the upper or posterior one: the latter is
widely {'marginated, or cut with a concave curve. The IUboperc1&lum, one-third of the height
of the operculum, is rounded oft' posteriorly in the segment of a circle, forming an obtuse tip
to the gill-cover: both these bones are edged with membrane. Preoperoculum narrow.

ScALES thin and sub-orbicular, their transverse diameter being rather greater than their
longitudinal one. A few crenatures may be obscurely seen on their basal edges with a lens,
and very faint lines proceeding from them towards the centre. There are about fi~y-seven

scales on the ·lateralline,.andthe greatest diameter of one taken frorn the anterior part of the
sides measures a line and a half. A linear inch includes sixteen or seventeen of them in situ.
The laWai line' i,s curved convexly downwards, just before the veritrals, rising 1IO as to run
straight through the ·tail. It is formed by a short tube on each scale.

FINB.-Br. 3-3; P. 17; D. 11; V. 9; A. 19 to 22; C.'I9-t.
The 'Ventral, are attached a little anterior to the middle, between the tip of the snout and

base of the caudal, or opposite to the eighth ray of the dorsal; their tips reach to the anal.
The anal and dorsal are high anteriorly, and bt'come considerably lower posteriorly, with a
slight concave sweep; the articulations of the first ray of each are obsolete.

The air-bladder is divided by a contraction into two portions, of which the lower one is the

largest. There are forty vertebr~ in the spine.

DIJONBlONIo

locbeL Lion. locb... LID".

Length from tip of mout to end of' caudallobel 5 9~ Length of lower jaw 8 41
" "

end of Cl'ntral caudal raY' IS 0
"

pectorala 0 lit

" "
bue of ditto 4 7

"
ventral•. 0 8~

"
end of anal 4 0

"
attachment of anal 1 1~

" "
end of clDnial • 3 21 HeigW of.oal &Dteriorly 0 9

" "
beginning of anal 2 11

"
polt.riorly 0 21

" "
anu. 2 101 "

donal anteriorly 0 1°1

" " beginuiag of Dv.l . 2 6i .. potteriorly 0 3i
" " vantrda 2 1 Length of attachment of donal • . 0 8

" "
tip of gill-cover • 1 I

"
lobel of caudal 1 34

" ., nape 0 9 ,. ita longelt ray. 1 2

" "
pon.rior edge ot Droit 0 6f " ill c:eutral ditto 0 <It.. " anterior dittu • 0 3l Depth of caudal fork 0 9i

" "
lloatrill 0 2t "

body at 'I'IlntralH I 3t

" "
tip of labiala 0 31 Thickness of body where greatest 0 6

I
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Page 115, after Cataatomu8 Hudsonius.

6. CVPRINUS (CATASTOMUS) RETICULATUS. (Cuviel'.)

Lattice-scaled Cataatomu8.

CalutomUI reticulatUi. CUVIIIB, ill Iii.

303

I had referred an imperfect specimen of this fish, obtained III Lake Huron, to
C. Hudaoniua, but after examining several very well-prepared examples from
Albany River, I think it probable that' it may prove to be a dietinct species. If,
on a comparison of the recent fish, this question be decided in the negative, Cuvier's
specific name must give place to Le Sueur's prior one of Hudaoniua.

The head is less convex at the eyes, the eyes themselves are farther back, the mouth is a
little smaller, and the depth of the body somewhat greater than in C. Hud8onius; but the
length of the head, which does not form a fifth part of the whole length of the fish, and the
other external proportions, are the same as in that species. The scales, however, which are more
distinctly radiated and crenated, exhibit in the prepared specimens of the younger individuals
a nearly uniform hyacinth-red tint; and in the older ones reddish-orange tips with dark grey
bases, forming a coloured mesh-work, whence the specific name. The belly is pale. Thl"
scales of the lateral-line vary in n,umber from 70 to 77, and there are 18 or 20 in a vertical
row under the dorsal.

FINs.-Br. 3; P. 17 to 19; D. 14 to 15; V. 10 to ll; A. 8; C.20t.

DUIINIIOI...

IDehe•. Linr!_ IDW•• Linea.

Length from end of Inout to lips of caudal • 21 0 Height of dorsal 2 4

" " end of sealn of ditto 18 0 Length of ita attachment 3 21

" "
bPginning of anal 14 8 " \'entralli 2 31

"
ventral. 10 0 Depth of nllal 3 ~

" .. donal 8 ~ Length of itl attachment. 1 6

" "
edge of gill-eover 3 11 Space between it and cnudal • 1 9

" "
nape 3 3 Depth of body before dorsal 3 10

.. ., centre of orbit 2 1 Breadth of uape • 2 1
,. of pectorals 3 3

------- - ----------

Page 119. Catastomus Sueur;i.

By the acquisition of three well-prepared specimens from the Albany River
district, Hudson's Bay, 1 am enabled to give the dimensions of this fish more fully.

*
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DI..NIIONI.

Inches. LinH. Inch.L L1DH.

Length from end of snout to tip. of caudal · 19 6 Breadth of nape 10

" ., eud of central rays . 18 2 Length of pectoral. S 0

" "
Bnd of PBI on ditto . • 16 7 Height of dorsal 3 0

" "
end of anal 14 3 Length of ita attachment 3 0

" "
anus • 13 0 .. 1'llDtrals 2 4

"
nntrals 9 0 Depth of anal 3 6

" ,. doraal 7 2 Length of ita attachment 1 9

"
., edge of gill-eoYer 3 0 Space between anal and caudal I II

" "
nape 2 6 Length of caudallobH 4 0

" "
centre of orbit I 7

" central ray. of caudal I 4

"
of axi. of orbit 0 8t Depth of caudal fork 1 9

Page 122, to follow Cyprinu8 (Leuci8cus) chrY8oleucaa.

[ 130.] 3. CYPRINUS (LEUCISCUS) CAURINUS. (Rich.) North
west Dace.

FAMILY, Cyprinoide... GBNUI, Cyprinns. ~,Leuciacn.. Cuv.

l

This dace inhabits the Columbia Riv~r. and is abundant at Fort Vancouver.
from whence I have obtained two dried specimens through Dr. Scouler. and more
recently two preserved in spirits from Dr. Gairdner. The latter gentleman makes
no mention of it in his notes. and does not seem to have distinguished it from the
following species, of which examples were inclosed in the same vessel; hence the
tints of colour in both, when fresh, may be supp?sed to be nearly the same. It is
very different from leuciscus gracilis in the size of its head. the form and size of
its scales, and other characters, being much more closely allied to the Common
European dace, from which, however, it may be readily distinguished by the fol
lowing characters.

DBSCRIPTION.

FORM: handsome. moderately compressed, circumference of the body greatest just before
the dorsal, where the height is equal to one-fifth of the distance between the tip of the snout
and end of the central caudal rays: the thickness there rather exceeds half the height. The
shoulders are thick and arched in profile. The Mad forms one-fourth of the length of the
fish. caudal excluded: the snout is rather obtuse. and projects a little beyond the shut mouth;
the orbit is nearly two of its diameters from the tip of the snout, and almost three diameters
from the most posterior part of the gill-flap. The under jaw shuts within the upper one. and
its tip is then more than the thickness of the upper lip. or above two lines posterior to the end
of the BROut. Gill.rouer rather broadly edged'with membrane. rounded at the apex; posterior
edge of operculum straight.
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ScALES llub-orbicular, crenated exteriorly, and imprell8ed with fioom fourteen to twenty fine
but conspicuous lines, radiating from near the base, which is neither furrowed nor crenated.
There are seventy-fife on the lateral line, twenty-four in a vertical line before the dorsal, and
ten in a linear inch measured on the forepart of the sides.

FlNs.-Br. 3-3; P. 18; D. 10; V. 10; A.9; C.191.
The dOrlal commences exactly midway between the tip of the snout and base of the central

caudal rays: its first ray is 80 ~hort as to be scarcely perceptible through the skin, and with
the second one is closely applied to the base of the third: the latter and the fourth are the
longest. The tJentrals are attached under the fifth dorsal ray, or considerably before the
middle of the fin, and midway between the giU-opening and (lnd of the anal, which is similar
in shape to the dorsal, being highest anteriorly. The caudal is deeply forked.

D_llO...

IIICbe. LI-. Inchea. LiD•••

LeDRth from tip of IDlII1t to extremity of Length of under jaw to articulation 0 9
caudal . • 12 6

" yertical gape or mouth . 0 9t
" " end ofeentral caudal raY' 11 2

"
tranavene ditto · 0 81

" "
hue of ditto • 10 6

"
peetorala 2 2

" " end of anal 8 5 .. YeDlral•• . · 1 41
" .. beginning of ditto 7 6 Height 01 dorsal anteriorly • 1 81
" "

anus 7 5 "
ditto pOlteriorly 0 8 9

" "
end ofdorul 6 5 Length of attachment of dorsal 1 I.. OJ Yentrala . IS 7 " " atlII1 • • I ' 8

" " beginning of dorsal 5 4 Height or anal auteriorly 0' 1 5

" "
peetorall • 2 9 " ditto poIteriorly · 0 7

" "
tip of gill-eaver 2 86 Length of caudal label 2 a

" "
tip of bODy opereulum 2 7. "

ill middle raY' · 0 8

" " Dape . . 2 2i Depth of caudal fork . 1 •
" "

posterior edK8 oforbit I 4 Height of body before donal . 2 3

" " anterior ditto 0 16t Greatelt thickneu 1 3

" " anterior nOlltril • 0 6i " eireumferenee . · 6 •
" " tip oflabial • 0 9 Thiekn_ at nostrill . 0 ,
,. of margin of upper jaw, one lide 0 8 "

between orbits • 0 1.
.. ditto under jaw . 0 Sf " of nape' 1 3

[131. ] 4. CVPRINUS (LEUCISCUS) OREGONENSIS. ,(BiehardsoD.)
Columhia River Dace.

This species is also an inhabitant of the Oregon, or Columbia River, and is 80

similar in general appearance to the last, that it may be readily confounded with it,
though it is certainly specifically distinct, as may be seen by the following differ
ences.

FORM more tapering forwards, the shoulder& not being '80 higlt: 1&ftJd longer, forming one
foIIrth pan of the length of the fisb, including the middle caudal raJ": 81IOUt o1Itu8e and even.

2R
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with the margins of the upper and lower jaw when the mouth is closed: mouth considerably
larger, being cleft as far back as the edge of the orbit: anterior sub-orbital more oblong and
perforated by a greater number of foramina: the gill-cover less widely rounded, and the
edge of the operculum concave, though not 80 much 80 as in leuciIcua gracilu, pI. 78. Tbe
dO'rsal also stands farther back, being nearer to the tip of the tail than to the point of the snout,
while the vent-rais stand under the first dorsal ray, and midway between the orbit and base of
the central caudal rays. The distance from the gill-openings to the ventrals reaches from the
latter to half way between the anal and caudal. The size of the -ealeB, generally, and their
number on the lateral line, is the same as in leucilcua caurinus, but their form is more per
fectly orbicular, and those on the belly are proportionably smaller.

FINs.-Br. 3-3; P.15; D.IO; 1'.9; A. 9; C.19f.
tt COLOUR of the back and top of the head intermediate between yellowish grey and brocoli

brown, passing gradually on the sides, below the lateral line, into sulphur-yellow, the latter
colour prevailing also on the cheeks, gill-covers, and bases of the fins. The belly is silvery
white." (Dr. G~rdner.)

1>umK8JD1II..

IncbeL UneL lacb.... Un....

Leagth froDa till of lnout to. e:dremity or Height of gape. or m~uth 1 0
caudal . • 13 0 Length or ditto tr~nllTe~ly 0 lot.. "

tnd of. eentrtpJ. caudal raYI 11 11
"

pecto,ralt · 1 8i
t. " b.of~tto '. 10 10 " ventral~ • 1 6

.. "
,nd o~aaal. 8 'Ii Height of doraal anteriorly . I 8

JJ to beginning of ditto • 'I 8! " ditto ~eriorly 0 9.. " !UlUI 'I 'I Length of attachment of dorsal 1 2
to "

.nd of doraal 'I 2
" "

anal • 0 11.. n ventrall . . 6 1 Height or anal ~ieriorly 1 6

" "
beginning oC doraal 6 1

" ditto polteriorly 0 III
JO "

peetoralt • 3 2 Length of caudallobel . 2 4'
" "

tip of gill-cover 3 1
" its middle raY' 1 Ii

" "
tip of bony operculum 2 11 Depth of caudal fork · 1 0

" "
nape . . 2 4 Height of body before doraal 2 3

" "
pOlterior edge oC orbit 1 5 Greatest thickness I 26

" "
anterior ditto 0 11

"
circumference . :I 3

" "
anterior nostril • 0 'I Thickness at nostrill · 0 9i

" JJ tip of labial . . 1 2! "
between orbit•• 0 101

to of margin of upper jaw one tide - 1 2i "
of nape 1 3

"
ditto under jaw . 0 10 Weight 90a. 2 dr.

JJ UDder jaw to articulation . 1 4!

Page 141. SEWIN, Salmo CambrisCU8.

Mr. Yarrell, in the tenth number of his History of British Fishes, which has
just reached me, states this fish to be the same with the Salmo mox of Linnreus,
Balmo gri8em aeUo cineTeU8 of Ray and Willughby, and the Whitling and Bull
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trout of the Tweed. Its young are named Warkworth and Coquet trout~ in the
north of England, and it is also supposed to be the species which the Scottish
fishermen call Norway trout and Norway salmon. I have recently ascertained
that the note at the bottom of page 140 respecting the habits of the Salmon-trout
refers properly to the aalmo Camhri8CU8, which is termed salmon-trout in many'
parts of Cornwall and Wales, while the appella.tion of Sewin is given indiscrimi
nately to our Salmon-trout (p. 140), and to the 8almo trutta, or Nith trout (p. 142).
Colonel Lawrence informs me that the hook of the under jaw is very decided, even
in the young aalmo Camhrucua. This fact, together with 8 consideration of the
synonyms quoted by Mr. Yarrell, tends to strengthen the opinion I have expressed
of the Lapland salmon noticed by Linnreus, the S. ltamatU8 of Cuvier, the Bull
trout of the Tweed, and the S. Camhri8CU8 of Donovan, being one and the same
species. According to Mr. Yarrell the normal number of the dorsal vertebrre in
the Bull-trout is 59.

Page 144. Salrno fario.

In Mr. Yarrell's work, part x., p. 53, the normal number of the dorsal vertebrre
in this species is stated to be 56, instead of 58 as I have mentioned in the text.

Page 226, to follow Salmo Clarkii.

By the friendly attentions of P. W. Dease, Esq., I have received small speci
mens of three different kinds of trout from New Caledonia. One species, named
by the natives" DUGGANG, agrees exactly in external characters with the Salmo
nitidua of the peninsula of Boothia (page ]71, pI. 82, f. I), the only discrepancy
being some traces of a different distribution of spots and tints of colour, which
may be owing to the different seasons in which the fish were captured, or to the
mode of preparing the skins.

Another. named SUPPAI, of which there are three specimens, resembles the
young of an anadromous salmon. The scales are thin, flexible. and bright. the
body is marked chiefly above the late~al line with scattered crucial or crescentic
black spots, and the dorsal and caudal are thickly dotted ·with oval blackish marks

.. .

• The envelopes of the Ipl!cimel1l on which the na~1llI Were written "haYing bee~ di.turbed at the Custom-hoUlle, the
lIppropriatioD of the native Il&IJ1Ill1 ia not 9.uite certain.

282
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in rows -. The fins generally, but the under ones especially, are 81DalJ, and the
latter appear to have been ofa pale hue. In form and proportion of parts, as well 88

in dentition, this fish strongly resembles the Hirling, noticed in p. 141, and might
easily be confounded with the Salmon trout, p. 140, pI. 92, f. 1; though on exa
mination some slight differences in the forms of the opercub.r pieces may be
detected. The characters ascribed by Dr. Gairdner to the TB1J,ppitch of the
Columbia (p. 224) agreeing well with this fish, and the names being 80 similar,
we may conclude that they are the same, and also that they belong to the species
named Silvery-white Salmon trout, by Lewis and Clarke. (Yide F. B. A., iii.
p. 163.)

The ULTAI ofthe New Caledonia tribes differs from the last in the scales being
6.rmer, duller, and rather smaller, and the body mQl'e thickly and generally covered
with black spots, which extend well down the sides. The spots on the dorsal and
tail are also more regular and conspicuous, and the teeth are stronger, especially
those on the palate bones; a flexuose row on the vomer does not extend quite so
far back as the palatine teeth. The Ultai is most probably the Salmo Clarkii.
p. 225, and also the Dark salmon trout of Lewis and Clarke, noticed in p. 163.

It is interesting to receive two fish so like European species as tlte Suppai and
Ultai from rivers falling into the Northern Pacific. They are very closely allied
indeed, by external form, to the Salmon trout, No.2, p. 140, Hirling, No.3, p.
141, and Nith trout, No.5, p. 142, which are considered by many Ichthyologists
to be only varieties of Balmo trutta, produced by local causes.

DuluIlOKI.

" "" of labiall
" under jaw
" peclorala 0

" ventrala.
Height of doraal

s..ppai. UIttzi.
In. Un. In. Un.

o 10 10 11 0
911 10 I
9 2 9 4
7 6 7 8
7 6 7 96
6 8f 6 lli
l) 6 5 9
4 6! 4 7
4 10 5 0
2 I ~ If
I 4 4+
1 0 Ii
0 Sf o Sf
o 91 o 106
1 2 1 21
1 31 1 6i
1 1 1 2i
1 I 1 3

"

t,

"

"
"

"
"

"
"

"

"

JJ

"

"

"

"

"
"

"

"

Leugth from tip of IDIOt to airemity of caudal

" " e~d of ita c:eldral raya
end of lealel on ditto 0

IIId of anal
end of adiPOllt 0

beginning of anal
end 01 donal
beginning 01 ditto 0

Yentrall
end 01 gill-cover
nape.
tip oflabiall
oeDtre oforbit 0

• JD ODe lpecimlD the apota on the 601 are almoft obaol~te.
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Page 183. SALMO MACKENZII.

. 309

Having received !!everal heads of this fish through the kind attentions of Mr.
King, who accompanied Captain Back on his recent expedition, I have been
enabled to give a view of the teeth in plate 94, f. 1.'

All the teeth are en "elour" the band on the intermaxillaries and end of the lower jaw is
very narrow, that on each palate bone is broader and unites before with ~ pretty large circular
patch on the anterior extremity of the vomer. The greater part of' the llurface of the tongue
is covered with teeth, though its tip is smooth. The labial's l!-nd sides of the lower jaw are
perfectly toothless. The posterior piece of the labial is widest above, tapering gradually to
an acute point, which is even with the extremity of the anterior piece, and its length is about
two-thirds of that of the latter. The under jaw is shorter than the upper surface of the head.
The rays of the gill-membrane vary from nine to ten on the right side, and from ten to eleven
on the left, there being generally, though not always. one more of the latter.

Page 201. SALMO (COREGONUS) TULLIBEE.

The acquisition of a specimen of the Tullibee from Albany District, Hud
son's Bay, enables me to make some essential additions to the description of
that fish.

In external appearance, and especially in the size and lustre of the seales, the Tullibee cor
responds with the group of Coregoni, named Salrrum.-herrinys, and bears the strongest resem
blance to C. lucidu., p. 207, pI. 90, f. 1. The depth of the body is, however, greater than in
that species, and the scales are so tiled, that the uncovered portion measures considerably
more vertically than longitudinally. The posterior piece of the labial is likewise wider, and
the suboperculum has a fuller, though rounded exterior edge, giving the gill-plate more the
form of that of C. albu" pI. 89, f. 2. The greatest depth of the considerably-compressed
body is equal to one-fourth of the total length, caudal included; while the head forms a fifth
part of that length. The under jaw protrudes rather more beyond the upper one than in
C. lucidus. The lateral line contains eighty-one scales, whose tubular ridges are curved
downwards more conspicuously than in other species. There are twenty-three scales in a
vertical row under the first ray of the dorsal, a linear inch measured in that direction contain
ing four scales in aitu, or rather more than seven in a longitudinal direction. The first ray
of the ventrals and fifth of the dorsal is opposite to the thirty-first scale of the lateral line,
which is exactly midway between the tip of the snout and end of the scales on the caudal.

FINs.-Br. 8-9; P. 16; D. 15-0; V. 12; A. 14 or 15; C. 19+.
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DIJl1UISIOIf..

loch.. LInn. IDcbeo. Li.....

Length from tip of snout to tips of caudal • 15 0 Length of labials • 0 lot
" " end of central ra,.. ofditto 13 7 "

lower jaw . 1 4!
" " end of scales on ditto • • 12 7 H~ight of dorsa! fin 2 3

" " end of adipose fin . 10 10 Length of ita attachment 1 81

" end of ana! .ll 1 It pectorals 2 3

" " anus • 10 0 .. ventrala 2 2

" " Yentrala • 6 10 Depth of anal 1 5
,. " dorsal · 6 3 Length of ita attachment 1 3

" "
edge of gill-plate . 3 0 .. lobes of caudal 3 0

.. .. nape . · 1 II It ita central raJs . 1 0

" .. centre of orbit J 0 Depth of caudal fork 1 5

" of intermuillariea wertica.lly . 0 2
"

body at dorsal 3 10

ODS. Though the species of Coregoni described in this work may be readily
distinguished when compared either in a recent or prepared state with each other,
yet there may be a difficulty in recognising any single species merely from the
descriptions, as the fo~, colours, and peculiar appearances of the scales are apt to
change in spirits, or when dried, and distinctions depending on magnitude are
.strictly comparative; it may therefore be useful to recapitulate some of the charac
teristic marks which are less likely to vary. In C. alhua and Lahradoricua the
lower jaw is equal to the upper one; in C. tullihee, lucitb.u, and JummgtUt it is
longer; and in C. quadrilateralia it is shorter. In C. allnu the labials are equal
in length to the long axis of the orbit (the eye being removed), and their posterior
piece has a broad pyriform shape with the obtuse end down. In C. Lahradoricua
the labials have a similar form, but they are decidedly smaller, being shorter than
the axis of the orbit. In this species also the suboperculum is more cut away pos
teriorly, and the head is proportionally smaller in all its dimensions. In C. tullihee,
lucidua, and harengua of the herring-aalmon group, the labials have a more oblong
shape, being 88 wide close to their articulation as at their lower end; and the
intermaxillaries are very narrow vertically, so that the edge of the upper lip is but
a very little way beyond or beneath the tip of the snout, according as the mouth is
shut or open. The depth of body of the tullibee is greater than in the other two
flpecies, and its gill-plate, as mentioned above, has a. different form. C. lucidu8
and ltarengua can scarcely be distinguished from each other except in a recent
state. C. quadrilateralia may be known by its very small mouth, small labials,
short under jaw, and its peculiar shape of body, which, though flat on the sides, is
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Jess compressed than any of the other North American Coregoni that we have
seen.

In Plate 94, f. 2, the head of a OO'l'egonus albus is represented the size of life.
to show the correct forms of its different parts: in f. 2, b, the mouth is seen in
front, and in c, on the stretch sideways, exhibiting the depth of the intermaxillaries,
which is much greater than in the herring-salmons, of which reduced figures are
given in plate 90.

Page 232. HIOOON CBRYSOPSIS. PLATE 94, f. 3. Three views of the head,
full size.

The dental surface of the wmer widens gradually towards the gullet, and the palate bonea
have, in addition to the row of conical teeth on their edges, a small oval plate of minute teeth
near their middles.

Page 285, to follow Aciperuer rubicund,,".

[132.] 2. ACIPENSER RUPERTIANUS. (Richardson.) Rupert
Land Sturgeon.

Acipenllr.ruthenlll major. i'0RaTU, PltiJ. no..., hiii., p. 149. b. 1773.

Pun 97, f. 1, one-third natural.iae. Shie1dB Cull Biae: a. dorul: b.lateral: e. ventraL

Two specimens of this sturgeon have reached Die from Albany River District.
It is, a species quite distinct from the A. tranamontanus- (p. '278, pI. 97, f. 2), but
is probably the same with the sturgeon which abounds in the Saskatchewan, and
has been noticed in p. 279. It ranks decidedly among the Ster/eta: of Brandt,
approaching A. Ruthenus closely in its general character.

DESCRIPTION.

FORM more slender and the dorsal profile less elevated anteriorly than in A. tTanmwn

tanua; the top of the head and snout are also more nearly in the same line than in that
species, there being no sudden convexity anterior to the orbits. The snout is slender and
tapers gradually to its extremity, which though narrow is not acute: its breadth at the nos
trils equals half the length from thence to its tip, and its sides, instead of sloping off into a
thin edge as in the Columbia River sturgeon, are flattened and have a vertical height equal
to half the transverse breadth. The upper surface of the snout is finely granulated and
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radiated like the top of the bead, but its under surface is quite smooth, witho1lt uy plates 00

the end of the subrostral bone or cartilage, which is slender and little prominent even in the
dried specimen. There are four barbel. situated rather nearer to the orbits or mouth than to
the tip of the snout. They are quite simple, tapering and smooth, except that their inner
surfaces are studded with papillie like beads, in a crowded double series. The anterior mar
gin of the orbit is exactly midway between the tip of the snout and first dorsal shield. The
shape of the operculum is somewhat different from that of A. transmontamu, and its surCace,
instead of being reticulated, is marked with fine granulated lines radiating from its middle.
Mouth smaller than that of the Columbia River sturgeon.

SHIELDS in general not so much compressed as those of A. tranmaontanu.. There are
thirteen or fourteen dtYrBal ones. including a spineless one incumbent on the dorsal i the spines
of the others resemble those of the sturgeon just mentioned: there are also two flat shields
between the dorsal and caudal. The lateral ,hielda, thirty-five in number, have less acutely
spinous ridges than those of A.. trClR8fllOntanU8, but with more ol>lique, longer, and. more
approximated lozenge-shaped bases. The abclomiaal .hillda, Dille or ten on eaeh side, are
smooth or even pitted on the apex, instead of being crowned by an acute spine-tipped ridge :
there are two large flat shields between the anus and anal, and two smaller ones fill the space
between that fin and the caudal. There are aIM in one specimen two small shields between
the ventrals.--one before the other. Integuments of the tail nearly as in A. t7'ansm0ntam&8.

FINs.-Br. 0; P. 40 i Y. 30; D. 40; A.. 25; C. 28/84. The fins in gene~, b~t the
vertical ones especially, are smaller than those of A. transmontanus.

DIJOJ'IlO.L

h.eh... LlneL InebeL LiDu.
LeDgth &om tip of lI1lllUt to ntr.Dity of tail 26 6 ~ 01 n*ral barbel. · I 3

" .. curvature of tail 22 6 tt pectoral. 3 6

" "
udofdonal . .20 I

"
9elltrala 2 0.. " end of anal . 20 2 .. attachment of ditto 2 2

" " bP.ginning of ditto • 19 I
"

attachment of anal I I

" " begilHling of donal 18 i " ita 1ouge1lt ray. ! 0

" .. allUll • 17 6 It &ttachment of doaal · I 10

" "
end of ventral. 17 2 " ita longest fa)" . I II.. .. beginning 01 ditto 16 0 .. attaduneat of 1... lDbe 01

to .. nape, iDcludillg &nt donal C&1Idal · 5 8
ehield 6 7 " its longest ray. 2 9
,. .. nape, excluding ditto • · 5 0 .. att.cb_t of upplI' lobe 5 6

" .. pectorala 6 0 Bnsdth of pectorale 2 0

" to posterior edge of gill-opening 6 0 " between 1IOItrile, upper oriflc:a 1 ~

" "
edge of operculum • 5 10 .. betweeneyl!l . I 8

" "
temporal epirac1ee · 4 3 .. between anterior IUb-orbitare • I II

" " pollterior edge of orbit 3 6i " between tempcnl epilaclee 1 10
,.

"
anterior ditto . · 2 11 .. Ilehreen. IDri'acIe If _,ulan . II 8

" "
posterior end of IUbroetral bone 2 8! Circamlereoce of body where greatelt • 6

" "
ang1e or poaterior IUb-orbitar 3 IS

.. .. npeno. DUal orifice 2 ..
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08S. Acipenser maculolUl and A. oryrhynchwt of Le Sueur, Am. Phil. Trans., An. 1818,
differ from A. Rupertianus in their abdominal shields being acutely keeled and spinous.
A. maculostu has a broader snout than the latter. Acipenser tranamontanua is rt'presented
one-third of the natural size in Plate 97, f.2. The shields full size, a. dorsal, b. lateral,
c. ventral.

Page 291, to follow Spinar acanthUu.

[133.] 1. SQUALUS (SCYMNUS) GUNNERI. The Northern Scgmnu8.

FAIIILT, Selachii. GnUI, SqualuB. s~, Seymnul. CUVUIR.
SqualUI Carchariu. FABRICIUI, F~ O,.IIIIIi., p. 127.
Eekalloorboak. GBBBNLAKDBR"

This species, which we omitted to quote from Fabricius in its proper place,
rivals the White Shark in size, and is greatly dreaded in the Greenland seas. It
is reported to have occasionally destroyed the native fisherman by biting off his
lower extremities, together with the bottom of the skin-covered kayack in which
he was seated.-The 8C!Jmni have spiracles, but are destitute of the anal fin and
dorsal spines. The second dorsal is over the ventrals.

Page 295. COTTUS ASPER.

Pr.t.u 9~, f. I, two-third, natural lile.

I neglected to mention in the description of this species, that it differs from its
congeners in having teeth on the palate-bones, being in that respect like Hemi
lepidotU8, to which genus it will probably be hereafter referred. It wants the scales
however of the latter, and its dermal spines are peculiar. A side view of the fish,
a front of the head, and the roof of the mouth, are represented on the plate.

2 s
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Page 297. COTTUS GR<ENLANDICUS.

P,.UK 95, f. 2, two-thirda natural .ise.

A reference to this plate could not be made
the description of the species had gone to press.
as in the figures of Cottus asper.

before, as it was executed after
The same parts are represented
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The few fresh-water Shells collected on the Expedition having been placed in
the hands of Mr. James De Carle Sowerby, he kindly furnished me with the fol
lowing list, in the year 1828.

ditto.
ditto.
ditto.
ditto.
ditto.
ditto.

to the Saskatchewan River.Ditto

Methy Lake to Bear Lake.

Localititll.

Lakes Superior, Winipeg, and Saskatch. R.
Ditto ditto ditto.
Ditto ditto ditto.
Ditto ditto ditto.
Ditto ditto ditto.
Ditto to Methy Lake (lat. 57).
Ditto to the Saskatchewan River.
Ditto.

Namel.

1. Helix attenuata
2. " gularis.
:3. " rudis
4. .. paludosus (minuta, Say)
5. " albolabris
6. Succinea putris .
7. " ovalis
8. Bulimus lubricus
9. Melampus bidentatus, SAY (au-}

ricula, Lam., Conovulu8, Montf.)
10. Valvata tricarinata Ditto to Methy Lake.
11. " syncera Methy Lake to Great Bear Lake (lat. 65).

12. Planor~is caSmpanulaLtu~ (!!.eli)i.x}Lake Superior to Saskatchewan.
angulata, HEPH., an. .L r.

13. "bicarinatuB Ditto
14. "trivalvis Ditto
15. " sp. nova Ditto
16. " albus . Ditto
17. " sp. nova . Ditto
18. " sp. nova contorto similis Ditto
19. "parvus Methy Lake.
20. " sp. nova Ditto to Great Bear Lake.
21. " sp. nova Saskatchewan.
2'2. Ancillus rivularis, SAY
23. Physa rivalis
24. " turrita (elongata) SAY 1

(Bulla ngpnorum, LINN.) j
25. " sp. nova
26. " fontinalis
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ditto.Ditto

LocalitieI.

Canada to Saskatchewan.
Ditto ditto.
Ditto to Methy Lake.

Lake Superior to Lake Winipeg.
Ditto ditto.

Canada to Great Bear Lake.
Ditto to Saskatchewan.
Ditto ditto.
Ditto ditto.
Ditto ditto.
Ditto ditto.
Ditto ditto.

Lake Superior ditto.
Ditto ditto.
Ditto ditto.
Ditto ditto.
Ditto to Methy Lake.
Ditto to Lake Winipeg.
Ditto ditto.

Names.

27. Physa heterostropha .
28. " ancillaria, SAY
29. " sp. nova
30. Limnea n. sp. similis stagnali
31. " columella
32. " palustris .
33. " fossaria
34. " n. sp.
35: " catascopium
36. " sp. dubio.
37. " sp. n.leucostomre similis
38. " sp. nova
39. Melania conica, SAY
40. " sp. nova
41. ,. sp. nova
42. Paludina decisa, var.
43. " limosa
44. Cyclas rhomboidea
45. " similis.
46. " (Pera, Leach) appendi-}

. culata. . . .
47. ,. calyculata Methy Lake.
48. " stagnicola Ditto.
49. " media. Ditto.
50. " pulchella . Ditto.
51. Unio plicatus . Saskatchewan.
52. " radiatus Ditto.
53. " radiatus, var. Ditto.
54. " purpureus. Ditto.
55. " purpureus, var. Ditto.
56. Anodon undulatus Ditto.
57. " anatinus Ditto.


























































